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1 | SAMPLING AND DATA

Figure 1.1 We encounter statistics in our daily lives more often than we probably realize and from many different
sources, like the news. (credit: David Sim)

Introduction
Chapter Content
1.1 Definitions and Key Terms
1.2 Data, Sampling and Variation in Data and Sampling
1.3 Frequency, Frequency Tables, and Levels of Measurement
1.4 Experimental Design and Ethics
You are probably asking yourself the question, "When and where will I use statistics?" If you read any newspaper, watch
television, or use the Internet, you will see statistical information. There are statistics about crime, sports, education,
politics, and real estate. Typically, when you read a newspaper article or watch a television news program, you are given
sample information. With this information, you may make a decision about the correctness of a statement, claim, or "fact."
Statistical methods can help you make the "best educated guess."
Since you will undoubtedly be given statistical information at some point in your life, you need to know some techniques
for analyzing the information thoughtfully. Think about buying a house or managing a budget. Think about your chosen
profession. The fields of economics, business, psychology, education, biology, law, computer science, police science, and
early childhood development require at least one course in statistics.
Included in this chapter are the basic ideas and words of probability and statistics. You will soon understand that statistics
and probability work together. You will also learn how data are gathered and what "good" data can be distinguished from
"bad."

1.1 | Definitions and Key Terms
The science of statistics deals with the collection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of data. We see and use data in
our everyday lives.

1.02
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In your classroom, try this exercise. Have class members write down the average time (in hours, to the nearest halfhour) they sleep per night. Your instructor will record the data. Then create a simple graph (called a dot plot) of the
data. A dot plot consists of a number line and dots (or points) positioned above the number line. For example, consider
the following data:
5; 5.5; 6; 6; 6; 6.5; 6.5; 6.5; 6.5; 7; 7; 8; 8; 9
The dot plot for this data would be as follows:

Figure 1.2

Does your dot plot look the same as or different from the example? Why? If you did the same example in an English
class with the same number of students, do you think the results would be the same? Why or why not?
Where do your data appear to cluster? How might you interpret the clustering?
The questions above ask you to analyze and interpret your data. With this example, you have begun your study of
statistics.

In this course, you will learn how to organize and summarize data. Organizing and summarizing data is called descriptive
statistics. Two ways to summarize data are by graphing and by using numbers (for example, finding an average). After you
have studied probability and probability distributions, you will use formal methods for drawing conclusions from "good"
data. The formal methods are called inferential statistics. Statistical inference uses probability to determine how confident
we can be that our conclusions are correct.
Effective interpretation of data (inference) is based on good procedures for producing data and thoughtful examination
of the data. You will encounter what will seem to be too many mathematical formulas for interpreting data. The goal
of statistics is not to perform numerous calculations using the formulas, but to gain an understanding of your data. The
calculations can be done using a calculator or a computer. The understanding must come from you. If you can thoroughly
grasp the basics of statistics, you can be more confident in the decisions you make in life.

Probability
Probability is a mathematical tool used to study randomness. It deals with the chance (the likelihood) of an event occurring.
For example, if you toss a fair coin four times, the outcomes may not be two heads and two tails. However, if you toss
the same coin 4,000 times, the outcomes will be close to half heads and half tails. The expected theoretical probability of
heads in any one toss is  or 0.5. Even though the outcomes of a few repetitions are uncertain, there is a regular pattern



of outcomes when there are many repetitions. After reading about the English statistician Karl Pearson who tossed a coin
24,000 times with a result of 12,012 heads, one of the authors tossed a coin 2,000 times. The results were 996 heads. The
fraction  is equal to 0.498 which is very close to 0.5, the expected probability.



The theory of probability began with the study of games of chance such as poker. Predictions take the form of probabilities.
To predict the likelihood of an earthquake, of rain, or whether you will get an A in this course, we use probabilities. Doctors
use probability to determine the chance of a vaccination causing the disease the vaccination is supposed to prevent. A
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stockbroker uses probability to determine the rate of return on a client's investments. You might use probability to decide to
buy a lottery ticket or not. In your study of statistics, you will use the power of mathematics through probability calculations
to analyze and interpret your data.

Key Terms
In statistics, we generally want to study a population. You can think of a population as a collection of persons, things, or
objects under study. To study the population, we select a sample. The idea of sampling is to select a portion (or subset)
of the larger population and study that portion (the sample) to gain information about the population. Data are the result of
sampling from a population.
Because it takes a lot of time and money to examine an entire population, sampling is a very practical technique. If you
wished to compute the overall grade point average at your school, it would make sense to select a sample of students who
attend the school. The data collected from the sample would be the students' grade point averages. In presidential elections,
opinion poll samples of 1,000–2,000 people are taken. The opinion poll is supposed to represent the views of the people
in the entire country. Manufacturers of canned carbonated drinks take samples to determine if a 16 ounce can contains 16
ounces of carbonated drink.
From the sample data, we can calculate a statistic. A statistic is a number that represents a property of the sample. For
example, if we consider one math class to be a sample of the population of all math classes, then the average number of
points earned by students in that one math class at the end of the term is an example of a statistic. The statistic is an estimate
of a population parameter. A parameter is a numerical characteristic of the whole population that can be estimated by a
statistic. Since we considered all math classes to be the population, then the average number of points earned per student
over all the math classes is an example of a parameter.
One of the main concerns in the field of statistics is how accurately a statistic estimates a parameter. The accuracy really
depends on how well the sample represents the population. The sample must contain the characteristics of the population
in order to be a representative sample. We are interested in both the sample statistic and the population parameter in
inferential statistics. In a later chapter, we will use the sample statistic to test the validity of the established population
parameter.
A variable, usually notated by capital letters such as X and Y, is a characteristic or measurement that can be determined
for each member of a population. Variables may be numerical or categorical. Numerical variables take on values with
equal units such as weight in pounds and time in hours. Categorical variables place the person or thing into a category.
If we let X equal the number of points earned by one math student at the end of a term, then X is a numerical variable. If
we let Y be a person's party affiliation, then some examples of Y include Republican, Democrat, and Independent. Y is a
categorical variable. We could do some math with values of X (calculate the average number of points earned, for example),
but it makes no sense to do math with values of Y (calculating an average party affiliation makes no sense).
Data are the actual values of the variable. They may be numbers or they may be words. Datum is a single value.
Two words that come up often in statistics are mean and proportion. If you were to take three exams in your math classes
and obtain scores of 86, 75, and 92, you would calculate your mean score by adding the three exam scores and dividing by
three (your mean score would be 84.3 to one decimal place). If, in your math class, there are 40 students and 22 are men

and 18 are women, then the proportion of men students is  and the proportion of women students is  . Mean and





proportion are discussed in more detail in later chapters.

NOTE
The words " mean" and " average" are often used interchangeably. The substitution of one word for the other is
common practice. The technical term is "arithmetic mean," and "average" is technically a center location. However, in
practice among non-statisticians, "average" is commonly accepted for "arithmetic mean."
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Example 1.1
Determine what the key terms refer to in the following study. We want to know the average (mean) amount
of money first year college students spend at ABC College on school supplies that do not include books. We
randomly surveyed 100 first year students at the college. Three of those students spent $150, $200, and $225,
respectively.
Solution 1.1
The population is all first year students attending ABC College this term.
The sample could be all students enrolled in one section of a beginning statistics course at ABC College (although
this sample may not represent the entire population).
The parameter is the average (mean) amount of money spent (excluding books) by first year college students at
ABC College this term.
The statistic is the average (mean) amount of money spent (excluding books) by first year college students in the
sample.
The variable could be the amount of money spent (excluding books) by one first year student. Let X = the amount
of money spent (excluding books) by one first year student attending ABC College.
The data are the dollar amounts spent by the first year students. Examples of the data are $150, $200, and $225.

1.1

Determine what the key terms refer to in the following study. We want to know the average (mean) amount of
money spent on school uniforms each year by families with children at Knoll Academy. We randomly survey 100
families with children in the school. Three of the families spent $65, $75, and $95, respectively.

Example 1.2
Determine what the key terms refer to in the following study.
A study was conducted at a local college to analyze the average cumulative GPA’s of students who graduated last
year. Fill in the letter of the phrase that best describes each of the items below.
1. Population_____ 2. Statistic _____ 3. Parameter _____ 4. Sample _____ 5. Variable _____ 6. Data _____
a) all students who attended the college last year
b) the cumulative GPA of one student who graduated from the college last year
c) 3.65, 2.80, 1.50, 3.90
d) a group of students who graduated from the college last year, randomly selected
e) the average cumulative GPA of students who graduated from the college last year
f) all students who graduated from the college last year
g) the average cumulative GPA of students in the study who graduated from the college last year
Solution 1.2
1. f; 2. g; 3. e; 4. d; 5. b; 6. c
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Example 1.3
Determine what the key terms refer to in the following study.
As part of a study designed to test the safety of automobiles, the National Transportation Safety Board
collected and reviewed data about the effects of an automobile crash on test dummies. Here is the criterion they
used:
Speed at which Cars Crashed Location of “drive” (i.e. dummies)
35 miles/hour

Front Seat

Table 1.1
Cars with dummies in the front seats were crashed into a wall at a speed of 35 miles per hour. We want to
know the proportion of dummies in the driver’s seat that would have had head injuries, if they had been actual
drivers. We start with a simple random sample of 75 cars.
Solution 1.3
The population is all cars containing dummies in the front seat.
The sample is the 75 cars, selected by a simple random sample.
The parameter is the proportion of driver dummies (if they had been real people) who would have suffered
head injuries in the population.
The statistic is proportion of driver dummies (if they had been real people) who would have suffered head
injuries in the sample.
The variable X = the number of driver dummies (if they had been real people) who would have suffered
head injuries.
The data are either: yes, had head injury, or no, did not.

Example 1.4
Determine what the key terms refer to in the following study.
An insurance company would like to determine the proportion of all medical doctors who have been involved
in one or more malpractice lawsuits. The company selects 500 doctors at random from a professional directory
and determines the number in the sample who have been involved in a malpractice lawsuit.
Solution 1.4
The population is all medical doctors listed in the professional directory.
The parameter is the proportion of medical doctors who have been involved in one or more malpractice suits
in the population.
The sample is the 500 doctors selected at random from the professional directory.
The statistic is the proportion of medical doctors who have been involved in one or more malpractice suits in
the sample.
The variable X = the number of medical doctors who have been involved in one or more malpractice suits. The
data are either: yes, was involved in one or more malpractice lawsuits, or no, was not.

Do the following exercise collaboratively with up to four people per group. Find a population, a sample, the parameter,
the statistic, a variable, and data for the following study: You want to determine the average (mean) number of glasses
of milk college students drink per day. Suppose yesterday, in your English class, you asked five students how many
glasses of milk they drank the day before. The answers were 1, 0, 1, 3, and 4 glasses of milk.
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1.2 | Data, Sampling, and Variation in Data and Sampling
Data may come from a population or from a sample. Lowercase letters like Y or Z generally are used to represent data
values. Most data can be put into the following categories:
• Qualitative
• Quantitative
Qualitative data are the result of categorizing or describing attributes of a population. Qualitative data are also often called
categorical data. Hair color, blood type, ethnic group, the car a person drives, and the street a person lives on are examples
of qualitative data. Qualitative data are generally described by words or letters. For instance, hair color might be black, dark
brown, light brown, blonde, gray, or red. Blood type might be AB+, O-, or B+. Researchers often prefer to use quantitative
data over qualitative data because it lends itself more easily to mathematical analysis. For example, it does not make sense
to find an average hair color or blood type.
Quantitative data are always numbers. Quantitative data are the result of counting or measuring attributes of a population.
Amount of money, pulse rate, weight, number of people living in your town, and number of students who take statistics are
examples of quantitative data. Quantitative data may be either discrete or continuous.
All data that are the result of counting are called quantitative discrete data. These data take on only certain numerical
values. If you count the number of phone calls you receive for each day of the week, you might get values such as zero, one,
two, or three.
Data that are not only made up of counting numbers, but that may include fractions, decimals, or irrational numbers, are
called quantitative continuous data. Continuous data are often the results of measurements like lengths, weights, or times.
A list of the lengths in minutes for all the phone calls that you make in a week, with numbers like 2.4, 7.5, or 11.0, would
be quantitative continuous data.

Example 1.5 Data Sample of Quantitative Discrete Data
The data are the number of books students carry in their backpacks. You sample five students. Two students carry
three books, one student carries four books, one student carries two books, and one student carries one book. The
numbers of books (three, four, two, and one) are the quantitative discrete data.

1.5 The data are the number of machines in a gym. You sample five gyms. One gym has 12 machines, one gym has
15 machines, one gym has ten machines, one gym has 22 machines, and the other gym has 20 machines. What type of
data is this?
Example 1.6 Data Sample of Quantitative Continuous Data
The data are the weights of backpacks with books in them. You sample the same five students. The weights (in
pounds) of their backpacks are 6.2, 7, 6.8, 9.1, 4.3. Notice that backpacks carrying three books can have different
weights. Weights are quantitative continuous data.

1.6

The data are the areas of lawns in square feet. You sample five houses. The areas of the lawns are 144 sq. feet,
160 sq. feet, 190 sq. feet, 180 sq. feet, and 210 sq. feet. What type of data is this?
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Example 1.7
You go to the supermarket and purchase three cans of soup (19 ounces tomato bisque, 14.1 ounces lentil, and 19
ounces Italian wedding), two packages of nuts (walnuts and peanuts), four different kinds of vegetable (broccoli,
cauliflower, spinach, and carrots), and two desserts (16 ounces pistachio ice cream and 32 ounces chocolate chip
cookies).
Name data sets that are quantitative discrete, quantitative continuous, and qualitative.
Solution 1.7
One Possible Solution:
• The three cans of soup, two packages of nuts, four kinds of vegetables and two desserts are quantitative
discrete data because you count them.
• The weights of the soups (19 ounces, 14.1 ounces, 19 ounces) are quantitative continuous data because you
measure weights as precisely as possible.
• Types of soups, nuts, vegetables and desserts are qualitative data because they are categorical.
Try to identify additional data sets in this example.

Example 1.8
The data are the colors of backpacks. Again, you sample the same five students. One student has a red backpack,
two students have black backpacks, one student has a green backpack, and one student has a gray backpack. The
colors red, black, black, green, and gray are qualitative data.

1.8 The data are the colors of houses. You sample five houses. The colors of the houses are white, yellow, white, red,
and white. What type of data is this?

NOTE
You may collect data as numbers and report it categorically. For example, the quiz scores for each student are recorded
throughout the term. At the end of the term, the quiz scores are reported as A, B, C, D, or F.

1.07
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Example 1.9
Work collaboratively to determine the correct data type (quantitative or qualitative). Indicate whether quantitative
data are continuous or discrete. Hint: Data that are discrete often start with the words "the number of."
a. the number of pairs of shoes you own
b. the type of car you drive
c. the distance it is from your home to the nearest grocery store
d. the number of classes you take per school year.
e. the type of calculator you use
f. weights of sumo wrestlers
g. number of correct answers on a quiz
h. IQ scores (This may cause some discussion.)
Solution 1.9
Items a, d, and g are quantitative discrete; items c, f, and h are quantitative continuous; items b and e are
qualitative, or categorical.

1.9 Determine the correct data type (quantitative or qualitative) for the number of cars in a parking lot. Indicate
whether quantitative data are continuous or discrete.

Example 1.10
A statistics professor collects information about the classification of her students as freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, or seniors. The data she collects are summarized in the pie chart Figure 1.2. What type of data does this
graph show?

Figure 1.3

Solution 1.10
This pie chart shows the students in each year, which is qualitative (or categorical) data.

1.09
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1.10 The registrar at State University keeps records of the number of credit hours students complete each semester.
The data he collects are summarized in the histogram. The class boundaries are 10 to less than 13, 13 to less than 16,
16 to less than 19, 19 to less than 22, and 22 to less than 25.

Figure 1.4

What type of data does this graph show?

Qualitative Data Discussion
Below are tables comparing the number of part-time and full-time students at De Anza College and Foothill College
enrolled for the spring 2010 quarter. The tables display counts (frequencies) and percentages or proportions (relative
frequencies). The percent columns make comparing the same categories in the colleges easier. Displaying percentages along
with the numbers is often helpful, but it is particularly important when comparing sets of data that do not have the same
totals, such as the total enrollments for both colleges in this example. Notice how much larger the percentage for part-time
students at Foothill College is compared to De Anza College.

De Anza College

Foothill College

Number Percent

Number Percent

Full-time 9,200

40.9%

Full-time 4,059

28.6%

Part-time 13,296

59.1%

Part-time 10,124

71.4%

Total

100%

Total

100%

22,496

14,183

Table 1.2 Fall Term 2007 (Census day)
Tables are a good way of organizing and displaying data. But graphs can be even more helpful in understanding the data.
There are no strict rules concerning which graphs to use. Two graphs that are used to display qualitative data are pie charts
and bar graphs.
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In a pie chart, categories of data are represented by wedges in a circle and are proportional in size to the percent of
individuals in each category.
In a bar graph, the length of the bar for each category is proportional to the number or percent of individuals in each
category. Bars may be vertical or horizontal.
A Pareto chart consists of bars that are sorted into order by category size (largest to smallest).
Look at Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 and determine which graph (pie or bar) you think displays the comparisons better.
It is a good idea to look at a variety of graphs to see which is the most helpful in displaying the data. We might make
different choices of what we think is the “best” graph depending on the data and the context. Our choice also depends on
what we are using the data for.

(a)
Figure 1.5

Figure 1.6

(b)
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Percentages That Add to More (or Less) Than 100%
Sometimes percentages add up to be more than 100% (or less than 100%). In the graph, the percentages add to more than
100% because students can be in more than one category. A bar graph is appropriate to compare the relative size of the
categories. A pie chart cannot be used. It also could not be used if the percentages added to less than 100%.

Characteristic/Category

Percent

Full-Time Students

40.9%

Students who intend to transfer to a 4-year educational institution 48.6%
Students under age 25

61.0%

TOTAL

150.5%

Table 1.3 De Anza College Spring 2010

Figure 1.7

Omitting Categories/Missing Data
The table displays Ethnicity of Students but is missing the "Other/Unknown" category. This category contains people who
did not feel they fit into any of the ethnicity categories or declined to respond. Notice that the frequencies do not add up to
the total number of students. In this situation, create a bar graph and not a pie chart.

Frequency

Percent

Asian

8,794

36.1%

Black

1,412

5.8%

Filipino

1,298

5.3%

Hispanic

4,180

17.1%

Native American 146

0.6%

Pacific Islander

236

1.0%

White

5,978

24.5%

TOTAL

22,044 out of 24,382 90.4% out of 100%

Table 1.4 Ethnicity of Students at De Anza College Fall
Term 2007 (Census Day)
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Figure 1.8

The following graph is the same as the previous graph but the “Other/Unknown” percent (9.6%) has been included. The
“Other/Unknown” category is large compared to some of the other categories (Native American, 0.6%, Pacific Islander
1.0%). This is important to know when we think about what the data are telling us.
This particular bar graph in Figure 1.9 can be difficult to understand visually. The graph in Figure 1.10 is a Pareto chart.
The Pareto chart has the bars sorted from largest to smallest and is easier to read and interpret.

Figure 1.9 Bar Graph with Other/Unknown Category

Figure 1.10 Pareto Chart With Bars Sorted by Size
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Pie Charts: No Missing Data
The following pie charts have the “Other/Unknown” category included (since the percentages must add to 100%). The
chart in Figure 1.11b is organized by the size of each wedge, which makes it a more visually informative graph than the
unsorted, alphabetical graph in Figure 1.11a.

(b)

(a)
Figure 1.11

Sampling
Gathering information about an entire population often costs too much or is virtually impossible. Instead, we use a sample
of the population. A sample should have the same characteristics as the population it is representing. Most statisticians
use various methods of random sampling in an attempt to achieve this goal. This section will describe a few of the most
common methods. There are several different methods of random sampling. In each form of random sampling, each
member of a population initially has an equal chance of being selected for the sample. Each method has pros and cons. The
easiest method to describe is called a simple random sample. Any group of n individuals is equally likely to be chosen as
any other group of n individuals if the simple random sampling technique is used. In other words, each sample of the same
size has an equal chance of being selected. For example, suppose Lisa wants to form a four-person study group (herself
and three other people) from her pre-calculus class, which has 31 members not including Lisa. To choose a simple random
sample of size three from the other members of her class, Lisa could put all 31 names in a hat, shake the hat, close her
eyes, and pick out three names. A more technological way is for Lisa to first list the last names of the members of her class
together with a two-digit number, as in Table 1.5:

ID

Name

ID

Name

ID

Name

00

Anselmo

11

King

21

Roquero

01

Bautista

12

Legeny

22

Roth

02

Bayani

13

Lundquist 23

Rowell

03

Cheng

14

Macierz

Salangsang

04

Cuarismo

15

Motogawa 25

Slade

05

Cuningham 16

Okimoto

26

Stratcher

06

Fontecha

17

Patel

27

Tallai

07

Hong

18

Price

28

Tran

08

Hoobler

19

Quizon

29

Wai

09

Jiao

20

Reyes

30

Wood

10

Khan

Table 1.5 Class Roster

24
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Lisa can use a table of random numbers (found in many statistics books and mathematical handbooks), a calculator, or
a computer to generate random numbers. For this example, suppose Lisa chooses to generate random numbers from a
calculator. The numbers generated are as follows:
0.94360; 0.99832; 0.14669; 0.51470; 0.40581; 0.73381; 0.04399
Lisa reads two-digit groups until she has chosen three class members (that is, she reads 0.94360 as the groups 94, 43, 36,
60). Each random number may only contribute one class member. If she needed to, Lisa could have generated more random
numbers.
The random numbers 0.94360 and 0.99832 do not contain appropriate two digit numbers. However the third random
number, 0.14669, contains 14 (the fourth random number also contains 14), the fifth random number contains 05, and the
seventh random number contains 04. The two-digit number 14 corresponds to Macierz, 05 corresponds to Cuningham, and
04 corresponds to Cuarismo. Besides herself, Lisa’s group will consist of Marcierz, Cuningham, and Cuarismo.

To generate random numbers:
• Press MATH.
• Arrow over to PRB.
• Press 5:randInt(. Enter 0, 30).
• Press ENTER for the first random number.
• Press ENTER two more times for the other 2 random numbers. If there is a repeat press ENTER again.
Note: randInt(0, 30, 3) will generate 3 random numbers.

Figure 1.12

Besides simple random sampling, there are other forms of sampling that involve a chance process for getting the sample.
Other well-known random sampling methods are the stratified sample, the cluster sample, and the systematic
sample.
To choose a stratified sample, divide the population into groups called strata and then take a proportionate number
from each stratum. For example, you could stratify (group) your college population by department and then choose a
proportionate simple random sample from each stratum (each department) to get a stratified random sample. To choose
a simple random sample from each department, number each member of the first department, number each member of
the second department, and do the same for the remaining departments. Then use simple random sampling to choose
proportionate numbers from the first department and do the same for each of the remaining departments. Those numbers
picked from the first department, picked from the second department, and so on represent the members who make up the
stratified sample.
To choose a cluster sample, divide the population into clusters (groups) and then randomly select some of the clusters.
All the members from these clusters are in the cluster sample. For example, if you randomly sample four departments
from your college population, the four departments make up the cluster sample. Divide your college faculty by department.
The departments are the clusters. Number each department, and then choose four different numbers using simple random
sampling. All members of the four departments with those numbers are the cluster sample.
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To choose a systematic sample, randomly select a starting point and take every nth piece of data from a listing of the
population. For example, suppose you have to do a phone survey. Your phone book contains 20,000 residence listings. You
must choose 400 names for the sample. Number the population 1–20,000 and then use a simple random sample to pick a
number that represents the first name in the sample. Then choose every fiftieth name thereafter until you have a total of 400
names (you might have to go back to the beginning of your phone list). Systematic sampling is frequently chosen because
it is a simple method.
A type of sampling that is non-random is convenience sampling. Convenience sampling involves using results that are
readily available. For example, a computer software store conducts a marketing study by interviewing potential customers
who happen to be in the store browsing through the available software. The results of convenience sampling may be very
good in some cases and highly biased (favor certain outcomes) in others.
Sampling data should be done very carefully. Collecting data carelessly can have devastating results. Surveys mailed to
households and then returned may be very biased (they may favor a certain group). It is better for the person conducting the
survey to select the sample respondents.
True random sampling is done with replacement. That is, once a member is picked, that member goes back into the
population and thus may be chosen more than once. However for practical reasons, in most populations, simple random
sampling is done without replacement. Surveys are typically done without replacement. That is, a member of the
population may be chosen only once. Most samples are taken from large populations and the sample tends to be small in
comparison to the population. Since this is the case, sampling without replacement is approximately the same as sampling
with replacement because the chance of picking the same individual more than once with replacement is very low.
In a college population of 10,000 people, suppose you want to pick a sample of 1,000 randomly for a survey. For any
particular sample of 1,000, if you are sampling with replacement,
• the chance of picking the first person is 1,000 out of 10,000 (0.1000);
• the chance of picking a different second person for this sample is 999 out of 10,000 (0.0999);
• the chance of picking the same person again is 1 out of 10,000 (very low).
If you are sampling without replacement,
• the chance of picking the first person for any particular sample is 1000 out of 10,000 (0.1000);
• the chance of picking a different second person is 999 out of 9,999 (0.0999);
• you do not replace the first person before picking the next person.
Compare the fractions 999/10,000 and 999/9,999. For accuracy, carry the decimal answers to four decimal places. To four
decimal places, these numbers are equivalent (0.0999).
Sampling without replacement instead of sampling with replacement becomes a mathematical issue only when the
population is small. For example, if the population is 25 people, the sample is ten, and you are sampling with replacement
for any particular sample, then the chance of picking the first person is ten out of 25, and the chance of picking a different
second person is nine out of 25 (you replace the first person).
If you sample without replacement, then the chance of picking the first person is ten out of 25, and then the chance of
picking the second person (who is different) is nine out of 24 (you do not replace the first person).
Compare the fractions 9/25 and 9/24. To four decimal places, 9/25 = 0.3600 and 9/24 = 0.3750. To four decimal places,
these numbers are not equivalent.
When you analyze data, it is important to be aware of sampling errors and nonsampling errors. The actual process of
sampling causes sampling errors. For example, the sample may not be large enough. Factors not related to the sampling
process cause nonsampling errors. A defective counting device can cause a nonsampling error.
In reality, a sample will never be exactly representative of the population so there will always be some sampling error. As a
rule, the larger the sample, the smaller the sampling error.
In statistics, a sampling bias is created when a sample is collected from a population and some members of the population
are not as likely to be chosen as others (remember, each member of the population should have an equally likely chance of
being chosen). When a sampling bias happens, there can be incorrect conclusions drawn about the population that is being
studied.
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Critical Evaluation
We need to evaluate the statistical studies we read about critically and analyze them before accepting the results of the
studies. Common problems to be aware of include
• Problems with samples: A sample must be representative of the population. A sample that is not representative of the
population is biased. Biased samples that are not representative of the population give results that are inaccurate and
not valid.
• Self-selected samples: Responses only by people who choose to respond, such as call-in surveys, are often unreliable.
• Sample size issues: Samples that are too small may be unreliable. Larger samples are better, if possible. In some
situations, having small samples is unavoidable and can still be used to draw conclusions. Examples: crash testing cars
or medical testing for rare conditions
• Undue influence: collecting data or asking questions in a way that influences the response
• Non-response or refusal of subject to participate: The collected responses may no longer be representative of the
population. Often, people with strong positive or negative opinions may answer surveys, which can affect the results.
• Causality: A relationship between two variables does not mean that one causes the other to occur. They may be related
(correlated) because of their relationship through a different variable.
• Self-funded or self-interest studies: A study performed by a person or organization in order to support their claim. Is
the study impartial? Read the study carefully to evaluate the work. Do not automatically assume that the study is good,
but do not automatically assume the study is bad either. Evaluate it on its merits and the work done.
• Misleading use of data: improperly displayed graphs, incomplete data, or lack of context.
• Confounding: When the effects of multiple factors on a response cannot be separated. Confounding makes it difficult
or impossible to draw valid conclusions about the effect of each factor.

COLLABORATIVE EXERCISE
As a class, determine whether or not the following samples are representative. If they are not, discuss the reasons.
1. To find the average GPA of all students in a university, use all honor students at the university as the sample.
2. To find out the most popular cereal among young people under the age of ten, stand outside a large supermarket
for three hours and speak to every twentieth child under age ten who enters the supermarket.
3. To find the average annual income of all adults in the United States, sample U.S. congressmen. Create a cluster
sample by considering each state as a stratum (group). By using simple random sampling, select states to be part
of the cluster. Then survey every U.S. congressman in the cluster.
4. To determine the proportion of people taking public transportation to work, survey 20 people in New York City.
Conduct the survey by sitting in Central Park on a bench and interviewing every person who sits next to you.
5. To determine the average cost of a two-day stay in a hospital in Massachusetts, survey 100 hospitals across the
state using simple random sampling.

Example 1.11
A study is done to determine the average tuition that San Jose State undergraduate students pay per semester.
Each student in the following samples is asked how much tuition he or she paid for the Fall semester. What is the
type of sampling in each case?
a. A sample of 100 undergraduate San Jose State students is taken by organizing the students’ names by
classification (freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior), and then selecting 25 students from each.
b. A random number generator is used to select a student from the alphabetical listing of all undergraduate
students in the Fall semester. Starting with that student, every 50th student is chosen until 75 students are
included in the sample.
c. A completely random method is used to select 75 students. Each undergraduate student in the fall semester
has the same probability of being chosen at any stage of the sampling process.
d. The freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior years are numbered one, two, three, and four, respectively.
A random number generator is used to pick two of those years. All students in those two years are in the
sample.
e. An administrative assistant is asked to stand in front of the library one Wednesday and to ask the first 100
undergraduate students he encounters what they paid for tuition the Fall semester. Those 100 students are
the sample.
Solution 1.11
a. s ratified; b. systematic; c. simple random; d. cluster; e. convenience
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Example 1.11
1.11 You are going to use the random number generator to generate different types of samples from the data.

A study is done to determine the average tuition that San Jose State undergraduate students pay per semester.
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Solution 1.11
Table 1.6
a. stratified; b. systematic; c. simple random;
d. cluster; e. convenience
Instructions: Use the Random Number Generator to pick samples.
1. Create a stratified sample by column. Pick three quiz scores randomly from each column.
◦ Number each row one through ten.
◦ On your calculator, press Math and arrow over to PRB.
◦ For column 1, Press 5:randInt( and enter 1,10). Press ENTER. Record the number. Press ENTER 2 more
times (even the repeats). Record these numbers. Record the three quiz scores in column one that correspond
to these three numbers.
◦ Repeat for columns two through six.
◦ These 18 quiz scores are a stratified sample.
2. Create a cluster sample by picking two of the columns. Use the column numbers: one through six.
◦ Press MATH and arrow over to PRB.
◦ Press 5:randInt( and enter 1,6). Press ENTER. Record the number. Press ENTER and record that number.
◦ The two numbers are for two of the columns.
◦ The quiz scores (20 of them) in these 2 columns are the cluster sample.
3. Create a simple random sample of 15 quiz scores.
◦ Use the numbering one through 60.
◦ Press MATH. Arrow over to PRB. Press 5:randInt( and enter 1, 60).
◦ Press ENTER 15 times and record the numbers.
◦ Record the quiz scores that correspond to these numbers.
◦ These 15 quiz scores are the systematic sample.
4. Create a systematic sample of 12 quiz scores.
◦ Use the numbering one through 60.
◦ Press MATH. Arrow over to PRB. Press 5:randInt( and enter 1, 60).
◦ Press ENTER. Record the number and the first quiz score. From that number, count ten quiz scores and
record that quiz score. Keep counting ten quiz scores and recording the quiz score until you have a sample
of 12 quiz scores. You may wrap around (go back to the beginning).
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Example 1.12
Determine the type of sampling used (simple random, stratified, systematic, cluster, or convenience).
a. A soccer coach selects six players from a group of boys aged eight to ten, seven players from a group of
boys aged 11 to 12, and three players from a group of boys aged 13 to 14 to form a recreational soccer team.
b. A pollster interviews all human resource personnel in five different high tech companies.
c. A high school educational researcher interviews 50 high school female teachers and 50 high school male
teachers.
d. A medical researcher interviews every third cancer patient from a list of cancer patients at a local hospital.
e. A high school counselor uses a computer to generate 50 random numbers and then picks students whose
names correspond to the numbers.
f. A student interviews classmates in his algebra class to determine how many pairs of jeans a student owns,
on the average.
Solution 1.12
a. stratified; b. cluster; c. stratified; d. systematic; e. simple random; f.convenience

1.12 Determine the type of sampling used (simple random, stratified, systematic, cluster, or convenience).
A high school principal polls 50 freshmen, 50 sophomores, 50 juniors, and 50 seniors regarding policy changes for
after school activities.

If we were to examine two samples representing the same population, even if we used random sampling methods for the
samples, they would not be exactly the same. Just as there is variation in data, there is variation in samples. As you become
accustomed to sampling, the variability will begin to seem natural.

Example 1.13
Suppose ABC College has 10,000 part-time students (the population). We are interested in the average amount of
money a part-time student spends on books in the fall term. Asking all 10,000 students is an almost impossible
task.
Suppose we take two different samples.
First, we use convenience sampling and survey ten students from a first term organic chemistry class. Many of
these students are taking first term calculus in addition to the organic chemistry class. The amount of money they
spend on books is as follows:
$128; $87; $173; $116; $130; $204; $147; $189; $93; $153
The second sample is taken using a list of senior citizens who take P.E. classes and taking every fifth senior citizen
on the list, for a total of ten senior citizens. They spend:
$50; $40; $36; $15; $50; $100; $40; $53; $22; $22
It is unlikely that any student is in both samples.

a. Do you think that either of these samples is representative of (or is characteristic of) the entire 10,000 part-time
student population?
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Solution 1.13
a. No. The first sample probably consists of science-oriented students. Besides the chemistry course, some of
them are also taking first-term calculus. Books for these classes tend to be expensive. Most of these students are,
more than likely, paying more than the average part-time student for their books. The second sample is a group of
senior citizens who are, more than likely, taking courses for health and interest. The amount of money they spend
on books is probably much less than the average parttime student. Both samples are biased. Also, in both cases,
not all students have a chance to be in either sample.
b. Since these samples are not representative of the entire population, is it wise to use the results to describe the
entire population?
Solution 1.13
b. No. For these samples, each member of the population did not have an equally likely chance of being chosen.
Now, suppose we take a third sample. We choose ten different part-time students from the disciplines of
chemistry, math, English, psychology, sociology, history, nursing, physical education, art, and early childhood
development. (We assume that these are the only disciplines in which part-time students at ABC College are
enrolled and that an equal number of part-time students are enrolled in each of the disciplines.) Each student is
chosen using simple random sampling. Using a calculator, random numbers are generated and a student from
a particular discipline is selected if he or she has a corresponding number. The students spend the following
amounts:
$180; $50; $150; $85; $260; $75; $180; $200; $200; $150
c. Is the sample biased?
Solution 1.13
c. The sample is unbiased, but a larger sample would be recommended to increase the likelihood that the sample
will be close to representative of the population. However, for a biased sampling technique, even a large sample
runs the risk of not being representative of the population.
Students often ask if it is "good enough" to take a sample, instead of surveying the entire population. If the survey
is done well, the answer is yes.

1.13 A local radio station has a fan base of 20,000 listeners. The station wants to know if its audience would prefer
more music or more talk shows. Asking all 20,000 listeners is an almost impossible task.
The station uses convenience sampling and surveys the first 200 people they meet at one of the station’s music concert
events. 24 people said they’d prefer more talk shows, and 176 people said they’d prefer more music.
Do you think that this sample is representative of (or is characteristic of) the entire 20,000 listener population?

Variation in Data
Variation is present in any set of data. For example, 16-ounce cans of beverage may contain more or less than 16 ounces of
liquid. In one study, eight 16 ounce cans were measured and produced the following amount (in ounces) of beverage:
15.8; 16.1; 15.2; 14.8; 15.8; 15.9; 16.0; 15.5
Measurements of the amount of beverage in a 16-ounce can may vary because different people make the measurements or
because the exact amount, 16 ounces of liquid, was not put into the cans. Manufacturers regularly run tests to determine
the amount of beverage in a 16-ounce can falls within the desired range.
Be aware that as you take data, your data may vary somewhat from the data someone else is taking for the same purpose.
This is completely natural. However, if two or more of you are taking the same data and get very different results, it is time
for you and the others to reevaluate your data-taking methods and your accuracy.
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Variation in Samples
It was mentioned previously that two or more samples from the same population, taken randomly, and having close
to the same characteristics of the population will likely be different from each other. Suppose Doreen and Jung both decide
to study the average amount of time students at their college sleep each night. Doreen and Jung each take samples of 500
students. Doreen uses systematic sampling and Jung uses cluster sampling. Doreen's sample will be different from Jung's
sample. Even if Doreen and Jung used the same sampling method, in all likelihood their samples would be different.
Neither would be wrong, however.
Think about what contributes to making Doreen’s and Jung’s samples different.
If Doreen and Jung took larger samples (i.e. the number of data values is increased), their sample results (the average
amount of time a student sleeps) might be closer to the actual population average. But still, their samples would be, in all
likelihood, different from each other. This variability in samples cannot be stressed enough.

Size of a Sample
The size of a sample (often called the number of observations) is important. The examples you have seen in this book so
far have been small. Samples of only a few hundred observations, or even smaller, are sufficient for many purposes. In
polling, samples that are from 1,200 to 1,500 observations are considered large enough and good enough if the survey is
random and is well done. You will learn why when you study confidence intervals.
Be aware that many large samples are biased. For example, call-in surveys are invariably biased, because people choose to
respond or not.

Deceptive Graphs
Although graphs can simplify and organize data, it is important to point out that graphs can be incorrect if they
contain errors or are purposely deceptive to mislead an interpreter. It is a vital tool to develop the ability to recognize
incorrect graphs.
Figure 1.13 displays the same information however, (a) has a nonzero axis and the difference between the two dates
are dramatically exaggerated. (b) shows a correct depiction starting at zero with proper labels on both axes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.13

Some graphs display mathematical errors that are incorrect that can also cause deceptiveness. A pie chart displays portions
of a whole adding up to 100%. Figure 1.14a displays a pie chart summing up to over 100%. Figure 1.14b shows a
graph with incorrect plots. For example, March has 8.8% unemployment and November has 8.6% but the graph
shows November at a higher position than that of March.

(a)
Figure 1.14

(b)
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Divide into groups of two, three, or four. Your instructor will give each group one six-sided die. Try this experiment
twice. Roll one fair die (six-sided) 20 times. Record the number of ones, twos, threes, fours, fives, and sixes you get in
Table 1.7 and Table 1.8 (“frequency” is the number of times a particular face of the die occurs):

Face on Die

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 1.7 First Experiment (20
rolls)

Face on Die

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 1.8 Second Experiment
(20 rolls)

Did the two experiments have the same results? Probably not. If you did the experiment a third time, do you expect the
results to be identical to the first or second experiment? Why or why not?
Which experiment had the correct results? They both did. The job of the statistician is to see through the variability
and draw appropriate conclusions.
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1.3 | Frequency, Frequency Tables, and Levels of
Measurement
Once you have a set of data, you will need to organize it so that you can analyze how frequently each datum occurs in the
set. However, when calculating the frequency, you may need to round your answers so that they are as precise as possible.

Answers and Rounding Off
A simple way to round off answers is to carry your final answer one more decimal place than was present in the original
data. Round off only the final answer. Do not round off any intermediate results, if possible. If it becomes necessary to round
off intermediate results, carry them to at least twice as many decimal places as the final answer. For example, the average of
the three quiz scores four, six, and nine is 6.3, rounded off to the nearest tenth, because the data are whole numbers. Most
answers will be rounded off in this manner.
It is not necessary to reduce most fractions in this course. Especially in Probability Topics, the chapter on probability, it
is more helpful to leave an answer as an unreduced fraction.

Levels of Measurement
The way a set of data is measured is called its level of measurement. Correct statistical procedures depend on a researcher
being familiar with levels of measurement. Not every statistical operation can be used with every set of data. Data can be
classified into four levels of measurement. They are (from lowest to highest level):
• Nominal scale level
• Ordinal scale level
• Interval scale level
• Ratio scale level
Data that is measured using a nominal scale is qualitative(categorical). Categories, colors, names, labels and favorite
foods along with yes or no responses are examples of nominal level data. Nominal scale data are not ordered. For example,
trying to classify people according to their favorite food does not make any sense. Putting pizza first and sushi second is not
meaningful.
Smartphone companies are another example of nominal scale data. The data are the names of the companies that make
smartphones, but there is no agreed upon order of these brands, even though people may have personal preferences. Nominal
scale data cannot be used in calculations.
Data that is measured using an ordinal scale is similar to nominal scale data but there is a big difference. The ordinal scale
data can be ordered. An example of ordinal scale data is a list of the top five national parks in the United States. The top
five national parks in the United States can be ranked from one to five but we cannot measure differences between the data.
Another example of using the ordinal scale is a cruise survey where the responses to questions about the cruise are
“excellent,” “good,” “satisfactory,” and “unsatisfactory.” These responses are ordered from the most desired response to the
least desired. But the differences between two pieces of data cannot be measured. Like the nominal scale data, ordinal scale
data cannot be used in calculations.
Data that is measured using the interval scale is similar to ordinal level data because it has a definite ordering but there
is a difference between data. The differences between interval scale data can be measured though the data does not have a
starting point.
Temperature scales like Celsius (C) and Fahrenheit (F) are measured by using the interval scale. In both temperature
measurements, 40° is equal to 100° minus 60°. Differences make sense. But 0 degrees does not because, in both scales, 0 is
not the absolute lowest temperature. Temperatures like -10° F and -15° C exist and are colder than 0.
Interval level data can be used in calculations, but one type of comparison cannot be done. 80° C is not four times as hot as
20° C (nor is 80° F four times as hot as 20° F). There is no meaning to the ratio of 80 to 20 (or four to one).
Data that is measured using the ratio scale takes care of the ratio problem and gives you the most information. Ratio scale
data is like interval scale data, but it has a 0 point and ratios can be calculated. For example, four multiple choice statistics
final exam scores are 80, 68, 20 and 92 (out of a possible 100 points). The exams are machine-graded.
The data can be put in order from lowest to highest: 20, 68, 80, 92.
The differences between the data have meaning. The score 92 is more than the score 68 by 24 points. Ratios can be
calculated. The smallest score is 0. So 80 is four times 20. The score of 80 is four times better than the score of 20.
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Frequency
Twenty students were asked how many hours they worked per day. Their responses, in hours, are as follows: 5; 6;
3; 3; 2; 4; 7; 5; 2; 3; 5; 6; 5; 4; 4; 3; 5; 2; 5; 3.
Table 1.9 lists the different data values in ascending order and their frequencies.

DATA VALUE

FREQUENCY

2

3

3

5

4

3

5

6

6

2

7

1

Table 1.9 Frequency Table of
Student Work Hours
A frequency is the number of times a value of the data occurs. According to Table 1.9, there are three students who work
two hours, five students who work three hours, and so on. The sum of the values in the frequency column, 20, represents
the total number of students included in the sample.
A relative frequency is the ratio (fraction or proportion) of the number of times a value of the data occurs in the set of
all outcomes to the total number of outcomes. To find the relative frequencies, divide each frequency by the total number
of students in the sample–in this case, 20. Relative frequencies can be written as fractions, percents, or decimals.

DATA VALUE

FREQUENCY

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

2

3

 or 0.15


3

5

 or 0.25


4

3

 or 0.15


5

6

 or 0.30


6

2

 or 0.10


7

1

 or 0.05


Table 1.10 Frequency Table of Student Work Hours with
Relative Frequencies
The sum of the values in the relative frequency column of Table 1.10 is  , or 1.
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Cumulative relative frequency is the accumulation of the previous relative frequencies. To find the cumulative relative
frequencies, add all the previous relative frequencies to the relative frequency for the current row, as shown in Table 1.11.

DATA VALUE

FREQUENCY

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

CUMULATIVE RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

2

3

 or 0.15


0.15

3

5

 or 0.25


0.15 + 0.25 = 0.40

4

3

 or 0.15


0.40 + 0.15 = 0.55

5

6

 or 0.30


0.55 + 0.30 = 0.85

6

2

 or 0.10


0.85 + 0.10 = 0.95

7

1

 or 0.05


0.95 + 0.05 = 1.00

Table 1.11 Frequency Table of Student Work Hours with Relative and
Cumulative Relative Frequencies
The last entry of the cumulative relative frequency column is one, indicating that one hundred percent of the data has been
accumulated.

NOTE
Because of rounding, the relative frequency column may not always sum to one, and the last entry in the cumulative
relative frequency column may not be one. However, they each should be close to one.
Table 1.12 represents the heights, in inches, of a sample of 100 male semiprofessional soccer players.

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

CUMULATIVE
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

59.95–61.95 5

 = 0.05


0.05

61.95–63.95 3

 = 0.03


0.05 + 0.03 = 0.08

63.95–65.95 15

 = 0.15


0.08 + 0.15 = 0.23

65.95–67.95 40

 = 0.40


0.23 + 0.40 = 0.63

67.95–69.95 17

 = 0.17


0.63 + 0.17 = 0.80

69.95–71.95 12

 = 0.12


0.80 + 0.12 = 0.92

71.95–73.95 7

 = 0.07


0.92 + 0.07 = 0.99

73.95–75.95 1

 = 0.01


0.99 + 0.01 = 1.00

HEIGHTS
(INCHES)

FREQUENCY

Total = 100

Total = 1.00

Table 1.12 Frequency Table of Soccer Player Height
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The data in Table 1.12 have been grouped into the following intervals:
• 59.95 to 61.95 inches
• 61.95 to 63.95 inches
• 63.95 to 65.95 inches
• 65.95 to 67.95 inches
• 67.95 to 69.95 inches
• 69.95 to 71.95 inches
• 71.95 to 73.95 inches
• 73.95 to 75.95 inches

NOTE
Methods used to compute the intervals will be explained in the following chapter.
In this sample, there are five players whose heights fall within the interval 59.95–61.95 inches, three players whose heights
fall within the interval 61.95–63.95 inches, 15 players whose heights fall within the interval 63.95–65.95 inches, 40 players
whose heights fall within the interval 65.95–67.95 inches, 17 players whose heights fall within the interval 67.95–69.95
inches, 12 players whose heights fall within the interval 69.95–71.95, seven players whose heights fall within the interval
71.95–73.95, and one player whose heights fall within the interval 73.95–75.95. All heights fall between the endpoints of
an interval and not at the endpoints.

Example 1.14
From Table 1.12, find the percentage of heights that are less than 65.95 inches.
Solution 1.14
If you look at the first, second, and third rows, the heights are all less than 65.95 inches. There are 5 + 3 + 15 = 23

players whose heights are less than 65.95 inches. The percentage of heights less than 65.95 inches is then 
or 23%. This percentage is the cumulative relative frequency entry in the third row.

1.14 Table 1.13 shows the amount, in inches, of annual rainfall in a sample of towns. Find the percentage of
rainfall that is less than 9.01 inches.
Rainfall (Inches)

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency

2.95–4.97

6

 = 0.12


0.12

4.97–6.99

7

 = 0.14


0.12 + 0.14 = 0.26

6.99–9.01

15

 = 0.30


0.26 + 0.30 = 0.56

9.01–11.03

8

 = 0.16


0.56 + 0.16 = 0.72

11.03–13.05

9

 = 0.18


0.72 + 0.18 = 0.90

13.05–15.07

5

 = 0.10


0.90 + 0.10 = 1.00

Total = 50

Total = 1.00

Table 1.13
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Example 1.15
From Table 1.12, find the percentage of heights that fall between 61.95 and 65.95 inches.
Solution 1.15
Add the relative frequencies in the second and third rows: 0.03 + 0.15 = 0.18 or 18%.

1.15 From Table 1.13, find the percentage of rainfall that is between 6.99 and 13.05 inches.
Example 1.16
Use the heights of the 100 male semiprofessional soccer players in Table 1.12. Fill in the blanks and check your
answers.
a. The percentage of heights that are from 67.95 to 71.95 inches is: ____.
b. The percentage of heights that are from 67.95 to 73.95 inches is: ____.
c. The percentage of heights that are more than 65.95 inches is: ____.
d. The number of players in the sample who are between 61.95 and 71.95 inches tall is: ____.
e. What kind of data are the heights?
f. Describe how you could gather this data (the heights) so that the data are characteristic of all male
semiprofessional soccer players.
Remember, you count frequencies. To find the relative frequency, divide the frequency by the total number of
data values. To find the cumulative relative frequency, add all of the previous relative frequencies to the relative
frequency for the current row.
Solution 1.16
a. 29%
b. 36%
c. 77%
d. 87
e. quantitative continuous
f. get rosters from each team and choose a simple random sample from each

1.16 From Table 1.13, find the number of towns that have rainfall between 2.95 and 9.01 inches.

In your class, have someone conduct a survey of the number of siblings (brothers and sisters) each student has. Create
a frequency table. Add to it a relative frequency column and a cumulative relative frequency column. Answer the
following questions:
1. What percentage of the students in your class have no siblings?
2. What percentage of the students have from one to three siblings?
3. What percentage of the students have fewer than three siblings?
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Example 1.17
Nineteen people were asked how many miles, to the nearest mile, they commute to work each day. The data are
as follows: 2; 5; 7; 3; 2; 10; 18; 15; 20; 7; 10; 18; 5; 12; 13; 12; 4; 5; 10. Table 1.14 was produced:

DATA

FREQUENCY

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

CUMULATIVE
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

3

3




0.1579

4

1




0.2105

5

3




0.1579

7

2




0.2632

10

3




0.4737

12

2




0.7895

13

1




0.8421

15

1




0.8948

18

1




0.9474

20

1




1.0000

Table 1.14 Frequency of Commuting Distances

a. Is the table correct? If it is not correct, what is wrong?
b. True or False: Three percent of the people surveyed commute three miles. If the statement is not correct,
what should it be? If the table is incorrect, make the corrections.
c. What fraction of the people surveyed commute five or seven miles?
d. What fraction of the people surveyed commute 12 miles or more? Less than 12 miles? Between five and 13
miles (not including five and 13 miles)?
Solution 1.17
a. No. The frequency column sums to 18, not 19. Not all cumulative relative frequencies are correct.
b. False. The frequency for three miles should be one; for two miles (left out), two. The cumulative relative
frequency column should read: 0.1052, 0.1579, 0.2105, 0.3684, 0.4737, 0.6316, 0.7368, 0.7895, 0.8421,
0.9474, 1.0000.
c.




d.

 ,  , 
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1.17 Table 1.13 represents the amount, in inches, of annual rainfall in a sample of towns. What fraction of towns
surveyed get between 11.03 and 13.05 inches of rainfall each year?
Example 1.18
Table 1.15 contains the total number of deaths worldwide as a result of earthquakes for the period from 2000 to
2012.

Year

Total Number of Deaths

2000

231

2001

21,357

2002

11,685

2003

33,819

2004

228,802

2005

88,003

2006

6,605

2007

712

2008

88,011

2009

1,790

2010

320,120

2011

21,953

2012

768

Total

823,856

Table 1.15
Answer the following questions.
a. What is the frequency of deaths measured from 2006 through 2009?
b. What percentage of deaths occurred after 2009?
c. What is the relative frequency of deaths that occurred in 2003 or earlier?
d. What is the percentage of deaths that occurred in 2004?
e. What kind of data are the numbers of deaths?
f. The Richter scale is used to quantify the energy produced by an earthquake. Examples of Richter scale
numbers are 2.3, 4.0, 6.1, and 7.0. What kind of data are these numbers?
Solution 1.18
a. 97,118 (11.8%)
b. 41.6%
c. 67,092/823,356 or 0.081 or 8.1 %
d. 27.8%
e. Quantitative discrete
f. Quantitative continuous
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1.18 Table 1.16 contains the total number of fatal motor vehicle traffic crashes in the United States for the period
from 1994 to 2011.
Year

Total Number of Crashes

Year

Total Number of Crashes

1994

36,254

2004

38,444

1995

37,241

2005

39,252

1996

37,494

2006

38,648

1997

37,324

2007

37,435

1998

37,107

2008

34,172

1999

37,140

2009

30,862

2000

37,526

2010

30,296

2001

37,862

2011

29,757

2002

38,491

Total

653,782

2003

38,477

Table 1.16

Answer the following questions.
a. What is the frequency of deaths measured from 2000 through 2004?
b. What percentage of deaths occurred after 2006?
c. What is the relative frequency of deaths that occurred in 2000 or before?
d. What is the percentage of deaths that occurred in 2011?
e. What is the cumulative relative frequency for 2006? Explain what this number tells you about the data.
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1.4 | Experimental Design and Ethics
Does aspirin reduce the risk of heart attacks? Is one brand of fertilizer more effective at growing roses than another?
Is fatigue as dangerous to a driver as the influence of alcohol? Questions like these are answered using randomized
experiments. In this module, you will learn important aspects of experimental design. Proper study design ensures the
production of reliable, accurate data.
The purpose of an experiment is to investigate the relationship between two variables. When one variable causes change
in another, we call the first variable the explanatory variable. The affected variable is called the response variable. In a
randomized experiment, the researcher manipulates values of the explanatory variable and measures the resulting changes
in the response variable. The different values of the explanatory variable are called treatments. An experimental unit is a
single object or individual to be measured.
You want to investigate the effectiveness of vitamin E in preventing disease. You recruit a group of subjects and ask them
if they regularly take vitamin E. You notice that the subjects who take vitamin E exhibit better health on average than
those who do not. Does this prove that vitamin E is effective in disease prevention? It does not. There are many differences
between the two groups compared in addition to vitamin E consumption. People who take vitamin E regularly often take
other steps to improve their health: exercise, diet, other vitamin supplements, choosing not to smoke. Any one of these
factors could be influencing health. As described, this study does not prove that vitamin E is the key to disease prevention.
Additional variables that can cloud a study are called lurking variables. In order to prove that the explanatory variable is
causing a change in the response variable, it is necessary to isolate the explanatory variable. The researcher must design her
experiment in such a way that there is only one difference between groups being compared: the planned treatments. This is
accomplished by the random assignment of experimental units to treatment groups. When subjects are assigned treatments
randomly, all of the potential lurking variables are spread equally among the groups. At this point the only difference
between groups is the one imposed by the researcher. Different outcomes measured in the response variable, therefore, must
be a direct result of the different treatments. In this way, an experiment can prove a cause-and-effect connection between
the explanatory and response variables.
The power of suggestion can have an important influence on the outcome of an experiment. Studies have shown that the
expectation of the study participant can be as important as the actual medication. In one study of performance-enhancing
drugs, researchers noted:
Results showed that believing one had taken the substance resulted in [performance] times almost as fast as those associated
with consuming the drug itself. In contrast, taking the drug without knowledge yielded no significant performance
increment.[1]
When participation in a study prompts a physical response from a participant, it is difficult to isolate the effects of the
explanatory variable. To counter the power of suggestion, researchers set aside one treatment group as a control group.
This group is given a placebo treatment–a treatment that cannot influence the response variable. The control group helps
researchers balance the effects of being in an experiment with the effects of the active treatments. Of course, if you are
participating in a study and you know that you are receiving a pill which contains no actual medication, then the power of
suggestion is no longer a factor. Blinding in a randomized experiment preserves the power of suggestion. When a person
involved in a research study is blinded, he does not know who is receiving the active treatment(s) and who is receiving
the placebo treatment. A double-blind experiment is one in which both the subjects and the researchers involved with the
subjects are blinded.

1. McClung, M. Collins, D. “Because I know it will!”: placebo effects of an ergogenic aid on athletic performance.
Journal of Sport & Exercise Psychology. 2007 Jun. 29(3):382-94. Web. April 30, 2013.
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Example 1.19
Researchers want to investigate whether taking aspirin regularly reduces the risk of heart attack. Four
hundred men between the ages of 50 and 84 are recruited as participants. The men are divided randomly into
two groups: one group will take aspirin, and the other group will take a placebo. Each man takes one pill
each day for three years, but he does not know whether he is taking aspirin or the placebo. At the end of the
study, researchers count the number of men in each group who have had heart attacks.
Identify the following values for this study: population, sample, experimental units, explanatory
variable, response variable, treatments.
Solution 1.19
The population is men aged 50 to 84.
The sample is the 400 men who participated.
The experimental units are the individual men in the study.
The explanatory variable is oral medication.
The treatments are aspirin and a placebo.
The response variable is whether a subject had a heart attack.

Example 1.20
The Smell & Taste Treatment and Research Foundation conducted a study to investigate whether smell can
affect learning. Subjects completed mazes multiple times while wearing masks. They completed the pencil and
paper mazes three times wearing floral-scented masks, and three times with unscented masks. Participants were
assigned at random to wear the floral mask during the first three trials or during the last three trials. For each
trial, researchers recorded the time it took to complete the maze and the subject’s impression of the mask’s scent:
positive, negative, or neutral.
a. Describe the explanatory and response variables in this study.
b. What are the treatments?
c. Identify any lurking variables that could interfere with this study.
d. Is it possible to use blinding in this study?
Solution 1.20
a. The explanatory variable is scent, and the response variable is the time it takes to complete the maze.
b. There are two treatments: a floral-scented mask and an unscented mask.
c. All subjects experienced both treatments. The order of treatments was randomly assigned so there were no
differences between the treatment groups. Random assignment eliminates the problem of lurking variables.
d. Subjects will clearly know whether they can smell flowers or not, so subjects cannot be blinded in this study.
Researchers timing the mazes can be blinded, though. The researcher who is observing a subject will not
know which mask is being worn.

Example 1.21
A researcher wants to study the effects of birth order on personality. Explain why this study could not be
conducted as a randomized experiment. What is the main problem in a study that cannot be designed as a
randomized experiment?
Solution 1.21
The explanatory variable is birth order. You cannot randomly assign a person’s birth order. Random assignment
eliminates the impact of lurking variables. When you cannot assign subjects to treatment groups at random, there
will be differences between the groups other than the explanatory variable.
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1.21 You are concerned about the effects of texting on driving performance. Design a study to test the response time
of drivers while texting and while driving only. How many seconds does it take for a driver to respond when a leading
car hits the brakes?
a. Describe the explanatory and response variables in the study.
b. What are the treatments?
c. What should you consider when selecting participants?
d. Your research partner wants to divide participants randomly into two groups: one to drive without distraction and
one to text and drive simultaneously. Is this a good idea? Why or why not?
e. Identify any lurking variables that could interfere with this study.
f. How can blinding be used in this study?

Ethics
The widespread misuse and misrepresentation of statistical information often gives the field a bad name. Some say that
“numbers don’t lie,” but the people who use numbers to support their claims often do.
A recent investigation of famous social psychologist, Diederik Stapel, has led to the retraction of his articles from some
of the world’s top journals including Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Social Psychology, Basic and Applied
Social Psychology, British Journal of Social Psychology, and the magazine Science. Diederik Stapel is a former professor
at Tilburg University in the Netherlands. Over the past two years, an extensive investigation involving three universities
where Stapel has worked concluded that the psychologist is guilty of fraud on a colossal scale. Falsified data taints over 55
papers he authored and 10 Ph.D. dissertations that he supervised.
Stapel did not deny that his deceit was driven by ambition. But it was more complicated than that, he told me. He insisted
that he loved social psychology but had been frustrated by the messiness of experimental data, which rarely led to clear
conclusions. His lifelong obsession with elegance and order, he said, led him to concoct sexy results that journals found
attractive. “It was a quest for aesthetics, for beauty—instead of the truth,” he said. He described his behavior as an
addiction that drove him to carry out acts of increasingly daring fraud, like a junkie seeking a bigger and better high.[2]
The committee investigating Stapel concluded that he is guilty of several practices including:
• creating datasets, which largely confirmed the prior expectations,
• altering data in existing datasets,
• changing measuring instruments without reporting the change, and
• misrepresenting the number of experimental subjects.
Clearly, it is never acceptable to falsify data the way this researcher did. Sometimes, however, violations of ethics are not
as easy to spot.
Researchers have a responsibility to verify that proper methods are being followed. The report describing the investigation
of Stapel’s fraud states that, “statistical flaws frequently revealed a lack of familiarity with elementary statistics.”[3] Many
of Stapel’s co-authors should have spotted irregularities in his data. Unfortunately, they did not know very much about
statistical analysis, and they simply trusted that he was collecting and reporting data properly.
Many types of statistical fraud are difficult to spot. Some researchers simply stop collecting data once they have just enough
to prove what they had hoped to prove. They don’t want to take the chance that a more extensive study would complicate
their lives by producing data contradicting their hypothesis.
Professional organizations, like the American Statistical Association, clearly define expectations for researchers. There are
even laws in the federal code about the use of research data.
2. Yudhijit Bhattacharjee, “The Mind of a Con Man,” Magazine, New York Times, April 26, 2013. Available online at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/28/magazine/diederik-stapels-audacious-academic-fraud.html?src=dayp&_r=2&
(accessed May 1, 2013).
3. “Flawed Science: The Fraudulent Research Practices of Social Psychologist Diederik Stapel,” Tillburg University,
November 28, 2012, http://www.tilburguniversity.edu/upload/064a10cdbce5-4385-b9ff-05b840caeae6_120695_Rapp_nov_2012_UK_web.pdf (accessed May 1, 2013).
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When a statistical study uses human participants, as in medical studies, both ethics and the law dictate that researchers
should be mindful of the safety of their research subjects. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services oversees
federal regulations of research studies with the aim of protecting participants. When a university or other research institution
engages in research, it must ensure the safety of all human subjects. For this reason, research institutions establish oversight
committees known as Institutional Review Boards (IRB). All planned studies must be approved in advance by the IRB.
Key protections that are mandated by law include the following:
• Risks to participants must be minimized and reasonable with respect to projected benefits.
• Participants must give informed consent. This means that the risks of participation must be clearly explained to the
subjects of the study. Subjects must consent in writing, and researchers are required to keep documentation of their
consent.
• Data collected from individuals must be guarded carefully to protect their privacy.
These ideas may seem fundamental, but they can be very difficult to verify in practice. Is removing a participant’s name
from the data record sufficient to protect privacy? Perhaps the person’s identity could be discovered from the data that
remains. What happens if the study does not proceed as planned and risks arise that were not anticipated? When is informed
consent really necessary? Suppose your doctor wants a blood sample to check your cholesterol level. Once the sample has
been tested, you expect the lab to dispose of the remaining blood. At that point the blood becomes biological waste. Does a
researcher have the right to take it for use in a study?
It is important that students of statistics take time to consider the ethical questions that arise in statistical studies. How
prevalent is fraud in statistical studies? You might be surprised—and disappointed. There is a website (http://
www.retractionwatch.com) dedicated to cataloging retractions of study articles that have been proven fraudulent. A quick
glance will show that the misuse of statistics is a bigger problem than most people realize.
Vigilance against fraud requires knowledge. Learning the basic theory of statistics will empower you to analyze statistical
studies critically.

Example 1.22
Describe the unethical behavior in each example and describe how it could impact the reliability of the resulting
data. Explain how the problem should be corrected.
A researcher is collecting data in a community.
a. She selects a block where she is comfortable walking because she knows many of the people living on the
street.
b. No one seems to be home at four houses on her route. She does not record the addresses and does not
return at a later time to try to find residents at home.
c. She skips four houses on her route because she is running late for an appointment. When she gets home,
she fills in the forms by selecting random answers from other residents in the neighborhood.
Solution 1.22

a. By selecting a convenient sample, the researcher is intentionally selecting a sample that could be biased.
Claiming that this sample represents the community is misleading. The researcher needs to select areas in
the community at random.

b. Intentionally omitting relevant data will create bias in the sample. Suppose the researcher is gathering
information about jobs and child care. By ignoring people who are not home, she may be missing data from
working families that are relevant to her study. She needs to make every effort to interview all members of
the target sample.
c. It is never acceptable to fake data. Even though the responses she uses are "real" responses provided by other
participants, the duplication is fraudulent and can create bias in the data. She needs to work diligently to
interview everyone on her route.
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1.22 Describe the unethical behavior, if any, in each example and describe how it could impact the reliability

of the resulting data. Explain how the problem should be corrected. A study is commissioned to determine the
favorite brand of fruit juice among teens in California.
a. The survey is commissioned by the seller of a popular brand of apple juice.
b. There are only two types of juice included in the study: apple juice and cranberry juice.
c. Researchers allow participants to see the brand of juice as samples are poured for a taste test.
d. Twenty-five percent of participants prefer Brand X, 33% prefer Brand Y and 42% have no preference
between the two brands. Brand X references the study in a commercial saying "Most teens like Brand X
as much as or more than Brand Y."
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2 | GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS

Figure 2.1 When you have large amounts of data, you will need to organize it in a way that makes sense. These
ballots from an election are rolled together with similar ballots to keep them organized. (credit: William Greeson)

Introduction
Chapter Content
2.1 Stem-and-Leaf Graphs (Stemplots), Line Graphs, and Bar Graphs
2.2 Histograms, Frequency Polygons, and Time Series Graphs
2.3 Measures of Relative Standing
2.4 Box Plots
Once you have collected data, what will you do with it? Data can be described and presented in many different formats. In
this chapter, you will study graphical ways to display your data. You will learn how to create, and even more importantly,
how to interpret these graphs.
A statistical graph is a tool that helps you learn about the shape or distribution of a sample or a population. A graph can be
a more effective way of presenting data than a mass of numbers because we can see where data clusters and where there are
only a few data values. Newspapers and the Internet use graphs to show trends and to enable readers to compare facts and
figures quickly. Statisticians often graph data first to get a picture of the data. Then, more formal tools may be applied. Some
of the types of graphs that are used to summarize and organize data are the dot plot, the bar graph, the histogram, the stemand-leaf plot, the frequency polygon (a type of broken line graph), the pie chart, and the box plot. In this chapter, we will
briefly look at stem-and-leaf plots, line graphs, and bar graphs, as well as frequency polygons, and time series graphs. Our
emphasis will be on histograms and box plots.
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2.1 | Stem-and-Leaf Graphs (Stemplots), Line Graphs, and
Bar Graphs
One simple graph, the stem-and-leaf graph or stemplot, comes from the field of exploratory data analysis. It is a good
choice when the data sets are small. To create the plot, divide each observation of data into a stem and a leaf. The leaf
consists of a final significant digit. For example, 23 has stem two and leaf three. The number 432 has stem 43 and leaf two.
Likewise, the number 5,432 has stem 543 and leaf two. The decimal 9.3 has stem nine and leaf three. Write the stems in a
vertical line from smallest to largest. Draw a vertical line to the right of the stems. Then write the leaves in increasing order
next to their corresponding stem.

Example 2.1
For Susan Dean's spring pre-calculus class, scores for the first exam were as follows (smallest to largest):
33; 42; 49; 49; 53; 55; 55; 61; 63; 67; 68; 68; 69; 69; 72; 73; 74; 78; 80; 83; 88; 88; 88; 90; 92; 94; 94; 94; 94;
96; 100

Stem

Leaf

3

3

4

299

5

355

6

1378899

7

2348

8

03888

9

0244446

10

0

Table 2.1 Stem-andLeaf Graph

The stemplot shows that most scores fell in the 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s. Eight out of the 31 scores or approximately
1

4

26% 3 8 6 were in the 90s or 100, a fairly high number of As.
31

2.1 For the Park City basketball team, scores for the last 30 games were as follows (smallest to largest):
32; 32; 33; 34; 38; 40; 42; 42; 43; 44; 46; 47; 47; 48; 48; 48; 49; 50; 50; 51; 52; 52; 52; 53; 54; 56; 57; 57; 60; 61
Construct a stem plot for the data.
The stemplot is a quick way to graph data and gives an exact picture of the data. You want to look for an overall pattern
and any outliers. An outlier is an observation of data that does not fit the rest of the data. It is sometimes called an extreme
value. When you graph an outlier, it will appear not to fit the pattern of the graph. Some outliers are due to mistakes (for
example, writing down 50 instead of 500) while others may indicate that something unusual is happening. It takes some
background information to explain outliers, so we will cover them in more detail later.
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Example 2.2
The data are the distances (in kilometers) from a home to local supermarkets. Create a stemplot using the data:
1.1; 1.5; 2.3; 2.5; 2.7; 3.2; 3.3; 3.3; 3.5; 3.8; 4.0; 4.2; 4.5; 4.5; 4.7; 4.8; 5.5; 5.6; 6.5; 6.7; 12.3
Do the data seem to have any concentration of values?

NOTE
The leaves are to the right of the decimal.

Solution 2.2
The value 12.3 may be an outlier. Values appear to concentrate at three and four kilometers.

Stem

Leaf

1

15

2

357

3

23358

4

025578

5

56

6

57

7
8
9
10
11
12

3

Table 2.2

2.2 The following data show the distances (in miles) from the homes of off-campus statistics students to the college.
Create a stem plot using the data and identify any outliers:
0.5; 0.7; 1.1; 1.2; 1.2; 1.3; 1.3; 1.5; 1.5; 1.7; 1.7; 1.8; 1.9; 2.0; 2.2; 2.5; 2.6; 2.8; 2.8; 2.8; 3.5; 3.8; 4.4; 4.8; 4.9; 5.2;
5.5; 5.7; 5.8; 8.0
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Example 2.3
A side-by-side stem-and-leaf plot allows a comparison of the two data sets in two columns. In a side-by-side
stem-and-leaf plot, two sets of leaves share the same stem. The leaves are to the left and the right of the stems.
Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show the ages of presidents at their inauguration and at their death. Construct a sideby-side stem-and-leaf plot using this data.
Solution 2.3

President

Age

President

Age

President

Age

Washington

57

Lincoln

52

Hoover

54

J. Adams

61

A. Johnson

56

F. Roosevelt 51

Jefferson

57

Grant

46

Truman

60

Madison

57

Hayes

54

Eisenhower

62

Monroe

58

Garfield

49

Kennedy

43

J. Q. Adams

57

Arthur

51

L. Johnson

55

Jackson

61

Cleveland

47

Nixon

56

Van Buren

54

B. Harrison

55

Ford

61

W. H. Harrison 68

Cleveland

55

Carter

52

Tyler

51

McKinley

54

Reagan

69

Polk

49

T. Roosevelt 42

G.H.W. Bush 64

Taylor

64

Taft

51

Clinton

47

Fillmore

50

Wilson

56

G. W. Bush

54

Pierce

48

Harding

55

Obama

47

Buchanan

65

Coolidge

51

Table 2.3 Presidential Ages at Inauguration

President

Age

President

Age

President

Age

Washington

67

Lincoln

56

Hoover

90

J. Adams

90

A. Johnson

66

F. Roosevelt 63

Jefferson

83

Grant

63

Truman

Madison

85

Hayes

70

Eisenhower 78

Monroe

73

Garfield

49

Kennedy

46

J. Q. Adams

80

Arthur

56

L. Johnson

64

Jackson

78

Cleveland

71

Nixon

81

Van Buren

79

B. Harrison

67

Ford

93

W. H. Harrison 68

Cleveland

71

Reagan

93

Tyler

71

McKinley

58

Polk

53

T. Roosevelt 60

Taylor

65

Taft

72

Fillmore

74

Wilson

67

Pierce

64

Harding

57

Buchanan

77

Coolidge

60

Table 2.4 Presidential Age at Death

88
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Ages at Inauguration

Ages at Death
998777632 4 69

8777766655554444422111110 5 366778
9854421110 6 003344567778
7 0011147889
8 01358
9 0033
Table 2.5

2.3 The table shows the number of wins and losses the Atlanta Hawks have had in 42 seasons. Create a side-by-side
stem-and-leaf plot of these wins and losses.

Losses

Wins

Year

34

48

34

Wins

Year

1968–1969 41

41

1989–1990

48

1969–1970 39

43

1990–1991

46

36

1970–1971 44

38

1991–1992

46

36

1971–1972 39

43

1992–1993

36

46

1972–1973 25

57

1993–1994

47

35

1973–1974 40

42

1994–1995

51

31

1974–1975 36

46

1995–1996

53

29

1975–1976 26

56

1996–1997

51

31

1976–1977 32

50

1997–1998

41

41

1977–1978 19

31

1998–1999

36

46

1978–1979 54

28

1999–2000

32

50

1979–1980 57

25

2000–2001

51

31

1980–1981 49

33

2001–2002

40

42

1981–1982 47

35

2002–2003

39

43

1982–1983 54

28

2003–2004

42

40

1983–1984 69

13

2004–2005

48

34

1984–1985 56

26

2005–2006

32

50

1985–1986 52

30

2006–2007

25

57

1986–1987 45

37

2007–2008

32

50

1987–1988 35

47

2008–2009

30

52

1988–1989 29

53

2009–2010

Table 2.6

Losses
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Another type of graph that is useful for specific data values is a line graph. In the particular line graph shown in Example
2.4, the x-axis (horizontal axis) consists of data values and the y-axis (vertical axis) consists of frequency points. The
frequency points are connected using line segments.

Example 2.4
In a survey, 40 mothers were asked how many times per week a teenager must be reminded to do his or her chores.
The results are shown in Table 2.7 and in Figure 2.2.

Number of times teenager is reminded

Frequency

0

2

1

5

2

8

3

14

4

7

5

4

Table 2.7

Figure 2.2

2.4 In a survey, 40 people were asked how many times per year they had their car in the shop for repairs. The results
are shown in Table 2.8. Construct a line graph.

Number of times in shop

Frequency

0

7

1

10

2

14

3

9

Table 2.8
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Bar graphs consist of bars that are separated from each other. The bars can be rectangles or they can be rectangular boxes
(used in three-dimensional plots), and they can be vertical or horizontal. The bar graph shown in Example 2.5 has age
groups represented on the x-axis and proportions on the y-axis.

Example 2.5
By the end of 2011, Facebook had over 146 million users in the United States. Table 2.8 shows three age groups,
the number of users in each age group, and the proportion (%) of users in each age group. Construct a bar graph
using this data.

Age groups

Number of Facebook users

Proportion (%) of Facebook users

13–25

65,082,280

45%

26–44

53,300,200

36%

45–64

27,885,100

19%

Table 2.9
Solution 2.5

Figure 2.3

2.5 The population in Park City is made up of children, working-age adults, and retirees. Table 2.10 shows the three
age groups, the number of people in the town from each age group, and the proportion (%) of people in each age group.
Construct a bar graph showing the proportions.
Age groups

Number of people

Proportion of population

Children

67,059

19%

Working-age adults 152,198

43%

Retirees

38%

Table 2.10

131,662
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Example 2.6
The columns in Table 2.10 contain: the race or ethnicity of students in U.S. Public Schools for the class of
2011, percentages for the Advanced Placement examine population for that class, and percentages for the overall
student population. Create a bar graph with the student race or ethnicity (qualitative data) on the x-axis, and the
Advanced Placement examinee population percentages on the y-axis.

Race/Ethnicity

AP Examinee
Population

Overall Student
Population

1 = Asian, Asian American or Pacific
Islander

10.3%

5.7%

2 = Black or African American

9.0%

14.7%

3 = Hispanic or Latino

17.0%

17.6%

4 = American Indian or Alaska Native

0.6%

1.1%

5 = White

57.1%

59.2%

6 = Not reported/other

6.0%

1.7%

Table 2.11
Solution 2.6

Figure 2.4

2.6

Park city is broken down into six voting districts. The table shows the percent of the total registered voter
population that lives in each district as well as the percent total of the entire population that lives in each district.
Construct a bar graph that shows the registered voter population by district.

District

Registered voter population

Overall city population

1

15.5%

19.4%

2

12.2%

15.6%

3

9.8%

9.0%

4

17.4%

18.5%

5

22.8%

20.7%

6

22.3%

16.8%

Table 2.12
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2.2 | Histograms, Frequency Polygons, and Time Series
Graphs
For most of the work you do in this book, you will use a histogram to display the data. One advantage of a histogram is that
it can readily display large data sets. A rule of thumb is to use a histogram when the data set consists of 100 values or more.
A histogram consists of contiguous (adjoining) boxes. It has both a horizontal axis and a vertical axis. The horizontal axis
is labeled with what the data represents (for instance, distance from your home to school). The vertical axis is labeled either
frequency or relative frequency (or percent frequency or probability). The graph will have the same shape with either
label. The histogram (like the stemplot) can give you the shape of the data, the center, and the spread of the data.
The relative frequency is equal to the frequency for an observed value of the data divided by the total number of data values
in the sample. (Remember, frequency is defined as the number of times an answer occurs.) If:
• f = frequency
• n = total number of data values (or the sum of the individual frequencies), and
• RF = relative frequency,
then:

G
3' = O
For example, if three students in Mr. Ahab's English class of 40 students received from 90% to 100%, then, f = 3, n = 40,

G

and RF = O = 3 = 0.075. 7.5% of the students received 90–100%. 90–100% are quantitative measures.
40
To construct a histogram, first decide how many bars or intervals, also called classes, represent the data. Many
histograms consist of five to 15 bars or classes for clarity. The number of bars needs to be chosen. Choose a starting point
for the first interval to be less than the smallest data value. A convenient starting point is a lower value carried out to one
more decimal place than the value with the most decimal places. For example, if the value with the most decimal places is
6.1 and this is the smallest value, a convenient starting point is 6.05 (6.1 – 0.05 = 6.05). We say that 6.05 has more precision.
If the value with the most decimal places is 2.23 and the lowest value is 1.5, a convenient starting point is 1.495 (1.5 – 0.005
= 1.495). If the value with the most decimal places is 3.234 and the lowest value is 1.0, a convenient starting point is 0.9995
(1.0 – 0.0005 = 0.9995). If all the data happen to be integers and the smallest value is two, then a convenient starting point
is 1.5 (2 – 0.5 = 1.5). Also, when the starting point and other boundaries are carried to one additional decimal place, no data
value will fall on a boundary. The next two examples go into detail about how to construct a histogram using continuous
data and how to create a histogram using discrete data.
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Example 2.7
The following data are the heights (in inches to the nearest half inch) of 100 male semiprofessional soccer players.
The heights are continuous data, since height is measured.
60; 60.5; 61; 61; 61.5
63.5; 63.5; 63.5
64; 64; 64; 64; 64; 64; 64; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5; 64.5
66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 66.5; 67; 67; 67;
67; 67; 67; 67; 67; 67; 67; 67; 67; 67.5; 67.5; 67.5; 67.5; 67.5; 67.5; 67.5
68; 68; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69; 69.5; 69.5; 69.5; 69.5; 69.5
70; 70; 70; 70; 70; 70; 70.5; 70.5; 70.5; 71; 71; 71
72; 72; 72; 72.5; 72.5; 73; 73.5
74
The smallest data value is 60. Since the data with the most decimal places has one decimal (for instance, 61.5),
we want our starting point to have two decimal places. Since the numbers 0.5, 0.05, 0.005, etc. are convenient
numbers, use 0.05 and subtract it from 60, the smallest value, for the convenient starting point.
60 – 0.05 = 59.95 which is more precise than, say, 61.5 by one decimal place. The starting point is, then, 59.95.
The largest value is 74, so 74 + 0.05 = 74.05 is the ending value.
Next, calculate the width of each bar or class interval. To calculate this width, subtract the starting point from the
ending value and divide by the number of bars (you must choose the number of bars you desire). Suppose you
choose eight bars.

NOTE

74.05 − 59.95 = 1.76
8

We will round up to two and make each bar or class interval two units wide. Rounding up to two is one way
to prevent a value from falling on a boundary. Rounding to the next number is often necessary even if it
goes against the standard rules of rounding.
The boundaries are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

59.95
59.95 + 2 = 61.95
61.95 + 2 = 63.95
63.95 + 2 = 65.95
65.95 + 2 = 67.95
67.95 + 2 = 69.95
69.95 + 2 = 71.95
71.95 + 2 = 73.95
73.95 + 2 = 75.95

Figure 2.5

The heights 60 through 61.5 inches are in the interval 59.95–61.95. The heights that are 63.5 are in the interval
61.95–63.95. The heights that are 64 through 64.5 are in the interval 63.95–65.95. The heights 66 through 67.5 are
in the interval 65.95–67.95. The heights 68 through 69.5 are in the interval 67.95–69.95. The heights 70
through 71 are in the interval 69.95–71.95. The heights 72 through 73.5 are in the interval 71.95–73.95. The
height 74 is in the interval 73.95–75.95.
The following histogram displays the heights on the x-axis and relative frequency on the y-axis.

2.7

The following data are the shoe sizes of 50 male students. The sizes are continuous data since shoe size is
measured. Construct a histogram and calculate the width of each bar or class interval. Suppose you choose six bars.
9; 9; 9.5; 9.5; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5
11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5
12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12.5; 12.5; 12.5; 12.5; 14
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Example 2.8
Create a histogram for the following data: the number of books bought by 50 part-time college students at ABC
College, the number of books bought by 50 part-time college students at ABC College. The number of books
is discrete data, since books are counted.
1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1
2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2
3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3
4; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4
5; 5; 5; 5; 5
6; 6
Eleven students buy one book. Ten students buy two books. Sixteen students buy three books. Six students buy
four books. Five students buy five books. Two students buy six books.
Because the data are integers, subtract 0.5 from 1, the smallest data value and add 0.5 to 6, the largest data value.
Then the starting point is 0.5 and the ending value is 6.5.
Next, calculate the width of each bar or class interval. If the data are discrete and there are not too many different
values, a width that places the data values in the middle of the bar or class interval is the most convenient. Since
the data consist of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and the starting point is 0.5, a width of one places the 1 in the
middle of the interval from 0.5 to 1.5, the 2 in the middle of the interval from 1.5 to 2.5, the 3 in the middle of the
interval from 2.5 to 3.5, the 4 in the middle of the interval from _______ to _______, the 5 in the middle of the
interval from _______ to _______, and the _______ in the middle of the interval from _______ to _______ .
Solution 2.8
• 3.5 to 4.5
• 4.5 to 5.5
• 6
• 5.5 to 6.5
Calculate the number of bars as follows:

6.5 − 0.5
=1
number of bars
where 1 is the width of a bar. Therefore, bars = 6.
The following histogram displays the number of
books on the x-axis and the frequency on the y-axis.

Figure 2.6

Go to Appendix G. There are calculator instructions for entering data and for creating a customized histogram. Create
the histogram for Example 2.8.
• Press Y=. Press CLEAR to delete any equations.
• Press STAT 1:EDIT. If L1 has data in it, arrow up into the name L1, press CLEAR and then arrow down.
If necessary, do the same for L2.
• Into L1, enter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
• Into L2, enter 11, 10, 16, 6, 5, 2.
• Press WINDOW. Set Xmin = .5, Xmax = 6.5, Xscl = (6.5 – .5)/6, Ymin = –1, Ymax = 20, Yscl = 1, Xres = 1.
• Press 2nd Y=. Start by pressing 4:Plotsoff ENTER.
• Press 2nd Y=. Press 1:Plot1. Press ENTER. Arrow down to TYPE. Arrow to the 3rd picture (histogram). Press ENTER.
• Arrow down to Xlist: Enter L1 (2nd 1). Arrow down to Freq. Enter L2 (2nd 2).
• Press GRAPH.
• Use the TRACE key and the arrow keys to examine the histogram.
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2.8 The following data are the number of sports played by 50 student athletes. The number of sports is discrete data
since sports are counted.
1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1
2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2
3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3
20 student athletes play one sport. 22 student athletes play two sports. Eight student athletes play three sports.
Fill in the blanks for the following sentence. Since the data consist of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and the starting point is 0.5,
a width of one places the 1 in the middle of the interval 0.5 to _____, the 2 in the middle of the interval from _____ to
_____, and the 3 in the middle of the interval from _____ to _____.

Example 2.9
Using this data set, construct a histogram.

Number of Hours My Classmates Spent Playing Video Games on Weekends
9.2

10

2.3

16.8

0

19.4

22.5

7.5

15

12.8

5.5

11

10

20.7

17.5

23

21.9

24

23.2

18

20

15

22.9

18.8

20.5

Table 2.13
Solution 2.9

Figure 2.7

Some values in this data set fall on boundaries for the class intervals. A value is counted in a class interval if it
falls on the left boundary, but not if it falls on the right boundary. Different researchers may set up histograms for
the same data in different ways. There is more than one correct way to set up a histogram.

2.9 The following data represent the number of employees at various restaurants in New York City. Using this data,
create a histogram.
22; 35; 15; 26; 40; 28; 18; 20; 25; 34; 39; 42; 24; 22; 19; 27; 22; 34; 40; 20; 38; and 28
Use 10–19 as the first interval.
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Count the money (bills and change) in your pocket or purse. Your instructor will record the amounts. As a class,
construct a histogram displaying the data. Discuss how many intervals you think is appropriate. You may want to
experiment with the number of intervals.

Frequency Polygons
Frequency polygons are analogous to line graphs, and just as line graphs make continuous data visually easy to interpret, so
too do frequency polygons.
To construct a frequency polygon, first examine the data and decide on the number of intervals, or class intervals, to use on
the x-axis and y-axis. After choosing the appropriate ranges, begin plotting the data points. After all the points are plotted,
draw line segments to connect them.

Example 2.10
A frequency polygon was constructed from the frequency table below.

Frequency Distribution for Calculus Final Test Scores
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Frequency

Cumulative Frequency

49.5

59.5

5

5

59.5

69.5

10

15

69.5

79.5

30

45

79.5

89.5

40

85

89.5

99.5

15

100

Table 2.14

Figure 2.8

The labels on the x-axis represent the midpoints of each class. The first label on the x-axis is 44.5. This represents the
midpoint of an interval extending from 39.5 to 49.5. This interval is used only to allow the graph to touch the x-axis.
Similarly, 104.5 representing the midpoint of the interval from 99.5 to 109.5.

2.10 Construct a frequency polygon of U.S. Presidents’ ages at inauguration shown in Table 2.15.
Age at Inauguration

Table 2.15

Frequency

41.5–46.5

4

46.5–51.5

11

51.5–56.5

14

56.5–61.5

9

61.5–66.5

4

66.5–71.5

2
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Frequency polygons are useful for comparing distributions. This is achieved by overlaying the frequency polygons drawn
for different data sets.

Example 2.11
We will construct an overlay frequency polygon comparing the scores from Example 2.10 with the students’
final numeric grade.

Frequency Distribution for Calculus Final Test Scores
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Frequency

Cumulative Frequency

49.5

59.5

5

5

59.5

69.5

10

15

69.5

79.5

30

45

79.5

89.5

40

85

89.5

99.5

15

100

Table 2.16

Frequency Distribution for Calculus Final Grades
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Frequency

Cumulative Frequency

49.5

59.5

10

10

59.5

69.5

10

20

69.5

79.5

30

50

79.5

89.5

45

95

89.5

99.5

5

100

Table 2.17

Figure 2.9
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Constructing a Time Series Graph
Suppose that we want to study the temperature range of a region for an entire month. Every day at noon we note
the temperature and write this down in a log. A variety of statistical studies could be done with this data. We could find the
mean or the median temperature for the month. We could construct a histogram displaying the number of days that
temperatures reach a certain range of values. However, all of these methods ignore a portion of the data that we have
collected.
One feature of the data that we may want to consider is that of time. Since each date is paired with the temperature reading
for the day, we don‘t have to think of the data as being random. We can instead use the times given to impose a
chronological order on the data. A graph that recognizes this ordering and displays the changing temperature as the
month progresses is called a time series graph.
To construct a time series graph, we must look at both pieces of our paired data set. We start with a standard
Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis is used to plot the date or time increments, and the vertical axis is used
to plot the values of the variable that we are measuring. By doing this, we make each point on the graph correspond to
a date and a measured quantity. The points on the graph are typically connected by straight lines in the order in which they
occur.
Time series graphs are important tools in various applications of statistics. When recording values of the same variable over
an extended period of time, sometimes it is difficult to discern any trend or pattern. However, once the same data points are
displayed graphically, some features jump out. Time series graphs make trends easy to spot.

Example 2.12
The following data shows the Annual Consumer Price Index, for ten years. Construct a time series graph for the
Annual Consumer Price Index data.

Year

Annual

2003

184.0

2004

188.9

2005

195.3

2006

201.6

2007

207.342

2008

215.303

2009

214.537

2010

218.056

2011

224.939

2012

229.594

Table 2.18
Solution 2.12

Figure 2.10
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2.12 The following table is a portion of a data set from www.worldbank.org. Use the table to construct a time series
graph for CO2 emissions for the United States.

CO2 Emissions
Ukraine

United Kingdom

United States

2003

352,259

540,640

5,681,664

2004

343,121

540,409

5,790,761

2005

339,029

541,990

5,826,394

2006

327,797

542,045

5,737,615

2007

328,357

528,631

5,828,697

2008

323,657

522,247

5,656,839

2009

272,176

474,579

5,299,563

Table 2.20
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2.3 | Measures of the Location of the Data
The common measures of location are quartiles and percentiles
Quartiles are special percentiles. The first quartile, Q1, is the same as the 25th percentile, and the third quartile, Q3, is the
same as the 75th percentile. The median, M, is called both the second quartile and the 50th percentile.
To calculate quartiles and percentiles, the data must be ordered from smallest to largest. Quartiles divide ordered data
into quarters. Percentiles divide ordered data into hundredths. To score in the 90th percentile of an exam does not mean,
necessarily, that you received 90% on a test. It means that 90% of test scores are the same or less than your score and 10%
of the test scores are the same or greater than your test score.
Percentiles are useful for comparing values. For this reason, universities and colleges use percentiles extensively. One
instance in which colleges and universities use percentiles is when SAT results are used to determine a minimum testing
score that will be used as an acceptance factor. For example, suppose Duke accepts SAT scores at or above the 75th
percentile. That translates into a score of at least 1220.
Percentiles are mostly used with very large populations. Therefore, if you were to say that 90% of the test scores are
less (and not the same or less) than your score, it would be acceptable because removing one particular data value is not
significant.
The median is a number that measures the "center" of the data. You can think of the median as the "middle value," but
it does not actually have to be one of the observed values. It is a number that separates ordered data into halves. Half the
values are the same number or smaller than the median, and half the values are the same number or larger. For example,
consider the following data.
1; 11.5; 6; 7.2; 4; 8; 9; 10; 6.8; 8.3; 2; 2; 10; 1
Ordered from smallest to largest:
1; 1; 2; 2; 4; 6; 6.8; 7.2; 8; 8.3; 9; 10; 10; 11.5
Since there are 14 observations, the median is between the seventh value, 6.8, and the eighth value, 7.2. To find the median,
add the two values together and divide by two.

6.8 + 7.2 = 7
2
The median is seven. Half of the values are smaller than seven and half of the values are larger than seven.
Quartiles are numbers that separate the data into quarters. Quartiles may or may not be part of the data. To find the quartiles,
first find the median or second quartile. The first quartile, Q1, is the middle value of the lower half of the data, and the third
quartile, Q3, is the middle value, or median, of the upper half of the data. To get the idea, consider the same data set:
1; 1; 2; 2; 4; 6; 6.8; 7.2; 8; 8.3; 9; 10; 10; 11.5
The median or second quartile is seven. The lower half of the data are 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 6, 6.8. The middle value of the lower
half is two.
1; 1; 2; 2; 4; 6; 6.8
The number two, which is part of the data, is the first quartile. One-fourth of the entire sets of values are the same as or
less than two and three-fourths of the values are more than two.
The upper half of the data is 7.2, 8, 8.3, 9, 10, 10, 11.5. The middle value of the upper half is nine.
The third quartile, Q3, is nine. Three-fourths (75%) of the ordered data set are less than nine. One-fourth (25%) of the
ordered data set are greater than nine. The third quartile is part of the data set in this example.
The interquartile range is a number that indicates the spread of the middle half or the middle 50% of the data. It is the
difference between the third quartile (Q3) and the first quartile (Q1).
IQR = Q3 – Q1
The IQR can help to determine potential outliers. A value is suspected to be a potential outlier if it is less than (1.5)(IQR)
below the first quartile or more than (1.5)(IQR) above the third quartile. Potential outliers always require further
investigation.

NOTE
A potential outlier is a data point that is significantly different from the other data points. These special data points
may be errors or some kind of abnormality or they may be a key to understanding the data.
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Example 2.13
For the following 13 real estate prices, calculate the IQR and determine if any prices are potential outliers. Prices
are in dollars.
389,950; 230,500; 158,000; 479,000; 639,000; 114,950; 5,500,000; 387,000; 659,000; 529,000; 575,000;
488,800; 1,095,000
Solution 2.13
Order the data from smallest to largest.
114,950; 158,000; 230,500; 387,000; 389,950; 479,000; 488,800; 529,000; 575,000; 639,000; 659,000;
1,095,000; 5,500,000
M = 488,800
Q1 =

230,500 + 387,000 = 308,750
2

Q3 =

639,000 + 659,000 = 649,000
2

IQR = 649,000 – 308,750 = 340,250
(1.5)(IQR) = (1.5)(340,250) = 510,375
Q1 – (1.5)(IQR) = 308,750 – 510,375 = –201,625
Q3 + (1.5)(IQR) = 649,000 + 510,375 = 1,159,375
No house price is less than –201,625. However, 5,500,000 is more than 1,159,375. Therefore, 5,500,000 is a
potential outlier.

2.13 For the following 11 salaries, calculate the IQR and determine if any salaries are outliers. The salaries are in
dollars.
$33,000; $64,500; $28,000; $54,000; $72,000; $68,500; $69,000; $42,000; $54,000; $120,000; $40,500
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Example 2.14
For the two data sets in the test scores example, find the following:
a. The interquartile range. Compare the two interquartile ranges.
b. Any outliers in either set.
Solution 2.14
The five number summary for the day and night classes is

Minimum

Q1

Median

Q3

Maximum

Day

32

56

74.5

82.5

99

Night

25.5

78

81

89

98

Table 2.21

a. The IQR for the day group is Q3 – Q1 = 82.5 – 56 = 26.5
The IQR for the night group is Q3 – Q1 = 89 – 78 = 11
The interquartile range (the spread or variability) for the day class is larger than the night class IQR. This
suggests more variation will be found in the day class’s class test scores.
b. Day class outliers are found using the IQR times 1.5 rule. So,
Q1 - IQR(1.5) = 56 – 26.5(1.5) = 16.25
Q3 + IQR(1.5) = 82.5 + 26.5(1.5) = 122.25
Since the minimum and maximum values for the day class are greater than 16.25 and less than 122.25, there
are no outliers.
Night class outliers are calculated as:
Q1 – IQR (1.5) = 78 – 11(1.5) = 61.5
Q3 + IQR(1.5) = 89 + 11(1.5) = 105.5
For this class, any test score less than 61.5 is an outlier. Therefore, the scores of 45 and 25.5 are outliers.
Since no test score is greater than 105.5, there is no upper end outlier.

2.14 Find the interquartile range for the following two data sets and compare them.
Test Scores for Class A
69; 96; 81; 79; 65; 76; 83; 99; 89; 67; 90; 77; 85; 98; 66; 91; 77; 69; 80; 94
Test Scores for Class B
90; 72; 80; 92; 90; 97; 92; 75; 79; 68; 70; 80; 99; 95; 78; 73; 71; 68; 95; 100
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Example 2.15
Fifty statistics students were asked how much sleep they get per school night (rounded to the nearest hour). The
results were:

AMOUNT OF SLEEP PER
SCHOOL NIGHT (HOURS)

FREQUENCY

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

CUMULATIVE
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

4

2

0.04

0.04

5

5

0.10

0.14

6

7

0.14

0.28

7

12

0.24

0.52

8

14

0.28

0.80

9

7

0.14

0.94

10

3

0.06

1.00

Table 2.22
Find the 28th percentile. Notice the 0.28 in the "cumulative relative frequency" column. Twenty-eight percent of
50 data values is 14 values. There are 14 values less than the 28th percentile. They include the two 4s, the five 5s,
and the seven 6s. The 28th percentile is between the last six and the first seven. The 28th percentile is 6.5.
Find the median. Look again at the "cumulative relative frequency" column and find 0.52. The median is the
50th percentile or the second quartile. 50% of 50 is 25. There are 25 values less than the median. They include the
two 4s, the five 5s, the seven 6s, and eleven of the 7s. The median or 50th percentile is between the 25th, or seven,
and 26th, or seven, values. The median is seven.
Find the third quartile. The third quartile is the same as the 75th percentile. You can "eyeball" this answer. If you
look at the "cumulative relative frequency" column, you find 0.52 and 0.80. When you have all the fours, fives,

sixes and sevens, you have 52% of the data. When you include all the 8s, you have 80% of the data. The 75th
percentile, then, must be an eight. Another way to look at the problem is to find 75% of 50, which is 37.5, and
round up to 38. The third quartile, Q3, is the 38th value, which is an eight. You can check this answer by counting
the values. (There are 37 values below the third quartile and 12 values above.)

2.15 Forty bus drivers were asked how many hours they spend each day running their routes (rounded to the nearest
hour). Find the 65th percentile.
Amount of time spent on route
(hours)

Table 2.23

Frequency

Relative
Frequency

Cumulative Relative
Frequency

2

12

0.30

0.30

3

14

0.35

0.65

4

10

0.25

0.90

5

4

0.10

1.00
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Example 2.16
Using Table 2.22:
a. Find the 80th percentile.
b. Find the 90th percentile.
c. Find the first quartile. What is another name for the first quartile?
Solution 2.16
Using the data from the frequency table, we have:
a. The 80th percentile is between the last eight and the first nine in the table (between the 40th and 41st values).
Therefore, we need to take the mean of the 40th an 41st values. The 80th percentile = 8 + 9 = 8.5

2

th

th

th

b. The 90 percentile will be the 45 data value (location is 0.90(50) = 45) and the 45 data value is nine.
c. Q1 is also the 25th percentile. The 25th percentile location calculation: P25 = 0.25(50) = 12.5 ≈ 13 the 13th
data value. Thus, the 25th percentile is six.

2.16 Refer to the Table 2.23. Find the third quartile. What is another name for the third quartile?

Your instructor or a member of the class will ask everyone in class how many sweaters they own. Answer the following
questions:
1. How many students were surveyed?
2. What kind of sampling did you do?
3. Construct two different histograms. For each, starting value = _____ ending value = ____.
4. Find the median, first quartile, and third quartile.
5. Construct a table of the data to find the following:
a. the 10th percentile
b. the 70th percentile
c. the percent of students who own less than four sweaters
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A Formula for Finding the kth Percentile
If you were to do a little research, you would find several formulas for calculating the kth percentile. Here is one of them.
k = the kth percentile. It may or may not be part of the data.
i = the index (ranking or position of a data value)
n = the total number of data
• Order the data from smallest to largest.
• Calculate J = L (O + 1)

100

• If i is an integer, then the kth percentile is the data value in the ith position in the ordered set of data.
• If i is not an integer, then round i up and round i down to the nearest integers. Average the two data values in these two
positions in the ordered data set. This is easier to understand in an example.

Example 2.17
Listed are 29 ages for Academy Award winning best actors in order from smallest to largest.
18; 21; 22; 25; 26; 27; 29; 30; 31; 33; 36; 37; 41; 42; 47; 52; 55; 57; 58; 62; 64; 67; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 76; 77
a. Find the 70th percentile.
b. Find the 83rd percentile.
Solution 2.17
a.

k = 70
i = the index
n = 29
i=

L (n + 1) = ( 70 )(29 + 1) = 21. Twenty-one is an integer, and the data value in the 21st position in
100
100

the ordered data set is 64. The 70th percentile is 64 years.
b.

k = 83rd percentile
i = the index
n = 29
i =

L (n + 1) = ) 83 )(29 + 1) = 24.9, which is NOT an integer. Round it down to 24 and up to 25. The
100
100

age in the 24th position is 71 and the age in the 25th position is 72. Average 71 and 72. The 83rd percentile is
71.5 years.

2.17 Listed are 29 ages for Academy Award winning best actors in order from smallest to largest.
18; 21; 22; 25; 26; 27; 29; 30; 31; 33; 36; 37; 41; 42; 47; 52; 55; 57; 58; 62; 64; 67; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 76; 77
Calculate the 20th percentile and the 55th percentile.

NOTE
You can calculate percentiles using calculators and computers. There are a variety of online calculators.
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A Formula for Finding the Percentile of a Value in a Data Set
• Order the data from smallest to largest.
• x = the number of data values counting from the bottom of the data list up to but not including the data value for which
you want to find the percentile.
• y = the number of data values equal to the data value for which you want to find the percentile.
• n = the total number of data.
• Calculate

Y + 0.5Z
(100). Then round to the nearest integer.
O

Example 2.18
Listed are 29 ages for Academy Award winning best actors in order from smallest to largest.
18; 21; 22; 25; 26; 27; 29; 30; 31; 33; 36; 37; 41; 42; 47; 52; 55; 57; 58; 62; 64; 67; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 76; 77
a. Find the percentile for 58.
b. Find the percentile for 25.
Solution 2.18
a. Counting from the bottom of the list, there are 18 data values less than 58. There is one value of 58.
x = 18 and y = 1.

Y + 0.5Z
18 + 0.5(1)
(100) =
(100) = 63.80. 58 is the 64th percentile.
O
29

b. Counting from the bottom of the list, there are three data values less than 25. There is one value of 25.
x = 3 and y = 1.

Y + 0.5Z
3 + 0.5(1)
(100) =
(100) = 12.07. Twenty-five is the 12th percentile.
O
29

2.18 Listed are 30 ages for Academy Award winning best actors in order from smallest to largest.
18; 21; 22; 25; 26; 27; 29; 30; 31, 31; 33; 36; 37; 41; 42; 47; 52; 55; 57; 58; 62; 64; 67; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 76; 77
Find the percentiles for 47 and 31.

Interpreting Percentiles, Quartiles, and Median
A percentile indicates the relative standing of a data value when data are sorted into numerical order from smallest to largest.
Percentages of data values are less than or equal to the pth percentile. For example, 15% of data values are less than or equal
to the 15th percentile.
• Low percentiles always correspond to lower data values.
• High percentiles always correspond to higher data values.
A percentile may or may not correspond to a value judgment about whether it is "good" or "bad." The interpretation of
whether a certain percentile is "good" or "bad" depends on the context of the situation to which the data applies. In some
situations, a low percentile would be considered "good;" in other contexts a high percentile might be considered "good". In
many situations, there is no value judgment that applies.
Understanding how to interpret percentiles properly is important not only when describing data, but also when calculating
probabilities in later chapters of this text.
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NOTE
When writing the interpretation of a percentile in the context of the given data, the sentence should contain the
following information.
• information about the context of the situation being considered
• the data value (value of the variable) that represents the percentile
• the percent of individuals or items with data values below the percentile
• the percent of individuals or items with data values above the percentile.

Example 2.19
On a timed math test, the first quartile for time it took to finish the exam was 35 minutes. Interpret the first quartile
in the context of this situation.
Solution 2.19
• Twenty-five percent of students finished the exam in 35 minutes or less.
• Seventy-five percent of students finished the exam in 35 minutes or more.
• A low percentile could be considered good, as finishing more quickly on a timed exam is desirable. (If you
take too long, you might not be able to finish.)

2.19 For the 100-meter dash, the third quartile for times for finishing the race was 11.5 seconds. Interpret the third
quartile in the context of the situation.

Example 2.20
On a 20 question math test, the 70th percentile for number of correct answers was 16. Interpret the 70th percentile
in the context of this situation.
Solution 2.20
• Seventy percent of students answered 16 or fewer questions correctly.
• Thirty percent of students answered 16 or more questions correctly.
• A higher percentile could be considered good, as answering more questions correctly is desirable.

2.20 On a 60 point written assignment, the 80th percentile for the number of points earned was 49. Interpret the 80th
percentile in the context of this situation.
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Example 2.21
At a community college, it was found that the 30th percentile of credit units that students are enrolled for is seven
units. Interpret the 30th percentile in the context of this situation.
Solution 2.21
• Thirty percent of students are enrolled in seven or fewer credit units.
• Seventy percent of students are enrolled in seven or more credit units.
• In this example, there is no "good" or "bad" value judgment associated with a higher or lower percentile.
Students attend community college for varied reasons and needs, and their course load varies according to
their needs.

2.21 During a season, the 40th percentile for points scored per player in a game is eight. Interpret the 40th percentile
in the context of this situation.

Example 2.22
Sharpe Middle School is applying for a grant that will be used to add fitness equipment to the gym. The principal
surveyed 15 anonymous students to determine how many minutes a day the students spend exercising. The results
from the 15 anonymous students are shown.
0 minutes; 40 minutes; 60 minutes; 30 minutes; 60 minutes
10 minutes; 45 minutes; 30 minutes; 300 minutes; 90 minutes;
30 minutes; 120 minutes; 60 minutes; 0 minutes; 20 minutes
Determine the following five values.
Min = 0
Q1 = 20
Med = 40
Q3 = 60
Max = 300
If you were the principal, would you be justified in purchasing new fitness equipment? Since 75% of the students
exercise for 60 minutes or less daily, and since the IQR is 40 minutes (60 – 20 = 40), we know that half of the
students surveyed exercise between 20 minutes and 60 minutes daily. This seems a reasonable amount of time
spent exercising, so the principal would be justified in purchasing the new equipment.
However, the principal needs to be careful. The value 300 appears to be a potential outlier.
Q3 + 1.5(IQR) = 60 + (1.5)(40) = 120.
The value 300 is greater than 120 so it is a potential outlier. If we delete it and calculate the five values, we get
the following values:
Min = 0
Q1 = 20
Q3 = 60
Max = 120
We still have 75% of the students exercising for 60 minutes or less daily and half of the students exercising
between 20 and 60 minutes a day. However, 15 students is a small sample and the principal should survey more
students to be sure of his survey results.
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2.4 | Box Plots
Box plots (also called box-and-whisker plots or box-whisker plots) give a good graphical image of the concentration
of the data. They also show how far the extreme values are from most of the data. A box plot is constructed from five
values: the minimum value, the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, and the maximum value. We use these values to
compare how close other data values are to them.
To construct a box plot, use a horizontal or vertical number line and a rectangular box. The smallest and largest data values
label the endpoints of the axis. The first quartile marks one end of the box and the third quartile marks the other end of the
box. Approximately the middle 50 percent of the data fall inside the box. The "whiskers" extend from the ends of the
box to the smallest and largest data values. The median or second quartile can be between the first and third quartiles, or it
can be one, or the other, or both. The box plot gives a good, quick picture of the data.

NOTE
You may encounter box-and-whisker plots that have dots marking outlier values. In those cases, the whiskers are not
extending to the minimum and maximum values.

Consider, again, this dataset.
1; 1; 2; 2; 4; 6; 6.8; 7.2; 8; 8.3; 9; 10; 10; 11.5
The first quartile is two, the median is seven, and the third quartile is nine. The smallest value is one, and the largest value
is 11.5. The following image shows the constructed box plot.

NOTE
See the calculator instructions on the TI web site (http://education.ti.com/educationportal/sites/US/
sectionHome/support.html) or in the appendix.

Figure 2.11

The two whiskers extend from the first quartile to the smallest value and from the third quartile to the largest value. The
median is shown with a dashed line.

NOTE
It is important to start a box plot with a scaled number line. Otherwise the box plot may not be useful.
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Example 2.23
The following data are the heights of 40 students in a statistics class.
59; 60; 61; 62; 62; 63; 63; 64; 64; 64; 65; 65; 65; 65; 65; 65; 65; 65; 65; 66; 66; 67; 67; 68; 68; 69; 70; 70; 70;
70; 70; 71; 71; 72; 72; 73; 74; 74; 75; 77
Construct a box plot with the following properties; the calculator intructions for the minimum and maximum
values as well as the quartiles follow the example.
• Minimum value = 59
• Maximum value = 77
• Q1: First quartile = 64.5
• Q2: Second quartile or median= 66
• Q3: Third quartile = 70

Figure 2.12

a. Each quarter has approximately 25% of the data.
b. The spreads of the four quarters are 64.5 – 59 = 5.5 (first quarter), 66 – 64.5 = 1.5 (second quarter), 70 – 66
= 4 (third quarter), and 77 – 70 = 7 (fourth quarter). So, the second quarter has the smallest spread and the
fourth quarter has the largest spread.
c. Range = maximum value – the minimum value = 77 – 59 = 18
d. Interquartile Range: IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 70 – 64.5 = 5.5.
e. The interval 59–65 has more than 25% of the data so it has more data in it than the interval 66 through 70
which has 25% of the data.
f. The middle 50% (middle half) of the data has a range of 5.5 inches.
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To find the minimum, maximum, and quartiles:
Enter data into the list editor (Pres STAT 1:EDIT). If you need to clear the list, arrow up to the name L1, press CLEAR,
and then arrow down.
Put the data values into the list L1.
Press STAT and arrow to CALC. Press 1:1-VarStats. Enter L1.
Press ENTER.
Use the down and up arrow keys to scroll.
Smallest value = 59.
Largest value = 77.
Q1: First quartile = 64.5.
Q2: Second quartile or median = 66.
Q3: Third quartile = 70.
To construct the box plot:
Press 4:Plotsoff. Press ENTER.
Arrow down and then use the right arrow key to go to the fifth picture, which is the box plot. Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Xlist: Press 2nd 1 for L1
Arrow down to Freq: Press ALPHA. Press 1.
Press Zoom. Press 9: ZoomStat.
Press TRACE, and use the arrow keys to examine the box plot.

2.23 The following data are the number of pages in 40 books on a shelf. Construct a box plot using a graphing
calculator, and state the interquartile range.
136; 140; 178; 190; 205; 215; 217; 218; 232; 234; 240; 255; 270; 275; 290; 301; 303; 315; 317; 318; 326; 333; 343;
349; 360; 369; 377; 388; 391; 392; 398; 400; 402; 405; 408; 422; 429; 450; 475; 512
For some sets of data, some of the largest value, smallest value, first quartile, median, and third quartile may be the same.
For instance, you might have a data set in which the median and the third quartile are the same. In this case, the diagram
would not have a dotted line inside the box displaying the median. The right side of the box would display both the third
quartile and the median. For example, if the smallest value and the first quartile were both one, the median and the third
quartile were both five, and the largest value was seven, the box plot would look like:

Figure 2.13

In this case, at least 25% of the values are equal to one. Twenty-five percent of the values are between one and five,
inclusive. At least 25% of the values are equal to five. The top 25% of the values fall between five and seven, inclusive.
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Example 2.24
Test scores for a college statistics class held during the day are:
99; 56; 78; 55.5; 32; 90; 80; 81; 56; 59; 45; 77; 84.5; 84; 70; 72; 68; 32; 79; 90
Test scores for a college statistics class held during the evening are:
98; 78; 68; 83; 81; 89; 88; 76; 65; 45; 98; 90; 80; 84.5; 85; 79; 78; 98; 90; 79; 81; 25.5
a. Find the smallest and largest values, the median, and the first and third quartile for the day class.
b. Find the smallest and largest values, the median, and the first and third quartile for the night class.
c. For each data set, what percentage of the data is between the smallest value and the first quartile? the first
quartile and the median? the median and the third quartile? the third quartile and the largest value? What
percentage of the data is between the first quartile and the largest value?
d. Create a box plot for each set of data. Use one number line for both box plots.
e. Which box plot has the widest spread for the middle 50% of the data (the data between the first and third
quartiles)? What does this mean for that set of data in comparison to the other set of data?
Solution 2.24
a.

Min = 32
Q1 = 56
M = 74.5
Q3 = 82.5
Max = 99

Min = 25.5
Q1 = 78
M = 81
Q3 = 89
Max = 98
c. Day class: There are six data values ranging from 32 to 56: 30%. There are six data values ranging from 56
to 74.5: 30%. There are five data values ranging from 74.5 to 82.5: 25%. There are five data values ranging
from 82.5 to 99: 25%. There are 16 data values between the first quartile, 56, and the largest value, 99: 75%.
Night class:

b.

d.
Figure 2.14

e. The first data set has the wider spread for the middle 50% of the data. The IQR for the first data set is greater
than the IQR for the second set. This means that there is more variability in the middle 50% of the first data
set.
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2.24 The following data set shows the heights in inches for the boys in a class of 40 students.
66; 66; 67; 67; 68; 68; 68; 68; 68; 69; 69; 69; 70; 71; 72; 72; 72; 73; 73; 74
The following data set shows the heights in inches for the girls in a class of 40 students.
61; 61; 62; 62; 63; 63; 63; 65; 65; 65; 66; 66; 66; 67; 68; 68; 68; 69; 69; 69
Construct a box plot using a graphing calculator for each data set, and state which box plot has the wider spread for
the middle 50% of the data.

Example 2.25
Graph a box-and-whisker plot for the data values shown.
10; 10; 10; 15; 35; 75; 90; 95; 100; 175; 420; 490; 515; 515; 790
The five numbers used to create a box-and-whisker plot are:
Min: 10
Q1: 15
Med: 95
Q3: 490
Max: 790
The following graph shows the box-and-whisker plot.

Figure 2.15

2.25 Follow the steps you used to graph a box-and-whisker plot for the data values
shown. 0; 5; 5; 15; 30; 30; 45; 50; 50; 60; 75; 110; 140; 240; 330
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Figure 3.1 When you purchase a home the price is driven from median sales of real estate with similar
characteristics and location. Too much variability from this median value and a house is considered under
or overpriced. (credit: Andy Dean)

Introduction
Chapter Content
3.1 Measures of Center
3.2 Skewness and the Mean, Median, and Mode
3.3 Measures of Variation
Chapter 2 discussed ways to graphically display data. Data can be presented in many different formats but, what are the
main characteristics that describe the data set? For example, suppose you are interested in buying a house in a particular
area. You may have no clue about the house prices, so you might ask your real estate agent to give you a sample data set of
prices. Looking at all the prices in the sample often is overwhelming. A better way might be to look at the median price and
the variation of prices. The median and variation are just two ways that you will learn to describe data.
In this chapter, you will study numerical ways to describe your data. This area of statistics is called "Descriptive Statistics."
Descriptive statistics are broken down into measures of central tendency and measures of variability (spread). You will
learn how to calculate, and even more importantly, how to interpret these measurements.

3.1 | Measures of Center
The "center" of a data set is also a way of describing location. The two most widely used measures of the "center" of the
data are the mean (average) and the median. To calculate the mean weight of 50 people, add the 50 weights together and
divide by 50. To find the median weight of the 50 people, order the data and find the number that splits the data into two
equal parts. The median is generally a better measure of the center when there are extreme values or outliers because it is
not affected by the precise numerical values of the outliers. The mean is the most common measure of the center.

NOTE
The words “mean” and “average” are often used interchangeably. The substitution of one word for the other is
commonpractice. The technical term is “arithmetic mean” and “average” is technically a center location. However,
in practice among non-statisticians, “average" is commonly accepted for “arithmetic mean.”
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When each value in the data set is not unique, the mean can be calculated by multiplying each distinct value by its frequency
and then dividing the sum by the total number of data values. The letter used to represent the sample mean is an x with a
o

bar over it (pronounced “x bar”): Y .
The Greek letter μ (pronounced "mew") represents the population mean. One of the requirements for the sample mean to
be a good estimate of the population mean is for the sample taken to be truly random.
To see that both ways of calculating the mean are the same, consider the sample:
1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4; 4; 4
o
Y








Yo 



 

 










  

 

In the second calculation, the frequencies are 3, 2, 1, and 5.
You can quickly find the location of the median by using the expression O



.

The letter n is the total number of data values in the sample. If n is an odd number, the median is the middle value of
the ordered data (ordered smallest to largest). If n is an even number, the median is equal to the two middle values added
together and divided by two after the data has been ordered. For example, if the total number of data values is 97, then

O

 = 49. The median is the 49th value in the ordered data. If the total number of data values is 100, then

O  =   = 50.5. The median occurs midway between the 50th and 51st values. The location of the median and




 = 

the value of the median are not the same. The upper case letter M is often used to represent the median. The next example
illustrates the location of the median and the value of the median.

Example 3.1
AIDS data indicating the number of months a patient with AIDS lives after taking a new antibody drug are as
follows (smallest to largest):
3; 4; 8; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 15; 16; 16; 17; 17; 18; 21; 22; 22; 24; 24; 25; 26; 26; 27; 27; 29; 29; 31; 32; 33;
33; 34; 34; 35; 37; 40; 44; 44; 47;
Calculate the mean and the median.
Solution 3.1
The calculation for the mean is:
o
<     
Y







 


 









 

>

 

To find the median, M, first use the formula for the location. The location is:

O



  



  

Starting at the smallest value, the median is located between the 20 th and 21st values (the two 24s):
3; 4; 8; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 15; 16; 16; 17; 17; 18; 21; 22; 22; 24; 24; 25; 26; 26; 27; 27; 29; 29; 31; 32; 33;
33; 34; 34; 35; 37; 40; 44; 44; 47;

.  



  

To find the mean and the median:
Clear list L1. Pres STAT 4:ClrList. Enter 2nd 1 for list L1. Press ENTER.
Enter data into the list editor. Press STAT 1:EDIT.
Put the data values into list L1.
Press STAT and arrow to CALC. Press 1:1-VarStats. Press 2nd 1 for L1 and then ENTER.

Press the down and up arrow keys to scroll. Yo = 23.6, M = 24
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3.1 The following data show the number of months patients typically wait on a transplant list before getting surgery.
The data are ordered from smallest to largest. Calculate the mean and median.
3; 4; 5; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8; 8; 9; 9; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10; 11; 12; 12; 13; 14; 14; 15; 15; 17; 17; 18; 19; 19; 19; 21; 21; 22; 22;
23; 24; 24; 24; 24

Example 3.2
Suppose that in a small town of 50 people, one person earns $5,000,000 per year and the other 49 each earn
$30,000. Which is the better measure of the "center": the mean or the median?
Solution 3.2

  
Yo 



  

  

M = 30,000
(There are 49 people who earn $30,000 and one person who earns $5,000,000.)
The median is a better measure of the "center" than the mean because 49 of the values are 30,000 and one is
5,000,000. The 5,000,000 is an outlier. The 30,000 gives us a better sense of the middle of the data.

3.2 In a sample of 60 households, one house is worth $2,500,000. Half of the rest are worth $280,000, and all the
others are worth $315,000. Which is the better measure of the “center”: the mean or the median?

Another measure of the center is the mode. The mode is the most frequent value. There can be more than one mode in a
data set as long as those values have the same frequency and that frequency is the highest. A data set with two modes is
called bimodal.

Example 3.3
Statistics exam scores for 20 students are as follows:
50; 53; 59; 59; 63; 63; 72; 72; 72; 72; 72; 76; 78; 81; 83; 84; 84; 84; 90; 93
Find the mode.
Solution 3.3
The most frequent score is 72, which occurs five times. Mode = 72.

3.3 The number of books checked out from the library from 25 students are as follows:
0; 0; 0; 1; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4; 5; 5; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8; 8; 8; 9; 10; 10; 11; 11; 12; 12
Find the mode.
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Example 3.4
Five real estate exam scores are 430, 430, 480, 480, 495. The data set is bimodal because the scores 430 and 480
each occur twice.
When is the mode the best measure of the "center"? Consider a weight loss program that advertises a mean weight
loss of six pounds the first week of the program. The mode might indicate that most people lose two pounds the
first week, making the program less appealing.

NOTE
The mode can be calculated for qualitative data as well as for quantitative data. For example, if the data set
is: red, red, red, green, green, yellow, purple, black, blue, the mode is red.
Statistical software will easily calculate the mean, the median, and the mode. Some graphing calculators can also
make these calculations. In the real world, people make these calculations using software.

3.4 Five credit scores are 680, 680, 700, 720, 720. The data set is bimodal because the scores 680 and 720 each
occur twice. Consider the annual earnings of workers at a factory. The mode is $25,000 and occurs 150 times out of
301. The median is $50,000 and the mean is $47,500. What would be the best measure of the “center”?

The Law of Large Numbers and the Mean
o

The Law of Large Numbers says that if you take samples of larger and larger size from any population, then the mean Y
of the sample is very likely to get closer and closer to µ. This is discussed in more detail later in the text.

Sampling Distributions and Statistic of a Sampling Distribution
You can think of a sampling distribution as a relative frequency distribution with a great many samples. (See Sampling
and Data for a review of relative frequency). Suppose thirty randomly selected students were asked the number of movies
they watched the previous week. The results are in the relative frequency table shown below.

# of movies

Relative Frequency

0




1




2




3




4




Table 3.1
If you let the number of samples get very large (say, 300 million or more), the relative frequency table becomes a
relative frequency distribution.
A statistic is a number calculated from a sample. Statistic examples include the mean, the median and the mode as well as
o

others. The sample mean Y is an example of a statistic which estimates the population mean μ.
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Calculating the Mean of Grouped Frequency Tables
When only grouped data is available, you do not know the individual data values (we only know intervals and interval
frequencies); therefore, you cannot compute an exact mean for the data set. What we must do is estimate the actual mean
by calculating the mean of a frequency table. A frequency table is a data representation in which grouped data is displayed
along with the corresponding frequencies. To calculate the mean from a grouped frequency table we can apply the basic
definition of mean: mean =

EBUBTVN
We simply need to modify the definition to fit within the restrictions
OVNCFSP G EBUBWBMVFT

of a frequency table.
Since we do not know the individual data values we can instead find the midpoint of each interval. The midpoint
is

MPXFSCPVOEBSZ



VQQFSCPVOEBSZ

.FBOP G 'SFRVFODZ5BCMF 

Ц GN
ЦG

.

We

can

now

modify

the

mean

definition

to

where f = the frequency of the interval and m = the midpoint of the interval.

Example 3.5
A frequency table displaying professor Blount’s last statistic test is shown. Find the best estimate of the class
mean.

Grade Interval

Number of Students

50–56.5

1

56.5–62.5

0

62.5–68.5

4

68.5–74.5

4

74.5–80.5

2

80.5–86.5

3

86.5–92.5

4

92.5–98.5

1

Table 3.2
Solution 3.5
• Find the midpoints for all intervals

Grade Interval

Midpoint

50–56.5

53.25

56.5–62.5

59.5

62.5–68.5

65.5

68.5–74.5

71.5

74.5–80.5

77.5

80.5–86.5

83.5

86.5–92.5

89.5

92.5–98.5

95.5

Table 3.3

• Calculate the sum of the product of each interval
frequency and midpoint. Ц G N

 
 

•

u
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be
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3.5 Maris conducted a study on the effect that playing video games has on memory recall. As part of her study, she
compiled the following data:

Hours Teenagers Spend on Video Games

Number of Teenagers

0–3.5

3

3.5–7.5

7

7.5–11.5

12

11.5–15.5

7

15.5–19.5

9

Table 3.4
What is the best estimate for the mean number of hours spent playing video games?
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3.2 | Skewness and the Mean, Median, and Mode
Consider the following data set.
4; 5; 6; 6; 6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8; 8; 8; 9; 10
This data set can be represented by following histogram. Each interval has width one, and each value is located in the middle
of an interval.

Figure 3.2

In Figure 3.2 the histogram displays a symmetrical distribution of data. A distribution is symmetrical if a vertical line can
be drawn at some point in the histogram such that the shape to the left and the right of the vertical line are mirror images of
each other. The mean, the median, and the mode are each seven for these data. In a perfectly symmetrical
distribution, the mean and the median are the same. This example has one mode (unimodal), and the mode is the same
as the mean and median. In a symmetrical distribution that has two modes (bimodal), the two modes would be different
from the mean and median.
The histogram for the data: 4; 5; 6; 6; 6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8 is not symmetrical. The right-hand side seems "chopped off" compared
to the left side. A distribution of this type is called skewed to the left because it is pulled out to the left.

Figure 3.3

Figure 3.4

In Figure 3.3 the mean is 6.3, the median is 6.5, and the mode is seven. Notice that the mean is less than the median,
and they are both less than the mode. The mean and the median both reflect the skewing, but the mean reflects it more
so.
The histogram for the data: 6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8; 8; 8; 9; 10, is also not symmetrical. It is skewed to the right.
In Figure 3.4 the mean is 7.7, the median is 7.5, and the mode is seven. Of the three statistics, the mean is the largest,
while the mode is the smallest. Again, the mean reflects the skewing the most.
To summarize, generally if the distribution of data is skewed to the left, the mean is less than the median, which is often less
than the mode. If the distribution of data is skewed to the right, the mode is often less than the median, which is less than the
mean.
Skewness and symmetry become important when we discuss probability distributions in later chapters.
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Example 3.6
Statistics are used to compare and sometimes identify authors. The following lists shows a simple random sample
that compares the letter counts for three authors.
Terry: 7; 9; 3; 3; 3; 4; 1; 3; 2; 2
Davis: 3; 3; 3; 4; 1; 4; 3; 2; 3; 1
Maris: 2; 3; 4; 4; 4; 6; 6; 6; 8; 3
a. Make a dot plot for the three authors and compare the shapes.
b. Calculate the mean for each.
c. Calculate the median for each.
d. Describe any pattern you notice between the shape and the measures of center.
Solution 3.6

a.

Figure 3.5 Terry’s distribution has a right (positive) skew.

Figure 3.6 Davis’ distribution has a left (negative) skew

Figure 3.7 Maris’ distribution is symmetrically shaped.

b. Terry’s mean is 3.7, Davis’ mean is 2.7, Maris’ mean is 4.6.
c. Terry’s median is three, Davis’ median is three. Maris’ median is four.
d. It appears that the median is always closest to the high point (the mode), while the mean tends to be farther
out on the tail. In a symmetrical distribution, the mean and the median are both centrally located close to the
high point of the distribution.
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3.6 Discuss the mean, median, and mode for each of the following problems. Is there a pattern between the shape
and measure of the center?
a.

Figure 3.8

b.

The Ages Former U.S Presidents Died
4

69

5

367778

6

003344567778

7

0112347889

8

01358

9

0033

Key: 8|0 means 80.
Table 3.5
c.

Figure 3.9
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3.3 | Measures of Variation
An important characteristic of any set of data is the variation in the data. In some data sets, the data values are concentrated
closely near the mean; in other data sets, the data values are more widely spread out from the mean. The most common
measure of variation, or spread, is the standard deviation. The standard deviation is a number that measures how far data
values are from their mean.

The standard deviation

• provides a numerical measure of the overall amount of variation in a data set, and
• can be used to determine whether a particular data value is close to or far from the mean.

The standard deviation provides a measure of the overall variation in a data set
The standard deviation is always positive or zero. The standard deviation is small when the data are all concentrated close
to the mean, exhibiting little variation or spread. The standard deviation is larger when the data values are more spread out
from the mean, exhibiting more variation.
Suppose that we are studying the amount of time customers wait in line at the checkout at supermarket A and supermarket
B. the average wait time at both supermarkets is five minutes. At supermarket A, the standard deviation for the wait time is
two minutes; at supermarket B the standard deviation for the wait time is four minutes.
Because supermarket B has a higher standard deviation, we know that there is more variation in the wait times at
supermarket B. Overall, wait times at supermarket B are more spread out from the average; wait times at supermarket A are
more concentrated near the average.

The standard deviation can be used to determine whether a data value is close to or far from the
mean.
Suppose that Rosa and Binh both shop at supermarket A. Rosa waits at the checkout counter for seven minutes and Binh
waits for one minute. At supermarket A, the mean waiting time is five minutes and the standard deviation is two minutes.
The standard deviation can be used to determine whether a data value is close to or far from the mean.
Rosa waits for seven minutes:
• Seven is two minutes longer than the average of five; two minutes is equal to one standard deviation.
• Rosa's wait time of seven minutes is two minutes longer than the average of five minutes.
• Rosa's wait time of seven minutes is one standard deviation above the average of five minutes.
Binh waits for one minute.
• One is four minutes less than the average of five; four minutes is equal to two standard deviations.
• Binh's wait time of one minute is four minutes less than the average of five minutes.
• Binh's wait time of one minute is two standard deviations below the average of five minutes.
• A data value that is two standard deviations from the average is just on the borderline for what many statisticians
would consider to be far from the average. Considering data to be far from the mean if it is more than two standard
deviations away is more of an approximate "rule of thumb" than a rigid rule. In general, the shape of the distribution
of the data affects how much of the data is further away than two standard deviations. (You will learn more about this
in later chapters.)
The number line may help you understand standard deviation. If we were to put five and seven on a number line, seven is
to the right of five. We say, then, that seven is one standard deviation to the right of five because 5 + (1)(2) = 7.
If one were also part of the data set, then one is two standard deviations to the left of five because 5 + (–2)(2) = 1.

Figure 3.10

• In general, a value = mean + (#ofSTDEV)(standard deviation)
• where #ofSTDEVs = the number of standard deviations
• #ofSTDEV does not need to be an integer
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• One is two standard deviations less than the mean of five because: 1 = 5 + (–2)(2).
The equation value = mean + (#ofSTDEVs)(standard deviation) can be expressed for a sample and for a population.
• sample: Y Yo    P G 45%&7 T
• Population: Y  u

 P G 45%&7 ȑ

The lower case letter s represents the sample standard deviation and the Greek letter σ (sigma, lower case) represents the
population standard deviation.
o

The symbol Y is the sample mean and the Greek symbol u is the population mean.

Calculating the Standard Deviation
If x is a number, then the difference "x – mean" is called its deviation. In a data set, there are as many deviations as there
are items in the data set. The deviations are used to calculate the standard deviation. If the numbers belong to a population,
in symbols a deviation is x – μ. For sample data, in symbols a deviation is x – Yo .

The procedure to calculate the standard deviation depends on whether the numbers are the entire population or are data
from a sample. The calculations are similar, but not identical. Therefore the symbol used to represent the standard deviation
depends on whether it is calculated from a population or a sample. The lower case letter s represents the sample standard
deviation and the Greek letter σ (sigma, lower case) represents the population standard deviation. If the sample has the same
characteristics as the population, then s should be a good estimate of σ.
To calculate the standard deviation, we need to calculate the variance first. The variance is the average of the squares of

the deviations (the x – Yo values for a sample, or the x – μ values for a population). The symbol σ2 represents the population
variance; the population standard deviation σ is the square root of the population variance. The symbol s2 represents the
sample variance; the sample standard deviation s is the square root of the sample variance. You can think of the standard
deviation as a special average of the deviations.

If the numbers come from a census of the entire population and not a sample, when we calculate the average of the squared
deviations to find the variance, we divide by N, the number of items in the population. If the data are from a sample rather
than a population, when we calculate the average of the squared deviations, we divide by n – 1, one less than the number of
items in the sample.

Formulas for the Sample Standard Deviation
•

Ǳ Y Ч Yo
T
OЧ



Ǳ G Y Ч Yo
or T 
OЧ



• For the sample standard deviation, the denominator is n - 1, that is the sample size MINUS 1.

Formulas for the Population Standard Deviation
•

ȑ  

Ǳ YЧu
/



or ȑ   

ǱG Y ̞ u
/



• For the population standard deviation, the denominator is N, the number of items in the population.
In these formulas, f represents the frequency with which a value appears. For example, if a value appears once, f is one. If a
value appears three times in the data set or population, f is three.

Sampling Variability of a Statistic
The statistic of a sampling distribution was discussed in Descriptive Statistics: Measuring the Center of the Data.
How much the statistic varies from one sample to another is known as the sampling variability of a statistic. You typically
measure the sampling variability of a statistic by its standard error. The standard error of the mean is an example of a
standard error. It is a special standard deviation and is known as the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the
mean. You will cover the standard error of the mean in the chapter The Central Limit Theorem (not now). The notation
for the standard error of the mean is ȑ where σ is the standard deviation of the population and n is the size of the sample.

O
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NOTE
In practice, USE A CALCULATOR OR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CALCULATE THE STANDARD
DEVIATION. If you are using a TI-83, 83+, 84+ calculator, you need to select the appropriate standard
deviation σx or sx from the summary statistics. We will concentrate on using and interpreting the information that the
standard deviation gives us. However you should study the following step-by-step example to help you understand how
the standard deviation measures variation from the mean. (The calculator instructions appear at the end of this
example.)

Example 3.7
In a fifth grade class, the teacher was interested in the average age and the sample standard deviation of the ages of
her students. The following data are the ages for a SAMPLE of n = 20 fifth grade students. The ages are rounded
to the nearest half year:
9; 9.5; 9.5; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 10.5; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11; 11.5; 11.5; 11.5;

              
Yo 
 

The average age is 10.53 years, rounded to two places.
The variance may be calculated by using a table. Then the standard deviation is calculated by taking the square
root of the variance. We will explain the parts of the table after calculating s.

Data

Freq.

Deviations

Deviations2

(Freq.)(Deviations2)

x

f

(x – Yo )

(x – Yo )2

(f)(x – Yo )2

9

1

9 – 10.525 = –1.525

(–1.525)2 = 2.325625 1 × 2.325625 = 2.325625

9.5

2

9.5 – 10.525 = –1.025

(–1.025)2 = 1.050625 2 × 1.050625 = 2.101250

10

4

10 – 10.525 = –0.525

(–0.525)2 = 0.275625 4 × 0.275625 = 1.1025

10.5

4

10.5 – 10.525 = –0.025 (–0.025)2 = 0.000625 4 × 0.000625 = 0.0025

11

6

11 – 10.525 = 0.475

(0.475)2 = 0.225625

6 × 0.225625 = 1.35375

11.5

3

11.5 – 10.525 = 0.975

(0.975)2 = 0.950625

3 × 0.950625 = 2.851875
The total is 9.7375

Table 3.6
The sample variance, s2, is equal to the sum of the last column (9.7375) divided by the total number of data values
minus one (20 – 1):

T     
 Ч 
The sample standard deviation s is equal to the square root of the sample variance:

T    

which is rounded to two decimal places, s = 0.72.

Typically, you do the calculation for the standard deviation on your calculator or computer. The
intermediate results are not rounded. This is done for accuracy.
• For the following problems, recall that value = mean + (#ofSTDEVs)(standard deviation). Verify the
mean and standard deviation or a calculator or computer.
• For a sample: x = Yo + (#ofSTDEVs)(s)
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• For a population: x = μ + (#ofSTDEVs)(σ)
• For this example, use x = Yo + (#ofSTDEVs)(s) because the data is from a sample
a. Verify the mean and standard deviation on your calculator or computer.
b. Find the value that is one standard deviation above the mean. Find ( Yo + 1s).
c. Find the value that is two standard deviations below the mean. Find ( Yo – 2s).
d. Find the values that are 1.5 standard deviations from (below and above) the mean.
Solution 3.7
a.
◦ Clear lists L1 and L2. Press STAT 4:ClrList. Enter 2nd 1 for L1, the comma (,), and 2nd 2 for L2.
◦ Enter data into the list editor. Press STAT 1:EDIT. If necessary, clear the lists by arrowing up into
the name. Press CLEAR and arrow down.
◦ Put the data values (9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5) into list L1 and the frequencies (1, 2, 4, 4, 6, 3) into
list L2. Use the arrow keys to move around.
◦ Press STAT and arrow to CALC. Press 1:1-VarStats and enter L1 (2nd 1), L2 (2nd 2). Do not
forget the comma. Press ENTER.
◦

Yo = 10.525

◦ Use Sx because this is sample data (not a population): Sx=0.715891

b. ( Yo + 1s) = 10.53 + (1)(0.72) = 11.25
c. ( Yo – 2s) = 10.53 – (2)(0.72) = 9.09
d. below = ( Yo – 1.5s) = 10.53 – (1.5)(0.72) = 9.45
above = ( Yo + 1.5s) = 10.53 + (1.5)(0.72) = 11.61

3.7 On a baseball team, the ages of each of the players are as follows:
21; 21; 22; 23; 24; 24; 25; 25; 28; 29; 29; 31; 32; 33; 33; 34; 35; 36; 36; 36; 36; 38; 38; 38; 40
Use your calculator or computer to find the sample mean and standard deviation. Then find the value that is two
standard deviations above the mean.

Explanation of the standard deviation calculation shown in the table
The deviations show how spread out the data are about the mean. The data value 11.5 is farther from the mean than is the
data value 11 which is indicated by the deviations 0.97 and 0.47. A positive deviation occurs when the data value is greater
than the mean, whereas a negative deviation occurs when the data value is less than the mean. The deviation is –1.525 for
the data value nine. If you add the deviations, the sum is always zero. (For Example 3.7, there are n = 20 deviations.)
So you cannot simply add the deviations to get the spread of the data. By squaring the deviations, you make them positive
numbers, and the sum will also be positive. The variance, then, is the average squared deviation.
The variance is a squared measure and does not have the same units as the data. Taking the square root solves the problem.
The standard deviation measures the spread in the same units as the data.
Notice that instead of dividing by n = 20, the calculation divided by n – 1 = 20 – 1 = 19 because the data is a sample.
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For the sample variance, we divide by the sample size minus one (n – 1). Why not divide by n? The answer has to do
with the population variance. The sample variance is an estimate of the population variance. Based on the theoretical
mathematics that lies behind these calculations, dividing by (n – 1) gives a better estimate of the population variance.

NOTE
Your concentration should be on what the standard deviation tells us about the data. The standard deviation is a
number which measures how far the data are spread from the mean. Let a calculator or computer do the
arithmetic.

The standard deviation, s or σ, is either zero or larger than zero. Describing the data with reference to the spread is
called "variability". The variability in data depends upon the method by which the outcomes are obtained; for example, by
measuring or by random sampling. When the standard deviation is zero, there is no spread; that is, the all the data values are
equal to each other. The standard deviation is small when the data are all concentrated close to the mean, and is larger when
the data values show more variation from the mean. When the standard deviation is a lot larger than zero, the data values
are very spread out about the mean; outliers can make s or σ very large.
The standard deviation, when first presented, can seem unclear. By graphing your data, you can get a better "feel" for the
deviations and the standard deviation. You will find that in symmetrical distributions, the standard deviation can be very
helpful but in skewed distributions, the standard deviation may not be much help. The reason is that the two sides of a
skewed distribution have different spreads. In a skewed distribution, it is better to look at the first quartile, the median,
the third quartile, the smallest value, and the largest value. Because numbers can be confusing, always graph your data.
Display your data in a histogram or a box plot.

Example 3.8
Use the following data (first exam scores) from Susan Dean's spring pre-calculus class:
33; 42; 49; 49; 53; 55; 55; 61; 63; 67; 68; 68; 69; 69; 72; 73; 74; 78; 80; 83; 88; 88; 88; 90; 92; 94; 94; 94; 94;
96; 100
a. Create a chart containing the data, frequencies, relative frequencies, and cumulative relative frequencies to
three decimal places.
b. Calculate the following to one decimal place using a TI-83+ or TI-84 calculator:
i. The sample mean
ii. The sample standard deviation
iii. The median
iv. The first quartile
v. The third quartile
vi. IQR
c. Construct a box plot and a histogram on the same set of axes. Make comments about the box plot, the
histogram, and the chart.
Solution 3.8
a. See Table 3.7
b. i. The sample mean = 73.5
ii. The sample standard deviation = 17.9
iii. The median = 73
iv. The first quartile = 61
v. The third quartile = 90
vi. IQR = 90 – 61 = 29
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c. The x-axis goes from 32.5 to 100.5; y-axis goes from –2.4 to 15 for the histogram. The number of intervals is
five, so the width of an interval is (100.5 – 32.5) divided by five, is equal to 13.6. Endpoints of the intervals
are as follows: the starting point is 32.5, 32.5 + 13.6 = 46.1, 46.1 + 13.6 = 59.7, 59.7 + 13.6 = 73.3, 73.3 +
13.6 = 86.9, 86.9 + 13.6 = 100.5 = the ending value; No data values fall on an interval boundary.

Figure 3.11

The long left whisker in the box plot is reflected in the left side of the histogram. The spread of the exam scores
in the lower 50% is greater (73 – 33 = 40) than the spread in the upper 50% (100 – 73 = 27). The histogram,
box plot, and chart all reflect this. There are a substantial number of A and B grades (80s, 90s, and 100). The
histogram clearly shows this. The box plot shows us that the middle 50% of the exam scores (IQR = 29) are Ds,
Cs, and Bs. The box plot also shows us that the lower 25% of the exam scores are Ds and Fs.

Data

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency

33

1

0.032

0.032

42

1

0.032

0.064

49

2

0.065

0.129

53

1

0.032

0.161

55

2

0.065

0.226

61

1

0.032

0.258

63

1

0.032

0.29

67

1

0.032

0.322

68

2

0.065

0.387

69

2

0.065

0.452

72

1

0.032

0.484

73

1

0.032

0.516

74

1

0.032

0.548

78

1

0.032

0.580

80

1

0.032

0.612

Table 3.7
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Data

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency

83

1

0.032

0.644

88

3

0.097

0.741

90

1

0.032

0.773

92

1

0.032

0.805

94

4

0.129

0.934

96

1

0.032

0.966

100

1

0.032

0.998 (Why isn't this value 1?)

Table 3.7

3.8 The following data show the different types of pet food stores in the area carry.
6; 6; 6; 6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 8; 9; 9; 9; 9; 10; 10; 10; 10; 10; 11; 11; 11; 11; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12; 12;
Calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation to one decimal place using a TI-83+ or TI-84 calculator.

Standard deviation of Grouped Frequency Tables
Recall that for grouped data we do not know individual data values, so we cannot describe the typical value of the data with
precision. In other words, we cannot find the exact mean, median, or mode. We can, however, determine the best estimate of
the measures of center by finding the mean of the grouped data with the formula: .FBOP G 'SFRVFODZ5BCMF 

Ц GN
ЦG

where G  interval frequencies and m = interval midpoints.
Just as we could not find the exact mean, neither can we find the exact standard deviation. Remember that standard deviation
describes numerically the expected deviation a data value has from the mean. In simple English, the standard deviation
allows us to compare how “unusual” individual data is compared to the mean.

Example 3.9
Find the standard deviation for the data in Table 3.8.

Class

Frequency, f

Midpoint, m

m2

fm2

Standard Deviation

0–2

1

1

1

7.58

1

3.5

3–5

6

4

16

7.58

96

3.5

6–8

10

7

49

7.58

490

3.5

9–11

7

10

100

7.58

700

3.5

12–14

0

13

169

7.58

0

3.5

15–17

2

16

256

7.58

512

3.5

Table 3.8

Ȳ

2
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For this data set, we have the mean, Yo = 7.58 and the standard deviation, sx = 3.5. This means that a randomly
selected data value would be expected to be 3.5 units from the mean. If we look at the first class, we see that the
class midpoint is equal to one. This is almost two full standard deviations from the mean since 7.58 – 3.5 – 3.5
= 0.58. While the formula for calculating the standard deviation is not complicated, T Y 

G N Ч Yo
OЧ



where sx

= sample standard deviation, Yo = sample mean, the calculations are tedious. It is usually best to use technology
when performing the calculations.

3.9 Find the standard deviation for the data from the previous example
Class

Frequency, f

0–2

1

3–5

6

6–8

10

9–11

7

12–14

0

15–17

2

Table 3.9

First, press the STAT key and select 1:Edit

Figure 3.12

Input the midpoint values into L1 and the frequencies into L2
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Figure 3.13

Select STAT, CALC, and 1: 1-Var Stats

Figure 3.14

Select 2nd then 1 then , 2nd then 2 Enter

Figure 3.15

You will see displayed both a population standard deviation, σx, and the sample standard deviation, sx.

Comparing Values from Different Data Sets
The standard deviation is useful when comparing data values that come from different data sets. If the data sets have
different means and standard deviations, then comparing the data values directly can be misleading.
• For each data value, calculate how many standard deviations away from its mean the value is.
• Use the formula: value = mean + (#ofSTDEVs)(standard deviation); solve for #ofSTDEVs.
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 P G 45%&7T 

3.19

WBMVF̞NFBO
TUBOEBSEEFWJBUJPO

• Compare the results of this calculation.
#ofSTDEVs is often called a "z-score"; we can use the symbol z. In symbols, the formulas become:

Sample

o
o
Y = Y + zs [  Y ЧT  Y

Population Y = u + zσ [ 

Y Ч u
ȑ

Table 3.10

Example 3.10
Two students, John and Ali, from different high schools, wanted to find out who had the highest GPA when
compared to his school. Which student had the highest GPA when compared to his school?

Student

GPA

School Mean GPA

School Standard Deviation

John

2.85

3.0

0.7

Ali

77

80

10

Table 3.11

Solution 3.10
For each student, determine how many standard deviations (#ofSTDEVs) his GPA is away from the average, for
his school. Pay careful attention to signs when comparing and interpreting the answer.

[  PG45%&7T 

WBMVF ̞ NFBO  Y ̞ u
ȑ
TUBOEBSEEFWJBUJPO

For John, [   P G 45%&7T   ̞   ̞ 



For Ali, [   P G 45%&7T   Ч   Ч 



John has the better GPA when compared to his school because his GPA is 0.21 standard deviations below his
school's mean while Ali's GPA is 0.3 standard deviations below his school's mean.
John's z-score of –0.21 is higher than Ali's z-score of –0.3. For GPA, higher values are better, so we conclude that
John has the better GPA when compared to his school.

3.10

Two swimmers, Angie and Beth, from different teams, wanted to find out who had the fastest time for the 50
meter freestyle when compared to her team. Which swimmer had the fastest time when compared to her team?
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Swimmer

Time (seconds)

Team Mean Time

Team Standard Deviation

Angie

26.2

27.2

0.8

Beth

27.3

30.1

1.4

Table 3.12

The following lists give a few facts that provide a little more insight into what the standard deviation tells us about the
distribution of the data.
For ANY data set, no matter what the distribution of the data is:
• At least 75% of the data is within two standard deviations of the mean.
• At least 89% of the data is within three standard deviations of the mean.
• At least 95% of the data is within 4.5 standard deviations of the mean.
• This is known as Chebyshev's Rule.
For data having a distribution that is BELL-SHAPED and SYMMETRIC:
• Approximately 68% of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean.
• Approximately 95% of the data is within two standard deviations of the mean.
• More than 99% of the data is within three standard deviations of the mean.
• This is known as the Empirical Rule.
• It is important to note that this rule only applies when the shape of the distribution of the data is bell-shaped and
symmetric. We will learn more about this when studying the "Normal" probability distribution in later chapters.

The Empirical Rule
For data sets having a distribution that is approximately normal with mean µ and standard deviation σ, then the Empirical
Rule states the following:
• About 68% of the x values lie between –1σ and +1σ of the mean µ (within one standard deviation of the mean).
• About 95% of the x values lie between –2σ and +2σ of the mean µ (within two standard deviations of the mean).
• About 99.7% of the x values lie between –3σ and +3σ of the mean µ (within three standard deviations of the mean).
Notice that almost all the x values lie within three standard deviations of the mean.
• The z-scores for +1σ and –1σ are +1 and –1, respectively.
• The z-scores for +2σ and –2σ are +2 and –2, respectively.
• The z-scores for +3σ and –3σ are +3 and –3 respectively.
The empirical rule is also known as the 68-95-99.7 rule.

Figure 3.16
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Example 3.11
The mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile from 2009 to 2010 was 170 cm with a standard deviation
of 6.28 cm. Male heights are known to follow a normal distribution.
a. Suppose a 15 to 18-year-old male from Chile was 168 cm tall from 2009 to 2010. The z-score when x = 168 cm
is z = _______. This z-score tells you that x = 168 is ________ standard deviations to the ________ (right or left)
of the mean _____ (What is the mean?).
Solution 3.11
a. –0.32, 0.32, left, 170
b. Suppose that the height of a 15 to 18-year-old male from Chile from 2009 to 2010 has a z-score of z = 1.27.
What is the male’s height? The z-score (z = 1.27) tells you that the male’s height is ________ standard deviations
to the __________ (right or left) of the mean.
Solution 3.11
b. 177.98 cm, 1.27, right

3.11 The mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile from 2009 to 2010 was 170 cm with a standard deviation
of 6.28 cm. Male heights are known to follow a normal distribution.

a. Suppose a 15 to 18-year-old male from Chile was 176 cm tall from 2009 to 2010. The z-score when x = 176 cm
is z = _______. This z-score tells you that x = 176 cm is ________ standard deviations to the ________ (right or
left) of the mean _____ (What is the mean?).
b. Suppose that the height of a 15 to 18-year-old male from Chile from 2009 to 2010 has a z-score of z = –2. What
is the male’s height? The z-score (z = –2) tells you that the male’s height is ________ standard deviations to the
__________ (right or left) of the mean.

Example 3.12
From 1984 to 1985, the mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile was 172.36 cm, and the standard
deviation was 6.34 cm.
The mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile from 2009 to 2010 was 170 cm with a standard deviation
of 6.28 cm. Male heights are known to follow a normal distribution.
For 1984 to 1985, find the z-scores for x = 160.58 cm. For 2009 to 2010, find the z-score for x = 162.85 cm.
Interpret each z-score. What can you say about x = 160.58 cm and x = 162.85 cm as they compare to their
respective means and standard deviations?
Solution 3.12
The z-score for x = -160.58 is z = –1.5.
The z-score for x = 162.85 is z = –1.5.
Both 160.58 and 162.85 deviate the same number of standard deviations from their respective means and in the
same direction.
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3.12 In 2012, 1,664,479 students took the SAT exam. The distribution of scores in the verbal section of the SAT had a
mean µ = 496 and a standard deviation σ = 114.
Find the z-scores for x1 = 325 and x2 = 366.21. Interpret each z-score. What can you say about x1 = 325 and x2 = 366.21
as they compare to their respective means and standard deviations?

Example 3.13
Suppose x has a normal distribution with mean 50 and standard deviation 6.
• About 68% of the x values lie within one standard deviation of the mean. Therefore, about 68% of the x
values lie between –1σ = (–1)(6) = –6 and 1σ = (1)(6) = 6 of the mean 50. The values 50 – 6 = 44 and 50
+ 6 = 56 are within one standard deviation from the mean 50. The z-scores are –1 and +1 for 44 and 56,
respectively.
• About 95% of the x values lie within two standard deviations of the mean. Therefore, about 95% of the x
values lie between –2σ = (–2)(6) = –12 and 2σ = (2)(6) = 12. The values 50 – 12 = 38 and 50 + 12 = 62 are
within two standard deviations from the mean 50. The z-scores are –2 and +2 for 38 and 62, respectively.
• About 99.7% of the x values lie within three standard deviations of the mean. Therefore, about 95% of the x
values lie between –3σ = (–3)(6) = –18 and 3σ = (3)(6) = 18 from the mean 50. The values 50 – 18 = 32 and
50 + 18 = 68 are within three standard deviations of the mean 50. The z-scores are –3 and +3 for 32 and 68,
respectively.

3.13 Suppose X has a normal distribution with mean 25 and standard deviation five. Between what values of x do
68%of the values lie?

Example 3.14
From 1984 to 1985, the mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile was 172.36 cm, and the standard
deviation was 6.34 cm.
a. About 68% of the height values lie between what two values? These values are ________________.
The z-scores are ________________, respectively.
b. About 95% of the height values lie between what two values? These values are ________________.
The z-scores are ________________ respectively.
c. About 99.7% of the height values lie between what two values? These values are ________________.
The z-scores are ________________, respectively.

Solution 3.14
a. About 68% of the values lie between 166.02 cm and 178.7 cm. The z-scores are –1 and 1.
b. About 95% of the values lie between 159.68 cm and 185.04 cm. The z-scores are –2 and 2.
c. About 99.7% of the values lie between 153.34 cm and 191.38 cm. The z-scores are –3 and 3.
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3.14 The scores on a college entrance exam have an approximate normal distribution with mean, µ = 52 points and a
standard deviation, σ = 11 points.
a. About 68% of the y values lie between what two values? These values are ________________. The z-scores are
________________, respectively.
b. About 95% of the y values lie between what two values? These values are ________________. The z-scores are
________________, respectively.
c. About 99.7% of the y values lie between what two values? These values are ________________. The z-scores
are ________________, respectively.
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Figure 4.1 Meteor showers are rare, but the probability of them occurring can be calculated. (credit: Navicore/flickr)

Introduction
Chapter Content
4.1 Terminology
4.2 Independent and Mutually Exclusive Events
4.3 Two Basic Rules of Probability
4.4 Contingency Tables
4.5 Tree and Venn Diagrams
4.6 Counting Principles
It is often necessary to "guess" about the outcome of an event in order to make a decision. Politicians study polls to guess
their likelihood of winning an election. Teachers choose a particular course of study based on what they think students can
comprehend. Doctors choose the treatments needed for various diseases based on their assessment of likely results. You
may have visited a casino where people play games chosen because of the belief that the likelihood of winning is good. You
may have chosen your course of study based on the probable availability of jobs.
You have, more than likely, used probability. In fact, you probably have an intuitive sense of probability. Probability deals
with the chance of an event occurring. Whenever you weigh the odds of whether or not to do your homework or to study
for an exam, you are using probability. In this chapter, you will learn how to solve probability problems using a systematic
approach.

Your instructor will survey your class. Count the number of students in the class today.
• Raise your hand if you have any change in your pocket or purse. Record the number of raised hands.
• Raise your hand if you rode a bus within the past month. Record the number of raised hands.
• Raise your hand if you answered "yes" to BOTH of the first two questions. Record the number of raised hands.
Use the class data as estimates of the following probabilities. P(change) means the probability that a randomly chosen
person in your class has change in his/her pocket or purse. P(bus) means the probability that a randomly chosen person
in your class rode a bus within the last month and so on. Discuss your answers.
• Find P(change).
• Find P(bus).
• Find P(change AND bus). Find the probability that a randomly chosen student in your class has change in his/her
pocket or purse and rode a bus within the last month.
• Find P(change|bus). Find the probability that a randomly chosen student has change given that he or she rode a
bus within the last month. Count all the students that rode a bus. From the group of students who rode a bus,
count those who have change. The probability is equal to those who have change and rode a bus divided by those
who rode a bus.
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4.1 | Terminology
Probability is a measure that is associated with how certain we are of outcomes of a particular experiment or activity.
An experiment is a planned operation carried out under controlled conditions. If the result is not predetermined, then the
experiment is said to be a chance experiment. Flipping one fair coin twice is an example of an experiment.
A result of an experiment is called an outcome. The sample space of an experiment is the set of all possible outcomes.
Three ways to represent a sample space are: to list the possible outcomes, to create a tree diagram, or to create a Venn
diagram. The uppercase letter S is used to denote the sample space. For example, if you flip one fair coin, S = {H, T} where
H = heads and T = tails are the outcomes.
An event is any combination of outcomes. Upper case letters like A and B represent events. For example, if the experiment
is to flip one fair coin, event A might be getting at most one head. The probability of an event A is written P(A).
The probability of any outcome is the long-term relative frequency of that outcome. Probabilities are between zero and
one, inclusive (that is, zero and one and all numbers between these values). P(A) = 0 means the event A can never happen.
P(A) = 1 means the event A always happens. P(A) = 0.5 means the event A is equally likely to occur or not to occur. For
example, if you flip one fair coin repeatedly (from 20 to 2,000 to 20,000 times) the relative frequency of heads approaches
0.5 (the probability of heads).
Equally likely means that each outcome of an experiment occurs with equal probability. For example, if you toss a fair,
six-sided die, each face (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) is as likely to occur as any other face. If you toss a fair coin, a Head (H) and a
Tail (T) are equally likely to occur. If you randomly guess the answer to a true/false question on an exam, you are equally
likely to select a correct answer or an incorrect answer.
To calculate the probability of an event A when all outcomes in the sample space are equally likely, count the number
of outcomes for event A and divide by the total number of outcomes in the sample space. For example, if you toss a fair
dime and a fair nickel, the sample space is {HH, TH, HT, TT} where T = tails and H = heads. The sample space has four
outcomes. A = getting one head. There are two outcomes that meet this condition {HT, TH}, so P(A) = 
 = 0.5.
Suppose you roll one fair six-sided die, with the numbers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} on its faces. Let event E = rolling a number that
is at least five. There are two outcomes {5, 6}. P(E) =  . If you were to roll the die only a few times, you would not be

surprised if your observed results did not match the probability. If you were to roll the die a very large number of times, you


would expect that, overall, 
 of the rolls would result in an outcome of "at least five". You would not expect exactly  .
The long-term relative frequency of obtaining this result would approach the theoretical probability of 
 as the number of
repetitions grows larger and larger.

This important characteristic of probability experiments is known as the law of large numbers which states that as the
number of repetitions of an experiment is increased, the relative frequency obtained in the experiment tends to become
closer and closer to the theoretical probability. Even though the outcomes do not happen according to any set pattern or
order, overall, the long-term observed relative frequency will approach the theoretical probability. (The word empirical is
often used instead of the word observed.)
It is important to realize that in many situations, the outcomes are not equally likely. A coin or die may be unfair, or biased.
Two math professors in Europe had their statistics students test the Belgian one Euro coin and discovered that in 250 trials,
a head was obtained 56% of the time and a tail was obtained 44% of the time. The data seem to show that the coin is not a
fair coin; more repetitions would be helpful to draw a more accurate conclusion about such bias. Some dice may be biased.
Look at the dice in a game you have at home; the spots on each face are usually small holes carved out and then painted to
make the spots visible. Your dice may or may not be biased; it is possible that the outcomes may be affected by the slight
weight differences due to the different numbers of holes in the faces. Gambling casinos make a lot of money depending on
outcomes from rolling dice, so casino dice are made differently to eliminate bias. Casino dice have flat faces; the holes are
completely filled with paint having the same density as the material that the dice are made out of so that each face is equally
likely to occur. Later we will learn techniques to use to work with probabilities for events that are not equally likely.
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"OR" Event:
An outcome is in the event A OR B if the outcome is in A or is in B or is in both A and B. For example, let A = {1, 2, 3, 4,
5} and B = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. A OR B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Notice that 4 and 5 are NOT listed twice.
"AND" Event:
An outcome is in the event A AND B if the outcome is in both A and B at the same time. For example, let A and B be {1, 2,
3, 4, 5} and {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, respectively. Then A AND B = {4, 5}.
The complement of event A is denoted A′ (read "A prime"). A′ consists of all outcomes that are NOT in A. Notice that P(A)
+ P(A′) = 1. For example, let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and let A = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then, A′ = {5, 6}. P(A) =  , P(A′) =  ,


and P(A) + P(A′) =   = 1





The conditional probability of A given B is written P(A|B). P(A|B) is the probability that event A will occur given that the
event B has already occurred. A conditional reduces the sample space. We calculate the probability of A from the reduced
sample space B. The formula to calculate P(A|B) is P(A|B) =

1 ""/%#
where P(B) is greater than zero.
1#

For example, suppose we toss one fair, six-sided die. The sample space S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Let A = face is 2 or 3 and B =
face is even (2, 4, 6). To calculate P(A|B), we count the number of outcomes 2 or 3 in the sample space B = {2, 4, 6}. Then
we divide that by the number of outcomes B (rather than S).
We get the same result by using the formula. Remember that S has six outcomes.
P(A|B) =

1 ""/%#

1#
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Understanding Terminology and Symbols

It is important to read each problem carefully to think about and understand what the events are. Understanding the wording
is the first very important step in solving probability problems. Reread the problem several times if necessary. Clearly
identify the event of interest. Determine whether there is a condition stated in the wording that would indicate that the
probability is conditional; carefully identify the condition, if any.

Example 4.1
The sample space S is the whole numbers starting at one and less than 20.
a. S = _____________________________
Let event A = the even numbers and event B = numbers greater than 13.
b. A = _____________________, B = _____________________
c. P(A) = _____________, P(B) = ________________
d. A AND B = ____________________, A OR B = ________________
e. P(A AND B) = _________, P(A OR B) = _____________
f. A′ = _____________, P(A′) = _____________
g. P(A) + P(A′) = ____________
h. P(A|B) = ___________, P(B|A) = _____________; are the probabilities equal?
Solution 4.1
a. S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19}
b. A = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18}, B = {14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19}
c. P(A) =  , P(B) = 





d. A AND B = {14,16,18}, A OR B = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19}
e. P(A AND B) =  , P(A OR B) = 





f. A′ = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19; P(A′) = 
g. P(A) + P(A′) = 1 (  +  = 1)



h. P(A|B) =





1 ""/%#
1 ""/%#
=  , P(B|A) =
=  , No
1#
1"
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4.1 The sample space S is all the ordered pairs of two whole numbers, the first from one to three and the second from
one to four (Example: (1, 4)).

a. S = _____________________________
Let event A = the sum is even and event B = the first number is prime.
b. A = _____________________, B = _____________________
c. P(A) = _____________, P(B) = ________________
d. A AND B = ____________________, A OR B = ________________
e. P(A AND B) = _________, P(A OR B) = _____________
f. B′ = _____________, P(B′) = _____________
g. P(A) + P(A′) = ____________
h. P(A|B) = ___________, P(B|A) = _____________; are the probabilities equal?

Example 4.2
A fair, six-sided die is rolled. Describe the sample space S, identify each of the following events with a subset of
S and compute its probability (an outcome is the number of dots that show up).

a. Event T = the outcome is two.
b. Event A = the outcome is an even
number.
c. Event B = the outcome is less than four.
d. The complement of A.
e. A GIVEN B
f. B GIVEN A
g. A AND B
h. A OR B
i. A OR B′
j. Event N = the outcome is a prime
number.
k. Event I = the outcome is seven.

Solution 4.2
a. T = {2}, P(T) = 



b. A = {2, 4, 6}, P(A) =




c. B = {1, 2, 3}, P(B) =






d. A′ = {1, 3, 5}, P(A′) =
e. A|B = {2}, P(A|B) = 



f. B|A = {2}, P(B|A) = 



g. A AND B = {2}, P(A AND B) = 





h. A OR B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}, P(A OR B) =
i. A OR B′ = {2, 4, 5, 6}, P(A OR B′) =
j. N = {2, 3, 5}, P(N) =







k. A six-sided die does not have seven dots. P(7) = 0.
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Example 4.3
Table 4.1 describes the distribution of a random sample S of 100 individuals, organized by gender and whether
they are right- or left-handed.

Right-handed

Left-handed

43

9

Females 44

4

Males

Table 4.1
Let’s denote the events M = the subject is male, F = the subject is female, R = the subject is right-handed, L = the
subject is left-handed. Compute the following probabilities:
a. P(M)
b. P(F)
c. P(R)
d. P(L)
e. P(M AND R)
f. P(F AND L)
g. P(M OR F)
h. P(M OR R)
i. P(F OR L)
j. P(M')
k. P(R|M)
l. P(F|L)
m. P(L|F)
Solution 4.1
a. P(M) = 0.52
b. P(F) = 0.48
c. P(R) = 0.87
d. P(L) = 0.13
e. P(M AND R) = 0.43
f. P(F AND L) = 0.04
g. P(M OR F) = 1
h. P(M OR R) = 0.96
i. P(F OR L) = 0.57
j. P(M') = 0.48
k. P(R|M) = 0.8269 (rounded to four decimal places)
l. P(F|L) = 0.3077 (rounded to four decimal places)
m. P(L|F) = 0.0833
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4.2 | Independent and Mutually Exclusive Events
Independent and mutually exclusive do not mean the same thing.

Independent Events
Two events are independent if the following are true:
• P(A|B) = P(A)
• P(B|A) = P(B)
• P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B)
Two events A and B are independent if the knowledge that one occurred does not affect the chance the other occurs. For
example, the outcomes of two roles of a fair die are independent events. The outcome of the first roll does not change the
probability for the outcome of the second roll. To show two events are independent, you must show only one of the above
conditions. If two events are NOT independent, then we say that they are dependent.
Sampling may be done with replacement or without replacement.
• With replacement: If each member of a population is replaced after it is picked, then that member has the possibility
of being chosen more than once. When sampling is done with replacement, then events are considered to be
independent, meaning the result of the first pick will not change the probabilities for the second pick.
• Without replacement: When sampling is done without replacement, each member of a population may be chosen
only once. In this case, the probabilities for the second pick are affected by the result of the first pick. The events are
considered to be dependent or not independent.
If it is not known whether A and B are independent or dependent, assume they are dependent until you can show
otherwise.

Example 4.4
You have a fair, well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. It consists of four suits. The suits are clubs, diamonds, hearts and
spades. There are 13 cards in each suit consisting of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), K (king) of
that suit.
a. Sampling with replacement:
Suppose you pick three cards with replacement. The first card you pick out of the 52 cards is the Q of spades. You
put this card back, reshuffle the cards and pick a second card from the 52-card deck. It is the ten of clubs. You
put this card back, reshuffle the cards and pick a third card from the 52-card deck. This time, the card is the Q of
spades again. Your picks are {Q of spades, ten of clubs, Q of spades}. You have picked the Q of spades twice.
You pick each card from the 52-card deck.
b. Sampling without replacement:
Suppose you pick three cards without replacement. The first card you pick out of the 52 cards is the K of hearts.
You put this card aside and pick the second card from the 51 cards remaining in the deck. It is the three of
diamonds. You put this card aside and pick the third card from the remaining 50 cards in the deck. The third card
is the J of spades. Your picks are {K of hearts, three of diamonds, J of spades}. Because you have picked the
cards without replacement, you cannot pick the same card twice.

4.4

You have a fair, well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. It consists of four suits. The suits are clubs, diamonds, hearts
and spades. There are 13 cards in each suit consisting of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), K (king) of that
suit. Three cards are picked at random.
a. Suppose you know that the picked cards are Q of spades, K of hearts and Q of spades. Can you decide if the
sampling was with or without replacement?
b. Suppose you know that the picked cards are Q of spades, K of hearts, and J of spades. Can you decide if the
sampling was with or without replacement?
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Example 4.5
You have a fair, well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. It consists of four suits. The suits are clubs, diamonds, hearts, and
spades. There are 13 cards in each suit consisting of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), and K (king)
of that suit. S = spades, H = Hearts, D = Diamonds, C = Clubs.
a. Suppose you pick four cards, but do not put any cards back into the deck. Your cards are QS, 1D, 1C, QD.
b. Suppose you pick four cards and put each card back before you pick the next card. Your cards are KH, 7D, 6D, KH.
Which of a. or b. did you sample with replacement and which did you sample without replacement?
Solution 4.5
a. Without replacement; b. With replacement

4.5 You have a fair, well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. It consists of four suits. The suits are clubs, diamonds, hearts, and

spades. There are 13 cards in each suit consisting of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J (jack), Q (queen), and K (king) of
that suit. S = spades, H = Hearts, D = Diamonds, C = Clubs. Suppose that you sample four cards without replacement.
Which of the following outcomes are possible? Answer the same question for sampling with replacement.
a. QS, 1D, 1C, QD
b. KH, 7D, 6D, KH
c. QS, 7D, 6D, KS

Mutually Exclusive Events
A and B are mutually exclusive events if they cannot occur at the same time. This means that A and B do not share any
outcomes and P(A AND B) = 0.
For example, suppose the sample space S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, B = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, and C
= {7, 9}. A AND B = {4, 5}. P(A AND B) = 2 and is not equal to zero. Therefore, A and B are not mutually exclusive. A

and C do not have any numbers in common so P(A AND C) = 0. Therefore, A and C are mutually exclusive.
If it is not known whether A and B are mutually exclusive, assume they are not until you can show otherwise. The
following examples illustrate these definitions and terms.

Example 4.6
Flip two fair coins. (This is an experiment.)
The sample space is {HH, HT, TH, TT} where T = tails and H = heads. The outcomes are HH, HT, TH, and
TT. The outcomes HT and TH are different. The HT means that the first coin showed heads and the second coin
showed tails. The TH means that the first coin showed tails and the second coin showed heads.
• Let A = the event of getting at most one tail. (At most one tail means zero or one tail.) Then A can be written
as {HH, HT, TH}. The outcome HH shows zero tails. HT and TH each show one tail.
• Let B = the event of getting all tails. B can be written as {TT}. B is the complement of A, so B = A′. Also,
P(A) + P(B) = P(A) + P(A′) = 1.
• The probabilities for A and for B are P(A) =  and P(B) =  .





• Let C = the event of getting all heads. C = {HH}. Since B = {TT}, P(B AND C) = 0. B and C are mutually
exclusive. (B and C have no members in common because you cannot have all tails and all heads at the same
time.)
• Let D = event of getting more than one tail. D = {TT}. P(D) = 



• Let E = event of getting a head on the first roll. (This implies you can get either a head or tail on the second
roll.) E = {HT, HH}. P(E) = 



• Find the probability of getting at least one (one or two) tail in two flips. Let F = event of getting at least one
tail in two flips. F = {HT, TH, TT}. P(F) = 
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4.6 Draw two cards from a standard 52-card deck with replacement. Find the probability of getting at least one black
card.
Example 4.7
Flip two fair coins. Find the probabilities of the events.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Let F = the event of getting at most one tail (zero or one tail).
Let G = the event of getting two faces that are the same.
Let H = the event of getting a head on the first flip followed by a head or tail on the second flip.
Are F and G mutually exclusive?
Let J = the event of getting all tails. Are J and H mutually exclusive?

Solution 4.7
Look at the sample space in Example 4.6.



a. Zero (0) or one (1) tails occur when the outcomes HH, TH, HT show up. P(F) = 



b. Two faces are the same if HH or TT show up. P(G) = 

c. A head on the first flip followed by a head or tail on the second flip occurs when HH or HT show up. P(H) = 



d. F and G share HH so P(F AND G) is not equal to zero (0). F and G are not mutually exclusive.
e. Getting all tails occurs when tails shows up on both coins (TT). H’s outcomes are HH and HT.
J and H have nothing in common so P(J AND H) = 0. J and H are mutually exclusive.

4.7

A box has two balls, one white and one red. We select one ball, put it back in the box, and select a second ball
(sampling with replacement). Find the probability of the following events:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Let F = the event of getting the white ball twice.
Let G = the event of getting two balls of different colors.
Let H = the event of getting white on the first pick.
Are F and G mutually exclusive?
Are G and H mutually exclusive?

Example 4.8
Roll one fair, six-sided die. The sample space is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Let event A = a face is odd. Then A = {1, 3, 5}.
Let event B = a face is even. Then B = {2, 4, 6}.
• Find the complement of A, A′. The complement of A, A′, is B because A and B together make up the sample
space. P(A) + P(B) = P(A) + P(A′) = 1. Also, P(A) =  and P(B) =  .





• Let event C = odd faces larger than two. Then C = {3, 5}. Let event D = all even faces smaller than five. Then
D = {2, 4}. P(C AND D) = 0 because you cannot have an odd and even face at the same time. Therefore, C
and D are mutually exclusive events.
• Let event E = all faces less than five. E = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Are C and E mutually exclusive events? (Answer yes or no.) Why or why not?
Solution 3.8
No. C = {3, 5} and E = {1, 2, 3, 4}. P(C AND E) = 1 . To be mutually exclusive, P(C AND E) must be
6
zero.
• Find P(C|A). This is a conditional probability. Recall that the event C is {3, 5} and event A is {1, 3, 5}. To
find P(C|A), find the probability of C using the sample space A. You have reduced the sample space from
the original sample space {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} to {1, 3, 5}. So, P(C|A) =  .
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4.8 Let event A = learning Spanish. Let event B = learning German. Then A AND B = learning Spanish and German.
Suppose P(A) = 0.4 and P(B) = 0.2. P(A AND B) = 0.08. Are events A and B independent? Hint: You must show ONE
of the following:
• P(A|B) = P(A)
• P(B|A) = P(B)
• P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B)

Example 4.9
Let event G = taking a math class. Let event H = taking a science class. Then, G AND H = taking a math class
and a science class. Suppose P(G) = 0.6, P(H) = 0.5, and P(G AND H) = 0.3. Are G and H independent?
If G and H are independent, then you must show ONE of the following:
• P(G|H) = P(G)
• P(H|G) = P(H)
• P(G AND H) = P(G)P(H)

NOTE
The choice you make depends on the information you have. You could choose any of the methods here
because you have the necessary information.

a. Show that P(G|H) = P(G).
Solution 4.9
P(G|H) =

1 ("/%)
=  = 0.6 = P(G)
1)


b. Show P(G AND H) = P(G)P(H).
Solution 4.9
P(G)P(H) = (0.6)(0.5) = 0.3 = P(G AND H)
Since G and H are independent, knowing that a person is taking a science class does not change the chance that
he or she is taking a math class. If the two events had not been independent (that is, they are dependent) then
knowing that a person is taking a science class would change the chance he or she is taking math. For practice,
show that P(H|G) = P(H) to show that G and H are independent events.

4.9 In a bag, there are six red marbles and four green marbles. The red marbles are marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6. The green marbles are marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4.
• R = a red marble
• G = a green marble
• O = an odd-numbered marble
• The sample space is S = {R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, G1, G2, G3, G4}.
S has ten outcomes. What is P(G AND O)?
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Example 4.10
Let event C = taking an English class. Let event D = taking a speech class. Suppose P(C) = 0.75, P(D) = 0.3,
P(C|D) = 0.75 and P(C AND D) = 0.225. Justify your answers to the following questions numerically.
a. Are C and D independent?
b. Are C and D mutually exclusive?
c. What is P(D|C)?
Solution 4.10
a. Yes, because P(C|D) = P(C).
b. No, because P(C AND D) is not equal to zero.
c. P(D|C) =

1 $"/%%
=  = 0.3
1$


4.10

A student goes to the library. Let events B = the student checks out a book and D = the student checks out
a DVD. Suppose that P(B) = 0.40, P(D) = 0.30 and P(B AND D) = 0.20.
a. Find P(B|D).
b. Find P(D|B).
c. Are B and D independent?
d. Are B and D mutually exclusive?

Example 4.11
In a box there are three red cards and five blue cards. The red cards are marked with the numbers 1, 2, and 3, and
the blue cards are marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The cards are well-shuffled. You reach into the box
(you cannot see into it) and draw one card.
Let R = red card is drawn, B = blue card is drawn, E = even-numbered card is drawn.
The sample space S = R1, R2, R3, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5. S has eight outcomes.
• P(R) =  . P(B) =  . P(R AND B) = 0. (You cannot draw one card that is both red and blue.)





• P(E) =  . (There are three even-numbered cards, R2, B2, and B4.)



• P(E|B) =  . (There are five blue cards: B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5. Out of the blue cards, there are two even



cards; B2 and B4.)
• P(B|E) =  . (There are three even-numbered cards: R2, B2, and B4. Out of the even-numbered cards, to are



blue; B2 and B4.)
• The events R and B are mutually exclusive because P(R AND B) = 0.
• Let G = card with a number greater than 3. G = {B4, B5}. P(G) =  . Let H = blue card numbered between



one and four, inclusive. H = {B1, B2, B3, B4}. P(G|H) =  . (The only card in H that has a number greater




than three is B4.) Since
= , P(G) = P(G|H), which means that G and H are independent.
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4.11 In a basketball arena,
• 70% of the fans are rooting for the home team.
• 25% of the fans are wearing blue.
• 20% of the fans are wearing blue and are rooting for the away team.
• Of the fans rooting for the away team, 67% are wearing blue.
Let A be the event that a fan is rooting for the away team.
Let B be the event that a fan is wearing blue.
Are the events of rooting for the away team and wearing blue independent? Are they mutually exclusive?

Example 4.12
In a particular college class, 60% of the students are female. Fifty percent of all students in the class have long
hair. Forty-five percent of the students are female and have long hair. Of the female students, 75% have long hair.
Let F be the event that a student is female. Let L be the event that a student has long hair. One student is picked
randomly. Are the events of being female and having long hair independent?
• The following probabilities are given in this example:
• P(F) = 0.60; P(L) = 0.50
• P(F AND L) = 0.45
• P(L|F) = 0.75

NOTE
The choice you make depends on the information you have. You could use the first or last condition on
the list for this example. You do not know P(F|L) yet, so you cannot use the second condition.
Solution 1
Check whether P(F AND L) = P(F)P(L). We are given that P(F AND L) = 0.45, but P(F)P(L) = (0.60)(0.50) =
0.30. The events of being female and having long hair are not independent because P(F AND L) does not equal
P(F)P(L).
Solution 2
Check whether P(L|F) equals P(L). We are given that P(L|F) = 0.75, but P(L) = 0.50; they are not equal. The
events of being female and having long hair are not independent.
Interpretation of Results
The events of being female and having long hair are not independent; knowing that a student is female changes
the probability that a student has long hair.

4.12 Mark is deciding which route to take to work. His choices are I = the Interstate and F = Fifth Street.
• P(I) = 0.44 and P(F) = 0.56
• P(I AND F) = 0 because Mark will take only one route to work.
What is the probability of P(I OR F)?
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Example 4.13
a. Toss one fair coin (the coin has two sides, H and T). The outcomes are ________. Count the outcomes. There
are ____ outcomes.
b. Toss one fair, six-sided die (the die has 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 dots on a side). The outcomes are
________________. Count the outcomes. There are ___ outcomes.
c. Multiply the two numbers of outcomes. The answer is _______.
d. If you flip one fair coin and follow it with the toss of one fair, six-sided die, the answer in part c. is the
number of outcomes (size of the sample space). What are the outcomes? (Hint: Two of the outcomes are H1
and T6.)
e. Event A = heads (H) on the coin followed by an even number (2, 4, 6) on the die.
A = {_________________}. Find P(A).
f. Event B = heads on the coin followed by a three on the die. B = {________}. Find P(B).
g. Are A and B mutually exclusive? (Hint: What is P(A AND B)? If P(A AND B) = 0, then A and B are mutually
exclusive.)
h. Are A and B independent? (Hint: Is P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B)? If P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B), then A and B are
independent. If not, then they are dependent).
Solution 4.13
a. H and T; 2
b. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 6
c. 2(6) = 12
d. T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6
e. A = {H2, H4, H6}; P(A) = 



f. B = {H3}; P(B) = 



g. Yes, because P(A AND B) = 0

1

4 1

4

h. P(A AND B) = 0.P(A)P(B) = 3  6 3  6 . P(A AND B) does not equal P(A)P(B), so A and B are dependent.
 

4.13

A box has two balls, one white and one red. We select one ball, put it back in the box, and select a second
ball (sampling with replacement). Let T be the event of getting the white ball twice, F the event of picking the white
ball first, S the event of picking the white ball in the second drawing.
a. Compute P(T).
b. Compute P(T|F).
c. Are T and F independent?.
d. Are F and S mutually exclusive?
e. Are F and S independent?
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4.3 | Two Basic Rules of Probability
When calculating probability, there are two rules to consider when determining if two events are independent or dependent
and if they are mutually exclusive or not.

The Multiplication Rule
If A and B are two events defined on a sample space, then: P(A AND B) = P(B)P(A|B).
This rule may also be written as: P(A|B) =

1 ""/%#
1#

(The probability of A given B equals the probability of A and B divided by the probability of B.)
If A and B are independent, then P(A|B) = P(A). Then P(A AND B) = P(A|B)P(B) becomes P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B).

The Addition Rule
If A and B are defined on a sample space, then: P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A AND B).
If A and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A AND B) = 0. Then P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A AND B) becomes P(A OR
B) = P(A) + P(B).

Example 4.14
Klaus is trying to choose where to go on vacation. His two choices are: A = New Zealand and B = Alaska
• Klaus can only afford one vacation. The probability that he chooses A is P(A) = 0.6 and the probability that
he chooses B is P(B) = 0.35.
• P(A AND B) = 0 because Klaus can only afford to take one vacation
• Therefore, the probability that he chooses either New Zealand or Alaska is P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) = 0.6
+ 0.35 = 0.95. Note that the probability that he does not choose to go anywhere on vacation must be 0.05.

Example 4.15
Carlos plays college soccer. He makes a goal 65% of the time he shoots. Carlos is going to attempt two goals in a row
in the next game. A = the event Carlos is successful on his first attempt. P(A) = 0.65. B = the event Carlos is successful
on his second attempt. P(B) = 0.65. Carlos tends to shoot in streaks. The probability that he makes the second goal
GIVEN that he made the first goal is 0.90.
a. What is the probability that he makes both goals?
b. What is the probability that Carlos makes either the first goal or the second goal?
c. Are A and B independent?
d. Are A and B mutually exclusive?

Solution 4.15
a. The problem is asking you to find P(A AND B)=P(B AND A). Since P(B|A) = 0.90: P(B AND A)=P(B|A) P(A)

= (0.90)(0.65) = 0.585
Carlos makes the first and second goals with probability 0.585.

b. The problem is asking you to find P(A OR B).

P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A AND B) = 0.65 + 0.65 - 0.585 = 0.715 Carlos makes either the first goal or the
second goal with probability 0.715.

c. No, they are not, because P(B AND A) = 0.585.

P(B)P(A) = (0.65)(0.65) = 0.423
0.423 ≠ 0.585 = P(B AND A)
So, P(B AND A) is not equal to P(B)P(A).

d. No, they are not because P(A and B) = 0.585.

To be mutually exclusive, P(A AND B) must equal zero
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4.15 Helen plays basketball. For free throws, she makes the shot 75% of the time. Helen must now attempt two
free throws. C = the event that Helen makes the first shot. P(C) = 0.75. D = the event Helen makes the second shot.
P(D) = 0.75. The probability that Helen makes the second free throw given that she made the first is 0.85. What
is the probability that Helen makes both free throws?
Example 4.16
A community swim team has 150 members. Seventy-five of the members are advanced swimmers. Fortyseven of the members are intermediate swimmers. The remainder are novice swimmers. Forty of the advanced
swimmers practice four times a week. Thirty of the intermediate swimmers practice four times a week. Ten of
the novice swimmers practice four times a week. Suppose one member of the swim team is chosen randomly.
a. What is the probability that the member is a novice swimmer?
Solution 4.16

a. 



b. What is the probability that the member practices four times a week?
Solution 4.16

b. 



c. What is the probability that the member is an advanced swimmer and practices four times a week?
Solution 4.16

c. 



d. What is the probability that a member is an advanced swimmer and an intermediate swimmer? Are being an
advanced swimmer and an intermediate swimmer mutually exclusive? Why or why not?
Solution 4.16
d. P(advanced AND intermediate) = 0, so these are mutually exclusive events. A swimmer cannot be an advanced
swimmer and an intermediate swimmer at the same time.
e. Are being a novice swimmer and practicing four times a week independent events? Why or why not?
Solution 4.16
e. No, these are not independent events.
P(novice AND practices four times per week) = 0.0667
P(novice)P(practices four times per week) = 0.0996
0.0667 ≠ 0.0996

4.16

A school has 200 seniors of whom 140 will be going to college next year. Forty will be going directly to
work. The remainder are taking a gap year. Fifty of the seniors going to college play sports. Thirty of the seniors
going directly to work play sports. Five of the seniors taking a gap year play sports. What is the probability that a
senior is taking a gap year?
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Example 4.17
Felicity attends Modesto JC in Modesto, CA. The probability that Felicity enrolls in a math class is 0.2 and the
probability that she enrolls in a speech class is 0.65. The probability that she enrolls in a math class GIVEN that
she enrolls in speech class is 0.25.
Let: M = math class, S = speech class, M|S = math given speech
a. What is the probability that Felicity enrolls in math and speech?
Find P(M AND S) = P(M|S)P(S).
b. What is the probability that Felicity enrolls in math or speech classes?
Find P(M OR S) = P(M) + P(S) - P(M AND S).
c. Are M and S independent? Is P(M|S) = P(M)?
d. Are M and S mutually exclusive? Is P(M AND S) = 0?
Solution 4.17
a. 0.1625, b. 0.6875, c. No, d. No

4.17 A student goes to the library. Let events B = the student checks out a book and D = the student check out a
DVD. Suppose that P(B) = 0.40, P(D) = 0.30 and P(D|B) = 0.5.
a. Find P(B AND D).
b. Find P(B OR D).

Example 4.18
Studies show that about one woman in seven (approximately 14.3%) who live to be 90 will develop breast cancer.
Suppose that of those women who develop breast cancer, a test is negative 2% of the time. Also suppose that in
the general population of women, the test for breast cancer is negative about 85% of the time. Let B = woman
develops breast cancer and let N = tests negative. Suppose one woman is selected at random.
a. What is the probability that the woman develops breast cancer? What is the probability that woman tests
negative?
Solution 4.18
a. P(B) = 0.143; P(N) = 0.85
b. Given that the woman has breast cancer, what is the probability that she tests negative?
Solution 4.18
b. P(N|B) = 0.02
c. What is the probability that the woman has breast cancer AND tests negative?
Solution 4.18
c. P(B AND N) = P(B)P(N|B) = (0.143)(0.02) = 0.0029
d. What is the probability that the woman has breast cancer or tests negative?
Solution 4.18
d. P(B OR N) = P(B) + P(N) - P(B AND N) = 0.143 + 0.85 - 0.0029 = 0.9901
e. Are having breast cancer and testing negative independent events?
Solution 4.18
e. No. P(N) = 0.85; P(N|B) = 0.02. So, P(N|B) does not equal P(N).
f. Are having breast cancer and testing negative mutually exclusive?
Solution 4.18
f. No. P(B AND N) = 0.0029. For B and N to be mutually exclusive, P(B AND N) must be zero.
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4.18

A school has 200 seniors of whom 140 will be going to college next year. Forty will be going directly to
work. The remainder are taking a gap year. Fifty of the seniors going to college play sports. Thirty of the seniors
going directly to work play sports. Five of the seniors taking a gap year play sports. What is the probability that a
senior is going to college and plays sports?

Example 4.19
Refer to the information in Example 4.18. P = tests positive.
a. Given that a woman develops breast cancer, what is the probability that she tests positive. Find P(P|B) = 1 P(N|B).
b. What is the probability that a woman develops breast cancer and tests positive. Find P(B AND P) =
P(P|B)P(B).
c. What is the probability that a woman does not develop breast cancer. Find P(B′) = 1 - P(B).
d. What is the probability that a woman tests positive for breast cancer. Find P(P) = 1 - P(N).
Solution 4.19
a. 0.98; b. 0.1401; c. 0.857; d. 0.15

4.19

A student goes to the library. Let events B = the student checks out a book and D = the student checks out
a DVD. Suppose that P(B) = 0.40, P(D) = 0.30 and P(D|B) = 0.5.
a. Find P(B′).
b. Find P(D AND B).
c. Find P(B|D).
d. Find P(D AND B′).
e. Find P(D|B′).

4.17
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4.4 | Contingency Tables
A contingency table provides a way of portraying data that can facilitate calculating probabilities. The table helps in
determining conditional probabilities quite easily. The table displays sample values in relation to two different variables that
may be dependent or contingent on one another. Later on, we will use contingency tables again, but in another manner.

Example 4.20
Suppose a study of speeding violations and drivers who use cell phones produced the following fictional data:

Speeding violation in the
last year

No speeding violation in the
last year

Total

25

280

305

Does not use cell phone while
45
driving

405

450

Total

685

755

Uses cell phone while driving

70

Table 4.2
The total number of people in the sample is 755. The row totals are 305 and 450. The column totals are 70 and
685. Notice that 305 + 450 = 755 and 70 + 685 = 755.
Calculate the following probabilities using the table.
a. Find P(Driver is a cell phone user).
b. Find P(driver had no violation in the last year).
c. Find P(Driver had no violation in the last year AND was a cell phone user).
d. Find P(Driver is a cell phone user OR driver had no violation in the last year).
e. Find P(Driver is a cell phone user GIVEN driver had a violation in the last year).
f. Find P(Driver had no violation last year GIVEN driver was not a cell phone user)
Solutions:
a.

OVNCFSPGDFMMQIPOFVTFST
   
UPUBMOVNCFSJOTUVEZ


b. OVNCFSUIBUIBEOPWJPMBUJPO    

UPUBMOVNCFSJOTUVEZ



c. 



1
d. 3 



4
  6 Ч      




e.  (The sample space is reduced to the number of drivers who had a violation.)



f.  (The sample space is reduced to the number of drivers who were not cell phone users.)
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4.20 Table 4.3 shows the number of athletes who stretch before exercising and how many had injuries within
the past year.
Injury in last year

No injury in last year

Total

55

295

350

Does not stretch 231

219

450

Total

514

800

Stretches

286

Table 4.3
a. What is P(athlete stretches before exercising)?
b. What is P(athlete stretches before exercising|no injury in the last year)?

Example 4.21
Table 4.4 shows a random sample of 100 hikers and the areas of hiking they prefer.

Sex

The Coastline

Near Lakes and Streams

On Mountain Peaks

Total

Female 18

16

___

45

Male

___

___

14

55

Total

___

41

___

___

Near Lakes and Streams

On Mountain Peaks

Total

Female 18

16

11

45

Male

16

25

14

55

Total

34

41

25

100

Table 4.4 Hiking Area Preference
a. Complete the table.
Solution 4.21
a.

Sex

The Coastline

Table 4.5 Hiking Area Preference
b. Are the events "being female" and "preferring the coastline" independent events?
Let F = being female and let C = preferring the coastline.
1. Find P(F AND C).
2. Find P(F)P(C)
Are these two numbers the same? If they are, then F and C are independent. If they are not, then F and C are not
independent.
Solution 4.21
b.
1. P(F AND C) =  = 0.18
1


41

4

2. P(F)P(C) = 3  63  6 = (0.45)(0.34) = 0.153
 
P(F AND C) ≠ P(F)P(C), so the events F and C are not independent.
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c. Find the probability that a person is male given that the person prefers hiking near lakes and streams. Let M =
being male, and let L = prefers hiking near lakes and streams.
1. What word tells you this is a conditional?
2. Fill in the blanks and calculate the probability: P(___|___) = ___.
3. Is the sample space for this problem all 100 hikers? If not, what is it?
Solution 4.21
c.
1. The word 'given' tells you that this is a conditional.
2. P(M|L) = 



3. No, the sample space for this problem is the 41 hikers who prefer lakes and streams.

d. Find the probability that a person is female or prefers hiking on mountain peaks. Let F = being female, and let
P = prefers mountain peaks.
1. Find P(F).
2. Find P(P).
3. Find P(F AND P).
4. Find P(F OR P).
Solution 4.21
d.

1. P(F) = 



2. P(P) = 



3. P(F AND P) = 



4. P(F OR P) =  +  -  = 









4.21 Table 4.6 shows a random sample of 200 cyclists and the routes they prefer. Let M = males and H = hilly path.
Gender

Lake Path

Hilly Path

Wooded Path

Total

Female

45

38

27

110

Male

26

52

12

90

Total

71

90

39

200

Table 4.6
a. Out of the males, what is the probability that the cyclist prefers a hilly path?
b. Are the events “being male” and “preferring the hilly path” independent events?
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Example 4.22
Muddy Mouse lives in a cage with three doors. If Muddy goes out the first door, the probability that he gets caught

by Alissa the cat is  and the probability he is not caught is  . If he goes out the second door, the probability he





gets caught by Alissa is  and the probability he is not caught is  . The probability that Alissa catches Muddy





coming out of the third door is
and the probability she does not catch Muddy is  . It is equally likely that



Muddy will choose any of the three doors so the probability of choosing each door is .

Caught or Not

Door One

Door Two

Door Three

Total

Caught










____

Table 4.7 Door Choice

Caught or Not

Door One

Door Two

Door Three

Total

Not Caught










____

Total

____

____

____

1

Table 4.7 Door Choice
1 41 4
• The first entry   3 63 6 is P(Door One AND Caught)



 

1 41 4
• The entry   3 63 6 is P(Door One AND Not Caught)

 

Verify the remaining entries.
a. Complete the probability contingency table. Calculate the entries for the totals. Verify that the lower-right
corner entry is 1.
Solution 4.22
a.

Caught or Not

Door One

Door Two

Door Three

Total

Caught













Not Caught













Total










1

Table 4.8 Door Choice
b. What is the probability that Alissa does not catch Muddy?
Solution 4.22
b. 



c. What is the probability that Muddy chooses Door One OR Door Two given that Muddy is caught by Alissa?
Solution 4.22
c. 
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Example 4.23
Table 4.9 contains the number of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants from 2008 to 2011 in the U.S.

Year

Robbery

Burglary

Rape

Vehicle

2008

145.7

732.1

29.7

314.7

2009

133.1

717.7

29.1

259.2

2010

119.3

701

27.7

239.1

2011

113.7

702.2

26.8

229.6

Total

Total
Table 4.9 United States Crime Index Rates Per 100,000
Inhabitants 2008–2011

TOTAL each column and each row. Total data = 4,520.7
a. Find P(2009 AND Robbery).
b. Find P(2010 AND Burglary).
c. Find P(2010 OR Burglary).
d. Find P(2011|Rape).
e. Find P(Vehicle|2008).
Solution 4.23
a. 0.0294, b. 0.1551, c. 0.7165, d. 0.2365, e. 0.2575

4.23 Table 4.10 relates the weights and heights of a group of individuals participating in an observational study.
Weight/Height

Tall

Medium

Short

Obese

18

28

14

Normal

20

51

28

Underweight

12

25

9

Totals

Totals
Table 4.10
a. Find the total for each row and column
b. Find the probability that a randomly chosen individual from this group is Tall.
c. Find the probability that a randomly chosen individual from this group is Obese and Tall.
d. Find the probability that a randomly chosen individual from this group is Tall given that the idividual is Obese.
e. Find the probability that a randomly chosen individual from this group is Obese given that the individual is Tall.
f. Find the probability a randomly chosen individual from this group is Tall and Underweight.
g. Are the events Obese and Tall independent?
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4.5 | Tree and Venn Diagrams
Sometimes, when the probability problems are complex, it can be helpful to graph the situation. Tree diagrams and Venn
diagrams are two tools that can be used to visualize and solve conditional probabilities.

Tree Diagrams
A tree diagram is a special type of graph used to determine the outcomes of an experiment. It consists of "branches" that
are labeled with either frequencies or probabilities. Tree diagrams can make some probability problems easier to visualize
and solve. The following example illustrates how to use a tree diagram.

Example 4.24
In an urn, there are 11 balls. Three balls are red (R) and eight balls are blue (B). Draw two balls, one at a time,
with replacement. "With replacement" means that you put the first ball back in the urn before you select the
second ball. The tree diagram using frequencies that show all the possible outcomes follows.

Figure 4.2 Total = 64 + 24 + 24 + 9 = 121

The first set of branches represents the first draw. The second set of branches represents the second draw. Each of
the outcomes is distinct. In fact, we can list each red ball as R1, R2, and R3 and each blue ball as B1, B2, B3, B4,
B5, B6, B7, and B8. Then the nine RR outcomes can be written as:
R1R1; R1R2; R1R3; R2R1; R2R2; R2R3; R3R1; R3R2; R3R3
The other outcomes are similar.
There are a total of 11 balls in the urn. Draw two balls, one at a time, with replacement. There are 11(11) = 121
outcomes, the size of the sample space.
a. List the 24 BR outcomes: B1R1, B1R2, B1R3, ...
Solution 4.24
a. B1R1; B1R2; B1R3; B2R1; B2R2; B2R3; B3R1; B3R2; B3R3; B4R1; B4R2; B4R3; B5R1; B5R2; B5R3; B6R1;
B6R2; B6R3; B7R1; B7R2; B7R3; B8R1; B8R2; B8R3
b. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(RR).
Solution 4.24
1

41

4

b. P(RR) = 3  63  6 = 
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c. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(RB OR BR).
Solution 4.24

1

41

4

1

41

4

 63  6 + 3  63  6 = 
c. P(RB OR BR) = 3


 
d. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(R on 1st draw AND B on 2nd draw).
Solution 4.24

1

41

4

 63  6 = 
d. P(R on 1st draw AND B on 2nd draw) = P(RB) = 3


e. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(R on 2nd draw GIVEN B on 1st draw).
Solution 4.24
= 
e. P(R on 2nd draw GIVEN B on 1st draw) = P(R on 2nd|B on 1st) = 


This problem is a conditional one. The sample space has been reduced to those outcomes that already have a blue
on the first draw. There are 24 + 64 = 88 possible outcomes (24 BR and 64 BB). Twenty-four of the 88 possible
outcomes are BR.  =  .





f. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(BB).
Solution 4.24

f. P(BB) = 



g. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(B on the 2nd draw given R on the first draw).
Solution 4.24


g. P(B on 2nd draw|R on 1st draw) = 
There are 9 + 24 outcomes that have R on the first draw (9 RR and 24 RB). The sample space is then 9 + 24 = 33.
24 of the 33 outcomes have B on the second draw. The probability is then  .



4.24

In a standard deck, there are 52 cards. 12 cards are face cards (event F) and 40 cards are not face cards (event
N). Draw two cards, one at a time, with replacement. All possible outcomes are shown in the tree diagram as
frequencies. Using the tree diagram, calculate P(FF).
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Figure 4.3

Example 4.25
An urn has three red marbles and eight blue marbles in it. Draw two marbles, one at a time, this time without
replacement, from the urn. "Without replacement" means that you do not put the first ball back before you
select the second marble. Following is a tree diagram for this situation. The branches are labeled with probabilities
instead of frequencies. The numbers at the ends of the branches are calculated by multiplying the numbers on the
1 41 4
two corresponding branches, for example, 3  63  6   .
 


Figure 4.4 Total = 
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NOTE
If you draw a red on the first draw from the three red possibilities, there are two red marbles left to draw on
the second draw. You do not put back or replace the first marble after you have drawn it. You draw without
replacement, so that on the second draw there are ten marbles left in the urn.

Calculate the following probabilities using the tree diagram.
a. P(RR) = ________
Solution 4.25

1 41 4
a. P(RR) = 3  63  6  

 

b. Fill in the blanks:

41

1

4

P(RB OR BR) = 3  63  6
 
Solution 4.25

1

41

 @@@ @@@    

4

1

41

4

 63  6 + 3  63  6 = 
b. P(RB OR BR) = 3


 
c. P(R on 2nd|B on 1st) =
Solution 4.25
c. P(R on 2nd|B on 1st) = 



d. Fill in the blanks.
P(R on 1st AND B on 2nd) = P(RB) = (___)(___) = 

1

Solution 4.25
1

41

4

 63  6 = 
d. P(R on 1st AND B on 2nd) = P(RB) = 3

1
e. Find P(BB).
Solution 4.25
1

41

4

e. P(BB) = 3  63  6
 
f. Find P(B on 2nd|R on 1st).
Solution 4.25

 .
f. Using the tree diagram, P(B on 2nd|R on 1st) = P(R|B) = 
If we are using probabilities, we can label the tree in the following general way.
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• P(R|R) here means P(R on 2nd|R on 1st)
• P(B|R) here means P(B on 2nd|R on 1st)
• P(R|B) here means P(R on 2nd|B on 1st)
• P(B|B) here means P(B on 2nd|B on 1st)

4.25 In a standard deck, there are 52 cards. Twelve cards are face cards (F) and 40 cards are not face cards (N).
Draw two cards, one at a time, without replacement. The tree diagram is labeled with all possible probabilities.

Figure 4.5

a. Find P(FN OR NF).
b. Find P(N|F).
c. Find P(at most one face card).
Hint: "At most one face card" means zero or one face card.
d. Find P(at least on face card).
Hint: "At least one face card" means one or two face cards.

4.26
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Example 4.26
A litter of kittens available for adoption at the Humane Society has four tabby kittens and five black kittens. A
family comes in and randomly selects two kittens (without replacement) for adoption.

a. What is the probability that both kittens are tabby?
1 41 4

1 41 4
 

1 41 4
 

1 41 4
 

a. 3 63 6 b. 3 63 6 c. 3 63 6 d. 3 63 6

 

b. What is the probability that one kitten of each coloring is selected?
1 41 4

1 41 4

1 41 4

a. 3 63 6 b. 3 63 6 c. 3 63 6
 
 
 

1 41 4
3 63 6

1 41 4
 

d. 3 63 6

1 41 4
3 63 6

c. What is the probability that a tabby is chosen as the second kitten when a black kitten was chosen as the
first?
d. What is the probability of choosing two kittens of the same color?
Solution 4.26


a. c, b. d, c. 
 , d. 

4.26 Suppose there are four red balls and three yellow balls in a box. Two balls are drawn from the box
without replacement. What is the probability that one ball of each coloring is selected?
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Venn Diagram
A Venn diagram is a picture that represents the outcomes of an experiment. It generally consists of a box that represents
the sample space S together with circles or ovals. The circles or ovals represent events.

Example 4.27
Suppose an experiment has the outcomes 1, 2, 3, ... , 12 where each outcome has an equal chance of occurring.
Let event A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and event B = {6, 7, 8, 9}. Then A AND B = {6} and A OR B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9}. The Venn diagram is as follows:

Figure 4.6

4.27 Suppose an experiment has outcomes black, white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple, where
each outcome has an equal chance of occurring. Let event C = {green, blue, purple} and event P = {red, yellow, blue}.
Then C AND P = {blue} and C OR P = {green, blue, purple, red, yellow}. Draw a Venn diagram representing this
situation.
Example 4.28
Flip two fair coins. Let A = tails on the first coin. Let B = tails on the second coin. Then A = {TT, TH} and B =
{TT, HT}. Therefore, A AND B = {TT}. A OR B = {TH, TT, HT}.
The sample space when you flip two fair coins is X = {HH, HT, TH, TT}. The outcome HH is in NEITHER A
NOR B. The Venn diagram is as follows:

Figure 4.7
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4.28

Roll a fair, six-sided die. Let A = a prime number of dots is rolled. Let B = an odd number of dots is rolled.
Then A = {2, 3, 5} and B = {1, 3, 5}. Therefore, A AND B = {3, 5}. A OR B = {1, 2, 3, 5}. The sample space for
rolling a fair die is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Draw a Venn diagram representing this situation.

Example 4.29
Forty percent of the students at a local college belong to a club and 50% work part time. Five percent of the
students work part time and belong to a club. Draw a Venn diagram showing the relationships. Let C = student
belongs to a club and PT = student works part time.

Figure 4.8

If a student is selected at random, find
• the probability that the student belongs to a club. P(C) = 0.40
• the probability that the student works part time. P(PT) = 0.50
• the probability that the student belongs to a club AND works part time. P(C AND PT) = 0.05
• the probability that the student belongs to a club given that the student works part time.

1 $]15   

1 $"/%15
       
1 15


• the probability that the student belongs to a club OR works part time. P(C OR PT) = P(C) + P(PT) - P(C
AND PT) = 0.40 + 0.50 - 0.05 = 0.85

4.29

Fifty percent of the workers at a factory work a second job, 25% have a spouse who also works, 5% work
a second job and have a spouse who also works. Draw a Venn diagram showing the relationships. Let W = works
a second job and S = spouse also works.

4.30
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Example 4.30
A person with type O blood and a negative Rh factor (Rh-) can donate blood to any person with any blood type.
Four percent of African Americans have type O blood and a negative RH factor, 5−10% of African Americans
have the Rh- factor, and 51% have type O blood.

Figure 4.9

The “O” circle represents the African Americans with type O blood. The “Rh-“ oval represents the African
Americans with the Rh- factor.
We will take the average of 5% and 10% and use 7.5% as the percent of African Americans who have the Rhfactor. Let O = African American with Type O blood and R = African American with Rh- factor.
a. P(O) = ___________
b. P(R) = ___________
c. P(O AND R) = ___________
d. P(O OR R) = ____________
e. In the Venn Diagram, describe the overlapping area using a complete sentence.
f. In the Venn Diagram, describe the area in the rectangle but outside both the circle and the oval using a
complete sentence.
Solution 4.30
a. 0.51; b. 0.075; c. 0.04; d. 0.545; e. The area represents the African Americans that have type O blood and the
Rh- factor. f. The area represents the African Americans that have neither type O blood nor the Rh- factor.

4.30 In a bookstore, the probability that the customer buys a novel is 0.6, and the probability that the customer
buys a non-fiction book is 0.4. Suppose that the probability that the customer buys both is 0.2.
a. Draw a Venn diagram representing the situation.
b. Find the probability that the customer buys either a novel or anon-fiction book.
c. In the Venn diagram, describe the overlapping area using a complete sentence.
d. Suppose that some customers buy only compact disks. Draw an oval in your Venn diagram representing this
event.

4.31
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4.6 | Counting Techniques
There are times when the sample space or event space are very large, that it isn’t feasible to write it out. In that case, it helps
to have mathematical tools for counting the size of the sample space and event space. These tools are known as counting
techniques.

Multiplication Rule in Counting Techniques
If task 1 can be done m1 ways, task 2 can be done m2 ways, and so forth to task n being done mn ways. Then the number
of ways to do task 1, 2,…, n together would be (m1) (m2) … (mnn).

Example 4.31
A menu offers a choice of 3 salads, 8 main dishes, and 5 desserts. How many different meals consisting of one
salad, one main dish, and one dessert are possible?
Solution 4.31
There are three tasks, picking a salad, a main dish, and a dessert. The salad task can be done 3 ways,
the main dish task can be done 8 ways, and the dessert task can be done 5 ways. The ways to pick a
salad, main dish, and dessert are
(3)

(8)

(5)

salad

main

= 120 different meals

dessert

4.31 In a bookstore, the probability that the customer buys a novel is 0.6, and the probability that the customer buys
a non-fiction book is 0.4. Suppose that the probability that the customer buys both is 0.2.

Example 4.32
How many three letter “words” can be made from the letters a, b, and c with no letters repeating? A “word” is
just an ordered group of letters. It doesn’t have to be a real word in a dictionary. Another way to think about it
is how many ways can the letters a, b and c be arranged.
Solution 4.32
There are three tasks that must be done in this case. The tasks are to pick the first letter, then the second letter,
and then the third letter. The first task can be done 3 ways since there are 3 letters. The second task can be done
2 ways, since the first task took one of the letters. The third task can be done 1 ways, since the first and second
task took two of the letters. There are
(3)
first letter

(2)

(1)

second letter

third letter

Which is
(3)( 2) (1) = 6
You can also look at this in a tree diagram:

4.32
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Figure 4.10

So, there are 6 different “words.”

4.32 You are going to a benefit dinner, and need to decide before the dinner what you want for salad, main dish,

and dessert. You have 2 different salads to choose from, 3 main dishes, and 5 desserts. How many different meals are
available?

Factorial, Combinations and Permutations
In Example 4.32 the solution was found by multiplying (3)(2) (1) = 6 . Many counting problems involve multiplying a
list of decreasing numbers. This is called a factorial. There is a special symbol for this and a special button on your
calculator.
OO O¦ O¦ . . .   
As an example: 5! = (5)( 4) (3)( 2 )(1) = 120
8! = (8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1) = 40320
0 factorial is defined to be 0!= 1 and 1 factorial is defined to be 1!= 1.
Sometimes you are trying to select r objects from n total objects. The number of ways to do this depends on if the order
you choose the r objects matters or if it doesn’t. As an example if you are trying to call a person on the phone, you have
to have their number in the right order. Otherwise, you call someone you didn’t mean to. In this case, the order of the
numbers matters. If however you were picking random numbers for the lottery, it doesn’t matter which number you pick
first. As long as you have the same numbers that the lottery people pick, you win. In this case the order doesn’t matter.
A permutation is an arrangement of items with a specific order. You use permutations to count items when the order
matters. When the order doesn’t matter you use combinations. A combination is an arrangement of items when order
is not important. When you do a counting problem, the first thing you should ask yourself is “does order matter?”
Permutation Formula
Picking x objects from n total objects when order matters
P=
n x

n!

( n − x )!

Combination Formula
Picking x objects from n total objects when order doesn’t matter
n!
C =
n x
x!(n − x )!

4.33
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Example 4.33
In a club with 15 members, how many ways can a slate of 3 officers consisting of a president, vice-president, and
secretary/treasurer be chosen?
Solution 4.33
In this case the order matters. If you pick person 1 for president, person 2 for vice-president, and person 3 for
secretary/treasurer you would have different officers than if you picked person 2 for president, person 1 for vicepresident, and person 3 for secretary/treasurer. This is a permutation problem with n = 15 and x = 3 .
15!
P
15 3 = (15 − 3)!

= 15!
12!

= 2730

4.33 You have a group of twelve people.
many different ways can you do this?

You need to pick a president, treasurer, and secretary from the twelve. How

Example 4.34
Suppose you want to pick 7 people out of 20 people to take part in a survey. How many ways can you do this?
Solution 4.34
In this case the order doesn’t matter, since you just want 7 people. This is a combination with n = 20 and x = 7 .
C =
20 7

20!
7!(20 − 7)!

=

20!
7!13!

= 77520

4.34 How many ways can you choose three people from a group of twelve?
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5 | DISCRETE
RANDOM VARIABLES

Figure 5.1 You can use probability and discrete random variables to calculate the likelihood of lightning striking the
ground five times during a half-hour thunderstorm. (Credit: Leszek Leszczynski)

Introduction
Chapter Content
5.1 Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for a Discrete Random Variable
5.2 Mean or Expected Value and Standard Deviation
5.3 Binomial Distribution
5.4 Poisson Distribution

A student takes a ten-question, true-false quiz. Because the student had such a busy schedule, he or she could not study and
guesses randomly at each answer. What is the probability of the student passing the test with at least a 70%?
Small companies might be interested in the number of long-distance phone calls their employees make during the peak time
of the day. Suppose the average is 20 calls. What is the probability that the employees make more than 20 long-distance
phone calls during the peak time?
These two examples illustrate two different types of probability problems involving discrete random variables. Recall that
discrete data are data that you can count. A random variable describes the outcomes of a statistical experiment in words.
The values of a random variable can vary with each repetition of an experiment.

5.02
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5.1 | Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for a Discrete
Random Variable
Random Variable Notation
A random variable describes the outcomes of a statistical experiment in words. Upper case letters such as X or Y
denote a random variable. Lower case letters like x or y denote the value of a random variable. If X is a random
variable, then X is written in words, and x is given as a number.
For example, let X = the number of heads you get when you toss three fair coins. The sample space for the toss of three fair
coins is TTT; THH; HTH; HHT; HTT; THT; TTH; HHH. Then, x = 0, 1, 2, 3. X is in words and x is a number. Notice that for
this example, the x values are countable outcomes. Because you can count the possible values that X can take on and the
outcomes are random (the x values 0, 1, 2, 3), X is a discrete random variable.

Toss a coin ten times and record the number of heads. After all members of the class have completed the experiment
(tossed a coin ten times and counted the number of heads), fill in Table 5.1. Let X = the number of heads in ten
tosses of the coin.

x

Frequency of x

Relative Frequency of x

Table 5.1
a. Which value(s) of x occurred most frequently?
b. If you tossed the coin 1,000 times, what values could x take on? Which value(s) of x do you think would occur
most frequently?
c. What does the relative frequency column sum to?

A discrete probability distribution function has two characteristics:
1. Each probability is between zero and one, inclusive.
2. The sum of the probabilities is one.

Example 5.1
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Example 5.1
A child psychologist is interested in the number of times a newborn baby's crying wakes its mother after midnight.
For a random sample of 50 mothers, the following information was obtained. Let X = the number of times per
week a newborn baby's crying wakes its mother after midnight. For this example, x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
P(x) = probability that X takes on a value x.

x

P(x)

0

P(x = 0) = 

1

P(x = 1) = 

2

P(x = 2) = 

3

P(x = 3) = 

4

P(x = 4) = 

5

P(x = 5) = 








Table 5.2
X takes on the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This is a discrete PDF because:
a. Each P(x) is between zero and one, inclusive.
b. The sum of the probabilities is one, that is,
















5.1

 


A hospital researcher is interested in the number of times the average post-op patient will ring the nurse during
a 12-hour shift. For a random sample of 50 patients, the following information was obtained. Let X = the number of
times a patient rings the nurse during a 12-hour shift. For this exercise, x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. P(x) = the probability that X
takes on value x. Why is this a discrete probability distribution function (two reasons)?

X

P(x)

0

P(x = 0) = 

1

P(x = 1) = 

2

P(x = 2) = 

3

P(x = 3) = 

4

P(x = 4) = 

5

P(x = 5) = 







Table 5.3
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Example 5.2
Suppose Nancy has classes three days a week. She attends classes three days a week 80% of the time, two days
15% of the time, one day 4% of the time, and no days 1% of the time. Suppose one week is randomly selected.
a. Let X = the number of days Nancy ____________________.
Solution 5.2
a. Let X = the number of days Nancy attends class per week.
b. X takes on what values?
Solution 5.2
b. 0, 1, 2, and 3
c. Suppose one week is randomly chosen. Construct a probability distribution table (called a PDF table) like the
one in Example 5.1. The table should have two columns labeled x and P(x). What does the P(x) column sum
to?
Solution 5.2
c.

x

P(x)

0

0.01

1

0.04

2

0.15

3

0.80

Table 5.4

5.2 Jeremiah has basketball practice two days a week. Ninety percent of the time, he attends both practices. Eight
percent of the time, he attends one practice. Two percent of the time, he does not attend either practice. What is X and
what values does it take on?
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5.2 | Mean or Expected Value and Standard Deviation
The expected value is often referred to as the "long-term" average or mean. This means that over the long term of doing
an experiment over and over, you would expect this average.
You toss a coin and record the result. What is the probability that the result is heads? If you flip a coin two times, does
probability tell you that these flips will result in one heads and one tail? You might toss a fair coin ten times and
record nine heads. As you learned in Section 4., probability does not describe the short-term results of an experiment.
It gives information about what can be expected in the long term. To demonstrate this, Karl Pearson once tossed a fair coin
24,000 times! He recorded the results of each toss, obtaining heads 12,012 times. In his experiment, Pearson illustrated
the Law of Large Numbers.
The Law of Large Numbers states that, as the number of trials in a probability experiment increases, the difference
between the theoretical probability of an event and the relative frequency approaches zero (the theoretical probability and
the relative frequency get closer and closer together). When evaluating the long-term results of statistical experiments,
we often want to know the “average” outcome. This “long-term average” is known as the mean or expected value of the
experiment and is denoted by the Greek letter μ. In other words, after conducting many trials of an experiment, you would
expect this average value.

NOTE
To find the expected value or long term average, μ, simply multiply each value of the random variable by its probability
and add the products.

Example 5.3
A men's soccer team plays soccer zero, one, or two days a week. The probability that they play zero days is 0.2,
the probability that they play one day is 0.5, and the probability that they play two days is 0.3. Find the long-term
average or expected value, μ, of the number of days per week the men's soccer team plays soccer.
To do the problem, first let the random variable X = the number of days the men's soccer team plays soccer per
week. X takes on the values 0, 1, 2. Construct a PDF table adding a column x*P(x). In this column, you will
multiply each x value by its probability.

x

P(x)

x*P(x)

0

0.2

(0)(0.2) = 0

1

0.5

(1)(0.5) = 0.5

2

0.3

(2)(0.3) = 0.6

Table 5.5 Expected Value
Table This table is called
an expected value table.
The table helps you
calculate the expected
value or long-term
average.

Add the last column x*P(x) to find the long term average or expected value: (0)(0.2) + (1)(0.5) + (2)(0.3) = 0 +
0.5 + 0.6 = 1.1.
The expected value is 1.1. The men's soccer team would, on the average, expect to play soccer 1.1 days per week.
The number 1.1 is the long-term average or expected value if the men's soccer team plays soccer week after week
after week. We say μ = 1.1.

5.06
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Example 5.4
Find the expected value of the number of times a newborn baby's crying wakes its mother after midnight.
The expected value is the expected number of times per week a newborn baby's crying wakes its mother after
midnight. Calculate the standard deviation of the variable as well.

x*P(x)

(x – μ)2 ⋅ P(x)

x

P(x)

0

P(x = 0) = 

1

P(x = 1) = 

2

P(x = 2) = 

3

P(x = 3) = 



(3) 3  6 =  (3 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.18 = 0.1458



4

P(x = 4) = 



(4) 3  6 =  (4 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.08 = 0.2888



5

P(x = 5) = 

(5) 3  6 =  (5 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.02 = 0.1682










1

4

(0) 3  6 = 0


(0 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.04 = 0.1764

1 4
(1) 3 6 =  (1 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.22 = 0.2662


1 4
(2) 3 6 =  (2 – 2.1)2 ⋅ 0.46 = 0.0046


1

4

1

4

1

4

Table 5.6 You expect a newborn to wake its mother
after midnight 2.1 times per week, on the average.
Add the values in the third column of the table to find the expected value of X:
μ = Expected Value =  = 2.1



Use μ to complete the table. The fourth column of this table will provide the values you need to calculate the
standard deviation. For each value x, multiply the square of its deviation by its probability. (Each deviation has
the format x – μ).
Add the values in the fourth column of the table:
0.1764 + 0.2662 + 0.0046 + 0.1458 + 0.2888 + 0.1682 = 1.05
The standard deviation of X is the square root of this sum: σ =  ≈ 1.0247

5.4

A hospital researcher is interested in the number of times the average post-op patient will ring the nurse during
a 12-hour shift. For a random sample of 50 patients, the following information was obtained. What is the expected
value?

x

P(x)

0

P(x = 0) = 

1

P(x = 1) = 

2

P(x = 2) = 

3

P(x = 3) = 

4

P(x = 4) = 

5

P(x = 5) = 







Table 5.7
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Example 5.5
Suppose you play a game of chance in which five numbers are chosen from 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. A computer
randomly selects five numbers from zero to nine with replacement. You pay $2 to play and could profit $100,000
if you match all five numbers in order (you get your $2 back plus $100,000). Over the long term, what is your
expected profit of playing the game?
To do this problem, set up an expected value table for the amount of money you can profit.
Let X = the amount of money you profit. The values of x are not 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Since you are interested
in your profit (or loss), the values of x are 100,000 dollars and −2 dollars.
To win, you must get all five numbers correct, in order. The probability of choosing one correct number is 



because there are ten numbers. You may choose a number more than once. The probability of choosing all five
numbers correctly and in order is
1  41  41  41  41  4
Ч
 
3 63 63 63 63 6   

Therefore, the probability of winning is 0.00001 and the probability of losing is

 Ч   
The expected value table is as follows:

x
Loss –2

P(x)

x*P(x)

0.99999 (–2)(0.99999) = –1.99998

Profit 100,000 0.00001 (100000)(0.00001) = 1
Table 5. 8 Αdd the last column. –1.99998 + 1 = – 0.99998

Since –0.99998 is about –1, you would, on average, expect to lose approximately $1 for each game you play.
However, each time you play, you either lose $2 or profit $100,000. The $1 is the average or expected LOSS per
game after playing this game over and over.

5.5 You are playing a game of chance in which four cards are drawn from a standard deck of 52 cards. You guess the
suit of each card before it is drawn. The cards are replaced in the deck on each draw. You pay $1 to play. If you guess
the right suit every time, you get your money back and $256. What is your expected profit of playing the game over
the long term?

5.08
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Example 5.6
Suppose you play a game with a biased coin. You play each game by tossing the coin once. P(heads) =  and



P(tails) =  . If you toss a head, you pay $6. If you toss a tail, you win $10. If you play this game many times,



will you come out ahead?
a. Define a random variable X.
Solution 5.6
a. X = amount of profit
b. Complete the following expected value table.

WIN

x

P(x)

10




xP(x)

̞


LOSE
Table 5.9
Solution 5.6
b.

x

P(x)

xP(x)

10







LOSE –6




̞


WIN

c. What is the expected value, μ? Do you come out ahead?
Solution 5.6

c. Add the last column of the table. The expected value μ = ̞ .



You lose, on average about 67 cents each time you play the game so you do not come out ahead.

5.6 Suppose you play a game with a spinner. You play each game by spinning the spinner once. P(red) =  , P(blue)



=  , and P(green) =  . If you land on red, you pay $10. If you land on blue, you don't pay or win anything. If you





land on green, you win $10. Complete the following expected value table.

x

P(x)

̞ 


Red
Blue
Green 10
Table 5.11

xP(x)
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Like data, probability distributions have standard deviations. To calculate the standard deviation (σ) of a probability
distribution, find each deviation from its expected value, square it, multiply it by its probability, add the products, and take
the square root. To understand how to do the calculation, look at the table for the number of days per week a men's soccer
team plays soccer. To find the standard deviation, add the entries in the column labeled (x – μ)2P(x) and take the square root.

x

P(x)

x*P(x)

(x – μ)2P(x)

0

0.2

(0)(0.2) = 0

(0 – 1.1)2(0.2) = 0.242

1

0.5

(1)(0.5) = 0.5 (1 – 1.1)2(0.5) = 0.005

2

0.3

(2)(0.3) = 0.6 (2 – 1.1)2(0.3) = 0.243

Table 5.12
Add the last column in the table. 0.242 + 0.005 + 0.243 = 0.490. The standard deviation is the square root of 0.49, or σ =
 = 0.7
Generally for probability distributions, we use a calculator or a computer to calculate μ and σ to reduce roundoff error. For
some probability distributions, there are short-cut formulas for calculating μ and σ.

Example 5.7
Toss a fair, six-sided die twice. Let X = the number of faces that show an even number. Construct a table like
Table 5.11 and calculate the mean μ and standard deviation σ of X.
Solution 5.7
Tossing one fair six-sided die twice has the same sample space as tossing two fair six-sided dice. The sample
space has 36 outcomes:
(1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (1, 5) (1, 6)
(2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (2, 6)
(3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (3, 6)
(4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6)
(5, 1) (5, 2) (5, 3) (5, 4) (5, 5) (5, 6)
(6, 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) (6, 6)
Table 5.13
Use the sample space to complete the following table:

x

P(x)

xP(x)

(x – μ)2 ⋅ P(x)

0




0

(0 – 1)2 ⋅  = 

1







(1 – 1)2 ⋅  = 0

2







(1 – 1)2 ⋅  = 










Table 5.14 Calculating μ and σ.
Add the values in the third column to find the expected value: μ =  = 1. Use this value to complete the fourth



column.
Add the values in the fourth column and take the square root of the sum: σ =

 ≈ 0.7071.
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Example 5.8
On May 11, 2013 at 9:30 PM, the probability that moderate seismic activity (one moderate earthquake) would
occur in the next 48 hours in Iran was about 21.42%. Suppose you make a bet that a moderate earthquake will
occur in Iran during this period. If you win the bet, you win $50. If you lose the bet, you pay $20. Let X = the
amount of profit from a bet.
P(win) = P(one moderate earthquake will occur) = 21.42%
P(loss) = P(one moderate earthquake will not occur) = 100% – 21.42%
If you bet many times, will you come out ahead? Explain your answer in a complete sentence using
numbers. What is the standard deviation of X? Construct a table similar to Table 5.12 and Table 5.12 to help
you answer these questions.
Solution 5.8

x
win 50

P(x)

x(Px)

0.2142 10.71

(x – μ)2P(x)
[50 – (–5.006)]2(0.2142) = 648.0964

loss –20 0.7858 –15.716 [–20 – (–5.006)]2(0.7858) = 176.6636
Table 5.15
Mean = Expected Value = 10.71 + (–15.716) = –5.006.
If you make this bet many times under the same conditions, your long term outcome will be an average loss of
$5.01 per bet.

4UBOEBSE%FWJBUJPO 

 ѝ 

5.8

On May 11, 2013 at 9:30 PM, the probability that moderate seismic activity (one moderate earthquake) would
occur in the next 48 hours in Japan was about 1.08%. As in Example 5.8, you bet that a moderate earthquake will
occur in Japan during this period. If you win the bet, you win $100. If you lose the bet, you pay $10. Let X = the
amount of profit from a bet. Find the mean and standard deviation of X.

Some of the more common discrete probability functions are binomial, geometric, hypergeometric, and Poisson. Most
elementary courses do not cover the geometric, hypergeometric, and Poisson. Your instructor will let you know if he or she
wishes to cover these distributions.
A probability distribution function is a pattern. You try to fit a probability problem into a pattern or distribution in order
to perform the necessary calculations. These distributions are tools to make solving probability problems easier. Each
distribution has its own special characteristics. Learning the characteristics enables you to distinguish among the different
distributions.
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5.3 | Binomial Distribution
There are three characteristics of a binomial experiment.
1. There are a fixed number of trials. Think of trials as repetitions of an experiment. The letter n denotes the number of
trials.
2. There are only two possible outcomes, called "success" and "failure," for each trial. The letter p denotes the probability
of a success on one trial, and q denotes the probability of a failure on one trial. p + q = 1.
3. The n trials are independent and are repeated using identical conditions. Because the n trials are independent, the
outcome of one trial does not help in predicting the outcome of another trial. Another way of saying this is that for each
individual trial, the probability, p, of a success and probability, q, of a failure remain the same. For example, randomly
guessing at a true-false statistics question has only two outcomes. If a success is guessing correctly, then a failure is
guessing incorrectly. Suppose Joe always guesses correctly on any statistics true-false question with probability p =
0.6. Then, q = 0.4. This means that for every true-false statistics question Joe answers, his probability of success (p =
0.6) and his probability of failure ( q = 0.4) remain the same.
The outcomes of a binomial experiment fit a binomial probability distribution. The random variable X = the number of
successes obtained in the n independent trials.
The mean, μ, and variance, σ2, for the binomial probability distribution are μ = np and σ2 = npq. The standard deviation, σ,
is then σ = OQR .
Any experiment that has characteristics two and three and where n = 1 is called a Bernoulli Trial (named after Jacob
Bernoulli who, in the late 1600s, studied them extensively). A binomial experiment takes place when the number of
successes is counted in one or more Bernoulli Trials.

Example 5.9
At ABC College, the withdrawal rate from an elementary physics course is 30% for any given term. This implies
that, for any given term, 70% of the students stay in the class for the entire term. A "success" could be defined as
an individual who withdrew. The random variable X = the number of students who withdraw from the randomly
selected elementary physics class.

5.9 The state health board is concerned about the amount of fruit available in school lunches. Forty-eight percent of
schools in the state offer fruit in their lunches every day. This implies that 52% do not. What would a "success" be in
this case?

Example 5.10
Suppose you play a game that you can only either win or lose. The probability that you win any game is 55%,
and the probability that you lose is 45%. Each game you play is independent. If you play the game 20 times, write
the function that describes the probability that you win 15 of the 20 times. Here, if you define X as the number of
wins, then X takes on the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 20. The probability of a success is p = 0.55. The probability of a
failure is q = 0.45. The number of trials is n = 20. The probability question can be stated mathematically as P(x =
15).

5.12
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5.10 A trainer

is teaching a dolphin to do tricks. The probability that the dolphin successfully performs the trick
is 35%, and the probability that the dolphin does not successfully perform the trick is 65%. Out of 20 attempts, you
want to find the probability that the dolphin succeeds 12 times. State the probability question mathematically.

Example 5.11
A fair coin is flipped 15 times. Each flip is independent. What is the probability of getting more than ten heads?

Let X = the number of heads in 15 flips of the fair coin. X takes on the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 15. Since the coin is
fair, p = 0.5 and q = 0.5. The number of trials is n = 15. State the probability question mathematically.
Solution 5.11
P(x > 10)

5.11 A fair, six-sided die is rolled ten times. Each roll is independent. You want to find the probability of rolling a
one more than three times. State the probability question mathematically.

Example 5.12
Approximately 70% of statistics students do their homework in time for it to be collected and graded. Each
student does homework independently. In a statistics class of 50 students, what is the probability that at least 40
will do their homework on time? Students are selected randomly.
a. This is a binomial problem because there is only a success or a __________, there are a fixed number of trials,
and the probability of a success is 0.70 for each trial.
Solution 5.12
a. failure
b. If we are interested in the number of students who do their homework on time, then how do we define X?
Solution 5.12
b. X = the number of statistics students who do their homework on time
c. What values does x take on?
Solution 5.12
c. 0, 1, 2, …, 50
d. What is a "failure," in words?
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Solution 5.12
d. Failure is defined as a student who does not complete his or her homework on time.
The probability of a success is p = 0.70. The number of trials is n = 50.
e. If p + q = 1, then what is q?
Solution 5.12
e. q = 0.30
f. The words "at least" translate as what kind of inequality for the probability question P(x ____ 40).
Solution 5.12
f. greater than or equal to (≥)
The probability question is P(x ≥ 40).

5.12 Sixty-five percent of people pass the state driver’s exam on the first try. A group of 50 individuals who have
taken the driver’s exam is randomly selected. Give two reasons why this is a binomial problem.

Notation for the Binomial: B = Binomial Probability Distribution Function
X ~ B(n, p)
Read this as "X is a random variable with a binomial distribution." The parameters are n and p; n = number of trials, p =
probability of a success on each trial.

Example 5.13
It has been stated that about 41% of adult workers have a high school diploma but do not pursue any further
education. If 20 adult workers are randomly selected, find the probability that at most 12 of them have a high
school diploma but do not pursue any further education. How many adult workers do you expect to have a high
school diploma but do not pursue any further education?
Let X = the number of workers who have a high school diploma but do not pursue any further education.
X takes on the values 0, 1, 2, ..., 20 where n = 20, p = 0.41, and q = 1 – 0.41 = 0.59. X ~ B(20, 0.41)
Find P(x ≤ 12). P(x ≤ 12) = 0.9738. (calculator or computer)

Go into 2nd DISTR. The syntax for the instructions are as follows:
To calculate (x = value): binompdf(n, p, number) if "number" is left out, the result is the binomial
probability table.
To calculate P(x ≤ value): binomcdf(n, p, number) if "number" is left out, the result is the cumulative
binomial probability table.
For this problem: After you are in 2nd DISTR, arrow down to binomcdf. Press ENTER. Enter
20,0.41,12). The result is P(x ≤ 12) = 0.9738.

5.14
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NOTE
If you want to find P(x = 12), use the pdf (binompdf). If you want to find P(x > 12), use
1- binomcdf(20,0.41,12).

The probability that at most 12 workers have a high school diploma but do not pursue any further education is
0.9738.
The graph of X ~ B(20, 0.41) is as follows:

Figure 5.2

The y-axis contains the probability of x, where X = the number of workers who have only a high school diploma.
The number of adult workers that you expect to have a high school diploma but not pursue any further education
is the mean, μ = np = (20)(0.41) = 8.2.
The formula for the variance is σ2 = npq. The standard deviation is σ = OQR .
σ=

   = 2.20.

5.13 About 32% of students participate in a community volunteer program outside of school. If 30 students are
selected at random, find the probability that at most 14 of them participate in a community volunteer program outside
of school. Use the TI-83+ or TI-84 calculator to find the answer.
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Example 5.14
In the 2013 Jerry’s Artarama art supplies catalog, there are 560 pages. Eight of the pages feature signature artists.
Suppose we randomly sample 100 pages. Let X = the number of pages that feature signature artists.
a. What values does x take on?
b. What is the probability distribution? Find the following probabilities:
i. the probability that two pages feature signature artists
ii. the probability that at most six pages feature signature artists
iii. the probability that more than three pages feature signature artists.
c. Using the formulas, calculate the (i) mean and (ii) standard deviation.
Solution 5.14
1

b. X ~ B 3

 4
 6

1

i. P(x = 2) = binompdf 3
1

ii. P(x ≤ 6) = binomcdf 3

 4 = 0.2466
 6

 4 = 0.9994
 6
1

iii. P(x > 3) = 1 – P(x ≤ 3) = 1 – binomcdf 3
c.

1
4
i. Mean = np = (100) 3  6 =  ≈ 1.4286



ii. Standard Deviation = OQR =

 4 = 1 – 0.9443 = 0.0557
 6

1
41
4
 3  63 6 ≈ 1.1867
 

5.14

According to a Gallup poll, 60% of American adults prefer saving over spending. Let X = the number of
American adults out of a random sample of 50 who prefer saving to spending.
a. What is the probability distribution for X?
b. Use your calculator to find the following probabilities:
i. the probability that 25 adults in the sample prefer saving over spending
ii. the probability that at most 20 adults prefer saving
iii. the probability that more than 30 adults prefer saving
c. Using the formulas, calculate the (i) mean and (ii) standard deviation of X.

5.16
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Example 5.15
The lifetime risk of developing pancreatic cancer is about one in 78 (1.28%). Suppose we randomly sample 200
people. Let X = the number of people who will develop pancreatic cancer.
a. What is the probability distribution for X?
b. Using the formulas, calculate the (i) mean and (ii) standard deviation of X.
c. Use your calculator to find the probability that at most eight people develop pancreatic cancer
d. Is it more likely that five or six people will develop pancreatic cancer? Justify your answer numerically.
Solution 5.15
a. X ∼ B(200, 0.0128)
b.

i. Mean = np = 200(0.0128) = 2.56
ii. Standard Deviation = OQR    ѝ 

c. Using the TI-83, 83+, 84 calculator with instructions as provided in Example 5.13:
P(x ≤ 8) = binomcdf(200, 0.0128, 8) = 0.9988
d. P(x = 5) = binompdf(200, 0.0128, 5) = 0.0707
P(x = 6) = binompdf(200, 0.0128, 6) = 0.0298
So P(x = 5) > P(x = 6); it is more likely that five people will develop cancer than six.

5.15

During the 2013 regular NBA season, DeAndre Jordan of the Los Angeles Clippers had the highest field goal
completion rate in the league. DeAndre scored with 61.3% of his shots. Suppose you choose a random sample of 80
shots made by DeAndre during the 2013 season. Let X = the number of shots that scored points.
a. What is the probability distribution for X?
b. Using the formulas, calculate the (i) mean and (ii) standard deviation of X.
c. Use your calculator to find the probability that DeAndre scored with 60 of these shots.
d. Find the probability that DeAndre scored with more than 50 of these shots.

Example 5.16
The following example illustrates a problem that is not binomial. It violates the condition of independence. ABC
College has a student advisory committee made up of ten staff members and six students. The committee wishes
to choose a chairperson and a recorder. What is the probability that the chairperson and recorder are both students?
The names of all committee members are put into a box, and two names are drawn without replacement. The
first name drawn determines the chairperson and the second name the recorder. There are two trials. However,
the trials are not independent because the outcome of the first trial affects the outcome of the second trial. The

probability of a student on the first draw is  . The probability of a student on the second draw is  , when the





first draw selects a student. The probability is  , when the first draw selects a staff member. The probability of



drawing a student's name changes for each of the trials and, therefore, violates the condition of independence.

5.16 A lacrosse team is selecting a captain. The names of all the seniors are put into a hat, and the first three that are
drawn will be the captains. The names are not replaced once they are drawn (one person cannot be two captains). You
want to see if the captains all play the same position. State whether this is binomial or not and state why.
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5.4 | Poisson Distribution
There are two main characteristics of a Poisson experiment.
1. The Poisson probability distribution gives the probability of a number of events occurring in a fixed interval of
time or space if these events happen with a known average rate and independently of the time since the last event. For
example, a book editor might be interested in the number of words spelled incorrectly in a particular book. It might be
that, on the average, there are five words spelled incorrectly in 100 pages. The interval is the 100 pages.
2. The Poisson distribution may be used to approximate the binomial if the probability of success is "small" (such as
0.01) and the number of trials is "large" (such as 1,000). You will verify the relationship in the homework exercises. n
is the number of trials, and p is the probability of a "success."
The random variable X = the number of occurrences in the interval of interest.

Example 5.17
The average number of loaves of bread put on a shelf in a bakery in a half-hour period is 12. Of interest is the
number of loaves of bread put on the shelf in five minutes. The time interval of interest is five minutes. What is
the probability that the number of loaves, selected randomly, put on the shelf in five minutes is three?
Let X = the number of loaves of bread put on the shelf in five minutes. If the average number of loaves put on

the shelf in 30 minutes (half-hour) is 12, then the average number of loaves put on the shelf in five minutes is
14
3 6 (12) = 2 loaves of bread.

The probability question asks you to find P(x = 3).

5.17

The average number of fish caught in an hour is eight. Of interest is the number of fish caught in 15 minutes.
The time interval of interest is 15 minutes. What is the average number of fish caught in 15 minutes?

Example 5.18
A bank expects to receive six bad checks per day, on average. What is the probability of the bank getting fewer
than five bad checks on any given day? Of interest is the number of checks the bank receives in one day, so the
time interval of interest is one day. Let X = the number of bad checks the bank receives in one day. If the bank
expects to receive six bad checks per day then the average is six checks per day. Write a mathematical statement
for the probability question.
Solution 5.18
P(x < 5)

5.18 An electronics store expects to have ten returns per day on average. The manager wants to know the probability
of the store getting fewer than eight returns on any given day. State the probability question mathematically.

5.18
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Example 5.19
You notice that a news reporter says "uh," on average, two times per broadcast. What is the probability that the
news reporter says "uh" more than two times per broadcast.
This is a Poisson problem because you are interested in knowing the number of times the news reporter says "uh"
during a broadcast.
a. What is the interval of interest?
Solution 5.19
a. one broadcast
b. What is the average number of times the news reporter says "uh" during one broadcast?
Solution 5.19
b. 2
c. Let X = ____________. What values does X take on?

Solution 5.19
c. Let X = the number of times the news reporter says "uh" during one broadcast.
x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
d. The probability question is P(______).
Solution 5.19
d. P(x > 2)

5.19 An emergency room at a particular hospital gets an average of five patients per hour. A doctor wants to know the
probability that the ER gets more than five patients per hour. Give the reason why this would be a Poisson distribution.

Notation for the Poisson: P = Poisson Probability Distribution Function
X ~ P(μ)
Read this as "X is a random variable with a Poisson distribution." The parameter is μ (or λ); μ (or λ) = the mean for the
interval of interest.
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Example 5.20
Leah's answering machine receives about six telephone calls between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. What is the probability
that Leah receives more than one call in the next 15 minutes?
Let X = the number of calls Leah receives in 15 minutes. (The interval of interest is 15 minutes or  hour.)



x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
If Leah receives, on the average, six telephone calls in two hours, and there are eight 15 minute intervals in two
hours, then Leah receives
1 4
3 6 (6) = 0.75 calls in 15 minutes, on average. So, μ = 0.75 for this problem.

X ~ P(0.75)
Find P(x > 1). P(x > 1) = 0.1734 (calculator or computer)

• Press 1 – and then press 2nd DISTR.
• Arrow down to poissoncdf. Press ENTER.
• Enter (.75,1).
• The result is P(x > 1) = 0.1734.

NOTE
The TI calculators use λ (lambda) for the mean.

The probability that Leah receives more than one telephone call in the next 15 minutes is about 0.1734:
P(x > 1) = 1 − poissoncdf(0.75, 1).
The graph of X ~ P(0.75) is:

Figure 5.3

The y-axis contains the probability of x where X = the number of calls in 15 minutes.

5.20
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5.20 A customer service center receives about ten emails every half-hour. What is the probability that the
customer service center receives more than four emails in the next six minutes? Use the TI-83+ or TI-84 calculator to
find the answer.

Example 5.21
According to Baydin, an email management company, an email user gets, on average, 147 emails per day. Let X
= the number of emails an email user receives per day. The discrete random variable X takes on the values x = 0,
1, 2 …. The random variable X has a Poisson distribution: X ~ P(147). The mean is 147 emails.
a. What is the probability that an email user receives exactly 160 emails per day?
b. What is the probability that an email user receives at most 160 emails per day?
c. What is the standard deviation?
Solution 5.21
a. P(x = 160) = poissonpdf(147, 160) ≈ 0.0180
b. P(x ≤ 160) = poissoncdf(147, 160) ≈ 0.8666
c. Standard Deviation = ȑ  u   ѝ 

5.21 According to a recent poll by the Pew Internet Project, girls between the ages of 14 and 17 send an average of

187 text messages each day. Let X = the number of texts that a girl aged 14 to 17 sends per day. The discrete random
variable X takes on the values x = 0, 1, 2 …. The random variable X has a Poisson distribution: X ~ P(187). The mean
is 187 text messages.
a. What is the probability that a teen girl sends exactly 175 texts per day?
b. What is the probability that a teen girl sends at most 150 texts per day?
c. What is the standard deviation?

Example 5.22
Text message users receive or send an average of 41.5 text messages per day.
a. How many text messages does a text message user receive or send per hour?
b. What is the probability that a text message user receives or sends two messages per hour?
c. What is the probability that a text message user receives or sends more than two messages per hour?
Solution 5.22
a. Let X = the number of texts that a user sends or receives in one hour. The average number of texts received
per hour is  ≈ 1.7292.

b. X ~ P(1.7292), so P(x = 2) = poissonpdf(1.7292, 2) ≈ 0.2653
c. P(x > 2) = 1 – P(x ≤ 2) = 1 – poissoncdf(1.7292, 2) ≈ 1 – 0.7495 = 0.2505
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5.22 Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport is the busiest airport in the world. On average there are 2,500
arrivals and departures each day.
a. How many airplanes arrive and depart the airport per hour?
b. What is the probability that there are exactly 100 arrivals and departures in one hour?
c. What is the probability that there are at most 100 arrivals and departures in one hour?

Example 5.23
On May 13, 2013, starting at 4:30 PM, the probability of low seismic activity for the next 48 hours in Alaska
was reported as about 1.02%. Use this information for the next 200 days to find the probability that there will be
low seismic activity in ten of the next 200 days. Use both the binomial and Poisson distributions to calculate the
probabilities. Are they close?
Solution 5.23
Let X = the number of days with low seismic activity.
Using the binomial distribution:
• P(x = 10) = binompdf(200, .0102, 10) ≈ 0.000039
Using the Poisson distribution:
• Calculate μ = np = 200(0.0102) ≈ 2.04
• P(x = 10) = poissonpdf(2.04, 10) ≈ 0.000045
We expect the approximation to be good because n is large (greater than 20) and p is small (less than 0.05). The
results are close—both probabilities reported are almost 0.

5.23 On May 13, 2013, starting at 4:30 PM, the probability of moderate seismic activity for the next 48 hours in the
Kuril Islands off the coast of Japan was reported at about 1.43%. Use this information for the next 100 days to find
the probability that there will be low seismic activity in five of the next 100 days. Use both the binomial and Poisson
distributions to calculate the probabilities. Are they close?
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6 | CONTINUOUS RANDOM
VARIABLES

Figure 6.1 The heights of these radish plants are continuous random variables. (Credit: Rev Stan)

Introduction
Chapter Content
6.1 Continuous Probability Functions
6.2 The Normal Distribution
6.3 Using the Normal Distribution
6.4 The Central Limit Theorem
Continuous random variables have many applications. Baseball batting averages, IQ scores, the length of time a long
distance telephone call lasts, the amount of money a person carries, the length of time a computer chip lasts, and SAT scores
are just a few. The field of reliability depends on a variety of continuous random variables.
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NOTE
The values of discrete and continuous random variables can be ambiguous. For example, if X is equal to the number
of miles (to the nearest mile) you drive to work, then X is a discrete random variable. You count the miles. If X is
the distance you drive to work, then you measure values of X and X is a continuous random variable. For a second
example, if X is equal to the number of books in a backpack, then X is a discrete random variable. If X is the weight of
a book, then X is a continuous random variable because weights are measured. How the random variable is defined is
very important.

6.1 | Continuous Probability Functions
We begin by defining a continuous probability density function. We use the function notation f(x). Intermediate algebra may
have been your first formal introduction to functions. In the study of probability, the functions we study are special. We
define the function f(x) so that the area between it and the x-axis is equal to a probability. Since the maximum probability is
one, the maximum area is also one. For continuous probability distributions, PROBABILITY = AREA.

Properties of Continuous Probability Distributions
The graph of a continuous probability distribution is a curve. Probability is represented by area under the curve.
The curve is called the probability density function (abbreviated as pdf). We use the symbol f(x) to represent the curve.
f(x) is the function that corresponds to the graph; we use the density function f(x) to draw the graph of the probability
distribution.
Area under the curve is given by a different function called the cumulative distribution function (abbreviated as cdf).
The cumulative distribution function is used to evaluate probability as area.
• The outcomes are measured, not counted.
• The entire area under the curve and above the x-axis is equal to one.
• Probability is found for intervals of x values rather than for individual x values.
• P(c < x < d) is the probability that the random variable X is in the interval between the values c and d. P(c < x < d) is
the area under the curve, above the x-axis, to the right of c and the left of d.
• P(x = c) = 0 The probability that x takes on any single individual value is zero. The area below the curve, above the
x-axis, and between x = c and x = c has no width, and therefore no area (area = 0). Since the probability is equal to the
area, the probability is also zero.
• P(c < x < d) is the same as P(c ≤ x ≤ d) because probability is equal to area.
We will find the area that represents probability by using geometry, formulas, technology, or probability tables. In general,
calculus is needed to find the area under the curve for many probability density functions. When we use formulas to find the
area in this textbook, the formulas were found by using the techniques of integral calculus. However, because most students
taking this course have not studied calculus, we will not be using calculus in this textbook.
There are many continuous probability distributions. When using a continuous probability distribution to model probability,
the distribution used is selected to model and fit the particular situation in the best way.
In this chapter, we will study the uniform distribution and the normal distribution. Figure 6.2a The graph shows a
Uniform Distribution with the area between x = 3 and x = 6 shaded to represent the probability that the value of the
random variable X is in the interval between three and six. Figure 6.2b The graph shows the Standard Normal Distribution
with the area between x = 1 and x = 2 shaded to represent the probability that the value of the random variable X is in the
interval between one and two.

Figure 6.2

(a)

(b)
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The Uniform Distribution
The uniform distribution is a continuous probability distribution and is concerned with events that are equally likely to
occur. When working out problems that have a uniform distribution, be careful to note if the data is inclusive or exclusive
of endpoints.

Example 6.1
Consider the function f(x) = 1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 20. x = a real number. The graph of f(x) = 1 is a horizontal line.

20

20

However, since 0 ≤ x ≤ 20, f(x) is restricted to the portion between x = 0 and x = 20, inclusive.

Figure 6.3

REMINDER
area of a rectangle = (base)(height).
The area between f(x) = 1 where 0 ≤ x ≤ 20 and the x-axis is the area of a rectangle with base = 20 and height = 1 .

20

20

1

4

AREA = 203 1 6 = 1
20
Suppose we want to find the area between f(x) =  and the x-axis where 0 < x < 2.



Figure 6.4
1 4
AREA = (2 – 0) 3 1 6 = 0.1
20

(2 – 0) = 2 = base of a rectangle
The area corresponds to a probability. The probability that x is between zero and two is 0.1, which can be written
mathematically as P(0 < x < 2) = P(x < 2) = 0.1.
P(X ≤ x), which can also be written as P(X < x) for continuous distributions, is called the cumulative distribution
function or CDF. Notice the "less than or equal to" symbol.
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Example 6.2
The data in Table 6.1 are 55 smiling times, in seconds, of an eight-week-old baby.
10.4 19.6 18.8 13.9 17.8 16.8 21.6 17.9 12.5 11.1 4.9
12.8 14.8 22.8 20.0 15.9 16.3 13.4 17.1 14.5 19.0 22.8
1.3

0.7

8.9

11.9 10.9 7.3

5.9

3.7

17.9 19.2 9.8

5.8

6.9

2.6

5.8

21.7 11.8 3.4

2.1

4.5

8.9

9.4

9.4

7.6

10.0 3.3

7.8

11.6 13.8 18.6

6.7

6.3

10.7

Table 6.1
The sample mean = 11.49 and the sample standard deviation = 6.23.
We will assume that the smiling times, in seconds, follow a uniform distribution between zero and 23 seconds,
inclusive. This means that any smiling time from zero to and including 23 seconds is equally likely. The
histogram that could be constructed from the sample is an empirical distribution that closely matches the
theoretical uniform distribution.
Let X = length, in seconds, of an eight-week-old baby's smile.
The notation for the uniform distribution is
X ~ U(a, b) where a = the lowest value of x and b = the highest value of x.
The probability density function is f(x) =

1 for a ≤ x ≤ b.
C−B

For this example, X ~ U(0, 23) and f(x) =

1
for 0 ≤ X ≤ 23.
23 − 0

Formulas for the theoretical mean and standard deviation are

(C − B) 2
u = B + C and ȑ =
2
12
For this problem, the theoretical mean and standard deviation are
μ = 0 + 23 = 11.50 seconds and σ =

2

(23 − 0) 2
= 6.64 seconds.
12

Notice that the theoretical mean and standard deviation are close to the sample mean and standard deviation in
this example.
a. Refer to Table 6.1. What is the probability that a randomly chosen eight-week-old baby smiles between
two and 18 seconds?
Solution 6.2

16
1 4
P(2 < x < 18) = (base)(height) = (18 – 2) 3 1 6 = 23 .
23

Figure 6.5
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b. Find the 90th percentile for an eight-week-old baby's smiling time.
Solution 6.2
b. Ninety percent of the smiling times fall below the 90th percentile, k, so P(x < k) = 0.90. 1(Y < L) = 0.90

base height = 0.90
1

4

(L − 0)3 1 6 = 0.90
23
L = (23)(0.90) = 20.7

Figure 6.6

6.2 A distribution is given as X ~ U (0, 20). What is P(4 < x < 12)? Find the 90th percentile.
Example 6.3
The amount of time, in minutes, that a person must wait for a bus is uniformly distributed between zero and 15
minutes, inclusive.
a. What is the probability that a person waits fewer than 12.5 minutes?
Solution 6.3
a. Let X = the number of minutes a person must wait for a bus. a = 0 and b = 15. X ~ U(0, 15). Write the probability

1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 15.
density function. f (x) = 15 1− 0 = 15
Find P (x < 12.5). Draw a graph.

1

4

1(Y < L) = (base)(height) = (12.5 - 0)3 1 6 = 0.8333
15
The probability a person waits less than 12.5 minutes is 0.8333.

Figure 6.7
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b. On the average, how long must a person wait? Find the mean, μ, and the standard deviation, σ.
Solution 6.3

b. μ = B + C = 15 + 0 = 7.5. On the average, a person must wait 7.5 minutes.

2

σ=

2

(C - B) 2
(15 - ) 2
=
= 4.3. The Standard deviation is 4.3 minutes.
12
12

c. Ninety percent of the time, the time a person must wait falls below what value?
This asks for the 90th percentile.

Solution 6.3
c. Find the 90th percentile. Draw a graph. Let k = the 90th percentile.

1(Y < L) = (base)(height) = (L − 0)( 1 )
15
0.90 = (L − 0)( 1 )
15
L = (0.90)(15) = 13.5

k is sometimes called a critical value.
The 90th percentile is 13.5 minutes.
Ninety percent of the time, a person must wait at most 13.5 minutes.

Figure 6.8

6.3 The total duration of baseball games in the major league in the 2011 season is uniformly distributed between 447
hours and 521 hours inclusive.

a. Find a and b and describe what they represent.
b. Write the distribution.
c. Find the mean and the standard deviation.
d. What is the probability that the duration of games for a team for the 2011 season is between 480 and 500 hours?
e. What is the 65th percentile for the duration of games for a team for the 2011 season?
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6.2 | THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
The normal, a continuous distribution, is the most important of all the distributions. It is widely used and even more widely
abused. Its graph is bell-shaped. You see the bell curve in almost all disciplines. Some of these include psychology, business,
economics, the sciences, nursing, and, of course, mathematics. Some of your instructors may use the normal distribution to
help determine your grade. Most IQ scores are normally distributed. Often real-estate prices fit a normal distribution. The
normal distribution is extremely important, but it cannot be applied to everything in the real world.
In this chapter, you will study the normal distribution, the standard normal distribution, and applications associated with
them.
The normal distribution has two parameters (two numerical descriptive measures): the mean (μ) and the standard deviation
(σ). If X is a quantity to be measured that has a normal distribution with mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ), we designate
this by writing

Figure 6.9

The probability density function is a rather complicated function. Do not memorize it. It is not necessary.
f(x) =

1
ȑ⋅ 2⋅Ȏ

⋅ e

Y−u 2
− 1 ⋅ 13 ȑ 46
2

The cumulative distribution function is P(X < x). It is calculated either by a calculator or a computer, or it is looked up in
a table. Technology has made the tables virtually obsolete. For that reason, as well as the fact that there are various table
formats, we are not including table instructions.
The curve is symmetric about a vertical line drawn through the mean, μ. In theory, the mean is the same as the median,
because the graph is symmetric about μ. As the notation indicates, the normal distribution depends only on the mean and the
standard deviation. Since the area under the curve must equal one, a change in the standard deviation, σ, causes a change in
the shape of the curve; the curve becomes fatter or skinnier depending on σ. A change in μ causes the graph to shift to the
left or right. This means there are an infinite number of normal probability distributions. One of special interest is called the
standard normal distribution.

Your instructor will record the heights of both men and women in your class, separately. Draw histograms of your data.
Then draw a smooth curve through each histogram. Is each curve somewhat bell-shaped? Do you think that if you
had recorded 200 data values for men and 200 for women that the curves would look bell-shaped? Calculate the mean
for each data set. Write the means on the x-axis of the appropriate graph below the peak. Shade the approximate area
that represents the probability that one randomly chosen male is taller than 72 inches. Shade the approximate area that
represents the probability that one randomly chosen female is shorter than 60 inches. If the total area under each curve
is one, does either probability appear to be more than 0.5?
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The Standard Normal Distribution
The standard normal distribution is a normal distribution of standardized values called z-scores. A z-score is
measured in units of the standard deviation. The Empirical Rule covered in chapter 3 gave us an approximation for the
probabilities associated with the standard normal distribution however, it only estimated data values of x that are 1, 2 or 3
standard deviations from the mean. What if we wanted the probability between two non integer z-scores? For example, the
probability between z = -1.23 and z = 1.45.

Figure 6.10

Y−u

The mean for the standard normal distribution is zero, and the standard deviation is one. The transformation z = ȑ
produces the distribution Z ~ N(0, 1). The value x in the given equation comes from a normal distribution with mean μ and
standard deviation σ.

Z-Scores
If X is a normally distributed random variable and X ~ N(μ, σ), then the z-score is:

Y
[   ̞ȑu
The z-score tells you how many standard deviations the value x is above (to the right of) or below (to the left of) the
mean, μ. Values of x that are larger than the mean have positive z-scores, and values of x that are smaller than the mean
have negative z-scores. If x equals the mean, then x has a z-score of zero.

Example 6.4
Suppose X ~ N(5, 6). This says that X is a normally distributed random variable with mean μ = 5 and standard
deviation σ = 6. Suppose x = 17. Then:

[

Y ̞ u  ̞ 
ȑ   

This means that x = 17 is two standard deviations (2σ) above or to the right of the mean μ = 5.
Notice that: 5 + (2)(6) = 17 (The pattern is μ + zσ = x)
Now suppose x = 1. Then: z =

Y̞u
̞
ȑ =  = –0.67 (rounded to two decimal places)

This means that x = 1 is 0.67 standard deviations (–0.67σ) below or to the left of the mean μ = 5. Notice
that: 5 + (–0.67)(6) is approximately equal to one (This has the pattern μ + (–0.67)σ = 1)
Summarizing, when z is positive, x is above or to the right of μ and when z is negative, x is to the left of or below
μ. Or, when z is positive, x is greater than μ, and when z is negative x is less than μ.

6.4 What is the z-score of x, when x = 1 and X ~ N(12,3)?
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Example 6.5
Some doctors believe that a person can lose five pounds, on the average, in a month by reducing his or her fat
intake and by exercising consistently. Suppose weight loss has a normal distribution. Let X = the amount of weight
lost (in pounds) by a person in a month. Use a standard deviation of two pounds. X ~ N(5, 2). Fill in the blanks.
a. Suppose a person lost ten pounds in a month. The z-score when x = 10 pounds is z = 2.5 (verify). This z-score
tells you that x = 10 is ________ standard deviations to the ________ (right or left) of the mean _____ (What is
the mean?).
Solution 6.5
a. This z-score tells you that x = 10 is 2.5 standard deviations to the right of the mean five.
b. Suppose a person gained three pounds (a negative weight loss). Then z = __________. This z-score tells you
that x = –3 is ________ standard deviations to the __________ (right or left) of the mean.
Solution 6.5
b. z = –4. This z-score tells you that x = –3 is four standard deviations to the left of the mean.
c. Suppose the random variables X and Y have the following normal distributions: X ~ N(5, 6) and Y ~ N(2, 1). If
x = 17, then z = 2. (This was previously shown.) If y = 4, what is z?
Solution 6.5
c. z =

ZЧu
Ч
ȑ =  = 2 where µ = 2 and σ = 1.

The z-score for y = 4 is z = 2. This means that four is z = 2 standard deviations to the right of the mean. Therefore,
x = 17 and y = 4 are both two (of their own) standard deviations to the right of their respective means.
The z-score allows us to compare data that are scaled differently. To understand the concept, suppose X ~ N(5,
6) represents weight gains for one group of people who are trying to gain weight in a six week period and Y ~
N(2, 1) measures the same weight gain for a second group of people. A negative weight gain would be a weight
loss. Since x = 17 and y = 4 are each two standard deviations to the right of their means, they represent the same,
standardized weight gain relative to their means.

6.5 Fill in the blanks.
Jerome averages 16 points a game with a standard deviation of four points. X ~ N(16,4). Suppose Jerome scores ten
points in a game. The z–score when x = 10 is –1.5. This score tells you that x = 10 is _____ standard deviations to the
______(right or left) of the mean______(What is the mean?).

6.10
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Example 6.6
From 1984 to 1985, the mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile was 172.36 cm, and the standard
deviation was 6.34 cm. Let Y = the height of 15 to 18-year-old males from 1984 to 1985. Then Y ~ N(172.36,
6.34).
The mean height of 15 to 18-year-old males from Chile from 2009 to 2010 was 170 cm with a standard deviation
of 6.28 cm. Male heights are known to follow a normal distribution. Let X = the height of a 15 to 18-year-old
male from Chile in 2009 to 2010. Then X ~ N(170, 6.28).
Find the z-scores for x = 160.58 cm and y = 162.85 cm. Interpret each z-score. What can you say about x = 160.58
cm and y = 162.85 cm as they compare to their respective means and standard deviations?
Solution 6.6
The z-score for x = -160.58 is z = –1.5.
The z-score for y = 162.85 is z = –1.5.
Both x = 160.58 and y = 162.85 deviate the same number of standard deviations from their respective means and
in the same direction.

6.6 In 2012, 1,664,479 students took the SAT exam. The distribution of scores in the verbal section of the SAT had a
mean µ = 496 and a standard deviation σ = 114. Let X = a SAT exam verbal section score in 2012. Then X ~ N(496,
114).
Find the z-scores for x1 = 325 and x2 = 366.21. Interpret each z-score. What can you say about x1 = 325 and x2 = 366.21
as they compare to their respective means and standard deviations?
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6.3 | Using the Normal Distribution
The shaded area in the following graph indicates the area to the left of x. This area is represented by the probability
P(X < x). Normal tables, computers, and calculators provide or calculate the probability P(X < x).

Figure 6.11

The area to the right is then P(X > x) = 1 – P(X < x). Remember, P(X < x) = Area to the left of the vertical line through x.
P(X < x) = 1 – P(X < x) = Area to the right of the vertical line through x. P(X < x) is the same as P(X ≤ x) and P(X > x) is
the same as P(X ≥ x) for continuous distributions.

Calculations of Probabilities
Probabilities are calculated using technology. There are instructions given as necessary for the TI-83+ and TI-84 calculators.

NOTE
To calculate the probability, use the probability tables provided in Appendix H without the use of technology. The
tables include instructions for how to use them.

Example 6.7
If the area to the left is 0.0228, then the area to the right is 1 – 0.0228 = 0.9772.

6.7 If the area to the left of x is 0.012, then what is the area to the right?

6.12
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Example 6.8
The final exam scores in a statistics class were normally distributed with a mean of 63 and a standard deviation
of five.
a. Find the probability that a randomly selected student scored more than 65 on the exam.
Solution 6.8
a. Let X = a score on the final exam. X ~ N(63, 5), where μ = 63 and σ = 5.
Draw a graph.
Then, find P(x > 65).
P(x > 65) = 0.3446

Figure 6.12

The probability that any student selected at random scores more than 65 is 0.3446.

Go into 2nd DISTR.
After pressing 2nd DISTR, press 2:normalcdf.
The syntax for the instructions are as follows:
normalcdf(lower value, upper value, mean, standard deviation) For this problem: normalcdf(65,1E99,63,5) =
0.3446. You get 1E99 (= 1099) by pressing 1, the EE key (a 2nd key) and then 99. Or, you can enter 10^99
instead. The number 1099 is way out in the right tail of the normal curve. We are calculating the area between
65 and 1099. In some instances, the lower number of the area might be –1E99 (= –1099). The number –1099
is way out in the left tail of the normal curve.
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HISTORICAL NOTE
The TI probability program calculates a z-score and then the probability from the z-score. Before technology,
the z-score was looked up in a standard normal probability table (because the math involved is too
cumbersome) to find the probability. In this example, a standard normal table with area to the left of the
z-score was used. You calculate the z-score and look up the area to the left. The probability is the area to the
right.

z = 65 – 63 = 0.4

5

Area to the left is 0.6554.
P(x > 65) = P(z > 0.4) = 1 – 0.6554 = 0.3446

Find the percentile for a student scoring 65:
*Press 2nd Distr
*Press 2:normalcdf(
*Enter lower bound, upper bound, mean, standard deviation followed by )
*Press ENTER.
For this Example, the steps are
2nd Distr
2:normalcdf(65,1,2nd EE,99,63,5) ENTER
The probability that a selected student scored more than 65 is 0.3446.

b. Find the probability that a randomly selected student scored less than 85.
Solution 6.8
b. Draw a graph.
Then find P(x < 85), and shade the graph.
Using a computer or calculator, find P(x < 85) = 1.
normalcdf(0,85,63,5) = 1 (rounds to one)
The probability that one student scores less than 85 is approximately one (or 100%).
c. Find the 90th percentile (that is, find the score k that has 90% of the scores below k and 10% of the scores above
k).

6.13
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Solution 6.8
c. Find the 90th percentile. For each problem or part of a problem, draw a new graph. Draw the x-axis. Shade the
area that corresponds to the 90th percentile.
Let k = the 90th percentile. The variable k is located on the x-axis. P(x < k) is the area to the left of k. The 90th
percentile k separates the exam scores into those that are the same or lower than k and those that are the same or
higher. Ninety percent of the test scores are the same or lower than k, and ten percent are the same or higher. The
variable k is often called a critical value.
k = 69.4

Figure 6.13

The 90th percentile is 69.4. This means that 90% of the test scores fall at or below 69.4 and 10% fall at or above.
To get this answer on the calculator, follow this step:

invNorm in 2nd DISTR. invNorm(area to the left, mean, standard deviation)
For this problem, invNorm(0.90,63,5) = 69.4

d. Find the 70th percentile (that is, find the score k such that 70% of scores are below k and 30% of the scores are
above k).
Solution 6.8
d. Find the 70th percentile.
Draw a new graph and label it appropriately. k = 65.6
The 70th percentile is 65.6. This means that 70% of the test scores fall at or below 65.5 and 30% fall at or above.
invNorm(0.70,63,5) = 65.6

6.8 The golf scores for a school team were normally distributed with a mean of 68 and a standard deviation of three.
Find the probability that a randomly selected golfer scored less than 65.
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Example 6.9
A personal computer is used for office work at home, research, communication, personal finances, education,
entertainment, social networking, and a myriad of other things. Suppose that the average number of hours a
household personal computer is used for entertainment is two hours per day. Assume the times for entertainment
are normally distributed and the standard deviation for the times is half an hour.
a. Find the probability that a household personal computer is used for entertainment between 1.8 and 2.75 hours
per day.
Solution 6.9
a. Let X = the amount of time (in hours) a household personal computer is used for entertainment. X ~ N(2, 0.5)
where μ = 2 and σ = 0.5.
Find P(1.8 < x < 2.75).
The probability for which you are looking is the area between x = 1.8 and x = 2.75. P(1.8 < x < 2.75) = 0.5886

Figure 6.14

normalcdf(1.8,2.75,2,0.5) = 0.5886
The probability that a household personal computer is used between 1.8 and 2.75 hours per day for entertainment
is 0.5886.
b. Find the maximum number of hours per day that the bottom quartile of households uses a personal computer
for entertainment.
Solution 6.9
b. To find the maximum number of hours per day that the bottom quartile of households uses a personal computer
for entertainment, find the 25th percentile, k, where P(x < k) = 0.25.

Figure 6.15

invNorm(0.25,2,0.5) = 1.66
The maximum number of hours per day that the bottom quartile of households uses a personal computer for
entertainment is 1.66 hours.

6.9 The golf scores for a school team were normally distributed with a mean of 68 and a standard deviation of three.
Find the probability that a golfer scored between 66 and 70.
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Example 6.10
In the United States the ages 13 to 55+ of smartphone users approximately follow a normal distribution with
approximate mean and standard deviation of 36.9 years and 13.9 years, respectively.
a. Determine the probability that a random smartphone user in the age range 13 to 55+ is between 23 and 64.7
years old.
Solution 6.10
a. normalcdf(23,64.7,36.9,13.9) = 0.8186
b. Determine the probability that a randomly selected smartphone user in the age range 13 to 55+ is at most 50.8
years old.
Solution 6.10
b. normalcdf(–1099,50.8,36.9,13.9) = 0.8413
c. Find the 80th percentile of this distribution, and interpret it in a complete sentence.
Solution 6.10
c.
invNorm(0.80,36.9,13.9) = 48.6
The 80th percentile is 48.6 years.
80% of the smartphone users in the age range 13 – 55+ are 48.6 years old or less.

6.10

In the United States the ages 13 to 55+ of smartphone users approximately follow a normal distribution with
approximate mean and standard deviation of 36.9 years and 13.9 years, respectively.
a. Find the 30th percentile, and interpret it in a complete sentence.
b. What is the probability that the age of a randomly selected smartphone user in the range 13 to 55+ is less than 27
years old.
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Example 6.11
A citrus farmer who grows mandarin oranges finds that the diameters of mandarin oranges harvested on his farm
follow a normal distribution with a mean diameter of 5.85 cm and a standard deviation of 0.24 cm.
a. Find the probability that a randomly selected mandarin orange from this farm has a diameter larger than 6.0
cm. Sketch the graph.
Solution 6.11
a. normalcdf(6,10^99,5.85,0.24) = 0.2660

Figure 6.16

b. The middle 20% of mandarin oranges from this farm have diameters between ______ and ______.
Solution 6.11
b.
1 – 0.20 = 0.80
The tails of the graph of the normal distribution each have an area of 0.40.
Find k1, the 40th percentile, and k2, the 60th percentile (0.40 + 0.20 = 0.60).
k1 = invNorm(0.40,5.85,0.24) = 5.79 cm
k2 = invNorm(0.60,5.85,0.24) = 5.91 cm

c. Find the 90th percentile for the diameters of mandarin oranges, and interpret it in a complete sentence.
Solution 6.11
c. 6.16: Ninety percent of the diameter of the mandarin oranges is at most 6.16 cm.

6.11 A citrus farmer who grows mandarin oranges finds that the diameters of mandarin oranges harvested on his
farm follow a normal distribution with a mean diameter of 5.85 cm and a standard deviation of 0.24 cm.
a. The middle 40% of mandarin oranges from this farm are between ______ and ______.
b. Find the 16th percentile and interpret it in a complete sentence.
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Example 6.12

(Challenge Problem)

In the United States the ages 13 to 55+ of smartphone users approximately follow a normal distribution with
approximate mean and standard deviation of 36.9 years and 13.9 years respectively. Using this information,
answer the following questions (round answers to one decimal place).
a. Calculate the interquartile range (IQR).
Solution 6.12
a.
IQR = Q3 – Q1
Calculate Q3 = 75th percentile and Q1 = 25th percentile.
invNorm(0.75,36.9,13.9) = Q3 = 46.2754
invNorm(0.25,36.9,13.9) = Q1 = 27.5246
IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 18.8

b. Forty percent of the ages that range from 13 to 55+ are at least what age?
Solution 6.12
b.
Find k where P(x ≥ k) = 0.40 ("At least" translates to "greater than or equal to.")
0.40 = the area to the right.
Area to the left = 1 – 0.40 = 0.60.
The area to the left of k = 0.60.
invNorm(0.60,36.9,13.9) = 40.4215.
k = 40.4.
Forty percent of the ages that range from 13 to 55+ are at least 40.4 years.

(Challenge Problem)

6.12 Two thousand students took an exam. The scores on the exam have an approximate normal distribution with a
mean μ = 81 points and standard deviation σ = 15 points.
a. Calculate the first- and third-quartile scores for this exam.
b. The middle 50% of the exam scores are between what two values?
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6.4 | THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
Why are we so concerned with means? Two reasons are: they give us a middle ground for comparison, and they are easy to
calculate. In this chapter, you will study means and the central limit theorem.
The central limit theorem (clt for short) is one of the most powerful and useful ideas in all of statistics. There are two
alternative forms of the theorem, and both alternatives are concerned with drawing finite samples size n from a population
with a known mean, μ, and a known standard deviation, σ. The first alternative says that if we collect samples of size n with
a "large enough n," calculate each sample's mean, and create a histogram of those means, then the resulting histogram will
tend to have an approximate normal bell shape. The second alternative says that if we again collect samples of size n that
are "large enough," calculate the sum of each sample and create a histogram, then the resulting histogram will again tend to
have a normal bell-shape.
The size of the sample, n, that is required in order to be "large enough" depends on the original population from which the
samples are drawn (the sample size should be at least 30 or the data should come from a normal distribution). If the original
population is far from normal, then more observations are needed for the sample means or sums to be normal. Sampling is
done with replacement.
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of the central limit theorem in statistical theory. Knowing that data, even if
its distribution is not normal, behaves in a predictable way is a powerful tool.

Suppose eight of you roll one fair die ten times, seven of you roll two fair dice ten times, nine of you roll five fair dice
ten times, and 11 of you roll ten fair dice ten times.
Each time a person rolls more than one die, he or she calculates the sample mean of the faces showing. For example,
one person might roll five fair dice and get 2, 2, 3, 4, 6 on one roll.
The mean is 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 6 = 3.4. The 3.4 is one mean when five fair dice are rolled. This same person would

5

roll the five dice nine more times and calculate nine more means for a total of ten means.
Your instructor will pass out the dice to several people. Roll your dice ten times. For each roll, record the faces, and
find the mean. Round to the nearest 0.5.
Your instructor (and possibly you) will produce one graph (it might be a histogram) for one die, one graph for two dice,
one graph for five dice, and one graph for ten dice. Since the "mean" when you roll one die is just the face on the die,
what distribution do these means appear to be representing?
Draw the graph for the means using two dice. Do the sample means show any kind of pattern?
Draw the graph for the means using five dice. Do you see any pattern emerging?
Finally, draw the graph for the means using ten dice. Do you see any pattern to the graph? What can you conclude
as you increase the number of dice?
As the number of dice rolled increases from one to two to five to ten, the following is happening:
1. The mean of the sample means remains approximately the same.
2. The spread of the sample means (the standard deviation of the sample means) gets smaller.
3. The graph appears steeper and thinner.
You have just demonstrated the central limit theorem (clt).
The central limit theorem tells you that as you increase the number of dice, the sample means tend toward a normal
distribution (the sampling distribution).

NOTE
If you are being asked to find the probability of an individual value, do not use the clt. Use the distribution of its
random variable.
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The Central Limit Theorem for Sample Means (Averages)
Suppose X is a random variable with a distribution that may be known or unknown (it can be any distribution). Using a
subscript that matches the random variable, suppose:
a. μX = the mean of X
b. σX = the standard deviation of X

¯

If you draw random samples of size n, then as n increases, the random variable 9 which consists of sample means, tends
to be normally distributed and

¯
9 ~ N 13u Y , ȑY 46 .
O
The central limit theorem for sample means says that if you keep drawing larger and larger samples (such as rolling one,
two, five, and finally, ten dice) and calculating their means, the sample means form their own normal distribution (the
sampling distribution). The normal distribution has the same mean as the original distribution and a variance that equals the
original variance divided by the sample size. Standard deviation is the square root of variance, so the standard deviation of
the sampling distribution is the standard deviation of the original distribution divided by the square root of n. The variable
n is the number of values that are averaged together, not the number of times the experiment is done.

¯

To put it more formally, if you draw random samples of size n, the distribution of the random variable 9 , which consists
of sample means, is called the sampling distribution of the mean. The sampling distribution of the mean approaches a
normal distribution as n, the sample size, increases.

¯

The random variable 9 has a different z-score associated with it from that of the random variable X. The mean Ȳ is the

¯

value of 9 in one sample.

[=
¯

Y¯ − u Y
1ȑ Y 4
3 O6

μX is the average of both X and 9 .

¯
ȑ Ȳ = ȑY = standard deviation of 9 and is called the standard error of the mean.
O

To find probabilities for means on the calculator, follow these steps.
2nd DISTR
2:normalcdf

1
4
OPSNBMDE G MPXFS WBMVF P G UIF BSFB, VQQFS WBMVF P G UIF BSFB, NFBO, TUBOEBSE E FWJBUJPO
3
TBN QMF TJ[F 6

To find percentiles for means on the calculator, follow these steps.
2nd DIStR
3:invNorm

1
4
k = invNorm area to the left of L, mean, TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPO
3

TBN QMF TJ[F

6

where:
• k = the kth percentile
• mean is the mean of the original distribution
• standard deviation is the standard deviation of the original distribution
• sample size = n
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Examples of the Central Limit Theorem
Law of Large Numbers
The law of large numbers says that if you take samples of larger and larger size from any population, then the mean Ȳ of
the sample tends to get closer and closer to μ. From the central limit theorem, we know that as n gets larger and larger, the
sample means follow a normal distribution. The larger n gets, the smaller the standard deviation gets. (Remember that the

¯
standard deviation for 9 is ȑ .) This means that the sample mean Ȳ must be close to the population mean μ. We can
O

say that μ is the value that the sample means approach as n gets larger. The central limit theorem illustrates the law of large
numbers.

Example 6.13
In a recent study reported Oct. 29, 2012 on the Flurry Blog, the mean age of tablet users is 34 years. Suppose the
standard deviation is 15 years. Take a sample of size n = 100.
a. What are the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean ages of tablet users?
b. What does the distribution look like?
c. Find the probability that the sample mean age is more than 30 years (the reported mean age of tablet users
in this particular study).
d. Find the 95th percentile for the sample mean age (to one decimal place).
Solution 6.13
a. Since the sample mean tends to target the population mean, we have μχ = μ = 34. The sample standard
deviation is given by σχ = ȑ =

O

15 = 15 = 1.5
10
100

b. The central limit theorem states that for large sample sizes(n), the sampling distribution will be
approximately normal.
c. The probability that the sample mean age is more than 30 is given by P(Χ > 30) =
normalcdf(30,E99,34,1.5) = 0.9962
d. Let k = the 95th percentile.

1
4
k = invNorm 30.95,34, 15 6 = 36.5
100

6.13 In an article on Flurry Blog, a gaming marketing gap for men between the ages of 30 and 40 is identified. You
are researching a startup game targeted at the 35-year-old demographic. Your idea is to develop a strategy game that
can be played by men from their late 20s through their late 30s. Based on the article’s data, industry research shows
that the average strategy player is 28 years old with a standard deviation of 4.8 years. You take a sample of 100
randomly selected gamers. If your target market is 29- to 35-year-olds, should you continue with your development
strategy?
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Example 6.14
An unknown distribution has a mean of 90 and a standard deviation of 15. Samples of size n = 25 are drawn
randomly from the population.
a. Find the probability that the sample mean is between 85 and 92.
Solution 6.14
a. Let X = one value from the original unknown population. The probability question asks you to find a probability
for the sample mean.

¯

Let 9 = the mean of a sample of size 25. Since μX = 90, σX = 15, and n = 25,

¯
1
4
9 ~ N 390, 15 6 .
25
Find P(85 < Y¯ < 92). Draw a graph.
P(85 < Y¯ < 92) = 0.6997
The probability that the sample mean is between 85 and 92 is 0.6997.

Figure 6.17

normalcdf(lower value, upper value, mean, standard error of the mean)
The parameter list is abbreviated (lower value, upper value, μ, ȑ )

O

normalcdf(85,92,90, 15 ) = 0.6997
25

b. Find the value that is two standard deviations above the expected value, 90, of the sample mean.
Solution 6.14
b. To find the value that is two standard deviations above the expected value 90, use the formula:

ȑ
value = μx + (#ofTSDEVs) 1 Y 4
3

value = 90 + 2 1 15 4

O6

3 25 6 = 96

The value that is two standard deviations above the expected value is 96.
The standard error of the mean is ȑ Y = 15 = 3. Recall that the standard error of the mean is a description of

O

25

how far (on average) that the sample mean will be from the population mean in repeated simple random samples
of size n.
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6.14 An unknown distribution has a mean of 45 and a standard deviation of eight. Samples of size n = 30 are
drawn randomly from the population. Find the probability that the sample mean is between 42 and 50.

Example 6.15
The length of time, in hours, it takes an "over 40" group of people to play one soccer match is normally distributed
with a mean of two hours and a standard deviation of 0.5 hours. A sample of size n = 50 is drawn randomly
from the population. Find the probability that the sample mean is between 1.8 hours and 2.3 hours.
Solution 6.15
Let X = the time, in hours, it takes to play one soccer match.
The probability question asks you to find a probability for the sample mean time, in hours, it takes to play one
soccer match.

¯

Let 9 = the mean time, in hours, it takes to play one soccer match.
If μX = _________, σX = __________, and n = ___________, then X ~ N(______, ______) by the central limit
theorem for means.

1
4
μX = 2, σX = 0.5, n = 50, and X ~ N 32, 0.5 6
50

Find P(1.8 < Ȳ < 2.3). Draw a graph.
P(1.8 < Ȳ < 2.3) = 0.9977

1
4
normalcdf 31.8,2.3,2, .5 6 = 0.9977
50

The probability that the mean time is between 1.8 hours and 2.3 hours is 0.9977.

6.15 The length of time taken on the SAT for a group of students is normally distributed with a mean of 2.5 hours and
a standard deviation of 0.25 hours. A sample size of n = 60 is drawn randomly from the population. Find the
probability that the sample mean is between two hours and three hours.
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Example 6.16
The mean number of minutes for app engagement by a tablet user is 8.2 minutes. Suppose the standard deviation
is one minute. Take a sample of 60.
a. What are the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean number of app engagement by a tablet user?
b. What is the standard error of the mean?
c. Find the 90th percentile for the sample mean time for app engagement for a tablet user. Interpret this value
in a complete sentence.
d. Find the probability that the sample mean is between eight minutes and 8.5 minutes.
Solution 6.16
a.

u Y¯ = u = 8.2 ȑ Y¯ = ȑ = 1 = 0.13
O
60

b. This allows us to calculate the probability of sample means of a particular distance from the mean, in
repeated samples of size 60.
c. Let k = the 90th percentile

1
4
k = invNorm 30.90,8.2, 1 6 = 8.37. This values indicates that 90 percent of the average app engagement
60

time for table users is less than 8.37 minutes.

1
4
d. P(8 < Y¯ < 8.5) = normalcdf 38,8.5,8.2, 1 6 = 0.9293
60

6.16 Cans of a cola beverage claim to contain 16 ounces. The amounts in a sample are measured and the statistics are
n = 34, Ȳ = 16.01 ounces. If the cans are filled so that μ = 16.00 ounces (as labeled) and σ = 0.143 ounces, find the
probability that a sample of 34 cans will have an average amount greater than 16.01 ounces. Do the results suggest that
cans are filled with an amount greater than 16 ounces?
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Example 6.17
A study was done about violence against prostitutes and the symptoms of the posttraumatic stress that they
developed. The age range of the prostitutes was 14 to 61. The mean age was 30.9 years with a standard deviation
of nine years.
a. In a sample of 25 prostitutes, what is the probability that the mean age of the prostitutes is less than 35?
b. Is it likely that the mean age of the sample group could be more than 50 years? Interpret the results.
c. Find the 95th percentile for the sample mean age of 65 prostitutes. Interpret the results.
d. Find the 90th percentile for the sum of the ages of 65 prostitutes. Interpret the results.

Solution 6.17
a. P( Ȳ < 35) = normalcdf(-E99,35,30.9,1.8) = 0.9886
b. P( Ȳ > 50) = normalcdf(50, E99,30.9,1.8) ≈ 0. For this sample group, it is almost impossible for the
group’s average age to be more than 50. However, it is still possible for an individual in this group to have
an age greater than 50.
c. The 95th percentile = invNorm(0.95,30.9,1.1) = 32.7. This indicates that 95% of the prostitutes in the
sample of 65 are younger than 32.7 years, on average.
d. The 90th percentile = invNorm(0.90,2008.5,72.56) = 2101.5. This indicates that 90% of the prostitutes in
the sample of 65 have a sum of ages less than 2,101.5 years.

6.17

According to Boeing data, the 757 airliner carries 200 passengers and has doors with a height of 72
inches. Assume for a certain population of men we have a mean height of 69.0 inches and a standard deviation of 2.8
inches. What doorway height would allow 95% of men to enter the aircraft without bending?
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Example 6.18
In the United States, someone is sexually assaulted every two minutes, on average, according to a number of
studies. Suppose the standard deviation is 0.5 minutes and the sample size is 100.
a. Find the median, the first quartile, and the third quartile for the sample mean time of sexual assaults in the
United States.
b. Find the median, the first quartile, and the third quartile for the sum of sample times of sexual assaults in the
United States.
c. Find the probability that a sexual assault occurs on the average between 1.75 and 1.85 minutes.
d. Find the value that is two standard deviations above the sample mean.
e. Find the IQR for the sum of the sample times.
Solution 6.18

a. We have, μx = μ = 2 and σx = ȑ = 0.5 = 0.05. Therefore:

O

10

1. 50th percentile = μx = μ = 2
2. 25th percentile = invNorm(0.25,2,0.05) = 1.97
3. 75th percentile = invNorm(0.75,2,0.05) = 2.03
b. We have μΣx = n(μx) = 100(2) = 200 and σμx = O (σx) = 10(0.5) = 5. Therefore
1. 50th percentile = μΣx = n(μx) = 100(2) = 200
2. 25th percentile = invNorm(0.25,200,5) = 196.63
3. 75th percentile = invNorm(0.75,200,5) = 203.37
c. P(1.75 < Ȳ < 1.85) = normalcdf(1.75,1.85,2,0.05) = 0.0013
d. Using the z-score equation, [ =

Ȳ – u Ȳ
ȑ Ȳ , and solving for x, we have x = 2(0.05) + 2 = 2.1

e. The IQR is 75th percentile – 25th percentile = 203.37 – 196.63 = 6.74

6.18 Based on data from the National Health Survey, women between the ages of 18 and 24 have an average
systolic blood pressures (in mm Hg) of 114.8 with a standard deviation of 13.1. Systolic blood pressure for women
between the ages of 18 to 24 follow a normal distribution.
a. If one woman from this population is randomly selected, find the probability that her systolic blood pressure is
greater than 120.
b. If 40 women from this population are randomly selected, find the probability that their mean systolic blood
pressure is greater than 120.
c. If the sample were four women between the ages of 18 to 24 and we did not know the original distribution, could
the central limit theorem be used?
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Normal Approximation to the Binomial
HISTORICAL NOTE
: Normal Approximation to the Binomial
Historically, being able to compute binomial probabilities was one of the most important applications of the central
limit theorem. Binomial probabilities with a small value for n(say, 20) were displayed in a table in a book. To calculate
the probabilities with large values of n, you had to use the binomial formula, which could be very complicated. Using
the normal approximation to the binomial distribution simplified the process. To compute the normal approximation
to the binomial distribution, take a simple random sample from a population. You must meet the conditions for a
binomial distribution:
• there are a certain number n of independent trials
• the outcomes of any trial are success or failure
• each trial has the same probability of a success p
Recall that if X is the binomial random variable, then X ~ B(n, p). The shape of the binomial distribution needs to be
similar to the shape of the normal distribution. To ensure this, the quantities np and nq must both be greater than five
(np > 5 and nq > 5; the approximation is better if they are both greater than or equal to 10). Then the binomial can be
approximated by the normal distribution with mean μ = np and standard deviation σ = OQR . Remember that q = 1 –
p. In order to get the best approximation, add 0.5 to x or subtract 0.5 from x (use x + 0.5 or x – 0.5). The number 0.5 is
called the continuity correction factor and is used in the following example.

Example 6.19
Suppose in a local Kindergarten through 12th grade (K - 12) school district, 53 percent of the population favor a
charter school for grades K through 5. A simple random sample of 300 is surveyed.
a. Find the probability that at least 150 favor a charter school.
b. Find the probability that at most 160 favor a charter school.
c. Find the probability that more than 155 favor a charter school.
d. Find the probability that fewer than 147 favor a charter school.
e. Find the probability that exactly 175 favor a charter school.
Let X = the number that favor a charter school for grades K trough 5. X ~ B(n, p) where n = 300 and p = 0.53.
Since np > 5 and nq > 5, use the normal approximation to the binomial. The formulas for the mean and standard
deviation are μ = np and σ = OQR . The mean is 159 and the standard deviation is 8.6447. The random variable
for the normal distribution is Y. Y ~ N(159, 8.6447). See The Normal Distribution for help with calculator
instructions.
For part a, you include 150 so P(X ≥ 150) has normal approximation P(Y ≥ 149.5) = 0.8641.
normalcdf(149.5,10^99,159,8.6447) = 0.8641.
For part b, you include 160 so P(X ≤ 160) has normal appraximation P(Y ≤ 160.5) = 0.5689.
normalcdf(0,160.5,159,8.6447) = 0.5689
For part c, you exclude 155 so P(X > 155) has normal approximation P(y > 155.5) = 0.6572.
normalcdf(155.5,10^99,159,8.6447) = 0.6572.
For part d, you exclude 147 so P(X < 147) has normal approximation P(Y < 146.5) = 0.0741.
normalcdf(0,146.5,159,8.6447) = 0.0741
For part e,P(X = 175) has normal approximation P(174.5 < Y < 175.5) = 0.0083.
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6.19 In a city, 46 percent of the population favor the incumbent, Dawn Morgan, for mayor. A simple random
sample of 500 is taken. Using the continuity correction factor, find the probability that at least 250 favor Dawn
Morgan for mayor.
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7 | CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Figure 7.1 Have you ever wondered what the average number of M&Ms in a bag at the grocery store is? You
can use confidence intervals to answer this question. (credit: comedy_nose/flickr)

Introduction
Chapter Content
7.1 A Single Population Mean using the Normal Distribution
7.2 A Single Population Mean using the Student t Distribution
7.3 A Single Population Proportion
7.4 A Single Variance
Suppose you were trying to determine the mean rent of a two-bedroom apartment in your town. You might look in the
classified section of the newspaper, write down several rents listed, and average them together. You would have obtained
a point estimate of the true mean. If you are trying to determine the percentage of times you make a basket when shooting
a basketball, you might count the number of shots you make and divide that by the number of shots you attempted. In this
case, you would have obtained a point estimate for the true proportion.
We use sample data to make generalizations about an unknown population. This part of statistics is called inferential
statistics. The sample data help us to make an estimate of a population parameter. We realize that the point estimate is
most likely not the exact value of the population parameter, but close to it. After calculating point estimates, we construct
interval estimates, called confidence intervals.
In this chapter, you will learn to construct and interpret confidence intervals. You will also learn a new distribution,
the Student's-t, and how it is used with these intervals. Throughout the chapter, it is important to keep in mind that the
confidence interval is a random variable. It is the population parameter that is fixed.
If you worked in the marketing department of an entertainment company, you might be interested in the mean number of
songs a consumer downloads a month from iTunes. If so, you could conduct a survey and calculate the sample mean,
, and the sample standard deviation, s. You would use Yo to estimate the population mean and s to estimate the population

standard deviation. The sample mean, Yo , is the point estimate for the population mean, μ. The sample standard deviation,
s, is the point estimate for the population standard deviation, σ. Each of Yo and s is called a statistic.
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A confidence interval is another type of estimate but, instead of being just one number, it is an interval of numbers. It
provides a range of reasonable values in which we expect the population parameter to fall. There is no guarantee that a
given confidence interval does capture the parameter, but there is a predictable probability of success.
Suppose, for the iTunes example, we do not know the population mean μ, but we do know that the population standard
deviation is σ = 1 and our sample size is 100. Then, by the central limit theorem, the standard deviation for the sample mean
is

ȑ     .
O

The empirical rule, which applies to bell-shaped distributions, says that in approximately 95% of the samples, the sample
mean, Yo , will be within two standard deviations of the population mean μ. For our iTunes example, two standard

deviations is (2)(0.1) = 0.2. The sample mean Yo is likely to be within 0.2 units of μ.

Because Yo is within 0.2 units of μ, which is unknown, then μ is likely to be within 0.2 units of Yo in 95% of the samples.
The population mean μ is contained in an interval whose lower number is calculated by taking the sample mean and
subtracting two standard deviations (2)(0.1) and whose upper number is calculated by taking the sample mean and adding
two standard deviations. In other words, μ is between Yo  Ч  and Yo 

 in 95% of all the samples.

For the iTunes example, suppose that a sample produced a sample mean Yo    . Then the unknown population mean μ is
between

Yo Ч    Ч    and Yo

  

  

We say that we are 95% confident that the unknown population mean number of songs downloaded from iTunes per month
is between 1.8 and 2.2. The 95% confidence interval is (1.8, 2.2).
The 95% confidence interval implies two possibilities. Either the interval (1.8, 2.2) contains the true mean μ or our sample

produced an Yo that is not within 0.2 units of the true mean μ. The second possibility happens for only 5% of all the samples
(95–100%).
Remember that a confidence interval is created for an unknown population parameter like the population mean, μ.
Confidence intervals for some parameters have the form:
(point estimate – margin of error, point estimate + margin of error)
The margin of error depends on the confidence level or percentage of confidence and the standard error of the mean.

When you read newspapers and journals, some reports will use the phrase "margin of error." Other reports will not use that
phrase, but include a confidence interval as the point estimate plus or minus the margin of error. These are two ways of
expressing the same concept.

NOTE
Although the text only covers symmetrical confidence intervals, there are non-symmetrical confidence intervals (for
example, a confidence interval for the standard deviation).

Have your instructor record the number of meals each student in your class eats out in a week. Assume that the standard
deviation is known to be three meals. Construct an approximate 95% confidence interval for the true mean number of
meals students eat out each week.
1. Calculate the sample mean.
2. Let σ = 3 and n = the number of students surveyed.
1
4
3. Construct the interval 3 Yo Ч  Ӛ ʂ  Yo   Ӛ ʂ 6 .
O
O

We say we are approximately 95% confident that the true mean number of meals that students eat out in a week is
between __________ and ___________.
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7.1 | A Single Population Mean using the Normal
Distribution
A confidence interval for a population mean with a known standard deviation is based on the fact that the sample means

follow an approximately normal distribution. Suppose that our sample has a mean of Yo  and we have constructed the
90% confidence interval (5, 15) where EBM = 5.

Calculating the Confidence Interval
To construct a confidence interval for a single unknown population mean μ, where the population standard deviation

is known, we need Yo as an estimate for μ and we need the margin of error. Here, the margin of error (EBM) is called

the error bound for a population mean (abbreviated EBM). The sample mean Yo is the point estimate of the unknown
population mean μ.
The confidence interval estimate will have the form:
(point estimate - error bound, point estimate + error bound) or, in symbols,( Yo ̞ &#. Yo &#. )
The margin of error (EBM) depends on the confidence level (abbreviated CL). The confidence level is often considered the
probability that the calculated confidence interval estimate will contain the true population parameter. However, it is more
accurate to state that the confidence level is the percent of confidence intervals that contain the true population parameter
when repeated samples are taken. Most often, it is the choice of the person constructing the confidence interval to choose a
confidence level of 90% or higher because that person wants to be reasonably certain of his or her conclusions.
There is another probability called alpha (α). α is related to the confidence level, CL. α is the probability that the interval
does not contain the unknown population parameter.
Mathematically, α + CL = 1.

Example 7.1
Suppose we have collected data from a sample. We know the sample mean but we do not know the mean for the
entire population.
The sample mean is seven, and the error bound for the mean is 2.5.

Yo = 7 and EBM = 2.5
The confidence interval is (7 – 2.5, 7 + 2.5), and calculating the values gives (4.5, 9.5).
If the confidence level (CL) is 95%, then we say that, "We estimate with 95% confidence that the true value of
the population mean is between 4.5 and 9.5."

7.1 Suppose we have data from a sample. The sample mean is 15, and the error bound for the mean is 3.2.
What is the confidence interval estimate for the population mean?
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A confidence interval for a population mean with a known standard deviation is based on the fact that the sample means

follow an approximately normal distribution. Suppose that our sample has a mean of Yo = 10, and we have constructed the
90% confidence interval (5, 15) where EBM = 5.
To get a 90% confidence interval, we must include the central 90% of the probability of the normal distribution. If we
include the central 90%, we leave out a total of α = 10% in both tails, or 5% in each tail, of the normal distribution.

Figure 7.2

To capture the central 90%, we must go out 1.645 "standard deviations" on either side of the calculated sample mean. The
value 1.645 is the z-score from a standard normal probability distribution that puts an area of 0.90 in the center, an area of
0.05 in the far left tail, and an area of 0.05 in the far right tail.
It is important that the "standard deviation" used must be appropriate for the parameter we are estimating, so in this section
we need to use the standard deviation that applies to sample means, which is ȑ . The fraction ȑ , is commonly called the

O

O

"standard error of the mean" in order to distinguish clearly the standard deviation for a mean from the population standard
deviation σ.
In summary, as a result of the central limit theorem:
•

o
o
9 is normally distributed, that is, 9 ~ N 13u 9 ȑ 46 .
O

• When the population standard deviation σ is known, we use a normal distribution to calculate the error bound.

Calculating the Confidence Interval
To construct a confidence interval estimate for an unknown population mean, we need data from a random sample. The
steps to construct and interpret the confidence interval are:
• Calculate the sample mean Yo from the sample data. Remember, in this section we already know the population
standard deviation σ.
• Find the z-score that corresponds to the confidence level.
• Calculate the error bound EBM.
• Construct the confidence interval.
• Write a sentence that interprets the estimate in the context of the situation in the problem. (Explain what the confidence
interval means, in the words of the problem.)
We will first examine each step in more detail, and then illustrate the process with some examples.

Finding the z-score for the Stated Confidence Level
When we know the population standard deviation σ, we use a standard normal distribution to calculate the error bound
EBM and construct the confidence interval. We need to find the value of z that puts an area equal to the confidence level (in
decimal form) in the middle of the standard normal distribution Z ~ N(0, 1).
The confidence level, CL, is the area in the middle of the standard normal distribution. CL = 1 – α, so α is the area that is
split equally between the two tails. Each of the tails contains an area equal to ǿ .



The z-score that has an area to the right of ǿ is denoted by [ ǿ .





For example, when CL = 0.95, α = 0.05 and ǿ = 0.025; we write [ ǿ = z0.025.
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The area to the right of z0.025 is 0.025 and the area to the left of z0.025 is 1 – 0.025 = 0.975.

[ ǿ [   , using a calculator, computer or a standard normal probability table.


invNorm(0.975, 0, 1) = 1.96

NOTE
Remember to use the area to the LEFT of [ ǿ ; in this chapter the last two inputs in the invNorm command are 0, 1,


because you are using a standard normal distribution Z ~ N(0, 1).

Calculating the Error Bound (EBM)
The error bound formula for an unknown population mean μ when the population standard deviation σ is known is

1 41

4

• EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6
3 6 O


Constructing the Confidence Interval
• The confidence interval estimate has the format

Yo ̞ &#. Yo

&#. .

The graph gives a picture of the entire situation.
CL + ǿ + ǿ = CL + α = 1.





Figure 7.3

Writing the Interpretation
The interpretation should clearly state the confidence level (CL), explain what population parameter is being estimated
(here, a population mean), and state the confidence interval (both endpoints). "We estimate with ___% confidence that the
true population mean (include the context of the problem) is between ___ and ___ (include appropriate units)."
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Example 7.2
Suppose scores on exams in statistics are normally distributed with an unknown population mean and a population
standard deviation of three points. A random sample of 36 scores is taken and gives a sample mean (sample
mean score) of 68. Find a confidence interval estimate for the population mean exam score (the mean score on all
exams).
Find a 90% confidence interval for the true (population) mean of statistics exam scores.
Solution 7.2
• You can use technology to calculate the confidence interval directly.
• The first solution is shown step-by-step (Solution A).
• The second solution uses the TI-83, 83+, and 84+ calculators (Solution B).
Solution A
To find the confidence interval, you need the sample mean, Yo , and the EBM.

Yo = 68

1 41 4
EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6
3 6 O
σ = 3; n = 36; The confidence level is 90% (CL = 0.90)
CL = 0.90 so α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.90 = 0.10

ǿ = 0.05 [ ǿ  [



The area to the right of z0.05 is 0.05 and the area to the left of z0.05 is 1 – 0.05 = 0.95.

[ ǿ [  


using invNorm(0.95, 0, 1) on the TI-83,83+, and 84+ calculators. This can also be found using appropriate
commands on other calculators, using a computer, or using a probability table for the standard normal distribution.

1
4
EBM = (1.645) 3  6 = 0.8225


Yo - EBM = 68 - 0.8225 = 67.1775
Yo + EBM = 68 + 0.8225 = 68.8225
The 90% confidence interval is (67.1775, 68.8225).
Solution 7.2
Solution B

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to 7:ZInterval.
Press ENTER.
Arrow to Stats and press ENTER.

Arrow down and enter three for σ, 68 for Yo , 36 for n, and .90 for C-level.
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The confidence interval is (to three decimal places)(67.178, 68.822).
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Interpretation
We estimate with 90% confidence that the true population mean exam score for all statistics students is between
67.18 and 68.82.
Explanation of 90% Confidence Level
Ninety percent of all confidence intervals constructed in this way contain the true mean statistics exam score. For
example, if we constructed 100 of these confidence intervals, we would expect 90 of them to contain the true
population mean exam score.

7.2 Suppose average pizza delivery times are normally distributed with an unknown population mean and a population
standard deviation of six minutes. A random sample of 28 pizza delivery restaurants is taken and has a sample mean
delivery time of 36 minutes.
Find a 90% confidence interval estimate for the population mean delivery time.

Example 7.3
The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) for a cell phone measures the amount of radio frequency (RF) energy
absorbed by the user’s body when using the handset. Every cell phone emits RF energy. Different phone models
have different SAR measures. To receive certification from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for
sale in the United States, the SAR level for a cell phone must be no more than 1.6 watts per kilogram. Table 7.1
shows the highest SAR level for a random selection of cell phone models as measured by the FCC.

Phone Model

SAR

Phone Model

SAR

Phone Model

SAR

Apple iPhone 4S

1.11

LG Ally

1.36

Pantech Laser

0.74

BlackBerry Pearl 8120 1.48

LG AX275

1.34

Samsung Character

0.5

BlackBerry Tour 9630 1.43

LG Cosmos

1.18

Samsung Epic 4G Touch

0.4

Cricket TXTM8

1.3

LG CU515

1.3

Samsung M240

0.867

HP/Palm Centro

1.09

LG Trax CU575

1.26

Samsung Messager III SCH-R750 0.68

HTC One V

0.455

Motorola Q9h

1.29

Samsung Nexus S

0.51

HTC Touch Pro 2

1.41

Motorola Razr2 V8 0.36

Samsung SGH-A227

1.13

Huawei M835 Ideos

0.82

Motorola Razr2 V9 0.52

SGH-a107 GoPhone

0.3

Kyocera DuraPlus

0.78

Motorola V195s

1.6

Sony W350a

1.48

Kyocera K127 Marbl

1.25

Nokia 1680

1.39

T-Mobile Concord

1.38

Table 7.1
Find a 98% confidence interval for the true (population) mean of the Specific Absorption Rates (SARs) for cell
phones. Assume that the population standard deviation is σ = 0.337.
Solution 7.3
Solution A
To find the confidence interval, start by finding the point estimate: the sample mean.
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Yo  
Next, find the EBM. Because you are creating a 98% confidence interval, CL = 0.98.

Figure 7.4

You need to find z0.01 having the property that the area under the normal density curve to the right of z0.01 is 0.01
and the area to the left is 0.99. Use your calculator, a computer, or a probability table for the standard normal
distribution to find z0.01 = 2.326.

&#.  [  ȑ     
O

To find the 98% confidence interval, find  Yo q &#. .

Yo – EBM = 1.024 – 0.1431 = 0.8809
Yo – EBM = 1.024 – 0.1431 = 1.1671

We estimate with 98% confidence that the true SAR mean for the population of cell phones in the United States
is between 0.8809 and 1.1671 watts per kilogram.
Solution 7.3
Solution B

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to 7:ZInterval.
Press ENTER.
Arrow to Stats and press ENTER.
Arrow down and enter the following values:
σ: 0.337

Yo  

n: 30
C-level: 0.98
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The confidence interval is (to three decimal places) (0.881, 1.167).
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7.3

Table 7.2 shows a different random sampling of 20 cell phone models. Use this data to calculate a 93%
confidence interval for the true mean SAR for cell phones certified for use in the United States. As previously, assume
that the population standard deviation is σ = 0.337.

Phone Model

SAR

Phone Model

SAR

Blackberry Pearl 8120 1.48

Nokia E71x

1.53

HTC Evo Design 4G

0.8

Nokia N75

0.68

HTC Freestyle

1.15

Nokia N79

1.4

LG Ally

1.36

Sagem Puma

1.24

LG Fathom

0.77

Samsung Fascinate

0.57

LG Optimus Vu

0.462

Samsung Infuse 4G

0.2

Motorola Cliq XT

1.36

Samsung Nexus S

0.51

Motorola Droid Pro

1.39

Samsung Replenish

0.3

Motorola Droid Razr M 1.3

Sony W518a Walkman 0.73

Nokia 7705 Twist

ZTE C79

0.7

0.869

Table 7.2

Notice the difference in the confidence intervals calculated in Example 7.3 and the following Try It exercise. These
intervals are different for several reasons: they were calculated from different samples, the samples were different sizes, and
the intervals were calculated for different levels of confidence. Even though the intervals are different, they do not yield
conflicting information. The effects of these kinds of changes are the subject of the next section in this chapter.

Changing the Confidence Level or Sample Size

Example 7.4
Suppose we change the original problem in Example 7.2 by using a 95% confidence level. Find a
95%confidence interval for the true (population) mean statistics exam score.
Solution 7.4
To find the confidence interval, you need the sample mean, Yo , and the EBM.

Yo = 68

1 41

4

EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6
3 6 O
σ = 3; n = 36; The confidence level is 95% (CL = 0.95).
CL = 0.95 so α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.95 = 0.05

ǿ  


[ ǿ  [ 


The area to the right of z0.025 is 0.025 and the area to the left of z0.025 is 1 – 0.025 = 0.975.
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[ ǿ  [   


when using invnorm(0.975,0,1) on the TI-83, 83+, or 84+ calculators. (This can also be found using appropriate
commands on other calculators, using a computer, or using a probability table for the standard normal
distribution.)

1
4
EBM = (1.96) 3  6 = 0.98


Yo – EBM = 68 – 0.98 = 67.02
Yo + EBM = 68 + 0.98 = 68.98
Notice that the EBM is larger for a 95% confidence level in the original problem.
Interpretation
We estimate with 95% confidence that the true population mean for all statistics exam scores is between 67.02
and 68.98.
Explanation of 95% Confidence Level
Ninety-five percent of all confidence intervals constructed in this way contain the true value of the population
mean statistics exam score.
Comparing the results
The 90% confidence interval is (67.18, 68.82). The 95% confidence interval is (67.02, 68.98). The 95%
confidence interval is wider. If you look at the graphs, because the area 0.95 is larger than the area 0.90, it makes
sense that the 95% confidence interval is wider. To be more confident that the confidence interval actually does
contain the true value of the population mean for all statistics exam scores, the confidence interval necessarily
needs to be wider.

Figure 7.5

Summary: Effect of Changing the Confidence Level
• Increasing the confidence level increases the error bound, making the confidence interval wider.
• Decreasing the confidence level decreases the error bound, making the confidence interval narrower.

7.4 Refer back to the pizza-delivery Try It exercise. The population standard deviation is six minutes and the sample
mean deliver time is 36 minutes. Use a sample size of 20. Find a 95% confidence interval estimate for the true mean
pizza delivery time.
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Example 7.5
Suppose we change the original problem in Example 7.2 to see what happens to the error bound if the sample
size is changed.
Leave everything the same except the sample size. Use the original 90% confidence level. What happens to the
error bound and the confidence interval if we increase the sample size and use n = 100 instead of n = 36? What
happens if we decrease the sample size to n = 25 instead of n = 36?
•

Yo = 68

1 41

4

• EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6
3 6 O
• σ = 3; The confidence level is 90% (CL=0.90); [ ǿ = z0.05 = 1.645.


Solution 7.5
Solution A
If we increase the sample size n to 100, we decrease the error bound.

1 41 4
1
4
When n = 100: EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6 = (1.645) 3  6 = 0.4935.
3 6 O


Solution 7.5
Solution B
If we decrease the sample size n to 25, we increase the error bound.

1 41 4
1
4
When n = 25: EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6 = (1.645) 3  6 = 0.987.
3 6 O


Summary: Effect of Changing the Sample Size
• Increasing the sample size causes the error bound to decrease, making the confidence interval narrower.
• Decreasing the sample size causes the error bound to increase, making the confidence interval wider.

7.5 Refer back to the pizza-delivery Try It exercise. The mean delivery time is 36 minutes and the population standard
deviation is six minutes. Assume the sample size is changed to 50 restaurants with the same sample mean. Find a 90%
confidence interval estimate for the population mean delivery time.

Working Backwards to Find the Error Bound or Sample Mean
When we calculate a confidence interval, we find the sample mean, calculate the error bound, and use them to calculate the
confidence interval. However, sometimes when we read statistical studies, the study may state the confidence interval only.
If we know the confidence interval, we can work backwards to find both the error bound and the sample mean.
Finding the Error Bound
• From the upper value for the interval, subtract the sample mean,
• OR, from the upper value for the interval, subtract the lower value. Then divide the difference by two.
Finding the Sample Mean
• Subtract the error bound from the upper value of the confidence interval,
• OR, average the upper and lower endpoints of the confidence interval.
Notice that there are two methods to perform each calculation. You can choose the method that is easier to use with the
information you know.
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Example 7.6
Suppose we know that a confidence interval is (67.18, 68.82) and we want to find the error bound. We may know
that the sample mean is 68, or perhaps our source only gave the confidence interval and did not tell us the value
of the sample mean.
Calculate the Error Bound:
• If we know that the sample mean is 68: EBM = 68.82 – 68 = 0.82.
• If we don't know the sample mean: EBM =

 Ч 
= 0.82.


Calculate the Sample Mean:

• If we know the error bound: Yo = 68.82 – 0.82 = 68


• If we don't know the error bound: Yo =





= 68.

7.6 Suppose we know that a confidence interval is (42.12, 47.88). Find the error bound and the sample mean.

Calculating the Sample Size n
If researchers desire a specific margin of error, then they can use the error bound formula to calculate the required sample
size.
The error bound formula for a population mean when the population standard deviation is known is

1 41

4

EBM = [ ǿ 3 ȑ 6 .
3 6 O


 

The formula for sample size is n = [ ȑ

&#. 

, found by solving the error bound formula for n.

In this formula, z is [ ǿ , corresponding to the desired confidence level. A researcher planning a study who wants a specified


confidence level and error bound can use this formula to calculate the size of the sample needed for the study.

Example 7.7
The population standard deviation for the age of Foothill College students is 15 years. If we want to be 95%
confident that the sample mean age is within two years of the true population mean age of Foothill College
students, how many randomly selected Foothill College students must be surveyed?
From the problem, we know that σ = 15 and EBM = 2.
z = z0.025 = 1.96, because the confidence level is 95%.
 
   
= 216.09 using the sample size equation.
n= [ ȑ  =
&#.


Use n = 217: Always round the answer UP to the next higher integer to ensure that the sample size is large
enough.
Therefore, 217 Foothill College students should be surveyed in order to be 95% confident that we are within two
years of the true population mean age of Foothill College students.
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7.7 The population standard deviation for the height of high school basketball players is three inches. If we want to be

95% confident that the sample mean height is within one inch of the true population mean height, how many randomly
selected students must be surveyed?
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7.2 | A Single Population Mean using the Student t
Distribution
In practice, we rarely know the population standard deviation. In the past, when the sample size was large, this did not
present a problem to statisticians. They used the sample standard deviation s as an estimate for σ and proceeded as before
to calculate a confidence interval with close enough results. However, statisticians ran into problems when the sample size
was small. A small sample size caused inaccuracies in the confidence interval.
William S. Goset (1876–1937) of the Guinness brewery in Dublin, Ireland ran into this problem. His experiments with hops
and barley produced very few samples. Just replacing σ with s did not produce accurate results when he tried to calculate
a confidence interval. He realized that he could not use a normal distribution for the calculation; he found that the actual
distribution depends on the sample size. This problem led him to "discover" what is called the Student's t-distribution.
The name comes from the fact that Gosset wrote under the pen name "Student."
Up until the mid-1970s, some statisticians used the normal distribution approximation for large sample sizes and used the
Student's t-distribution only for sample sizes of at most 30. With graphing calculators and computers, the practice now is to
use the Student's t-distribution whenever s is used as an estimate for σ.
If you draw a simple random sample of size n from a population that has an approximately normal distribution with mean
μ and unknown population standard deviation σ and calculate the t-score t =

Yo ̞ u
1T 4
3 O6

, then the t-scores follow a Student's

t-distribution with n – 1 degrees of freedom. The t-score has the same interpretation as the z-score. It measures how far

Yo is from its mean μ. For each sample size n, there is a different Student's t-distribution.

The degrees of freedom, n – 1, come from the calculation of the sample standard deviation s. In Appendix H, we used
n deviations Y ̞ Yo WBMVFT to calculate s. Because the sum of the deviations is zero, we can find the last deviation once

we know the other n – 1 deviations. The other n – 1 deviations can change or vary freely. We call the number n – 1 the
degrees of freedom (df).
Properties of the Student's t-Distribution
• The graph for the Student's t-distribution is similar to the standard normal curve.
• The mean for the Student's t-distribution is zero and the distribution is symmetric about zero.
• The Student's t-distribution has more probability in its tails than the standard normal distribution because the spread of
the t-distribution is greater than the spread of the standard normal. So the graph of the Student's t-distribution will be
thicker in the tails and shorter in the center than the graph of the standard normal distribution.
• The exact shape of the Student's t-distribution depends on the degrees of freedom. As the degrees of freedom increases,
the graph of Student's t-distribution becomes more like the graph of the standard normal distribution.
• The underlying population of individual observations is assumed to be normally distributed with unknown population
mean μ and unknown population standard deviation σ. The size of the underlying population is generally not relevant
unless it is very small. If it is bell shaped (normal) then the assumption is met and doesn't need discussion. Random
sampling is assumed, but that is a completely separate assumption from normality.
Calculators and computers can easily calculate any Student's t-probabilities. The TI-83,83+, and 84+ have a tcdf function
to find the probability for given values of t. The grammar for the tcdf command is tcdf(lower bound, upper bound, degrees
of freedom). However for confidence intervals, we need to use inverse probability to find the value of t when we know the
probability.
For the TI-84+ you can use the invT command on the DISTRibution menu. The invT command works similarly to the
invnorm. The invT command requires two inputs: invT(area to the left, degrees of freedom) The output is the t-score that
corresponds to the area we specified.
The TI-83 and 83+ do not have the invT command. (The TI-89 has an inverse T command.)
A probability table for the Student's t-distribution can also be used. The table gives t-scores that correspond to the
confidence level (column) and degrees of freedom (row). (The TI-86 does not have an invT program or command, so if you
are using that calculator, you need to use a probability table for the Student's t-Distribution.) When using a t-table, note that
some tables are formatted to show the confidence level in the column headings, while the column headings in some tables
may show only corresponding area in one or both tails.
A Student's t table (See Appendix H) gives t-scores given the degrees of freedom and the right-tailed probability. The table
is very limited. Calculators and computers can easily calculate any Student's t-probabilities.
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The notation for the Student's t-distribution (using T as the random variable) is:
• T ~ tdf where df = n – 1.
• For example, if we have a sample of size n = 20 items, then we calculate the degrees of freedom as df = n - 1 = 20 - 1
= 19 and we write the distribution as T ~ t19.
If the population standard deviation is not known, the error bound for a population mean is:
•

1 4
&#.  3U ǿ 613 T 46 ,
O


•

U ȑ is the t-score with area to the right equal to ǿ ,



• use df = n – 1 degrees of freedom, and
• s = sample standard deviation.
The format for the confidence interval is:

Yo Ч &#. Yo

&#. .

To calculate the confidence interval directly:
Press STAT.
Arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to 8:TInterval and press ENTER (or just press 8).

Example 7.8
Suppose you do a study of acupuncture to determine how effective it is in relieving pain. You measure sensory
rates for 15 subjects with the results given. Use the sample data to construct a 95% confidence interval for the
mean sensory rate for the population (assumed normal) from which you took the data.
The solution is shown step-by-step and by using the TI-83, 83+, or 84+ calculators.
8.6; 9.4; 7.9; 6.8; 8.3; 7.3; 9.2; 9.6; 8.7; 11.4; 10.3; 5.4; 8.1; 5.5; 6.9
Solution 7.8
• The first solution is step-by-step (Solution A).
• The second solution uses the TI-83+ and TI-84 calculators (Solution B).
Solution A
To find the confidence interval, you need the sample mean, Yo , and the EBM.

Yo = 8.2267 s = 1.6722 n = 15
df = 15 – 1 = 14 CL so α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.95 = 0.05

ǿ = 0.025 U ǿ  U



The area to the right of t0.025 is 0.025, and the area to the left of t0.025 is 1 – 0.025 = 0.975

U ǿ  U    using invT(.975,14) on the TI-84+ calculator.


1 4
&#.  3U ǿ 613 T 46
O


1
4
&#.   3 
6
This OpenStax book is available for free at http://cnx.org/content/col11562/1.18
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Yo – EBM = 8.2267 – 0.9240 = 7.3
Yo + EBM = 8.2267 + 0.9240 = 9.15
The 95% confidence interval is (7.30, 9.15).
We estimate with 95% confidence that the true population mean sensory rate is between 7.30 and 9.15.
Solution 7.8

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to 8:TInterval and press ENTER (or you can just press 8).
Arrow to Data and press ENTER.
Arrow down to List and enter the list name where you put the data.
There should be a 1 after Freq.
Arrow down to C-level and enter 0.95
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The 95% confidence interval is (7.3006, 9.1527)

NOTE
When calculating the error bound, a probability table for the Student's t-distribution can also be used to
find the value of t. The table gives t-scores that correspond to the confidence level (column) and degrees of
freedom (row); the t-score is found where the row and column intersect in the table.

7.8 You do a study of hypnotherapy to determine how effective it is in increasing the number of hours of sleep subjects
get each night. You measure hours of sleep for 12 subjects with the following results. Construct a 95% confidence
interval for the mean number of hours slept for the population (assumed normal) from which you took the data.
8.2; 9.1; 7.7; 8.6; 6.9; 11.2; 10.1; 9.9; 8.9; 9.2; 7.5; 10.5

Example 7.9
The Human Toxome Project (HTP) is working to understand the scope of industrial pollution in the human body.
Industrial chemicals may enter the body through pollution or as ingredients in consumer products. In October
2008, the scientists at HTP tested cord blood samples for 20 newborn infants in the United States. The cord
blood of the "In utero/newborn" group was tested for 430 industrial compounds, pollutants, and other chemicals,
including chemicals linked to brain and nervous system toxicity, immune system toxicity, and reproductive
toxicity, and fertility problems. There are health concerns about the effects of some chemicals on the brain and
nervous system. Table 7.2 shows how many of the targeted chemicals were found in each infant’s cord blood.
79

145 147 160 116 100 159 151 156 126

137 83
Table 7.3

156 94

121 144 123 114 139 99
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Use this sample data to construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean number of targeted industrial chemicals
to be found in an in infant’s blood.
Solution 7.9
Solution A
From the sample, you can calculate Yo = 127.45 and s = 25.965. There are 20 infants in the sample, so n = 20,
and df = 20 – 1 = 19.
You are asked to calculate a 90% confidence interval: CL = 0.90, so α = 1 –

ǿ   U ǿ  U




CL = 1 – 0.90 = 0.10

By definition, the area to the right of t0.05 is 0.05 and so the area to the left of t0.05 is 1 – 0.05 = 0.95.
Use a table, calculator, or computer to find that t0.05 = 1.729.

1
4
&#.  U ǿ 13 T 46  3 6  ѝ  

 O
Yo – EBM = 127.45 – 10.038 = 117.412
Yo + EBM = 127.45 + 10.038 = 137.488

We estimate with 90% confidence that the mean number of all targeted industrial chemicals found in cord blood
in the United States is between 117.412 and 137.488.
Solution 7.9
Solution B

Enter the data as a list.
Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to 8:TInterval and press ENTER (or you can just press 8). Arrow to Data and press
ENTER.
Arrow down to List and enter the list name where you put the data.
Arrow down to Freq and enter 1.
Arrow down to C-level and enter 0.90
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The 90% confidence interval is (117.41, 137.49).

7.9 A random sample of statistics students were asked to estimate the total number of hours they spend watching
television in an average week. The responses are recorded in Table 7.4. Use this sample data to construct a 98%
confidence interval for the mean number of hours statistics students will spend watching television in one week.
0

3

5

10 1 10 4

14 2

1 20 9
4 4

Table 7.4

5
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7.3 | A Population Proportion
During an election year, we see articles in the newspaper that state confidence intervals in terms of proportions or
percentages. For example, a poll for a particular candidate running for president might show that the candidate has 40%
of the vote within three percentage points (if the sample is large enough). Often, election polls are calculated with 95%
confidence, so, the pollsters would be 95% confident that the true proportion of voters who favored the candidate would be
between 0.37 and 0.43: (0.40 – 0.03,0.40 + 0.03).
Investors in the stock market are interested in the true proportion of stocks that go up and down each week. Businesses that
sell personal computers are interested in the proportion of households in the United States that own personal computers.
Confidence intervals can be calculated for the true proportion of stocks that go up or down each week and for the true
proportion of households in the United States that own personal computers.
The procedure to find the confidence interval, the sample size, the error bound, and the confidence level for a proportion
is similar to that for the population mean, but the formulas are different.
How do you know you are dealing with a proportion problem? First, the underlying distribution is a binomial
distribution. (There is no mention of a mean or average.) If X is a binomial random variable, then X ~ B(n, p) where n is
the number of trials and p is the probability of a success. To form a proportion, take X, the random variable for the number
of successes and divide it by n, the number of trials (or the sample size). The random variable P′ (read "P prime") is that
proportion,

1̲  9
O
?

(Sometimes the random variable is denoted as 1 , read "P hat".)
When n is large and p is not close to zero or one, we can use the normal distribution to approximate the binomial.

9 _ / OQ

OQR

If we divide the random variable, the mean, and the standard deviation by n, we get a normal distribution of proportions with
P′, called the estimated proportion, as the random variable. (Recall that a proportion as the number of successes divided by
n.)

9  1̲ _/ 1OQ
O
3O

OQR 4
O 6

Using algebra to simplify :

O QR
QR
O  O

1O Q
P′ follows a normal distribution for proportions: 9
O  1̲ _/ 3 O

OQR 4
O 6

The confidence interval has the form (p′ – EBP, p′ + EBP). EBP is error bound for the proportion.
p′ = OY
p′ = the estimated proportion of successes (p′ is a point estimate for p, the true proportion.)
x = the number of successes
n = the size of the sample
The error bound for a proportion is

1 41 Q̲ R̲ 4

3 O 6 where q′ = 1 – p′

&#1  3[ ǿ 6


This formula is similar to the error bound formula for a mean, except that the "appropriate standard deviation" is different.
For a mean, when the population standard deviation is known, the appropriate standard deviation that we use is ȑ . For a
proportion, the appropriate standard deviation is
However, in the error bound formula, we use

O

QR
O .

Q̲ R̲
O as the standard deviation, instead of

QR
O .
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In the error bound formula, the sample proportions p′ and q′ are estimates of the unknown population proportions p
and q. The estimated proportions p′ and q′ are used because p and q are not known. The sample proportions p′ and q′ are
calculated from the data: p′ is the estimated proportion of successes, and q′ is the estimated proportion of failures.
The confidence interval can be used only if the number of successes np′ and the number of failures nq′ are both greater than
five.

NOTE
For the normal distribution of proportions, the z-score formula is as follows.
1
If 1̲ _/ 3Q

QR 4
Q̲ Ч Q
O 6 then the z-score formula is [ 
QR
O

Example 7.10
Suppose that a market research firm is hired to estimate the percent of adults living in a large city who have cell
phones. Five hundred randomly selected adult residents in this city are surveyed to determine whether they have
cell phones. Of the 500 people surveyed, 421 responded yes - they own cell phones. Using a 95% confidence
level, compute a confidence interval estimate for the true proportion of adult residents of this city who have cell
phones.
Solution 7.10
Solution A
• The first solution is step-by-step (Solution A).
• The second solution uses a function of the TI-83, 83+ or 84 calculators (Solution B).

1
4
Let X = the number of people in the sample who have cell phones. X is binomial. 9 _ #3  6 .


To calculate the confidence interval, you must find p′, q′, and EBP.
n = 500
x = the number of successes = 421

Q̲  OY    

p′ = 0.842 is the sample proportion; this is the point estimate of the population proportion.
q′ = 1 – p′ = 1 – 0.842 = 0.158

1 4
Since CL = 0.95, then α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.95 = 0.05 3ǿ 6 = 0.025.


Then [ ǿ  [   


Use the TI-83, 83+, or 84+ calculator command invNorm(0.975,0,1) to find z0.025. Remember that the area to
the right of z0.025 is 0.025 and the area to the left of z0.025 is 0.975. This can also be found using appropriate
commands on other calculators, using a computer, or using a Standard Normal probability table.

1 4 Q̲ R̲

&#1  3[ ǿ 6


O  

 
 


Q  ̞ &#1   ̞   
Q̲

&#1  

  

The confidence interval for the true binomial population proportion is (p′ – EBP, p′ + EBP) = (0.810, 0.874).
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Interpretation
We estimate with 95% confidence that between 81% and 87.4% of all adult residents of this city have cell
phones. Explanation of 95% Confidence Level
Ninety-five percent of the confidence intervals constructed in this way would contain the true value for
the population proportion of all adult residents of this city who have cell phones.
Solution 7.10
Solution B

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to A:1-PropZint. Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Y and enter 421.
Arrow down to O and enter 500.
Arrow down to C-Level and enter .95.
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The confidence interval is (0.81003, 0.87397).

7.10 Suppose 250 randomly selected people are surveyed to determine if they own a tablet. Of the 250 surveyed, 98
reported owning a tablet. Using a 95% confidence level, compute a confidence interval estimate for the true proportion
of people who own tablets.

Example 7.11
For a class project, a political science student at a large university wants to estimate the percent of students who
are registered voters. He surveys 500 students and finds that 300 are registered voters. Compute a 90% confidence
interval for the true percent of students who are registered voters, and interpret the confidence interval.
Solution 7.11
• The first solution is step-by-step (Solution A).
• The second solution uses a function of the TI-83, 83+, or 84 calculators (Solution B).
Solution A
x = 300 and n = 500

Q̲  OY    

R̲    Q̲      
1 4

Since CL = 0.90, then α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.90 = 0.10 3ǿ 6 = 0.05



[ ǿ = z0.05 = 1.645
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Use the TI-83, 83+, or 84+ calculator command invNorm(0.95,0,1) to find z0.05. Remember that the area to the
right of z0.05 is 0.05 and the area to the left of z0.05 is 0.95. This can also be found using appropriate commands
on other calculators, using a computer, or using a standard normal probability table.

1 4 Q̲ R̲

&#1  3[ ǿ 6


O  

 
 


Q̲ ̞ &#1   Ч   
Q̲

&#1  

  

The confidence interval for the true binomial population proportion is (p′ – EBP, p′ + EBP) = (0.564,0.636).
Interpretation
• We estimate with 90% confidence that the true percent of all students that are registered voters is between
56.4% and 63.6%.
• Alternate Wording: We estimate with 90% confidence that between 56.4% and 63.6% of ALL students are
registered voters.
Explanation of 90% Confidence Level
Ninety percent of all confidence intervals constructed in this way contain the true value for the population percent
of students that are registered voters.
Solution 7.11
Solution B

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS.
Arrow down to A:1-PropZint. Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Y and enter 300.
Arrow down to O and enter 500.
Arrow down to C-Level and enter 0.90.
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The confidence interval is (0.564, 0.636).

7.11 A student polls his school to see if students in the school district are for or against the new legislation regarding
school uniforms. She surveys 600 students and finds that 480 are against the new legislation.
a. Compute a 90% confidence interval for the true percent of students who are against the new legislation, and interpret
the confidence interval.
b. In a sample of 300 students, 68% said they own an iPod and a smart phone. Compute a 97% confidence interval for
the true percent of students who own an iPod and a smartphone.
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“Plus Four” Confidence Interval for p
There is a certain amount of error introduced into the process of calculating a confidence interval for a proportion. Because
we do not know the true proportion for the population, we are forced to use point estimates to calculate the appropriate
standard deviation of the sampling distribution. Studies have shown that the resulting estimation of the standard deviation
can be flawed.
Fortunately, there is a simple adjustment that allows us to produce more accurate confidence intervals. We simply pretend
that we have four additional observations. Two of these observations are successes and two are failures. The new sample
size, then, is n + 4, and the new count of successes is x + 2.
Computer studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of this method. It should be used when the confidence level desired
is at least 90% and the sample size is at least ten. Although it is worth mentioning we will not focus on the "Plus Four"
method in this text.

Calculating the Sample Size n
If researchers desire a specific margin of error, then they can use the error bound formula to calculate the required sample
size.
The error bound formula for a population proportion is
•

1 41 Q̲ R̲ 4

3 O 6
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• Solving for n gives you an equation for the sample size.
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Example 7.14
Suppose a mobile phone company wants to determine the current percentage of customers aged 50+ who use
text messaging on their cell phones. How many customers aged 50+ should the company survey in order to be
90% confident that the estimated (sample) proportion is within three percentage points of the true population
proportion of customers aged 50+ who use text messaging on their cell phones.
Solution 7.14
From the problem, we know that EBP = 0.03 (3%=0.03) and [ ǿ z0.05 = 1.645 because the confidence level is


90%.
However, in order to find n, we need to know the estimated (sample) proportion p′. Remember that q′ = 1 –
p′. But, we do not know p′ yet. Since we multiply p′ and q′ together, we make them both equal to 0.5 because
p′q′ = (0.5)(0.5) = 0.25 results in the largest possible product. (Try other products: (0.6)(0.4) = 0.24; (0.3)(0.7)
= 0.21; (0.2)(0.8) = 0.16 and so on). The largest possible product gives us the largest n. This gives us a large
enough sample so that we can be 90% confident that we are within three percentage points of the true population
proportion. To calculate the sample size n, use the formula and make the substitutions.

O

[  Q̲ R̲
   
gives
O

 
&#1 
 

Round the answer to the next higher value. The sample size should be 752 cell phone customers aged 50+ in order
to be 90% confident that the estimated (sample) proportion is within three percentage points of the true population
proportion of all customers aged 50+ who use text messaging on their cell phones.
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7.14 Suppose an internet marketing company wants to determine the current percentage of customers who click on
ads on their smartphones. How many customers should the company survey in order to be 90% confident that the
estimated proportion is within five percentage points of the true population proportion of customers who click on ads
on their smartphones?
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8 | HYPOTHESIS TESTING
WITH ONE SAMPLE

Figure 8.1 You can use a hypothesis test to decide if a dog breeder’s claim that every Dalmatian has 35 spots is
statistically sound. (Credit: Robert Neff)

Introduction
Chapter Content
8.1 Hypotheses Testing Overview
8.2 Hypothesis Testing of a Single Mean
8.3 Hypothesis Testing of a Single Proportion
8.4 Hypothesis Testing of a Single Variance
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One job of a statistician is to make statistical inferences about populations based on samples taken from the population.
Confidence intervals are one way to estimate a population parameter. Another way to make a statistical inference is to
make a decision about a parameter. For instance, a car dealer advertises that its new small truck gets 35 miles per gallon,
on average. A tutoring service claims that its method of tutoring helps 90% of its students get an A or a B. A company says
that women managers in their company earn an average of $60,000 per year.
A statistician will make a decision about these claims. This process is called " hypothesis testing." A hypothesis test
involves collecting data from a sample and evaluating the data. Then, the statistician makes a decision as to whether or not
there is sufficient evidence, based upon analyses of the data, to reject the null hypothesis.
In this chapter, you will conduct hypothesis tests on single means and single proportions. You will also learn about the errors
associated with these tests.
Hypothesis testing consists of two contradictory hypotheses or statements, a decision based on the data, and a conclusion.
To perform a hypothesis test, a statistician will:
1. Set up two contradictory hypotheses.
2. Collect sample data, verify assumptions and determine the correct distribution.
3. Analyze sample data by performing the calculations and make a graph.
4. Make a decision and write a meaningful conclusion.

NOTE
To do the hypothesis test homework problems for this chapter and later chapters, you can make copies of the
appropriate special solution sheets. See Appendix E.

8.1 | Hypotheses Testing Overview
Null and Alternative Hypotheses
The actual test begins by considering two hypotheses. They are called the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis.
These hypotheses contain opposing viewpoints.
H0: The null hypothesis: The null hypothesis is assumed true at the start of the test and is a statement of no difference for
a population parameter (such as mean, proportion or standard deviation). In other words, the difference equals 0.
Ha: The alternative hypothesis: It is a claim about the population parameter that is contradictory to H0 (or somehow
differs) and what we conclude when we reject H0.
Since the null and alternative hypotheses are contradictory, you must examine evidence to decide if you have enough
evidence to reject the null hypothesis or not. The evidence is in the form of sample data.
After you have determined which hypothesis the sample supports, you make a decision. There are two options
for a decision. They are "reject H0" if the sample information favors the alternative hypothesis or "do not reject H0" or "fail
to reject H0" if the sample information is insufficient to reject the null hypothesis.
Mathematical Symbols Used in H0 and Ha:

H0

Ha

equal (=)

not equal (≠) or greater than (>) or less than (<)

NOTE
It is worth mentioning that many textbooks use greater than or equal to (≥) and less than or equal to (≤) in the null
hypothesis. H0 always has a symbol with an equal in it. Ha never has a symbol with an equal in it. The choice of symbol
depends on the wording of the claim. This is acceptable because we only make the decision to reject or not reject the null
hypothesis. In practice most researchers use = in the null hypothesis, and identify the claim as the alternative hypothesis.
Thus, the alternative is typically referred to as the research hypothesis which indicates the sample observations are
influenced by some non-random cause. However, in this text we will identify the claim in terms of the following
symbols (=, ≠, <, >).
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Example 8.1
In an issue of U. S. News and World Report, an article on school standards stated that about half of all students in
France, Germany, and Israel take advanced placement exams and a third pass. The same article stated that 6.6%
of U.S. students take advanced placement exams and 4.4% pass. Test if the percentage of U.S. students who
take advanced placement exams is less than 6.6%. State the null and alternative hypotheses.
Solution 8.1
As written in this example the claim being tested indicates less than 6.6%.
H0: p = 0.066
Ha: p < 0.066 (claim)

8.1 On a state driver’s test, about 40% pass the test on the first try. We want to test if more than 40% pass on the first
try. Fill in the correct symbol (=, ≠, <, >) for the null and alternative hypotheses.
a. H0: p __ 0.40
b. Ha: p __ 0.40

Example 8.2
More than 30% of the registered voters in Santa Clara County voted in the primary election.
a. H0: p = 0.40
b. Ha: p > 0.40 (claim)

8.2 A medical trial is conducted to test whether or not a new medicine reduces cholesterol by 25%. State the null,
alternative hypotheses and claim. Fill in the correct symbol (=, ≠, <, >) for the null and alternative hypotheses.

Example 8.3
We want to test whether the mean GPA of students in American colleges is 2.0 (out of 4.0). The null,
alternative hypotheses and claim are:
H0: μ = 2.0 (claim)
Ha: μ ≠ 2.0

8.3 We want to test whether the mean

height of eighth graders is different from 66 inches. State the
null alternative hypotheses and claim. Fill i n the correct symbol (=, ≠, <, >).
a. H0: μ __ 66
b. Ha: μ __ 66
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Example 8.4
We want to test if college students takes less than five years to graduate from college, on the average. The null
alternative hypotheses and claim are:
H0: μ = 5
Ha: μ < 5 (claim)

8.4 We want to test if it takes more than 45 minutes to teach a lesson plan. State the null and alternative hypotheses.
Fill in the correct symbol ( =, ≠, <, >) for the null and alternative hypotheses.
a. H0: μ __ 45
b. Ha: μ __ 45

Bring to class a newspaper, some news magazines, and some Internet articles . In groups, find articles from which your
group can write null and alternative hypotheses. Discuss your hypotheses with the rest of the class.

Outcomes and the Type I and Type II Errors
When you perform a hypothesis test, there are four possible outcomes depending on the actual truth (or falseness) of the
null hypothesis H0 and the decision to reject or not. The outcomes are summarized in the following table:

ACTION

H0 IS ACTUALLY

...

True

False

Do not reject H0 Correct Outcome
Reject H0

Type I Error

Type II error
Correct Outcome

Table 8.1
The four possible outcomes in the table are:
1. The decision is not to reject H0 when H0 is true (correct decision).
2. The decision is to reject H0 when H0 is true (incorrect decision known as a Type I error).
3. The decision is not to reject H0 when, in fact, H0 is false (incorrect decision known as a Type II error).
4. The decision is to reject H0 when H0 is false (correct decision whose probability is called the Power of the Test).
Each of the errors occurs with a particular probability. The Greek letters α and β represent the probabilities.
α = probability of a Type I error = P(Type I error) = probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis
is true.
β = probability of a Type II error = P(Type II error) = probability of not rejecting the null hypothesis when the null
hypothesis is false.
α and β should be as small as possible because they are probabilities of errors. They are rarely zero.
The Power of the Test is 1 – β. Ideally, we want a high power that is as close to one as possible. Increasing the sample size
can increase the Power of the Test.
The following are examples of Type I and Type II errors.
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Example 8.5
Suppose the null hypothesis, H0, is: Frank's rock climbing equipment is safe.
Type I error: Frank thinks that his rock climbing equipment may not be safe when, in fact, it really is safe. Type
II error: Frank thinks that his rock climbing equipment may be safe when, in fact, it is not safe.
α = probability that Frank thinks his rock climbing equipment may not be safe when, in fact, it really is safe. β =
probability that Frank thinks his rock climbing equipment may be safe when, in fact, it is not safe.
Notice that, in this case, the error with the greater consequence is the Type II error. (If Frank thinks his rock
climbing equipment is safe, he will go ahead and use it.)

8.5 Suppose the null hypothesis, H0, is: the blood cultures contain no traces of pathogen X. State the Type I and
Type II errors.
Example 8.6
Suppose the null hypothesis, H0, is: The victim of an automobile accident is alive when he arrives at the
emergency room of a hospital.
Type I error: The emergency crew thinks that the victim is dead when, in fact, the victim is alive. Type II error:
The emergency crew does not know if the victim is alive when, in fact, the victim is dead.
α = probability that the emergency crew thinks the victim is dead when, in fact, he is really alive = P(Type I
error). β = probability that the emergency crew does not know if the victim is alive when, in fact, the victim is
dead = P(Type II error).
The error with the greater consequence is the Type I error. (If the emergency crew thinks the victim is dead, they
will not treat him.)

8.6 Suppose the null hypothesis, H0, is: a patient is not sick. Which type of error has the greater consequence?
Example 8.7
It’s a Boy Genetic Labs claim to be able to increase the likelihood that a pregnancy will result in a boy being
born. Statisticians want to test the claim. Suppose that the null hypothesis, H0, is: It’s a Boy Genetic Labs has no
effect on gender outcome.
Type I error: This results when a true null hypothesis is rejected. In the context of this scenario, we would state
that we believe that It’s a Boy Genetic Labs influences the gender outcome, when in fact it has no effect. The
probability of this error occurring is denoted by the Greek letter alpha, α.
Type II error: This results when we fail to reject a false null hypothesis. In context, we would state that It’s a
Boy Genetic Labs does not influence the gender outcome of a pregnancy when, in fact, it does. The probability
of this error occurring is denoted by the Greek letter beta, β.
The error of greater consequence would be the Type I error since couples would use the It’s a Boy Genetic Labs
product in hopes of increasing the chances of having a boy.

8.7 “Red tide” is a bloom of poison-producing algae–a few different species of a class of plankton called
dinoflagellates. When the weather and water conditions cause these blooms, shellfish such as clams living in the area
develop dangerous levels of a paralysis-inducing toxin. In Massachusetts, the Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF)
monitors levels of the toxin in shellfish by regular sampling of shellfish along the coastline. If the mean level of toxin
in clams exceeds 800 μg (micrograms) of toxin per kg of clam meat in any area, clam harvesting is banned there until
the bloom is over and levels of toxin in clams subside. Which error has the greater consequence?
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Example 8.8
A certain experimental drug claims a cure rate of 75% for males with prostate cancer. Describe both the Type I
and Type II errors in context. Which error is the more serious?
Type I: A cancer patient believes the cure rate for the drug is not 75% when it actually is 75%.
Type II: A cancer patient believes the experimental drug has a 75% cure rate when it actuallly does not have a
cure rate of 75%.
In this scenario, the Type II error contains the more severe consequence. If a patient believes the drug works at
least 75% of the time, this most likely will influence the patient’s (and doctor’s) choice about whether to use the
drug as a treatment option.

8.8

Determine both Type I and Type II errors for the following scenario: Assume

a null hypothesis, H0, that states the percentage of adults with jobs is 88%.
Identify the Type I and Type II errors from these four statements.
a. Not to reject the null hypothesis that the percentage of adults who have jobs is 88% when that percentage is
actually not 88%
b. Not to reject the null hypothesis that the percentage of adults who have jobs is not 88% when the percentage is
actually 88%.
c. Reject the null hypothesis that the percentage of adults who have jobs is 88% when the percentage is actually
not 88%.
d. Reject the null hypothesis that the percentage of adults who have jobs is not 88% when the percentage is
actually 88%.

Distribution Needed for Hypothesis Testing
Earlier in the course, we discussed sampling distributions. Particular distributions are associated with hypothesis
testing. Perform tests of a population mean using a normal distribution or a Student's t-distribution. (Remember, use
a Student's t-distribution when the population standard deviation is unknown and the distribution of the sample mean is
approximately normal.) We perform tests of a population proportion using a normal distribution (usually n is large).
If you are testing a single population mean, the distribution for the test is for means:

o
ȑ
9 _ / 13u 9 9 46 or U E G
O

The population parameter is μ. The estimated value (point estimate) for μ is Yo , the sample mean.
If you are testing a single population proportion, the distribution for the test is for proportions or percentages:
Q Ӛ R4
1
1̲ _ / 3Q
O 6
The population parameter is p. The estimated value (point estimate) for p is p′. p′ = OY where x is the number of successes
and n is the sample size.
If you are testing a single population variance (or population standard deviation), the chi-distribution is

ȕ ё ȕ E G

where df = degrees of freedom which depends on how chi-square is being used.
The parameter is the population variance, σ2, or the population standard deviation, σ. The estimated value (point
estimator) is the sample variance s2 and the sample standard deviation, s, respectively.
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Assumptions for Hypothesis Testing
When you perform a hypothesis test of a single population mean μ using a Student's t-distribution (often called a t-test),
there are fundamental assumptions that need to be met in order for the test to work properly. Your data should be a simple
random sample that comes from a population that is approximately normally distributed. You use the sample standard
deviation to approximate the population standard deviation. (Note that if the sample size is sufficiently large, a t-test will
work even if the population is not approximately normally distributed).
When you perform a hypothesis test of a single population mean μ using a normal distribution (often called a z-test), you
take a simple random sample from the population. The population you are testing is normally distributed or your sample
size is sufficiently large. You know the value of the population standard deviation which, in reality, is rarely known.
When you perform a hypothesis test of a single population proportion p, you take a simple random sample from
the population. You must meet the conditions for a binomial distribution which are: there are a certain number n of
independent trials, the outcomes of any trial are success or failure, and each trial has the same probability of a success p. The
shape of the binomial distribution needs to be similar to the shape of the normal distribution. To ensure this, the quantities np
and nq must both be greater than five (np > 5 and nq > 5). Then the binomial distribution of a sample (estimated) proportion

QR

can be approximated by the normal distribution with μ = p and ȑ  O . Remember that q = 1 – p.
When you perform a hypothesis test of a single population mean μ using a normal distribution (often called a z-test), you
take a simple random sample from the population. The population you are testing is normally distributed or your sample
size is sufficiently large. You know the value of the population standard deviation which, in reality, is rarely known.
When you perform a test hypothesis test of a single population variance σ2, or the population standard deviation, σ ,
you take a simple random sample from the population. Additionally, the population must have a normal distribution. This
is a stricter requirement than the normal distribution for claims about means.

Using the Sample to Test the Null Hypothesis
Establishing the type of distribution, sample size, and known or unknown standard deviation can help you figure out how
to go about a hypothesis test. However, there are several other factors you should consider when working out a hypothesis
test.
Suppose you make an assumption about a property of the population (this assumption is the null hypothesis).
Then you gather sample data randomly. If the sample has properties that would be very unlikely to occur if the
assumption is true, then you would conclude that your assumption about the population is probably incorrect.
(Remember that your assumption is just an assumption—it is not a fact and it may or may not be true. But your sample
data are real and the data are showing you a fact that seems to contradict your assumption.)
A critical value is a standardized value (such as a z-score) that marks the cutoff that an event would be considered
unlikely. In the past we used an approximation of about 2 standard deviations from the mean.
The critical value gives a more precise calculation dependent on several factors of the sample. The
probability associated with the critical value is the significance level, (alpha). This alpha represents an area
or region under the distribution curve which we call the critical region.
There are two methods to test the null hypothesis, 1) traditional method and 2) p-value method.
Using the traditional method for hypothesis testing, the calculations require a sample statistic
to be converted to a test statistic. A test statistic is also a standardized value that is used to make
a decision about the null hypothesis. Assuming the null hypothesis is true, if the test statistic falls in the
critical region (or beyond the critical value) the decision is to reject the null. This implies that the sample
statistic is considered so unlikely to have occurred by chance alone.
Test statistics,
means:

or

proportions:

standard deviations:

The actual probability of getting the test result, is called the p-value and is the area associated with
the test statistic. Specifically, the p-value is the probability that, if the null hypothesis is true, the results from
another randomly selected sample will be as extreme or more extreme as the results obtained from the given sample.
A large p-value calculated from the data indicates that we should not reject the null hypothesis. The smaller the p-value, the
more unlikely the outcome, and the stronger the evidence is against the null hypothesis.
We would reject the null hypothesis if the evidence is strongly against it.
The hypothesis test is easier to perform if you use a graph to show the p-value, significance level, critical value and test
statistic together because you see the problem more clearly.
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Example 8.9
Suppose a baker claims that his bread height is more than 15 cm, on average. Several of his customers do
not believe him. To persuade his customers that he is right, the baker decides to do a hypothesis test. He
bakes 10 loaves of bread. The mean height of the sample loaves is 17 cm. The baker knows from baking
hundreds of loaves of bread that the population standard deviation for the height is 0.5 cm. and the distribution
of heights is normal.
The null hypothesis is H0: μ = 15,

The alternate hypothesis is Ha: μ > 15 (claim)

The words "is more than" translates as a ">" so "μ >15" goes into the alternate hypothesis. The null hypothesis
always states it equality.
Since σ is known (σ = 0.5 cm.), the distribution for the population is known to be normal with mean μ = 15 and
standard deviation ȑ     .

O



Suppose the null hypothesis is true (the mean height of the loaves is 15 cm). Then is the mean height (17 cm)
calculated from the sample unexpectedly large? The hypothesis test works by asking the question how unlikely
the sample mean would be if the null hypothesis were true. The graph shows how far out the sample mean is
on the normal curve. The p-value is the probability that, if we were to take other samples, any other sample
mean would fall at least as far out as 17 cm.
The p-value, then, is the probability that a sample mean is the same or greater than 17 cm. when the
population mean is, in fact, 15 cm. We can calculate this probability using the normal distribution for means.

Figure 8.2

p-value = P( Yo > 17) which is approximately zero.
A p-value of approximately zero tells us that it is highly unlikely that a loaf of bread rises close to 15 cm, on
average. That is, almost 0% of all loaves of bread would be at least as high as 17 cm. purely by CHANCE
had the population mean height really been 15 cm. Because the outcome of 17 cm. is so unlikely (meaning it
is happening NOT by chance alone), we conclude that the evidence is strongly against the null hypothesis (the
mean height is 15 cm.). There is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the true mean height for the
population of the baker's loaves of bread is greater than 15 cm.

8.9 A normal distribution has a population standard deviation of 1. We want to verify a claim that the mean is
greater than12. A sample of 36 is taken with a sample mean of 12.5.
H0: μ = 12
Ha: μ > 12 (claim)
The p-value is 0.0013
Draw a graph that shows the p-value.
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Decision and Conclusion
A systematic way to make a decision of whether to reject or not reject the null hypothesis is to compare the p-value and a
preset or preconceived α (also called a "significance level"). A preset α is the probability of a Type I error (rejecting the
null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true). It may or may not be given to you at the beginning of the problem.
When you make a decision to reject or not reject H0, do as follows:
• If α > p-value, reject H0. The results of the sample data are significant. The sample data shows, there is sufficient
evidence to conclude that H0 is an incorrect belief and that the alternative hypothesis, Ha, may be correct.
• If α ≤ p-value, do not reject H0. The results of the sample data are not significant. The sample data shows, there is not
sufficient evidence to conclude that the alternative hypothesis,Ha, may be correct.
• When you "do not reject H0", it does not mean that you should believe that H0 is true. It simply means that the sample
data have failed to provide sufficient evidence to cast serious doubt about the truthfulness of H0.
Conclusion: After you make your decision, write a thoughtful conclusion about the hypotheses in terms of the given
problem.
The flow chart below gives suggested wording for the final conclusion about the sample data.
Claim is H0

Reject H0

Fail to reject H0
There is not sufficient evidence to warrant
rejection of the claim that …

There is sufficient evidence to warrant
rejection of the claim that …
Claim is Ha

Reject H0

Fail to reject H0
There is not sufficient evidence to support
the claim that …

There is sufficient evidence to support
the claim that …

If we are conducting a study and wish to support our claim this can become problematic. Equality is difficult to prove
because it is specific to a value. An inequality of less than (>) or greater than (<) is less restrictive and allows for support of
the conclusion. We never say "accept the null", rather we say we "do not reject the null." The term accept is misleading
because we don't actually prove the null true we merely state the evidence is not strong enough to warrant a rejection
against the null hypothesis. Thus, we only use the phrase support when the alternative is the claim.
When using the p-value to evaluate a hypothesis test, it is sometimes useful to use the following memory device
If the p-value is low, the null must go. If the p-value is high, the null must fly.
This memory aid relates a p-value less than the established alpha (the p is low) as rejecting the null hypothesis and,
likewise, relates a p-value higher than the established alpha (the p is high) as not rejecting the null hypothesis.

Example 8.10
Equal rights Genetics Labs claims the chances of a boy being born is exactly the same as a girl being born. The
results for a test of a single population proportion are as follows:
H0: p = 0.50 (claim),

Ha: p ≠ 0.50,

α = 0.01,

p-value = 0.025

Interpret the results and state a conclusion in simple, non-technical terms. Fill in the blanks.
We ____________________ the null hypothesis.
There __________________ sufficient evidence to ___________________________________ about the claim.
Solution 8.10
We do not reject the null hypothesis.
There is not sufficient evidence to warrant a rejection about the the claim.
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8.10

It’s a Boy Genetics Labs claim their procedures improve the chances of a boy being born. The results for a
test of a single population proportion are as follows:

H0: p = 0.50,

Ha: p > 0.50 (claim)

α = 0.10
p-value = 0.025
Interpret the results and state a conclusion in simple, non-technical terms.

Sketching and Shading a Graph
• In a hypothesis test problem, you may see words such as "the level of significance is 1%." The "1%" is the
preconceived or preset α.
• The statistician setting up the hypothesis test selects the value of α to use before collecting the sample data.
• If no level of significance is given, a common standard to use is α = 0.05.
• When you draw the picture, the α is the area in the left tail, the right tail, or split evenly between the two tails. For this
reason, we call the hypothesis test left, right, or two tailed.
• The alternative hypothesis, )B , tells you if the test is left, right, or two-tailed. It is the key to conducting the
appropriate test.
• Ha never has a symbol that contains an equal sign.
• Thinking about the meaning of the p-value: A data analyst (and anyone else) should have more confidence that he
made the correct decision to reject the null hypothesis with a smaller p-value (for example, 0.001 as opposed to 0.04)
even if using the 0.05 level for alpha. Similarly, for a large p-value such as 0.4, as opposed to a p-value of 0.056 (alpha
= 0.05 is less than either number), a data analyst should have more confidence that she made the correct decision in
not rejecting the null hypothesis. This makes the data analyst use judgment rather than mindlessly applying rules.
The following examples illustrate a left-, right-, and two-tailed test.

Example 8.11
Make a sketch and shade in the critical region. Ho: μ = 5, Ha: μ < 5 with α = 0.01.
Solution 3.1
Test of a single population mean. Ha tells you the test is left-tailed. The picture of the critical region is as follows:

Figure 8.3
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8.11 H0: μ = 10, Ha: μ < 10
Assume the significance level is 0.10. What type of test is this? Draw the picture of the
p-value.

Example 8.12
Make a sketch and shade in the critical region of significance level of 0.05.
H0: p = 0.2

Ha: p > 0.2

Solution 3.1
This is a test of a single population proportion. Ha tells you the test is right-tailed. The picture of the critical
region is as follows:

Figure 8.4

8.12 H0: μ = 1, Ha: μ > 1
Assume α is 0.05. What type of test is this? Draw the picture of the critical region.

Example 8.13
Make a sketch and shade in the critical region. Assume α = 0.10.
H0: p = 50 Ha: p ≠ 50
Solution 8.13
This is a test of a single population mean. Ha tells you the test is two-tailed. The picture of the critical
regions are as follows.

Figure 8.5

8.11
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8.13 H 0: p = 0.5, H a: p ≠ 0.5
Assume α = 0.01. What type of test is this? Draw the picture of the critical
regions.
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8.2 | Hypothesis Testing of a Single Mean
One Sample Mean Z-Test for Sigma Known
Example 8.14
Jeffrey, as an eight-year old, established a mean time of 16.43 seconds for swimming the 25-yard freestyle, with
a population standard deviation of 0.8 seconds. His dad, Frank, thought that Jeffrey could swim the 25-yard
freestyle faster using goggles. Frank bought Jeffrey a new pair of expensive goggles and timed Jeffrey for 15 25yard freestyle swims. For the 15 swims, Jeffrey's mean time was 16 seconds. Frank thought that the goggles
helped Jeffrey to swim faster than the 16.43 seconds. Conduct a hypothesis test using a preset α = 0.05.
Assume that the swim times for the 25-yard freestyle are normal.
Solution 8.14
Set up the Hypothesis Test:
Since the problem is about a mean, this is a test of a single population mean.
H0: μ = 16.43

Ha: μ < 16.43 (claim)

For Jeffrey to swim faster, his time will be less than 16.43 seconds. The "<" tells you this is left-tailed.
Determine the distribution needed:
o

Random variable: 9 = the mean time to swim the 25-yard freestyle.
o

Distribution for the test: 9 is normal (population standard deviation is known: σ = 0.8)

o
o
ȑ
1
4
9 _ / 13u 9 46 Therefore, 9 _ / 3  6
O

μ = 16.43 comes from H0 and not the data. σ = 0.8, and n = 15.
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution for a mean:
p-value = P( Yo < 16) = 0.0187 where the sample mean in the problem is given as 16.
p-value = 0.0187 (This is called the actual level of significance.) The p-value is the area to the left of the sample
mean is given as 16.
Graph:

Figure 8.6
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μ = 16.43 comes from H0. Our assumption is μ = 16.43.
Interpretation of the p-value: If H0 is true, there is a 0.0187 probability (1.87%)t hat Jeffrey's mean time to
swim the 25-yard freestyle is 16 seconds or less. Because a 1.87% chance is small, the mean time of 16 seconds
or less is unlikely to have happened randomly. It is a rare event.
Compare α and the p-value:
α = 0.05 p-value = 0.0187 α > p-value
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0.
This means that you reject μ = 16.43. In other words, you do not think Jeffrey swims the 25-yard freestyle in
16.43 seconds but faster with the new goggles.
Conclusion: At the 5% significance level, we conclude that Jeffrey swims faster using the new goggles.
The sample data show there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that Jeffrey's mean time to swim the 25yard freestyle is less than 16.43 seconds.
The p-value can easily be calculated.

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 1:Z-Test. Arrow over to Stats and press ENTER. Arrow
down and enter 16.43 for μ0 (null hypothesis), .8 for σ, 16 for the sample mean, and 15 for n. Arrow down
to μ : (alternate hypothesis) and arrow over to < μ0. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press
ENTER. The calculator not only calculates the p-value (p = 0.0187) but it also calculates the test statistic
(z-score) for the sample mean. μ < 16.43 is the alternative hypothesis. Do this set of instructions again except
arrow to Draw(instead of Calculate). Press ENTER. A shaded graph appears with z = -2.08 (test statistic)
and p = 0.0187 (p-value). Make sure when you use Draw that no other equations are highlighted in Y = and
the plots are turned off.
When the calculator does a Z-Test, the Z-Test function finds the p-value by doing a normal probability
calculation using the central limit theorem:

1 Yo    2nd DISTR normcdf 13 Ч  ?    
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The Type I and Type II errors for this problem are as follows:
The Type I error is to conclude that Jeffrey swims the 25-yard freestyle, on average, in less than 16.43 seconds
when, in fact, he actually swims the 25-yard freestyle, on average, in 16.43 seconds. (Reject the null hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is true.)
The Type II error is that there is not evidence to conclude that Jeffrey swims the 25-yard free-style, on average, in
less than 16.43 seconds when, in fact, he actually does swim the 25-yard free-style, on average, in less than 16.43
seconds. (Do not reject the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false.)
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HISTORICAL NOTE (EXAMPLE 8.11)
The traditional way to compare the two probabilities, α and the p-value, is to compare the critical value (z-score from
α) to the test statistic (z-score from data). The calculated test statistic for the p-value is –2.08. (From the Central Limit
Theorem, the test statistic formula is [ 

Yo Ч u 9
ȑ9
O

. For this problem, Yo = 16, μX = 16.43 from the null hypothes

is, σX = 0.8, and n = 15.) You can find the critical value for α = 0.05 in the normal table (see 15.Tables in the Table
of Contents). The z-score for an area to the left equal to 0.05 is midway between –1.65 and –1.64 (0.05 is midway
between 0.0505 and 0.0495). The z-score is –1.645. Since –1.645 > –2.08 (which demonstrates that α > p-value), reject
H0. Traditionally, the decision to reject or not reject was done in this way. Today, comparing the two probabilities α
and the p-value is very common. For this problem, the p-value, 0.0187 is considerably smaller than α, 0.05. You can
be confident about your decision to reject. The graph shows α, the p-value, and the test statistic and the critical value.

Figure 8.7
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8.14 The mean throwing distance of a football for Marco, a high school freshman quarterback, is 40 yards, with a
population standard deviation of two yards. The team coach tells Marco to adjust his grip to get more distance. The
coach records the distances for 20 throws. For the 20 throws, Marco’s mean distance was 45 yards. The coach thought
the different grip helped Marco throw farther than 40 yards. Conduct a hypothesis test using a preset α = 0.05. Assume
the throw distances for footballs are normal.
First, determine what type of test this is, set up the hypothesis test, find the p-value, sketch the graph, and state your
conclusion.

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 1:Z-Test. Arrow over to Stats and press ENTER. Arrow down and
enter 40 for μ0 (null hypothesis), 2 for σ, 45 for the sample mean, and 20 for n. Arrow down to μ: (alternative
hypothesis) and set it either as <, ≠, or >. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER. The
calculator not only calculates the p-value but it also calculates the test statistic (z-score) for the sample mean.
Select <, ≠, or > for the alternative hypothesis. Do this set of instructions again except arrow to Draw (instead of
Calculate). Press ENTER. A shaded graph appears with test statistic and p-value. Make sure when you use Draw
that no other equations are highlighted in Y = and the plots are turned off.

Example 8.15
A college football coach records the mean weight that his players can bench press as 275 pounds, with a
population standard deviation of 55 pounds. Three of his players thought that the mean weight was more than
that amount. They asked 30 of their teammates for their estimated maximum lift on the bench press exercise. The
data ranged from 205 pounds to 385 pounds. The actual different weights were (frequencies are in
parentheses) 205(3); 215(3); 225(1); 241(2); 252(2); 265(2); 275(2); 313(2); 316(5); 338(2); 341(1); 345(2);
368(2); 385(1).
Conduct a hypothesis test using a 2.5% level of significance to determine if the bench press mean is more
than 275 pounds.
Solution 8.15
Set up the Hypothesis Test:
Since the problem is about a mean weight, this is a test of a single population mean.
H0: μ = 275
Ha: μ > 275 (claim)
This is a right-tailed test.
Calculating the distribution needed:

o

Random variable: 9 = the mean weight, in pounds, lifted by the football players.
Distribution for the test: It is normal because σ is known.

o
4
1
9 _ / 3  6


Yo   pounds (from the data).
σ = 55 pounds (Always use σ if you know it.) We assume μ = 275 pounds unless our data shows us otherwise.
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution for a mean and using the sample mean as input (see
Appendix G for using the data as input):

QWBMVF  1 Yo     .
Interpretation of the p-value: If H0 is true, then there is a 0.1331 probability (13.23%) that the football players
can lift a mean weight of 286.2 pounds or more. Because a 13.23% chance is large enough, a mean weight lift of
286.2 pounds or more is not a rare event.
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Figure 8.8

Compare α and the p-value:
α = 0.025 p-value = 0.1323
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject H
. 0.
Conclusion: At the 2.5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support
the claim that the true mean weight lifted is more than 275 pounds.
The p-value can easily be calculated.

Put the data and frequencies into lists. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 1:Z-Test. Arrow
over to Data and press ENTER. Arrow down and enter 275 for μ0, 55 for σ, the name of the list where you
put the data, and the name of the list where you put the frequencies. Arrow down to μ: and arrow over to
> μ0. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER. The calculator not only calculates the
p-value (p = 0.1331, a little different from the previous calculation - in it we used the sample mean rounded
to one decimal place instead of the data) but it also calculates the test statistic (z-score) for the sample mean,
the sample mean, and the sample standard deviation. μ > 275 is the alternative hypothesis. Do this set of
instructions again except arrow to Draw (instead of Calculate). Press ENTER. A shaded graph appears
with z = 1.112 (test statistic) and p = 0.1331 (p-value). Make sure when you use Draw that no other equations
are highlighted in Y = and the plots are turned off.

One Sample Mean T-Test for Sigma Unknown
Example 8.16
Statistics students believe that the mean score on the first statistics test is 65. A statistics instructor thinks the
mean score is higher than 65. He samples ten statistics students and obtains the scores 65; 65; 70; 67; 66; 63; 63;
68; 72; 71. He performs a hypothesis test using a 5% level of significance. The data are assumed to be from a
normal distribution.
Solution 8.16
Set up the hypothesis test:
A 5% level of significance means that α = 0.05. This is a test of a single population mean.
H0: μ = 65
Ha: μ > 65 (claim)
Since the instructor thinks the average score is higher, use a ">". The ">" means the test is right-tailed.
Determine the distribution needed:

8.17
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o

Random variable: 9 = average score on the first statistics test.
Distribution for the test: If you read the problem carefully, you will notice that there is no population standard
deviation given. You are only given n = 10 sample data values. Notice also that the data come from a normal
distribution. This means that the distribution for the test is a student's t.
Use tdf. Therefore, the distribution for the test is t9 where n = 10 and df = 10 - 1 = 9.
Calculate the p-value using the Student's t-distribution:
p-value = P( Yo > 67) = 0.0396 where the sample mean and sample standard deviation are calculated as 67 and
3.1972 from the data.
Interpretation of the p-value: If the null hypothesis is true, then there is a 0.0396 probability (3.96%) that the
sample mean is 65 or more.

Figure 8.9

Compare α and the p-value:
Since α = 0.05 and p-value = 0.0396. α > p-value.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0.
This means you reject μ = 65. In other words, you believe the average test score is more than 65.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, the sample data show sufficient evidence to support the claim that
the mean (average) test score is more than 65, just as the math instructor thinks.
The p-value can easily be calculated.

Put the data into a list. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 2:T-Test. Arrow over to Data and
press ENTER. Arrow down and enter 65 for μ0, the name of the list where you put the data, and 1 for Freq:.
Arrow down to μ: and arrow over to > μ0. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.
The calculator not only calculates the p-value (p = 0.0396) but it also calculates the test statistic (t-score) for
the sample mean, the sample mean, and the sample standard deviation. μ > 65 is the alternative hypothesis.
Do this set of instructions again except arrow to Draw (instead of Calculate). Press ENTER. A shaded
graph appears with t = 1.9781 (test statistic) and p = 0.0396 (p-value). Make sure when you use Draw that
no other equations are highlighted in Y = and the plots are turned off.

8.16

It is believed that a stock price for a particular company will grow at a rate of $5 per week with a
standard deviation of $1. An investor believes the stock won’t grow at that rate. The changes in stock
price is recorded for ten weeks and are as follows: $4, $3, $2, $3, $1, $7, $2, $1, $1, $2. Perform a
hypothesis test using a 5% level of significance. State the null and alternative hypotheses, find the pvalue, state your conclusion, and identify the Type I and Type II errors.

8.19
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Example 8.17
The National Institute of Standards and Technology provides exact data on conductivity properties of materials.
Following are conductivity measurements for 11 randomly selected pieces of a particular type of glass.
1.11; 1.07; 1.11; 1.07; 1.12; 1.08; .98; .98 1.02; .95; .95
Is there convincing evidence that the average conductivity of this type of glass is greater than one? Use a
significance level of 0.05. Assume the population is normal.
Solution 8.17
Let’s follow a four-step process to answer this statistical question.
1. State the Question: We need to determine if, at a 0.05 significance level, the average conductivity of the
selected glass is greater than one. Our hypotheses will be
a. H0: μ = 1
b. Ha: μ > 1 (claim)
2. Plan: We are testing a sample mean without a known population standard deviation. Therefore, we need to
use a Student's-t distribution. Assume the underlying population is normal.
3. Do the calculations: We will input the sample data into the TI-83 as follows.

Figure 8.10

Figure 8.11

Figure 8.12

Figure 8.13

4. State the Conclusions: Since the p-value* (p = 0.036) is less than our alpha value, we will reject the null
hypothesis. There is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the average conductivity of the
selected glass is larger than one.
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8.3 | Hypothesis Testing of a Single Proportion
Example 8.18
Joon believes that 50% of first-time brides in the United States are younger than their grooms. She performs a
hypothesis test to determine if the percentage is the same as 50%. Joon samples 100 first-time brides and 53
reply that they are younger than their grooms. For the hypothesis test, she uses a 1% level of significance.
Solution 9.17
Set up the hypothesis test:
The 1% level of significance means that α = 0.01. This is a test of a single population proportion.
H0: p = 0.50 (claim)

Ha: p ≠ 0.50

The words "is the same" tell you this is a two-tailed test.
Calculate the distribution needed:
Random variable: P′ = the percent of of first-time brides who are younger than their grooms.
Distribution for the test: The problem contains no mention of a mean. The information is given in terms of
percentages. Use the distribution for P′, the estimated proportion.
1

1̲ _ / 3Q

Q Ӛ R4
1
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 Ӛ  4
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where p = 0.50, q = 1−p = 0.50, and n = 100
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution for proportions:
p-value = P (p′ < 0.47 or p′ > 0.53) = 0.5485
where x = 53, p′ = OY   = 0.53.



Interpretation of the p-value: If the null hypothesis is true, there is 0.5485 probability (54.85%) that the sample
(estimated) proportion Q  is 0.53 or more OR 0.47 or less (see the graph in Figure 9.9).

Figure 8.14

μ = p = 0.50 comes from H0, the null hypothesis.
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8.21

p′ = 0.53. Since the curve is symmetrical and the test is two-tailed, the p′ for the left tail is equal to 0.50 – 0.03 =
0.47 where μ = p = 0.50. (0.03 is the difference between 0.53 and 0.50.)
Compare α and the p-value:
Since α = 0.01 and p-value = 0.5485. α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, you cannot reject H0.
Conclusion: At the 1% level of significance, the sample data show there is not sufficient evidence to warrant a
rejection that the percentage of first-time brides who are younger than their grooms is 50%.
The p-value can easily be calculated.

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 5:1-PropZTest. Enter .5 for p0, 53 for x and 100 for n.
Arrow down to Prop and arrow to not equals p0. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and
press ENTER. The calculator calculates the p-value (p = 0.5485) and the test statistic (z-score). Prop not
equals .5 is the alternate hypothesis. Do this set of instructions again except arrow to Draw (instead of
Calculate). Press ENTER. A shaded graph appears with z = 0.6 (test statistic) and p = 0.5485 (p-value).
Make sure when you use Draw that no other equations are highlighted in Y = and the plots are turned off.

The Type I and Type II errors are as follows:
The Type I error is to conclude that the proportion of first-time brides who are younger than their grooms is
different from 50% when, in fact, the proportion is actually 50%. (Reject the null hypothesis when the null
hypothesis is true).
The Type II error is there is not enough evidence to conclude that the proportion of first time brides who are
younger than their grooms differs from 50% when, in fact, the proportion does differ from 50%. (Do not reject
the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false.)

8.18 A teacher believes that 85% of students in the class will want to go on a field trip to the local zoo. She
performs a hypothesis test to determine if the percentage is the same as 85%. The teacher samples 50 students and
37 reply that they would want to go to the zoo. For the hypothesis test, use a 5% level of significance.
First, determine what type of test this is, set up the hypothesis test, find the p-value, sketch the graph, and state your
conclusion.

Example 8.19
Suppose a consumer group suspects that the proportion of households that have three cell phones is 30%. A cell
phone company has reason to believe that the proportion is not 30%. Before they start a big advertising campaign,
they conduct a hypothesis test. Their marketing people survey 150 households with the result that 43 of the
households have three cell phones.
Solution 8.19
Set up the Hypothesis Test:
H0: p = 0.30

Ha: p ≠ 0.30 (claim)
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Determine the distribution needed:
The random variable is P′ = proportion of households that have three cell phones.

1
3

The distribution for the hypothesis test is 1  _ / 

 Ӛ  4
6


a. The value that helps determine the p-value is p′. Calculate p′.
Solution 8.19

Y

a. p′ = O where x is the number of successes and n is the total number in the sample.
x = 43, n = 150


p′ = 
b. What is a success for this problem?
Solution 8.19
b. A success is having three cell phones in a household.
c. What is the level of significance?
Solution 8.19
c. The level of significance is the preset α. Since α is not given, assume that α = 0.05.
d. Draw the graph for this problem. Draw the horizontal axis. Label and shade appropriately.
Calculate the p-value.
Solution 8.19
d. p-value = 0.7216
e. Make a decision. _____________(Reject/Do not reject) H0 because____________.
Solution 8.19
e. Assuming that α = 0.05, α <p-value. The decision is do not reject the null. There is not sufficient evidence to
support the claim that the proportion of households that have three cell phones is not 30%.

8.19 Marketers believe that 92% of adults in the United States own a cell phone. A cell phone manufacturer
believes that number is actually lower. 200 American adults are surveyed, of which, 174 report having cell phones.
Use a 5%level of significance. State the null and alternative hypothesis, find the p-value, state your conclusion, and
identify the Type I and Type II errors.
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Example 8.20
In a study of 420,019 cell phone users, 172 of the subjects developed brain cancer. Test the claim that cell phone
users developed brain cancer at a greater rate than that for non-cell phone users (the rate of brain cancer for
non-cell phone users is 0.0340%). Since this is a critical issue, use a 0.005 significance level. Explain why the
significance level should be so low in terms of a Type I error.
Solution 8.20
We will follow the four-step process.
1. We need to conduct a hypothesis test on the claimed cancer rate. Our hypotheses will be
a. H0: p = 0.00034
b. Ha: p > 0.00034 (claim)
If we commit a Type I error, we are essentially accepting a false claim. Since the claim describes cancercausing environments, we want to minimize the chances of incorrectly identifying causes of cancer.
2. We will be testing a sample proportion with x = 172 and n = 420,019. The sample is sufficiently large
because we have np = 420,019(0.00034) = 142.8, nq = 420,019(0.99966) = 419,876.2, two independent
outcomes, and a fixed probability of success p = 0.00034. Thus we will be able to generalize our results to
the population.
3. The associated TI results are

Figure 8.15

Figure 8.16

4. Since the p-value = 0.0073 is greater than our alpha value = 0.005, we cannot reject the null. Therefore,
we conclude that there is not enough evidence to support the claim of higher brain cancer rates for the cell
phone users.
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Example 8.21
According to the US Census there are approximately 268,608,618 residents aged 12 and older. Statistics from the
Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network indicate that, on average, 207,754 rapes occur each year (male and
female) for persons aged 12 and older. This translates into a percentage of sexual assaults of 0.078%. In Daviess
County, KY, there were reported 11 rapes for a population of 37,937. Conduct an appropriate hypothesis test
to determine if there is a statistically significant difference between the local sexual assault percentage and the
national sexual assault percentage. Use a significance level of 0.01.
Solution 8.21
We will follow the four-step plan.
1. We need to test whether the proportion of sexual assaults in Daviess County, KY is significantly different
from the national average.
2. Since we are presented with proportions, we will use a one-proportion z-test. The hypotheses for the test will
be
a. H0: p = 0.00078
b. Ha: p ≠ 0.00078 (claim)
3. The following screen shots display the summary statistics from the hypothesis test.

Figure 8.17

Figure 8.18

4. Since the p-value, p = 0.00063, is less than the alpha level of 0.01, the sample data indicates that we should
reject the null hypothesis. In conclusion, the sample data support the claim that the proportion of sexual
assaults in Daviess County, Kentucky is different from the national average proportion.
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8.4 | Hypothesis Testing of a Single Variance
You will now study a new distribution called the chi-square distribution. There are three major applications of the chisquare distribution in this chapter we will use it for the test of a single variance, which tests variability.

NOTE
Though the chi-square distribution depends on calculators or computers for most of the calculations, there is a
table available (see Appendix G). TI-83+ and TI-84 calculator instructions are included in the text.

Facts About the Chi-Square Distribution
The notation for the chi-square distribution is:

ȕ ё ȕ E G
where df = degrees of freedom which depends on how chi-square is being used. (If you want to practice calculating chisquare probabilities then use df = n - 1. The degrees of freedom for the three major uses are each calculated differently.)
For the χ2 distribution, the population mean is μ = df and the population standard deviation is ȑ   E G .
The random variable is shown as χ2, but may be any upper case letter.
The random variable for a chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom is the sum of k independent, squared standard
normal variables.
χ2 = (Z1)2 + (Z2)2 + ... + (Zk)2
1. The curve is nonsymmetrical and skewed to the right.
2. There is a different chi-square curve for each df.

Figure 8.19

3. The test statistic for any test is always greater than or equal to zero.
4. When df > 90, the chi-square curve approximates the normal distribution. For X ~ ȕ   the mean, μ = df = 1,000
and the standard deviation, σ =    = 44.7. Therefore, X ~ N(1,000, 44.7), approximately.
5. The mean, μ, is located just to the right of the peak.

Figure 8.20
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Test of a Single Variance
A test of a single variance assumes that the underlying distribution is normal. The null and alternative hypotheses are
stated in terms of the population variance (or population standard deviation). The test statistic is:

χ2 =
where:

1
3O

 46T 
ȑ

• n = the total number of data
• s2 = sample variance
• σ2 = population variance
You may think of s as the random variable in this test. The number of degrees of freedom is df = n - 1. A test of a
single variance may be right-tailed, left-tailed, or two-tailed. Example 11.10 will show you how to set up the null and
alternative hypotheses. The null and alternative hypotheses contain statements about the population variance.

Example 8.22
Math instructors are not only interested in how their students do on exams, on average, but how the exam scores
vary. To many instructors, the variance (or standard deviation) may be more important than the average.
Suppose a math instructor believes that the standard deviation for his final exam is five points. One of his best
students thinks otherwise. The student claims that the standard deviation is more than five points. If the student
were to conduct a hypothesis test, what would the null, alternative hypotheses and claim be?
Solution 8.22
Even though we are given the population standard deviation, we can set up the test using the population variance
as follows.
• H0: σ2 = 52
• Ha: σ2 > 52 (claim)

8.20

A SCUBA instructor wants to record the collective depths each of his students dives during their checkout.
He is interested in how the depths vary, even though everyone should have been at the same depth. He believes the
standard deviation is three feet. His assistant thinks the standard deviation is less than three feet. If the instructor were
to conduct a test, what would the null, alternative hypotheses and claim be?

Example 8.23
With individual lines at its various windows, a post office finds that the standard deviation for normally
distributed waiting times for customers on Friday afternoon is 7.2 minutes. The post office experiments with a
single, main waiting line and finds that for a random sample of 25 customers, the waiting times for customers
have a standard deviation of 3.5 minutes.
With a significance level of 5%, test the claim that a single line causes lower variation among waiting times
(shorter waiting times) for customers.
Solution 8.23
Since the claim is that a single line causes less variation, this is a test of a single variance. The parameter is the
population variance, σ2, or the population standard deviation, σ.
Random Variable: The sample standard deviation, s, is the random variable. Let s = standard deviation for the
waiting times.
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• H0: σ2 = 7.22
• Ha: σ2 < 7.22
The word "less" tells you this is a left-tailed test.

, where:
Distribution for the test: ȕ 

• n = the number of customers sampled
• df = n – 1 = 25 – 1 = 24
Calculate the test statistic:

ȕ 

O Ч  T 
 Ч  

ȑ
 



 

where n = 25, s = 3.5, and σ = 7.2.
Graph:

Figure 11.8

Probability statement: p-value = P ( χ2 < 5.67) = 0.000042
Compare α and the p-value:
α = 0.05; p-value = 0.000042; α > p-value
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0. This means that you reject σ2 = 7.22. In other words, you do not
think the variation in waiting times is 7.2 minutes; you think the variation in waiting times is less.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the data, there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that
a single line causes a lower variation among the waiting times or with a single line, the customer waiting times
vary less than 7.2 minutes.

In 2nd DISTR, use 7:χ2cdf. The syntax is (lower, upper, df) for the parameter list. For
Example 8.23, χ2cdf(-1E99,5.67,24). The p-value = 0.000042.

8.21 The FCC conducts broadband speed tests to measure how much data per second passes between a consumer’s
computer and the internet. As of August of 2012, the standard deviation of Internet speeds across Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) was 12.2 percent. Suppose a sample of 15 ISPs is taken, and the standard deviation is 13.2. An analyst
claims that the standard deviation of speeds is more than what was reported. State the null and alternative hypotheses,
compute the degrees of freedom, the test statistic, sketch the graph of the p-value, and draw a conclusion. Test at the
1% significance level.
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| HYPOTHESIS
TESTING WITH TWO
SAMPLES

Figure 9.1 If you want to test a claim that involves two groups (the types of breakfasts eaten east and west of
the Mississippi River) you can use a slightly different technique when conducting a hypothesis test. (credit: Chloe
Lim)
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Studies often compare two groups. For example, researchers are interested in the effect aspirin has in preventing heart
attacks. Over the last few years, newspapers and magazines have reported various aspirin studies involving two groups.
Typically, one group is given aspirin and the other group is given a placebo. Then, the heart attack rate is studied over
several years.
There are other situations that deal with the comparison of two groups. For example, studies compare various diet and
exercise programs. Politicians compare the proportion of individuals from different income brackets who might vote for
them. Students are interested in whether SAT or GRE preparatory courses really help raise their scores.
You have learned to conduct hypothesis tests on single means and single proportions. You will expand upon that in this
chapter. You will compare two means or two proportions to each other. The general procedure is still the same, just
expanded.
To compare two means or two proportions, you work with two groups. The groups are classified either as independent or
matched pairs. Independent groups consist of two samples that are independent, that is, sample values selected from one
population are not related in any way to sample values selected from the other population. Matched pairs consist of two
samples that are dependent. The parameter tested using matched pairs is the population mean. The parameters tested using
independent groups are either population means or population proportions.

NOTE
This chapter relies on either a calculator or a computer to calculate the degrees of freedom, the test statistics, and
p-values. TI-83+ and TI-84 instructions are included as well as the test statistic formulas. When using a TI-83+ or
TI-84 calculator, we do not need to separate two population means, independent groups, or population variances
unknown into large and small sample sizes. However, most statistical computer software has the ability to differentiate
these tests.

This chapter deals with the following hypothesis tests:
Independent groups (samples are independent)
• Test of two population means.
• Test of two population proportions.
Matched or paired samples (samples are dependent)
• Test of the two population proportions by testing one population mean of differences.

9.1 | Two Population Means with Unknown Standard
** Deviations

1. The two independent samples are simple random samples from two distinct populations.
2. For the two distinct populations:
◦ if the sample sizes are small, the distributions are important (should be normal)
◦ if the sample sizes are large, the distributions are not important (need not be normal)
The test comparing two independent population means with unknown and possibly unequal population standard
deviations is called the Aspin-Welch t-test. The degrees of freedom formula was developed by Aspin-Welch.

The comparison of two population means is very common. A difference between the two samples depends on both the
means and the standard deviations. Very different means can occur by chance if there is great variation among the individual
samples. In order to account for the variation, we take the difference of the sample means,
–
, and divide by the
standard error in order to standardize the difference. The result is a t-score test statistic.
Because we do not know the population standard deviations, we estimate them using the two sample standard deviations
from our independent samples. For the hypothesis test, we calculate the estimated standard deviation, or standard error,
of the difference in sample means,

–

.

(
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The standard error is:

The test statistic (t-score) is calculated as follows:

is
alternative method
9.03

An

÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷:

• σ1 and σ1 are the unknown population standard deviations.
and

valve

same

where:
• s1 and s2, the sample standard deviations, are estimates of σ1 and σ2, respectively.

•

approximately

have

S

and

,

say

we

.

S2

are

denoted

pooled

are the sample means. μ1 and μ2 are the population means.

the

The number of degrees of freedom (df) requires a somewhat complicated calculation. However, a computer or calculator
calculates it easily. The df are not always a whole number. The test statistic calculated previously is approximated by the
Student's t-distribution with df as follows:
Degrees of freedom

____

(

where

____

Spod
575

frumpy

take

When both sample sizes n1 and n2 are five or larger, the Student's t approximation is very good. Notice that the sample
variances (s1)2 and (s2)2 are not pooled. (If the question comes up, do not pool the variances.)
An alternative method is to assume
=
. Even if
and
are unknown, it can be assumed that they

→

this .ir#tio*

have approximately the same value. We say (s1)2 and (s2)2 are pooled denoted.

with

It is not necessary to compute this by hand. A calculator or computer easily computes it. Thus a t distribution with
pooled standard error can be used. In order to determine that
=
we would need to conduct a hypothesis
test for two variances from section 9.5. For the purpose of this text we will choose not to conduct pooled variances

pooled
standard
error

Example 9.1 Independent groups

be used

The average amount of time boys and girls aged seven to 11 spend playing sports each day is believed to be the
same. A study is done and data are collected, resulting in the data in Table 9.1. Each populations has a normalIn
distribution.

to

Sample
Size

Average Number of Hours Playing Sports Per
Sample Standard
that
Ji fz we woad need Deviation
to conduct
Day
-

Girls NO
9

2test

d
Boys 16

3.2

Table 9.1

for

two

variances

purposes of this
to

conduct

can

fromsection 9.5
1.00

text

pooled

we

will

variances

.

a

order

determine

hypothesis

For

the

choose not

.

Is there no difference in the mean amount of time boys and girls aged seven to 11 play sports each day? Test at the
5% level of significance.

.
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Solution 9.1
The population standard deviations are not known. Let g be the subscript for girls and b be the subscript for
boys. Then, μg is the population mean for girls and μb is the population mean for boys. This is a test of two
independent groups, two population means.

( claim)
Random variable:

= difference in the sample mean amount of time girls and boys play sports each

Ttheclaim#

day.
(Claim)
H0: μg = μb H0: μg – μb = 0
Ha: μg ≠ μb Ha: μg – μb ≠ 0
The words "the same" tell you H0 is the claim. This is a two-tailed test.

(

pooled

that

variances

implies

the

variances

Distribution for the test: Use tdf where df is calculated using the df formula for independent groups,
two population
are
assumed
to be
means. Using a calculator, df is approximately 18.8462. Do not pool the variances. Recall that pooled variances implies the
equal
variances are assumed to be equal.
.

Calculate the p-value using a Student's t-distribution: p-value = 0.0054
Graph:

Figure 9.2

So,

= 2 – 3.2 = –1.2

Half the p-value is below –1.2 and half is above 1.2.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0. This means you reject μg = μb. The means are different.

Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and press 4:2-SampTTest. Arrow over to Stats and press ENTER.
for Sx1, 9 for n1, 3.2 for the second sample
Arrow down and enter 2 for the first sample mean,
mean, 1 for Sx2, and 16 for n2. Arrow down to μ1: and arrow to does not equal μ2. Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Pooled: and No. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER. The p-value
t a
Warren
is p = 0.0054, the dfs are approximately 18.8462, and the test statistic is -3.14. Do the procedure
again but
rejection
instead of Calculate do Draw.

E-

Conclusion: At the 5% level of significance, the sample data show there is sufficient evidence to warrent a
rejection of the claim that the mean number of hours that girls and boys aged seven to 11 play sports per day is
the same. (mean number of hours boys aged seven to 11 play sports per day is greater than the mean number of
hours played by girls OR the mean number of hours girls aged seven to 11 play sports per day is greater than the
mean number of hours played by boys).

F-

the Sanne

.

.
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9.1 Two samples are shown in Table 9.2. Both have normal distributions. The means for the two populations
are thought to be the same. Test at the 5% level of significance.
Sample Size

Sample Mean

Sample Standard Deviation

Population A 25

5

1

Population B 16

4.7

1.2

Table 9.2

NOTE
When the sum of the sample sizes is larger than 30 (n1 + n2 > 30) you can use the normal distribution to approximate
the Student's t.

Example 9.2
A study is done by a community group in two neighboring colleges to determine which one graduates students
with more math classes. College A samples 11 graduates. Their average is four math classes with a standard
deviation of 1.5 math classes. College B samples nine graduates. Their average is 3.5 math classes with a standard
deviation of one math class. The community group believes that a student who graduates from college A has
taken more math classes, on the average. Both populations have a normal distribution. Test at a 1% significance
level. Answer the following questions.
a. Is this a test of two means or two proportions?
Solution 9.2
a. two means
b. Are the populations standard deviations known or unknown?
Solution 9.2
b. unknown
c. Which distribution do you use to perform the test?
Solution 9.2
c. Student's t
d. What is the random variable?
Solution 9.2
d.
e. What are the null and alternate hypotheses? Write the null and alternate hypotheses in words and in symbols.
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Solution 9.2
e.
•
•

(Claim)
⑧ claim $

f. Is this test right-, left-, or two-tailed?
Solution 9.2
f.

Figure 9.3

right
g. What is the p-value?
Solution 9.2
g. 0.1928
h. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis?
Solution 9.2
h. Do not reject.
i. Conclusion:

support

the

claim

±

Solution 9.2
i. At the 1% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support the claim that
a student who graduates from college A has taken more math classes, on the average, than a student who
graduates from college B.
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9.2 A study is done to determine if Company A retains its workers longer than Company B. Company A samples 15
workers, and their average time with the company is five years with a standard deviation of 1.2. Company B samples

20 workers, and their average time with the company is 4.5 years with a standard deviation of 0.8. The populations are
normally distributed.
a. Are the population standard deviations known?
b. Conduct an appropriate hypothesis test. At the 5% significance level, what is your conclusion?

Example 9.3
A professor at a large community college wanted to determine whether there is a difference in the means of final
exam scores between students who took his statistics course online and the students who took his face-to-face
statistics class. He believed that the mean of the final exam scores for the online class would be lower than that
of the face-to-face class. Was the professor correct? The randomly selected 30 final exam scores from each group
are listed in Table 9.3 and Table 9.4.
67.6 41.2 85.3 55.9 82.4 91.2 73.5 94.1 64.7 64.7
70.6 38.2 61.8 88.2 70.6 58.8 91.2 73.5 82.4 35.5
94.1 88.2 64.7 55.9 88.2 97.1 85.3 61.8 79.4 79.4
Table 9.3 Online Class

77.9 95.3 81.2 74.1 98.8 88.2 85.9 92.9 87.1 88.2
69.4 57.6 69.4 67.1 97.6 85.9 88.2 91.8 78.8 71.8
98.8 61.2 92.9 90.6 97.6 100 95.3 83.5 92.9 89.4
Table 9.4 Face-to-face Class

Is the mean of the Final Exam scores of the online class lower than the mean of the Final Exam scores of the
face-to-face class? Test at a 5% significance level. Answer the following questions:
a. Is this a test of two means or two proportions?
b. Are the population standard deviations known or unknown?
c. Which distribution do you use to perform the test?
d. What is the random variable?
e. What are the null and alternative hypotheses? Write the null and alternative hypotheses in words and in
symbols.
f. =p
Is this test right, left, or two tailed?
g. What is the p-value?

⑧ support

I warrant rejection

thee claim

that

h. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis?
i. At the _____ level of significance, from the sample data, there ______________ (is / is not) sufficient
evidence to ___________________ (support / warrant rejection) the claim that, _______________________.

.

.

.
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(See the conclusion in Example 9.2, and write yours in a similar fashion)

First put the data for each group into two lists (such as L1 and L2). Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and
press 4:2SampTTest. Make sure Data is highlighted and press ENTER. Arrow down and enter L1 for the
first list and L2 for the second list. Arrow down to μ1: and arrow to ≠ μ2 (does not equal). Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Pooled: No. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER.

NOTE
Be careful not to mix up the information for Group 1 and Group 2!

Solution 9.3
a. two means
b. unknown
c. Student's t

⑧

d.
e.

claim

1. H0: μ1 = μ2 Null hypothesis: the means of the final exam scores are equal for the online and face-toface statistics classes.
2. Ha: μ1 < μ2 Alternative hypothesis: the mean of the final exam scores of the online class is less than the
mean of the final exam scores of the face-to-face class. (Claim)

f. left-tailed
g. p-value = 0.0011

Figure 9.4

support

-

the claim

h. Reject the null hypothesis

X

i. The professor was correct. The evidence shows that the mean of the final exam scores for the online class is
lower than that of the face-to-face class.
section
At the 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that
the mean of the final exam scores for the online class is less than the mean of final exam scores of the faceto-face class.

delete

on

Cohen

.
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9.5

Weighted alpha is a measure of risk-adjusted performance of stocks over a period of a year. A high positive
weighted alpha signifies a stock whose price has risen while a small positive weighted alpha indicates an unchanged
stock price during the time period. Weighted alpha is used to identify companies with strong upward or downward
trends. The weighted alpha for the top 30 stocks of banks in the northeast and in the west as identified by Nasdaq on
May 24, 2013 are listed in Table 9.5 and Table 9.6, respectively.

To 5
.

To
.

6

94.2 75.2 69.6 52.0 48.0 41.9 36.4 33.4 31.5 27.6
77.3 71.9 67.5 50.6 46.2 38.4 35.2 33.0 28.7 26.5
76.3 71.7 56.3 48.7 43.2 37.6 33.7 31.8 28.5 26.0
Table 9.5
/Northeast

÷

126.0 70.6 65.2 51.4 45.5 37.0 33.0 29.6 23.7 22.6
116.1 70.6 58.2 51.2 43.2 36.0 31.4 28.7 23.5 21.6
78.2

68.2 55.6 50.3 39.0 34.1 31.0 25.3 23.4 21.5

Table 9.6 West

10 6
.

Is there a difference in the weighted alpha of the top 30 stocks of banks in the northeast and in the west? Test at a 5%
significance level. Answer the following questions:
a. Is this a test of two means or two proportions?
b. Are the population standard deviations known or unknown?
c. Which distribution do you use to perform the test?
d. What is the random variable?
e. What are the null and alternative hypotheses? Write the null and alternative hypotheses in words and in symbols.
f. Is this test right, left, or two tailed?
g. What is the p-value?
h. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis?
i.

At the ___ level of significance, from the sample data, there ______ (is / is not) sufficient evidence toSEE

___________________ (support / warrant rejection) the claim that ______________________________.

tryin
's
x

refuge 92

the ;E¥

.
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9.2 | Two Population Means with Known Standard
Deviations
Even though this situation is not likely (knowing the population standard deviations is not likely), the following example
illustrates hypothesis testing for independent means, known population standard deviations. The sampling distribution for
the difference between the means is normal and both populations must be normal. The random variable is
. The
normal distribution has the following format:
Normal distribution is:

The standard deviation is:

ȑ 
O

ȑ 
O

The test statistic (z-score) is:

[

Yo  ̞ Yo  ̞ u  ̞ u 
ȑ 
O

ȑ 
O

Example 9.6
Independent groups, population standard deviations known: The mean lasting time of two competing floor
waxes is to be compared. Twenty floors are randomly assigned to test each wax. Both populations have a normal
distributions. The data are recorded in Table 9.8.

Wax

Sample Mean Number of Months Floor Wax Lasts

Population Standard Deviation

1

3

0.33

2

2.9

Table 9.8

0.36

( claim)

Does the data indicate that wax 1 is more effective than wax 2? Test at a 5% level of significance.
Solution 9.6
This is a test of two independent groups, two population means, population standard deviations known.
Random Variable:

X1 - X2 = difference in the mean number of months the competing floor waxes last.

H0: μ1 = μ2
Ha: μ1 > μ2

(Claim)

The words "is more effective" says that wax 1 lasts longer than wax 2, on average. "Longer" is a “>” symbol
and goes into Ha. Therefore, this is a right-tailed test.
Distribution for the test: The population standard deviations are known so the distribution is normal. Using the
formula, the distribution is:

o
o
1
9  ̞ 9 _/ 

3

 


  4
 6
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Since μ1 = μ2 then μ1 – μ2 = 0 and the mean for the normal distribution is zero.
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution: p-value = 0.1799
Graph:

-

*

ta

or

erase

entire

line
Figure 9.5

support

m

= 3 – 2.9 = 0.1

–

the

Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.05 and p-value = 0.1799. Therefore, α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject H0.
Conclusion: At the 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support
the claim that the mean time wax 1 lasts is longer (wax 1 is more effective) than the mean time wax 2 lasts.

Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and press 3:2-SampZTest. Arrow over to Stats and press ENTER.
Arrow down and enter .33 for sigma1, .36 for sigma2, 3 for the first sample mean, 20 for n1, 2.9 for the
second sample mean, and 20 for n2. Arrow down to μ1: and arrow to > μ2. Press ENTER. Arrow down to
Calculate and press ENTER. The p-value is p = 0.1799 and the test statistic is 0.9157. Do the procedure
again, but instead of Calculate do Draw.

9.6 The means of the number of revolutions per minute of two competing engines are to be compared. Thirty engines
are randomly assigned to be tested. Both populations have normal distributions. Table 9.9 shows the result. Do the
data 9dicate that Engine 2 has higher RPM than Engine 1? Test at a 5% level of significance.
Engine

Sample Mean Number of RPM

Population Standard Deviation

1

1,500

50

2

1,600

60

Table 9.9
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Example 9.7
An interested citizen wanted to know if Democratic U. S. senators are older than Republican U.S. senators, on
average. On May 26 2013, the mean age of 30 randomly selected Republican Senators was 61 years 247 days
old (61.675 years) with a standard deviation of 10.17 years. The mean age of 30 randomly selected Democratic
senators was 61 years 257 days old (61.704 years) with a standard deviation of 9.55 years.
Do the data indicate that Democratic senators are older than Republican senators, on average? Test at a 5% level
of significance.
Solution 9.7
This is a test of two independent groups, two population means. The population standard deviations are unknown,
but the sum of the sample sizes is 30 + 30 = 60, which is greater than 30, so we can use the normal approximation
to the Student’s-t distribution. Subscripts: 1: Democratic senators 2: Republican senators
Random variable:

(claimin)the mean age of Democratic and Republican U.S. senators.
X1 - X2 = difference

H0: µ1 = µ2

H0: µ1 – µ2 = 0

Ha: µ1 > µ2

Ha: µ1 – µ2 > 0

(Claim)

The words "older than" translates as a “>” symbol and goes into Ha. Therefore, this is a right-tailed test.
Distribution for the test: The distribution is the normal approximation to the Student’s t for means, independent

o

o

groups. Using the formula, the distribution is: 9  ̞ 9  ё /<






 
>


Since µ1 = µ2, µ1 – µ2 = 0 and the mean for the normal distribution is zero.
(Calculating the p-value using the normal distribution gives p-value = 0.4955)
Graph:

Figure 9.6

support
-

Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.05 and p-value = 0.4955. Therefore, α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject H0.

start

refuse

Conclusion: At the 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to suppoort
the claim that the mean age of Democratic senators is greater than the mean age of the Republican senators.

the

claim
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9.3 | Two Independent Population Proportions
When conducting a hypothesis test that compares two independent population proportions, the following characteristics
should be present:
1. The two independent samples are simple random samples that are independent.
2. The number of successes is at least five, and the number of failures is at least five, for each of the samples.
3. Growing literature states that the population must be at least ten or 20 times the size of the sample. This keeps each
population from being over-sampled and causing incorrect results.
Comparing two proportions, like comparing two means, is common. If two estimated proportions are different, it may be
due to a difference in the populations or it may be due to chance. A hypothesis test can help determine if a difference in the
estimated proportions reflects a difference in the population proportions.
The difference of two proportions follows an approximate normal distribution. Generally, the null hypothesis states that the
two proportions are the same. That is, H0: pA = pB. To conduct the test, we use a pooled proportion, pc.
The pooled proportion is calculated as follows:

The distribution for the differences is:

The test statistic (z-score) is:

Example 9.8
Two types of medication for hives are being tested to determine if there is a difference in the proportions of
adult patient reactions. Twenty out of a random sample of 200 adults given medication A still had hives 30
minutes after taking the medication. Twelve out of another random sample of 200 adults given medication B
still had hives 30 minutes after taking the medication. Test at a 1% level of significance.
Solution 9.8
The problem asks for a difference in proportions, making it a test of two proportions.
Let A and B be the subscripts for medication A and medication B, respectively. Then pA and pB are the desired
population proportions.
Random Variable:
P′A – P′B = difference in the proportions of adult patients who did not react after 30 minutes to medication A and
to medication B.
H0: pA = pB
Ha: pA ≠ pB

H0: pA – pB = 0
Ha: pA – pB ≠ 0

(Claim)

The words "is a difference" tell you the test is two-tailed.
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Distribution for the test: Since this is a test of two binomial population proportions, the distribution is normal:

Y
QD  O "
"

Y#

O #  

7
1̲ " ̞ 1̲ # _ / 9

    ̞ Q  
D


 




 :
 <

P′A – P′B follows an approximate normal distribution.
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution: p-value = 0.1404.

Y
Estimated proportion for group A: Q̲ "  O "    

"
Y
Estimated proportion for group B: Q̲ #  O #    
#



Graph:

Figure 9.7

(claim )

P′A – P′B = 0.1 – 0.06 = 0.04.
Half the p-value is below –0.04, and half is above 0.04.
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.01 and the p-value = 0.1404. α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject H0.
Conclusion: At a 1% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support the
claim that there is a difference in the proportions of adult patients who did not react after 30 minutes to
medication A and medication B.

Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and press 6:2-PropZTest. Arrow down and enter 20 for x1, 200
for n1, 12 for x2, and 200 for n2. Arrow down to p1: and arrow to not equal p2. Press ENTER. Arrow
down to Calculate and press ENTER. The p-value is p = 0.1404 and the test statistic is 1.47. Do the
procedure again, but instead of Calculate do Draw.
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9.8 Two types of valves are being tested to determine if there is a difference in pressure tolerances. Fifteen out of a
random sample of 100 of Valve A cracked under 4,500 psi. Six out of a random sample of 100 of Valve B cracked
under 4,500 psi. Test at a 5% level of significance.
Example 9.9
A research study was conducted about gender differences in “sexting.” The researcher believed that the proportion of
girls involved in “sexting” is less than the proportion of boys involved. The data collected in the spring of 2010
among a random sample of middle and high school students in a large school district in the southern United States is
summarized in Table 9.10. Is the proportion of girls sending sexts less than the proportion of boys “sexting?”
Test at a 1% level of significance.

⑧

claim D8

Sent “sexts”

Males

Females

183

156

Total number surveyed 2231

2169

Table 9.10

Solution 9.9
This is a test of two population proportions. Let M and F be the subscripts for males and females. Then pM and
pF are the desired population proportions.
Random variable:
p′F − p′M = difference in the proportions of males and females who sent “sexts.”
H0: pF = pM H0: pF – pM = 0
Ha: pF < pM Ha: pF – pM < 0

(Claim)

The words "less than" tell you the test is left-tailed.
Distribution for the test: Since this is a test of two population proportions, the distribution is normal:

Y.

O .  
 Ч Q D  
Y
QD  O'
'

Therefore,

1

Q̲ ' ̞ Q̲ . ё / 3

  


1
  3 


 44
 66

p′F – p′M follows an approximate normal distribution.
Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution:
p-value = 0.1045
Estimated proportion for females: 0.0719
Estimated proportion for males: 0.082

off doin
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Graph:

Figure 9.8

Decision: Since α < p-value, Do not reject H0
Conclusion: At the 1% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support
the claim that the proportion of girls sending “sexts” is less than the proportion of boys sending “sexts.”

Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and press 6:2-PropZTest. Arrow down and enter 156 for x1, 2169 for n1,
183 for x2, and 2231 for n2. Arrow down to p1: and arrow to less than p2. Press ENTER. Arrow down to
Calculate and press ENTER. The p-value is P = 0.1045 and the test statistic is z = -1.256.

Example 9.10
Researchers conducted a study of smartphone use among adults. A cell phone company claimed that iPhone
smartphones are more popular with whites (non-Hispanic) than with African Americans. The results of the survey
indicate that of the 232 African American cell phone owners randomly sampled, 5% have an iPhone. Of the 1,343
white cell phone owners randomly sampled, 10% own an iPhone. Test at the 5% level of significance. Is the
) than the proportion of African American iPhone owners?
( claim
proportion of white iPhone owners
greater
Solution 9.10
This is a test of two population proportions. Let W and A be the subscripts for the whites and African Americans.
Then pW and pA are the desired population proportions.
Random variable:
p′W – p′A = difference in the proportions of Android and iPhone users.
H0: pW = pA H0: pW – pA = 0
Ha: pW > pA Ha: pW – pA > 0

(Claim)

The words "more popular" indicate that the test is right-tailed.
Distribution for the test: The distribution is approximately normal:

Y
QD  O8
8

Y"

O "  
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Q̲8 ̞ Q̲ " follows an approximate normal distribution.
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Calculate the p-value using the normal distribution:

p-value = 0.0077
Estimated proportion for group A: 0.10
Estimated proportion for group B: 0.05
Graph:

support
the

claim

-

Figure 9.9

Decision: Since α > p-value, reject the H0.
Conclusion: At the 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that
a larger proportion of white cell phone owners use iPhones than African Americans.

TI-83+ and TI-84: Press STAT. Arrow over to TESTS and press 6:2-PropZTest. Arrow down and enter 135
for x1, 1343 for n1, 12 for x2, and 232 for n2. Arrow down to p1: and arrow to greater than p2. Press ENTER.
Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER. The P-value is P = 0.0092 and the test statistic is Z = 2.33.

9.10 A concerned group of citizens wanted to know if the proportion of forcible rapes in Texas was different in 2011
than in 2010. Their research showed that of the 113,231 violent crimes in Texas in 2010, 7,622 of them were forcible
rapes. In 2011, 7,439 of the 104,873 violent crimes were in the forcible rape category. Test at a 5% significance level.
Answer the following questions:
a. Is this a test of two means or two proportions?
b. Which distribution do you use to perform the test?
c. What is the random variable?
d. What are the null and alternative hypothesis? Write the null and alternative hypothesis in symbols.
e. Is this test right-, left-, or two-tailed?
f. What is the p-value?

par

X

refuse

g. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis?

TY

h. At the ___ level of significance, from the sample data, there ______ (is / is not) sufficient evidence to
___________________ (support / warrant rejection) of the claim that ________________________ .
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9.4 | Matched or Paired Samples
When using a hypothesis test for matched or paired samples, the following characteristics should be present:
1. Simple random sampling is used.
2. Sample sizes are often small.
3. Two measurements (samples) are drawn from the same pair of individuals or objects.
4. Differences are calculated from the matched or paired samples.
5. The differences form the sample that is used for the hypothesis test.
6. Either the matched pairs have differences that come from a population that is normal or the number of differences is
sufficiently large so that distribution of the sample mean of differences is approximately normal.
In a hypothesis test for matched or paired samples, subjects are matched in pairs and differences are calculated. The
differences are the data. The population mean for the differences, μd, is then tested using a Student's T-test for a single
population mean with n – 1 degrees of freedom, where n is the number of differences.
The test statistic (t-score) is:

Example 9.11
A study was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of hypnotism in reducing pain. Results for randomly
selected subjects are shown in Table 9.11. A lower score indicates less pain. The "before" value is matched to an
"after" value and the differences are calculated. The differences have a normal distribution. Are the sensory
measurements, on average, lower after hypnotism? Test at a 5% significance level.

Subject:

A

B

C

D

E

F

Before

6.6 6.5 9.0 10.3 11.3 8.1 6.3 11.6

After

6.8 2.4 7.4 8.5

8.1

G

H

6.1 3.4 2.0

Table 9.11

Solution 9.11
Corresponding "before" and "after" values form matched pairs. (Calculate "after" – "before.")

After Data

Before Data

Difference

6.8

6.6

0.2

2.4

6.5

-4.1

7.4

9

-1.6

8.5

10.3

-1.8

8.1

11.3

-3.2

6.1

8.1

-2

3.4

6.3

-2.9

2

11.6

-9.6

Table 9.12
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The data for the test are the differences: {0.2, –4.1, –1.6, –1.8, –3.2, –2, –2.9, –9.6}
The sample mean and sample standard deviation of the differences are: Y E  ̞ and T E   Verify these
values.
Let u E be the population mean for the differences. We use the subscript E to denote "differences."

o

Random variable: 9 E = the mean difference of the sensory measurements
H0: μd = 0
The null hypothesis is zero or positive, meaning that there is the same or more pain felt after hypnotism. That
) improvement. μd is the population mean of the differences.)
( claim
means the subject
shows no
Ha: μd < 0
(Claim)
The alternative hypothesis is negative, meaning there is less pain felt after hypnotism. That means the subject
shows improvement. The score should be lower after hypnotism, so the difference ought to be negative to indicate
improvement.
Distribution for the test: The distribution is a Student's t with df = n – 1 = 8 – 1 = 7. Use t7. (Notice that the
test is for a single population mean.)
Calculate the p-value using the Student's-t distribution: p-value = 0.0095
Graph:

-

Figure 9.10

y

=

or

erase

entire

line

is the random variable for the differences.
The sample mean and sample standard deviation of the differences are:
= –3.13
= 2.91
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.05 and p-value = 0.0095. α > p-value.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0. This means that μd < 0 and there is improvement.

supported

Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is sufficient evidence tosupport the
claim that the sensory measurements, on average, are lower after hypnotism. Hypnotism appears to be effective
in reducing pain.

NOTE
For the TI-83+ and TI-84 calculators, you can either calculate the differences ahead of time (after before) and put the differences into a list or you can put the after data into a first list and the before
data into a second list. Then go to a third list and arrow up to the name. Enter 1st list name - 2nd list name. The
calculator will do the subtraction, and you will have the differences in the third list.

air
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Use your list of differences as the data. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Press 2:T-Test. Arrow
, the name of the list where you put the data,
over to Data and press ENTER. Arrow down and enter 0 for
. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and

and 1 for Freq:. Arrow down to μ: and arrow over to <

press ENTER. The p-value is 0.0094, and the test statistic is -3.04. Do these instructions again except, arrow
to Draw (instead of Calculate). Press ENTER.

9.11

A study was conducted to investigate how effective a new diet was in lowering cholesterol. Results for
the randomly selected subjects are shown in the table. The differences have a normal distribution. Are the
subjects’ cholesterol levels lower on average after the diet? Test at the 5% level.
Subject A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Before 209 210 205 198 216 217 238 240 222
After

199 207 189 209 217 202 211 223 201

Table 9.13

Example 9.12
A college football coach was interested in whether the college's strength development class increased his players'
maximum lift (in pounds) on the bench press exercise. He asked four of his players to participate in a study.
The amount of weight they could each lift was recorded before they took the strength development class. After
completing the class, the amount of weight they could each lift was again measured. The data are as follows:

Weight (in pounds)

Player 1

Player 2

Player 3

Player 4

Amount of weight lifted prior to the class 205

241

338

368

Amount of weight lifted after the class

252

330

360

295

Table 9.14

The coach wants to know if the strength development class makes his players stronger, on average.
Record the differences data. Calculate the differences by subtracting the amount of weight lifted prior to the class
from the weight lifted after completing the class. The data for the differences are: {90, 11, -8, -8}. Assume the
differences have a normal distribution.
Using the differences data, calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation.
= 21.3, sd = 46.7
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NOTE
The data given here would indicate that the distribution is actually right-skewed. The difference 90 may be
an extreme outlier? It is pulling the sample mean to be 21.3 (positive). The means of the other three data
values are actually negative.

Using the difference data, this becomes a test of a single __________ (fill in the blank).
mean difference in the maximum lift per player.
Define the random variable:
The distribution for the hypothesis test is t3.
H0: μd = 0
Ha: μd > 0

(claim )

(Claim)

Graph:

Figure 9.11

Calculate the p-value: The p-value is 0.2150
Decision: If the level of significance is 5%, the decision is not to reject the null hypothesis, because α < p-value.
What is the conclusion?
At a 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to support the claim that the
strength development class helped to make the players stronger, on average.

9.12 A new prep class was designed to improve SAT test scores. Five students were selected at random. Their scores
on two practice exams were recorded, one before the class and one after. The data recorded in Table 9.15. Are the
scores, on average, higher after the class? Test at a 5% level.
SAT Scores

Student 2

Student 3

Student 4

Score before class 1840

1960

1920

2150

Score after class

2160

2200

2100

Table 9.15

Student 1
1920
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Example 9.13
Seven eighth graders at Kennedy Middle School measured how far they could push the shot-put with their
dominant (writing) hand and their weaker (non-writing) hand. They thought that they could push equal distances
with either hand. The data were collected and recorded in Table 9.16.

Distance (in feet)
using

Student
1

Student
2

Student
3

Student
4

Student
5

Student
6

Student
7

Dominant Hand

30

26

34

17

19

26

20

Weaker Hand

28

14

27

18

17

26

16

Table 9.16
Conduct a hypothesis test to determine if the mean difference in distances between the children’s dominant
versus weaker hands is the same.
Record the differences data. Calculate the differences by subtracting the distances with the weaker hand from the
distances with the dominant hand. The data for the differences are: {2, 12, 7, –1, 2, 0, 4}. The differences have a
normal distribution.
Using the differences data, calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation.

= 3.71,

= 4.5.

Random variable:
= mean difference in the distances between the hands.
Distribution for the hypothesis test: t6
H0: μd = 0
Ha: μ d ≠ 0
Graph:

(Claim)

[(claim )

Figure 9.12

Calculate the p-value: The p-value is 0.0716 (using the data directly).
(test statistic = 2.18. p-value = 0.0719 using
Decision: Assume α = 0.05. Since α < p-value, Do not reject H0.
Conclusion: At the 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to warrant
rejection of the claim that, there is no difference in the children’s weaker and dominant hands to push the shot-put.
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9.13

Five ball players think they can throw the same distance with their dominant hand (throwing) and off-hand

(catching hand). The data were collected and recorded in Table 9.17. Conduct a hypothesis test to determine
whether the mean difference in distances between the dominant and off-hand is significant. Test at the 5% level.

Player 1

Player 2

Player 3

Player 4

Player 5

Dominant Hand 120

111

135

140

125

Off-hand

109

98

111

99

Table 9.17

105
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9.5

9.5 | Test of Two Variances

Another of the uses of the F distribution is testing two variances. It is often desirable to compare two variances rather
than two averages. For instance, college administrators would like two college professors grading exams to have the same
variation in their grading. In order for a lid to fit a container, the variation in the lid and the container should be the same. A
supermarket might be interested in the variability of check-out times for two checkers.
In order to perform a F test of two variances, it is important that the following are true:
1. The populations from which the two samples are drawn are normally distributed.
2. The two populations are independent of each other.

Unlike most other tests in this book, the F test for equality of two variances is very sensitive to deviations from normality.
If the two distributions are not normal, the test can give higher p-values than it should, or lower ones, in ways that are
unpredictable. Many texts suggest that students not use this test at all, but in the interest of completeness we include it here.
Suppose we sample randomly from two independent normal populations. Let
and

and

be the population variances and

be the sample variances. Let the sample sizes be n1 and n2. Since we are interested in comparing the two sample

variances, we use the F ratio:

Facts About the F Distribution
Here are some facts about the F distribution.
1. The curve is not symmetrical but skewed to the right.
2. There is a different curve for each set of dfs.
3. The F statistic is greater than or equal to zero.
4. As the degrees of freedom for the numerator and for the denominator get larger, the curve approximates the normal.
5. Other uses for the F distribution include comparing two variances and two-way Analysis of Variance. Two-Way
Analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Figure 9.13
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F has the distribution F ~ F(n1 – 1, n2 – 1)
where n1 – 1 are the degrees of freedom for the numerator and n2 – 1 are the degrees of freedom for the denominator.

If the null hypothesis is

, then the F Ratio becomes

.

NOTE
The F ratio could also be

. It depends on Ha and on which sample variance is larger.

If the two populations have equal variances, then
two population variances are very different,
variance causes the ratio

and

and

to be greater than one. If

are close in value and

is close to one. But if the

tend to be very different, too. Choosing
and

are far apart, then

as the larger sample
is a large number.

Therefore, if F is close to one, the evidence favors the null hypothesis (the two population variances are equal). But if F
is much larger than one, then the evidence is against the null hypothesis. A test of two variances may be left, right, or
two-tailed.

Example 9.14
Two college instructors are interested in whether or not there is any variation in the way they grade math exams.
They each grade the same set of 30 exams. The first instructor's grades have a variance of 52.3. The second
instructor's grades have a variance of 89.9. Test the claim that the first instructor's variance is smaller. (In most
colleges, it is desirable for the variances of exam grades to be nearly the same among instructors.) The level of
significance is 10%.
Solution 9.14
Let 1 and 2 be the subscripts that indicate the first and second instructor, respectively.
n1 = n2 = 30.

( claim )

H0:
Ha:

(Claim)

Calculate the test statistic: By the null hypothesis

, the F statistic is:

Distribution for the test: F29,29 where n1 – 1 = 29 and n2 – 1 = 29.
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Graph: This test is left tailed.
Draw the graph labeling and shading appropriately.

Figure 9.14

Probability statement: p-value = P(F < 0.5818) = 0.0753
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.10, α > p-value.

support

Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0.

the

claim

Conclusion: With a 10% level of significance, from the data, there is sufficient evidence to support
- the
claim that the variance in grades for the first instructor is smaller.

Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Arrow down to D:2-SampFTest. Press ENTER. Arrow to Stats
, 30,
, and 30. Press ENTER after
and press ENTER. For Sx1, n1, Sx2, and n2, enter
each. Arrow to σ1: and σ2. Press ENTER. Arrow down to Calculate and press ENTER. F = 0.5818
and p-value = 0.0753. Do the procedure again and try Draw instead of Calculate.

9.14 The New York Choral Society divides male singers up into four categories from highest voices to lowest:
Tenor1, Tenor2, Bass1, Bass2. In the table are heights of the men in the Tenor1 and Bass2 groups. One suspects that
taller men will have lower voices, and that the variance of height may go up with the lower voices as well. Do we
have good evidence that the variance of the heights of singers in each of these two groups (Tenor1 and Bass2) are
different?
Tenor1

Bass2

Tenor 1

Bass 2

Tenor 1

Bass 2

69

72

67

72

68

67

72

75

70

74

67

70

71

67

65

70

64

70

66

75

72

66

69

76

74

70

68

72

74

72

68

75

71

71

72

64

68

74

66

74

73

70

75

68

72

66

72

Table 9.18
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10 | HYPOTHESES TESTING
WITH TABLES

Figure 10.1 Tables can be used to compare and find relationships between several groups or
variables, like grocery prices at different stores. (credit: Pete/flickr)

Introduction
Chapter Content
10.1 Goodness-of-Fit Test
10.2 Test of Independence
10.3 Test for Homogeneity
10.4 One-Way ANOVA
Have you ever wondered if the average price of cereal at different grocery stores is roughly the same? How about if lottery
numbers were evenly distributed or if some numbers occurred with a greater frequency? What about if the types of
movies people preferred were different across different age groups? Or if a coffee machine was dispensing
approximately the same amount of coffee each time? We will revisit the F-distribution and chi-square distribution
to answer these questions.
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Facts About the Chi-Square Distribution
The notation for the chi-square distribution is:

χ ∼ χd2 f
where df = degrees of freedom which depends on how chi-square is being used. (If you want to practice calculating chisquare probabilities then use df = n - 1. The degrees of freedom for the three major uses are each calculated differently.)
For the χ2 distribution, the population mean is μ = df and the population standard deviation is σ = 2(d f ) .
The random variable is shown as χ2, but may be any upper case letter.
The random variable for a chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom is the sum of k independent, squared standard
normal variables.
χ2 = (Z1)2 + (Z2)2 + ... + (Zk)2
1. The curve is nonsymmetrical and skewed to the right.
2. There is a different chi-square curve for each df.

Figure 10.2

3. The test statistic for any test is always greater than or equal to zero.
2
4. When df > 90, the chi-square curve approximates the normal distribution. For X ~ χ 1,000
the mean, μ = df = 1,000

and the standard deviation, σ = 2(1,000) = 44.7. Therefore, X ~ N(1,000, 44.7), approximately.
5. The mean, μ, is located just to the right of the peak.

Figure 10.3

In this chapter, you will learn the three major applications of the chi-square distribution:
1. the goodness-of-fit test, which determines if data fit a particular distribution.
2. the test of independence, which determines if events are independent.
3. the test of homogeneity, which tests if two populations have the same distribution.

NOTE
Though the chi-square distribution depends on calculators or computers for most of the calculations, there is a
table available (see Appendix G). TI-83+ and TI-84 calculator instructions are included in the text.
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10.1 | Goodness-of-Fit Test
In this type of hypothesis test, you determine whether the data "fit" a particular distribution or not. For example, you may
suspect your unknown data fit a binomial distribution. You use a chi-square test (meaning the distribution for the hypothesis
test is chi-square) to determine if there is a fit or not. The null and the alternative hypotheses for this test may be written
in sentences or may be stated as equations or inequalities.
The test statistic for a goodness-of-fit test is:
2
χ2 = Σ (O − E)
k

E

• O = observed values (data)
• E = expected values (from theory)
• k = the number of different data cells or categories
The observed values are the data values and the expected values are the values you would expect to get if the null
hypothesis were true. There are n terms of the form

(O − E) 2
.
E

The number of degrees of freedom is df = (number of categories – 1).
The goodness-of-fit test is almost always right-tailed. If the observed values and the corresponding expected values are
not close to each other, then the test statistic can get very large and will be way out in the right tail of the chi-square curve.

NOTE
The expected value for each cell needs to be at least five in order for you to use this test.

Example 10.1
Absenteeism of college students from math classes is a major concern to math instructors because missing class
appears to increase the drop rate. Suppose that a study was done to determine if the actual student absenteeism
rate follows faculty perception. The faculty expected that a group of 100 students would miss class according to
Table 10.1.
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Number of absences per term

Expected number of students

0–2

50

3–5

30

6–8

12

9–11

6

12+

2

Table 10.1

A random survey across all mathematics courses was then done to determine the actual number (observed) of
absences in a course. The chart in Table 10.2 displays the results of that survey.

Number of absences per term

Actual number of students

0–2

35

3–5

40

6–8

20

9–11

1

12+

4

Table 10.2

Determine the null and alternative hypotheses needed to conduct a goodness-of-fit test.
H0: Student absenteeism fits faculty perception. (claim)
The alternative hypothesis is the opposite of the null hypothesis.
Ha: Student absenteeism does not fit faculty perception.
a. Can you use the information as it appears in the charts to conduct the goodness-of-fit test?
Solution 10.1
a. No. Notice that the expected number of absences for the "12+" entry is less than five (it is two). Combine that
group with the "9–11" group to create new tables where the number of students for each entry are at least five.
The new results are in Table 10.3 and Table 10.4.

Number of absences per term

Expected number of students

0–2

50

3–5

30

6–8

12

9+

8

Table 10.3
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Number of absences per term

Actual number of students

0–2

35

3–5

40

6–8

20

9+

5

Table 10.4

b. What is the number of degrees of freedom (df)?
Solution 10.1
b. There are four "cells" or categories in each of the new tables.
df = number of cells – 1 = 4 – 1 = 3

10.1 A factory manager needs to understand how many products are defective versus how many are produced. The
number of expected defects is listed in Table 10.5.
Number produced

Number defective

0–100

5

101–200

6

201–300

7

301–400

8

401–500

10

Table 10.5
A random sample was taken to determine the actual number of defects. Table 10.6 shows the results of the survey.

Number produced

Number defective

0–100

5

101–200

7

201–300

8

301–400

9

401–500

11

Table 10.6

State the null and alternative hypotheses needed to conduct a goodness-of-fit test, and state the degrees of freedom.
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Example 10.2
Employers want to know which days of the week employees are absent in a five-day work week. Most employers
would like to believe that employees are absent equally during the week. Suppose a random sample of 60
managers were asked on which day of the week they had the highest number of employee absences. The results
were distributed as in Table 10.7. For the population of employees, do the days for the highest number
of absences occur with equal frequencies during a five-day work week? Test at a 5% significance level.

Number of Absences

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

15

12

9

9

15

Table 10.7 Day of the Week Employees were Most Absent

Solution 10.2
The null and alternative hypotheses are:
• H0: The absent days occur with equal frequencies, that is, they fit a uniform distribution. (claim)
• Ha: The absent days occur with unequal frequencies, that is, they do not fit a uniform distribution.
If the absent days occur with equal frequencies, then, out of 60 absent days (the total in the sample: 15 + 12 + 9
+ 9 + 15 = 60), there would be 12 absences on Monday, 12 on Tuesday, 12 on Wednesday, 12 on Thursday, and
12 on Friday. These numbers are the expected (E) values. The values in the table are the observed (O) values or
data.
This time, calculate the χ2 test statistic by hand. Make a chart with the following headings and fill in the columns:
• Expected (E) values (12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
• Observed (O) values (15, 12, 9, 9, 15)
• (O – E)
• (O – E)2
•

(O – E) 2
E

Now add (sum) the last column. The sum is three. This is the χ2 test statistic.
To find the p-value, calculate P(χ2 > 3). This test is right-tailed. (Use a computer or calculator to find the p-value.
You should get p-value = 0.5578.)
The dfs are the number of cells – 1 = 5 – 1 = 4

Press 2nd DISTR. Arrow down to χ2cdf. Press ENTER. Enter (3,10^99,4). Rounded to four decimal
places, you should see 0.5578, which is the p-value.

Next, complete a graph like the following one with the proper labeling and shading. (You should shade the right
tail.)
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absent days
days do
do not
not occur with
with equal
the absent
equal frequencies.
frequencies.

Figure 10.4

The decision is not to reject the null hypothesis.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the sample data, there is not sufficient evidence to warrant a
rejection that the absent days occur with equal frequencies.

TI-83+ and some TI-84 calculators do not have a special program for the test statistic for the goodness-offit test. The next example Example
11.3 has the calculator instructions. The newer TI-84 calculators have
Example 10.7
in STAT TESTS the test Chi2 GOF. To run the test, put the observed values (the data) into a first list
and the expected values (the values you expect if the null hypothesis is true) into a second list. Press STAT
TESTS and Chi2 GOF. Enter the list names for the Observed list and the Expected list. Enter the degrees
of freedom and press calculate or draw. Make sure you clear any lists before you start. To Clear Lists
in the calculators: Go into STAT EDIT and arrow up to the list name area of the particular list. Press
CLEAR and then arrow down. The list will be cleared. Alternatively, you can press STAT and press 4 (for
ClrList). Enter the list name and press ENTER.

10.2 Teachers want to know which night each week their students are doing most of their homework. Most teachers
think that students do homework equally throughout the week. Suppose a random sample of 56 students were asked on
which night of the week they did the most homework. The results were distributed as in Table 10.7

Number of
Students

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

11

8

10

7

10

5

5

Table 10.7

From the population of students, do the nights for the highest number of students doing the majority of their homework
occur with equal frequencies during a week? What type of hypothesis test should you use?
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Example 10.3
One study indicates that the number of televisions that American families have is distributed (this is the given
distribution for the American population) as in Table 10.8.

Number of Televisions

Percent

0

10

1

16

2

55

3

11

4+

8

Table 10.8
The table contains expected (E) percents.
A random sample of 600 families in the far western United States resulted in the data in Table 10.9.

Number of Televisions

Frequency

0

66

1

119

2

340

3

60

4+

15

Total = 600
Table 10.9
The table contains observed (O) frequency values.
At the 1% significance level, does it appear that the distribution "number of televisions" of far western United
States families is different from the distribution for the American population as a whole?
Solution 10.3
This problem asks you to test whether the far western United States families distribution fits the distribution of
the American families. This test is always right-tailed.
The first table contains expected percentages. To get expected (E) frequencies, multiply the percentage by 600.
The expected frequencies are shown in Table 10.10.

Number of Televisions

Percent

Expected Frequency

0

10

(0.10)(600) = 60

1

16

(0.16)(600) = 96

2

55

(0.55)(600) = 330

3

11

(0.11)(600) = 66

over 3

8

(0.08)(600) = 48

Table 10.10
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Therefore, the expected frequencies are 60, 96, 330, 66, and 48. In the TI calculators, you can let the calculator
do the math. For example, instead of 60, enter 0.10*600.
H0: The "number of televisions" distribution of far western United States families is the same as the "number of
televisions" distribution of the American population.
Ha: The "number of televisions" distribution of far western United States families is different from the "number
of televisions" distribution of the American population. (claim).
Distribution for the test: χ 42 where df = (the number of cells) – 1 = 5 – 1 = 4.

NOTE
df ≠ 600 – 1

Calculate the test statistic: χ2 = 29.65
Graph:

Figure 10.5

Probability statement: p-value = P(χ2 > 29.65) = 0.000006
Compare α and the p-value:
• α = 0.01
• p-value = 0.000006
So, α > p-value.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject Ho.
This means you reject the belief that the distribution for the far western states is the same as that of the American
population as a whole.
Conclusion: At the 1% significance level, from the data, there is sufficient evidence to support the claim
that the "number of televisions" distribution for the far western United States is different from the "number of
televisions" distribution for the American population as a whole.
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Press STAT and ENTER. Make sure to clear lists L1, L2, and L3 if they have data in them (see the note at
the end of Example 10.2). Into L1, put the observed frequencies 66, 119, 349, 60, 15. Into L2, put the
expected frequencies .10*600, .16*600, .55*600, .11*600, .08*600. Arrow over to list L3 and
up to the name area "L3". Enter (L1-L2)^2/L2 and ENTER. Press 2nd QUIT. Press 2nd LIST and
arrow over to MATH. Press 5. You should see "sum" (Enter L3). Rounded to 2 decimal places, you
should see 29.65. Press 2nd DISTR. Press 7 or Arrow down to 7:χ2cdf and press ENTER. Enter
(29.65,1E99,4). Rounded to four places, you should see 5.77E-6 = .000006 (rounded to six
decimal places), which is the p-value.
The newer TI-84 calculators have in STAT TESTS the test Chi2 GOF. To run the test, put the observed
values (the data) into a first list and the expected values (the values you expect if the null hypothesis is true)
into a second list. Press STAT TESTS and Chi2 GOF. Enter the list names for the Observed list and the
Expected list. Enter the degrees of freedom and press calculate or draw. Make sure you clear any lists
before you start.

10.3

The expected percentage of the number of pets students have in their homes is distributed (this is the given
distribution for the student population of the United States) as in Table 10.11.

Number of Pets

Percent

0

18

1

25

2

30

3

18

4+

9
Table 10.11

A random sample of 1,000 students from the Eastern United States resulted in the data in Table 10.12.

Number of Pets

Frequency

0

210

1

240

2

320

3

140

4+

90

Table 10.12
At the 1% significance level, does it appear that the distribution “number of pets” of students in the Eastern United
States is different from the distribution for the United States student population as a whole? What is the p-value?
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Example 10.4
Suppose you flip two coins 100 times. The results are 20 HH, 27 HT, 30 TH, and 23 TT. Are the coins fair? Test
at a 5% significance level.
Solution 10.4
This problem can be set up as a goodness-of-fit problem. The sample space for flipping two fair coins is {HH,
HT, TH, TT}. Out of 100 flips, you would expect 25 HH, 25 HT, 25 TH, and 25 TT. This is the expected
distribution. The question, "Are the coins fair?" is the same as saying, "Does the distribution of the coins (20 HH,
27 HT, 30 TH, 23 TT) fit the expected distribution?"
Random Variable: Let X = the number of heads in one flip of the two coins. X takes on the values 0, 1, 2. (There
are 0, 1, or 2 heads in the flip of two coins.) Therefore, the number of cells is three. Since X = the number of
heads, the observed frequencies are 20 (for two heads), 57 (for one head), and 23 (for zero heads or both tails).
The expected frequencies are 25 (for two heads), 50 (for one head), and 25 (for zero heads or both tails). This test
is right-tailed.
H0: The coins are fair. (claim)
Ha: The coins are not fair.
Distribution for the test: χ22 where df = 3 – 1 = 2.
Calculate the test statistic: χ2 = 2.14
Graph:

Figure 10.6

Probability statement: p-value = P(χ2 > 2.14) = 0.3430
Compare α and the p-value:
• α = 0.05
• p-value = 0.3430
α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject H0.
Conclusion: There is insufficient evidence to warrant rejection of the claim that the coins are fair.

Press STAT and ENTER. Make sure you clear lists L1, L2, and L3 if they have data in them. Into L1, put the
observed frequencies 20, 57, 23. Into L2, put the expected frequencies 25, 50, 25. Arrow over to list L3
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and up to the name area "L3". Enter (L1-L2)^2/L2 and ENTER. Press 2nd QUIT. Press 2nd LIST
and arrow over to MATH. Press 5. You should see "sum".Enter L3. Rounded to two decimal places,
you should see 2.14. Press 2nd DISTR. Arrow down to 7:χ2cdf (or press 7). Press ENTER. Enter
2.14,1E99,2). Rounded to four places, you should see .3430, which is the p-value.
The newer TI-84 calculators have in STAT TESTS the test Chi2 GOF. To run the test, put the observed
values (the data) into a first list and the expected values (the values you expect if the null hypothesis is true)
into a second list. Press STAT TESTS and Chi2 GOF. Enter the list names for the Observed list and the
Expected list. Enter the degrees of freedom and press calculate or draw. Make sure you clear any lists
before you start.

10.4 Students in a social studies class hypothesize that the literacy rates across the world for every region are
82%. Table 10.13 shows the actual literacy rates across the world broken down by region. What are the test statistic
and the degrees of freedom?
MDG Region

Adult Literacy Rate (%)

Developed Regions

99.0

Commonwealth of Independent States 99.5
Northern Africa

67.3

Sub-Saharan Africa

62.5

Latin America and the Caribbean

91.0

Eastern Asia

93.8

Southern Asia

61.9

South-Eastern Asia

91.9

Western Asia

84.5

Oceania

66.4

Table 10.13
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10.2 | Test of Independence
Tests of independence involve using a contingency table of observed (data) values.
The test statistic for a test of independence is similar to that of a goodness-of-fit test:
χ2 =

where:
• O = observed values

Σ

(i ⋅

(O – E) 2
E
j)

• E = expected values
• i = the number of rows in the table
• j = the number of columns in the table
There are i ⋅ j terms of the form

(O – E) 2
.
E

A test of independence determines whether two factors are independent or not. You first encountered the term
independence in Probability Topics. As a review, consider the following example.

NOTE
The expected value for each cell needs to be at least five in order for you to use this test.

Example 10.5
Suppose A = a speeding violation in the last year and B = a cell phone user while driving. If A and B are
independent then P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B). A AND B is the event that a driver received a speeding violation last
year and also used a cell phone while driving. Suppose, in a study of drivers who received speeding violations
in the last year, and who used cell phone while driving, that 755 people were surveyed. Out of the 755, 70 had a
speeding violation and 685 did not; 305 used cell phones while driving and 450 did not.
Let y = expected number of drivers who used a cell phone while driving and received speeding violations.
If A and B are independent, then P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B). By substitution,

y
⎞⎛
⎞
⎛
= 70 305
755 ⎝755 ⎠⎝755 ⎠
Solve for y: y =

(70)(305)
= 28.3
755

About 28 people from the sample are expected to use cell phones while driving and to receive speeding violations.
In a test of independence, we state the null and alternative hypotheses in words. Since the contingency table
consists of two factors, the null hypothesis states that the factors are independent and the alternative hypothesis
states that they are not independent (dependent). If we do a test of independence using the example, then the
null hypothesis is:
H0: Being a cell phone user while driving and receiving a speeding violation are independent events.
If the null hypothesis were true, we would expect about 28 people to use cell phones while driving and to receive
a speeding violation.
The test of independence is always right-tailed because of the calculation of the test statistic. If the expected
and observed values are not close together, then the test statistic is very large and way out in the right tail of the
chi-square curve, as it is in a goodness-of-fit.
The number of degrees of freedom for the test of independence is:
df = (number of columns - 1)(number of rows - 1)
The following formula calculates the expected number (E):

(row total)(column total)
E = total number surveyed
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10.5 A sample of 300 students is taken. Of the students surveyed, 50 were music students, while 250 were not. Ninetyseven were on the honor roll, while 203 were not. If we assume being a music student and being on the honor roll are
independent events, what is the expected number of music students who are also on the honor roll?

Example 10.6
In a volunteer group, adults 21 and older volunteer from one to nine hours each week to spend time with a
disabled senior citizen. The program recruits among community college students, four-year college students, and
nonstudents. In Table 10.14 is a sample of the adult volunteers and the number of hours they volunteer per
week.

Type of Volunteer

1–3 Hours

4–6 Hours

7–9 Hours

Row Total

Community College Students 111

96

48

255

Four-Year College Students

96

133

61

290

Nonstudents

91

150

53

294

Column Total

298

379

162

839

10.14 Number of Hours Worked Per Week by Volunteer Type (Observed)

The table contains observed (O) values (data).

Is the number of hours volunteered independent of the type of volunteer?
Solution 10.6
The observed table and the question at the end of the problem, "Is the number of hours volunteered independent
of the type of volunteer?" tell you this is a test of independence. The two factors are number of hours
volunteered and type of volunteer. This test is always right-tailed.
H0: The number of hours volunteered is independent of the type of volunteer. (claim)
Ha: The number of hours volunteered is dependent on the type of volunteer.
The expected result are in Table 10.15

Type of Volunteer

1-3 Hours

4-6 Hours

7-9 Hours

Community College Students

90.57

115.19

49.24

Four-Year College Students

103.00

131.00

56.00

Nonstudents

104.42

132.81

56.77

Table 10.15 Number of Hours Worked Per Week by Volunteer Type
(Expected) The table contains expected (E) values (data).
For example, the calculation for the expected frequency for the top left cell is

E=

(row total)(column total) (255)(298)
=
= 90.57
839
total number surveyed

Calculate the test statistic: χ2 = 12.99 (calculator or computer)
Distribution for the test: χ 42
df = (3 columns – 1)(3 rows – 1) = (2)(2) = 4
Graph:
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Figure 10.7

Probability statement: p-value=P(χ2 > 12.99) = 0.0113
Compare α and the p-value: Since no α is given, assume α = 0.05. p-value = 0.0113. α > p-value.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0. This means that the factors are not independent.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the data, there is sufficient evidence to warrant rejection of
the claim that the number of hours volunteered and the type of volunteer are independent on one another.
For the example in Table 10.14 , if there had been another type of volunteer, teenagers, what would the degrees
of freedom be?

Press the MATRX key and arrow over to EDIT. Press 1:[A]. Press 3 ENTER 3 ENTER. Enter the table
values by row from Table 10.14. Press ENTER after each. Press 2nd QUIT. Press STAT and arrow over to
TESTS. Arrow down to C:χ2-TEST. Press ENTER. You should see Observed:[A] and Expected:
[B]. Arrow down to Calculate. Press ENTER. The test statistic is 12.9909 and the p-value = 0.0113. Do
the procedure a second time, but arrow down to Draw instead of calculate.

10.6 The Bureau of Labor Statistics gathers data about employment in the United States. A sample is taken to
calculate the number of U.S. citizens working in one of several industry sectors over time. Table 10.16 shows the
results:
Industry Sector

2000

Nonagriculture wage and salary

13,243 13,044 15,018 41,305

Goods-producing, excluding agriculture

2,457

Services-providing

10,786 11,273 13,068 35,127

Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting

240

214

201

655

Nonagriculture self-employed and unpaid family worker

931

894

972

2,797

Secondary wage and salary jobs in agriculture and private household
industries

14

11

11

36

Secondary jobs as a self-employed or unpaid family worker

196

144

152

492

Table 10.16

2010

1,771

2020

1,950

Total

6,178
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Industry Sector

2000

2010

2020

Total

Total

27,867 27,351 31,372 86,590

Table 10.16

We want to know if the change in the number of jobs is independent of the change in years. State the null and
alternative hypotheses and the degrees of freedom.

Example 10.7
De Anza College is interested in the relationship between anxiety level and the need to succeed in school. A
random sample of 400 students took a test that measured anxiety level and need to succeed in school. Table
10.17 shows the results. De Anza College wants to know if anxiety level and need to succeed in school are
independent events.

Need to Succeed in
School

High
Anxiety

Medhigh
Anxiety

Medium
Anxiety

Medlow
Anxiety

Low
Anxiety

Row
Total

High Need

35

42

53

15

10

155

Medium Need

18

48

63

33

31

193

Low Need

4

5

11

15

17

52

Column Total

57

95

127

63

58

400

Table 10.17 Need to Succeed in School vs. Anxiety Level

a. How many high anxiety level students are expected to have a high need to succeed in school?
Solution 10.7
a. The column total for a high anxiety level is 57. The row total for high need to succeed in school is 155. The
sample size or total surveyed is 400.

E=

(row total)(column total) 155 ⋅ 57
=
= 22.09
400
total surveyed

The expected number of students who have a high anxiety level and a high need to succeed in school is about 22.
b. If the two variables are independent, how many students do you expect to have a low need to succeed in school
and a med-low level of anxiety?
Solution 10.7
b. The column total for a med-low anxiety level is 63. The row total for a low need to succeed in school is 52.
The sample size or total surveyed is 400.
c. E =

(row total)(column total)
= ________
total surveyed
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10.17

Solution 10.7
c. E =

(row total)(column total)
= 8.19
total surveyed

d. The expected number of students who have a med-low anxiety level and a low need to succeed in school is
about ________.
Solution 10.7
d. 8

10.7Refer back to the information in Try It. How many service providing jobs are there expected to be in 2020? How
many nonagriculture wage and salary jobs are there expected to be in 2020?
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10.3 | Test for Homogeneity
The goodness–of–fit test can be used to decide whether a population fits a given distribution, but it will not suffice to decide
whether two populations follow the same unknown distribution. A different test, called the test for homogeneity, can be
used to draw a conclusion about whether two populations have the same distribution. To calculate the test statistic for a test
for homogeneity, follow the same procedure as with the test of independence.

NOTE
The expected value for each cell needs to be at least five in order for you to use this test.

Hypotheses
H0: The distributions of the two populations are the same.
Ha: The distributions of the two populations are not the same.
Test Statistic
Use a χ 2 test statistic. It is computed in the same way as the test for independence.
Degrees of Freedom (df)
df = number of columns - 1
Requirements
All values in the table must be greater than or equal to five.
Common Uses
Comparing two populations. For example: men vs. women, before vs. after, east vs. west. The variable is categorical with
more than two possible response values.

Example 10.8
Do male and female college students have the same distribution of living arrangements? Use a level of
significance of 0.05. Suppose that 250 randomly selected male college students and 300 randomly selected
female college students were asked about their living arrangements: dormitory, apartment, with parents, other.
The results are shown in Table 10.18 . Do male and female college students have the same distribution of living
arrangements?
Dormitory Apartment With Parents Other
Males

72

84

49

45

Females 91

86

88

35

Table 10.18 Distribution of Living Arragements foriving Arragements
for College Males and College Females
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Solution 10.8
H0: The distribution of living arrangements for male college students is the same as the distribution of living
arrangements for female college students. (claim)
Ha: The distribution of living arrangements for male college students is not the same as the distribution of living
arrangements for female college students.
Degrees of Freedom (df):
df = number of columns – 1 = 4 – 1 = 3
Distribution for the test: χ 32
Calculate the test statistic: χ2 = 10.1287 (calculator or computer)
Probability statement: p-value = P(χ2 >10.1287) = 0.0175

Press the MATRX key and arrow over to EDIT. Press 1:[A]. Press 2 ENTER 4 ENTER. Enter the table
values by row. Press ENTER after each. Press 2nd QUIT. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Arrow
down to C:χ2-TEST. Press ENTER. You should see Observed:[A] and Expected:[B]. Arrow
down to Calculate. Press ENTER. The test statistic is 10.1287 and the p-value = 0.0175. Do the procedure
a second time but arrow down to Draw instead of calculate.

Compare α and the p-value: Since no α is given, assume α = 0.05. p-value = 0.0175. α > p-value.
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, reject H0. This means that the distributions are not the same.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the data, there is sufficient evidence to warrant rejection
of the claim that the distributions of living arrangements for male and female college students are the same.
Notice that the conclusion is only that the distributions are not the same. We cannot use the test for homogeneity
to draw any conclusions about how they differ.

10.8 Do families and singles have the same distribution of cars? Use a level of significance of 0.05. Suppose that 100

randomly selected families and 200 randomly selected singles were asked what type of car they drove: sport, sedan,
hatchback, truck, van/SUV. The results are shown in Table 10.19. Do families and singles have the same distribution
of cars? Test at a level of significance of 0.05.

Sport

Sedan

Hatchback

Truck

Van/SUV

Family 5

15

35

17

28

Single 45

65

37

46

7

Table 10.19
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Example 10.9
Both before and after a recent earthquake, surveys were conducted asking voters which of the three candidates
they planned on voting for in the upcoming city council election. Has there been a change since the earthquake?
Use a level of significance of 0.05. Table 10.20 shows the results of the survey. Has there been a change in the
distribution of voter preferences since the earthquake?
Perez Chung Stevens
Before 167

128

135

After

197

225

214

Table 10.20

Solution 10.9
H0: The distribution of voter preferences was the same before and after the earthquake.
Ha: The distribution of voter preferences was not the same before and after the earthquake. (claim)
Degrees of Freedom (df):
df = number of columns – 1 = 3 – 1 = 2
Distribution for the test: χ22
Calculate the test statistic: χ2 = 3.2603 (calculator or computer)
Probability statement: p-value=P(χ2 > 3.2603) = 0.1959

Press the MATRX key and arrow over to EDIT. Press 1:[A]. Press 2 ENTER 3 ENTER. Enter the table
values by row. Press ENTER after each. Press 2nd QUIT. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Arrow
down to C:χ2-TEST. Press ENTER. You should see Observed:[A] and Expected:[B]. Arrow
down to Calculate. Press ENTER. The test statistic is 3.2603 and the p-value = 0.1959. Do the procedure
a second time but arrow down to Draw instead of calculate.
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.05 and the p-value = 0.1959. α < p-value.
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, do not reject Ho.
Conclusion: At a 5% level of significance, from the data, there is insufficient evidence to support the claim
that the distribution of voter preferences was not the same before and after the earthquake.
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10.9 Ivy League schools receive many applications, but only some can be accepted. At the schools listed in
Table 10.30
11.22, two types of applications are accepted: regular and early decision.

Application Type Accepted

Brown

Columbia

Cornell

Dartmouth

Penn

Yale

Regular

2,115

1,792

5,306

1,734

2,685

1,245

Early Decision

577

627

1,228

444

1,195

761

Table 10.21

We want to know if the number of regular applications accepted follows the same distribution as the number of early
applications accepted. State the null and alternative hypotheses, the degrees of freedom and the test statistic, sketch the
graph of the p-value, and draw a conclusion about the test of homogeneity.

Comparison of the Chi-Square Tests
You have seen the χ2 test statistic used in three different circumstances. The following bulleted list is a summary that will
help you decide which χ2 test is the appropriate one to use.
• Goodness-of-Fit: Use the goodness-of-fit test to decide whether a population with an unknown distribution "fits" a
known distribution. In this case there will be a single qualitative survey question or a single outcome of an experiment
from a single population. Goodness-of-Fit is typically used to see if the population is uniform (all outcomes occur
with equal frequency), the population is normal, or the population is the same as another population with a known
distribution. The null and alternative hypotheses are:
H0: The population fits the given distribution.
Ha: The population does not fit the given distribution.
• Independence: Use the test for independence to decide whether two variables (factors) are independent or dependent.
In this case there will be two qualitative survey questions or experiments and a contingency table will be constructed.
The goal is to see if the two variables are unrelated (independent) or related (dependent). The null and alternative
hypotheses are:
H0: The two variables (factors) are independent.
Ha: The two variables (factors) are dependent.
• Homogeneity: Use the test for homogeneity to decide if two populations with unknown distributions have the same
distribution as each other. In this case there will be a single qualitative survey question or experiment given to two
different populations. The null and alternative hypotheses are:
H0: The two populations follow the same distribution.
Ha: The two populations have different distributions.

Look in the sports section of a newspaper or on the Internet for some sports data (baseball averages, basketball scores,
golf tournament scores, football odds, swimming times, and the like). Plot a histogram and a boxplot using your data.
See if you can determine a probability distribution that your data fits. Have a discussion with the class about your
choice.
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10.4 | One-Way
One-WayANOVA
ANOVA
Many statistical applications in psychology, social science, business administration, and the natural sciences involve several
groups. For example, an environmentalist is interested in knowing if the average amount of pollution varies in several
bodies of water. A sociologist is interested in knowing if the amount of income a person earns varies according to his or her
upbringing. A consumer looking for a new car might compare the average gas mileage of several models.
For hypothesis tests comparing averages between more than two groups, statisticians have developed a method called
"Analysis of Variance" (abbreviated ANOVA). In this chapter, you will study the simplest form of ANOVA called single
factor or one-way ANOVA. You will also study the F distribution, used for one-way ANOVA, and the test of two variances.
This is just a very brief overview of one-way ANOVA. You will study this topic in much greater detail in future statistics
courses. One-Way ANOVA, as it is presented here, relies heavily on a calculator or computer.
The purpose of a one-way ANOVA test is to determine the existence of a statistically significant difference among several
group means. The test actually uses variances to help determine if the means are equal or not. In order to perform a one-way
ANOVA test, there are five basic assumptions to be fulfilled:
1. Each population from which a sample is taken is assumed to be normal.
2. All samples are randomly selected and independent.
3. The populations are assumed to have equal standard deviations (or variances).
4. The factor is a categorical variable.
5. The response is a numerical variable.

The Null and Alternative Hypotheses
The null hypothesis is simply that all the group population means are the same. The alternative hypothesis is that at least
one pair of means is different. For example, if there are k groups:
H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = ... = μk
Ha: At least two of the group means μ1, μ2, μ3, ..., μk are not equal. That is, μi ≠ μj for some i ≠ j.
The graphs, a set of box plots representing the distribution of values with the group means indicated by a horizontal line
through the box, help in the understanding of the hypothesis test. In the first graph (red box plots), H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
and the three populations have the same distribution if the null hypothesis is true. The variance of the combined data is
approximately the same as the variance of each of the populations.
If the null hypothesis is false, then the variance of the combined data is larger which is caused by the different means as
shown in the second graph (green box plots).

Figure 10.2 (a) H0 is true. All means are the same; the differences are due to random variation. (b) H0 is not true. All
means are not the same; the differences are too large to be due to random variation.
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The F Distribution and the F-Ratio
The distribution used for the hypothesis test is a new one. It is called the F distribution, named after Sir Ronald Fisher, an
English statistician. The F statistic is a ratio (a fraction). There are two sets of degrees of freedom; one for the numerator
and one for the denominator.
For example, if F follows an F distribution and the number of degrees of freedom for the numerator is four, and the number
of degrees of freedom for the denominator is ten, then F ~ F4,10.

NOTE
The F distribution is derived from the Student's t-distribution. The values of the F distribution are squares of the
corresponding values of the t-distribution. One-Way ANOVA expands the t-test for comparing more than two groups.
The scope of that derivation is beyond the level of this course. It is preferable to use ANOVA when there are more
than two groups instead of performing pairwise t-tests because performing multiple tests introduces the likelihood of
making a Type 1 error.

To calculate the F ratio, two estimates of the variance are made.
1. Variance between samples: An estimate of σ2 that is the variance of the sample means multiplied by n (when the
sample sizes are the same.). If the samples are different sizes, the variance between samples is weighted to account for
the different sample sizes. The variance is also called variation due to treatment or explained variation.
2. Variance within samples: An estimate of σ2 that is the average of the sample variances (also known as a pooled
variance). When the sample sizes are different, the variance within samples is weighted. The variance is also called
the variation due to error or unexplained variation.
• SSbetween = the sum of squares that represents the variation among the different samples
• SSwithin = the sum of squares that represents the variation within samples that is due to chance.
To find a "sum of squares" means to add together squared quantities that, in some cases, may be weighted. We used sum of
squares to calculate the sample variance and the sample standard deviation in Descriptive Statistics.
MS means " mean square." MSbetween is the variance between groups, and MSwithin is the variance within groups.
Calculation of Sum of Squares and Mean Square
• k = the number of different groups
• nj = the size of the jth group
• sj = the sum of the values in the jth group
• n = total number of all the values combined (total sample size: ∑nj)
• x = one value: ∑x = ∑sj
• Sum of squares of all values from every group combined: ∑x2
2

• Between group variability: SStotal = ∑x –
• Total sum of squares: ∑x2 –

1
3

∑ x 246
n

1
3

∑ x46 2
n

• Explained variation: sum of squares representing variation among the different samples: SSbetween =
7(s ) 2 : (∑ s ) 2
∑ 8 nj j ; − n j
9
<
• Unexplained

variation:

sum

SS within = SS total – SS between

of

squares

representing

variation

• df's for different groups (df's for the numerator): df = k – 1
• Equation for errors within samples (df's for the denominator): dfwithin = n – k

within

samples

due

to

chance:
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• Mean square (variance estimate) explained by the different groups: MSbetween =

SS between
d f between

• Mean square (variance estimate) that is due to chance (unexplained): MSwithin =

SS within
d f within

MSbetween and MSwithin can be written as follows:
•

MS between =

•

MS within =

SS between SS between
=
d f between
k−1

SS within SS within
=
d f within
n−k

The one-way ANOVA test depends on the fact that MSbetween can be influenced by population differences among means of
the several groups. Since MSwithin compares values of each group to its own group mean, the fact that group means might
be different does not affect MSwithin.
The null hypothesis says that all groups are samples from populations having the same normal distribution. The alternate
hypothesis says that at least two of the sample groups come from populations with different normal distributions. If the null
hypothesis is true, MSbetween and MSwithin should both estimate the same value.

NOTE
The null hypothesis says that all the group population means are equal. The hypothesis of equal means implies that
the populations have the same normal distribution, because it is assumed that the populations are normal and that they
have equal variances.

F-Ratio or F Statistic

F=

MS between
MS within

If MSbetween and MSwithin estimate the same value (following the belief that H0 is true), then the F-ratio should be
approximately equal to one. Mostly, just sampling errors would contribute to variations away from one. As it turns out,
MSbetween consists of the population variance plus a variance produced from the differences between the samples. MSwithin
is an estimate of the population variance. Since variances are always positive, if the null hypothesis is false, MSbetween will
generally be larger than MSwithin.Then the F-ratio will be larger than one. However, if the population effect is small, it is not
unlikely that MSwithin will be larger in a given sample.
The foregoing calculations were done with groups of different sizes. If the groups are the same size, the calculations simplify
somewhat and the F-ratio can be written as:
F-Ratio Formula when the groups are the same size

F=

n ⋅ s x̄

2

s 2 pooled

where ...
• n = the sample size
• dfnumerator = k – 1
• dfdenominator = n – k
• s2 pooled = the mean of the sample variances (pooled variance)
•

s x̄

2

= the variance of the sample means

Data are typically put into a table for easy viewing. One-Way ANOVA results are often displayed in this manner by
computer software.
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Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares (SS)

Degrees of
Freedom (df)

Mean Square (MS)

Factor
(Between)

SS(Factor)

k–1

MS(Factor) =
SS(Factor)/(k – 1)

Error
(Within)

SS(Error)

n–k

MS(Error) =
SS(Error)/(n – k)

Total

SS(Total)

n–1

F
F=
MS(Factor)/MS(Error)

Table 10.22

Example 10.10
Three different diet plans are to be tested for mean weight loss. The entries in the table are the weight losses for
the different plans. The one-way ANOVA results are shown in Table 10.23.

Plan 1: n1 = 4

Plan 2: n2 = 3

Plan 3: n3 = 3

5

3.5

8

4.5

7

4

4

3.5

3

4.5

Table 10.23

s1 = 16.5, s2 =15, s3 = 15.5
Following are the calculations needed to fill in the one-way ANOVA table. The table is used to conduct a
hypothesis test.

7(s ) 2 : 1∑ s 4
3
j
j6
SS(between) = ∑ 8 n ; − n
j
9
<

=

2

s 21 s 22 s 23 (s 1 + s 2 + s 3) 2
+ + −
3
4
3
10

where n1 = 4, n2 = 3, n3 = 3 and n = n1 + n2 + n3 = 10

=

(16.5) 2 (15) 2 (15.5) 2 (16.5 + 15 + 15.5) 2
+
+
−
4
3
3
10
SS(between) = 2.2458
S(total) = ∑ x 2 −

1
3

∑ x46 2
n

= 135 2 + 4.5 2 + 4 2 + 3 2 + 3.5 2 + 7 2 + 4.5 2 + 8 2 + 4 2 + 3.5 246
−

(5 + 4.5 + 4 + 3 + 3.5 + 7 + 4.5 + 8 + 4 + 3.5) 2
10
2

= 244 − 47 = 244 − 220.9
10
SS(total) = 23.1
SS(within) = SS(total) − SS(between)
=

23.1 − 2.2458
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SS(within) = 20.8542

One-Way ANOVA Table: The formulas for SS(Total), SS(Factor) = SS(Between) and SS(Error) = SS(Within)
as shown previously. The same information is provided by the TI calculator hypothesis test function ANOVA
in STAT TESTS (syntax is ANOVA(L1, L2, L3) where L1, L2, L3 have the data from Plan 1, Plan 2, Plan 3
respectively).

Source of
Variation

Sum of Squares
(SS)

Degrees of
Freedom (df)

Factor
(Between)

SS(Factor)
= SS(Between)
= 2.2458

k–1
= 3 groups – 1
=2

Error
(Within)

SS(Error)
= SS(Within)
= 20.8542

n–k
= 10 total data – 3
groups
=7

Total

SS(Total)
= 2.2458 + 20.8542
= 23.1

n–1
= 10 total data – 1
=9

Table 10.24

Mean Square
(MS)

F

MS(Factor)
F=
= SS(Factor)/(k –
MS(Factor)/MS(Error)
1)
= 1.1229/2.9792
= 2.2458/2
= 0.3769
= 1.1229
MS(Error)
= SS(Error)/(n – k)
= 20.8542/7
= 2.9792
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10.10 As part of an experiment to see how different types of soil cover would affect slicing tomato production,
Marist College students grew tomato plants under different soil cover conditions. Groups of three plants each had one
of the following treatments
• bare soil
• a commercial ground cover
• black plastic
• straw
• compost
All plants grew under the same conditions and were the same variety. Students recorded the weight (in grams) of
tomatoes produced by each of the n = 15 plants:

Bare: n1 = 3

Ground Cover: n2 = 3

Plastic: n3 = 3

Straw: n4 = 3

Compost: n5 = 3

2,625

5,348

6,583

7,285

6,277

2,997

5,682

8,560

6,897

7,818

4,915

5,482

3,830

9,230

8,677

Table 10.25

Create the one-way ANOVA table.

The one-way ANOVA hypothesis test is always right-tailed because larger F-values are way out in the right tail of the
F-distribution curve and tend to make us reject H0.

Notation
The notation for the F distribution is F ~ Fdf(num),df(denom)
where df(num) = dfbetween and df(denom) = dfwithin
The mean for the F distribution is µ =

d f (denom)
d f (denom) – 2

Facts about the F distribution.
1. The curve is not symmetrical but skewed to the right.
2. There is a different curve for each set of dfs.
3. The F statistic is greater than or equal to zero.
4. As the degrees of freedom for the numerator and for the denominator get larger, the curve approximates the normal.
5. Other uses for the F distribution include comparing two variances and two-way Analysis of Variance. Two-Way
Analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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Figure 10.8

Example 10.11
Let’s return to the slicing tomato exercise in Try It. The means of the tomato yields under the five mulching
conditions are represented by μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4, μ5. We will conduct a hypothesis test to determine if all means are
the same or at least one is different. Using a significance level of 5%, test that at least one mean is different from
the rest.
Solution 10.11
The null and alternative hypotheses are:
H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = μ4 = μ5
Ha: μi ≠ μj some i ≠ j (claim)
The one-way ANOVA results are shown in Figure 10.9

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares (SS)

Degrees of
Freedom (df)

Mean Square (MS)

F

Factor
(Between)

36,648,561

5–1=4

36,648,561 = 9,162,140
4

9,162,140 = 4.4810
2,044,672.6

Error (Within)

20,446,726

15 – 5 = 10

20,446,726 = 2,044,672.6
10

Total

57,095,287

15 – 1 = 14

Table 10.26
Distribution for the test: F4,10
df(num) = 5 – 1 = 4
df(denom) = 15 – 5 = 10
Test statistic: F = 4.4810
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Figure 10.9

Probability Statement: p-value = P(F > 4.481) = 0.0248.
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.05, p-value = 0.0248
Make a decision: Since α > p-value, we reject H0.
Conclusion: At the 5% significance level, we have reasonably strong evidence that differences in mean yields for
slicing tomato plants grown under different mulching conditions are unlikely to be due to chance alone. There is
sufficient evidence to support the claim that at least some of mulches led to different mean yields.

To find these results on the calculator:
Press STAT. Press 1:EDIT. Put the data into the lists L1, L2, L3, L4, L5.
Press STAT, and arrow over to TESTS, and arrow down to ANOVA. Press ENTER, and then enter L1, L2,
L3, L4, L5). Press ENTER. You will see that the values in the foregoing ANOVA table are easily produced
by the calculator, including the test statistic and the p-value of the test.
The calculator displays:
F = 4.4810
p = 0.0248 (p-value)
Factor
df = 4
SS = 36648560.9
MS = 9162140.23
Error
df = 10
SS = 20446726
MS = 2044672.6
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10.11MRSA, or Staphylococcus aureus, can cause a serious bacterial infections in hospital patients. Table 13.6 shows
various colony counts from different patients who may or may not have MRSA. The data from the table is plotted in
Figure 13.5.

Conc = 0.6

Conc = 0.8

Conc = 1.0

Conc = 1.2

Conc = 1.4

9

16

22

30

27

66

93

147

199

168

98

82

120

148

132

Table 10.27

Plot of the data for the different concentrations:

Figure 10.10

Test whether the mean number of colonies are the same or are different. Construct the ANOVA table (by hand or by
using a TI-83, 83+, or 84+ calculator), find the p-value, and state your conclusion. Use a 5% significance level.

Example 10.12
Four sororities took a random sample of sisters regarding their grade means for the past term. The results are
shown in Table 10.28.

Sorority 1

Sorority 2

Sorority 3

Sorority 4

2.17

2.63

2.63

3.79

1.85

1.77

3.78

3.45

2.83

3.25

4.00

3.08

Table 10.28 MEAN GRADES FOR
FOUR SORORITIES
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Sorority 1

Sorority 2

Sorority 3

Sorority 4

1.69

1.86

2.55

2.26

3.33

2.21

2.45

3.18

Table 10.28 MEAN GRADES
FOR FOUR SORORITIES

Using a significance level of 1%, is there a difference in mean grades among the sororities?
Solution 10.12
Let μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4 be the population means of the sororities. Remember that the null hypothesis claims that the
sorority groups are from the same normal distribution. The alternate hypothesis says that at least two of the
sorority groups come from populations with different normal distributions. Notice that the four sample sizes are
each five.

NOTE
This is an example of a balanced design, because each factor (i.e., sorority) has the same number of
observations.

H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = μ4
Ha: Not all of the means μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4 are equal. (claim)
Distribution for the test: F3,16
where k = 4 groups and n = 20 samples in total
df(num)= k – 1 = 4 – 1 = 3
df(denom) = n – k = 20 – 4 = 16
Calculate the test statistic: F = 2.23
Graph:

Figure 10.11

Probability statement: p-value = P(F > 2.23) = 0.1241
Compare α and the p-value: α = 0.01
p-value = 0.1241
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α < p-value
Make a decision: Since α < p-value, you do not reject H0.
Conclusion: There is not sufficient evidence to support the claim that there is a difference among the mean
grades for the sororities.

Put the data into lists L1, L2, L3, and L4. Press STAT and arrow over to TESTS. Arrow down to F:ANOVA.
Press ENTER and Enter (L1,L2,L3,L4).
The calculator displays the F statistic, the p-value and the values for the one-way ANOVA table:
F = 2.2303
p = 0.1241 (p-value)
Factor
df = 3
SS = 2.88732
MS = 0.96244
Error
df = 16
SS = 6.9044
MS = 0.431525

10.12 Four sports teams took a random sample of players regarding their GPAs for the last year. The results are shown
in Table 10.8.

Basketball

Baseball

Hockey

Lacrosse

3.6

2.1

4.0

2.0

2.9

2.6

2.0

3.6

2.5

3.9

2.6

3.9

3.3

3.1

3.2

2.7

3.8

3.4

3.2

2.5

Table 10.29 GPAs FOR FOUR SPORTS TEAMS

Use a significance level of 5%, and determine if there is a difference in GPA among the teams.

Example 10.13
A fourth grade class is studying the environment. One of the assignments is to grow bean plants in different soils.
Tommy chose to grow his bean plants in soil found outside his classroom mixed with dryer lint. Tara chose to
grow her bean plants in potting soil bought at the local nursery. Nick chose to grow his bean plants in soil from
his mother's garden. No chemicals were used on the plants, only water. They were grown inside the classroom
next to a large window. Each child grew five plants. At the end of the growing period, each plant was measured,
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producing the data (in inches) in Table 10.30.

Tommy's Plants

Tara's Plants

Nick's Plants

24

25

23

21

31

27

23

23

22

30

20

30

23

28

20

Table 10.30

Does it appear that the three media in which the bean plants were grown produce the same mean height? Test at a
3% level of significance.
Solution
H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3

(claim)

Ha: Not all of the means μ1, μ2, μ3 are equal.
This time, we will perform the calculations that lead to the F' statistic. Notice that each group has the same
number of plants, so we will use the formula F' =

n ⋅ s x̄

2

s 2 pooled

.

First, calculate the sample mean and sample variance of each group.

Tommy's Plants

Tara's Plants

Nick's Plants

Sample Mean

24.2

25.4

24.4

Sample Variance

11.7

18.3

16.3

Table 10.31
Next, calculate the variance of the three group means (Calculate the variance of 24.2, 25.4, and 24.4). Variance
of the group means = 0.413 = s x̄ 2
Then MSbetween = ns x̄ 2 = (5)(0.413) where n = 5 is the sample size (number of plants each child grew).
Calculate the mean of the three sample variances (Calculate the mean of 11.7, 18.3, and 16.3). Mean of the
sample variances = 15.433 = s2 pooled
Then MSwithin = s2pooled = 15.433.
The F statistic (or F ratio) is F =

2

ns
MS between
(5)(0.413)
= 2 x̄
=
= 0.134
MS within
15.433
s pooled

The dfs for the numerator = the number of groups – 1 = 3 – 1 = 2.
The dfs for the denominator = the total number of samples – the number of groups = 15 – 3 = 12
The distribution for the test is F2,12 and the F statistic is F = 0.134
The p-value is P(F > 0.134) = 0.8759.
Decision: Since α = 0.03 and the p-value = 0.8759, do not reject H0.
Conclusion: With a 3% level of significance, from the sample data, the evidence is not sufficient to warrant
rejection of the claim that the mean heights of the bean plants are the same.
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To calculate the p-value:
*Press 2nd DISTR
*Arrow down to Fcdf(and press ENTER.
*Enter 0.134, E99, 2, 12)
*Press ENTER
The p-value is 0.8759.

10.13Another fourth grader also grew bean plants, but this time in a jelly-like mass. The heights were (in inches) 24,
28, 25, 30, and 32. Do a one-way ANOVA test on the four groups. Are the heights of the bean plants different? Use the
same method as shown in Example 13.4.

From the class, create four groups of the same size as follows: men under 22, men at least 22, women under 22, women
at least 22. Have each member of each group record the number of states in the United States he or she has visited.
Run an ANOVA test to determine if the average number of states visited in the four groups are the same. Test at a 1%
level of significance. Use one of the solution sheets in Appendix E.
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11 | LINEAR REGRESSION
AND CORRELATION

Figure 11.1 Linear regression and correlation can help you determine if an auto mechanic’s salary is related to his
work experience. (credit: Joshua Rothhaas)

Introduction
Chapter Content
11.1 Linear Equations
11.2 Scatter Plots
11.3 The Regression Equation
11.4 Testing the Significance of the Correlation Coefficient
11.5 Prediction
11.6 Outliers
Professionals often want to know how two or more numeric variables are related. For example, is there a relationship
between the grade on the second math exam a student takes and the grade on the final exam? If there is a relationship, what
is the relationship and how strong is it?
In another example, your income may be determined by your education, your profession, your years of experience, and your
ability. The amount you pay a repair person for labor is often determined by an initial amount plus an hourly fee.
The type of data described in the examples is bivariate data — "bi" for two variables. In reality, statisticians use
multivariate data, meaning many variables.
In this chapter, you will be studying the simplest form of regression, "linear regression" with one independent variable
(x). This involves data that fits a line in two dimensions. You will also study correlation which measures how strong the
relationship is.
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11.1 | Linear Equations
Linear regression for two variables is based on a linear equation with one independent variable. The equation has the form:

ZB

CY

where a and b are constant numbers.
The variable x is the independent variable, and y is the dependent variable. Typically, you choose a value to
substitute for the independent variable and then solve for the dependent variable.

Example 11.1
The following examples are linear equations.

Z
Z  ̞

Y
Y

11.1 Is the following an example of a linear
equation?y = –0.125 – 3.5x

The graph of a linear equation of the form y = a + bx is a straight line. Any line that is not vertical can be described by this
equation.

Example 11.2
Graph the equation y = –1 + 2x.

Figure 11.2
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11.2 Is the following an example of a linear equation? Why or why not?

Figure 11.3

Example 11.3
Aaron's Word Processing Service (AWPS) does word processing. The rate for services is $32 per hour plus a
$31.50 one-time charge. The total cost to a customer depends on the number of hours it takes to complete the job.
Find the equation that expresses the total cost in terms of the number of hours required to complete the job.
Solution 11.3
Let x = the number of hours it takes to get the job done.
Let y = the total cost to the customer.
The $31.50 is a fixed cost. If it takes x hours to complete the job, then (32)(x) is the cost of the word processing
only. The total cost is: y = 31.50 + 32x
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11.3

Emma’s Extreme Sports hires hang-gliding instructors and pays them a fee of $50 per class as well as $20
per student in the class. The total cost Emma pays depends on the number of students in a class. Find the equation
that expresses the total cost in terms of the number of students in a class.

Slope and Y-Intercept of a Linear Equation
For the linear equation y = a + bx, b = slope and a = y-intercept. From algebra recall that the slope is a number that describes
the steepness of a line, and the y-intercept is the y coordinate of the point (0, a) where the line crosses the y-axis.

Figure 11.4 Three possible graphs of y = a + bx. (a) If b > 0, the line slopes upward to the right. (b) If b = 0, the line
is horizontal. (c) If b < 0, the line slopes downward to the right.

Example 11.4
Svetlana tutors to make extra money for college. For each tutoring session, she charges a one-time fee of $25
plus $15 per hour of tutoring. A linear equation that expresses the total amount of money Svetlana earns for each
session she tutors is y = 25 + 15x.
What are the independent and dependent variables? What is the y-intercept and what is the slope? Interpret them
using complete sentences.
Solution 11.4
The independent variable (x) is the number of hours Svetlana tutors each session. The dependent variable (y) is
the amount, in dollars, Svetlana earns for each session.
The y-intercept is 25 (a = 25). At the start of the tutoring session, Svetlana charges a one-time fee of $25 (this is
when x = 0). The slope is 15 (b = 15). For each session, Svetlana earns $15 for each hour she tutors.

11.4 Ethan repairs household appliances like dishwashers and refrigerators. For each visit, he charges $25 plus

$20 per hour of work. A linear equation that expresses the total amount of money Ethan earns per visit is y = 25 + 20x.
What are the independent and dependent variables? What is the y-intercept and what is the slope? Interpret them using
complete sentences.
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11.2 | Scatter Plots
Before we take up the discussion of linear regression and correlation, we need to examine a way to display the relation
between two variables x and y. The most common and easiest way is a scatter plot. The following example illustrates a
scatter plot.

Example 11.5
In Europe and Asia, m-commerce is popular. M-commerce users have special mobile phones that work like
electronic wallets as well as provide phone and Internet services. Users can do everything from paying for parking
to buying a TV set or soda from a machine to banking to checking sports scores on the Internet. For the years
2000 through 2004, was there a relationship between the year and the number of m-commerce users? Construct a
scatter plot. Let x = the year and let y = the number of m-commerce users, in millions.

Y (year)

Z (# of users)

2000

0.5

2002

20.0

2003

33.0

2004

47.0

Table 11.1

(a) Table showing the number of mcommerce users (in millions) by year.
(b) Scatter plot showing the number of m-commerce users (in millions) by
year.
Figure 11.5

To create a scatter plot:
1. Enter your X data into list L1 and your Y data into list L2.
2. Press 2nd STATPLOT ENTER to use Plot 1. On the input screen for PLOT 1, highlight On and press ENTER.
(Make sure the other plots are OFF.)
3. For TYPE: highlight the very first icon, which is the scatter plot, and press ENTER.
4. For Xlist:, enter L1 ENTER and for Ylist: L2 ENTER.
5. For Mark: it does not matter which symbol you highlight, but the square is the easiest to see. Press ENTER.
6. Make sure there are no other equations that could be plotted. Press Y = and clear any equations out.
7. Press the ZOOM key and then the number 9 (for menu item "ZoomStat") ; the calculator will fit the window to
the data. You can press WINDOW to see the scaling of the axes.
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11.5

Amelia plays basketball for her high school. She wants to improve to play at the college level. She notices
that the number of points she scores in a game goes up in response to the number of hours she practices her jump shot
each week. She records the following data:

X (hours practicing jump shot)

Y (points scored in a game)

5

15

7

22

9

28

10

31

11

33

12

36

Table 11.2
Construct a scatter plot and state if what Amelia thinks appears to be true.
A scatter plot shows the direction of a relationship between the variables. A clear direction happens when there is either:
• High values of one variable occurring with high values of the other variable or low values of one variable occurring
with low values of the other variable.
• High values of one variable occurring with low values of the other variable.
You can determine the strength of the relationship by looking at the scatter plot and seeing how close the points are to
a line, a power function, an exponential function, or to some other type of function. For a linear relationship there is an
exception. Consider a scatter plot where all the points fall on a horizontal line providing a "perfect fit." The horizontal line
would in fact show no relationship.
When you look at a scatterplot, you want to notice the overall pattern and any deviations from the pattern. The following
scatterplot examples illustrate these concepts.

Figure 11.6

Figure 11.7

Figure 11.8

In this chapter, we are interested in scatter plots that show a linear pattern. Linear patterns are quite common. The linear
relationship is strong if the points are close to a straight line, except in the case of a horizontal line where there is no
relationship. If we think that the points show a linear relationship, we would like to draw a line on the scatter plot. This
line can be calculated through a process called linear regression. However, we only calculate a regression line if one of the
variables helps to explain or predict the other variable. If x is the independent variable and y the dependent variable, then
we can use a regression line to predict y for a given value of x
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11.3 | The Regression Equation
Data rarely fit a straight line exactly. Usually, you must be satisfied with rough predictions. Typically, you have a set of
data whose scatter plot appears to "fit" a straight line. This is called a Line of Best Fit or Least-Squares Line.

If you know a person's pinky (smallest) finger length, do you think you could predict that person's height? Collect data
from your class (pinky finger length, in inches). The independent variable, x, is pinky finger length and the dependent
variable, y, is height. For each set of data, plot the points on graph paper. Make your graph big enough and use a ruler.
Then "by eye" draw a line that appears to "fit" the data. For your line, pick two convenient points and use them to find
the slope of the line. Find the y-intercept of the line by extending your line so it crosses the y-axis. Using the slopes and
the y-intercepts, write your equation of "best fit." Do you think everyone will have the same equation? Why or why
not? According to your equation, what is the predicted height for a pinky length of 2.5 inches?

Example 11.6
A random sample of 11 statistics students produced the following data, where x is the third exam score out of 80,
and y is the final exam score out of 200. Can you predict the final exam score of a random student if you know
the third exam score?

x (third
exam score)

y (final exam
score)

65

175

67

133

71

185

71

163

66

126

75

198

67

153

70

163

71

159

69

151

69

159

Table 11.3

(a) Table showing the scores on the
final exam based on scores from the
third exam.
Figure 11.9

(b) Scatter plot showing the scores on the final exam based on scores from the
third exam.
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11.6

SCUBA divers have maximum dive times they cannot exceed when going to different depths. The
data in Table 11.4 show different depths with the maximum dive times in minutes. Use your calculator to find the
least squares regression line and predict the maximum dive time for 110 feet.

X (depth in feet)

Y (maximum dive time)

50

80

60

55

70

45

80

35

90

25

100

22

Table 11.4

The third exam score, x, is the independent variable and the final exam score, y, is the dependent variable. We will plot a
regression line that best "fits" the data. If each of you were to fit a line "by eye," you would draw different lines. We can use
what is called a least-squares regression line to obtain the best fit line.
Consider the following diagram. Each point of data is of the the form (x, y) and each point ofthe line of best fit using least-
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squares linear regression has the form (x, ŷ).
The ŷ is read "y hat" and is the estimated value of y. It is the value of y obtained using the regression line. It is not generally
equal to y from data.

Figure 11.10

The term y0 – ŷ0 = ε0 is called the "error" or residual. It is not an error in the sense of a mistake. The absolute value
of a residual measures the vertical distance between the actual value of y and the estimated value of y. In other words, it
measures the vertical distance between the actual data point and the predicted point on the line.
If the observed data point lies above the line, the residual is positive, and the line underestimates the actual data value for y.
If the observed data point lies below the line, the residual is negative, and the line overestimates that actual data value for y.
In the diagram in Figure 11.10, y0 – ŷ0 = ε0 is the residual for the point shown. Here the point lies above the line and the
residual is positive.
ε = the Greek letter epsilon
For each data point, you can calculate the residuals or errors, yi - ŷi = εi for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 11.
Each |ε| is a vertical distance.
For the example about the third exam scores and the final exam scores for the 11 statistics students, there are 11 data points.
Therefore, there are 11 ε values. If yousquare each ε and add, you get

ȃ



ȃ





ȃ 





 Ǳ ȃ
J  

This is called the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE).
Using calculus, you can determine the values of a and b that make the SSE a minimum. When you make the SSE a
minimum, you have determined the points that are on the line of best fit. It turns out that the line of best fit has the equation:

?Z  B

CY

Ǳ Y Ч Yo Z Ч Zo
where B  Zo Ч C Yo and C 
.

Ǳ Y Ч Yo

The sample means of the x values and the y values are Yo and Zo , respectively. The best fit line always passes through the
point

Yo

Zo .
1T Z 4

The slope b can be written as C  S3T 6 where sy = the standard deviation of the y values and sx = the standard deviation
Y
of the x values. r is the correlation coefficient, which is discussed in the next section.

Least Squares Criteria for Best Fit
The process of fitting the best-fit line is called linear regression. The idea behind finding the best-fit line is based on the
assumption that the data are scattered about a straight line. The criteria for the best fit line is that the sum of the squared
errors (SSE) is minimized, that is, made as small as possible. Any other line you might choose would have a higher SSE
than the best fit line. This best fit line is called the least-squares regression line .
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NOTE
Computer spreadsheets, statistical software, and many calculators can quickly calculate the best-fit line and
create the graphs. The calculations tend to be tedious if done by hand. Instructions to use the TI-83, TI-83+, and
TI-84+ calculators to find the best-fit line and create a scatterplot are shown at the end of this section.

THIRD EXAM vs FINAL EXAM EXAMPLE:
The graph of the line of best fit for the third-exam/final-exam example is as follows:

Figure 11.11

The least squares regression line (best-fit line) for the third-exam/final-exam example has the equation:

?Z  Ч 

Y

REMINDER
Remember, it is always important to plot a scatter diagram first. If the scatter plot indicates that there is a linear
relationship between the variables, then it is reasonable to use a best fit line to make predictions for y given x within
the domain of x-values in the sample data, but not necessarily for x-values outside that domain. You could use the
line to predict the final exam score for a student who earned a grade of 73 on the third exam. You should NOT use the
line to predict the final exam score for a student who earned a grade of 50 on the third exam, because 50 is not within
the domain of the x-values in the sample data, which are between 65 and 75.

UNDERSTANDING SLOPE
The slope of the line, b, describes how changes in the variables are related. It is important to interpret the slope of the line
in the context of the situation represented by the data. You should be able to write a sentence interpreting the slope in plain
English.
INTERPRETATION OF THE SLOPE: The slope of the best-fit line tells us how the dependent variable (y) changes for
every one unit increase in the independent (x) variable, on average.
THIRD EXAM vs FINAL EXAM EXAMPLE
Slope: The slope of the line is b = 4.83.
Interpretation: For a one-point increase in the score on the third exam, the final exam score increases by 4.83 points, on
average.
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Using the Linear Regression T Test: LinRegTTest
1. In the STAT list editor, enter the X data in list L1 and the Y data in list L2, paired so that the corresponding (x,y)
values are next to each other in the lists. (If a particular pair of values is repeated, enter it as many times as it
appears in the data.)
2. On the STAT TESTS menu, scroll down with the cursor to select the LinRegTTest. (Be careful to select
LinRegTTest, as some calculators may also have a different item called LinRegTInt.)
3. On the LinRegTTest input screen enter: Xlist: L1 ; Ylist: L2 ; Freq: 1
4. On the next line, at the prompt β or ρ, highlight "≠ 0" and press ENTER
5. Leave the line for "RegEq:" blank
6. Highlight Calculate and press ENTER.

Figure 11.12

The output screen contains a lot of information. For now we will focus on a few items from the output, and will return
later to the other items.
The second line says y = a + bx. Scroll down to find the values a = –173.513, and b = 4.8273; the equation of the best
fit line is ŷ = –173.51 + 4.83x
The two items at the bottom are r2 = 0.43969 and r = 0.663. For now, just note where to find these values; we will
discuss them in the next two sections.
Graphing the Scatterplot and Regression Line
1. We are assuming your X data is already entered in list L1 and your Y data is in list L2
2. Press 2nd STATPLOT ENTER to use Plot 1
3. On the input screen for PLOT 1, highlight On, and press ENTER
4. For TYPE: highlight the very first icon which is the scatterplot and press ENTER
5. Indicate Xlist: L1 and Ylist: L2
6. For Mark: it does not matter which symbol you highlight.
7. Press the ZOOM key and then the number 9 (for menu item "ZoomStat") ; the calculator will fit the window to
the data
8. To graph the best-fit line, press the "Y=" key and type the equation –173.5 + 4.83X into equation Y1. (The X key
is immediately left of the STAT key). Press ZOOM 9 again to graph it.
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9. Optional: If you want to change the viewing window, press the WINDOW key. Enter your desired window using
Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax

NOTE
Another way to graph the line after you create a scatter plot is to use LinRegTTest.
1. Make sure you have done the scatter plot. Check it on your screen.
2. Go to LinRegTTest and enter the lists.
3. At RegEq: press VARS and arrow over to Y-VARS. Press 1 for 1:Function. Press 1 for 1:Y1. Then arrow down
to Calculate and do the calculation for the line of best fit.
4. Press Y = (you will see the regression equation).
5. Press GRAPH. The line will be drawn."

The Correlation Coefficient r
Besides looking at the scatter plot and seeing that a line seems reasonable, how can you tell if the line is a good predictor?
Use the correlation coefficient as another indicator (besides the scatterplot) of the strength of the relationship between x and
y.
The correlation coefficient, r, developed by Karl Pearson in the early 1900s, is numerical and provides a measure of
strength and direction of the linear association between the independent variable x and the dependent variable y.
The correlation coefficient is calculated as

S

OǱ YZ Ч ǱY ǱZ

7

9OǱY

Ч ǱY
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Ч ǱZ
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where n = the number of data points.
If you suspect a linear relationship between x and y, then r can measure how strong the linear relationship is.
What the VALUE of r tells us:
• The value of r is always between –1 and +1: –1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
• The size of the correlation r indicates the strength of the linear relationship between x and y. Values of r close to –1 or
to +1 indicate a stronger linear relationship between x and y.
• If r = 0 there is absolutely no linear relationship between x and y (no linear correlation).
• If r = 1, there is perfect positive correlation. If r = –1, there is perfect negative correlation. In both these cases, all of
the original data points lie on a straight line. Of course,in the real world, this will not generally happen.
What the SIGN of r tells us
• A positive value of r means that when x increases, y tends to increase and when x decreases, y tends to decrease
(positive correlation).
• A negative value of r means that when x increases, y tends to decrease and when x decreases, y tends to increase
(negative correlation).
• The sign of r is the same as the sign of the slope, b, of the best-fit line.

NOTE
Strong correlation does not suggest that x causes y or y causes x. We say "correlation does not imply causation."
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Figure 11.13 (a) A scatter plot showing data with a positive correlation. 0 < r < 1 (b) A scatter plot showing data with
a negative correlation. –1 < r < 0 (c) A scatter plot showing data with zero correlation. r = 0

The formula for r looks formidable. However, computer spreadsheets, statistical software, and many calculators can quickly
calculate r. The correlation coefficient r is the bottom item in the output screens for the LinRegTTest on the TI-83, TI-83+,
or TI-84+ calculator (see previous section for instructions).

The Coefficient of Determination
The variable r2 is called the coefficient of determination and is the square of the correlation coefficient, but is usually
stated as a percent, rather than in decimal form. It has an interpretation in the context of the data:
•

S  , when expressed as a percent, represents the percent of variation in the dependent (predicted) variable y that can
be explained by variation in the independent (explanatory) variable x using the regression (best-fit) line.

• 1 – S  , when expressed as a percentage, represents the percent of variation in y that is NOT explained by variation in
x using the regression line. This can be seen as the scattering of the observed data points about the regression line.
Consider the third exam/final exam example introduced in the previous section
• The line of best fit is: ŷ = –173.51 + 4.83x
• The correlation coefficient is r = 0.6631
• The coefficient of determination is r2 = 0.66312 = 0.4397
• Interpretation of r2 in the context of this example:
• Approximately 44% of the variation (0.4397 is approximately 0.44) in the final-exam grades can be explained by the
variation in the grades on the third exam, using the best-fit regression line.
• Therefore, approximately 56% of the variation (1 – 0.44 = 0.56) in the final exam grades can NOT be explained by the
variation in the grades on the third exam, using the best-fit regression line. (This is seen as the scattering of the points
about the line.)
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11.4 | Testing the Significance of the Correlation
Coefficient
The correlation coefficient, r, tells us about the strength and direction of the linear relationship between x and y. However,
the reliability of the linear model also depends on how many observed data points are in the sample. We need to look at
both the value of the correlation coefficient r and the sample size n, together.
We perform a hypothesis test of the "significance of the correlation coefficient" to decide whether the linear relationship
in the sample data is strong enough to use to model the relationship in the population.
The sample data are used to compute r, the correlation coefficient for the sample. If we had data for the entire population,
we could find the population correlation coefficient. But because we have only have sample data, we cannot calculate
the population correlation coefficient. The sample correlation coefficient, r, is our estimate of the unknown population
correlation coefficient.
The symbol for the population correlation coefficient is ρ, the Greek letter "rho."
ρ = population correlation coefficient (unknown)
r = sample correlation coefficient (known; calculated from sample data)
The hypothesis test lets us decide whether the value of the population correlation coefficient ρ is "close to zero" or
"significantly different from zero". We decide this based on the sample correlation coefficient r and the sample size n.
If the test concludes that the correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero, we say that the
correlation coefficient is "significant."
• Conclusion: There is sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between x and y
because the correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero.
• What the conclusion means: There is a significant linear relationship between x and y. We can use the regression line
to model the linear relationship between x and y in the population.
If the test concludes that the correlation coefficient is not significantly different from zero (it is close to
zero), we say that correlation coefficient is "not significant".
• Conclusion: "There is insufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between x and y
because the correlation coefficient is not significantly different from zero."
• What the conclusion means: There is not a significant linear relationship between x and y. Therefore, we CANNOT
use the regression line to model a linear relationship between x and y in the population.

NOTE
• If r is significant and the scatter plot shows a linear trend, the line can be used to predict the value of y for values
of x that are within the domain of observed x values.
• If r is not significant OR if the scatter plot does not show a linear trend, the line should not be used for prediction.
• If r is significant and if the scatter plot shows a linear trend, the line may NOT be appropriate or reliable for
prediction OUTSIDE the domain of observed x values in the data.
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PERFORMING THE HYPOTHESIS TEST
• Null Hypothesis: H0: ρ = 0
• Alternate Hypothesis: Ha: ρ ≠ 0
WHAT THE HYPOTHESES MEAN IN WORDS:
• Null Hypothesis H0: The population correlation coefficient IS NOT significantly different from zero. There IS NOT
a significant linear relationship(correlation) between x and y in the population.
• Alternate Hypothesis Ha: The population correlation coefficient IS significantly DIFFERENT FROM zero. There IS
A SIGNIFICANT LINEAR RELATIONSHIP (correlation) between x and y in the population.
DRAWING A CONCLUSION:
There are two methods of making the decision. The two methods are equivalent and give the same result.
• Method 1: Using the p-value
• Method 2: Using a table of critical values
In this chapter of this textbook, we will always use a significance level of 5%, α = 0.05

NOTE
Using the p-value method, you could choose any appropriate significance level you want; you are not limited to using
α = 0.05. But the table of critical values provided in this textbook assumes that we are using a significance level of 5%,
α = 0.05. (If we wanted to use a different significance level than 5% with the critical value method, we would need
different tables of critical values that are not provided in this textbook.)

METHOD 1: Using a p-value to make a decision

To calculate the p-value using LinRegTTEST:
On the LinRegTTEST input screen, on the line prompt for β or ρ, highlight "≠ 0"
The output screen shows the p-value on the line that reads "p =".
(Most computer statistical software can calculate the p-value.)
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If the p-value is less than the significance level (α = 0.05):
• Decision: Reject the null hypothesis.
• Conclusion: "There is sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between x and y
because the correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero."
If the p-value is NOT less than the significance level (α = 0.05)
• Decision: DO NOT REJECT the null hypothesis.
• Conclusion: "There is insufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between x and y
because the correlation coefficient is NOT significantly different from zero."
You will use technology to calculate the p-value. The following describes the calculations to compute the test
statistics and the p-value:
The p-value is calculated using a t-distribution with n - 2 degrees of freedom.
The formula for the test statistic is U  S O Ч  . The value of the test statistic, t, is shown in the computer or

 Ч S

calculator output along with the p-value. The test statistic t has the same sign as the correlation coefficient r.
The p-value is the combined area in both tails.
An alternative way to calculate the p-value (p) given by LinRegTTest is the command 2*tcdf(abs(t),10^99, n-2) in 2nd
DISTR.
THIRD-EXAM vs FINAL-EXAM EXAMPLE: p-value method
• Consider the third exam/final exam example.
• The line of best fit is: ŷ = -173.51 + 4.83x with r = 0.6631 and there are n = 11 data points.
• Can the regression line be used for prediction? Given a third exam score (x value), can we use the line to predict
the final exam score (predicted y value)?
H 0: ρ = 0
Ha: ρ ≠ 0
α = 0.05
• The p-value is 0.026 (from LinRegTTest on your calculator or from computer software).
• The p-value, 0.026, is less than the significance level of α = 0.05.
• Decision: Reject the Null Hypothesis H0
• Conclusion: There is sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between the third
exam score (x) and the final exam score (y) because the correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero.
Because r is significant and the scatter plot shows a linear trend, the regression line can be used to predict final exam
scores.

METHOD 2: Using a table of Critical Values to make a decision
The 95% Critical Values of the Sample Correlation Coefficient Table can be used to give you a good idea of
whether the computed value of S is significant or not. Compare r to the appropriate critical value in the table. If r is not
between the positive and negative critical values, then the correlation coefficient is significant. If r is significant, then you
may want to use the line for prediction.

Example 11.7
Suppose you computed r = 0.801 using n = 10 data points.df = n - 2 = 10 - 2 = 8. The critical values associated
with df = 8 are -0.632 and + 0.632. If r < negative critical value or r > positive critical value, then r issignificant.
Since r = 0.801 and 0.801 > 0.632, r is significant and the line may be usedfor prediction. If you view this example
on a number line, it will help you.
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Figure 11.14 r is not significant between -0.632 and +0.632. r = 0.801 > +0.632. Therefore, r is significant.

11.7 For a given line of best fit, you computed that r = 0.6501 using n = 12 data points and the critical value is
0.576. Can the line be used for prediction? Why or why not?

Example 11.8
Suppose you computed r = –0.624 with 14 data points. df = 14 – 2 = 12. The critical values are –0.532 and 0.532.
Since –0.624 < –0.532, r is significant and the line can be used for prediction

Figure 11.15 r = –0.624 < -0.532. Therefore, r is significant.

11.8 For a given line of best fit, you compute that r = 0.5204 using n = 9 data points, and the critical value is
0.666. Can the line be used for prediction? Why or why not?

Example 11.9
Suppose you computed r = 0.776 and n = 6. df = 6 – 2 = 4. The critical values are –0.811 and 0.811. Since –0.811
< 0.776 < 0.811, r is not significant, and the line should not be used for prediction.

Figure 11.16 -0.811 < r = 0.776 < 0.811. Therefore, r is not significant.

11.9 For a given line of best fit, you compute that r = –0.7204 using n = 8 data points, and the critical value is =
0.707. Can the line be used for prediction? Why or why not?
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THIRD-EXAM vs FINAL-EXAM EXAMPLE: critical value method
Consider the third exam/final exam example. The line of best fit is: ŷ = –173.51+4.83x with r = 0.6631 and there are n
= 11 data points. Can the regression line be used for prediction? Given a third-exam score (x value), can we use the line
to predict the final exam score (predicted y value)?
H0: ρ = 0
Ha: ρ ≠ 0
α = 0.05
• Use the "95% Critical Value" table for r with df = n – 2 = 11 – 2 = 9.
• The critical values are –0.602 and +0.602
• Since 0.6631 > 0.602, r is significant.
• Decision: Reject the null hypothesis.
• Conclusion:There is sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between the third
exam score (x) and the final exam score (y) because the correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero.
Because r is significant and the scatter plot shows a linear trend, the regression line can be used to predict final exam
scores.

Example 11.10
Suppose you computed the following correlation coefficients. Using the table at the end of the chapter, determine
if r is significant and the line of best fit associated with each r can be used to predict a y value. If it helps, draw a
number line.
a. r = –0.567 and the sample size, n, is 19. The df = n – 2 = 17. The critical value is –0.456. –0.567 < –0.456
so r is significant.
b. r = 0.708 and the sample size, n, is nine. The df = n – 2 = 7. The critical value is 0.666. 0.708 > 0.666 so r is
significant.
c. r = 0.134 and the sample size, n, is 14. The df = 14 – 2 = 12. The critical value is 0.532. 0.134 is between
–0.532 and 0.532 so r is not significant.
d. r = 0 and the sample size, n, is five. No matter what the dfs are, r = 0 is between the two critical values so r
is not significant.

11.10 For a given line of best fit, you compute that r = 0 using n = 100 data points. Can the line be used for
prediction?Why or why not?

Assumptions in Testing the Significance of the Correlation Coefficient
Testing the significance of the correlation coefficient requires that certain assumptions about the data are satisfied. The
premise of this test is that the data are a sample of observed points taken from a larger population. We have not examined
the entire population because it is not possible or feasible to do so. We are examining the sample to draw a conclusion about
whether the linear relationship that we see between x and y in the sample data provides strong enough evidence so that we
can conclude that there is a linear relationship between x and y in the population.
The regression line equation that we calculate from the sample data gives the best-fit line for our particular sample. We
want to use this best-fit line for the sample as an estimate of the best-fit line for the population. Examining the scatterplot
and testing the significance of the correlation coefficient helps us determine if it is appropriate to do this.
The assumptions underlying the test of significance are:
• There is a linear relationship in the population that models the average value of y for varying values of x. In other
words, the expected value of y for each particular value lies on a straight line in the population. (We do not know the
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equation for the line for the population. Our regression line from the sample is our best estimate of this line in the
population.)
• The y values for any particular x value are normally distributed about the line. This implies that there are more y values
scattered closer to the line than are scattered farther away. Assumption (1) implies that these normal distributions are
centered on the line: the means of these normal distributions of y values lie on the line.
• The standard deviations of the population y values about the line are equal for each value of x. In other words, each of
these normal distributions of y values has the same shape and spread about the line.
• The residual errors are mutually independent (no pattern).
• The data are produced from a well-designed, random sample or randomized experiment.

Figure 11.17 The y values for each x value are normally distributed about the line with the same standard deviation.
For each x value, the mean of the y values lies on the regression line. More y values lie near the line than are scattered
further away from the line.
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11.5 | Prediction
Recall the third exam/final exam example.
We examined the scatterplot and showed that the correlation coefficient is significant. We found the equation of the best-fit
line for the final exam grade as a function of the grade on the third-exam. We can now use the least-squares regression line
for prediction.
Suppose you want to estimate, or predict, the mean final exam score of statistics students who received 73 on the third
exam. The exam scores (x-values) range from 65 to 75. Since 73 is between the x-values 65 and 75, substitute x = 73 into
the equation. Then:

?Z  Ч 

   

We predict that statistics students who earn a grade of 73 on the third exam will earn a grade of 179.08 on the final exam,
on average.

Example 11.11
Recall the third exam/final exam example.
a. What would you predict the final exam score to be for a student who scored a 66 on the third exam?
Solution 11.11
a. 145.27
b. What would you predict the final exam score to be for a student who scored a 90 on the third exam?
Solution 11.11
b. The x values in the data are between 65 and 75. Ninety is outside of the domain of the observed x values in the
data (independent variable), so you cannot reliably predict the final exam score for this student. (Even though it
is possible to enter 90 into the equation for x and calculate a corresponding y value, the y value that you get will
not be reliable.)
To understand really how unreliable the prediction can be outside of the observed x values observed in the data,
make the substitution x = 90 into the equation.
?

Z  ̞
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4

36  

The final-exam score is predicted to be 261.19. The largest the final-exam score can be is 200.

NOTE
The process of predicting inside of the observed x values observed in the data is called interpolation. The
process of predicting outside of the observed x values observed in the data is called extrapolation.

11.11 Data are collected on the relationship between the number of hours per week practicing a musical instrument
and scores on a math test. The line of best fit is as follows:
ŷ = 72.5 + 2.8x
What would you predict the score on a math test would be for a student who practices a musical instrument for five
hours a week?
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11.6 | Outliers
In some data sets, there are values (observed data points) called outliers. Outliers are observed data points that are far
from the least squares line. They have large "errors", where the "error" or residual is the vertical distance from the line to
the point.
Outliers need to be examined closely. Sometimes, for some reason or another, they should not be included in the analysis
of the data. It is possible that an outlier is a result of erroneous data. Other times, an outlier may hold valuable information
about the population under study and should remain included in the data. The key is to examine carefully what causes a data
point to be an outlier.
Besides outliers, a sample may contain one or a few points that are called influential points. Influential points are observed
data points that are far from the other observed data points in the horizontal direction. These points may have a big effect
on the slope of the regression line. To begin to identify an influential point, you can remove it from the data set and see if
the slope of the regression line is changed significantly.
Computers and many calculators can be used to identify outliers from the data. Computer output for regression analysis will
often identify both outliers and influential points so that you can examine them.

Identifying Outliers
We could guess at outliers by looking at a graph of the scatterplot and best fit-line. However, we would like some guideline
as to how far away a point needs to be in order to be considered an outlier. As a rough rule of thumb, we can flag any
point that is located further than two standard deviations above or below the best-fit line as an outlier. The standard
deviation used is the standard deviation of the residuals or errors.
We can do this visually in the scatter plot by drawing an extra pair of lines that are two standard deviations above and below
the best-fit line. Any data points that are outside this extra pair of lines are flagged as potential outliers. Or we can do this
numerically by calculating each residual and comparing it to twice the standard deviation. On the TI-83, 83+, or 84+, the
graphical approach is easier. The graphical procedure is shown first, followed by the numerical calculations. You would
generally need to use only one of these methods.
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Example 11.12
In the third exam/final exam example, you can determine if there is an outlier or not. If there is an outlier,
as an exercise, delete it and fit the remaining data to a new line. For this example, the new line ought to fit the
remaining data better. This means the SSE should be smaller and the correlation coefficient ought to be closer to
1 or –1.
Solution 11.12
Graphical Identification of Outliers
With the TI-83, 83+, 84+ graphing calculators, it is easy to identify the outliers graphically and visually. If we
were to measure the vertical distance from any data point to the corresponding point on the line of best fit and
that distance were equal to 2s or more, then we would consider the data point to be "too far" from the line of best
fit. We need to find and graph the lines that are two standard deviations below and above the regression line. Any
points that are outside these two lines are outliers. We will call these lines Y2 and Y3:
As we did with the equation of the regression line and the correlation coefficient, we will use technology to
calculate this standard deviation for us. Using the LinRegTTest with this data, scroll down through the output
screens to find s = 16.412.
Line Y2 = –173.5 + 4.83x –2(16.4) and line Y3 = –173.5 + 4.83x + 2(16.4)
where ŷ = –173.5 + 4.83x is the line of best fit. Y2 and Y3 have the same slope as the line of best fit.
Graph the scatterplot with the best fit line in equation Y1, then enter the two extra lines as Y2 and Y3 in the
"Y="equation editor and press ZOOM 9. You will find that the only data point that is not between lines Y2 and
Y3 is the point x = 65, y = 175. On the calculator screen it is just barely outside these lines. The outlier is the
student who had a grade of 65 on the third exam and 175 on the final exam; this point is further than two standard
deviations away from the best-fit line.
Sometimes a point is so close to the lines used to flag outliers on the graph that it is difficult to tell if the point is
between or outside the lines. On a computer, enlarging the graph may help; on a small calculator screen, zooming
in may make the graph clearer. Note that when the graph does not give a clear enough picture, you can use the
numerical comparisons to identify outliers.

Figure 11.18
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11.12 Identify the potential outlier in the scatter plot. The standard deviation of the residuals or errors is
approximately 8.6.

Figure 11.19

Numerical Identification of Outliers
In Table 12.5, the first two columns are the third-exam and final-exam data. The third column shows the predicted ŷ values
calculated from the line of best fit: ŷ = –173.5 + 4.83x. The residuals, or errors, have been calculated in the fourth column
of the table: observed y value−predicted y value = y − ŷ.
s is the standard deviation of all the y − ŷ = ε values where n = the total number of data points. If each residual is calculated
and squared, and the results are added, we get the SSE. The standard deviation of the residuals is calculated from the SSE
as:

T

44&
OЧ

NOTE
We divide by (n – 2) because the regression model involves two estimates.

Rather than calculate the value of s ourselves, we can find s using the computer or calculator. For this example, the
calculator function LinRegTTest found s = 16.4 as the standard deviation of the residuals 35; –17; 16; –6; –19; 9; 3; –1;
–10; –9; –1.

x

y

ŷ

y–ŷ

65 175 140 175 – 140 = 35
67 133 150 133 – 150= –17
71 185 169 185 – 169 = 16
71 163 169 163 – 169 = –6
Table 12.5
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x

y

ŷ

y–ŷ

66 126 145 126 – 145 = –19
75 198 189 198 – 189 = 9
67 153 150 153 – 150 = 3
70 163 164 163 – 164 = –1
71 159 169 159 – 169 = –10
69 151 160 151 – 160 = –9
69 159 160 159 – 160 = –1
Table 12.5

We are looking for all data points for which the residual is greater than 2s = 2(16.4) = 32.8 or less than –32.8. Compare
these values to the residuals in column four of the table. The only such data point is the student who had a grade of 65 on
the third exam and 175 on the final exam; the residual for this student is 35.

How does the outlier affect the best fit line?
Numerically and graphically, we have identified the point (65, 175) as an outlier. We should re-examine the data for this
point to see if there are any problems with the data. If there is an error, we should fix the error if possible, or delete the data.
If the data is correct, we would leave it in the data set. For this problem, we will suppose that we examined the data and
found that this outlier data was an error. Therefore we will continue on and delete the outlier, so that we can explore how it
affects the results, as a learning experience.
Compute a new best-fit line and correlation coefficient using the ten remaining points:
On the TI-83, TI-83+, TI-84+ calculators, delete the outlier from L1 and L2. Using the LinRegTTest, the new line of best
fit and the correlation coefficient are:
ŷ = –355.19 + 7.39x and r = 0.9121
The new line with r = 0.9121 is a stronger correlation than the original (r = 0.6631) because r = 0.9121 is closer to one. This
means that the new line is a better fit to the ten remaining data values. The line can better predict the final exam score given
the third exam score.

Numerical Identification of Outliers: Calculating s and Finding Outliers
Manually
If you do not have the function LinRegTTest, then you can calculate the outlier in the first example by doing the following.
First, square each |y – ŷ|
The squares are 352; 172; 162; 62; 192; 92; 32; 12; 102; 92; 12
Then, add (sum) all the |y – ŷ| squared terms using the formula

]

]



1
4
Z J Ч ?Z J 6  Ǳ ȃ J  (Recall that yi – ŷi = εi.)
3
J  
J  


Ǳ

= 352 + 172 + 162 + 62 + 192 + 92 + 32 + 12 + 102 + 92 + 12
= 2440 = SSE. The result, SSE is the Sum of Squared Errors.
Next, calculate s, the standard deviation of all the y – ŷ = ε values where n = the total number of data points.
The calculation is T 

44& .
O̞

For the third exam/final exam problem, T 
Next, multiply s by 2:
(2)(16.47) = 32.94

   .
 ̞ 
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32.94 is 2 standard deviations away from the mean of the y – ŷ values.
If we were to measure the vertical distance from any data point to the corresponding point on the line of best fit and that
distance is at least 2s, then we would consider the data point to be "too far" from the line of best fit. We call that point a
potential outlier.
For the example, if any of the |y – ŷ| values are at least 32.94, the corresponding (x, y) data point is a potential outlier.
For the third exam/final exam problem, all the |y – ŷ|'s are less than 31.29 except for the first one which is 35.
35 > 31.29 That is, |y – ŷ| ≥ (2)(s)
The point which corresponds to |y – ŷ| = 35 is (65, 175). Therefore, the data point (65,175) is a potential outlier. For this
example, we will delete it. (Remember, we do not always delete an outlier.)

NOTE
When outliers are deleted, the researcher should either record that data was deleted, and why, or the researcher should
provide results both with and without the deleted data. If data is erroneous and the correct values are known (e.g.,
student one actually scored a 70 instead of a 65), then this correction can be made to the data.

The next step is to compute a new best-fit line using the ten remaining points. The new line of best fit and the correlation
coefficient are:
ŷ = –355.19 + 7.39x and r = 0.9121

Example 11.13
Using this new line of best fit (based on the remaining ten data points in the third exam/final exam example),
what would a student who receives a 73 on the third exam expect to receive on the final exam? Is this the same as
the prediction made using the original line?
Solution 11.13
Using the new line of best fit, ŷ = –355.19 + 7.39(73) = 184.28. A student who scored 73 points on the third exam
would expect to earn 184 points on the final exam.
The original line predicted ŷ = –173.51 + 4.83(73) = 179.08 so the prediction using the new line with the outlier
eliminated differs from the original prediction.

11.13 The data points for the graph from the third exam/final exam example are as follows: (1, 5), (2, 7), (2, 6),
(3, 9), (4, 12), (4, 13), (5, 18), (6, 19), (7, 12), and (7, 21). Remove the outlier and recalculate the line of best fit. Find
the value of ŷ when x = 10.

Example 11.14
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) measures the average change over time in the prices paid by urban consumers
for consumer goods and services. The CPI affects nearly all Americans because of the many ways it is used.
One of its biggest uses is as a measure of inflation. By providing information about price changes in the Nation's
economy to government, business, and labor, the CPI helps them to make economic decisions. The President,
Congress, and the Federal Reserve Board use the CPI's trends to formulate monetary and fiscal policies. In the
following table, x is the year and y is the CPI.
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x

y

x

y

1915 10.1 1969 36.7
1926 17.7 1975 49.3
1935 13.7 1979 72.6
1940 14.7 1980 82.4
1947 24.1 1986 109.6
1952 26.5 1991 130.7
1964 31.0 1999 166.6
Table 11.6 Data
a. Draw a scatterplot of the data.
b. Calculate the least squares line. Write the equation in the form ŷ = a + bx.
c. Draw the line on the scatterplot.
d. Find the correlation coefficient. Is it significant?
e. What is the average CPI for the year 1990?
Solution 11.14
a. See Figure 11.19.
b. ŷ = –3204 + 1.662x is the equation of the line of best fit.
c. r = 0.8694
d. The number of data points is n = 14. Use the 95% Critical Values of the Sample Correlation Coefficient table
at the end of Chapter 12. n – 2 = 12. The corresponding critical value is 0.532. Since 0.8694 > 0.532, r is
significant.
ŷ = –3204 + 1.662(1990) = 103.4 CPI
e. Using the calculator LinRegTTest, we find that s = 25.4 ; graphing the lines Y2 = –3204 + 1.662X – 2(25.4)
and Y3 = –3204 + 1.662X + 2(25.4) shows that no data values are outside those lines, identifying no outliers.
(Note that the year 1999 was very close to the upper line, but still inside it.)

Figure 11.20

NOTE
In the example, notice the pattern of the points compared to the line. Although the correlation coefficient is
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significant, the pattern in the scatterplot indicates that a curve would be a more appropriate model to use than
a line. In this example, a statistician should prefer to use other methods to fit a curve to this data, rather than
model the data with the line we found. In addition to doing the calculations, it is always important to look at
the scatterplot when deciding whether a linear model is appropriate.

If you are interested in seeing more years of data, visit the Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI website ftp://ftp.bls.gov/
pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt; our data is taken from the column entitled "Annual Avg." (third column from
the right). For example you could add more current years of data. Try adding the more recent years: 2004: CPI
= 188.9; 2008: CPI = 215.3; 2011: CPI = 224.9. See how it affects the model. (Check: ŷ = –4436 + 2.295x; r =
0.9018. Is r significant? Is the fit better with the addition of the new points?)

11.14 The following table shows economic development measured in per capita income PCINC.
Year

PCINC

Year

PCINC

1870

340

1920

1050

1880

499

1930

1170

1890

592

1940

1364

1900

757

1950

1836

1910

927

1960

2132

Table 11.7

a. What are the independent and dependent variables?
b. Draw a scatter plot.
c. Use regression to find the line of best fit and the correlation coefficient.
d. Interpret the significance of the correlation coefficient.
e. Is there a linear relationship between the variables?
f. Find the coefficient of determination and interpret it.
g. What is the slope of the regression equation? What does it mean?
h. Use the line of best fit to estimate PCINC for 1900, for 2000.
i. Determine if there are any outliers.

95% Critical Values of the Sample Correlation Coefficient Table
Degrees of Freedom: n – 2

Table 11.8

Critical Values: (+ and –)

1

0.997

2

0.950

3

0.878
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Degrees of Freedom: n – 2

Table 11.8

Critical Values: (+ and –)

4

0.811

5

0.754

6

0.707

7

0.666

8

0.632

9

0.602

10

0.576

11

0.555

12

0.532

13

0.514

14

0.497

15

0.482

16

0.468

17

0.456

18

0.444

19

0.433

20

0.423

21

0.413

22

0.404

23

0.396

24

0.388

25

0.381

26

0.374

27

0.367

28

0.361

29

0.355

30

0.349

40

0.304

50

0.273

60

0.250

70

0.232

80

0.217

90

0.205

100

0.195
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 8G@SSXODNELD@RTQDRB@KDHRADHMFTRDC /NLHM@K NQCHM@K HMSDQU@KNQQ@SHN
@ )HFGRBGNNKRNBBDQOK@XDQRBK@RRHEHDCAXSGDHQ@SGKDSHB@AHKHSX4TODQHNQ "UDQ@FD "ANUD@UDQ@FD
A #@JHMFSDLODQ@STQDRENQU@QHNTRL@HMCHRGDR    
B 5GDBNKNQRNEBQ@XNMRHM@BQ@XNMANW
C 4NBH@KRDBTQHSXMTLADQR
D *MBNLDRLD@RTQDCHMCNKK@QR
E "R@SHRE@BSHNMRTQUDXNE@RNBH@KVDARHSDAXMTLADQUDQXR@SHREHDC RNLDVG@SR@SHREHDC MNSR@SHREHDC
F 1NKHSHB@KNTSKNNJDWSQDLDKDES KDESNEBDMSDQ QHFGSNEBDMSDQ DWSQDLDQHFGS
G 5HLDNEC@XNM@M@M@KNFV@SBG
H 5GDCHRS@MBDHMLHKDRSNSGDBKNRDRSFQNBDQXRSNQD
I 5GDC@SDR    @MC
J 5GDGDHFGSRNElXD@QNKCVNLDM
K $NLLNMKDSSDQFQ@CDR" # $ % @MC'

 #RJ?LCG?HN;F"?MCAH;H>#NBC=M
 %DRHFM @M DWODQHLDMS *CDMSHEX SGD DWOK@M@SNQX @MC QDRONMRD U@QH@AKDR %DRBQHAD SGD ONOTK@SHNM ADHMF RSTCHDC @MC
SGD DWODQHLDMS@K TMHSR &WOK@HM SGD SQD@SLDMSR SG@S VHKK AD TRDC @MC GNV SGDX VHKK AD @RRHFMDC SN SGD DWODQHLDMS@K TMHSR
%DRBQHADGNVAKHMCHMF@MCOK@BDANRL@XADTRDCSNBNTMSDQSGDONVDQNERTFFDRSHNM
 %HRBTRRONSDMSH@KUHNK@SHNMRNESGDQTKDQDPTHQHMFHMENQLDCBNMRDMS
@ *ML@SDRHM@BNQQDBSHNM@KE@BHKHSX@QDNEEDQDCFNNCADG@UHNQBQDCHSHMQDSTQMENQO@QSHBHO@SHNMHM@RSTCX
A "QDRD@QBGRSTCXHRCDRHFMDCSNHMUDRSHF@SD@MDVBGHKCQDMoR@KKDQFXLDCHB@SHNM
B 1@QSHBHO@MSR HM @ RSTCX @QD SNKC SG@S SGD MDV LDCHB@SHNM ADHMF SDRSDC HR GHFGKX OQNLHRHMF ATS SGDX @QD MNS SNKC SG@S
NMKX @ RL@KK ONQSHNM NE O@QSHBHO@MSR VHKK QDBDHUD SGD MDV LDCHB@SHNM 0SGDQR VHKK QDBDHUD OK@BDAN SQD@SLDMSR @MC
SQ@CHSHNM@KSQD@SLDMSR
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 4JH QDRNQSR @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD LD@M @FD SG@S BGHKCQDM S@JD SGDHQ EHQRS RJH @MC RMNVAN@QC KDRRNMR 5GDX MDDC SGHR
HMENQL@SHNMSNOK@MSGDHQRJHBK@RRDRNOSHL@KKX
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 "B@QCHNKNFHRSHRHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDLD@MQDBNUDQXODQHNCNEGDQO@SHDMSRVGNG@UDG@CGD@QS@SS@BJR
 *MRTQ@MBD BNLO@MHDR @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD LD@M GD@KSG BNRSR D@BG XD@Q NE SGDHQ BKHDMSR RN SG@S SGDX B@M CDSDQLHMD SGD
BNRSRNEGD@KSGHMRTQ@MBD
 "ONKHSHBH@MHRHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDOQNONQSHNMNEUNSDQRHMGHRCHRSQHBSVGNSGHMJGDHRCNHMF@FNNCINA
 "L@QQH@FDBNTMRDKNQHRHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDOQNONQSHNMNEBKHDMSRRGDBNTMRDKRVGNRS@XL@QQHDC
 1NKHSHB@KONKKRSDQRL@XADHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDOQNONQSHNMNEODNOKDVGNVHKKUNSDENQ@O@QSHBTK@QB@TRD
 "L@QJDSHMFBNLO@MXHRHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDOQNONQSHNMNEODNOKDVGNVHKKATX@O@QSHBTK@QOQNCTBS
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I " -@JD 5@GND $NLLTMHSX $NKKDFD HMRSQTBSNQ HR HMSDQDRSDC
HMSGDLD@MMTLADQNEC@XR-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDL@SGRSTCDMSR@QD@ARDMSEQNLBK@RRCTQHMF@PT@QSDQ
 8G@SHRSGDONOTK@SHNMRGDHRHMSDQDRSDCHM
@ @KK-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDRSTCDMSR
A @KK-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFD&MFKHRGRSTCDMSR
B @KK-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDRSTCDMSRHMGDQBK@RRDR
C @KK-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDL@SGRSTCDMSR
 $NMRHCDQSGDENKKNVHMF

9 MTLADQNEC@XR@-@JD5@GND$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDL@SGRSTCDMSHR@ARDMS
*MSGHRB@RD 1 HR@MDW@LOKDNE@
@
A
B
C

U@QH@AKD
ONOTK@SHNM
RS@SHRSHB
C@S@

 5GDHMRSQTBSNQoRR@LOKDOQNCTBDR@LD@MMTLADQNEC@XR@ARDMSNEC@XR5GHRU@KTDHR@MDW@LOKDNE@
@ O@Q@LDSDQ
A C@S@
B RS@SHRSHB
C U@QH@AKD
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 MTLADQNEBNLODSHMFBNLOTSDQROQD@CRGDDSRNESV@QDO@BJ@FDR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I " RSTCX V@R CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD SGD @FD MTLADQ NE SHLDR
ODQ VDDJ @MC SGD CTQ@SHNM @LNTMS NE SHLD NE QDRHCDMS TRD NE @ KNB@K O@QJ HM 4@M +NRD 5GD EHQRS GNTRD HM SGD MDHFGANQGNNC
@QNTMCSGDO@QJV@RRDKDBSDCQ@MCNLKX@MCSGDMDUDQXSGGNTRDHMSGDMDHFGANQGNNC@QNTMCSGDO@QJV@RHMSDQUHDVDC
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 p/TLADQNESHLDRODQVDDJqHRVG@SSXODNEC@S@
@ PT@KHS@SHUD
A PT@MSHS@SHUDCHRBQDSD
B PT@MSHS@SHUDBNMSHMTNTR
 p%TQ@SHNM @LNTMSNESHLD qHRVG@SSXODNEC@S@
@ PT@KHS@SHUD
A PT@MSHS@SHUDCHRBQDSD
B PT@MSHS@SHUDBNMSHMTNTR
 "HQKHMD BNLO@MHDR @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD BNMRHRSDMBX NE SGD MTLADQ NE A@AHDR NM D@BG EKHFGS RN SG@S SGDX G@UD @CDPT@SD
R@EDSX DPTHOLDMS 4TOONRD @M @HQKHMD BNMCTBSR @ RTQUDX 0UDQ 5G@MJRFHUHMF VDDJDMC HS RTQUDXR RHW EKHFGSR EQNL #NRSNM SN
4@KS -@JD $HSX SN CDSDQLHMD SGD MTLADQ NE A@AHDR NM SGD EKHFGSR *S CDSDQLHMDR SGD @LNTMS NE R@EDSX DPTHOLDMS MDDCDC AX
SGDQDRTKSNESG@SRSTCX
@ 6RHMFBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR KHRSSGQDDSGHMFRVQNMFVHSGSGDV@XSGDRTQUDXV@RBNMCTBSDC
A 6RHMFBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR KHRSSGQDDV@XRSG@SXNTVNTKCHLOQNUDSGDRTQUDXHEHSVDQDSNADQDOD@SDC
 4TOONRD XNT V@MS SN CDSDQLHMD SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE RSTCDMSR ODQ RS@SHRSHBR BK@RR HM XNTQ RS@SD %DRBQHAD @ ONRRHAKD
R@LOKHMFLDSGNCHMSGQDDSNEHUDBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR.@JDSGDCDRBQHOSHNMCDS@HKDC
 4TOONRD XNT V@MS SN CDSDQLHMD SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE B@MR NE RNC@ CQTMJ D@BG LNMSG AX RSTCDMSR HM SGDHQ SVDMSHDR @S XNTQ
RBGNNK%DRBQHAD@ONRRHAKDR@LOKHMFLDSGNCHMSGQDDSNEHUDBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR.@JDSGDCDRBQHOSHNMCDS@HKDC
 -HRSRNLDOQ@BSHB@KCHEEHBTKSHDRHMUNKUDCHMFDSSHMF@BBTQ@SDQDRTKSREQNL@SDKDOGNMDRTQUDX
 -HRSRNLDOQ@BSHB@KCHEEHBTKSHDRHMUNKUDCHMFDSSHMF@BBTQ@SDQDRTKSREQNL@L@HKDCRTQUDX
 8HSG XNTQ BK@RRL@SDR AQ@HMRSNQL RNLD V@XR XNT BNTKC NUDQBNLD SGDRD OQNAKDLR HE XNT MDDCDC SN BNMCTBS @ OGNMD NQ
L@HKRTQUDX
 5GD HMRSQTBSNQ S@JDR GDQ R@LOKD AX F@SGDQHMF C@S@ NM EHUD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC RSTCDMSR EQNL D@BG -@JD 5@GND $NLLTMHSX
$NKKDFDL@SGBK@RR5GDSXODNER@LOKHMFRGDTRDCHR
@ BKTRSDQR@LOKHMF
A RSQ@SHEHDCR@LOKHMF
B RHLOKDQ@MCNLR@LOKHMF
C BNMUDMHDMBDR@LOKHMF
 " RSTCX V@R CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD SGD @FD MTLADQ NE SHLDR ODQ VDDJ @MC SGD CTQ@SHNM @LNTMS NE SHLD NE QDRHCDMSR TRHMF
@ KNB@K O@QJ HM 4@M +NRD 5GD EHQRS GNTRD HM SGD MDHFGANQGNNC @QNTMC SGD O@QJ V@R RDKDBSDC Q@MCNLKX @MC SGDM DUDQX DHFGSG
GNTRDHMSGDMDHFGANQGNNC@QNTMCSGDO@QJV@RHMSDQUHDVDC5GDR@LOKHMFLDSGNCV@R
@ RHLOKDQ@MCNL
A RXRSDL@SHB
B RSQ@SHEHDC
C BKTRSDQ
 /@LDSGDR@LOKHMFLDSGNCTRDCHMD@BGNESGDENKKNVHMFRHST@SHNMR
@ " VNL@M HM SGD @HQONQS HR G@MCHMF NTS PTDRSHNMM@HQDR SN SQ@UDKDQR @RJHMF SGDL SN DU@KT@SD SGD @HQONQSoR RDQUHBD
4GD CNDR MNS @RJ SQ@UDKDQR VGN @QD GTQQXHMF SGQNTFG SGD @HQONQS VHSG SGDHQ G@MCR ETKK NE KTFF@FD ATS HMRSD@C @RJR
@KKSQ@UDKDQRVGN@QDRHSSHMFMD@QF@SDR@MCMNSS@JHMFM@ORVGHKDSGDXV@HS
A " SD@BGDQ V@MSR SN JMNV HE GDQ RSTCDMSR @QD CNHMF GNLDVNQJ RN RGD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSR QNVR SVN @MC EHUD @MC SGDM
B@KKR NM @KK RSTCDMSR HM QNV SVN @MC @KK RSTCDMSR HM QNV EHUD SN OQDRDMS SGD RNKTSHNMR SN GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDLR SN SGD
BK@RR
B 5GD L@QJDSHMF L@M@FDQ ENQ @M DKDBSQNMHBR BG@HM RSNQD V@MSR HMENQL@SHNM @ANTS SGD @FDR NE HSR BTRSNLDQR 0UDQ
SGD MDWS SVN VDDJR @S D@BG RSNQD KNB@SHNM  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC BTRSNLDQR @QD FHUDM PTDRSHNMM@HQDR SN EHKK NTS
@RJHMFENQHMENQL@SHNM@ANTS@FD @RVDKK@R@ANTSNSGDQU@QH@AKDRNEHMSDQDRS
C 5GD KHAQ@QH@M @S @ OTAKHB KHAQ@QX V@MSR SN CDSDQLHMD VG@S OQNONQSHNM NE SGD KHAQ@QX TRDQR @QD BGHKCQDM 5GD KHAQ@QH@M
G@R @ S@KKX RGDDS NM VGHBG RGD L@QJR VGDSGDQ ANNJR @QD BGDBJDC NTS AX @M @CTKS NQ @ BGHKC 4GD QDBNQCR SGHR C@S@
ENQDUDQXENTQSGO@SQNMVGNBGDBJRNTSANNJR
D " ONKHSHB@K O@QSX V@MSR SN JMNV SGD QD@BSHNM NE UNSDQR SN @ CDA@SD ADSVDDM SGD B@MCHC@SDR 5GD C@X @ESDQ SGD CDA@SD
SGD O@QSXoR ONKKHMF RS@EE B@KKR   Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC OGNMD MTLADQR *E @ QDFHRSDQDC UNSDQ @MRVDQR SGD OGNMD NQ
HR @U@HK@AKD SN BNLD SN SGD OGNMD SG@S QDFHRSDQDC UNSDQ HR @RJDC VGNL GD NQ RGD HMSDMCR SN UNSD ENQ @MC VGDSGDQ
SGDCDA@SDBG@MFDCGHRNQGDQNOHMHNMNESGDB@MCHC@SDR
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 " pQ@MCNL RTQUDXq V@R BNMCTBSDC NE   ODNOKD NE SGD pLHBQNOQNBDRRNQ FDMDQ@SHNMq ODNOKD ANQM RHMBD  SGD
XD@Q SGD LHBQNOQNBDRRNQ V@R HMUDMSDC  *S V@R QDONQSDC SG@S  NE SGNRD HMCHUHCT@KR RTQUDXDC RS@SDC SG@S HE SGDX G@C  
SN RODMC SGDX VNTKC TRD HS ENQ BNLOTSDQ DPTHOLDMS "KRN  NE SGNRD RTQUDXDC BNMRHCDQDC SGDLRDKUDR QDK@SHUDKX R@UUX
BNLOTSDQTRDQR
@ %NXNTBNMRHCDQSGDR@LOKDRHYDK@QFDDMNTFGENQ@RSTCXNESGHRSXOD 8GXNQVGXMNS
A #@RDC NM XNTQ pFTS EDDKHMF q CN XNT ADKHDUD SGD ODQBDMSR @BBTQ@SDKX QDEKDBS SGD 64 ONOTK@SHNM ENQ SGNRD
HMCHUHCT@KR ANQM RHMBD  *E MNS CN XNT SGHMJ SGD ODQBDMSR NE SGD ONOTK@SHNM @QD @BST@KKX GHFGDQ NQ KNVDQ SG@M
SGDR@LOKDRS@SHRSHBR 8GX
"CCHSHNM@K HMENQL@SHNM 5GD RTQUDX QDONQSDC AX *MSDK $NQONQ@SHNM V@R EHKKDC NTS AX HMCHUHCT@KR VGN UHRHSDC SGD
-NR"MFDKDR$NMUDMSHNM$DMSDQSNRDDSGD4LHSGRNMH@M*MRSHSTSDRQN@CRGNVB@KKDCp"LDQHB@oR4LHSGRNMH@Mq
B 8HSG SGHR @CCHSHNM@K HMENQL@SHNM CN XNT EDDK SG@S @KK CDLNFQ@OGHB @MC DSGMHB FQNTOR VDQD DPT@KKX QDOQDRDMSDC @S
SGDDUDMS 8GXNQVGXMNS
C 8HSG SGD @CCHSHNM@K HMENQL@SHNM BNLLDMS NM GNV @BBTQ@SDKX XNT SGHMJ SGD R@LOKD RS@SHRSHBR QDEKDBS SGD ONOTK@SHNM
O@Q@LDSDQR
 5GD 8DKK#DHMF *MCDW HR @ RTQUDX SG@S ENKKNVR SQDMCR NE 64 QDRHCDMSR NM @ QDFTK@Q A@RHR 5GDQD @QD RHW @QD@R NE
GD@KSG @MC VDKKMDRR BNUDQDC HM SGD RTQUDX -HED &U@KT@SHNM &LNSHNM@K )D@KSG 1GXRHB@K )D@KSG )D@KSGX #DG@UHNQ 8NQJ
&MUHQNMLDMS @MC#@RHB"BBDRR4NLDNESGDPTDRSHNMRTRDCSNLD@RTQDSGD*MCDW@QDKHRSDCADKNV
*CDMSHEX SGD SXOD NE C@S@ NAS@HMDC EQNL D@BG PTDRSHNM TRDC HM SGHR RTQUDX PT@KHS@SHUD PT@MSHS@SHUD CHRBQDSD NQ PT@MSHS@SHUD
BNMSHMTNTR
@
A
B
C

%N XNT G@UD @MX GD@KSG OQNAKDLR SG@S OQDUDMS XNT EQNL CNHMF @MX NE SGD SGHMFR ODNOKD XNTQ @FD B@M MNQL@KKX CN
%TQHMFSGDO@RSC@XR ENQ@ANTSGNVL@MXC@XRCHCONNQGD@KSGJDDOXNTEQNLCNHMFXNTQTRT@K@BSHUHSHDR
*MSGDK@RSRDUDMC@XR NMGNVL@MXC@XRCHCXNTDWDQBHRDENQLHMTSDRNQLNQD
%NXNTG@UDGD@KSGHMRTQ@MBDBNUDQ@FD

 *M @CU@MBD NE SGD  1QDRHCDMSH@K &KDBSHNM @ L@F@YHMD SHSKDC -HSDQ@QX %HFDRS QDKD@RDC SGD QDRTKSR NE @M NOHMHNM
ONKK OQDCHBSHMF SG@S SGD QDOTAKHB@M B@MCHC@SD "KE -@MCNM VNTKC VHM AX @ K@QFD L@QFHM 5GD L@F@YHMD RDMS ONRS B@QCR
SN @OOQNWHL@SDKX    OQNRODBSHUD UNSDQR 5GDRD OQNRODBSHUD UNSDQR VDQD RDKDBSDC EQNL SGD RTARBQHOSHNM KHRS NE SGD
L@F@YHMD EQNL @TSNLNAHKD QDFHRSQ@SHNM KHRSR EQNL OGNMD KHRSR @MC EQNL BKTA LDLADQRGHO KHRSR "OOQNWHL@SDKX   
ODNOKDQDSTQMDCSGDONRSB@QCR
@ 5GHMJ @ANTS SGD RS@SD NE SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  &WOK@HM VGX @ R@LOKD BGNRDM EQNL L@F@YHMD RTARBQHOSHNM KHRSR
@TSNLNAHKD QDFHRSQ@SHNM KHRSR OGNMD ANNJR @MC BKTA LDLADQRGHO KHRSR V@R MNS QDOQDRDMS@SHUD NE SGD ONOTK@SHNM NE
SGD6MHSDC4S@SDR@SSG@SSHLD
A 8G@SDEEDBSCNDRSGDKNVQDRONMRDQ@SDG@UDNMSGDQDKH@AHKHSXNESGDR@LOKD
B "QDSGDRDOQNAKDLRDW@LOKDRNER@LOKHMFDQQNQNQMNMR@LOKHMFDQQNQ
C %TQHMF SGD R@LD XD@Q (DNQFD (@KKTO BNMCTBSDC GHR NVM ONKK NE   OQNRODBSHUD UNSDQR 5GDRD QDRD@QBGDQR TRDC
@ LDSGNC SGDX B@KKDC PTNS@ R@LOKHMF SN NAS@HM RTQUDX @MRVDQR EQNL RODBHEHB RTARDSR NE SGD ONOTK@SHNM 2TNS@
R@LOKHMFHR@MDW@LOKDNEVGHBGR@LOKHMFLDSGNCCDRBQHADCHMSGHRLNCTKD
 $QHLDQDK@SDC @MC CDLNFQ@OGHB RS@SHRSHBR ENQ  64 RS@SDR HM  VDQD BNKKDBSDC EQNL FNUDQMLDMS @FDMBHDR HMBKTCHMF
SGD '#*R .D?<EHC H?C; +;FEHJ 0MD @M@KXRHR NE SGHR C@S@ ENTMC @ RSQNMF BNMMDBSHNM ADSVDDM DCTB@SHNM @MC BQHLD
HMCHB@SHMFSG@SGHFGDQKDUDKRNEDCTB@SHNMHM@BNLLTMHSXBNQQDRONMCSNGHFGDQBQHLDQ@SDR
8GHBGNESGDONSDMSH@KOQNAKDLRVHSGR@LOKDRCHRBTRRDCHM 1?=NCIH  BNTKCDWOK@HMSGHRBNMMDBSHNM
 :NT1NKKRHR@VDARHSDSG@S@KKNVR@MXNMDSNBQD@SD@MCQDRONMCSNONKKR0MDPTDRSHNMONRSDC"OQHK@RJR
p%N XNT EDDK G@OOX O@XHMF XNTQ S@WDR VGDM LDLADQR NE SGD 0A@L@ @CLHMHRSQ@SHNM @QD @KKNVDC SN HFMNQD SGDHQ S@W
KH@AHKHSHDR q<=
"RNE"OQHK ODNOKDQDRONMCDCSNSGHRPTDRSHNM&@BGO@QSHBHO@MS@MRVDQDCp/0q
8GHBGNESGDONSDMSH@KOQNAKDLRVHSGR@LOKDRCHRBTRRDCHMSGHRLNCTKDBNTKCDWOK@HMSGHRBNMMDBSHNM
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 "RBGNK@QKX@QSHBKD@ANTSQDRONMRDQ@SDRADFHMRVHSGSGDENKKNVHMFPTNSD
p%DBKHMHMF BNMS@BS @MC BNNODQ@SHNM Q@SDR HM Q@MCNL CHFHS CH@K 3%% M@SHNM@K SDKDOGNMD RTQUDXR Q@HRD RDQHNTR BNMBDQMR
@ANTSSGDU@KHCHSXNEDRSHL@SDRCQ@VMEQNLRTBGQDRD@QBGq<=
5GD1DV3DRD@QBG$DMSDQENQ1DNOKD@MCSGD1QDRR@CLHSR
p5GD ODQBDMS@FD NE ODNOKD VD HMSDQUHDV l NTS NE @KK VD SQX SN HMSDQUHDV l G@R ADDM CDBKHMHMF NUDQ SGD O@RS CDB@CD NQ
LNQDq<=
@ 8G@S@QDRNLDQD@RNMRENQSGDCDBKHMDHMQDRONMRDQ@SDNUDQSGDO@RSCDB@CD
A &WOK@HMVGXQDRD@QBGDQR@QDBNMBDQMDCVHSGSGDHLO@BSNESGDCDBKHMHMFQDRONMRDQ@SDNMOTAKHBNOHMHNMONKKR
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 4HWSX @CTKSR VHSG FTL CHRD@RD VDQD @RJDC SGD MTLADQ NE SHLDR ODQ VDDJ SGDX TRDC SN EKNRR ADENQD SGDHQ CH@FMNRHR 5GD
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@AKDSNFDSSGDSDWSANNJ@S@KK NQLHFGSFDS@CDK@XDCCDKHUDQXHESGDANNJHRA@BJNQCDQDC
" BNKKDFD MDVRO@ODQ QDONQSDQ HR HMUDRSHF@SHMF SDWSANNJ @U@HK@AHKHSX @S NMKHMD QDS@HKDQR )D CDBHCDR SN HMUDRSHF@SD NMD SDWSANNJ
ENQ D@BG NE SGD ENKKNVHMF RDUDM RTAIDBSR B@KBTKTR AHNKNFX BGDLHRSQX OGXRHBR RS@SHRSHBR FDNKNFX @MC FDMDQ@K DMFHMDDQHMF
)D BNMRTKSR SDWSANNJ HMCTRSQX R@KDR C@S@ @MC RDKDBSR SGD LNRS ONOTK@Q M@SHNM@KKX TRDC SDWSANNJ HM D@BG NE SGDRD RTAIDBSR
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SDWSANNJR &WOK@HM VGX NQ VGX MNS %DRBQHAD RNLD ONRRHAKD RNTQBDR NE AH@R HM SGHR RSTCX @MC GNV HS LHFGS @EEDBS SGD QDRTKSR
NESGDRSTCX(HUDRNLDRTFFDRSHNMR@ANTSVG@SBNTKCADCNMDSNHLOQNUDSGDRSTCX
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33. What is the z-score of x = 12, if it is two standard deviations to the right of the mean?
34. What is the z-score of x = 9, if it is 1.5 standard deviations to the left of the mean?
35. What is the z-score of x = –2, if it is 2.78 standard deviations to the right of the mean?
36. What is the z-score of x = 7, if it is 0.133 standard deviations to the left of the mean?
37. Suppose X ~ N(2, 6). What value of x has a z-score of three?
38. Suppose X ~ N(8, 1). What value of x has a z-score of –2.25?
39. Suppose X ~ N(9, 5). What value of x has a z-score of –0.5?
40. Suppose X ~ N(2, 3). What value of x has a z-score of –0.67?
41. Suppose X ~ N(4, 2). What value of x is 1.5 standard deviations to the left of the mean?
42. Suppose X ~ N(4, 2). What value of x is two standard deviations to the right of the mean?
43. Suppose X ~ N(8, 9). What value of x is 0.67 standard deviations to the left of the mean?
44. Suppose X ~ N(–1, 2). What is the z-score of x = 2?
45. Suppose X ~ N(12, 6). What is the z-score of x = 2?
46. Suppose X ~ N(9, 3). What is the z-score of x = 9?
47. Suppose a normal distribution has a mean of six and a standard deviation of 1.5. What is the z-score of x = 5.5?
48. In a normal distribution, x = 5 and z = –1.25. This tells you that x = 5 is ____ standard deviations to the ____ (right
or left) of the mean.
49. In a normal distribution, x = 3 and z = 0.67. This tells you that x = 3 is ____ standard deviations to the ____ (right
or left) of the mean.
50. n a normal distribution, x = –2 and z = 6. This tells you that x = –2 is ____ standard deviations to the ____ (right
or left) of the mean.
51. In a normal distribution, x = –5 and z = –3.14. This tells you that x = –5 is ____ standard deviations to the ____
(right or left) of the mean.
52. In a normal distribution, x = 6 and z = –1.7. This tells you that x = 6 is ____ standard deviations to the ____ (right
or left) of the mean.
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53. About what percent of x values from a normal distribution lie within one standard deviation (left and right) of the mean
of that distribution?
54. About what percent of the x values from a normal distribution lie within two standard deviations (left and right) of the
mean of that distribution?
55. About what percent of x values lie between the second and third standard deviations (both sides)?
56. Suppose X ~ N(15, 3). Between what x values does 68% of the data lie? The range of x values is centered at the mean of
the distribution (i.e., 15).
57. Suppose X ~ N(–3, 1). Between what x values does 95% of the data lie? The range of x values is centered at the mean of
the distribution(i.e., –3).
58. Suppose X ~ N(–3, 1). Between what x values does 34% of the data lie?
59. About what percent of x values lie between the mean and three standard deviations?
60. About what percent of x values lie between the mean and one standard deviation?
61. About what percent of x values lie between the first and second standard deviations from the mean (both sides)?
62. About what percent of x values lie between the first and third standard deviations(both sides)?
Use the following information to answer the next two exercises: The life of Sunshine CD players is normally distributed
with mean of 4.1 years and a standard deviation of 1.3 years. A CD player is guaranteed for three years. We are interested
in the length of time a CD player lasts.
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87 'NKKNVHMF @QD SGD OTAKHRGDC VDHFGSR HM ONTMCR NE @KK NE SGD SD@L LDLADQR NE SGD 4@M 'Q@MBHRBN DQR EQNL @ OQDUHNTR
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0QF@MHYDSGDC@S@EQNLRL@KKDRSSNK@QFDRSU@KTD
'HMCSGDLDCH@M
'HMCSGDEHQRSPT@QSHKD
'HMCSGDSGHQCPT@QSHKD
$NMRSQTBS@ANWOKNSNESGDC@S@
5GDLHCCKDNESGDVDHFGSR@QDEQNL???????SN???????
*E NTQ ONOTK@SHNM VDQD @KK OQNEDRRHNM@K ENNSA@KK OK@XDQR VNTKC SGD @ANUD C@S@ AD @ R@LOKD NE VDHFGSR NQ SGD
ONOTK@SHNMNEVDHFGSR 8GX
G *E NTQ ONOTK@SHNM HMBKTCDC DUDQX SD@L LDLADQ VGN DUDQ OK@XDC ENQ SGD 4@M 'Q@MBHRBN DQR VNTKC SGD @ANUD C@S@
AD@R@LOKDNEVDHFGSRNQSGDONOTK@SHNMNEVDHFGSR 8GX
H "RRTLDSGDONOTK@SHNMV@RSGD4@M'Q@MBHRBNDQR'HMC
H SGDONOTK@SHNMLD@M Z
HH SGDONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM \
HHH SGDVDHFGSSG@SHRSVNRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMRADKNVSGDLD@M
HU 8GDM 4SDUD :NTMF PT@QSDQA@BJ OK@XDC ENNSA@KK GD VDHFGDC  ONTMCR )NV L@MX RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMR@ANUDNQADKNVSGDLD@MV@RGD
I 5G@S R@LD XD@Q SGD LD@M VDHFGS ENQ SGD %@KK@R $NVANXR V@R  ONTMCR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE 
ONTMCR &LLHS 4LHSG VDHFGDC HM @S  ONTMCR 8HSG QDRODBS SN GHR SD@L VGN V@R KHFGSDQ 4LHSG NQ :NTMF )NV
CHCXNTCDSDQLHMDXNTQ@MRVDQ
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NE  NE SGD SD@BGDQR VDQD LD@RTQDC ADENQD @MC @ESDQ SGD RDLHM@Q " ONRHSHUD MTLADQ ENQ BG@MFD HM @SSHSTCD HMCHB@SDR SG@S @
SD@BGDQR@SSHSTCDSNV@QCL@SGADB@LDLNQDONRHSHUD5GDBG@MFDRBNQDR@QD@RENKKNVR
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A
B
C

8G@SHRSGDLD@MBG@MFDRBNQD
8G@SHRSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMENQSGHRONOTK@SHNM
8G@SHRSGDLDCH@MBG@MFDRBNQD
'HMCSGDBG@MFDRBNQDSG@SHRRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMRADKNVSGDLD@M

89 3DEDQ SN $CAOL? 3 CDSDQLHMD VGHBG NE SGD ENKKNVHMF @QD SQTD @MC VGHBG @QD E@KRD &WOK@HM XNTQ RNKTSHNM SN D@BG
O@QSHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
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5GDLDCH@MRENQ@KKSGQDDFQ@OGR@QDSGDR@LD
8DB@MMNSCDSDQLHMDHE@MXNESGDLD@MRENQSGDSGQDDFQ@OGRHRCHEEDQDMS
5GDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMENQFQ@OGAHRK@QFDQSG@MSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMENQFQ@OG@
8DB@MMNSCDSDQLHMDHE@MXNESGDSGHQCPT@QSHKDRENQSGDSGQDDFQ@OGRHRCHEEDQDMS

90 *M @ QDBDMS HRRTD NE SGD " ,F;9JHKC  DMFHMDDQHMF BNMEDQDMBDR VDQD @MMNTMBDC 'NTQ BNMEDQDMBDR K@RSDC SVN
C@XR 5GHQSXRHW K@RSDC SGQDD C@XR &HFGSDDM K@RSDC ENTQ C@XR /HMDSDDM K@RSDC EHUD C@XR 'NTQ K@RSDC RHW C@XR 0MD K@RSDC
RDUDMC@XR0MDK@RSDCDHFGSC@XR0MDK@RSDCMHMDC@XR-DS 1 SGDKDMFSG HMC@XR NE@MDMFHMDDQHMFBNMEDQDMBD
@ 0QF@MHYDSGDC@S@HM@BG@QS
A 'HMCSGDLDCH@M SGDEHQRSPT@QSHKD @MCSGDSGHQCPT@QSHKD
B 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD
C 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD
D $NMRSQTBS@ANWOKNSNESGDC@S@
E 5GDLHCCKDNESGDBNMEDQDMBDRK@RSEQNL???????C@XRSN???????C@XR
F $@KBTK@SDSGDR@LOKDLD@MNEC@XRNEDMFHMDDQHMFBNMEDQDMBDR
G $@KBTK@SDSGDR@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEC@XRNEDMFHMDDQHMFBNMEDQDMBDR
H 'HMCSGDLNCD
I *E XNT VDQD OK@MMHMF @M DMFHMDDQHMF BNMEDQDMBD VGHBG VNTKC XNT BGNNRD @R SGD KDMFSG NE SGD BNMEDQDMBD LD@M
LDCH@MNQLNCD &WOK@HMVGXXNTL@CDSG@SBGNHBD
J (HUDSVNQD@RNMRVGXXNTSGHMJSG@SSGQDDSNEHUDC@XRRDDLSNADONOTK@QKDMFSGRNEDMFHMDDQHMFBNMEDQDMBDR
91 "RTQUDXNEDMQNKKLDMS@SBNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDR@BQNRRSGD6MHSDC4S@SDRXHDKCDCSGDENKKNVHMFEHFTQDR
                  

@ 0QF@MHYD SGD C@S@ HMSN @ BG@QS VHSG EHUD HMSDQU@KR NE DPT@K VHCSG -@ADK SGD SVN BNKTLMR &MQNKKLDMS @MC
'QDPTDMBX
A $NMRSQTBS@GHRSNFQ@LNESGDC@S@
B *E XNT VDQD SN ATHKC @ MDV BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFD VGHBG OHDBD NE HMENQL@SHNM VNTKC AD LNQD U@KT@AKD SGD LNCD NQ
SGDLD@M
C $@KBTK@SDSGDR@LOKDLD@M
D $@KBTK@SDSGDR@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM
E "RBGNNKVHSG@MDMQNKKLDMSNEVNTKCADGNVL@MXRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@V@XEQNLSGDLD@M
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94 4TOONRD SG@S @ OTAKHRGDQ BNMCTBSDC @ RTQUDX @RJHMF @CTKS BNMRTLDQR SGD MTLADQ NE EHBSHNM O@ODQA@BJ ANNJR SGDX G@C
OTQBG@RDCHMSGDOQDUHNTRLNMSG5GDQDRTKSR@QDRTLL@QHYDCHMSGD 2;<F?
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2;<F?3
@ "QD SGDQD @MX NTSKHDQR HM SGD C@S@ 6RD @M @OOQNOQH@SD MTLDQHB@K SDRS HMUNKUHMF SGD "*+ SN HCDMSHEX NTSKHDQR HE @MX
@MCBKD@QKXRS@SDXNTQBNMBKTRHNM
A *E@C@S@U@KTDHRHCDMSHEHDC@R@MNTSKHDQ VG@SRGNTKCADCNMD@ANTSHS
B "QD @MX C@S@ U@KTDR ETQSGDQ SG@M SVN RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @V@X EQNL SGD LD@M *M RNLD RHST@SHNMR RS@SHRSHBH@MR
L@X TRD SGHR BQHSDQH@ SN HCDMSHEX C@S@ U@KTDR SG@S @QD TMTRT@K BNLO@QDC SN SGD NSGDQ C@S@ U@KTDR /NSD SG@S SGHR
BQHSDQH@HRLNRS@OOQNOQH@SDSNTRDENQC@S@SG@SHRLNTMCRG@ODC@MCRXLLDSQHB Q@SGDQSG@MENQRJDVDCC@S@
C %NO@QSR@@MCBNESGHROQNAKDLFHUDSGDR@LD@MRVDQ
D &W@LHMDSGDRG@ODNESGDC@S@8GHBGO@QS @NQB NESGHRPTDRSHNMFHUDR@LNQD@OOQNOQH@SDQDRTKSENQSGHRC@S@
E #@RDC NM SGD RG@OD NE SGD C@S@ VGHBG HR SGD LNRS @OOQNOQH@SD LD@RTQD NE BDMSDQ ENQ SGHR C@S@ LD@M LDCH@M NQ
LNCD

3.3 Empirical Rule and Z-Scores
95. A NUMMI assembly line, which has been operating since 1984, has built an average of 6,000 cars and trucks a week.
Generally, 10% of the cars were defective coming off the assembly line. Suppose we draw a random sample of n = 100 cars.
Let X represent the number of defective cars in the sample. What can we say about X in regard to the 68-95-99.7 empirical
rule (one standard deviation, two standard deviations and three standard deviations from the mean are being referred to)?
Assume a normal distribution for the defective cars in the sample.
96. We flip a coin 100 times (n = 100) and note that it only comes up heads 20% (p = 0.20) of the time. The mean and
standard deviation for the number of times the coin lands on heads is µ = 20 and σ = 4 (verify the mean and standard
deviation). Solve the following:
a. There is about a 68% chance that the number of heads will be somewhere between ___ and ___.
b. There is about a ____chance that the number of heads will be somewhere between 12 and 28.
c. There is about a ____ chance that the number of heads will be somewhere between eight and 32.
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4 5GDLNRSEQDPTDMSKDMFSGR@QD@MC VGHBGNBBTQSGQDDSHLDR.NCD 
6 
8 5GD C@S@ @QD RXLLDSQHB@K 5GD LDCH@M HR  @MC SGD LD@M HR  5GDX @QD BKNRD @MC SGD LNCD KHDR BKNRD SN SGD LHCCKD
NESGDC@S@ RNSGDC@S@@QDRXLLDSQHB@K
10 5GD C@S@ @QD RJDVDC QHFGS 5GD LDCH@M HR  @MC SGD LD@M HR  &UDM SGNTFG SGDX @QD BKNRD SGD LNCD KHDR SN SGD
KDESNESGDLHCCKDNESGDC@S@ @MCSGDQD@QDL@MXLNQDHMRS@MBDRNESG@M@MXNSGDQMTLADQ RNSGDC@S@@QDRJDVDCQHFGS
12 8GDMSGDC@S@@QDRXLLDSQHB@K SGDLD@M@MCLDCH@M@QDBKNRDNQSGDR@LD
14 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMHRRJDVDCQHFGSADB@TRDHSKNNJROTKKDCNTSSNSGDQHFGS
16 5GDLD@MHR@MCHRRKHFGSKXFQD@SDQSG@MSGDLDCH@M VGHBGHRENTQ
18 5GDLNCD@MCSGDLDCH@M@QDSGDR@LD*MSGHRB@RD SGDX@QDANSGEHUD
20 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMHRRJDVDCKDESADB@TRDHSKNNJROTKKDCNTSSNSGDKDES
22 5GDLD@M@MCSGDLDCH@M@QDANSGRHW
24 5GDLNCDHR SGDLDCH@MHR @MCSGDLD@MHR5GDLD@MHRSGDK@QFDRS
26 5GDLD@MSDMCRSNQDEKDBSRJDVHMFSGDLNRSADB@TRDHSHR@EEDBSDCSGDLNRSAXNTSKHDQR
28 I 
 l 'NQ ,@QK P  ̞  l 'QDCNoR PRBNQD NE l HR GHFGDQ SG@M
30 'NQ 'QDCN P  ̞


,@QKoR PRBNQD NE l 'NQ A@SSHMF @UDQ@FD GHFGDQ U@KTDR @QD ADSSDQ RN 'QDCN G@R @ ADSSDQ A@SSHMF @UDQ@FD BNLO@QDC SN GHR
SD@L
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37 N
39 N
41 N
43 N
45 Pl
47 Pwl
49  QHFGS
51  KDES
53 @ANTS
55 @ANTS
57 ADSVDDMl@MCl
59 @ANTS
61 @ANTS

64 5GDLD@MODQBDMS@FD Yo    



66 5GD LDCH@M U@KTD HR SGD LHCCKD U@KTD HM SGD NQCDQDC KHRS NE C@S@ U@KTDR 5GD LDCH@M U@KTD NE @ RDS NE  VHKK AD SGD SG
MTLADQHMNQCDQ4HWXD@QRVHKKG@UDSNS@KR@SNQADKNVSGDLDCH@M
68 '5&4
70 
72
r LD@M 
r LDCH@M 
r RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM
r EHQRSPT@QSHKD 
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74 )HMS 5GHMJ @ANTS SGD MTLADQ NE XD@QR BNUDQDC AX D@BG SHLD ODQHNC @MC VG@S G@OODMDC SN GHFGDQ DCTB@SHNM CTQHMF
SGNRDODQHNCR
76 'NQ OH@MNR SGD BNRS NE SGD OH@MN HR  RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR #&-08 SGD LD@M 'NQ FTHS@QR SGD BNRS NE SGD FTHS@Q HR 
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR "#07& SGD LD@M 'NQ CQTLR SGD BNRS NE SGD CQTL RDS HR  RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR #&-08 SGD LD@M
0E SGD SGQDD SGD CQTLR BNRS SGD KNVDRS HM BNLO@QHRNM SN SGD BNRS NE NSGDQ HMRSQTLDMSR NE SGD R@LD SXOD 5GD FTHS@Q BNRSR SGD
LNRSHMBNLO@QHRNMSNSGDBNRSNENSGDQHMRSQTLDMSRNESGDR@LDSXOD
78
r

Yo  

r 6RHMFSGD5* VDNAS@HM@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE T Y  
r 5GDNADRHSXQ@SDNESGD6MHSDC4S@SDRHRGHFGDQSG@MSGD@UDQ@FDNADRHSXQ@SD
r 4HMBD SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR  VD RDD SG@S     HR SGD NADRHSX ODQBDMS@FD SG@S HR NMD RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNM EQNL SGD LD@M 5GD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR NADRHSX Q@SD HR RKHFGSKX KDRR SG@M NMD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM EQNL SGD LD@M
5GDQDENQD VD B@M @RRTLD SG@S SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR VGHKD  NADRD CNDR MNS G@U D @M TMTRT@KKX GHFG ODQBDMS@FD NE
NADRDODNOKD
80
@ 'NQFQ@OG BGDBJRSTCDMSRRNKTSHNM
A NESGDBNLLTMHSXHRTMCDQSGD@FDNE
B #@RDCNMSGDHMENQL@SHNMHMSGDS@AKD FQ@OG @ LNRSBKNRDKXQDOQDRDMSRSGDC@S@
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A 5QTD
B 5QTD
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A $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
B LNCD
C 
D 
E l
93 @

95
n = 100; p = 0.1; q = 0.9
μ = np = (100)(0.10) = 10
σ = npq = (100)(0.1)(0.9) = 3
i. z = ±1: x1 = µ + zσ = 10 + 1(3) = 13 and x2 = µ – zσ = 10 – 1(3) = 7. 68% of the defective cars will fall between seven
and 13.
ii. z = ±2: x1 = µ + zσ = 10 + 2(3) = 16 and x2 = µ – zσ = 10 – 2(3) = 4. 95 % of the defective cars will fall between four
and 16
iii. z = ±3: x1 = µ + zσ = 10 + 3(3) = 19 and x2 = µ – zσ = 10 – 3(3) = 1. 99.7% of the defective cars will fall between one
and 19.
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4 2?LGCHIFIAS
 *M @ O@QSHBTK@Q BNKKDFD BK@RR SGDQD @QD L@KD @MC EDL@KD RSTCDMSR 4NLD RSTCDMSR G@UD KNMF G@HQ @MC RNLD RSTCDMSR G@UD
RGNQS G@HQ 8QHSD SGD KQE:GDK ENQ SGD OQNA@AHKHSHDR NE SGD DUDMSR ENQ O@QSR @ SGQNTFG I /NSD SG@S XNT B@MMNS EHMC MTLDQHB@K
@MRVDQR GDQD :NT VDQD MNS FHUDM DMNTFG HMENQL@SHNM SN EHMC @MX OQNA@AHKHSX U@KTDR XDS BNMBDMSQ@SD NM TMCDQRS@MCHMF SGD
RXLANKR
^
^
^
^

-DS  ADSGDDUDMSSG@S@RSTCDMSHREDL@KD
-DS & ADSGDDUDMSSG@S@RSTCDMSHRL@KD
-DS , ADSGDDUDMSSG@S@RSTCDMSG@RRGNQSG@HQ
-DS % ADSGDDUDMSSG@S@RSTCDMSG@RKNMFG@HQ
@ 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSCNDRMNSG@UDKNMFG@HQ
A 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHRL@KDNQG@RRGNQSG@HQ
B 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHR@EDL@KD@MCG@RKNMFG@HQ
C 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHRL@KD FHUDMSG@SSGDRSTCDMSG@RKNMFG@HQ
D 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSG@RKNMFG@HQ FHUDMSG@SSGDRSTCDMSHRL@KD
E 0E@KKSGDEDL@KDRSTCDMSR SGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSG@RRGNQSG@HQ
F 0E@KKRSTCDMSRVHSGKNMFG@HQ SGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHREDL@KD
G 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHREDL@KDNQG@RKNMFG@HQ
H 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@Q@MCNLKXRDKDBSDCRSTCDMSHR@L@KDRSTCDMSVHSGRGNQSG@HQ
I 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@RSTCDMSHREDL@KD
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <EKH ;N;H9?I;I " ANW HR EHKKDC VHSG RDUDQ@K O@QSX E@UNQR *S BNMS@HMR 
G@SR MNHRDL@JDQR SDMEHMFDQSQ@OR @MCEHUDA@FRNEBNMEDSSH
-DS ! SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@G@S
-DS ' SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@MNHRDL@JDQ
-DS  SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@EHMFDQSQ@O
-DS  SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@A@FNEBNMEDSSH
 'HMC ) ! 
 'HMC ) ' 
 'HMC )  
 'HMC )  
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ I?N ;N;H9?I;I " I@Q NE  IDKKX AD@MR BNMS@HMR  QDC IDKKX AD@MR 
XDKKNV FQDDM OTQOKD AKTD @MCSGDQDRS@QDNQ@MFD
-DS  SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@AKTDIDKKXAD@M
-DS SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@FQDDMIDKKXAD@M
-DS ( SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@MNQ@MFDIDKKXAD@M
-DS ) SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@OTQOKDIDKKXAD@M
-DS + SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@QDCIDKKXAD@M
-DS 2 SGDDUDMSNEFDSSHMF@XDKKNVIDKKXAD@M
 'HMC )  
 'HMC )
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4NTSG "LDQHB@  BNTMSQHDR HM &TQNOD  BNTMSQHDR HM "RH@  BNTMSQHDR HM "EQHB@ @MC  HM 0BD@MH@ 1@BHEHB 0BD@M
QDFHNM 
-DS  SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM"RH@
-DS  SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM&TQNOD
-DS  SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM"EQHB@
-DS ' SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM/NQSG"LDQHB@
-DS ( SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM0BD@MH@
-DS , SGDDUDMSSG@S@BNTMSQXHRHM4NTSG"LDQHB@
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 'HMC ) , 
 8G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNECQ@VHMF@QDCB@QCHM@RS@MC@QCCDBJNEB@QCR
 8G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNECQ@VHMF@BKTAHM@RS@MC@QCCDBJNEB@QCR
 8G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNEQNKKHMF@MDUDMMTLADQNECNSRVHSG@E@HQ RHWRHCDCCHDMTLADQDCNMDSGQNTFGRHW
 8G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNEQNKKHMF@OQHLDMTLADQNECNSRVHSG@E@HQ RHWRHCDCCHDMTLADQDCNMDSGQNTFGRHW
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I :NT RDD @ F@LD @S @ KNB@K E@HQ :NT G@UD SN SGQNV @ C@QS @S @
BNKNQVGDDK&@BGRDBSHNMNMSGDBNKNQVGDDKHRDPT@KHM@QD@
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.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J;D ;N;H9?I;I 0M @ A@RDA@KK SD@L SGDQD @QD HMEHDKCDQR @MC NTSEHDKCDQR
4NLDOK@XDQR@QDFQD@SGHSSDQR @MCRNLDOK@XDQR@QDMNSFQD@SGHSSDQR
-DS " SGDDUDMSSG@S@OK@XDQHM@MHMEHDKCDQ
-DS ( SGDDUDMSSG@S@OK@XDQHR@MNTSEHDKCDQ
-DS ! SGDDUDMSSG@S@OK@XDQHR@FQD@SGHSSDQ
-DS ' SGDDUDMSSG@S@OK@XDQHRMNS@FQD@SGHSSDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHRMNS@MNTSEHDKCDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHR@MNTSEHDKCDQNQHR@FQD@SGHSSDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHR@MHMEHDKCDQ@MCHRMNS@FQD@SGHSSDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHR@FQD@SGHSSDQ FHUDMSG@SSGDOK@XDQHR@MHMEHDKCDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHR@MHMEHDKCDQ FHUDMSG@SSGDOK@XDQHR@FQD@SGHSSDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SNE@KKSGDNTSEHDKCDQR @OK@XDQHRMNS@FQD@SGHSSDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SNE@KKSGDFQD@SGHSSDQR @OK@XDQHR@MNTSEHDKCDQ
 8QHSDSGDRXLANKRENQSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@OK@XDQHR@MHMEHDKCDQNQHRMNS@FQD@SGHSSDQ
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BNLO@MX G@R @  BG@MBD NE QDSTQMHMF    OQNEHS @  BG@MBD NE QDSTQMHMF    OQNEHS @MC @  BG@MBD
NE KNRHMF SGD LHKKHNM CNKK@QR 5GD RDBNMC BNLO@MX @ G@QCV@QD BNLO@MX G@R @  BG@MBD NE QDSTQMHMF    OQNEHS
@  BG@MBD NE QDSTQMHMF    OQNEHS @MC @  BG@MBD NE KNRHMF SGD LHKKHNM CNKK@QR 5GD SGHQC BNLO@MX @ AHNSDBG
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SG@SSGDRSTCDMSO@RRDRSGDPTHYVHSG@FQ@CDNE@SKD@RSNESGDPTDRSHNMRBNQQDBS
 " RSTCDMS S@JDR @ PTDRSHNM LTKSHOKDBGNHBD DW@L ATS CHC MNS RSTCX @MC Q@MCNLKX FTDRRDR D@BG @MRVDQ &@BG PTDRSHNM
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 4TOONRD SG@S @ANTS  NE FQ@CT@SHMF RSTCDMSR @SSDMC SGDHQ FQ@CT@SHNM " FQNTO NE  FQ@CT@SHMF RSTCDMSR HR Q@MCNLKX
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125'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDR@LOKDLD@MHRADSVDDMRDUDM@MC
126'HMCSGDSGODQBDMSHKDENQSGDSNS@KKDMFSGNESHLDA@SSDQHDRK@RS
127'HMCSGD"*+ENQSGDLD@M@LNTMSNESHLDA@SSDQHDRK@RS
128'HMCSGDLHCCKDENQSGDSNS@K@LNTMSNESHLDA@SSDQHDRK@RS
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ ;?=>J ;N;H9?I;I " TMHENQL CHRSQHATSHNM G@R @ LHMHLTL NE RHW @MC @
L@WHLTLNESDM"R@LOKDNEHRS@JDM
129'HMC) TN 
130'HMCSGDSGODQBDMSHKDENQSGDRTLR
131'HMCSGDSGODQBDMSHKDENQSGDRTLR
132'HMCSGDEHQRSPT@QSHKDENQSGDRTLR
133'HMCSGDSGHQCPT@QSHKDENQSGDRTLR
134'HMCSGDSGODQBDMSHKDENQSGDRTLR
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&-+#5-0)
!IHNCHOIOM.LI<;<CFCNS$OH=NCIHM
EH;79>FHE878?B?JO7D:F;H9;DJ?B;FHE8B;C :H7MJ>;F?9JKH;
135$NMRHCDQSGDENKKNVHMFDWODQHLDMS:NT@QDNMDNEODNOKDDMKHRSDCSNS@JDO@QSHM@RSTCXSNCDSDQLHMDSGDODQBDMS
NE MTQRDR HM "LDQHB@ VHSG @M 3/ QDFHRSDQDC MTQRD  CDFQDD :NT @RJ MTQRDR HE SGDX G@UD @M 3/ CDFQDD 5GD MTQRDR
@MRVDQpXDRqNQpMNq :NTSGDMB@KBTK@SDSGDODQBDMS@FDNEMTQRDRVHSG@M3/CDFQDD :NTFHUDSG@SODQBDMS@FDSNXNTQ
RTODQUHRNQ
@ 8G@SO@QSNESGDDWODQHLDMSVHKKXHDKCCHRBQDSDC@S@
A 8G@SO@QSNESGDDWODQHLDMSVHKKXHDKCBNMSHMTNTRC@S@
1368GDM@FDHRQNTMCDCSNSGDMD@QDRSXD@Q CNSGDC@S@RS@XBNMSHMTNTR NQCNSGDXADBNLDCHRBQDSD  8GX

2B?3HC@ILG"CMNLC<ONCIH
EH;79>FHE878?B?JO7D:F;H9;DJ?B;FHE8B;C :H7MJ>;F?9JKH;
137#HQSGR@QD@OOQNWHL@SDKXTMHENQLKXCHRSQHATSDCADSVDDMSGDVDDJRNESGDXD@Q5GDXB@MADR@HCSNENKKNV@TMHENQL
CHRSQHATSHNMEQNLNMDSN ROQD@CNEVDDJR 
@ 1 ]?????????
A (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
B < N ?????????
C Z ?????????
D k?????????
E 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S @ ODQRNM HR ANQM @S SGD DW@BS LNLDMS VDDJ  RS@QSR 5G@S HR EHMC ) N    ?????????
F )  N  ?????????
G 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@ODQRNMHRANQM@ESDQVDDJ
H )  N[N  ?????????
I 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD
J 'HMCSGDLHMHLTLENQSGDTOODQPT@QSDQ
138 "Q@MCNLMTLADQFDMDQ@SNQOHBJR@MTLADQEQNLNMDSNMHMDHM@TMHENQLL@MMDQ
@ 1 ]?????????
A (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
B < N ?????????
C Z ?????????
D \ ?????????
E )  N  ?????????
F ) N 
G ) N [N  ?????????
H 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD
139 "BBNQCHMF SN @ RSTCX AX %Q +NGM .B%NTF@KK NE GHR KHUDHM VDHFGS KNRR OQNFQ@L SGD ODNOKD VGN ENKKNV GHR OQNFQ@L
KNRD ADSVDDM RHW @MC  ONTMCR @ LNMSG TMSHK SGDX @OOQN@BG SQHL ANCX VDHFGS -DSoR RTOONRD SG@S SGD VDHFGS KNRR HR
TMHENQLKX
CHRSQHATSDC8D@QDHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDVDHFGSKNRRNE@Q@MCNLKXRDKDBSDCHMCHUHCT@KENKKNVHMFSGDOQNFQ@LENQNMDLNMSG
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1 ?????????
A 1 ]?????????
B (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
C < N ?????????
D Z ?????????
E \ ?????????
F 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDHMCHUHCT@KKNRSLNQDSG@MSDMONTMCRHM@LNMSG
G 4TOONRD HS HR JMNVM SG@S SGD HMCHUHCT@K KNRS LNQD SG@M SDM ONTMCR HM @ LNMSG 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S GD KNRS KDRR
SG@MONTMCRHMSGDLNMSG
H )   N  [N    ?????????? 4S@SD SGHR HM @ OQNA@AHKHSX PTDRSHNM RHLHK@QKX SN O@QSR F @MC G CQ@V SGD OHBSTQD
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140"RTAV@XSQ@HM@QQHUDRDUDQXDHFGSLHMTSDRCTQHMFQTRGGNTQ8D@QDHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDKDMFSGNESHLD@BNLLTSDQLTRS
V@HSENQ@SQ@HMSN@QQHUD5GDSHLDENKKNVR@TMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1 ???????
A 1 ]???????
B (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
C < N ???????
D Z ???????
E \ ???????
F 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDBNLLTSDQV@HSRKDRRSG@MNMDLHMTSD
G 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDBNLLTSDQV@HSRADSVDDMSGQDD@MCENTQLHMTSDR
H 4HWSX ODQBDMS NE BNLLTSDQR V@HS LNQD SG@M GNV KNMF ENQ SGD SQ@HM 4S@SD SGHR HM @ OQNA@AHKHSX PTDRSHNM RHLHK@QKX
SNO@QSRF@MCG CQ@VSGDOHBSTQD @MCEHMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSX
141 5GD @FD NE @ EHQRS FQ@CDQ NM 4DOSDLADQ  @S (@QCDM &KDLDMS@QX 4BGNNK HR TMHENQLKX CHRSQHATSDC EQNL  SN 
XD@QR 8DQ@MCNLKXRDKDBSNMDEHQRSFQ@CDQEQNLSGDBK@RR
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1 ?????????
A 1 ]?????????
B (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
C < N ?????????
D Z ?????????
E \ ?????????
F 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SRGDHRNUDQXD@QRNKC
G 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SRGDHRADSVDDMENTQ@MCRHWXD@QRNKC
H 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDENQSGD@FDNEEHQRSFQ@CDQRNM4DOSDLADQ@S(@QCDM&KDLDMS@QX4BGNNK
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I 5GD 4JX 5Q@HM EQNL SGD SDQLHM@K SN SGD QDMS@KlB@Q @MC
KNMFlSDQL O@QJHMF BDMSDQ HR RTOONRDC SN @QQHUD DUDQX DHFGS LHMTSDR 5GD V@HSHMF SHLDR ENQ SGD SQ@HM @QD JMNVM SN ENKKNV @
TMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
142 8G@SHRSGD@UDQ@FDV@HSHMFSHLD HMLHMTSDR
@ YDQN
A SVN
B SGQDD
C ENTQ
143 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDENQSGDV@HSHMFSHLDR HMLHMTSDR 
@ SVN
A 
B 
C SGQDD
144 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXNEV@HSHMFLNQDSG@MRDUDMLHMTSDRFHUDM@ODQRNMG@RV@HSDCLNQDSG@MENTQLHMTSDRHR
@ 
A 
B 
C 
145 5GD SHLD HM LHMTSDR TMSHK SGD MDWS ATR CDO@QSR @ L@INQ ATR CDONS ENKKNVR @ CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG < N  VGDQD N FNDR
EQNLSNLHMTSDR
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1 ????????
A 1 ]????????
B (Q@OGSGDOQNA@AHKHSXCHRSQHATSHNM
C 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMHR?????????????? M@LDNECHRSQHATSHNM *SHR????????????? CHRBQDSDNQBNMSHMTNTR 
D Z ????????
E \ ????????
F 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD SHLD HR @S LNRS  LHMTSDR 4JDSBG @MC K@ADK @ FQ@OG NE SGD CHRSQHATSHNM 4G@CD SGD
@QD@NEHMSDQDRS8QHSDSGD@MRVDQHM@OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
G 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD SHLD HR ADSVDDM  @MC  LHMTSDR 4JDSBG @MC K@ADK @ FQ@OG NE SGD CHRSQHATSHNM
4G@CDSGD@QD@NEHMSDQDRS8QHSDSGD@MRVDQHM@OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
H )   N    ????????? 4S@SD SGHR HM @ OQNA@AHKHSX RS@SDLDMS RHLHK@QKX SN O@QSR F @MC G CQ@V SGD OHBSTQD @MC
EHMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSX
I 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD5GHRLD@MRSG@SNESGDSHLD SGDSHLDHRKDRRSG@M?????LHMTSDR
J 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD*M@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD RS@SDVG@SSGHRLD@MR 4DDO@QSI
K 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDSHLDHRLNQDSG@MLHMTSDRFHUDM NQJMNVHMFSG@S HSHR@SKD@RSLHMTSDR
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146 4TOONRDSG@SSGDU@KTDNE@RSNBJU@QHDRD@BGC@XEQNLSNVHSG@TMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
@ 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDU@KTDNESGDRSNBJHRLNQDSG@M
A 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDU@KTDNESGDRSNBJHRADSVDDM@MC
B 'HMCSGDTOODQPT@QSHKDNE@KKC@XRSGDRSNBJHR@ANUDVG@SU@KTD %Q@VSGDFQ@OG
C (HUDMSG@SSGDRSNBJHRFQD@SDQSG@M EHMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDRSNBJHRLNQDSG@M
147 " EHQDVNQJR RGNV HR CDRHFMDC RN SG@S SGD SHLD ADSVDDM EHQDVNQJR HR ADSVDDM NMD @MC EHUD RDBNMCR @MC ENKKNVR @
TMHENQL CHRSQHATSHNM
@ 'HMCSGD@UDQ@FDSHLDADSVDDMEHQDVNQJR
A 'HMCOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDSHLDADSVDDMEHQDVNQJRHRFQD@SDQSG@MENTQRDBNMCR
148 5GDMTLADQNELHKDRCQHUDMAX@SQTBJCQHUDQE@KKRADSVDDM@MC @MCENKKNVR@TMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
@ 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDSQTBJCQHUDQFNDRLNQDSG@MLHKDRHM@C@X
A 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDSQTBJCQHUDQRFNDRADSVDDM@MCLHKDRHM@C@X
B "SKD@RSGNVL@MXLHKDRCNDRSGDSQTBJCQHUDQSQ@UDKNMSGDETQSGDRSNEC@XR
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2B?1N;H>;L>,ILG;F"CMNLC<ONCIH
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I 5GD O@SHDMS QDBNUDQX SHLD EQNL @ O@QSHBTK@Q RTQFHB@K
OQNBDCTQDHRMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDCVHSG@LD@MNEC@XR@MC@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEC@XR
1498G@SHRSGDLDCH@MQDBNUDQXSHLD
@ 
A 
B 
C 
150 8G@SHRSGD PRBNQDENQ@O@SHDMSVGNS@JDRSDMC@XRSNQDBNUDQ
@ 
A 
B 
C 
151 5GD KDMFSG NE SHLD SN EHMC HS S@JDR SN EHMC @ O@QJHMF RO@BD @S  ". ENKKNVR @ MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG @ LD@M NE
EHUD LHMTSDR @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE SVN LHMTSDR *E SGD LD@M HR RHFMHEHB@MSKX FQD@SDQ SG@M SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM
VGHBG NE SGDENKKNVHMFRS@SDLDMSRHRSQTD
* 5GDC@S@B@MMNSENKKNVSGDTMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
** 5GDC@S@B@MMNSENKKNVSGDDWONMDMSH@KCHRSQHATSHNM
*** 5GDC@S@B@MMNSENKKNVSGDMNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
@ *NMKX
A **NMKX
B ***NMKX
C * ** @MC***
152 5GD GDHFGSR NE SGD  /@SHNM@K #@RJDSA@KK "RRNBH@SHNM OK@XDQR VDQD KHRSDC NM SD@L QNRSDQR @S SGD RS@QS NE SGD
l RD@RNM 5GD GDHFGSR NE A@RJDSA@KK OK@XDQR G@UD @M @OOQNWHL@SD MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG LD@M R   HMBGDR
@MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM \   HMBGDR 'NQ D@BG NE SGD ENKKNVHMF GDHFGSR B@KBTK@SD SGD PRBNQD @MC HMSDQOQDS HS TRHMF
BNLOKDSD RDMSDMBDR
@ HMBGDR
A HMBGDR
B *E@M/#"OK@XDQQDONQSDCGHRGDHFGSG@C@ PRBNQDNE VNTKCXNTADKHDUDGHL &WOK@HMXNTQ@MRVDQ
153 5GD RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD FHUDM HM LHKKHLDSDQR NE L@KDR G@R @M @OOQNWHL@SDKX MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG LD@M R
 @MCRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM \ 4XRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDENQL@KDRENKKNVR@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
@ $@KBTK@SDSGD PRBNQDRENQSGDL@KDRXRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDR@MCLHKKHLDSDQR
A *E @ L@KD EQHDMC NE XNTQR R@HC GD SGNTFGS GHR RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD V@R  RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR ADKNV SGD LD@M
ATSSG@SGDADKHDUDCGHRAKNNCOQDRRTQDV@RADSVDDM@MCLHKKHLDSDQR VG@SVNTKCXNTR@XSNGHL
154 ,XKDoR CNBSNQ SNKC GHL SG@S SGD PRBNQD ENQ GHR RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD HR  8GHBG NE SGD ENKKNVHMF HR SGD ADRS
HMSDQOQDS@SHNM NE SGHR RS@MC@QCHYDC RBNQD 5GD RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD FHUDM HM LHKKHLDSDQR NE L@KDR G@R @M @OOQNWHL@SDKX
MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG LD@M R   @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM \   *E 1  @ RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD RBNQD SGDM 1 ] ' 
 
@ 8GHBG@MRVDQ R AK9J= BNQQDBS
H ,XKDoRRXRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDHR
HH ,XKDoRRXRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDHRSHLDRSGD@UDQ@FDAKNNCOQDRRTQDNELDMGHR@FD
HHH ,XKDoRRXRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDHR@ANUDSGD@UDQ@FDRXRSNKHBAKNNCOQDRRTQDNELDMGHR@FD
HU ,XKDRoR RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD HR  RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @ANUD SGD @UDQ@FD RXRSNKHB AKNNC OQDRRTQD ENQ
LDM
A $@KBTK@SD,XKDoRAKNNCOQDRRTQD
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155 )DHFGS @MC VDHFGS @QD SVN LD@RTQDLDMSR TRDC SN SQ@BJ @ BGHKCoR CDUDKNOLDMS 5GD 8NQKC )D@KSG 0QF@MHY@SHNM LD@RTQDR
BGHKC CDUDKNOLDMS AX BNLO@QHMF SGD VDHFGSR NE BGHKCQDM VGN @QD SGD R@LD GDHFGS @MC SGD R@LD FDMCDQ *M  VDHFGSR ENQ
@KK  BL FHQKR HM SGD QDEDQDMBD ONOTK@SHNM G@C @ LD@M R   JF @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM \   JF 8DHFGSR @QD MNQL@KKX
CHRSQHATSDC 1 ] '   $@KBTK@SDSGD PRBNQDRSG@SBNQQDRONMCSNSGDENKKNVHMFVDHFGSR@MCHMSDQOQDSSGDL
@ JF
A JF
B JF
156 *M     RSTCDMSR GD@CHMF SN BNKKDFD SNNJ SGD 4"5 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE RBNQDR HM SGD L@SG RDBSHNM NE SGD 4"5
ENKKNVR@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMVHSGLD@M R @MCRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM \ 
@ $@KBTK@SDSGD PRBNQDENQ@M4"5RBNQDNE*MSDQOQDSHSTRHMF@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD
A 8G@SL@SG4"5RBNQDHRRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@ANUDSGDLD@M 8G@SB@MXNTR@X@ANTSSGHR4"5RBNQD
B 'NQ  SGD 4"5 L@SG SDRS G@C @ LD@M NE  @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM  5GD "$5 L@SG SDRS HR @M @KSDQM@SD SN
SGD 4"5 @MC HR @OOQNWHL@SDKX MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG LD@M  @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM  *E NMD ODQRNM SNNJ
SGD 4"5 L@SG SDRS @MC RBNQDC  @MC @ RDBNMC ODQRNM SNNJ SGD "$5 L@SG SDRS @MC RBNQDC  VGN CHC ADSSDQ VHSG
QDRODBSSNSGDSDRSSGDXSNNJ

3MCHANB?,ILG;F"CMNLC<ONCIH
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I 5GD O@SHDMS QDBNUDQX SHLD EQNL @ O@QSHBTK@Q RTQFHB@K
OQNBDCTQDHRMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDCVHSG@LD@MNEC@XR@MC@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEC@XR
1578G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNERODMCHMFLNQDSG@MSVNC@XRHMQDBNUDQX
@ 
A 
B 
C 
158 5GDSG ODQBDMSHKDENQQDBNUDQXSHLDRHR
@ 
A 
B 
C 
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I 5GD KDMFSG NE SHLD HS S@JDR SN EHMC @ O@QJHMF RO@BD @S 
".ENKKNVR@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG@LD@MNEEHUDLHMTSDR@MC@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNESVNLHMTSDR
159 #@RDC TONM SGD FHUDM HMENQL@SHNM @MC MTLDQHB@KKX ITRSHEHDC VNTKC XNT AD RTQOQHRDC HE HS SNNJ KDRR SG@M NMD LHMTSD
SN EHMC@O@QJHMFRO@BD
@ :DR
A /N
B 6M@AKDSNCDSDQLHMD
160 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SHSS@JDR@SKD@RSDHFGSLHMTSDRSNEHMC@O@QJHMFRO@BD
@ 
A 
B 
C 
161 4DUDMSXODQBDMSNESGDSHLD HSS@JDRLNQDSG@MGNVL@MXLHMTSDRSNEHMC@O@QJHMFRO@BD
@ 
A 
B 
C 
162 "BBNQCHMF SN @ RSTCX CNMD AX %D "MY@ RSTCDMSR SGD GDHFGS ENQ "RH@M @CTKS L@KDR HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @M @UDQ@FD
NE  HMBGDR @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  HMBGDR 4TOONRD NMD "RH@M @CTKS L@KD HR Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM -DS 1  GDHFGS NE
SGDHMCHUHCT@K
@ 1 ]????? ????? ?????
A 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD ODQRNM HR ADSVDDM  @MC  HMBGDR *MBKTCD @ RJDSBG NE SGD FQ@OG @MC VQHSD @
OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
B 8NTKC XNT DWODBS SN LDDS L@MX "RH@M @CTKS L@KDR NUDQ  HMBGDR &WOK@HM VGX NQ VGX MNS @MC ITRSHEX XNTQ
@MRVDQMTLDQHB@KKX
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163 *2 HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE  @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  4TOONRD NMD HMCHUHCT@K HR
Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM-DS 1 *2NE@MHMCHUHCT@K
@ 1 ]????? ????? ?????
A 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD ODQRNM G@R @M *2 FQD@SDQ SG@M  *MBKTCD @ RJDSBG NE SGD FQ@OG @MC VQHSD @
OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
B .&/4" HR @M NQF@MHY@SHNM VGNRD LDLADQR G@UD SGD SNO  NE @KK *2R 'HMC SGD LHMHLTL *2 MDDCDC SN PT@KHEX
ENQSGD.&/4"NQF@MHY@SHNM4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG @MCVQHSDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
C 5GDLHCCKDNE*2RE@KKADSVDDMVG@SSVNU@KTDR 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG@MCVQHSDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
164 5GD ODQBDMS NE E@S B@KNQHDR SG@S @ ODQRNM HM "LDQHB@ BNMRTLDR D@BG C@X HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE @ANTS
 @MC@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE4TOONRDSG@SNMDHMCHUHCT@KHRQ@MCNLKXBGNRDM-DS 1 ODQBDMSNEE@SB@KNQHDR
@ 1 ]????? ????? ?????
A 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE E@S B@KNQHDR @ ODQRNM BNMRTLDR HR LNQD SG@M  (Q@OG SGD RHST@SHNM 4G@CD
HMSGD@QD@SNADCDSDQLHMDC
B 'HMC SGD L@WHLTL MTLADQ ENQ SGD KNVDQ PT@QSDQ NE ODQBDMS NE E@S B@KNQHDR 4JDSBG SGD FQ@OG @MC VQHSD SGD
OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
165 4TOONRD SG@S SGD CHRS@MBD NE EKX A@KKR GHS SN SGD NTSEHDKC HM A@RDA@KK HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE  EDDS
@MC @RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEEDDS
@ *E 1 CHRS@MBDHMEDDSENQ@EKXA@KK SGDM 1 ]????? ????? ?????
A *E NMD EKX A@KK HR Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM EQNL SGHR CHRSQHATSHNM VG@S HR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGHR A@KK SQ@UDKDC EDVDQ SG@M
 EDDS 4JDSBG SGD FQ@OG 4B@KD SGD GNQHYNMS@K @WHR 1 4G@CD SGD QDFHNM BNQQDRONMCHMF SN SGD OQNA@AHKHSX 'HMC
SGDOQNA@AHKHSX
B 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDNESGDCHRSQHATSHNMNEEKXA@KKR4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG @MCVQHSDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
166 *M $GHM@ ENTQXD@QNKCR @UDQ@FD SGQDD GNTQR @ C@X TMRTODQUHRDC .NRS NE SGD TMRTODQUHRDC BGHKCQDM KHUD HM QTQ@K
@QD@R BNMRHCDQDC R@ED 4TOONRD SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR  GNTQR @MC SGD @LNTMS NE SHLD RODMS @KNMD HR MNQL@KKX
CHRSQHATSDC 8D Q@MCNLKX RDKDBS NMD $GHMDRD ENTQXD@QNKC KHUHMF HM @ QTQ@K @QD@ 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD @LNTMS NE SHLD SGD
BGHKC RODMCR @KNMDODQC@X
@ *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1
A 1 ]????? ????? ?????
B 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD BGHKC RODMCR KDRR SG@M NMD GNTQ ODQ C@X TMRTODQUHRDC 4JDSBG SGD FQ@OG @MC VQHSD SGD
OQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
C 8G@SODQBDMSNESGDBGHKCQDMRODMCNUDQSDMGNTQRODQC@XTMRTODQUHRDC
D 4DUDMSXODQBDMSNESGDBGHKCQDMRODMC@SKD@RSGNVKNMFODQC@XTMRTODQUHRDC
167 *M SGD  OQDRHCDMSH@K DKDBSHNM "K@RJ@oR  DKDBSHNM CHRSQHBSR @UDQ@FDC   UNSDR ODQ CHRSQHBS ENQ 1QDRHCDMS
$KHMSNM 5GD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM V@R  5GDQD @QD NMKX  DKDBSHNM CHRSQHBSR HM "K@RJ@ 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE SGD UNSDR
ODQ CHRSQHBS ENQ1QDRHCDMS$KHMSNMV@RADKKRG@ODC-DS 1 MTLADQNEUNSDRENQ1QDRHCDMS$KHMSNMENQ@MDKDBSHNMCHRSQHBS
@ 4S@SDSGD@OOQNWHL@SDCHRSQHATSHNMNE 1
A *R @ONOTK@SHNMLD@MNQ@R@LOKDLD@M )NVCNXNTJMNV
B 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S @ Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC CHRSQHBS G@C EDVDQ SG@M   UNSDR ENQ 1QDRHCDMS $KHMSNM 4JDSBG SGD
FQ@OG@MCVQHSDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
C 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@Q@MCNLKXRDKDBSDCCHRSQHBSG@CADSVDDM @MC UNSDRENQ1QDRHCDMS$KHMSNM
D 'HMCSGDSGHQCPT@QSHKDENQUNSDRENQ1QDRHCDMS$KHMSNM
168 4TOONRD SG@S SGD CTQ@SHNM NE @ O@QSHBTK@Q SXOD NE BQHLHM@K SQH@K HR JMNVM SN AD MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE
 C@XR@MC@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNERDUDMC@XR
@ *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1
A 1 ]????? ????? ?????
B *E NMD NE SGD SQH@KR HR Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM EHMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S HS K@RSDC @S KD@RS  C@XR 4JDSBG SGD FQ@OG @MC
VQHSDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXRS@SDLDMS
C 4HWSXODQBDMSNE@KKSQH@KRNESGHRSXOD@QDBNLOKDSDCVHSGHMGNVL@MXC@XR
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169 5DQQH 7NFDK @M @L@SDTQ LNSNQBXBKD Q@BDQ @UDQ@FDR  RDBNMCR ODQ  LHKD K@O HM @ RDUDMK@O Q@BD VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  RDBNMCR 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE GDQ Q@BD SHLDR HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM
NMD NE GDQ Q@MCNLKXRDKDBSDCK@OR
@ *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1
A 1 ]????? ????? ?????
B 'HMCSGDODQBDMSNEGDQK@ORSG@S@QDBNLOKDSDCHMKDRRSG@MRDBNMCR
C 5GDE@RSDRSNEGDQK@OR@QDTMCDQ?????
D 5GDLHCCKDNEGDQK@OR@QDEQNL???????RDBNMCRSN???????RDBNMCR
170 5GTX %@T /FNB #TH 4@L 4T @MC -@M 7NTMF BNMCTBSDC @ RTQUDX @R SN GNV KNMF BTRSNLDQR @S -TBJX BK@HLDC SN
V@HS HMSGDBGDBJNTSKHMDTMSHKSGDHQSTQM-DS 1 SHLDHMKHMD 2;<F? CHROK@XRSGDNQCDQDCQD@KC@S@ HMLHMTSDR 
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@
A
B
C
D
E
F
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H
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$@KBTK@SDSGDR@LOKDLD@M@MCSGDR@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNM
$NMRSQTBS@GHRSNFQ@L
%Q@V@RLNNSGBTQUDSGQNTFGSGDLHCONHMSRNESGDSNORNESGDA@QR
*MVNQCR CDRBQHADSGDRG@ODNEXNTQGHRSNFQ@L@MCRLNNSGBTQUD
-DS SGD R@LOKD LD@M @OOQNWHL@SD Z @MC SGD R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM @OOQNWHL@SD \ 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE 1 B@M
SGDMAD@OOQNWHL@SDCAX 1 ]????? ????? ?????
6RDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMHMO@QSDSNB@KBTK@SDSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@ODQRNMVHKKV@HSEDVDQSG@MLHMTSDR
%DSDQLHMDSGDBTLTK@SHUDQDK@SHUDEQDPTDMBXENQV@HSHMFKDRRSG@MLHMTSDR
8GX@QDMoSSGD@MRVDQRSNO@QSE@MCO@QSFDW@BSKXSGDR@LD
8GX@QDSGD@MRVDQRSNO@QSE@MCO@QSF@RBKNRD@RSGDX@QD
*E NMKX SDM BTRSNLDQR G@R ADDM RTQUDXDC Q@SGDQ SG@M  CN XNT SGHMJ SGD @MRVDQR SN O@QS E @MC O@QS F VNTKC G@UD
ADDMBKNRDQSNFDSGDQNQE@QSGDQ@O@QS &WOK@HMXNTQBNMBKTRHNM

171 4TOONRD SG@S 3HB@QCN @MC "MHS@ @SSDMC CHEEDQDMS BNKKDFDR 3HB@QCNoR (1" HR SGD R@LD @R SGD @UDQ@FD (1" @S GHR
RBGNNK "MHS@oR (1" HR  RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @ANUD GDQ RBGNNK @UDQ@FD *M BNLOKDSD RDMSDMBDR DWOK@HM VGX D@BG NE SGD
ENKKNVHMF RS@SDLDMSRL@XADE@KRD
@ 3HB@QCNoR@BST@K(1"HRKNVDQSG@M"MHS@oR@BST@K(1"
A 3HB@QCNHRMNSO@RRHMFADB@TRDGHR PRBNQDHRYDQN
B "MHS@HRHMSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDNERSTCDMSR@SGDQBNKKDFD
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172 2;<F?  RGNVR @ R@LOKD NE SGD L@WHLTL B@O@BHSX L@WHLTL MTLADQ NE RODBS@SNQR NE RONQSR RS@CHTLR 5GD
S@AKD CNDRMNSHMBKTCDGNQRDQ@BHMFNQLNSNQQ@BHMFRS@CHTLR
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
2;<F?
@ $@KBTK@SD SGD R@LOKD LD@M @MC SGD R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ SGD L@WHLTL B@O@BHSX NE RONQSR RS@CHTLR SGD
C@S@ 
A $NMRSQTBS@GHRSNFQ@L
B %Q@V@RLNNSGBTQUDSGQNTFGSGDLHCONHMSRNESGDSNORNESGDA@QRNESGDGHRSNFQ@L
C *MVNQCR CDRBQHADSGDRG@ODNEXNTQGHRSNFQ@L@MCRLNNSGBTQUD
D -DS SGD R@LOKD LD@M @OOQNWHL@SD Z @MC SGD R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM @OOQNWHL@SD \ 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE 1 B@M
SGDMAD@OOQNWHL@SDCAX 1 ]????? ????? ????? 
E 6RD SGD CHRSQHATSHNM HM O@QS D SN B@KBTK@SD SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD L@WHLTL B@O@BHSX NE RONQSR RS@CHTLR HR KDRR SG@M
 RODBS@SNQR
F %DSDQLHMD SGD BTLTK@SHUD QDK@SHUD EQDPTDMBX SG@S SGD L@WHLTL B@O@BHSX NE RONQSR RS@CHTLR HR KDRR SG@M  
RODBS@SNQR )HMS 0QCDQ SGD C@S@ @MC BNTMS SGD RONQSR RS@CHTLR SG@S G@UD @ L@WHLTL B@O@BHSX KDRR SG@M  
%HUHCDAXSGDSNS@KMTLADQNERONQSRRS@CHTLRHMSGDR@LOKD
G 8GX@QDMoSSGD@MRVDQRSNO@QSE@MCO@QSFDW@BSKXSGDR@LD
173 "M DWODQS VHSMDRR ENQ @ O@SDQMHSX K@VRTHS SDRSHEHDR SG@S SGD KDMFSG NE @ OQDFM@MBX HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M
NE  C@XR @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  C@XR "M @KKDFDC E@SGDQ V@R NTS NE SGD BNTMSQX EQNL  SN  C@XR ADENQD
SGD AHQSG NE SGD BGHKC RN SGD OQDFM@MBX VNTKC G@UD ADDM KDRR SG@M  C@XR NQ LNQD SG@M  C@XR KNMF HE GD V@R SGD
E@SGDQ 5GD AHQSG V@R TMBNLOKHB@SDC @MC SGD BGHKC MDDCDC MN LDCHB@K HMSDQUDMSHNM 8G@S HR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S GD V@R
/05 SGD E@SGDQ 8G@S HR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S GD BNTKC AD SGD E@SGDQ $@KBTK@SD SGD PRBNQDR EHQRS @MC SGDM TRD SGNRD SN
B@KBTK@SD SGD OQNA@AHKHSX
174 " /6..* @RRDLAKX KHMD VGHBG G@R ADDM NODQ@SHMF RHMBD  G@R ATHKS @M @UDQ@FD NE   B@QR @MC SQTBJR @
VDDJ (DMDQ@KKX  NE SGD B@QR VDQD CDEDBSHUD BNLHMF NEE SGD @RRDLAKX KHMD 4TOONRD VD CQ@V @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE D 
 B@QR -DS 1 QDOQDRDMS SGD MTLADQ NE CDEDBSHUD B@QR HM SGD R@LOKD 8G@S B@M VD R@X @ANTS 1 HM QDF@QC SN SGD 
DLOHQHB@K QTKD NMD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM SVN RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @MC SGQDD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR EQNL SGD LD@M @QD ADHMF
QDEDQQDC SN "RRTLD@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMENQSGDCDEDBSHUDB@QRHMSGDR@LOKD
175 8D EKHO @ BNHM  SHLDR D   @MC MNSD SG@S HS NMKX BNLDR TO GD@CR  F   NE SGD SHLD 5GD LD@M
@MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ SGD MTLADQ NE SHLDR SGD BNHM K@MCR NM GD@CR HR R   @MC \   UDQHEX SGD LD@M @MC
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM 4NKUDSGDENKKNVHMF
@ 5GDQDHR@ANTS@BG@MBDSG@SSGDMTLADQNEGD@CRVHKKADRNLDVGDQDADSVDDM???@MC???
A 5GDQDHR@ANTS@????BG@MBDSG@SSGDMTLADQNEGD@CRVHKKADRNLDVGDQDADSVDDM@MC
B 5GDQDHR@ANTS@????BG@MBDSG@SSGDMTLADQNEGD@CRVHKKADRNLDVGDQDADSVDDMDHFGS@MC
176 "  RBQ@SBG NEE KNSSN SHBJDS VHKK AD @ VHMMDQ NMD NTS NE EHUD SHLDR 0TS NE @ RGHOLDMS NE D   KNSSN SHBJDSR EHMC
SGD OQNA@AHKHSXENQSGDKNSSNSHBJDSRSG@SSGDQD@QD
@ RNLDVGDQDADSVDDM@MCOQHYDR
A RNLDVGDQDADSVDDM@MCOQHYDR
B LNQDSG@MOQHYDR
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177 '@BDANNJOQNUHCDR@U@QHDSXNERS@SHRSHBRNMHSR8DARHSDSG@SCDS@HKSGDFQNVSG@MCONOTK@QHSXNESGDRHSD
0M @UDQ@FD  ODQBDMS NE  SN  XD@Q NKCR BGDBJ SGDHQ '@BDANNJ OQNEHKDR ADENQD FDSSHMF NTS NE ADC HM SGD LNQMHMF 4TOONRD
SGHRODQBDMS@FDENKKNVR@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEEHUDODQBDMS
@ 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE  SN XD@QNKCR VGN BGDBJ '@BDANNJ ADENQD FDSSHMF NTS NE ADC HM SGD
LNQMHMFHR@SKD@RS
A 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKD @MCDWOQDRRHSHM@RDMSDMBD
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2B?!?HNL;F*CGCN2B?IL?G@IL1;GJF?+?;HMP?L;A?M
178 1QDUHNTRKX  %D "MY@ RS@SHRSHBR RSTCDMSR DRSHL@SDC SG@S SGD @LNTMS NE BG@MFD C@XSHLD RS@SHRSHBR RSTCDMSR B@QQX
HR DWONMDMSH@KKXCHRSQHATSDCVHSG@LD@MNE4TOONRDSG@SVDQ@MCNLKXOHBJC@XSHLDRS@SHRSHBRRSTCDMSR
@ *MVNQCR U ????????????
A U ]????? ????? ?????

o

B *MVNQCR 9 ????????????

o

C 9 ]?????? ?????? ??????
D 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S @M HMCHUHCT@K G@C ADSVDDM  @MC  (Q@OG SGD RHST@SHNM @MC RG@CD HM SGD @QD@ SN
ADCDSDQLHMDC
E 'HMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD NE SGD  RSTCDMSR V@R ADSVDDM  @MC  (Q@OG SGD RHST@SHNM @MC
RG@CDHMSGD@QD@SNADCDSDQLHMDC
F &WOK@HMVGXSGDQDHR@CHEEDQDMBDHMO@QSD@MCO@QSE
179 4TOONRD SG@S SGD CHRS@MBD NE EKX A@KKR GHS SN SGD NTSEHDKC HM A@RDA@KK HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE  EDDS
@MC @RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEEDDS8DQ@MCNLKXR@LOKDEKXA@KKR

o

o

@ *E 9 @UDQ@FDCHRS@MBDHMEDDSENQEKXA@KKR SGDM 9 ]??????? ??????? ???????
A 8G@S HR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD  A@KKR SQ@UDKDC @M @UDQ@FD NE KDRR SG@M  EDDS 4JDSBG SGD FQ@OG 4B@KD SGD

o

GNQHYNMS@K@WHRENQ 9 4G@CDSGDQDFHNMBNQQDRONMCHMFSNSGDOQNA@AHKHSX'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSX
B 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDNESGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGD@UDQ@FDNEEKXA@KKR
180 "BBNQCHMF SN SGD *MSDQM@K 3DUDMTD 4DQUHBD SGD @UDQ@FD KDMFSG NE SHLD ENQ @M HMCHUHCT@K SN BNLOKDSD JDDO QDBNQCR
ENQ KD@QM OQDO@QD BNOX @RRDLAKD @MC RDMC *34 'NQL  HR  GNTQR VHSGNTS @MX @SS@BGDC RBGDCTKDR  5GD
CHRSQHATSHNM HRTMJMNVM-DSTR@RRTLDSG@SSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRSVNGNTQR4TOONRDVDQ@MCNLKXR@LOKD S@WO@XDQR
@ *MVNQCR U ?????????????

o

A *MVNQCR 9 ?????????????

o

B 9 ]????? ????? ?????
C 8NTKC XNT AD RTQOQHRDC HE SGD  S@WO@XDQR EHMHRGDC SGDHQ 'NQL R HM @M @UDQ@FD NE LNQD SG@M  GNTQR
&WOK@HMVGXNQVGXMNSHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
D 8NTKC XNT AD RTQOQHRDC HE NMD S@WO@XDQ EHMHRGDC GHR NQ GDQ 'NQL  HM LNQD SG@M  GNTQR *M @ BNLOKDSD
RDMSDMBD DWOK@HMVGX
181 4TOONRD SG@S @ B@SDFNQX NE VNQKCBK@RR QTMMDQR @QD JMNVM SN QTM @ L@Q@SGNM  LHKDR HM @M @UDQ@FD NE  LHMTSDR

o

VHSG@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNELHMTSDR$NMRHCDQNESGDQ@BDR-DS 9 SGD@UDQ@FDNESGDQ@BDR

o

@ 9 ]????? ????? ?????
A 'HMCSGDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGDQTMMDQVHKK@UDQ@FDADSVDDM@MCLHMTSDRHMSGDRDL@Q@SGNMR
B 'HMCSGDSG ODQBDMSHKDENQSGD@UDQ@FDNESGDRDL@Q@SGNMR
C 'HMCSGDLDCH@MNESGD@UDQ@FDQTMMHMFSHLDR
182 5GD KDMFSG NE RNMFR HM @ BNKKDBSNQoR H5TMDR @KATL BNKKDBSHNM HR TMHENQLKX CHRSQHATSDC EQNL SVN SN  LHMTSDR
4TOONRD VDQ@MCNLKXOHBJEHUD@KATLREQNLSGDBNKKDBSHNM5GDQD@QD@SNS@KNERNMFRNMSGDEHUD@KATLR
@ *MVNQCR U ?????????
A U ]?????????????

o

B *MVNQCR 9 ?????????????
C

o
9 ]????? ????? ?????

o

D 'HMCSGDEHQRSPT@QSHKDENQSGD@UDQ@FDRNMFKDMFSG 9 

o

E 5GD*23 HMSDQPT@QSHKDQ@MFD ENQSGD@UDQ@FDRNMFKDMFSG 9 HREQNL??????
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183 *M  SGD @UDQ@FD RHYD NE @ 64 E@QL V@R  @BQDR -DSoR R@X SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM V@R  @BQDR 4TOONRD
VD Q@MCNLKXRTQUDXE@QLDQREQNL
@ *MVNQCR U ?????????????

o

A *MVNQCR 9 ?????????????

o
9 ]????? ????? ?????
o
C 5GD*23ENQ 9 HREQNL???????@BQDRSN???????@BQDR
B

184 %DSDQLHMDVGHBGNESGDENKKNVHMF@QDSQTD@MCVGHBG@QDE@KRD5GDM HMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR ITRSHEXXNTQ@MRVDQR

o

@ 8GDMSGDR@LOKDRHYDHRK@QFD SGDLD@MNE 9 HR@OOQNWHL@SDKXDPT@KSNSGDLD@MNE U

o

A 8GDMSGDR@LOKDRHYDHRK@QFD 9 HR@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC

o

B 8GDM SGD R@LOKD RHYD HR K@QFD SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE 9 HR @OOQNWHL@SDKX SGD R@LD @R SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM
NE U
185 5GD ODQBDMS NE E@S B@KNQHDR SG@S @ ODQRNM HM "LDQHB@ BNMRTLDR D@BG C@X HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE @ANTS

o

 @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE @ANTS SDM 4TOONRD SG@S  HMCHUHCT@KR @QD Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM -DS 9  @UDQ@FD ODQBDMS NE E@S
B@KNQHDR

o

@ 9 ]?????? ?????? ??????
A 'NQ SGD FQNTO NE  EHMC SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD ODQBDMS NE E@S B@KNQHDR BNMRTLDC HR LNQD SG@M EHUD (Q@OG
SGDRHST@SHNM@MCRG@CDHMSGD@QD@SNADCDSDQLHMDC
B 'HMCSGDEHQRSPT@QSHKDENQSGD@UDQ@FDODQBDMSNEE@SB@KNQHDR
186 5GD CHRSQHATSHNM NE HMBNLD HM RNLD 5GHQC 8NQKC BNTMSQHDR HR BNMRHCDQDC VDCFD RG@ODC L@MX UDQX ONNQ ODNOKD
UDQX EDV LHCCKD HMBNLD ODNOKD @MC DUDM EDVDQ VD@KSGX ODNOKD  4TOONRD VD OHBJ @ BNTMSQX VHSG @ VDCFD RG@ODC
CHRSQHATSHNM -DS SGD @UDQ@FD R@K@QX AD   ODQ XD@Q VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE   8D Q@MCNLKX RTQUDX  
QDRHCDMSR NE SG@S BNTMSQX
@ *MVNQCR U ?????????????

o

A *MVNQCR 9 ?????????????

o

B 9 ]????? ????? ?????
C )NVHRHSONRRHAKDENQSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMSNADFQD@SDQSG@MSGD@UDQ@FD
D 8GX HR HS LNQD KHJDKX SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD NE SGD   QDRHCDMSR VHKK AD EQNL   SN   SG@M EQNL   SN
 
187 8GHBGNESGDENKKNVHMFHR/05536&@ANTSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMENQ@UDQ@FDR
@ 5GDLD@M LDCH@M @MCLNCD@QDDPT@K
A 5GD@QD@TMCDQSGDBTQUDHRNMD
B 5GDBTQUDMDUDQSNTBGDRSGD N@WHR
C 5GDBTQUDHRRJDVDCSNSGDQHFGS
188 5GD BNRS NE TMKD@CDC F@RNKHMD HM SGD #@X "QD@ NMBD ENKKNVDC @M TMJMNVM CHRSQHATSHNM VHSG @ LD@M NE  @MC @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  4HWSDDM F@R RS@SHNMR EQNL SGD #@X "QD@ @QD Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD @UDQ@FD
BNRSNEF@RNKHMDENQSGDF@RRS@SHNMR5GDCHRSQHATSHNMSNTRDENQSGD@UDQ@FDBNRSNEF@RNKHMDENQSGDF@RRS@SHNMRHR
@
A
B
C

o
9 ] '  
o
1
4
9 ] ' 3   6

o
1
4
9 ] ' 3   6

o
1
4
9 ] ' 3   6
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189 5GD @SSDMSHNM RO@M NE @ SVNXD@QNKC HR DWONMDMSH@KKX CHRSQHATSDC VHSG @ LD@M NE @ANTS DHFGS LHMTSDR
4TOONRD VD Q@MCNLKXRTQUDXSVNXD@QNKCR
@ *MVNQCR U ???????
A U ]????? ????? ?????

o

B *MVNQCR 9 ????????????

o

C 9 ]????? ????? ?????
D #DENQDCNHMF@MXB@KBTK@SHNMR VGHBGCNXNTSGHMJVHKKADGHFGDQ &WOK@HMVGX
H 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@S@MHMCHUHCT@K@SSDMSHNMRO@MHRKDRRSG@MSDMLHMTSDR
HH 5GDOQNA@AHKHSXSG@SSGD@UDQ@FD@SSDMSHNMRO@MENQSGDBGHKCQDMHRKDRRSG@MSDMLHMTSDR
E $@KBTK@SDSGDOQNA@AHKHSHDRHMO@QSD

o

F &WOK@HMVGXSGDCHRSQHATSHNMENQ 9 HRMNSDWONMDMSH@K
190 5GDBKNRHMFRSNBJOQHBDRNE64RDLHBNMCTBSNQL@MTE@BSTQDQR@QDFHUDM@RENKKNVR
                  

@ *MVNQCR U ??????????????
A

B
C
D
E

H Yo ?????
HH IN ?????
HHH D ?????
$NMRSQTBS@GHRSNFQ@LNESGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGD@UDQ@FDR4S@QS@S N l6RDA@QVHCSGRNESDM
*MVNQCR CDRBQHADSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNERSNBJOQHBDR
3@MCNLKX @UDQ@FD EHUD RSNBJ OQHBDR SNFDSGDQ 6RD @ Q@MCNL MTLADQ FDMDQ@SNQ $NMSHMTD @UDQ@FHMF EHUD OHDBDR
SNFDSGDQTMSHKXNTG@UDSDM@UDQ@FDR-HRSSGNRDSDM@UDQ@FDR
6RDSGDSDM@UDQ@FDREQNLO@QSDSNB@KBTK@SDSGDENKKNVHMF

H Yo ?????
HH IN ?????
F $NMRSQTBS@GHRSNFQ@LNESGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGD@UDQ@FDR4S@QS@S N 6RDA@QVHCSGRNESDM
G %NDRSGHRGHRSNFQ@LKNNJKHJDSGDFQ@OGHMO@QSB
H *MNMDNQSVNBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR DWOK@HMVGXSGDFQ@OGRDHSGDQKNNJSGDR@LDNQKNNJCHEEDQDMS

o

I #@RDCTONMSGDSGDNQXNESGD ;=FLJ9DDAEALL@=GJ=E 9 ]????? ????? ????
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I 3HBG@QCoR 'TQMHSTQD $NLO@MX CDKHUDQR ETQMHSTQD EQNL
 ". SN  1. BNMSHMTNTRKX @MC TMHENQLKX 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM GNV KNMF HM GNTQR O@RS SGD  ". RS@QS SHLD SG@S
HMCHUHCT@KRV@HSENQSGDHQCDKHUDQX
191 U ]????? ????? ?????
@ .  
A .  
B ]F 
C '  
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192 5GD@UDQ@FDV@HSSHLDHR
@ NMDGNTQ
A SVNGNTQR
B SVN@MC@G@KEGNTQR
C ENTQGNTQR
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B *E VD SNNJ QDOD@SDC R@LOKDR @OOQNWHL@SDKX  NE SGD BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@KR B@KBTK@SDC EQNL SGNRD R@LOKDR VNTKC
BNMS@HMSGDSQTDU@KTDNESGDONOTK@SHNMLD@M
C *E VD SNNJ QDOD@SDC R@LOKDR SGD R@LOKD LD@M VNTKC DPT@K SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M HM @OOQNWHL@SDKX  NE SGD
R@LOKDR
 5GD 'DCDQ@K &KDBSHNM $NLLHRRHNM BNKKDBSR HMENQL@SHNM @ANTS B@LO@HFM BNMSQHATSHNMR @MC CHRATQRDLDMSR ENQ
B@MCHC@SDR@MCONKHSHB@KBNLLHSSDDRD@BGDKDBSHNMBXBKD%TQHMFSGDB@LO@HFMRD@RNM SGDQDVDQD B@MCHC@SDRENQ
SGD)NTRDNE3DOQDRDMS@SHUDR@BQNRRSGD6MHSDC4S@SDRVGNQDBDHUDCBNMSQHATSHNMREQNLHMCHUHCT@KR2;<F?RGNVRSGD
SNS@KQDBDHOSREQNLHMCHUHCT@KRENQ@Q@MCNLRDKDBSHNMNE)NTRDB@MCHC@SDRQNTMCDCSNSGDMD@QDRS5GDRS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMENQSGHRC@S@SNSGDMD@QDRSGTMCQDCHR\ 
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@
A
B
C

'HMCSGDONHMSDRSHL@SDENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@M
6RHMFBNMEHCDMBD B@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
$QD@SD@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDLD@MSNS@KHMCHUHCT@KBNMSQHATSHNMR
*MSDQOQDSSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHMSGDBNMSDWSNESGDOQNAKDL

5GD"LDQHB@M$NLLTMHSX4TQUDX "$4 O@QSNESGD6MHSDC4S@SDR$DMRTR#TQD@T BNMCTBSR@XD@QKXBDMRTRRHLHK@Q
SNSGDNMDS@JDMDUDQXSDMXD@QR ATSVHSG@RL@KKDQODQBDMS@FDNEO@QSHBHO@MSR5GDLNRSQDBDMSRTQUDXDRSHL@SDRVHSG
BNMEHCDMBDSG@SSGDLD@MGNTRDGNKCHMBNLDHMSGD64E@KKRADSVDDM @MC 'HMCSGDONHMSDRSHL@SDENQLD@M
64GNTRDGNKCHMBNLD@MCSGDDQQNQANTMCENQLD@M64GNTRDGNKCHMBNLD
5GD@UDQ@FDGDHFGSNEXNTMF@CTKSL@KDRG@R@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMVHSGRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEHMBGDR:NTV@MSSN
DRSHL@SDSGDLD@MGDHFGSNERSTCDMSR@SXNTQBNKKDFDNQTMHUDQRHSXSNVHSGHMNMDHMBGVHSGBNMEHCDMBD)NVL@MXL@KD
RSTCDMSRLTRSXNTLD@RTQD

1CHAF?.IJOF;NCIH+?;HOMCHANB?1NO>?HNN"CMNLC<ONCIH
 *MRHWO@BJ@FDRNEp5GD'KHMSRSNMDR_3D@K'QTHS4M@BJRqSGDQDVDQDEHUD#@L#@LRM@BJOHDBDR5GDSNS@KMTLADQ
NERM@BJOHDBDRHMSGDRHWA@FRV@R8DVHRGSNB@KBTK@SD@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMNE
#@L#@LRM@BJOHDBDR
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 1 @MC )tHMVNQCR
A 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
B $@KBTK@SD Ft
C $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMNE#@L#@LRM@BJOHDBDRODQA@F
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
D %NXNTSGHMJSG@SRHWO@BJ@FDRNEEQTHSRM@BJRXHDKCDMNTFGC@S@SNFHUD@BBTQ@SDQDRTKSR 8GXNQVGXMNS
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 " Q@MCNL RTQUDX NE DMQNKKLDMS @S  BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFDR @BQNRR SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR XHDKCDC SGD ENKKNVHMF EHFTQDR
                                 
                                 
 "RRTLDSGDTMCDQKXHMFONOTK@SHNMHRMNQL@K
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D l??????????

o

A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 9 @MC 9 HMVNQCR
B 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
C $NMRSQTBS @  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M DMQNKKLDMS @S BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFDR HM SGD 6MHSDC
4S@SDR
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
D 8G@SVHKKG@OODMSNSGDDQQNQANTMC@MCBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHEBNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDRVDQDRTQUDXDC 8GX
 4TOONRD SG@S @ BNLLHSSDD HR RSTCXHMF VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGDQD HR V@RSD NE SHLD HM NTQ ITCHBH@K RXRSDL *S HR HMSDQDRSDC HM
SGD LD@M @LNTMS NE SHLD HMCHUHCT@KR V@RSD @S SGD BNTQSGNTRD V@HSHMF SN AD B@KKDC ENQ ITQX CTSX 5GD BNLLHSSDD Q@MCNLKX
RTQUDXDC  ODNOKD VGN QDBDMSKX RDQUDC @R ITQNQR 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@HS SHLD V@R DHFGS GNTQR VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMNEENTQGNTQR
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D l??????????

o

A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 9 @MC 9 HMVNQCR
B 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
C $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MSHLDV@RSDC
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
D &WOK@HMHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDVG@SSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KLD@MR
 " OG@QL@BDTSHB@K BNLO@MX L@JDR SQ@MPTHKHYDQR *S HR @RRTLDC SG@S SGD CHRSQHATSHNM ENQ SGD KDMFSG NE SHLD SGDX K@RS HR
@OOQNWHL@SDKX MNQL@K 3DRD@QBGDQR HM @ GNROHS@K TRDC SGD CQTF NM @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE MHMD O@SHDMSR 5GD DEEDBSHUD ODQHNC NE
SGDSQ@MPTHKHYDQENQD@BGO@SHDMS HMGNTQR V@R@RENKKNVR@MC
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D l??????????
A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 9 HMVNQCR

o

B %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 9 HMVNQCR
C 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
D $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MKDMFSGNESHLD
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
E 8G@SCNDRHSLD@MSNADpBNMEHCDMSqHMSGHROQNAKDL
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 4TOONRD SG@S  BGHKCQDM VGN VDQD KD@QMHMF SN QHCD SVNVGDDK AHJDR VDQD RTQUDXDC SN CDSDQLHMD GNV KNMF SGDX G@C
SN TRD SQ@HMHMF VGDDKR *S V@R QDUD@KDC SG@S SGDX TRDC SGDL @M @UDQ@FD NE RHW LNMSGR VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE
SGQDDLNMSGR"RRTLDSG@SSGDTMCDQKXHMFONOTK@SHNMCHRSQHATSHNMHRMNQL@K
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D l??????????
A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 9 HMVNQCR

o

B %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 9 HMVNQCR
C 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
D $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MKDMFSGNESHLDTRHMFSQ@HMHMFVGDDKR
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
E 8GXVNTKCSGDDQQNQANTMCBG@MFDHESGDBNMEHCDMBDKDUDKVDQDKNVDQDCSN
 5GD 'DCDQ@K &KDBSHNM $NLLHRRHNM '&$ BNKKDBSR HMENQL@SHNM @ANTS B@LO@HFM BNMSQHATSHNMR @MC CHRATQRDLDMSR ENQ
B@MCHC@SDR @MC ONKHSHB@K BNLLHSSDDR D@BG DKDBSHNM BXBKD " ONKHSHB@K @BSHNM BNLLHSSDD 1"$ HR @ BNLLHSSDD ENQLDC SN Q@HRD
LNMDX ENQ B@MCHC@SDR @MC B@LO@HFMR " -D@CDQRGHO 1"$ HR @ 1"$ ENQLDC AX @ EDCDQ@K ONKHSHBH@M RDM@SNQ NQ QDOQDRDMS@SHUD
SNQ@HRDLNMDXSNGDKONSGDQB@MCHC@SDRoB@LO@HFMR
5GD '&$ G@R QDONQSDC EHM@MBH@K HMENQL@SHNM ENQ  -D@CDQRGHO 1"$R SG@S NODQ@SHMF CTQHMF SGD l DKDBSHNM BXBKD
5GDENKKNVHMFS@AKDRGNVRSGDSNS@KQDBDHOSRCTQHMFSGHRBXBKDENQ@Q@MCNLRDKDBSHNMNE-D@CDQRGHO1"$R
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Yo   
T   
6RD SGHR R@LOKD C@S@ SN BNMRSQTBS @  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD LD@M @LNTMS NE LNMDX Q@HRDC AX @KK -D@CDQRGHO 1"$R
CTQHMFSGDlDKDBSHNMBXBKD6RDSGD4STCDMSRSCHRSQHATSHNM
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 EH8;I L@F@YHMD OTAKHRGDC C@S@ NM SGD ADRS RL@KK EHQLR HM  5GDRD VDQD EHQLR SG@S G@C ADDM OTAKHBKX SQ@CDC ENQ @S
KD@RS @ XD@Q G@UD @ RSNBJ OQHBD NE @S KD@RS  ODQ RG@QD @MC G@UD QDONQSDC @MMT@K QDUDMTD ADSVDDM  LHKKHNM @MC  AHKKHNM
5GD 2;<F? RGNVRSGD@FDRNESGDBNQONQ@SD$&0RENQ@Q@MCNLR@LOKDNESGDRDEHQLR
    
    
    
    
    
    
2;<F?
6RDSGHRR@LOKDC@S@SNBNMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDLD@M@FDNE$&0oRENQSGDRDSNORL@KKEHQLR6RDSGD
4STCDMSRSCHRSQHATSHNM
6MNBBTOHDCRD@SRNMEKHFGSRB@TRD@HQKHMDRSNKNRDQDUDMTD4TOONRD@K@QFD@HQKHMDV@MSRSNDRSHL@SDHSRLD@MMTLADQ
NETMNBBTOHDCRD@SRODQEKHFGSNUDQSGDO@RSXD@Q5N@BBNLOKHRGSGHR SGDQDBNQCRNEEKHFGSR@QDQ@MCNLKXRDKDBSDC@MCSGD
MTLADQNETMNBBTOHDCRD@SRHRMNSDCENQD@BGNESGDR@LOKDCEKHFGSR5GDR@LOKDLD@MHRRD@SR@MCSGDR@LOKDRS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMHRRD@SR
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D??????????

o

A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 9 @MC 9 HMVNQCR
B 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
C $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MMTLADQNETMNBBTOHDCRD@SRODQEKHFGS
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
 *M @ QDBDMS R@LOKD NE  TRDC B@Q R@KDR BNRSR SGD R@LOKD LD@M V@R   VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE   "RRTLD
SGDTMCDQKXHMFCHRSQHATSHNMHR@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@K
@ 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD

o

A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 9 HMVNQCR
B $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MBNRSNE@TRDCB@Q
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
C &WOK@HMVG@S@pBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KqLD@MRENQSGHRRSTCX
 4HW CHEEDQDMS M@SHNM@K AQ@MCR NE BGNBNK@SD BGHO BNNJHDR VDQD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC @S SGD RTODQL@QJDS 5GD FQ@LR NE E@S
ODQRDQUHMF@QD@RENKKNVR"RRTLDSGDTMCDQKXHMFCHRSQHATSHNMHR@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@K
@ $NMRSQTBS @  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M FQ@LR NE E@S ODQ RDQUHMF NE BGNBNK@SD BGHO BNNJHDR
RNKCHMRTODQL@QJDSR
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
A *E XNT V@MSDC @ RL@KKDQ DQQNQ ANTMC VGHKD JDDOHMF SGD R@LD KDUDK NE BNMEHCDMBD VG@S RGNTKC G@UD ADDM BG@MFDC
HMSGDRSTCXADENQDHSV@RCNMD
B (NSNSGDRSNQD@MCQDBNQCSGDFQ@LRNEE@SODQRDQUHMFNERHWAQ@MCRNEBGNBNK@SDBGHOBNNJHDR
C $@KBTK@SDSGDLD@M
D *RSGDLD@MVHSGHMSGDHMSDQU@KXNTB@KBTK@SDCHMO@QS@ %HCXNTDWODBSHSSNAD 8GXNQVGXMNS
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 " RTQUDX NE SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE BDMSR NEE SG@S BNTONMR FHUD V@R BNMCTBSDC AX Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXHMF NMD BNTONM ODQ
O@FD EQNL SGD BNTONM RDBSHNMR NE @ QDBDMS 4@M +NRD .DQBTQX /DVR 5GD ENKKNVHMF C@S@ VDQD BNKKDBSDC ^ ^ ^ ^
^^^^^^^^^"RRTLDSGDTMCDQKXHMFCHRSQHATSHNMHR@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@K
@

H
HH

Yo ??????????
T Y ??????????

HHH D ??????????
HU D??????????

o

A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 9 @MC 9 HMVNQCR
B 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
C $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MVNQSGNEBNTONMR
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
D *E L@MX Q@MCNL R@LOKDR VDQD S@JDM NE RHYD  VG@S ODQBDMS NE SGD BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@KR BNMRSQTBSDC RGNTKC
BNMS@HMSGDONOTK@SHNMLD@MVNQSGNEBNTONMR &WOK@HMVGX
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I " PT@KHSX BNMSQNK RODBH@KHRS ENQ @ QDRS@TQ@MS BG@HM S@JDR @
Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE RHYD  SN BGDBJ SGD @LNTMS NE RNC@ RDQUDC HM SGD  NY RDQUHMF RHYD 5GD R@LOKD LD@M HR  VHSG @
R@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE"RRTLDSGDTMCDQKXHMFONOTK@SHNMHRMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC
 'HMCSGD$NMEHCDMBD*MSDQU@KENQSGDSQTDONOTK@SHNMLD@MENQSGD@LNTMSNERNC@RDQUDC
@  
A  
B  
C *LONRRHAKDSNCDSDQLHMD
 8G@SHRSGDDQQNQANTMC
@ 
A 
B 
C 

.IJOF;NCIH.LIJILNCIH
*MRTQ@MBDBNLO@MHDR@QDHMSDQDRSDCHMJMNVHMFSGDONOTK@SHNMODQBDMSNECQHUDQRVGN@KV@XRATBJKDTOADENQDQHCHMF
HM@B@Q
@ 8GDM CDRHFMHMF @ RSTCX SN CDSDQLHMD SGHR ONOTK@SHNM OQNONQSHNM VG@S HR SGD LHMHLTL MTLADQ XNT VNTKC MDDC
SNRTQUDXSNADBNMEHCDMSSG@SSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMHRDRSHL@SDCSNVHSGHM
A *E HS VDQD K@SDQ CDSDQLHMDC SG@S HS V@R HLONQS@MS SN AD LNQD SG@M  BNMEHCDMS @MC @ MDV RTQUDX V@R
BNLLHRRHNMDC GNVVNTKCSG@S@EEDBSSGDLHMHLTLMTLADQXNTVNTKCMDDCSNRTQUDX 8GX
 4TOONRD SG@S SGD HMRTQ@MBD BNLO@MHDR CHC CN @ RTQUDX 5GDX Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXDC  CQHUDQR @MC ENTMC SG@S 
BK@HLDCSGDX@KV@XRATBJKDTO8D@QDHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMNECQHUDQRVGNBK@HLSGDX@KV@XRATBJKDTO
@
H N ??????????
HH D ??????????
HHH Ft??????????
A %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 1 @MC )t HMVNQCR
B 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
C $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KENQSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMVGNBK@HLSGDX@KV@XRATBJKDTO
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
D *E SGHR RTQUDX VDQD CNMD AX SDKDOGNMD KHRS SGQDD CHEEHBTKSHDR SGD BNLO@MHDR LHFGS G@UD HM NAS@HMHMF Q@MCNL QDRTKSR
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 "BBNQCHMF SN @ QDBDMS RTQUDX NE   ODNOKD  EDDK SG@S SGD OQDRHCDMS HR CNHMF @M @BBDOS@AKD INA 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC
HMSGDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMNEODNOKDVGNEDDKSGDOQDRHCDMSHRCNHMF@M@BBDOS@AKDINA
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 1 @MC )tHMVNQCR
A 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
B $NMRSQTBS @  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD ONOTK@SHNM OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD VGN EDDK SGD OQDRHCDMS HR CNHMF @M
@BBDOS@AKDINA
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
 "M @QSHBKD QDF@QCHMF HMSDQQ@BH@K C@SHMF @MC L@QQH@FD QDBDMSKX @OOD@QDC HM SGD 07I>?D=JED )EIJ 0E SGD   Q@MCNLKX
RDKDBSDC @CTKSR  HCDMSHEHDC SGDLRDKUDR @R -@SHMNR  HCDMSHEHDC SGDLRDKUDR @R AK@BJR  HCDMSHEHDC SGDLRDKUDR @R
"RH@MR @MC  HCDMSHEHDC SGDLRDKUDR @R VGHSDR *M SGHR RTQUDX  NE AK@BJR R@HC SG@S SGDX VNTKC VDKBNLD @ VGHSD ODQRNM
HMSN SGDHQ E@LHKHDR "LNMF "RH@MR  VNTKC VDKBNLD @ VGHSD ODQRNM HMSN SGDHQ E@LHKHDR  VNTKC VDKBNLD @ -@SHMN
@MCVNTKCVDKBNLD@AK@BJODQRNM
@ 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM EHMCHMF SGD  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD ODQBDMS NE @KK AK@BJ @CTKSR VGN VNTKC VDKBNLD @
VGHSDODQRNMHMSNSGDHQE@LHKHDR%DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 1 @MC )t HMVNQCR
A 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
B $NMRSQTBS@BNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
3DEDQSNSGDHMENQL@SHNMHM#R?L=CM?
@ $NMRSQTBSSGQDDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KR
H ODQBDMSNE@KK"RH@MRVGNVNTKCVDKBNLD@VGHSDODQRNMHMSNSGDHQE@LHKHDR
HH ODQBDMSNE@KK"RH@MRVGNVNTKCVDKBNLD@-@SHMNHMSNSGDHQE@LHKHDR
HHH ODQBDMSNE@KK"RH@MRVGNVNTKCVDKBNLD@AK@BJODQRNMHMSNSGDHQE@LHKHDR
A &UDMSGNTFGSGDSGQDDONHMSDRSHL@SDR@QDCHEEDQDMS CN@MXNESGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KRNUDQK@O 8GHBG
B 'NQ @MX HMSDQU@KR SG@S CN NUDQK@O HM VNQCR VG@S CNDR SGHR HLOKX @ANTS SGD RHFMHEHB@MBD NE SGD CHEEDQDMBDR HM SGD
SQTDOQNONQSHNMR
C 'NQ @MX HMSDQU@KR SG@S CN MNS NUDQK@O HM VNQCR VG@S CNDR SGHR HLOKX @ANTS SGD RHFMHEHB@MBD NE SGD CHEEDQDMBDR HM
SGDSQTDOQNONQSHNMR
 4S@MENQC 6MHUDQRHSX BNMCTBSDC @ RSTCX NE VGDSGDQ QTMMHMF HR GD@KSGX ENQ LDM @MC VNLDM NUDQ @FD  %TQHMF SGD
EHQRS DHFGS XD@QR NE SGD RSTCX  NE SGD  LDLADQR NE SGD 1KTR 'HSMDRR "RRNBH@SHNM CHDC 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD
OQNONQSHNMNEODNOKDNUDQVGNQ@M@MCCHDCHMSGDR@LDDHFGSXD@QODQHNC
@ %DEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDR 1 @MC )tHMVNQCR
A 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHROQNAKDL &WOK@HMXNTQBGNHBD
B $NMRSQTBS @  BNMEHCDMBD HMSDQU@K ENQ SGD ONOTK@SHNM OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD NUDQ  VGN Q@M @MC CHDC HM SGD R@LD
DHFGSlXD@QODQHNC
H 4S@SDSGDBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K
HH 4JDSBGSGDFQ@OG
HHH $@KBTK@SDSGDDQQNQANTMC
C &WOK@HMVG@S@pBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KqLD@MRENQSGHRRSTCX
 " SDKDOGNMD ONKK NE   @CTKS "LDQHB@MR V@R QDONQSDC HM @M HRRTD NE -?C; &7=7P?D; 0MD NE SGD PTDRSHNMR @RJDC
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VNTKC VDKBNLD @ VGHSD ODQRNM HMSN SGDHQ E@LHKHDR @MC SGD OQNONQSHNM NE "RH@M @CTKSR VGN R@X SG@S SGDHQ E@LHKHDR VNTKC
VDKBNLD@AK@BJODQRNMHMSNSGDHQE@LHKHDR

@ 1  SGD MTLADQ NE @CTKS "LDQHB@MR VGN EDDK SG@S BQHLD HR SGD L@HM OQNAKDL )c  SGD OQNONQSHNM NE @CTKS "LDQHB@MR
VGNEDDKSG@SBQHLDHRSGDL@HMOQNAKDL
A 4HMBD VD @QD DRSHL@SHMF @ OQNONQSHNM FHUDM )c   @MC D   SGD CHRSQHATSHNM VD RGNTKC TRD HR

1
3

/ 
B

  4

 6

H $*  
HH $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
HHH &

C 0MDV@XSNKNVDQSGDR@LOKHMFDQQNQHRSNHMBQD@RDSGDR@LOKDRHYD
D 5GD RS@SDC pa q QDOQDRDMSR SGD L@WHLTL DQQNQ ANTMC 5GHR LD@MR SG@S SGNRD CNHMF SGD RSTCX @QD QDONQSHMF @
L@WHLTL DQQNQ NE  5GTR SGDX DRSHL@SD SGD ODQBDMS@FD NE @CTKS "LDQHB@MR VGN EDDK SG@S BQHLD HR SGD L@HM OQNAKDL
SNADADSVDDM@MC
 B
 C
 @

@ Fc 
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CHAPTER 8
.0!2'!#
8.1 ,OFF;H>FN?LH;NCP?&SJINB?M?M
 :NT @QD SDRSHMF SG@S SGD LD@M RODDC NE XNTQ B@AKD *MSDQMDS BNMMDBSHNM HR LNQD SG@M SGQDD .DF@AHSR ODQ RDBNMC 8G@S HR
SGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD %DRBQHADHMVNQCR
 :NT @QD SDRSHMF SG@S SGD LD@M RODDC NE XNTQ B@AKD *MSDQMDS BNMMDBSHNM HR LNQD SG@M SGQDD .DF@AHSR ODQ RDBNMC 4S@SD SGD
MTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 5GD"LDQHB@ME@LHKXG@R@M@UDQ@FDNESVNBGHKCQDM8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD %DRBQHADHMVNQCR
 5GD LD@M DMSQX KDUDK R@K@QX NE @M DLOKNXDD @S @ BNLO@MX HR   :NT ADKHDUD HS HR GHFGDQ ENQ *5 OQNEDRRHNM@KR HM SGD
BNLO@MX4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 " RNBHNKNFHRS BK@HLR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S @ ODQRNM OHBJDC @S Q@MCNL HM 5HLDR 4PT@QD HM /DV :NQJ $HSX HR UHRHSHMF SGD @QD@
HR:NTV@MSSNSDRSSNRDDHESGDOQNONQSHNMHR@BST@KKXKDRR8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD %DRBQHADHMVNQCR
 " RNBHNKNFHRS BK@HLR SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S @ ODQRNM OHBJDC @S Q@MCNL HM 5HLDR 4PT@QD HM /DV :NQJ $HSX HR UHRHSHMF SGD @QD@
HR:NTV@MSSNSDRSSNRDDHESGDBK@HLHRBNQQDBS4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 *M @ ONOTK@SHNM NE EHRG @OOQNWHL@SDKX  @QD EDL@KD " SDRS HR BNMCTBSDC SN RDD HE HM E@BS SGD OQNONQSHNM HR KDRR 4S@SD
SGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 4TOONRD SG@S @ QDBDMS @QSHBKD RS@SDC SG@S SGD LD@M SHLD RODMS HM I@HK AX @ EHQRSlSHLD BNMUHBSDC ATQFK@Q HR  XD@QR " RSTCX
V@R SGDM CNMD SN RDD HE SGD LD@M SHLD G@R HMBQD@RDC HM SGD MDV BDMSTQX " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  EHQRSSHLD BNMUHBSDC ATQFK@QR
HM @ QDBDMS XD@Q V@R OHBJDC 5GD LD@M KDMFSG NE SHLD HM I@HK EQNL SGD RTQUDX V@R  XD@QR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE 
XD@QR 4TOONRD SG@S HS HR RNLDGNV JMNVM SG@S SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR  *E XNT VDQD BNMCTBSHMF @ GXONSGDRHR
SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@M KDMFSG NE I@HK SHLD G@R HMBQD@RDC VG@S VNTKC SGD MTKK @MC @KSDQM@SHUD GXONSGDRDR AD 5GD
CHRSQHATSHNMNESGDONOTK@SHNMHRMNQL@K
@ ! ????????
A !7????????
 " Q@MCNL RTQUDX NE  CD@SG QNV HML@SDR QDUD@KDC SG@S SGD LD@M KDMFSG NE SHLD NM CD@SG QNV HR  XD@QR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  XD@QR *E XNT VDQD BNMCTBSHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M SHLD NM CD@SG
QNVBNTKCKHJDKXADXD@QR VG@SVNTKCSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDRAD
@ ! ??????????
A !7??????????
 5GD /@SHNM@K *MRSHSTSD NE .DMS@K )D@KSG OTAKHRGDC @M @QSHBKD RS@SHMF SG@S HM @MX NMDXD@Q ODQHNC @OOQNWHL@SDKX 
ODQBDMS NE "LDQHB@M @CTKSR RTEEDQ EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR 4TOONRD SG@S HM @ RTQUDX NE  ODNOKD HM @ BDQS@HM
SNVM RDUDM NE SGDL RTEEDQDC EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR *E XNT VDQD BNMCTBSHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD
HE SGD SQTD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SG@S SNVM RTEEDQHMF EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR HR KNVDQ SG@M SGD ODQBDMS HM SGD
FDMDQ@K@CTKS"LDQHB@MONOTK@SHNM VG@SVNTKCSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDRAD
@ ! ????????
A !7????????
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8.1 -ON=IG?M;H>NB?2SJ?';H>2SJ?''#LLILM
 5GD LD@M OQHBD NE LHCRHYDC B@QR HM @ QDFHNM HR   " SDRS HR BNMCTBSDC SN RDD HE SGD BK@HL HR SQTD 4S@SD SGD 5XOD *
@MC5XOD**DQQNQRHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
 " RKDDOHMF A@F HR SDRSDC SN VHSGRS@MC SDLODQ@STQDR NE l `' :NT SGHMJ SGD A@F B@MMNS RS@MC SDLODQ@STQDR SG@S KNV
4S@SDSGD5XOD*@MC5XOD**DQQNQRHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
 'NQ #R?L=CM?8 VG@S@QD V @MC W HMVNQCR
 *MVNQCR CDRBQHADl W 'NQ #R?L=CM?8
 " FQNTO NE CNBSNQR HR CDBHCHMF VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SN ODQENQL @M NODQ@SHNM 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ! HR SGD RTQFHB@K
OQNBDCTQDVHKKFNVDKK4S@SDSGD5XOD*@MC5XOD**DQQNQRHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
 " FQNTO NE CNBSNQR HR CDBHCHMF VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SN ODQENQL @M NODQ@SHNM 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ! HR SGD RTQFHB@K
OQNBDCTQDVHKKFNVDKK8GHBGHRSGDDQQNQVHSGSGDFQD@SDQBNMRDPTDMBD
 5GDONVDQNE@SDRSHR8G@SHRSGDOQNA@AHKHSXNE@5XOD**DQQNQ
 " FQNTO NE CHUDQR HR DWOKNQHMF @M NKC RTMJDM RGHO 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ! HR SGD RTMJDM RGHO CNDR MNS BNMS@HM
ATQHDCSQD@RTQD4S@SDSGD5XOD*@MC5XOD**DQQNQRHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
 " LHBQNAHNKNFHRS HR SDRSHMF @ V@SDQ R@LOKD ENQ &BNKH 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ! HR SGD R@LOKD CNDR MNS BNMS@HM &
BNKH 5GD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S SGD R@LOKD CNDR MNS BNMS@HM &BNKH ATS SGD LHBQNAHNKNFHRS SGHMJR HS CNDR HR  5GD OQNA@AHKHSX
SG@SSGDR@LOKDCNDRBNMS@HM&BNKH ATSSGDLHBQNAHNKNFHRSSGHMJRHSCNDRMNSHR8G@SHRSGDONVDQNESGHRSDRS
 " LHBQNAHNKNFHRS HR SDRSHMF @ V@SDQ R@LOKD ENQ &BNKH 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ! HR SGD R@LOKD BNMS@HMR &BNKH
8GHBGHRSGDDQQNQVHSGSGDFQD@SDQBNMRDPTDMBD

8.1 "CMNLC<ONCIH,??>?>@IL&SJINB?MCM2?MNCHA
 8GHBGSVNCHRSQHATSHNMRB@MXNTTRDENQGXONSGDRHRSDRSHMFENQSGHRBG@OSDQ
 8GHBG CHRSQHATSHNM CN XNT TRD VGDM XNT @QD SDRSHMF @ ONOTK@SHNM LD@M @MC SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR JMNVM
"RRTLD@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM VHSGMz
 8GHBG CHRSQHATSHNM CN XNT TRD VGDM SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR MNS JMNVM @MC XNT @QD SDRSHMF NMD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M
"RRTLDR@LOKDRHYDHRK@QFD
 " ONOTK@SHNM LD@M HR  5GD R@LOKD LD@M HR  @MC SGD R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR SVN 5GD R@LOKD RHYD HR 
8G@SCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDSNODQENQL@GXONSGDRHRSDRS "RRTLDSGDTMCDQKXHMFONOTK@SHNMHRMNQL@K
 " ONOTK@SHNM G@R @ LD@M HR  @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE EHUD 5GD R@LOKD LD@M HR  @MC SGD R@LOKD RHYD HR 
8G@SCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDSNODQENQL@GXONSGDRHRSDRS
 *S HR SGNTFGS SG@S  NE QDRONMCDMSR HM @ S@RSD SDRS VNTKC OQDEDQ #Q@MC  *M @ O@QSHBTK@Q SDRS NE  ODNOKD 
OQDEDQQDC#Q@MC 8G@SCHRSQHATSHNMRGNTKCXNTTRDSNODQENQL@GXONSGDRHRSDRS
 :NT @QD ODQENQLHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS NE @ RHMFKD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M TRHMF @ 4STCDMSoR JCHRSQHATSHNM 8G@S LTRS XNT
@RRTLD@ANTSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGDC@S@
 :NT @QD ODQENQLHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS NE @ RHMFKD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M TRHMF @ 4STCDMSoR JCHRSQHATSHNM 5GD C@S@ @QD MNS EQNL
@RHLOKDQ@MCNLR@LOKD$@MXNT@BBTQ@SDKXODQENQLSGDGXONSGDRHRSDRS
 :NT @QD ODQENQLHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS NE @ RHMFKD ONOTK@SHNM OQNONQSHNM 8G@S LTRS AD SQTD @ANTS SGD PT@MSHSHDR NE DF
@MC DG
 :NT @QD ODQENQLHMF @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS NE @ RHMFKD ONOTK@SHNM OQNONQSHNM :NT EHMC NTS SG@S DF HR KDRR SG@M EHUD 8G@S LTRS
XNTCNSNAD@AKDSNODQENQL@U@KHCGXONSGDRHRSDRS
 :NT@QDODQENQLHMF@GXONSGDRHRSDRSNE@RHMFKDONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNM5GDC@S@BNLDEQNLVGHBGCHRSQHATSHNM
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8.1 0;L?#P?HNM NB?1;GJF? "?=CMCIH;H>!IH=FOMCIH
 8GDMCNXNTQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
 5GD OQNA@AHKHSX NE VHMMHMF SGD FQ@MC OQHYD @S @ O@QSHBTK@Q B@QMHU@K F@LD HR  *R SGD NTSBNLD NE VHMMHMF UDQX KHJDKX
NQUDQXTMKHJDKX
 5GD OQNA@AHKHSX NE VHMMHMF SGD FQ@MC OQHYD @S @ O@QSHBTK@Q B@QMHU@K F@LD HR  .HBGDKD VHMR SGD FQ@MC OQHYD *R SGHR
BNMRHCDQDC@Q@QDNQBNLLNMDUDMS 8GX
 *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S SGD LD@M GDHFGS NE GHFG RBGNNK RSTCDMSR VGN OK@X A@RJDSA@KK NM SGD RBGNNK SD@L HR  HMBGDR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  HMBGDR " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  OK@XDQR HR BGNRDM 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  HMBGDR @MC SGD
R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM V@R  XD@QR %N SGD C@S@ RTOONQS SGD BK@HL SG@S SGD LD@M GDHFGS HR KDRR SG@M  HMBGDR 5GD
FU@KTD HR @KLNRSYDQN4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR@MCHMSDQOQDSSGD FU@KTD
 5GD LD@M @FD NE FQ@CT@SD RSTCDMSR @S @ 6MHUDQRHSX HR @S LNRS  X D@QR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE SVN XD@QR "
Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  FQ@CT@SD RSTCDMSR HR S@JDM 5GD R@LOKD LD@M HR  XD@QR @MC SGD R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR
SGQDD XD@QR "QD SGD C@S@ RHFMHEHB@MS @S SGD  KDUDK 5GD FU@KTD HR  4S@SD SGD MTKK @MC @KSDQM@SHUD GXONSGDRDR @MC
HMSDQOQDS SGD FU@KTD
 %NDRSGDRG@CDCQDFHNMQDOQDRDMS@KNVNQ@GHFG FU@KTDBNLO@QDCSN@KDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBDNE

$CAOL?8.24

 8G@SRGNTKCXNTCNVGDM V  FU@KTD
 8G@SRGNTKCXNTCNHE V  FU@KTD
 *E XNT CN MNS QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR SGDM HS LTRS AD SQTD *R SGHR RS@SDLDMS BNQQDBS 4S@SD VGX NQ VGX MNS HM BNLOKDSD
RDMSDMBDR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ I;L;D ;N;H9?I;I 4TOONRD SG@S @ QDBDMS @QSHBKD RS@SDC SG@S SGD LD@M SHLD
RODMS HM I@HK AX @ EHQRSSHLD BNMUHBSDC ATQFK@Q HR  XD@QR " RSTCX V@R SGDM CNMD SN RDD HE SGD LD@M SHLD G@R HMBQD@RDC HM
SGD MDV BDMSTQX " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  EHQRSSHLD BNMUHBSDC ATQFK@QR HM @ QDBDMS XD@Q V@R OHBJDC 5GD LD@M KDMFSG NE SHLD
HM I@HK EQNL SGD RTQUDX V@R SGQDD XD@QR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  XD@QR 4TOONRD SG@S HS HR RNLDGNV JMNVM SG@S SGD
ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR  $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@M KDMFSG NE I@HK SHLD G@R HMBQD@RDC
"RRTLDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGDI@HKSHLDRHR@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@K
 *RSGHR@SDRSNELD@MRNQOQNONQSHNMR
 8G@SRXLANKQDOQDRDMSRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
 *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
 *RkJMNVM@MC HERN VG@SHRHS
 $@KBTK@SDSGDENKKNVHMF
@ Yo ???????
A \ ???????
B IN ???????
C D ???????
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 4HMBDANSGk@MC T Y @QDFHUDM VGHBGRGNTKCADTRDC *MNMDSNSVNBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR DWOK@HMVGX
 4S@SDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMSNTRDENQSGDGXONSGDRHRSDRS
 " Q@MCNL RTQUDX NE  CD@SG QNV HML@SDR QDUD@KDC SG@S SGD LD@M KDMFSG NE SHLD NM CD@SG QNV HR  XD@QR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  XD@QR $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M SHLD NM CD@SG QNV BNTKC
KHJDKXADXD@QR
@ *RSGHR@SDRSNENMDLD@MNQOQNONQSHNM
A 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
! ???????????????????? !7 ????????????????????
B *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
C 8G@SRXLANKQDOQDRDMSRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
D *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
E *RSGDONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMJMNVM@MC HERN VG@SHRHS
F $@KBTK@SDSGDENKKNVHMF
H Yo ?????????????
HH I ????????????
HHH D ????????????

G
H
I
J

8GHBGSDRSRGNTKCADTRDC
4S@SDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMSNTRDENQSGDGXONSGDRHRSDRS
'HMCSGD FU@KTD
"S@OQDBNMBDHUDC V  VG@SHRXNTQ
H %DBHRHNM
HH 3D@RNMENQSGDCDBHRHNM
HHH $NMBKTRHNM VQHSDNTSHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD 

8.1 >>CNCIH;F'H@ILG;NCIH;H>$OFF&SJINB?MCM2?MN#R;GJF?M
 "RRTLD !  Z @MC !7 Z *RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 "RRTLD !  Z =@MC !7 Z *RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 "RRTLD !  F @MC !7 F x*RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 %Q@VSGDFDMDQ@KFQ@OGNE@KDESS@HKDCSDRS
 %Q@VSGDFQ@OGNE@SVNS@HKDCSDRS
 " ANSSKD NE V@SDQ HR K@ADKDC @R BNMS@HMHMF  EKTHC NTMBDR NE V@SDQ :NT ADKHDUD HS HR KDRR SG@M SG@S 8G@S SXOD NE SDRS
VNTKCXNTTRD
 :NTQ EQHDMC BK@HLR SG@S GHR LD@M FNKE RBNQD HR  :NT V@MS SN RGNV SG@S HS HR GHFGDQ SG@M SG@S 8G@S SXOD NE SDRS VNTKC
XNTTRD
 " A@SGQNNL RB@KD BK@HLR SN AD @AKD SN HCDMSHEX BNQQDBSKX @MX VDHFGS VHSGHM @ ONTMC :NT SGHMJ SG@S HS B@MMNS AD SG@S
@BBTQ@SD8G@SSXODNESDRSVNTKCXNTTRD
 :NT EKHO @ BNHM @MC QDBNQC VGDSGDQ HS RGNVR GD@CR NQ S@HKR :NT JMNV SGD OQNA@AHKHSX NE FDSSHMF GD@CR HR  ATS XNT
SGHMJHSHRKDRRENQSGHRO@QSHBTK@QBNHM8G@SSXODNESDRSVNTKCXNTTRD
 *ESGD@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRHRG@R@MNSDPT@KR x RXLANK XNTJMNVSNTRDVGHBGSXODNESDRS
 "RRTLDSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHRRS@SDRSG@SSGDLD@MHR@SKD@RS*RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 "RRTLDSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHRRS@SDRSG@SSGDLD@MHR@SLNRS*RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 "RRTLD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR RS@SDR SG@S SGD LD@M HR DPT@K SN  5GD @KSDQM@SHUD GXONSGDRHR RS@SDR SG@S SGD LD@M HR MNS
DPT@KSN*RSGHR@KDESS@HKDC QHFGSS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
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8.4 2?MNI@;1CHAF?4;LC;H=?

.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I "M @QBGDQoR RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ GHR GHSR HR RHW C@S@ HR
LD@RTQDCHMCHRS@MBDEQNLSGDBDMSDQNESGDS@QFDS "MNARDQUDQBK@HLRSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRKDRR

62 8G@SSXODNESDRSRGNTKCADTRDC
63 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
64 *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I 5GD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE GDHFGSR ENQ RSTCDMSR HM @ RBGNNK
HR  " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  RSTCDMSR HR S@JDM @MC SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE GDHFGSR NE SGD R@LOKD HR  " QDRD@QBGDQ
HMBG@QFDNESGDRSTCXADKHDUDRSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEGDHFGSRENQSGDRBGNNKHRFQD@SDQSG@M
65 8G@SSXODNESDRSRGNTKCADTRDC

66 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
67 :< ????????
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <EKH ;N;H9?I;I 5GD @UDQ@FD V@HSHMF SHLD HM @ CNBSNQoR NEEHBD U@QHDR 5GD
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE V@HSHMF SHLDR HM @ CNBSNQoR NEEHBD HR  LHMTSDR " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  O@SHDMSR HM SGD CNBSNQoR NEEHBD
G@R @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE V@HSHMF SHLDR NE  LHMTSDR 0MD CNBSNQ ADKHDUDR SGD U@QH@MBD NE V@HSHMF SHLDR HR FQD@SDQ SG@M
NQHFHM@KKXSGNTFGS
68 8G@SSXODNESDRSRGNTKCADTRDC

69 8G@SHRSGDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
70 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
71 8G@SB@MXNTBNMBKTCD@SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
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&-+#5-0)
8.1 ,OFF;H>FN?LH;NCP?&SJINB?M?M
72 4NLDNESGDENKKNVHMFRS@SDLDMSRQDEDQSNSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR RNLDSNSGD@KSDQM@SDGXONSGDRHR
4S@SDSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR ! @MCSGD@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRHR !7 HMSDQLRNESGD@OOQNOQH@SDO@Q@LDSDQ Z NQ F 
@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

5GDLD@MMTLADQNEXD@QR"LDQHB@MRVNQJADENQDQDSHQHMFHR
More thanNE"LDQHB@MRUNSDHMOQDRHCDMSH@KDKDBSHNMR
5GDLD@MRS@QSHMFR@K@QXENQ4@M+NRD4S@SD6MHUDQRHSXFQ@CT@SDRHRless than ODQXD@Q
5VDMSXMHMDODQBDMSNEGHFGRBGNNKRDMHNQRFDSCQTMJD@BGLNMSG
'DVDQSG@MNE@CTKSRQHCDSGDATRSNVNQJHM-NR"MFDKDR
5GDLD@MMTLADQNEB@QR@ODQRNMNVMRHMGDQKHEDSHLDHRlessSG@MSDM
"ANTSG@KENE"LDQHB@MROQDEDQSNKHUD@V@XEQNLBHSHDR FHUDMSGDBGNHBD
&TQNOD@MRG@UD@LD@MO@HCU@B@SHNMD@BGXD@QNERHWVDDJR
5GDBG@MBDNECDUDKNOHMFAQD@RSB@MBDQHRTMCDQENQVNLDM
1QHU@SDTMHUDQRHSHDRLD@MSTHSHNMBNRSHRLNQDSG@M ODQXD@Q

73 0UDQ SGD O@RS EDV CDB@CDR OTAKHB GD@KSG NEEHBH@KR G@UD DW@LHMDC SGD KHMJ ADSVDDM VDHFGS BNMBDQMR @MC SDDM FHQKR
RLNJHMF 3DRD@QBGDQR RTQUDXDC @ FQNTO NE  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC SDDM FHQKR KHUHMF HM .@RR@BGTRDSSR ADSVDDM  @MC 
XD@QR NKC  "ESDQ ENTQ XD@QR SGD FHQKR VDQD RTQUDXDC @F@HM 4HWSXSGQDD R@HC SGDX RLNJDC SN RS@X SGHM *R SGDQD FNNC DUHCDMBD
SG@SLNQDSG@MSGHQSXODQBDMSNESGDSDDMFHQKRRLNJDSNRS@XSGHM 5GD@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRHRHR
@ F 
A F y
B F z
C F 
74 " RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ ADKHDUDR SG@S EDVDQ SG@M  NE &UDQFQDDM 7@KKDX $NKKDFD &7$ RSTCDMSR @SSDMCDC SGD NODMHMF
MHFGS LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF NE SGD K@SDRS )@QQX 1NSSDQ LNUHD 4GD RTQUDXR  NE GDQ RSTCDMSR @MC EHMCR SG@S  @SSDMCDC SGD
LHCMHFGSRGNVHMF"M@OOQNOQH@SD@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRHRHR
@ F 
A F 
B F 
C F y
75 1QDUHNTRKX @M NQF@MHY@SHNM QDONQSDC SG@S SDDM@FDQR RODMS  GNTQR ODQ VDDJ NM @UDQ@FD NM SGD OGNMD 5GD NQF@MHY@SHNM
SGHMJR SG@S BTQQDMSKX SGD LD@M HR GHFGDQ 'HESDDM Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM SDDM@FDQR VDQD @RJDC GNV L@MX GNTQR ODQ VDDJ SGDX
RODMC NM SGD OGNMD 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  GNTQR VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS
5GDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR@QD
@
A
B
C

!E Yo  !7  Yo 
!E Z z !7 Z 
!E Z  !7 Z 
!E Z  !7 Z 
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8.1 -ON=IG?M;H>NB?2SJ?';H>2SJ?''#LLILM
76 4S@SDSGD5XOD*@MC5XOD**DQQNQRHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDRFHUDMSGDENKKNVHMFRS@SDLDMSR
@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

5GDLD@MMTLADQNEXD@QR"LDQHB@MRVNQJADENQDQDSHQHMFHR
"SLNRSNE"LDQHB@MRUNSDHMOQDRHCDMSH@KDKDBSHNMR
5GDLD@MRS@QSHMFR@K@QXENQ4@M+NRD4S@SD6MHUDQRHSXFQ@CT@SDRHR@SKD@RS ODQXD@Q
5VDMSXMHMDODQBDMSNEGHFGRBGNNKRDMHNQRFDSCQTMJD@BGLNMSG
'DVDQSG@MNE@CTKSRQHCDSGDATRSNVNQJHM-NR"MFDKDR
5GDLD@MMTLADQNEB@QR@ODQRNMNVMRHMGHRNQGDQKHEDSHLDHRMNSLNQDSG@MSDM
"ANTSG@KENE"LDQHB@MROQDEDQSNKHUD@V@XEQNLBHSHDR FHUDMSGDBGNHBD
&TQNOD@MRG@UD@LD@MO@HCU@B@SHNMD@BGXD@QNERHWVDDJR
5GDBG@MBDNECDUDKNOHMFAQD@RSB@MBDQHRTMCDQENQVNLDM
1QHU@SDTMHUDQRHSHDRLD@MSTHSHNMBNRSHRLNQDSG@M ODQXD@Q

77 'NQRS@SDLDMSR@IHM #R?L=CM? 8.119 @MRVDQSGDENKKNVHMFHMBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
@ 4S@SD@BNMRDPTDMBDNEBNLLHSSHMF@5XOD*DQQNQ
A 4S@SD@BNMRDPTDMBDNEBNLLHSSHMF@5XOD**DQQNQ

78 8GDM @ MDV CQTF HR BQD@SDC SGD OG@QL@BDTSHB@K BNLO@MX LTRS RTAIDBS HS SN SDRSHMF ADENQD QDBDHUHMF SGD MDBDRR@QX
ODQLHRRHNM EQNL SGD 'NNC @MC %QTF "CLHMHRSQ@SHNM '%" SN L@QJDS SGD CQTF 4TOONRD SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR HR pSGD CQTF HR
TMR@EDq8G@SHRSGD5XOD**&QQNQ
@ 5NBNMBKTCDSGDCQTFHRR@EDVGDMHM E@BS HSHRTMR@ED
A /NSSNBNMBKTCDSGDCQTFHRR@EDVGDM HME@BS HSHRR@ED
B 5NBNMBKTCDSGDCQTFHRR@EDVGDM HME@BS HSHRR@ED
C /NSSNBNMBKTCDSGDCQTFHRTMR@EDVGDM HME@BS HSHRTMR@ED

79 " RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ ADKHDUDR SG@S EDVDQ SG@M  NE &UDQFQDDM 7@KKDX $NKKDFD &7$ RSTCDMSR @SSDMCDC SGD NODMHMF
LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF NE SGD K@SDRS )@QQX 1NSSDQ LNUHD 4GD RTQUDXR  NE GDQ RSTCDMSR @MC EHMCR SG@S  NE SGDL @SSDMCDC SGD
LHCMHFGSRGNVHMF5GD5XOD*DQQNQHRSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDODQBDMSNE&7$RSTCDMSRVGN@SSDMCDCHR????????
@ @SKD@RS VGDMHME@BS HSHRKDRRSG@M
A  VGDMHME@BS HSHR
B KDRRSG@M VGDMHME@BS HSHR@SKD@RS
C KDRRSG@M VGDMHME@BS HSHRKDRRSG@M

80 *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S -@JD 5@GND $NLLTMHSX $NKKDFD -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDS KDRR SG@M RDUDM GNTQR NE
RKDDO ODQ MHFGS NM @UDQ@FD " RTQUDX NE  -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDMDQ@SDC @ LD@M NE  GNTQR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  GNTQR "S @ KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD NE  CN -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDS KDRR SG@M
RDUDMGNTQRNERKDDOODQMHFGS NM@UDQ@FD
5GD 5XOD ** DQQNQ HR MNS SN QDIDBS SG@S SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE GNTQR NE RKDDO -5$$ RSTCDMSR FDS ODQ MHFGS HR @S KD@RS RDUDM VGDM
HME@BS SGDLD@MMTLADQNEGNTQR
@
A
B
C

HRLNQDSG@MRDUDMGNTQR
HR@SLNRSRDUDMGNTQR
HR@SKD@RSRDUDMGNTQR
HRKDRRSG@MRDUDMGNTQR

81 1QDUHNTRKX @M NQF@MHY@SHNM QDONQSDC SG@S SDDM@FDQR RODMS  GNTQR ODQ VDDJ NM @UDQ@FD NM SGD OGNMD 5GD NQF@MHY@SHNM
SGHMJR SG@S BTQQDMSKX SGD LD@M HR GHFGDQ 'HESDDM Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM SDDM@FDQR VDQD @RJDC GNV L@MX GNTQR ODQ VDDJ SGDX
RODMC NM SGD OGNMD 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  GNTQR VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS
SGD5XOD*DQQNQHR
@ SNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDBTQQDMSLD@MGNTQRODQVDDJHRGHFGDQSG@M VGDMHME@BS HSHRGHFGDQ
A SNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDBTQQDMSLD@MGNTQRODQVDDJHRGHFGDQSG@M VGDMHME@BS HSHRSGDR@LD
B SNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MGNTQRODQVDDJBTQQDMSKXHR VGDMHME@BS HSHRGHFGDQ
C SNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MGNTQRODQVDDJBTQQDMSKXHRMNGHFGDQSG@M VGDMHME@BS HSHRMNSGHFGDQ
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8.1 "CMNLC<ONCIH,??>?>@IL&SJINB?MCM2?MNCHA
82 *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S -@JD 5@GND $NLLTMHSX $NKKDFD -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDS KDRR SG@M RDUDM GNTQR NE
RKDDO ODQ MHFGS NM @UDQ@FD " RTQUDX NE  -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDMDQ@SDC @ LD@M NE  GNTQR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  GNTQR "S @ KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD NE  CN -5$$ *MSDQLDCH@SD "KFDAQ@ RSTCDMSR FDS KDRR SG@M

o

RDUDMGNTQRNERKDDOODQMHFGS NM@UDQ@FD 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMSNADTRDCENQSGHRSDRSHR 9 ]????????????????
@
A

/  

/  

B J
C J

8.1 0;L?#P?HNM NB?1;GJF? "?=CMCIH;H>!IH=FOMCIH
83 5GD /@SHNM@K *MRSHSTSD NE .DMS@K )D@KSG OTAKHRGDC @M @QSHBKD RS@SHMF SG@S HM @MX NMDXD@Q ODQHNC @OOQNWHL@SDKX 
ODQBDMS NE "LDQHB@M @CTKSR RTEEDQ EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR 4TOONRD SG@S HM @ RTQUDX NE  ODNOKD HM @ BDQS@HM
SNVM RDUDM NE SGDL RTEEDQDC EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD SQTD
OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SG@S SNVM RTEEDQHMF EQNL CDOQDRRHNM NQ @ CDOQDRRHUD HKKMDRR HR KNVDQ SG@M SGD ODQBDMS HM SGD FDMDQ@K
@CTKS"LDQHB@MONOTK@SHNM
@ *RSGHR@SDRSNENMDLD@MNQOQNONQSHNM
A 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
! ???????????????????? !7????????????????????
B *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
C 8G@SRXLANKQDOQDRDMSRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
D *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
E $@KBTK@SDSGDENKKNVHMF
H N ????????????????
HH D ????????????????
HHH Q̲ ?????????????
F
G
H
I

$@KBTK@SD \N ??????????4GNVSGDENQLTK@RDSTO
4S@SDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMSNTRDENQSGDGXONSGDRHRSDRS
'HMCSGD FU@KTD
"S@OQDBNMBDHUDC V  VG@SHRXNTQ
H %DBHRHNM
HH 3D@RNMENQSGDCDBHRHNM
HHH $NMBKTRHNM VQHSDNTSHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD 

8.1 >>CNCIH;F'H@ILG;NCIH;H>$OFF&SJINB?MCM2?MN#R;GJF?M
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,-2#
*E XNT @QD TRHMF @ 4STCDMSRJ CHRSQHATSHNM ENQ NMD NE SGD ENKKNVHMF GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDLR XNT L@X @RRTLD SG@S SGD
TMCDQKXHMFONOTK@SHNMHRMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC *MFDMDQ@K XNTLTRSEHQRSOQNUDSG@S@RRTLOSHNM GNVDUDQ

8.2 and 8.3 &SJINB?MCM2?MNof a Single Mean and Single Proportion
84 " O@QSHBTK@Q AQ@MC NE SHQDR BK@HLR SG@S HSR CDKTWD SHQD @UDQ@FDR is   LHKDR ADENQD HS MDDCR SN AD QDOK@BDC 'QNL O@RS
RSTCHDR NE SGHR SHQD SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR JMNVM SN AD   " RTQUDX NE NVMDQR NE SG@S SHQD CDRHFM HR BNMCTBSDC
'QNL SGD  SHQDR RTQUDXDC SGD LD@M KHEDRO@M V@R   LHKDR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE   LHKDR
6RHMF @KOG@   HRSGDC@S@GHFGKXHMBNMRHRSDMSVHSGSGDBK@HL
85 'QNL FDMDQ@SHNM SN FDMDQ@SHNM SGD LD@M @FD VGDM RLNJDQR EHQRS RS@QS SN RLNJD U@QHDR )NVDUDQ SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM

NE SG@S @FD QDL@HMR BNMRS@MS NE @QNTMC  XD@QR " RTQUDX NE  RLNJDQR NE SGHR FDMDQ@SHNM V@R CNMD SN RDD HE SGD
LD@M RS@QSHMF @FD HR @S KD@RS  5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  %N SGD C@S@ RTOONQS SGD
BK@HL @SSGDKDUDK

86 5GD BNRS NE @ C@HKX MDVRO@ODQ U@QHDR EQNL BHSX SN BHSX )NVDUDQ SGD U@QH@SHNM @LNMF OQHBDR QDL@HMR RSD@CX VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE ^ " RSTCX V@R CNMD SN SDRS SGD BK@HL SG@S SGD LD@M BNRS NE @ C@HKX MDVRO@ODQ HR  5VDKUD BNRSR
XHDKC@LD@MBNRSNE^VHSG@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE^%NSGDC@S@RTOONQSSGDBK@HL@SSGDKDUDK

87 "M @QSHBKD HM SGD ,7D #EI; &;H9KHO ';MI RS@SDC SG@S RSTCDMSR HM SGD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL S@JD  XD@QR NM
@UDQ@FD SN EHMHRG SGDHQ TMCDQFQ@CT@SD CDFQDDR 4TOONRD XNT ADKHDUD SG@S SGD LD@M SHLD HR KNMFDQ :NT BNMCTBS @ RTQUDX NE
 RSTCDMSR @MC NAS@HM @ R@LOKD LD@M NE  VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  %N SGD C@S@ RTOONQS XNTQ BK@HL @S SGD
KDUDK
88 5GD LD@M MTLADQ NE RHBJ C@XR @M DLOKNXDD S@JDR ODQ XD@Q HR ADKHDUDC SN AD @ANTS SDM .DLADQR NE @ ODQRNMMDK
CDO@QSLDMS CN MNS ADKHDUD SGHR EHFTQD 5GDX Q@MCNLKX RTQUDX DHFGS DLOKNXDDR 5GD MTLADQ NE RHBJ C@XR SGDX SNNJ ENQ SGD
O@RS XD@Q @QD @R ENKKNVR         -DS N  SGD MTLADQ NE RHBJ C@XR SGDX SNNJ ENQ SGD O@RS XD@Q 4GNTKC SGD
ODQRNMMDKSD@LADKHDUDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQHRSDM
89 *M  %?<; &7=7P?D; QDONQSDC SG@S SGD  XD@QNKC LNSGDQ NE SGQDD VNQJDC NM @UDQ@FD @M  GNTQ VDDJ 3DBDMSKX

L@MX FQNTOR G@UD ADDM RSTCXHMF VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGD VNLDMR LNUDLDMS G@R HM E@BS QDRTKSDC HM @M HMBQD@RD HM SGD @UDQ@FD
VNQJ VDDJ ENQ VNLDM BNLAHMHMF DLOKNXLDMS @MC @SGNLD VNQJ  4TOONRD @ RSTCX V@R CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@M
VNQJ VDDJ G@R HMBQD@RDC  VNLDM VDQD RTQUDXDC VHSG SGD ENKKNVHMF QDRTKSR 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  SGD R@LOKD
RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMV@RSDM%NDRHS@OOD@QSG@SSGDLD@MVNQJVDDJG@RHMBQD@RDCENQVNLDM@SSGDKDUDK

90 :NTQ RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ BK@HLR SG@S less than  ODQBDMS NE SGD RSTCDMSR VGN S@JD GDQ &KDLDMS@QX 4S@SHRSHBR BK@RR FN
SGQNTFG KHED EDDKHMF LNQD DMQHBGDC 'NQ RNLD QD@RNM SG@S RGD B@MS PTHSD EHFTQD NTS LNRS ODNOKD CNMS ADKHDUD GDQ :NT
CDBHCD SN BGDBJ SGHR NTS NM XNTQ NVM :NT Q@MCNLKX RTQUDX  NE GDQ O@RS &KDLDMS@QX 4S@SHRSHBR RSTCDMSR @MC EHMC SG@S 
EDDK LNQD DMQHBGDC @R@QDRTKSNEGDQBK@RR/NV VG@SCNXNTSGHMJ
91 " /HRR@M .NSNQ $NQONQ@SHNM @CUDQSHRDLDMS QD@C p5GD @UDQ@FD L@MoR *2 HR  5GD @UDQ@FD AQNVM SQNTSoR *2 HR 
4N VGX B@MoS L@M B@SBG AQNVM SQNTS q 4TOONRD XNT ADKHDUD SG@S SGD AQNVM SQNTSoR LD@M *2 HR FQD@SDQ SG@M ENTQ :NT B@SBG
 AQNVM SQNTS " EHRG ORXBGNKNFHRS CDSDQLHMDR SGD *2R @R ENKKNVR             $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR
SDRSNEXNTQADKHDE
92 3DEDQ SN #R?L=CM? 8.129 $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN RDD HE XNTQ CDBHRHNM @MC BNMBKTRHNM VNTKC BG@MFD HE XNTQ ADKHDE
VDQDSG@SSGDAQNVMSQNTSoRLD@M*2HR FGL ENTQ
93 "BBNQCHMF SN @M @QSHBKD HM ';MIM;;A SGD M@STQ@K Q@SHN NE FHQKR SN ANXR HR  *M $GHM@ SGD AHQSG Q@SHN HR  

 FHQKR  4TOONRD XNT CNMoS ADKHDUD SGD QDONQSDC EHFTQDR NE SGD ODQBDMS NE FHQKR ANQM HM $GHM@ :NT BNMCTBS @ RSTCX
*M SGHR RSTCX XNT BNTMS SGD MTLADQ NE FHQKR @MC ANXR ANQM HM  Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM QDBDMS AHQSGR 5GDQD @QD  FHQKR @MC 
ANXRANQMNESGD#@RDCNMXNTQRSTCX CNXNTADKHDUDSG@SSGDODQBDMSNEFHQKRANQMHM$GHM@HR

94 " ONKK CNMD ENQ ';MIM;;A ENTMC SG@S  NE "LDQHB@MR G@UD RDDM NQ RDMRDC SGD OQDRDMBD NE @M @MFDK " BNMSHMFDMS

CNTASR SG@S SGD ODQBDMS HR QD@KKX SG@S GHFG *S BNMCTBSR HSR NVM RTQUDX 0TS NE  "LDQHB@MR RTQUDXDC NMKX SVN G@C RDDM
NQ RDMRDC SGD OQDRDMBD NE @M @MFDK "R @ QDRTKS NE SGD BNMSHMFDMSoR RTQUDX VNTKC XNT @FQDD VHSG SGD ';MIM;;A ONKK *M
BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR @KRNFHUDSGQDDQD@RNMRVGXSGDSVNONKKRLHFGSFHUDCHEEDQDMSQDRTKSR
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95 5GD LD@M VNQJ VDDJ ENQ DMFHMDDQR HM @ RS@QSTO BNLO@MX HR ADKHDUDC SN AD @ANTS  GNTQR " MDVKX GHQDC DMFHMDDQ
GNODR SG@S HSoR RGNQSDQ 4GD @RJR SDM DMFHMDDQHMF EQHDMCR HM RS@QSTOR ENQ SGD KDMFSGR NE SGDHQ LD@M VNQJ VDDJR #@RDC NM SGD
QDRTKSRSG@SENKKNV RGNTKCRGDBNTMSNMSGDLD@MVNQJVDDJSNADRGNQSDQSG@MGNTQR
%@S@ KDMFSGNELD@MVNQJVDDJ 
96 6RD SGD p-@O SHLDq C@S@ ENQ -@O  RDD JJ?H>CR ! SN SDRS SGD BK@HL SG@S 5DQQH EHMHRGDR -@O  NM @UDQ@FD HM KDRR SG@M
RDBNMCR6RD@KKSVDMSXQ@BDRFHUDM
97 6RD SGD p*MHSH@K 1TAKHB 0EEDQHMFq C@S@ RDD JJ?H>CR ! SN SDRS SGD BK@HL SG@S SGD LD@M NEEDQ OQHBD V@R  ODQ RG@QD
%NMNSTRD@KKSGDC@S@6RDXNTQQ@MCNLMTLADQFDMDQ@SNQSNQ@MCNLKXRTQUDXOQHBDR

,-2#
5GDENKKNVHMFPTDRSHNMRVDQDVQHSSDMAXO@RSRSTCDMSR5GDX@QDDWBDKKDMSOQNAKDLR
98 "RH@M'@LHKX3DTMHNM AX$G@T/FTXDM
&UDQXSVNXD@QRHSBNLDR@QNTMC 8D@KKFDSSNFDSGDQEQNLCHEEDQDMSSNVMR *MLXGNMDRSNOHMHNM it's not a typical family
QDTMHNM /NSENQSX NQEHESX NQRHWSX #TSGNV@ANTSRDUDMSXBNLO@MHNMR 5GDJHCRVNTKCOK@X RBQD@L @MCRGNTS one
minuteSGDXQDG@OOX @MNSGDQSGDXKKONTS The teenagers would look, stare, @MCBNLO@QD from how they look to what they
wear 5GDLDMVNTKCBG@S@ANTSSGDHQATRHMDRR that they make more, but MDUDQKDRR .NMDXHR@KV@XRSGDHQRTAIDBS and
there's@KV@XRS@KJNELNQDMDVOQNIDBSR The women get tired from all of SGDBG@SR they head to the kitchen to set the L@SR
4NLDVNTKCRHS@MCRNLDVNTKCRS@MC eating and talking with plates in their G@MCR 5GDMBNLDSGDF@LDR@MCSGDRNMFR
"MCRTCCDMKX DUDQXNMDFDSR@KNMF 8HSG@KKSG@SK@TFGSDQ HSRR@CSNR@X 5G@SHS@KV@XRDMCRHMSGDR@LDNKCV@X They
hug@MCJHRR@MCR@XFNNCAXD "MCSGDMSGDX@KKADFHMSNBQX I say that ODQBDMSRGDCSGDHQSD@QR but my mom counted
35ODNOKDSGHRXD@Q She said that boys and men will always have their OQHCD 4NVDVNMSDUDQRDDSGDLBQX I myself don't
thinkRGDRBNQQDBS so could you please try this problem to see if you NAIDBS

99 5GD1QNAKDLVHSG"MFDKR AX$XMCX%NVKHMF
"KSGNTFGSGHROQNAKDLHRVGNKKXLHMD the catalyst came from the L@F@YHMD 5HLD 0MSGDL@F@YHMDBNUDQ*CHCEHMC the
QD@KLNE@MFDKRSHBJKHMFLXLHMC *MRHCD *ENTMCSNAD in @MFDKR "LDQHB@MRCNADKHDUD Then, it was time to rise to
the task /HMDSXEHUDGHFGRBGNNK@MCBNKKDFDRSTCDMSR*CHC@RJ 7HDVHMF@KK@RNMDFQNTO random sampling to get the
RBNNO 4N *@RJDCD@BGSNADSQTD "do you believe in angles?" TellLD CN )XONSGDRHYHMF@SSGDRS@QS totally believing in
my heart tG@SSGDOQNONQSHNMVGNR@HCXDR would be equal on thisSDRS -N@MCADGNKC RDUDMSXSGQDDCHC@QQHUD out of the
sampleNEMHMDSXEHUD /NVXNTQINAG@RITRSADFTM solve this OQNAKDL@MCG@UDRNLDETM
100 #KNVHMF#TAAKDR AX4NMCQ@1QTKK
4STCXHMFRS@SRITRSL@CDLDSDMRD *G@CSNEHMCRNLDR@MDCDEDMRD Some light @MCKHESHMFRHLOKDOK@X
5NEKN@SLXL@SG@MWHDSX@V@X #KNVHMFATAAKDRKHESRLDGHFG 5@JDRLXSQNTAKDRSNSGDRJX
10*,5GDXQDFNMD VHSG@KKLXRSQDRR #TAAKDSGDQ@OXHRSGDADRS 5GDK@ADKR@HCD@BGSHLD*AKDV the average number of
bubblesVNTKCAD@SKD@RS *AKDV@MCAKDV@MCSGHR*ENTMC 'QNLAKNVR SGDX@KK@QDQNTMC But the number of
bubblesHMAKNVR 7@QHDCVHCDKX SGHR*JMNV ODQAKNVADB@LDSGDLD@M 5GDXCDUH@SDCAX @MCMNS From
countingATAAKDR *RTQDCHCQDK@W #TSMNV*FHUDSNXNTXNTQS@RJ 8@R@QD@RNM@AKDFTDRR Find the answer and pass
thisSDRS
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101 %@KL@SH@M%@QM@SHNM AX,@SGX4O@QKHMF
A greedy dog breeder named Speckles bQDCOTOOHDRVHSGMTLDQNTREQDBJKDR 5GD%@KL@SH@MRGDRNTFGS possessed spot
uponRONS 5GDLNQDRONSR GDSGNTFGS SGDLNQDRGDJDKR )HRBNLODSHSNQRCHCMNS@FQDD that freckles would increase the
fee 5GDXR@HC p4ONSR@QDPTHSDMHBD bTSSGDXCNMS@EEDBSOQHBD 0MDRGNTKCAQDDCENQHLOQNUDCODCHFQDDq The breeders
decided SNOQNUD 5GHRRSQ@SDFXV@R@VQNMFLNUD #QDDCHMFNMKXENQRONSR wNTKCVQD@JG@UNB SGDXSGNTFGS His theory
SGDXV@MSSNCHROQNUD 5GDXOQNONRDC@BNMSDRSSN4OQDBJKDR $NLO@QHMFCNFOQHBDRSNEQDBJKDR *MQDBNQCRSGDXKNNJDCTO
0MDGTMCQDCNMDOTOR %@KL@SH@MRSG@SEDSBGDCSGDLNRSRGDJDKR 5GDX@RJDC.Q4OQDBJKDRSNM@LD an average spot
count he'd claim tNAQHMFHMAHFATBJR 4@HC4OQDBJKDR p8DKK RGTBJR *SRENQNMDGTMCQDCNMDSG@S*@HLq Said an
amateurRS@SHRSHBH@M 8GNV@MSDCSNGDKOVHSGSGHRLHRRHNM p5VDMSXNMDENQSGDR@LOKD standard deviation's ample: They
DW@LHMDCNMDGTMCQDC@MCNMD %@KL@SH@MRSG@SEDSBGDC@FNNCRTL 5GDXBNTMSDCD@BGRONS m@QJ EQDBJKD@MCCNS and
talliedTODUDQXNMD *MRSD@CNENMDGTMCQDCNMDRONSR 5GDX@UDQ@FDCMHMDSXRHWCNSR can they muzzle Speckles' obsession
with freckles based on all the dog data they've got?
102 .@B@QNMH@MC$GDDRD OKD@RDAX/DCC@.HRGDQFGH@MC3@BGDKKD)@KK
"R @ ONNQ RS@QUHMF RSTCDMS * CNMS G@UD LTBG LNMDX SN RODMC ENQ DUDM SGD A@QD MDBDRRHSHDR 4N LX E@UNQHSD @MC L@HM RS@OKD
ENNCHRL@B@QNMH@MCBGDDRD*SRGHFGHMS@RSD@MCKNVHMBNRS@MCMTSQHSHNM@KU@KTD
0MD C@X @R * R@S CNVM SN CDSDQLHMD SGD LD@MHMF NE KHED * FNS @ RDQHNTR BQ@UHMF ENQ SGHR NG RN HLONQS@MS ENNC NE LX KHED 4N
* VDMS CNVM SGD RSQDDS SN (QD@SV@X SN FDS @ ANW NE L@B@QNMH @MC BGDDRD ATS HS V@R 40 DWODMRHUD   $@M XNT ADKHDUD
HS *S L@CD LD RSNO @MC SGHMJ 5GD VNQKC HR BG@MFHMF E@RS * G@C SGNTFGS SG@S SGD LD@M BNRS NE @ ANW SGD MNQL@K RHYD MNS
RNLD RTODQFHF@MSHBE@LHKXU@KTDO@BJ V@R @S LNRS  ATS MNV * V@RMS RN RTQD )NVDUDQ * V@R CDSDQLHMDC SN EHMC NTS
* VDMS SN  NE SGD BKNRDRS FQNBDQX RSNQDR @MC RTQUDXDC SGD OQHBDR NE L@B@QNMH @MC BGDDRD )DQD @QD SGD C@S@ * VQNSD HM LX
MNSDANNJ
/LC=?J?L<IRI@,;=;H>"B??M?
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
^ RSNQDR!
* BNTKC RDD SG@S SGD BNRS U@QHDC ATS * G@C SN RHS CNVM SN EHFTQD NTS VGDSGDQ NQ MNS * V@R QHFGS *E HS CNDR STQM NTS SG@S SGHR
LNTSGV@SDQHMF CHRG HR @S LNRS  SGDM *KK SGQNV @ AHF BGDDRX O@QSX HM NTQ MDWS RS@SHRSHBR K@A VHSG DMNTFG L@B@QNMH @MC
BGDDRDENQITRSLD "ESDQ@KK @R@ONNQRS@QUHMFRSTCDMS*B@MSADDWODBSDCSNEDDCNTQBK@RRNE@MHL@KR
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103 8HKKH@L 4G@JDROD@QD 5GD 5Q@FDCX NE )@LKDS 1QHMBD NE %DML@QJ  AX +@BPTDKHMD (GNCRH 3'$ "' 1 "3$12
CH IL>?LI@;JJ?;L;H=? 
^ )".-&5 1QHMBDNE%DML@QJ@MCRSTCDMSNE4S@SHRSHBR
^ 10-0/*64 )@LKDSoRSTSNQ
^ )0305*0 EQHDMCSN)@LKDS@MCEDKKNVRSTCDMS
4BDMD5GDFQD@SKHAQ@QXNESGDB@RSKD HMVGHBG)@LKDSCNDRGHRKDRRNMR
"BS*
5GD C@X HR E@HQ ATS SGD E@BD NE )@LKDS HR BKNTCDC )D O@BDR SGD K@QFD QNNL )HR STSNQ 1NKNMHTR HR QDOQHL@MCHMF )@LKDS
QDF@QCHMFSGDK@SSDQoRQDBDMSDWODQHDMBD)NQ@SHNHRRD@SDC@SSGDK@QFDS@AKD@SQHFGSRS@FD
10-0/*64.X-NQC GNVB@MRoSSGNT@CLHSSG@SSGNTG@RSRDDM@FGNRS*SHRATS@EHFLDMSNEXNTQHL@FHM@SHNM
)".-&5 * ADF SN CHEEDQ * JMNV NE @ BDQS@HMSX SG@S EHUD@MCRDUDMSX HM NMD GTMCQDC NE TR BNMCDLMDC SN SGD VGHOR @MC
RBNQMRNESHLD@RVD@QD G@UDF@YDCTONM@ROHQHSNEGD@KSG NQFNAKHMC@LMoC ADSGDHQHMSDMSRVHBJDCNQBG@QHS@AKD
10-0/*64 *E SGNT CNDRS HMRHRS TONM SGX VQDSBGDC UHRHNM SGDM KDS LD HMUDRS XNTQ SHLD AD SQTD SN SGX VNQJ @MC ROD@J SN
LD SGQNTFG SGD QD@RNM NE SGD MTKK @MC @KSDQM@SD GXONSGDRDR )D STQMR SN )NQ@SHN %HC MNS )@LKDS GHLRDKE R@X p8G@S OHDBD
NE VNQJ HR L@M GNV MNAKD HM QD@RNM GNV HMEHMHSD HM E@BTKSHDR 5GDM KDS MNS SGHR ENNKHRGMDRR ODQRHRS (N )NQ@SHN L@JD @
RTQUDX NE SGQDD@MCRHWSX @MC CHRBNUDQ VG@S SGD SQTD OQNONQSHNM AD 'NQ LX O@QS * VHKK MDUDQ RTBBTLA SN SGHR E@MS@RX ATS
CDDLL@MSNADCDUNHCNE@KKQD@RNMRGNTKCSGXOQNONR@KNE@SKD@RSEHUD@MCRDUDMSXHMNMDGTMCQDCGNKCSQTD
)03"5*0 SN)@LKDS 8G@SRGNTKCVDCN LX-NQC
)".-&5(NSNSGXOTQONRD )NQ@SHN
)03"5*05NVG@SDMC LX-NQC
)".-&5 5G@S XNT LTRS SD@BG LD #TS KDS LD BNMITQD XNT AX SGD QHFGSR NE NTQ EDKKNVRGHO AX SGD BNMRNM@MBD NE NTQ XNTSG
ATSSGDNAKHF@SHNMNENTQDUDQOQDRDQUDCKNUD ADDUDM@MCCHQDBSVHSGLD VGDSGDQ*@LQHFGSNQMN
)NQ@SHNDWHSR ENKKNVDCAX1NKNMHTR KD@UHMF)@LKDSSNONMCDQ@KNMD
"BS**
5GD MDWS C@X )@LKDS @V@HSR @MWHNTRKX SGD OQDRDMBD NE GHR EQHDMC )NQ@SHN 1NKNMHTR DMSDQR @MC OK@BDR RNLD ANNJR TONM SGD
S@AKDITRS@LNLDMSADENQD)NQ@SHNDMSDQR
10-0/*644N )NQ@SHN VG@SHRHSSGNTCHCRSQDUD@KSGQNTFGSGXCDKHADQ@SHNMR
)03"5*0 *M @ Q@MCNL RTQUDX ENQ VGHBG OTQONRD SGNT SGXRDKE RDMS LD ENQSG * CHC CHRBNUDQ SG@S NMD@MCENQSX ADKHDUD
EDQUDMSKX SG@S SGD ROHQHSR NE SGD CD@C V@KJ VHSG TR #DENQD LX (NC * LHFGS MNS SGHR ADKHDUD VHSGNTS SGD RDMRHAKD @MC SQTD
@UNTBGNELHMDNVMDXDR
10-0/*64 (HUD SGHMD NVM SGNTFGSR MN SNMFTD )NQ@SHN 1NKNMHTR STQMR SN )@LKDS #TS KNNJ SNoS * BG@QFD XNT LX -NQC
$NLD)NQ@SHN KDSTRFNSNFDSGDQ ENQSGHRHRMNSNTQSDRS )NQ@SHN@MC1NKNMHTRKD@UDSNFDSGDQ
)".-&5 5N QDIDBS NQ MNS QDIDBS SG@S HR SGD PTDRSHNM VGDSGDQ nSHR MNAKDQ HM SGD LHMC SN RTEEDQ SGD RKHMFR @MC @QQNVR NE
NTSQ@FDNTR RS@SHRSHBR NQ SN S@JD @QLR @F@HMRS @ RD@ NE C@S@ @MC AX NOONRHMF DMC SGDL )@LKDS QDRHFMDCKX @SSDMCR SN GHR
S@RJ
$TQS@HME@KKR
104 6MSHSKDC AX4SDOGDM$GDM
*UD NESDM VNMCDQDC GNV RNESV@QD HR QDKD@RDC @MC RNKC SN SGD OTAKHB *QNMHB@KKX * VNQJ ENQ @ BNLO@MX SG@S RDKKR OQNCTBSR VHSG
JMNVM OQNAKDLR 6MENQSTM@SDKX LNRS NE SGD OQNAKDLR @QD CHEEHBTKS SN BQD@SD VGHBG L@JDR SGDL CHEEHBTKS SN EHW * TRT@KKX
TRD SGD SDRS OQNFQ@L 9 VGHBG SDRSR SGD OQNCTBS SN SQX SN BQD@SD @ RODBHEHB OQNAKDL 8GDM SGD SDRS OQNFQ@L HR QTM SN L@JD @M
DQQNQNBBTQ SGDKHJDKHGNNCNEFDMDQ@SHMF@MDQQNQHR
4N @QLDC VHSG SGHR JMNVKDCFD * VQNSD @ MDV SDRS OQNFQ@L : SG@S VHKK FDMDQ@SD SGD R@LD DQQNQ SG@S SDRS OQNFQ@L 9 BQD@SDR
ATS LNQD NESDM 5N EHMC NTS HE LX SDRS OQNFQ@L HR ADSSDQ SG@M SGD NQHFHM@K RN SG@S * B@M BNMUHMBD SGD L@M@FDLDMS SG@S *L
QHFGS * Q@M LX SDRS OQNFQ@L SN EHMC NTS GNV NESDM * B@M FDMDQ@SD SGD R@LD DQQNQ 8GDM * Q@M LX SDRS OQNFQ@L  SHLDR *
FDMDQ@SDC SGD DQQNQ SVHBD 8GHKD SGHR L@X MNS RDDL LTBG ADSSDQ * SGHMJ SG@S * B@M BNMUHMBD SGD L@M@FDLDMS SN TRD LX SDRS
OQNFQ@LHMRSD@CNESGDNQHFHM@KSDRSOQNFQ@L"L*QHFGS
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105 +@O@MDRD(HQKRo/@LDR AX,TLH'TQTHBGH
*S TRDC SN AD UDQX SXOHB@K ENQ +@O@MDRD FHQKRo M@LDR SN DMC VHSG pJNq 5GD SQDMC LHFGS G@UD RS@QSDC @QNTMC LX
FQ@MCLNSGDQRo FDMDQ@SHNM @MC HSR OD@J LHFGS G@UD ADDM @QNTMC LX LNSGDQoR FDMDQ@SHNM p,Nq LD@MR pBGHKCq HM $GHMDRD
BG@Q@BSDQR 1@QDMSR VNTKC M@LD SGDHQ C@TFGSDQR VHSG pJNq @SS@BGHMF SN NSGDQ $GHMDRD BG@Q@BSDQR VGHBG G@UD LD@MHMFR SG@S
SGDX V@MS SGDHQ C@TFGSDQR SN ADBNLD RTBG @R 4@BGHJNmG@OOX BGHKC :NRGHJNm@ FNNC BGHKC :@RTJNm@ GD@KSGX BGHKC @MC
RNNM
)NVDUDQ * MNSHBDC QDBDMSKX SG@S NMKX SVN NTS NE MHMD NE LX +@O@MDRD FHQKEQHDMCR @S SGHR RBGNNK G@UD M@LDR VGHBG DMC VHSG
pJNq .NQD @MC LNQD O@QDMSR RDDL SN G@UD ADBNLD BQD@SHUD LNCDQMHYDC @MC RNLDSHLDR VDRSDQMHYDC HM M@LHMF SGDHQ
BGHKCQDM
* G@UD @ EDDKHMF SG@S VGHKD  ODQBDMS NQ LNQD NE LX LNSGDQoR FDMDQ@SHNM VNTKC G@UD M@LDR VHSG pJNq @S SGD DMC
SGD OQNONQSHNM G@R CQNOODC @LNMF LX ODDQR * VQNSD CNVM @KK LX +@O@MDRD EQHDMCRo DWBK@RRL@SDRo BNVNQJDQR @MC
@BPT@HMS@MBDRo M@LDR SG@S * BNTKC QDLDLADQ 'NKKNVHMF @QD SGD M@LDR 4NLD @QD QDOD@SR 5DRS SN RDD HE SGD OQNONQSHNM G@R
CQNOODCENQSGHRFDMDQ@SHNM
"H "JDLH "JHJN "XTLH $GH@JH $GHD &HJN &QH &QHJN 'TLHJN )@QTLH )HSNLH )HQNJN )HQNJN )HCDLH )HR@JN
)HM@JN *YTLH *YTLH +TMJN +TMJN ,@M@ ,@M@JN ,@M@XN ,@XN ,@XNJN ,@YTLH ,DHJN ,DHJN ,DH ,TLH ,TLHJN
,XNJN ,XNJN .@CNJ@ .@GN .@H .@HJN .@JH .HJH .HJH .HJHJN .HM@ .HM@JN .HX@JN .NLNJN /@M@ /@NJN
/@NJN /@NJN /NQHJN 3HDJN 3HJ@ 3HJ@ 3TLHJN 3DH 3DHJN 3DHJN 4@BGHJN 4@BGHJN 4@BGHXN 4@JH 4@X@J@ 4@XNJN
4@XTQH 4DHJN 4GHGN 4GHYTJ@ 4TLHJN 5@J@JN 5@J@JN 5NLND 5NLND 5NLNJN 5NTJN :@RTJN :@RTJN :@RTXN
:NJN :NJN :NJN :NRGHJN :NRGHJN :NRGHJN :TJ@ :TJH :TJH :TJHJN :TJN :TJN
106 1GHKKHOoR8HRG AX4TY@MMD0RNQHN
.XMDOGDVKHJDRSNOK@X cG@RHMFSGDFHQKRL@JDRGHRC@X )D@RJDCGHRLNSGDQ iEHSHRNJ@X tNFDSGHRD@QOHDQBDC 4GD R@HC
p/NV@Xq tNONJD@GNKDSGQNTFGXNTQD@Q *RMNSVG@S*V@MSENQXNT CD@Q )D@QFTDCGHRONHMSPTHSDVDKK s@XRDUDMLX
L@BGNO@K .DK h@RFNSSDMSGHRCNMD *SoR@KKITRSENQETM $oLNMOKD@RD LNL OKD@RD VG@SSGDGDKK "F@HM 1GHKKHO
BNLOK@HMDC SNGHRLNSGDQ 4@XHMFG@KEGHREQHDMCR HMBKTCHMFSGDHQAQNSGDQR "QDOHDQBHMFSGDHQD@QR and SGDXG@UD MN ED@QR
hDV@MSRSNADKHJDSGDNSGDQR 4GDR@HC p*SGHMJHSoRLTBGKDRR 8DLTRSCN@GXONSGDRHRSDRS aMCHE XNT@QDQHFGS *VNMoS
OTSTO@EHFGS #TS HEMNS SGDMLXB@RDVHKKQDRSq 8DOQNBDDCDCSNB@KKEHESXFTXR tN RDD VGNRD OQDCHBSHNMVNTKC EKX
/HMDSDDMNESGDEHESX s@HCOHDQBHMFV@RMHESX aMCD@QQHMFRSGDXoCNBB@RHNM@KKXATX 5GDM SGDQDoRSGD NSGDQSGHQSXNMD wGN
R@HCSGDXoCMDUDQG@UDSGHRCNMD 4NMNVSGHRONDLoREHMHRGDC 8HKK GHRGNODR AD CHLHMHRGDC oQ VHKKLXMDOGDV G@UDGHR
ETM
107 5GD$Q@UDM AX.@QJ4@K@MFR@MF
0MBDTONM@LNQMHMFCQD@QX *MRS@SRBK@RR*V@RVD@J@MCVD@QX 1NMCDQHMFNUDQK@RSMHFGSoRGNLDVNQJ 8GNRD@MRVDQR
VDQD MNV NMSGDAN@QC 5GHR*CHC@MCMNSGHMFLNQD 8GHKD*MNCCDCMD@QKXM@OOHMF 4TCCDMKX SGDQDB@LD@S@OOHMF "R
RNLDNMDFDMSKXQ@OOHMF 3@OOHMFLXGD@C@R*RMNQD 2TNSGSGDSD@BGDQ p4KDDOMNLNQDq p*MDUDQXBK@RRXNT E@KK @RKDDO q
5GDSD@BGDQR@HC GHRUNHBDV@RCDDO p4N@S@KKX*oUDADFTMSNJDDO 0EDUDQXBK@RRXNTM@O@MCRMNQD 5GD ODQBDMS@FD
ADHMFENQSXENTQq p.XCD@QSD@BGDQ*LTRSBNMEDRR 8GHKDRKDDOHMFHRVG@S*CNADRS 5GDODQBDMS@FD *SGHMJ LTRSADKDRR
"ODQBDMS@FDKDRRSG@MENQSXENTQq 5GHR*R@HC@MCMNSGHMFLNQD p8DoKKRDD qGDR@HC@MCV@KJDC@V@X
aMCEHESXBK@RRDREQNLSG@SC@X )DBNTMSDCSHKKSGDLNMSGNE.@X 5GDBK@RRDRHMVGHBG*M@OODC@MCRMNQDC 5GDMTLADQ GD
ENTMCV@RSVDMSXENTQ "S@RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDKNE 1KD@RDSDKKLD@L*RSHKK@KHUD 0QCHCLXFQ@CDITRSS@JD@CHUD
1KTMFHMFCNVMADMD@SGSGDEKNNQ 6ONMSGDD*GDQDAXHLOKNQD
108 5N@RSL@RSDQR *MSDQM@SHNM@K BHSDR @ QDONQS AX (@KKNO 1NKK SG@S  NE "LDQHB@MR ED@Q OTAKHB ROD@JHMF " RSTCDMS
ADKHDUDR SG@S KDRR SG@M  NE RSTCDMSR @S GDQ RBGNNK ED@Q OTAKHB ROD@JHMF 4GD Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXR  RBGNNKL@SDR @MC EHMCR
SG@S

QDONQSSGDXED@QOTAKHBROD@JHMF$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRSSNCDSDQLHMDHESGDODQBDMS@SGDQRBGNNKHRKDRRSG@M
109 4HWSXDHFGS ODQBDMS NE NMKHMD BNTQRDR S@TFGS @S BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFDR M@SHNMVHCD VDQD S@TFGS AX ETKKSHLD E@BTKSX
5N SDRS HE  @KRN QDOQDRDMSR $@KHENQMH@oR ODQBDMS ENQ ETKKSHLD E@BTKSX SD@BGHMF SGD NMKHMD BK@RRDR -NMF #D@BG $HSX
$NKKDFD -#$$ HM $@KHENQMH@ V@R Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC ENQ BNLO@QHRNM *M SGD R@LD XD@Q  NE SGD  NMKHMD BNTQRDR -#$$
NEEDQDC VDQD S@TFGS AX ETKKSHLD E@BTKSX $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE  QDOQDRDMSR $@KHENQMH@ /05&
'NQ LNQD @BBTQ@SDQDRTKSR TRDLNQD$@KHENQMH@BNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDR@MCSGHRO@RSXD@QRC@S@
110 "BBNQCHMF SN @M @QSHBKD HM BEEC8;H= KI?D;IIM;;A /DV :NQJ $HSXR LNRS QDBDMS @CTKS RLNJHMF Q@SD HR  4TOONRD
SG@S @ RTQUDX HR BNMCTBSDC SN CDSDQLHMD SGHR XD@QoR Q@SD /HMD NTS NE  Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM /: $HSX QDRHCDMSR QDOKX SG@S SGDX
RLNJD$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRSSNCDSDQLHMDHESGDQ@SDHRRSHKKNQHEHSG@RCDBQD@RDC
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111 5GD LD@M @FD NE %D "MY@ $NKKDFD RSTCDMSR HM @ OQDUHNTR SDQL V@R  XD@QR NKC "M HMRSQTBSNQ SGHMJR SGD LD@M @FD
ENQ NMKHMD RSTCDMSR HR NKCDQ SG@M  4GD Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXR  NMKHMD RSTCDMSR @MC EHMCR SG@S SGD R@LOKD LD@M HR  VHSG
@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRS
112 3DFHRSDQDC MTQRDR D@QMDC @M @UDQ@FD @MMT@K R@K@QX NE   'NQ SG@S R@LD XD@Q @ RTQUDX V@R BNMCTBSDC NE 
$@KHENQMH@ QDFHRSDQDC MTQRDR SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD @MMT@K R@K@QX HR GHFGDQ SG@M   ENQ $@KHENQMH@ MTQRDR 5GD R@LOKD
@UDQ@FDV@R VHSG@R@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE $NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRS
113 -@ -DBGD -D@FTD *MSDQM@SHNM@K QDONQSR SG@S SGD LD@M @FD NE VD@MHMF @ BGHKC EQNL AQD@RSEDDCHMF HR @FD ENTQ SN EHUD
VNQKCVHCD *M "LDQHB@ LNRS MTQRHMF LNSGDQR VD@M SGDHQ BGHKCQDM LTBG D@QKHDQ 4TOONRD @ Q@MCNL RTQUDX HR BNMCTBSDC NE
 64 LNSGDQR VGN QDBDMSKX VD@MDC SGDHQ BGHKCQDM 5GD LD@M VD@MHMF @FD V@R MHMD LNMSGR  XD@Q VHSG @ RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNM NE  LNMSGR $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@M VD@MHMF @FD HM SGD 64 HR KDRR SG@M ENTQ XD@QR
NKC
114 0UDQ SGD O@RS EDV CDB@CDR OTAKHB GD@KSG NEEHBH@KR G@UD DW@LHMDC SGD KHMJ ADSVDDM VDHFGS BNMBDQMR @MC SDDM FHQKR
RLNJHMF 3DRD@QBGDQR RTQUDXDC @ FQNTO NE  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC SDDM FHQKR KHUHMF HM .@RR@BGTRDSSR ADSVDDM  @MC 
XD@QR NKC  "ESDQ ENTQ XD@QR SGD FHQKR VDQD RTQUDXDC @F@HM 4HWSXSGQDD R@HC SGDX RLNJDC SN RS@X SGHM *R SGDQD FNNC DUHCDMBD
SG@SLNQDSG@MSGHQSXODQBDMSNESGDSDDMFHQKRRLNJDSNRS@XSGHM
"ESDQBNMCTBSHMFSGDSDRS XNTQCDBHRHNM@MCBNMBKTRHNM@QD
@ 3DIDBS ! 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SLNQDSG@MNESDDMFHQKRRLNJDSNRS@XSGHM
A %NMNSQDIDBS ! 5GDQDHRMNSRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SKDRRSG@MNESDDMFHQKRRLNJDSNRS@XSGHM
B %N MNS QDIDBS !  5GDQD HR MNS RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S LNQD SG@M  NE SDDM FHQKR RLNJD SN RS@X SGHM
C 3DIDBS ! 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SKDRRSG@MNESDDMFHQKRRLNJDSNRS@XSGHM
115 " RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ ADKHDUDR SG@S EDVDQ SG@M  NE &UDQFQDDM 7@KKDX $NKKDFD &7$ RSTCDMSR @SSDMCDC SGD NODMHMF
MHFGS LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF NE SGD K@SDRS )@QQX 1NSSDQ LNUHD 4GD RTQUDXR  NE GDQ RSTCDMSR @MC EHMCR SG@S  NE SGDL @SSDMCDC
SGDLHCMHFGSRGNVHMF
"S@KDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD @M@OOQNOQH@SDBNMBKTRHNMHR
@ 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE &7$ RSTCDMSR VGN @SSDMCDC SGD LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF
NE)@QQX1NSSDQHRKDRRSG@M
A 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE &7$ RSTCDMSR VGN @SSDMCDC SGD LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF NE
)@QQX1NSSDQHRLNQDSG@M
B 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE &7$ RSTCDMSR VGN @SSDMCDC SGD LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF NE
)@QQX1NSSDQHRKDRRSG@M
C 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE &7$ RSTCDMSR VGN @SSDMCDC SGD LHCMHFGS RGNVHMF
NE)@QQX1NSSDQHR@SKD@RS
116 1QDUHNTRKX @M NQF@MHY@SHNM QDONQSDC SG@S SDDM@FDQR RODMS  GNTQR ODQ VDDJ NM @UDQ@FD NM SGD OGNMD 5GD
NQF@MHY@SHNM SGHMJR SG@S BTQQDMSKX SGD LD@M HR GHFGDQ 'HESDDM Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM SDDM@FDQR VDQD @RJDC GNV L@MX GNTQR
ODQ VDDJ SGDX RODMC NM SGD OGNMD 5GD R@LOKD LD@M V@R  GNTQR VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  $NMCTBS @
GXONSGDRHRSDRS
"S@RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDKNE 7  VG@SHRSGDBNQQDBSBNMBKTRHNM
@ 5GDQDHRDMNTFGDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQNEGNTQRHRLNQDSG@M
A 5GDQDHRDMNTFGDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQNEGNTQRHRLNQDSG@M
B 5GDQDHRMNSDMNTFGDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQNEGNTQRHRLNQDSG@M
C 5GDQDHRMNSDMNTFGDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQNEGNTQRHRLNQDSG@M
*MRSQTBSHNMR'NQSGDENKKNVHMFSDMDWDQBHRDR
)XONSGDRHRSDRSHMF'NQSGDENKKNVHMFSDMDWDQBHRDR @MRVDQD@BGPTDRSHNM
@ 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SDGXONSGDRHR
A 4S@SDSGD FU@KTD
B 4S@SD@KOG@
C 8G@SHRXNTQCDBHRHNM
D 8QHSD@BNMBKTRHNM
E "MRVDQ@MXNSGDQPTDRSHNMR@RJDCHMSGDOQNAKDL
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117 "BBNQCHMF SN SGD $DMSDQ ENQ %HRD@RD $NMSQNK VDARHSD HM  @S KD@RS  NE GHFG RBGNNK RSTCDMSR G@UD RLNJDC @
BHF@QDSSD "M *MSQNCTBSHNM SN 4S@SHRSHBR BK@RR HM %@UHDR $NTMSX ,: BNMCTBSDC @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS @S SGD KNB@K GHFG RBGNNK @
LDCHTL RHYDCl@OOQNWHL@SDKX   RSTCDMSRlRL@KK BHSX CDLNFQ@OGHB SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD KNB@K GHFG RBGNNKoR ODQBDMS@FD
V@R KNVDQ 0MD GTMCQDC EHESX RSTCDMSR VDQD BGNRDM @S Q@MCNL @MC RTQUDXDC 0E SGD  RSTCDMSR RTQUDXDC  G@UD
RLNJDC 6RD @ RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK NE  @MC TRHMF @OOQNOQH@SD RS@SHRSHB@K DUHCDMBD BNMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS @MC RS@SD SGD
BNMBKTRHNMR
118 " QDBDMS RTQUDX HM SGD ' 2 -?C;I BC7D79 HMCHB@SDC SG@S  NE E@LHKHDR NVM RSNBJ " AQNJDQ V@MSDC SN CDSDQLHMD
HE SGHR RTQUDX BNTKC AD U@KHC )D RTQUDXDC @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  E@LHKHDR @MC ENTMC SG@S  NVMDC RNLD SXOD NE RSNBJ
"SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK B@MSGDRTQUDXADBNMRHCDQDCSNAD@BBTQ@SD
119 %QHUDQ DQQNQ B@M AD KHRSDC @R SGD B@TRD NE @OOQNWHL@SDKX  NE @KK E@S@K @TSN @BBHCDMSR @BBNQCHMF SN SGD "LDQHB@M
"TSNLNAHKD "RRNBH@SHNM 5GHQSX Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC E@S@K @BBHCDMSR @QD DW@LHMDC @MC HS HR CDSDQLHMDC SG@S  VDQD B@TRDC
AXCQHUDQDQQNQ6RHMFh HRSGD"""OQNONQSHNM@BBTQ@SD
120 5GD 64 %DO@QSLDMS NE &MDQFX QDONQSDC SG@S  NE GNLDR VDQD GD@SDC AX M@STQ@K F@R " Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE 
GNLDR HM ,DMSTBJX ENTMC SG@S  VDQD GD@SDC AX M@STQ@K F@R %NDR SGD DUHCDMBD RTOONQS SGD BK@HL ENQ ,DMSTBJX @S SGD h 
KDUDKHM,DMSTBJX "QDSGDQDRTKSR@OOKHB@AKD@BQNRRSGDBNTMSQX 8GX
121 'NQ "LDQHB@MR TRHMF KHAQ@QX RDQUHBDR SGD "LDQHB@M -HAQ@QX "RRNBH@SHNM BK@HLR SG@S @S LNRS  NE O@SQNMR ANQQNV
ANNJR 5GD KHAQ@QX CHQDBSNQ HM 0VDMRANQN ,DMSTBJX EDDKR SGHR HR MNS SQTD RN RGD @RJDC @ KNB@K BNKKDFD RS@SHRSHB BK@RR SN
BNMCTBS @ RTQUDX 5GD BK@RR Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC  O@SQNMR @MC ENTMC SG@S  ANQQNVDC ANNJR %HC SGD BK@RR CDLNMRSQ@SD
SG@S SGD ODQBDMS@FD V@R GHFGDQ HM 0VDMRANQN ,: 6RD h   KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD 8G@S HR SGD ONRRHAKD OQNONQSHNM NE
O@SQNMRSG@SCNANQQNVANNJREQNLSGD0VDMRANQN-HAQ@QX
122 5GD 8D@SGDQ 6MCDQFQNTMC QDONQSDC SG@S SGD LD@M @LNTMS NE RTLLDQ Q@HME@KK ENQ SGD MNQSGD@RSDQM 64 HR @S KD@RS 
HMBGDR 5DM BHSHDR HM SGD MNQSGD@RS @QD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC @MC SGD LD@M Q@HME@KK @LNTMS HR B@KBTK@SDC SN AD  HMBGDR VHSG
@ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  HMBGDR "S SGD h   KDUDK B@M HS AD BNMBKTCDC SG@S SGD LD@M Q@HME@KK V@R ADKNV SGD QDONQSDC
@UDQ@FD 8G@SHEh "RRTLDSGD@LNTMSNERTLLDQQ@HME@KKENKKNVR@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
123 " RTQUDX HM SGD ' 2 -?C;I BC7D79 EHMCR SGD LD@M BNLLTSD SHLD NMD V@X HR  LHMTSDR ENQ SGD  K@QFDRS 64
BHSHDR 5GD "TRSHM 59 BG@LADQ NE BNLLDQBD EDDKR SG@S "TRSHMoR BNLLTSD SHLD HR KDRR @MC V@MSR SN OTAKHBHYD SGHR E@BS 5GD
LD@M ENQ  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC BNLLTSDQR HR  LHMTSDR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  LHMTSDR "S SGD h   KDUDK
HRSGD"TRSHM 59BNLLTSDRHFMHEHB@MSKXKDRRSG@MSGDLD@MBNLLTSDSHLDENQSGDK@QFDRS64BHSHDR
124 " QDONQS AX SGD (@KKTO 1NKK ENTMC SG@S @ VNL@M UHRHSR GDQ CNBSNQ NM @UDQ@FD @S LNRS  SHLDR D@BG XD@Q " Q@MCNL
R@LOKDNEVNLDMQDRTKSRHMSGDRDXD@QKXUHRHSSNS@KR

"SSGD V KDUDKB@MHSADBNMBKTCDCSG@SSGDR@LOKDLD@MHRGHFGDQSG@MUHRHSRODQXD@Q
125 "BBNQCHMF SN SGD ' 2 -?C;I BC7D79 SGD LD@M E@LHKX RHYD HM SGD 64 HR  " R@LOKD NE @ BNKKDFD L@SG BK@RR
QDRTKSDCHMSGDENKKNVHMFE@LHKXRHYDR

"S V   KDUDK HR SGD BK@RRo LD@M E@LHKX RHYD FQD@SDQ SG@M SGD M@SHNM@K @UDQ@FD %NDR SGD "KL@M@B QDRTKS QDL@HM U@KHC
8GX
126 5GD RSTCDMS @B@CDLHB FQNTO NM @ BNKKDFD B@LOTR BK@HLR SG@S EQDRGL@M RSTCDMSR RSTCX @S KD@RS  GNTQR ODQ C@X NM
@UDQ@FD 0MD *MSQNCTBSHNM SN 4S@SHRSHBR BK@RR V@R RJDOSHB@K 5GD BK@RR SNNJ @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  EQDRGL@M RSTCDMSR @MC
ENTMC @ LD@M RSTCX SHLD NE  LHMTSDR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  LHMTSDR "S V   KDUDK HR SGD RSTCDMS @B@CDLHB
FQNTOoRBK@HLBNQQDBS
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8.4 2?MNI@;1CHAF?4;LC;H=?
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JM;BL; ;N;H9?I;I 4TOONRD @M @HQKHMD BK@HLR SG@S HSR EKHFGSR @QD BNMRHRSDMSKX
NM SHLD VHSG @M @UDQ@FD CDK@X NE @S LNRS  LHMTSDR *S BK@HLR SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD CDK@X HR RN BNMRHRSDMS SG@S SGD U@QH@MBD HR MN
LNQD SG@M  LHMTSDR %NTASHMF SGD BNMRHRSDMBX O@QS NE SGD BK@HL @ CHRFQTMSKDC SQ@UDKDQ B@KBTK@SDR SGD CDK@XR ENQ GHR MDWS
EKHFGSR5GD@UDQ@FDCDK@XENQSGNRDEKHFGSRHRLHMTSDRVHSG@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNELHMTSDR
127 *RSGDSQ@UDKDQCHROTSHMFSGDBK@HL@ANTSSGD@UDQ@FDNQ@ANTSSGDU@QH@MBD
128 "R@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNELHMTSDRHRSGDR@LD@R@R@LOKDU@QH@MBDNE??????????LHMTSDR
129 *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
130 ! ??????????
131 :< ????????
132 BGHRPT@QDSDRSRS@SHRSHB????????
133 FU@KTD????????
134 (Q@OGSGDRHST@SHNM-@ADK@MCRB@KDSGDGNQHYNMS@K@WHR.@QJSGDLD@M@MCSDRSRS@SHRSHB4G@CDSGD FU@KTD
135 -DS V 
%DBHRHNM????????
$NMBKTRHNM VQHSDNTSHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD ????????
136 )NVCHCXNTJMNVSNSDRSSGDU@QH@MBDHMRSD@CNESGDLD@M
137 *E@M@CCHSHNM@KSDRSVDQDCNMDNMSGDBK@HLNESGD@UDQ@FDCDK@X VGHBGCHRSQHATSHNMVNTKCXNTTRD
138 *E @M @CCHSHNM@K SDRS VDQD CNMD NM SGD BK@HL NE SGD @UDQ@FD CDK@X ATS  EKHFGSR VDQD RTQUDXDC VGHBG CHRSQHATSHNM
VNTKCXNTTRD
EH ;79> MEH: FHE8B;C KI; 7 IEBKJ?ED I>;;J JE IEBL; J>; >OFEJ>;I?I J;IJ FHE8B;C
IEBKJ?EDI>;;J +EKD:;NF;9J;:<H;GK;D9OJEJME:;9?C7BFB79;I

E JE

$$")

<EH J>; 9>? IGK7H;

139 " OK@MS L@M@FDQ HR BNMBDQMDC GDQ DPTHOLDMS L@X MDDC QDB@KHAQ@SHMF *S RDDLR SG@S SGD @BST@K VDHFGS NE SGD  NY
BDQD@K ANWDR HS EHKKR G@R ADDM EKTBST@SHMF 5GD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM RGNTKC AD @S LNRS  NY *M NQCDQ SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD
L@BGHMD MDDCR SN AD QDB@KHAQ@SDC  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC ANWDR NE BDQD@K EQNL SGD MDWS C@XoR OQNCTBSHNM VDQD VDHFGDC 5GD
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMNESGDANWDRV@R%NDRSGDL@BGHMDMDDCSNADQDB@KHAQ@SDC
140 $NMRTLDQR L@X AD HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ SGD BNRS NE @ O@QSHBTK@Q B@KBTK@SNQ U@QHDR EQNL RSNQD SN RSNQD #@RDC NM
RTQUDXHMF  RSNQDR VGHBG XHDKCDC @ R@LOKD LD@M NE  @MC @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  SDRS SGD BK@HL SG@S SGD
RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRFQD@SDQSG@M
141 *R@ADKK@ @M @BBNLOKHRGDC 9Q LG J=9C=JK QTMMDQ BK@HLR SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ GDQ SHLD SN QTM SGD  LHKD
Q@BD HR @S LNRS SGQDD LHMTSDR 5N SDRS GDQ BK@HL 3TOHMCDQ KNNJR TO EHUD NE GDQ Q@BD SHLDR 5GDX @QD  LHMTSDR  LHMTSDR
LHMTSDR LHMTSDR @MCLHMTSDR
142 "HQKHMD BNLO@MHDR @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD BNMRHRSDMBX NE SGD MTLADQ NE A@AHDR NM D@BG EKHFGS RN SG@S SGDX G@UD @CDPT@SD
R@EDSX DPTHOLDMS 5GDX @QD @KRN HMSDQDRSDC HM SGD U@QH@SHNM NE SGD MTLADQ NE A@AHDR 4TOONRD SG@S @M @HQKHMD DWDBTSHUD
ADKHDUDR SGD @UDQ@FD MTLADQ NE A@AHDR NM EKHFGSR HR RHW VHSG @ U@QH@MBD NE MHMD @S LNRS 5GD @HQKHMD BNMCTBSR @ RTQUDX 5GD
QDRTKSR NE SGD  EKHFGSR RTQUDXDC FHUD @ R@LOKD @UDQ@FD NE  VHSG @ R@LOKD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR
SDRSNESGD@HQKHMDDWDBTSHUDoRADKHDE
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143 5GD MTLADQ NE AHQSGR ODQ VNL@M HM $GHM@ HR  CNVM EQNL  HM  5GHR EDQSHKHSX Q@SD G@R ADDM @SSQHATSDC SN SGD
K@V O@RRDC HM  QDRSQHBSHMF AHQSGR SN NMD ODQ VNL@M 4TOONRD SG@S @ FQNTO NE RSTCDMSR RSTCHDC VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGD
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE AHQSGR ODQ VNL@M V@R FQD@SDQ SG@M  5GDX @RJDC  VNLDM @BQNRR $GHM@ SGD MTLADQ NE AHQSGR
SGDX G@C G@C 5GDQDRTKSR@QDRGNVMHM 2;<F? 8.59%NDRSGDRSTCDMSRoRTQUDXHMCHB@SDSG@SSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRFQD@SDQ
SG@M

I@<CLNBM

$L?KO?H=S
















2;<F? 8.59

144 "BBNQCHMF SN @M @UHC @PT@QHRS SGD @UDQ@FD MTLADQ NE EHRG HM @ F@KKNM S@MJ HR  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE SVN
)HR EQHDMC @KRN @M @PT@QHRS CNDR MNS ADKHDUD SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR SVN 4GD BNTMSR SGD MTLADQ NE EHRG HM  NSGDQ
F@KKNM S@MJR #@RDC NM SGD QDRTKSR SG@S ENKKNV CN XNT SGHMJ SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HR CHEEDQDMS EQNL SVN %@S@ 

145 5GD L@M@FDQ NE 'QDMBGHDR HR BNMBDQMDC SG@S O@SQNMR @QD MNS BNMRHRSDMSKX QDBDHUHMF SGD R@LD @LNTMS NE 'QDMBG EQHDR
VHSG D@BG NQCDQ 5GD BGDE BK@HLR SG@S SGD RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ @ SDMNTMBD NQCDQ NE EQHDR HR @S LNRS  NY ATS SGD
L@M@FDQ SGHMJR SG@S HS L@X AD GHFGDQ )D Q@MCNLKX VDHFGR  NQCDQR NE EQHDR VGHBG XHDKCR @ LD@M NE  NY @MC @ RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNM NESVNNY
146 :NT V@MS SN ATX @ RODBHEHB BNLOTSDQ " R@KDR QDOQDRDMS@SHUD NE SGD L@MTE@BSTQDQ BK@HLR SG@S QDS@HK RSNQDR RDKK SGHR
BNLOTSDQ @S @M @UDQ@FD OQHBD NE   VHSG @ UDQX M@QQNV RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  :NT EHMC @ VDARHSD SG@S G@R @
OQHBD BNLO@QHRNM ENQ SGD R@LD BNLOTSDQ @S @ RDQHDR NE RSNQDR @R ENKKNVR          
      $@M XNT @QFTD SG@S OQHBHMF G@R @ K@QFDQ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM SG@M BK@HLDC AX SGD L@MTE@BSTQDQ
6RDSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK"R@ONSDMSH@KATXDQ VG@SVNTKCADSGDOQ@BSHB@KBNMBKTRHNMEQNLXNTQ@M@KXRHR
147 " BNLO@MX O@BJ@FDR @OOKDR AX VDHFGS 0MD NE SGD VDHFGS FQ@CDR HR $K@RR " @OOKDR $K@RR " @OOKDR G@UD @ LD@M
VDHFGS NE  F @MC SGDQD HR @ L@WHLTL @KKNVDC VDHFGS SNKDQ@MBD NE  @ANUD NQ ADKNV SGD LD@M ENQ @OOKDR HM SGD R@LD
BNMRTLDQ O@BJ@FD " A@SBG NE @OOKDR HR RDKDBSDC SN AD HMBKTCDC HM @ $K@RR " @OOKD O@BJ@FD (HUDM SGD ENKKNVHMF @OOKD
VDHFGSR NE SGD A@SBG CNDR SGD EQTHS BNLOKX VHSG SGD $K@RR " FQ@CD VDHFGS SNKDQ@MBD QDPTHQDLDMSR $NMCTBS @M @OOQNOQH@SD
GXONSGDRHRSDRS
@ @SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
A @SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
8DHFGSRHMRDKDBSDC@OOKDA@SBG HMFQ@LR 

0',%',%'22-%#2&#0&-+#5-0)
148

@ &WOK@HMVGX@FNNCMDRRNEEHSSDRS@MC@SDRSNEHMCDODMCDMBD@QDFDMDQ@KKXQHFGSS@HKDCSDRSR
A *EXNTCHC@KDESS@HKDCSDRS VG@SVNTKCXNTADSDRSHMF
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1-*32'-,1
 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDLD@M*MSDQMDSRODDCHM.DF@AHSRODQRDBNMC
 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDLD@MMTLADQNEBGHKCQDM@M"LDQHB@ME@LHKXG@R
 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDOQNONQSHNMNEODNOKDOHBJDC@SQ@MCNLHM5HLDR4PT@QDUHRHSHMFSGDBHSX

@ !  F 
(claim)

A !7 F 

@ !  Z 

(claim)

A !7 Z x
 5XOD * 5GD LD@M OQHBD NE LHCRHYDC B@QR HR   ATS VD BNMBKTCD SG@S HS HR MNS   5XOD ** 5GD LD@M OQHBD NE
LHCRHYDCB@QRHRMNS  ATSVDBNMBKTCDSG@SHSHR 
 V  SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S XNT SGHMJ SGD A@F B@MMNS VHSGRS@MC  CDFQDDR ' VGDM HM E@BS HS B@M W  SGD OQNA@AHKHSX SG@S
XNTSGHMJSGDA@FB@MVHSGRS@MCCDFQDDR' VGDMHME@BSHSB@MMNS
 5XOD * 5GD OQNBDCTQD VHKK FN VDKK ATS SGD CNBSNQR SGHMJ HS VHKK MNS 5XOD ** 5GD OQNBDCTQD VHKK MNS FN VDKK ATS SGD
CNBSNQRSGHMJHSVHKK
 
 
 "MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMNQ@4STCDMSoR JCHRSQHATSHNM
 6RD@4STCDMSoR JCHRSQHATSHNM
 @MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMENQ@RHMFKDONOTK@SHNMLD@M
 *SLTRSAD@OOQNWHL@SDKXMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC 
5GDXLTRSANSGADFQD@SDQSG@MEHUD
 AHMNLH@KCHRSQHATSHNM
 5GDNTSBNLDNEVHMMHMFHRUDQXTMKHJDKX


!  Z 
!7 Z 

(claim)

5GD FU@KTD HR @KLNRS YDQN VGHBG LD@MR SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS C@S@ SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M GDHFGS NE GHFG RBGNNK RSTCDMSR
VGNOK@XA@RJDSA@KKNMSGDRBGNNKSD@LHRKDRRSG@MHMBGDR@SSGDKDUDK5GDC@S@CNRTOONQSSGDBK@HL
 5GDRG@CDCQDFHNMRGNVR@KNV FU@KTD
 %NMNSQDIDBS ! 
 LD@MR
 SGDLD@MSHLDRODMSHMI@HKENQEHQRSSHLDBNMUHBSDCATQFK@QR

@ 
A 
B 
C 
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5GHRHR@KDESS@HKDCSDRS



5GHRHR@SVNS@HKDCSDRS



$CAOL? 8.25

 @QHFGSS@HKDCSDRS
 @KDESS@HKDCSDRS
 5GHRHR@KDESS@HKDCSDRS
 5GHRHR@SVNS@HKDCSDRS

62 a test of a single variance
64 a left-tailed test
66 H0: σ2 = 0.812
Ha: σ2 > 0.812 (claim)
68 a test of a single variance
70 0.0542
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72
@ !  Z  !7 Z x
A !  F = !7 F 
B !  Z =  !7 Z  
C !  F  !7 F x
D !  F  !7 F 
E !  Z = !7 Z <
F !  F  !7 F x
G !  Z  !7 Z x
H !  F = !7 F 
I !  Z =  !7 Z  
74 B
76
@ 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M HR MNS  XD@QR VGDM HS QD@KKX HR  XD@QR 5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD
LD@MHRXD@QR VGDMHME@BSHSQD@KKXHRMNSXD@QR
A 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S LNQD SG@M  NE "LDQHB@MR UNSD HM OQDRHCDMSH@K DKDBSHNMR VGDM SGD @BST@K ODQBDMS@FD
HR @S LNRS 5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S @S LNRS  NE "LDQHB@MR UNSD HM OQDRHCDMSH@K DKDBSHNMR VGDM HM E@BS
LNQDSG@MCN
B 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M RS@QSHMF R@K@QX HR KDRR SG@M   VGDM HS QD@KKX HR @S KD@RS   5XOD
**DQQNQ8DBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MRS@QSHMFR@K@QXHR@SKD@RS VGDM HME@BS HSHRKDRRSG@M 
C 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE GHFG RBGNNK RDMHNQR VGN FDS CQTMJ D@BG LNMSG HR MNS  VGDM HS
QD@KKX HR  5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE GHFG RBGNNK RDMHNQR VGN FDS CQTMJ D@BG LNMSG HR 
VGDM HME@BS HSHRMNS
D 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S EDVDQ SG@M  NE @CTKSR QHCD SGD ATR SN VNQJ HM -NR "MFDKDR VGDM SGD ODQBDMS@FD SG@S
CN HR QD@KKX  NQ LNQD 5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S  NQ LNQD @CTKSR QHCD SGD ATR SN VNQJ HM -NR "MFDKDR VGDM
HME@BS EDVDQSG@SCN
E 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE B@QR @ ODQRNM NVMR HM GHR NQ GDQ KHEDSHLD HR LNQD SG@M  VGDM
HM QD@KHSX HS HR MNS LNQD SG@M  5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE B@QR @ ODQRNM NVMR HM GHR NQ GDQ
KHEDSHLDHRMNSLNQDSG@MVGDM HME@BS HSHRLNQDSG@M
F 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE "LDQHB@MR VGN OQDEDQ SN KHUD @V@X EQNL BHSHDR HR MNS @ANTS G@KE
SGNTFG SGD @BST@K OQNONQSHNM HR @ANTS G@KE 5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE "LDQHB@MR VGN OQDEDQ SN
KHUD@V@XEQNLBHSHDRHRG@KEVGDM HME@BS HSHRMNSG@KE
G 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD CTQ@SHNM NE O@HC U@B@SHNMR D@BG XD@Q ENQ &TQNOD@MR HR MNS RHW VDDJR VGDM HM E@BS
HS HR RHW VDDJR 5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD CTQ@SHNM NE O@HC U@B@SHNMR D@BG XD@Q ENQ &TQNOD@MR HR RHW VDDJR
VGDM HME@BS HSHRMNS
H 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM HR KDRR SG@M  VGDM HS HR QD@KKX @S KD@RS  5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D
BNMBKTCDSG@SSGDOQNONQSHNMNEVNLDMVGNCDUDKNOAQD@RSB@MBDQHR@SKD@RS VGDMHME@BSHSHRKDRRSG@M
I 5XOD * DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD STHSHNM BNRS @S OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSHDR HR LNQD SG@M   SGNTFG HM QD@KHSX
HS HR @S LNRS   5XOD ** DQQNQ 8D BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD STHSHNM BNRS @S OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSHDR HR @S LNRS  
VGDM HME@BS HSHRLNQDSG@M 
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@ !  Z = 
A !7 Z  

(claim)
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o

B -DS 9 SGD@UDQ@FDKHEDRO@MNE@AQ@MCNESHQDR
C MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
D Z 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H @KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claim that the mean of the tires is less than  LHKDR
H

   

86
@ !  Z 

(claim)

A !7 Z x

o

B -DS 9 SGD@UDQ@FDBNRSNE@C@HKXMDVRO@ODQ C MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
D Z l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR not RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN warrant rejection of SGD BK@HL SG@S SGD LD@M BNRS NE C@HKX O@ODQR
HR  5GD LD@M cost could be $1.

H
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@ !  Z 

(claim)

A !7 Z x

o

B -DS 9 SGDLD@MMTLADQNERHBJC@XR@MDLOKNXDDS@JDRODQXD@Q
C 4STCDMSoR JCHRSQHATSHNM
D J l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GDFU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM"SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK SGDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNZDUUDQWUHMHFWLRQRIWKHFODLPSG@SSGD
LD@MMTLADQNERHBJ is about ten.

H
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90
@ !  F =
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNERSTCDMSRVGNEDDKLNQDDMQHBGDC@R@QDRTKSNES@JHMF&KDLDMS@QX4S@SHRSHBR
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S KDRR SG@M  ODQBDMS NE GDQ RSTCDMSR
EDDK LNQD enriched.

H $NMEHCDMBD*MSDQU@K  
5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHR  
92
@ !  Z 
A !7 Z x

(claim)

o

B -DS 9 SGD@UDQ@FD*2NE@RDSNEAQNVMSQNTS
C SVNS@HKDC4STCDMSRSSDRS
D J 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claim SG@SSGD@UDQ@FD*2NEAQNVMSQNTS HRMNSENTQ

H

 

94
@ !  F =
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNE"LDQHB@MRVGNG@UDRDDMNQRDMRDC@MFDKR
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H @KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD ODQBDMS@FD NE "LDQHB@MR VGN G@UD RDDM
NQ RDMRDC an angel is less than 13%.
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H

  
5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHR  
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@ !  Z =
A !7 Z 

(claim)

o

B -DS 9 SGD@UDQ@FDSHLDHMRDBNMCRSG@S5DQQHEHMHRGDR-@O
C 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM
D J 
E p-value = 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claim SG@S5DQQHoRLD@MK@OSHLDHRKDRR SG@M RDBNMCR

H
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@ !  F 
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNEE@LHKXLDLADQRVGNRGDCSD@QR@S@QDTMHNM
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = l
E p-value = 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H @KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM
of family LDLADQR VGN RGDC SD@QR @S @ QDTMHNM HR KDRR SG@M  )NVDUDQ SGD SDRS HR VD@J ADB@TRD SGD FU@KTD
@MC @KOG@ @QDPTHSDBKNRD RNNSGDQSDRSRRGNTKCADCNMD

H 8D @QD  BNMEHCDMS SG@S ADSVDDM  @MC  NE E@LHKX LDLADQR VHKK RGDC SD@QR @S @ E@LHKX QDTMHNM
  5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K RDDBG@OSDQ HR  
/NSD SG@S GDQD SGD pK@QFDR@LOKDq  l 1QNO;5DRS OQNUHCDR SGD @OOQNWHL@SD FU@KTD NE  8GDMDUDQ @ FU@KTD A@RDC
NM @ MNQL@K @OOQNWHL@SHNM HR BKNRD SN SGD KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD SGD DW@BS FU@KTD A@RDC NM AHMNLH@K OQNA@AHKHSHDR RGNTKC AD
B@KBTK@SDCVGDMDUDQONRRHAKD5GHRHRADXNMCSGDRBNODNESGHRBNTQRD
100
@ !  Z =
A !7 Z 

(claim)

o

B -DS 9 SGDLD@MMTLADQNEATAAKDRODQAKNV
C 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM
D t = l
E FU@KTD
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F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claimSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQNE ATAAKDRODQAKNVHRKDRRSG@M

H
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@ !  Z = 
A !7 Z 

(claim)

o

B -DS 9 SGDLD@MBNRSHMCNKK@QRNEL@B@QNMH@MCBGDDRDHM@BDQS@HMSNVM
C 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM
D J 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GD LD@M BNRS BNTKC AD  NQ KDRR "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN
support the claim SG@SSGDLD@MOQHBDNE@ANWNEL@B@QNMH@MCBGDDRDHRLNQDSG@M

H
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@ !  F 
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNEDQQNQRFDMDQ@SDC
C /NQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = 
E p-value = 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM
NE DQQNQR generated is more than 0.01.

H $NMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K   
5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHR   
106
@ !  F 
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNEEQHDMCRSG@SG@R@OHDQBDCD@Q
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = l
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E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M )NVDUDQ SGDX@QDUDQXBKNRD
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNRTOONQSSGDBK@HLSG@SKDRRSG@MNEGHREQHDMCRG@UDOHDQBDCD@QR

H $NMEHCDMBD*MSDQU@K   5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHR   
108
@ !  F 
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNERBGNNKL@SDRVGNED@QOTAKHBROD@JHMF
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D z = l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN RTOONQS SGD BK@HL SG@S KDRR SG@M  NE RSTCDMSR @S SGD RBGNNK ED@Q
OTAKHBROD@JHMF

H $NMEHCDMBD*MSDQU@K   5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@KHR   
110
@ !  F 
A !7 F 

(claim)

B -DS )c SGDOQNONQSHNMNE/:$QDRHCDMSRSG@SRLNJD
C MNQL@KENQ@RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
D Z = l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H @KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRFQD@SDQSG@M
HU "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE /:$ QDRHCDMSR VGN
RLNJDHRKDRRSG@M

H $NMEHCDMBD*MSDQU@K   5GDpOKTRRqBNMEHCDMBDHMSDQU@K RDDBG@OSDQ HR   
112
@ !  Z  
A !7 Z  

(calim)

o

B -DS 9 SGDLD@MR@K@QXHMCNKK@QRENQ$@KHENQMH@QDFHRSDQDCMTQRDR
C 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM
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D J 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM5GD FU@KTDHRKDRRSG@M
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD LD@M

H

R@K@QX NE California registered nurses exceeds $69,110.
   

114 B
116 B
118
@ !  F 

(claim)

!7 F x
A FU@KTD
B @KOG@
C 3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D "SSGDKDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD SGDQDHRsufficient DUHCDMBDSNwarrant rejection of the claimSG@SNE E@LHKHDR
NVM RSNBJR
E 5GDRTQUDXCNDRMNS@OOD@QSNAD@BBTQ@SD
120
@ !  F 

(claim)

!7 F x
A FU@KTD
B @KOG@
C %NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR insufficient DUHCDMBD SN warrant rejection of the claim SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE
GNLDR HM ,DMSTBJX SG@S @QDGD@SDCAXM@STQ@KF@RHR
E )NVDUDQ VD B@MMNS FDMDQ@KHYD SGHR QDRTKS SN SGD DMSHQD M@SHNM 'HQRS SGD R@LOKDoR ONOTK@SHNM HR NMKX SGD RS@SD
NE Kentucky. Second, it is reasonable to assume that homes in the extreme north and south will have extreme high
usage and low usage, receptively. We would need to expand our sample base to include these possibilities if we wanted
to generalize this claim to the entire nation.
122
@ !  R =
!7 R 

(claim)

A FU@KTDVGHBGHR@KLNRS
B @KOG@
C 3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR sufficient DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD LD@M @LNTMS NE RTLLDQ
Q@HM HM SGD MNQSGD@RSDQ64HRKDRRSG@MHMBGDR NM@UDQ@FD
E 8DVNTKCL@JDSGDR@LDBNMBKTRHNMHE@KOG@V@RADB@TRDSGD FU@KTDHR@KLNRS
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124
@ !  R =
!7 R 

(claim)

A FU@KTD
B @KOG@
C %NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD SGDQD HR MNS sufficient DUHCDMBD SN support the claim that SG@S @ VNL@M UHRHSR GDQ
CNBSNQ NM @UDQ@FD more than 5.8 times a year.
126
@ !  R =
!7 R 

(claim)

A FU@KTD
B @KOG@
C %NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR MNS sufficient DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S EQDRGLDM RSTCDMSR RSTCX KDRR
SG@M  GNTQR ODQC@X NM@UDQ@FD
E 5GDRSTCDMS@B@CDLHBFQNTOoRBK@HL@OOD@QRSNADBNQQDBS
128 
130 !  \ y
132 
134 $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
136 5GDBK@HLHRSG@SSGDU@QH@MBDHRMNLNQDSG@MLHMTSDR
138 @4STCDMSR JNQMNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
140
@ !  \ 
A !7 \ 

(claim)

B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claim SG@SSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRFQD@SDQSG@M
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@ !  \ =
A !7 \ 

(claim)

B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claimSG@SSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRFQD@SDQSG@MSGQDD

144
@ !  \ 
A !7 \ x

(claim)

B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSHQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D BGHRPT@QDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claimSG@SSGDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHRCHEEDQDMSSG@M

146 5GDR@LOKDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMHR
!  \ 
!7  \ 

(claim)

:<  D l
test statistic: x 2 =
1

x 72 =
4

(n – 1)s 2
=
25 2
1

(8 – 1)(34.29) 2
= 13.169 ;
25 2
4

FU@KTD 13Y   6   ̞ 1 3Y  ѹ 6  
"KOG@
%DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
$NMBKTRHNM"SSGDKDUDK SGDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNsupport the claimSG@SSGDU@QH@MBDHRLNQDSG@M
148
@ 5GD SDRS RS@SHRSHB HR @KV@XR ONRHSHUD @MC HE SGD DWODBSDC @MC NARDQUDC U@KTDR @QD MNS BKNRD SNFDSGDQ SGD SDRS RS@SHRSHB HR
K@QFD@MCSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHRVHKKADQDIDBSDC
A 5DRSHMFSNRDDHESGDC@S@EHSRSGDCHRSQHATSHNMpSNNVDKKqNQHRSNNODQEDBS
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CHAPTER 9
.0!2'!#
9 2QI.IJOF;NCIH+?;HMQCNB3HEHIQH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIHM

.I;J>;<EBBEM?D=?D<EHC7J?EDJE7DIM;HJ>;D;NJ;N;H9?I;I *MCHB@SDHESGDGXONSGDRHRSDRSHRENQ
@ HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR @MCNQU@QH@MBDRJMNVM
A HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR @MCNQU@QH@MBDRTMJMNVM
B L@SBGDCNQO@HQDCR@LOKDR
C RHMFKDLD@M
D SVNOQNONQSHNMR
E RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
 *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S  NE L@KDR O@RR SGDHQ CQHUDQR SDRS HM SGD EHQRS @SSDLOS VGHKD  NE EDL@KDR O@RR SGD SDRS HM SGD EHQRS
@SSDLOS0EHMSDQDRSHRVGDSGDQSGDOQNONQSHNMR@QDHME@BSDPT@K
 " MDV K@TMCQX CDSDQFDMS HR SDRSDC NM BNMRTLDQR 0E HMSDQDRS HR SGD OQNONQSHNM NE BNMRTLDQR VGN OQDEDQ SGD MDV AQ@MC
NUDQSGDKD@CHMFBNLODSHSNQ"RSTCXHRCNMDSNSDRSSGHR
 " MDV VHMCRGHDKC SQD@SLDMS BK@HLR SN QDODK V@SDQ LNQD DEEDBSHUDKX 5DM VHMCRGHDKCR @QD SDRSDC AX RHLTK@SHMF Q@HM VHSGNTS
SGDMDVSQD@SLDMS5GDR@LDVHMCRGHDKCR@QDSGDMSQD@SDC @MCSGDDWODQHLDMSHRQTM@F@HM"GXONSGDRHRSDRSHRBNMCTBSDC
 5GD JMNVM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM HM R@K@QX ENQ @KK LHCKDUDK OQNEDRRHNM@KR HM SGD EHM@MBH@K HMCTRSQX HR   $NLO@MX "
@MC $NLO@MX # @QD HM SGD EHM@MBH@K HMCTRSQX 4TOONRD R@LOKDR @QD S@JDM NE LHCKDUDK OQNEDRRHNM@KR EQNL $NLO@MX " @MC
EQNL $NLO@MX # 5GD R@LOKD LD@M R@K@QX ENQ LHCKDUDK OQNEDRRHNM@KR HM $NLO@MX " HR   5GD R@LOKD LD@M R@K@QX
ENQ LHCKDUDK OQNEDRRHNM@KR HM $NLO@MX # HR   $NLO@MX " @MC $NLO@MX # L@M@FDLDMS V@MS SN JMNV HE SGDHQ LHC
KDUDKOQNEDRRHNM@KR@QDO@HCCHEEDQDMSKX NM@UDQ@FD
 5GD@UDQ@FDVNQJDQHM(DQL@MXFDSRDHFGSVDDJRNEO@HCU@B@SHNM
 "BBNQCHMFSN@SDKDUHRHNMBNLLDQBH@K NECDMSHRSR@FQDDSG@S6KSQ@EQDRGSNNSGO@RSDHRSGDADRSNMSGDL@QJDS
 *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD FQ@CD NM @M &MFKHRG DRR@X HM @ O@QSHBTK@Q RBGNNK RXRSDL ENQ EDL@KDR HR GHFGDQ SG@M ENQ L@KDR
" Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  EDL@KDR G@C @ LD@M RBNQD NE  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE SGQDD @MC @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  L@KDR
G@C@LD@MRBNQDNEVHSG@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNEENTQ
 5GD KD@FTD LD@M A@SSHMF @UDQ@FD HR  VHSG @ JMNVM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD 3@SSKDQR @MC SGD 7HJHMFR ADKNMF
SN SGD KD@FTD 5GD LD@M A@SSHMF @UDQ@FD ENQ @ R@LOKD NE DHFGS 3@SSKDQR HR  @MC SGD LD@M A@SSHMF @UDQ@FD ENQ @ R@LOKD
NE DHFGS 7HJHMFR HR  5GDQD @QD  OK@XDQR NM SGD 3@SSKDQR @MC  OK@XDQR NM SGD 7HJHMFR "QD SGD A@SSHMF @UDQ@FDR NE SGD
3@SSKDQR@MC7HJHMFRRS@SHRSHB@KKXCHEEDQDMS
 *M @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  ENQDRSR HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR  VDQD BNMHEDQNTR NQ BNMS@HMDC BNMHEDQR *M @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE
 ENQDRSR HM .DWHBN  VDQD BNMHEDQNTR NQ BNMS@HMDC BNMHEDQR *R SGD OQNONQSHNM NE BNMHEDQR HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR RS@SHRSHB@KKX
LNQDSG@MSGDOQNONQSHNMNEBNMHEDQRHM.DWHBN
 " MDV LDCHBHMD HR R@HC SN GDKO HLOQNUD RKDDO &HFGS RTAIDBSR @QD OHBJDC @S Q@MCNL @MC FHUDM SGD LDCHBHMD 5GD LD@MR
GNTQRRKDOSENQD@BGODQRNMVDQDQDBNQCDCADENQDRS@QSHMFSGDLDCHB@SHNM@MC@ESDQ
 *S HR SGNTFGS SG@S SDDM@FDQR RKDDO LNQD SG@M @CTKSR NM @UDQ@FD " RSTCX HR CNMD SN UDQHEX SGHR " R@LOKD NE  SDDM@FDQR
G@R @ LD@M NE  GNTQR RKDOS @MC @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  " R@LOKD NE  @CTKSR G@R @ LD@M NE  GNTQR RKDOS @MC @
RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE
 7@QRHSX@SGKDSDROQ@BSHBDEHUDSHLDR@VDDJ NM@UDQ@FD
 " R@LOKD NE  HMRS@SD FQ@CT@SD RBGNNK OQNFQ@LR @S RBGNNK " G@R @ LD@M STHSHNM NE   VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE
  "S RBGNNK # @ R@LOKD NE  HMRS@SD FQ@CT@SD OQNFQ@LR G@R @ LD@M NE   VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  
0M@UDQ@FD @QDSGDLD@MSTHSHNMRCHEEDQDMS
 " MDV 8H'H Q@MFD ANNRSDQ HR ADHMF NEEDQDC SN BNMRTLDQR " QDRD@QBGDQ SDRSR SGD M@SHUD Q@MFD NE  CHEEDQDMS QNTSDQR
TMCDQ SGD R@LD BNMCHSHNMR 5GD Q@MFDR @QD QDBNQCDC 5GDM SGD QDRD@QBGDQ TRDR SGD MDV 8H'H Q@MFD ANNRSDQ @MC QDBNQCR SGD
MDVQ@MFDR%NDRSGDMDV8H'HQ@MFDANNRSDQCN@ADSSDQINA
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 " GHFG RBGNNK OQHMBHO@K BK@HLR SG@S  NE RSTCDMS @SGKDSDR CQHUD SGDLRDKUDR SN RBGNNK VGHKD  NE MNM@SGKDSDR CQHUD
SGDLRDKUDR SN RBGNNK *M @ R@LOKD NE  RSTCDMS @SGKDSDR  CQHUD SGDLRDKUDR SN RBGNNK *M @ R@LOKD NE  MNM@SGKDSD
RSTCDMSR  CQHUD SGDLRDKUDR SN RBGNNK *R SGD ODQBDMS NE RSTCDMS @SGKDSDR VGN CQHUD SGDLRDKUDR SN RBGNNK LNQD SG@M SGD
ODQBDMSNEMNM@SGKDSDR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I " RSTCX HR CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD VGHBG NE SVN RNES CQHMJR
G@R LNQD RTF@Q 5GDQD @QD  B@MR NE #DUDQ@FD " HM @ R@LOKD @MC RHW B@MR NE #DUDQ@FD # 5GD LD@M @LNTMS NE RTF@Q HM
#DUDQ@FD " HR  FQ@LR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  FQ@LR 5GD LD@M @LNTMS NE RTF@Q HM #DUDQ@FD # HR  FQ@LR VHSG
@ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  FQ@LR 5GD QDRD@QBGDQR ADKHDUD SG@S #DUDQ@FD # G@R LNQD RTF@Q SG@M #DUDQ@FD " NM @UDQ@FD
#NSGONOTK@SHNMRG@UDMNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMR
 "QDRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMRJMNVMNQTMJMNVM
 8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD
 *RSGHR@NMDS@HKDCNQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ  ;N;H9?I;I 5GD 64 $DMSDQ ENQ %HRD@RD $NMSQNK QDONQSR SG@S SGD LD@M
KHED DWODBS@MBX V@R  XD@QR ENQ VGHSDR ANQM HM  @MC  XD@QR ENQ MNMVGHSDR 4TOONRD SG@S XNT Q@MCNLKX RTQUDX
CD@SG QDBNQCR ENQ ODNOKD ANQM HM  HM @ BDQS@HM BNTMSX 0E SGD  VGHSDR SGD LD@M KHED RO@M V@R  XD@QR VHSG @
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  XD@QR 0E SGD  MNMVGHSDR SGD LD@M KHED RO@M V@R  XD@QR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE 
XD@QR$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRSSNRDDHESGDLD@MKHEDRO@MRHMSGDBNTMSXVDQDSGDR@LDENQVGHSDR@MCMNMVGHSDR
 *RSGHR@SDRSNELD@MRNQOQNONQSHNMR
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
@ ! ??????????
A !7??????????
 *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 *MRXLANKR VG@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDNEHMSDQDRSENQSGHRSDRS
 *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDNEHMSDQDRSENQSGHRSDRS
 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNM MNQL@KNQ4STCDMSR J VNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHRGXONSGDRHRSDRS
 &WOK@HMVGXXNTBGNRDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMXNTCHCENQ #R?L=CM?9
 $@KBTK@SDSGDSDRSRS@SHRSHB@MC FU@KTD
 4JDSBG @ FQ@OG NE SGD RHST@SHNM -@ADK SGD GNQHYNMS@K @WHR .@QJ SGD GXONSGDRHYDC CHEEDQDMBD @MC SGD R@LOKD CHEEDQDMBD
4G@CDSGD@QD@BNQQDRONMCHMFSNSGD FU@KTD
 'HMCSGD FU@KTD
 "S@OQDBNMBDHUDC V  VG@SHRXNTQ
@ %DBHRHNM
A 3D@RNMENQSGDCDBHRHNM
B $NMBKTRHNM VQHSDNTSHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD 
 %NDRHS@OOD@QSG@SSGDLD@MR@QDSGDR@LD 8GXNQVGXMNS
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9.2 Two .IJOF;NCIH+?;HMQCNB)HIQH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIHM

.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I 5GD LD@M RODDCR NE E@RSA@KK OHSBGDR EQNL SVN CHEEDQDMS
A@RDA@KK OHSBGDQR @QD SN AD BNLO@QDC " R@LOKD NE  E@RSA@KK OHSBGDR HR LD@RTQDC EQNL D@BG OHSBGDQ 5GD ONOTK@SHNMR G@UD
MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNMR Table 9.18 RGNVRSGDQDRTKS4BNTSDQRADKHDUDSG@S3NCQHFTDYOHSBGDR@RODDCHDQE@RSA@KK

.CN=B?L

1;GJF?+?;H1J??>I@.CN=B?MGJB

.IJOF;NCIH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIH

6?MF?S





1I>LCAO?T 



2;<F?9
 8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK VG@SHRXNTQBNMBKTRHNM
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I " QDRD@QBGDQ HR SDRSHMF SGD DEEDBSR NE OK@MS ENNC NM OK@MS
FQNVSG /HMD OK@MSR G@UD ADDM FHUDM SGD OK@MS ENNC "MNSGDQ MHMD OK@MSR G@UD MNS ADDM FHUDM SGD OK@MS ENNC 5GD GDHFGSR NE
SGD OK@MSR @QD QDBNQCDC @ESDQ DHFGS VDDJR 5GD ONOTK@SHNMR G@UD MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNMR 5GD ENKKNVHMF S@AKD HR SGD QDRTKS 5GD
QDRD@QBGDQSGHMJRSGDENNCL@JDRSGDOK@MSRFQNVS@KKDQ

.F;HN%LIOJ

1;GJF?+?;H&?CABNI@.F;HNMCH=B?M

.IJOF;NCIH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIH

%II>





-I@II>





2;<F?9
 *RSGDONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMJMNVMNQTMJMNVM
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 %Q@VSGDFQ@OGNESGD FU@KTD
 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK VG@SHRXNTQBNMBKTRHNM
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I 5VN LDS@K @KKNXR @QD ADHMF BNMRHCDQDC @R L@SDQH@K ENQ
A@KK AD@QHMFR 5GD LD@M LDKSHMF ONHMS NE SGD SVN @KKNXR HR SN AD BNLO@QDC  OHDBDR NE D@BG LDS@K @QD ADHMF SDRSDC #NSG
ONOTK@SHNMR G@UD MNQL@K CHRSQHATSHNMR 5GD ENKKNVHMF S@AKD HR SGD QDRTKS *S HR ADKHDUDC SG@S "KKNX ;DS@ G@R @ CHEEDQDMS LDKSHMF
ONHMS

1;GJF?+?;H+?FNCHA2?GJ?L;NOL?MW$

.IJOF;NCIH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIH
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 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 *RSGHR@QHFGS KDES NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 %Q@VSGDFQ@OGNESGD FU@KTD
 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK VG@SHRXNTQBNMBKTRHNM

9 !IGJ;LCHA2QI'H>?J?H>?HN.IJOF;NCIH.LIJILNCIHM
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED <EH J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I 5VN SXODR NE OGNMD NODQ@SHMF RXRSDL @QD ADHMF SDRSDC SN CDSDQLHMD
HE SGDQD HR @ CHEEDQDMBD HM SGD OQNONQSHNMR NE RXRSDL E@HKTQDR BQ@RGDR  'HESDDM NTS NE @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  OGNMDR VHSG
04 G@C RXRSDL E@HKTQDR VHSGHM SGD EHQRS DHFGS GNTQR NE NODQ@SHNM /HMD NTS NE @MNSGDQ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE  OGNMDR VHSG
04 G@C RXRSDL E@HKTQDR VHSGHM SGD EHQRS DHFGS GNTQR NE NODQ@SHNM 04 HR ADKHDUDC SN AD LNQD RS@AKD G@UD EDVDQ BQ@RGDR
SG@M04
 *RSGHR@SDRSNELD@MRNQOQNONQSHNMR
 8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 8G@SB@MXNTBNMBKTCD@ANTSSGDSVNNODQ@SHMFRXRSDLR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JM;BL; ;N;H9?I;I *M SGD QDBDMS $DMRTR SGQDD ODQBDMS NE SGD 64 ONOTK@SHNM
QDONQSDC ADHMF NE SVN NQ LNQD Q@BDR )NVDUDQ SGD ODQBDMS U@QHDR SQDLDMCNTRKX EQNL RS@SD SN RS@SD 4TOONRD SG@S SVN Q@MCNL
RTQUDXR @QD BNMCTBSDC *M SGD EHQRS Q@MCNL RTQUDX NTS NE   /NQSG %@JNS@MR NMKX MHMD ODNOKD QDONQSDC ADHMF NE SVN NQ
LNQD Q@BDR *M SGD RDBNMC Q@MCNL RTQUDX NTS NE  /DU@C@MR  ODNOKD QDONQSDC ADHMF NE SVN NQ LNQD Q@BDR $NMCTBS
@ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD ONOTK@SHNM ODQBDMSR @QD SGD R@LD ENQ SGD SVN RS@SDR NQ HE SGD ODQBDMS ENQ /DU@C@ HR
RS@SHRSHB@KKXGHFGDQSG@MENQ/NQSG%@JNS@
 *RSGHR@SDRSNELD@MRNQOQNONQSHNMR
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
@ ! ?????????
A !7?????????
 *RSGHR@QHFGSS@HKDC KDESS@HKDC NQSVNS@HKDCSDRS )NVCNXNTJMNV
 8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDNEHMSDQDRSENQSGHRSDRS
 *MVNQCR CDEHMDSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDENQSGHRSDRS
 8GHBGCHRSQHATSHNM MNQL@KNQ4STCDMSR J VNTKCXNTTRDENQSGHRGXONSGDRHRSDRS
 &WOK@HMVGXXNTBGNRDSGDCHRSQHATSHNMXNTCHCENQSGD #R?L=CM?9
 $@KBTK@SDSGDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
 4JDSBG @ FQ@OG NE SGD RHST@SHNM .@QJ SGD GXONSGDRHYDC CHEEDQDMBD @MC SGD R@LOKD CHEEDQDMBD 4G@CD SGD @QD@
BNQQDRONMCHMFSNSGD FU@KTD

$CAOL?9

 'HMCSGD FU@KTD
 "S@OQDBNMBDHUDC V  VG@SHRXNTQ
@ %DBHRHNM
A 3D@RNMENQSGDCDBHRHNM
B $NMBKTRHNM VQHSDNTSHM@BNLOKDSDRDMSDMBD 
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 %NDR HS @OOD@Q SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE /DU@C@MR VGN @QD SVN NQ LNQD Q@BDR HR GHFGDQ SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE /NQSG
%@JNS@MR 8GXNQVGXMNS

9 +;N=B?>IL.;CL?>1;GJF?M
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I " RSTCX V@R BNMCTBSDC SN SDRS SGD DEEDBSHUDMDRR NE @ RNESV@QD
O@SBG HM QDCTBHMF RXRSDL E@HKTQDR NUDQ @ RHWLNMSG ODQHNC 3DRTKSR ENQ Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC HMRS@KK@SHNMR @QD RGNVM HM 2;<F?
9 5GD pADENQDq U@KTD HR L@SBGDC SN @M p@ESDQq U@KTD @MC SGD CHEEDQDMBDR @QD B@KBTK@SDC 5GD CHEEDQDMBDR G@UD @ MNQL@K
CHRSQHATSHNM5DRS@SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK

'HMN;FF;NCIH
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2;<F?9
 8G@SHRSGDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 %Q@VSGDFQ@OGNESGD FU@KTD
 8G@SBNMBKTRHNMB@MXNTCQ@V@ANTSSGDRNESV@QDO@SBG
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I " RSTCX V@R BNMCTBSDC SN SDRS SGD DEEDBSHUDMDRR NE @ ITFFKHMF
BK@RR #DENQD SGD BK@RR RS@QSDC RHW RTAIDBSR ITFFKDC @R L@MX A@KKR @R SGDX BNTKC @S NMBD "ESDQ SGD BK@RR SGD R@LD RHW RTAIDBSR
ITFFKDC @R L@MX A@KKR @R SGDX BNTKC 5GD CHEEDQDMBDR HM SGD MTLADQ NE A@KKR @QD B@KBTK@SDC 5GD CHEEDQDMBDR G@UD @ MNQL@K
CHRSQHATSHNM5DRS@SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK

1O<D?=N
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2;<F?9
 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 8G@SHRSGDR@LOKDLD@MCHEEDQDMBD
 %Q@VSGDFQ@OGNESGD FU@KTD
 8G@SBNMBKTRHNMB@MXNTCQ@V@ANTSSGDITFFKHMFBK@RR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I " CNBSNQ V@MSR SN JMNV HE @ AKNNC OQDRRTQD LDCHB@SHNM HR
DEEDBSHUD 4HW RTAIDBSR G@UD SGDHQ AKNNC OQDRRTQDR QDBNQCDC "ESDQ SVDKUD VDDJR NM SGD LDCHB@SHNM SGD R@LD RHW RTAIDBSR
G@UD SGDHQ AKNNC OQDRRTQD QDBNQCDC @F@HM 'NQ SGHR SDRS NMKX RXRSNKHB OQDRRTQD HR NE BNMBDQM 5DRS @S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK

.;NC?HN
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!?@IL?

     

@N?L

     
2;<F?9

 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
 8G@SHRSGDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
 8G@SHRSGDR@LOKDLD@MCHEEDQDMBD
 8G@SHRSGDBNMBKTRHNM
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#
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95 2?MNI@2QI4;LC;H=?M

.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I 5GDQD @QD SVN @RRTLOSHNMR SG@S LTRS AD SQTD HM NQCDQ SN
ODQENQL@M  SDRSNESVNU@QH@MBDR
78 /@LDNMD@RRTLOSHNMSG@SLTRSADSQTD
79 8G@SHRSGDNSGDQ@RRTLOSHNMSG@SLTRSADSQTD
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <?L; ;N;H9?I;I 5VN BNVNQJDQR BNLLTSD EQNL SGD R@LD ATHKCHMF 5GDX @QD
HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGDQD HR @MX U@QH@SHNM HM SGD SHLD HS S@JDR SGDL SN CQHUD SN VNQJ 5GDX D@BG QDBNQC SGDHQ SHLDR ENQ
 BNLLTSDR 5GD EHQRS VNQJDQoR SHLDR G@UD @ U@QH@MBD NE  5GD RDBNMC VNQJDQoR SHLDR G@UD @ U@QH@MBD NE  5GD EHQRS
VNQJDQ SGHMJR SG@S GD HR LNQD BNMRHRSDMS VHSG GHR BNLLTSD SHLDR 5DRS SGD BK@HL @S SGD  KDUDK "RRTLD SG@S BNLLTSD
SHLDR@QDMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC
80 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
81 8G@SHR I HMSGHROQNAKDL
82 8G@SHR I HMSGHROQNAKDL
83 8G@SHR D
84 8G@SHRSGD  RS@SHRSHB
85 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
86 *RSGDBK@HL@BBTQ@SD
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ <EKH ;N;H9?I;I 5VN RSTCDMSR @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGDQD HR
U@QH@SHNM HM SGDHQ SDRS RBNQDR ENQ L@SG BK@RR 5GDQD @QD  SNS@K L@SG SDRSR SGDX G@UD S@JDM RN E@Q 5GD EHQRS RSTCDMSoR FQ@CDR
G@UD @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD RDBNMC RSTCDMSoR FQ@CDR G@UD @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD RDBNMC RSTCDMS SGHMJR
GHRRBNQDR@QDLNQDBNMRHRSDMS
87 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
88 8G@SHRSGD  4S@SHRSHB
89 8G@SHRSGD FU@KTD
90 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK CNVDQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I 5VN BXBKHRSR @QD BNLO@QHMF SGD U@QH@MBDR NE SGDHQ NUDQ@KK
O@BDR FNHMF TOGHKK &@BG BXBKHRS QDBNQCR GHR NQ GDQ RODDCR FNHMF TO  GHKKR 5GD EHQRS BXBKHRS G@R @ U@QH@MBD NE  @MC
SGD RDBNMC BXBKHRS G@R @ U@QH@MBD NE  5GD BXBKHRSR V@MS SN RDD HE SGDHQ U@QH@MBDR @QD SGD R@LD NQ CHEEDQDMS "RRTLD SG@S
BNLLTSDSHLDR@QDMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC
91 4S@SDSGDMTKK@MC@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRDR
92 8G@SHRSGD  4S@SHRSHB
93 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK VG@SB@MVDR@X@ANTSSGDBXBKHRSRoU@QH@MBDR
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&-+#5-0)
9 2QI.IJOF;NCIH+?;HMQCNB3HEHIQH1N;H>;L>"?PC;NCIHM
"+-"(', EH ;79> E< J>; MEH: FHE8B;CI KI; 7 IEBKJ?ED I>;;J JE :E J>; >OFEJ>;I?I J;IJ ->; IEBKJ?ED I>;;J ?I <EKD: ?D
$$") )B;7I; <;;B <H;; JE C7A; 9EF?;I E< J>; IEBKJ?ED I>;;JI EH J>; EDB?D; L;HI?ED E< J>; 8EEA ?J ?I IK==;IJ;: J>7J
OEK9EFOJ>; :E9EHJ>; F:<<?B;I

,-2#
*E XNT @QD TRHMF @ 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM ENQ @ GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDL HM VG@S ENKKNVR HMBKTCHMF ENQ O@HQDC C@S@ XNT L@X
@RRTLD SG@S SGD TMCDQKXHMF ONOTK@SHNM HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC 8GDM TRHMF SGDRD SDRSR HM @ QD@K RHST@SHNM XNT LTRS
EHQRSOQNUDSG@S@RRTLOSHNM GNVDUDQ

94 5GD LD@M MTLADQ NE &MFKHRG BNTQRDR S@JDM HM @ SVNlXD@Q SHLD ODQHNC AX L@KD @MC EDL@KD BNKKDFD RSTCDMSR HR ADKHDUDC
SN AD @ANTS SGD R@LD "M DWODQHLDMS HR BNMCTBSDC @MC C@S@ @QD BNKKDBSDC EQNL  L@KDR @MC  EDL@KDR 5GD L@KDR SNNJ @M
@UDQ@FD NE SGQDD &MFKHRG BNTQRDR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD EDL@KDR SNNJ @M @UDQ@FD NE ENTQ &MFKHRG BNTQRDR VHSG
@RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE"QDSGDLD@MRRS@SHRSHB@KKXSGDR@LD

95 " RSTCDMS @S @ ENTQXD@Q BNKKDFD BK@HLR SG@S LD@M DMQNKKLDMS @S ENTQlXD@Q BNKKDFDR HR GHFGDQ SG@M @S SVNlXD@Q BNKKDFDR
HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR 5VN RTQUDXR @QD BNMCTBSDC 0E SGD  SVNlXD@Q BNKKDFDR RTQUDXDC SGD LD@M DMQNKKLDMS V@R  
VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE   0E SGD  ENTQXD@Q BNKKDFDR RTQUDXDC SGD LD@M DMQNKKLDMS V@R   VHSG @ RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMNE 
96 "S 3@BGDKoR SG AHQSGC@X O@QSX DHFGS FHQKR VDQD SHLDC SN RDD GNV KNMF HM RDBNMCR SGDX BNTKC GNKC SGDHQ AQD@SG HM @
QDK@WDC ONRHSHNM "ESDQ @ SVNLHMTSD QDRS SGDX SHLDC SGDLRDKUDR VGHKD ITLOHMF 5GD FHQKR SGNTFGS SG@S SGD LD@M CHEEDQDMBD
ADSVDDMSGDHQITLOHMF@MCQDK@WDCSHLDRVNTKCADYDQN5DRSSGDHQGXONSGDRHR
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97 .D@M DMSQXKDUDK R@K@QHDR ENQ BNKKDFD FQ@CT@SDR VHSG LDBG@MHB@K DMFHMDDQHMF CDFQDDR @MC DKDBSQHB@K DMFHMDDQHMF CDFQDDR
@QD ADKHDUDC SN AD @OOQNWHL@SDKX SGD R@LD " QDBQTHSHMF NEEHBD SGHMJR SG@S SGD LD@M LDBG@MHB@K DMFHMDDQHMF R@K@QX HR
@BST@KKX KNVDQ SG@M SGD LD@M DKDBSQHB@K DMFHMDDQHMF R@K@QX 5GD QDBQTHSHMF NEEHBD Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXR  DMSQX KDUDK LDBG@MHB@K
DMFHMDDQR @MC  DMSQX KDUDK DKDBSQHB@K DMFHMDDQR 5GDHQ LD@M R@K@QHDR VDQD   @MC   QDRODBSHUDKX 5GDHQ
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR VDQD   @MC   QDRODBSHUDKX $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE XNT @FQDD SG@S SGD LD@M
DMSQXKDUDKLDBG@MHB@KDMFHMDDQHMFR@K@QXHRKNVDQSG@MSGDLD@MDMSQXKDUDKDKDBSQHB@KDMFHMDDQHMFR@K@QX
98 .@QJDSHMF BNLO@MHDR G@UD BNKKDBSDC C@S@ HLOKXHMF SG@S SDDM@FD FHQKR TRD LNQD QHMF SNMDR NM SGDHQ BDKKTK@Q OGNMDR SG@M
SDDM@FD ANXR CN *M NMD O@QSHBTK@Q RSTCX NE  Q@MCNLKX BGNRDM SDDM@FD FHQKR @MC ANXR  NE D@BG VHSG BDKKTK@Q OGNMDR
SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE QHMF SNMDR ENQ SGD FHQKR V@R  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD LD@M ENQ SGD ANXR V@R  VHSG
@ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@MR @QD @OOQNWHL@SDKX SGD R@LD NQ HE SGD FHQKRo
LD@MHRGHFGDQSG@MSGDANXRoLD@M
.I;J>;?D<EHC7J?ED<HEC $$")

JE7DIM;HJ>;D;NJ<EKH;N;H9?I;I

99 6RHMF SGD C@S@ EQNL -@O  NMKX BNMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD LD@M SHLD ENQ BNLOKDSHMF @ K@O HM Q@BDR HR
SGDR@LD@RHSHRHMOQ@BSHBDR
100 3DOD@SSGDSDRSHM #R?L=CM?9.99 ATSTRD-@OC@S@SGHRSHLD
101 3DOD@SSGDSDRSHM #R?L=CM?9.99 ATSSGHRSHLDBNLAHMDSGDC@S@EQNL-@OR@MC
102 *M SVN SN SGQDD BNLOKDSD RDMSDMBDR DWOK@HM HM CDS@HK GNV XNT LHFGS TRD 5DQQH 7NFDKoR C@S@ SN @MRVDQ SGD
ENKKNVHMF PTDRSHNMp%NDR5DQQH7NFDKCQHUDE@RSDQHMQ@BDRSG@MRGDCNDRHMOQ@BSHBDR q
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I 5GD &@RSDQM @MC 8DRSDQM .@INQ -D@FTD 4NBBDQ BNMEDQDMBDR
G@UD @ MDV 3DRDQUD %HUHRHNM SG@S @KKNVR MDV OK@XDQR SN CDUDKNO SGDHQ RJHKKR %@S@ ENQ @ Q@MCNLKX OHBJDC C@SD RGNVDC SGD
ENKKNVHMF@MMT@KFN@KR
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103 5GD =P9;L CHRSQHATSHNMENQSGDGXONSGDRHRSDRSHR
@ SGDMNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
A SGD4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM
B SGDTMHENQLCHRSQHATSHNM
C SGDDWONMDMSH@KCHRSQHATSHNM
104 *ESGDKDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBDHR SGDBNMBKTRHNMHR
@ 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD 5 %HUHRHNM SD@LR RBNQD EDVDQ FN@KR NM @UDQ@FD SG@M SGD #
SD@LR
A 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD 5 %HUHRHNM SD@LR RBNQD LNQD FN@KR NM @UDQ@FD SG@M SGD #
SD@LR
B 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD 5 SD@LR RBNQD EDVDQ FN@KR NM @UDQ@FD SG@M SGD # SD@LR RBNQD
C 6M@AKDSNCDSDQLHMD
105 4TOONRD @ RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ ADKHDUDR SG@S SGDQD HR MN RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD LD@M BK@RR RBNQDR NE
RS@SHRSHBR C@X RSTCDMSR NM &W@L  @MC RS@SHRSHBR MHFGS RSTCDMSR NM &W@L  4GD S@JDR Q@MCNL R@LOKDR EQNL D@BG NE SGD
ONOTK@SHNMR 5GD LD@M @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ  RS@SHRSHBR C@X RSTCDMSR VDQD  @MC  5GD LD@M @MC
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ  RS@SHRSHBR MHFGS RSTCDMSR VDQD  @MC  5GD pC@Xq RTARBQHOS QDEDQR SN SGD RS@SHRSHBR C@X
RSTCDMSR 5GD pMHFGSq RTARBQHOSQDEDQRSNSGDRS@SHRSHBRMHFGSRSTCDMSR"BNMBKTCHMFRS@SDLDMSHR
@ 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S RS@SHRSHBR MHFGS RSTCDMSR LD@M NM &W@L  HR ADSSDQ SG@M SGD RS@SHRSHBR
C@XRSTCDMSRLD@MNM&W@L
A 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD RS@SHRSHBR C@X RSTCDMSR LD@M NM &W@L  HR ADSSDQ SG@M SGD
RS@SHRSHBRMHFGSRSTCDMSRLD@MNM&W@L
B 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGDQD HR @ RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD LD@MR NE SGD RS@SHRSHBR
C@XRSTCDMSR@MCMHFGSRSTCDMSRNM&W@L
C 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGDQD HR @ RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD LD@MR NE SGD RS@SHRSHBR
C@XRSTCDMSR@MCMHFGSRSTCDMSRNM&W@L
106 3DRD@QBGDQR HMSDQUHDVDC RSQDDS OQNRSHSTSDR HM $@M@C@ @MC SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR 5GD LD@M @FD NE SGD 
$@M@CH@M OQNRSHSTSDR TONM DMSDQHMF OQNRSHSTSHNM V@R  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE RHW 5GD LD@M @FD NE SGD 
6MHSDC 4S@SDR OQNRSHSTSDR TONM DMSDQHMF OQNRSHSTSHNM V@R  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE DHFGS *R SGD LD@M @FD NE DMSDQHMF
OQNRSHSTSHNM HM $@M@C@KNVDQSG@MSGDLD@M@FDHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR 5DRS@S@RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
107 " ONVCDQ CHDS HR SDRSDC NM  ODNOKD @MC @ KHPTHC CHDS HR SDRSDC NM  CHEEDQDMS ODNOKD 0E HMSDQDRS HR VGDSGDQ SGD
KHPTHC CHDS XHDKCR @ GHFGDQ LD@M VDHFGS KNRR SG@M SGD ONVCDQ CHDS 5GD ONVCDQ CHDS FQNTO G@C @ LD@M VDHFGS KNRR NE 
ONTMCR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  ONTMCR 5GD KHPTHC CHDS FQNTO G@C @ LD@M VDHFGS KNRR NE  ONTMCR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNM NEONTMCR
108 4TOONRD @ RS@SHRSHBR HMRSQTBSNQ ADKHDUDR SG@S SGDQD HR MN RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD LD@M BK@RR RBNQDR NE
RS@SHRSHBR C@X RSTCDMSR NM &W@L  @MC RS@SHRSHBR MHFGS RSTCDMSR NM &W@L  4GD S@JDR Q@MCNL R@LOKDR EQNL D@BG NE SGD
ONOTK@SHNMR 5GD LD@M @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ  RS@SHRSHBR C@X RSTCDMSR VDQD  @MC  QDRODBSHUDKX 5GD LD@M
@MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ  RS@SHRSHBR MHFGS RSTCDMSR VDQD  @MC  5GD pC@Xq RTARBQHOS QDEDQR SN SGD RS@SHRSHBR C@X
RSTCDMSR 5GD pMHFGSqRTARBQHOSQDEDQRSNSGDRS@SHRSHBRMHFGSRSTCDMSR"M@OOQNOQH@SD@KSDQM@SHUDGXONSGDRHRENQSGD
GXONSGDRHR SDRSHR
@ ZC@X  ZMHFGS
A ZC@X  ZMHFGS
B ZC@X  ZMHFGS
C ZC@X x ZMHFGS
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,-2#
*E XNT @QD TRHMF @ 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM ENQ NMD NE SGD ENKKNVHMF GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDLR HMBKTCHMF ENQ O@HQDC C@S@ XNT
L@X @RRTLD SG@S SGD TMCDQKXHMF ONOTK@SHNM HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC 8GDM TRHMF SGDRD SDRSR HM @ QD@K RHST@SHNM XNT
LTRSEHQRSOQNUDSG@S@RRTLOSHNM GNVDUDQ

109 " RSTCX HR CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD HE RSTCDMSR HM SGD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL S@JD KNMFDQ SN FQ@CT@SD NM @UDQ@FD
SG@M RSTCDMSR DMQNKKDC HM OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSHDR 0MD GTMCQDC RSTCDMSR EQNL ANSG SGD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL @MC
OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSHDR @QD RTQUDXDC 4TOONRD SG@S EQNL XD@QR NE QDRD@QBG HS HR JMNVM SG@S SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR
@QD  XD@QR @MC  XD@Q QDRODBSHUDKX 5GD ENKKNVHMF C@S@ @QD BNKKDBSDC 5GD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL RSTCDMSR
SNNJ NM @UDQ@FD  XD@QR VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GD OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSX RSTCDMSR SNNJ NM @UDQ@FD  XD@QR VHSG @
RS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMNE
110 1@QDMSR NE SDDM@FD ANXR NESDM BNLOK@HM SG@S @TSN HMRTQ@MBD BNRSR LNQD NM @UDQ@FD ENQ SDDM@FD ANXR SG@M ENQ SDDM@FD
FHQKR " FQNTO NE BNMBDQMDC O@QDMSR DW@LHMDR @ Q@MCNL R@LOKD NE HMRTQ@MBD AHKKR 5GD LD@M @MMT@K BNRS ENQ  SDDM@FD ANXR
V@R  'NQ  SDDM@FD FHQKR HS V@R  'QNL O@RS XD@QR HS HR JMNVM SG@S SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM ENQ D@BG
FQNTO HR  %DSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ NQ MNS XNT ADKHDUD SG@S SGD LD@M BNRS ENQ @TSN HMRTQ@MBD ENQ SDDM@FD ANXR HR FQD@SDQ SG@M
SG@SENQSDDM@FDFHQKR
111 " FQNTO NE SQ@MREDQ ANTMC RSTCDMSR VNMCDQDC HE SGDX VHKK RODMC SGD R@LD LD@M @LNTMS NM SDWSR @MC RTOOKHDR
D@BG XD@Q @S SGDHQ ENTQXD@Q TMHUDQRHSX @R SGDX G@UD @S SGDHQ BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFD 5GDX BNMCTBSDC @ Q@MCNL RTQUDX NE 
RSTCDMSR @S SGDHQ BNLLTMHSX BNKKDFD @MC  RSTCDMSR @S SGDHQ KNB@K ENTQXD@Q TMHUDQRHSX 5GD R@LOKD LD@MR VDQD 
@MC   QDRODBSHUDKX 5GD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @QD JMNVM SN AD  @MC  QDRODBSHUDKX $NMCTBS @
GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMDHESGDLD@MR@QDRS@SHRSHB@KKXSGDR@LD
112 4NLD L@MTE@BSTQDQR BK@HL SG@S MNMGXAQHC RDC@M B@QR G@UD @ KNVDQ LD@M LHKDRODQF@KKNM LOF SG@M GXAQHC
NMDR 4TOONRD SG@S BNMRTLDQR SDRS  GXAQHC RDC@MR @MC FDS @ LD@M NE  LOF VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE RDUDM LOF
5GHQSX NMD MNMGXAQHC RDC@MR FDS @ LD@M NE  LOF VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE ENTQ LOF 4TOONRD SG@S SGD ONOTK@SHNM
RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMR@QDJMNVMSNADRHW@MCSGQDD QDRODBSHUDKX$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRSSNDU@KT@SDSGDL@MTE@BSTQDQRBK@HL
113 " A@RDA@KK E@M V@MSDC SN JMNV HE SGDQD HR @ CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD MTLADQ NE F@LDR OK@XDC HM @ 8NQKC 4DQHDR VGDM
SGD "LDQHB@M -D@FTD VNM SGD RDQHDR UDQRTR VGDM SGD /@SHNM@K -D@FTD VNM SGD RDQHDR 'QNL  SN  SGD ONOTK@SHNM
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE F@LDR VNM AX SGD "LDQHB@M -D@FTD V@R  @MC SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE F@LDR VNM
AX SGD /@SHNM@K -D@FTD V@R  0E  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC 8NQKC 4DQHDR F@LDR VNM AX SGD "LDQHB@M -D@FTD SGD LD@M
MTLADQ NE F@LDR VNM V@R  5GD LD@M MTLADQ NE  Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC F@LDR VNM AX SGD /@SHNM@K -D@FTD V@R 
$NMCTBS@GXONSGDRHRSDRS
114 0MD NE SGD PTDRSHNMR HM @ RSTCX NE L@QHS@K R@SHRE@BSHNM NE CT@KB@QDDQ BNTOKDR V@R SN Q@SD SGD RS@SDLDMS p*oL OKD@RDC
VHSG SGD V@X VD CHUHCD SGD QDRONMRHAHKHSHDR ENQ BGHKCB@QDq 5GD Q@SHMFR VDMS EQNL NMD RSQNMFKX @FQDD SN EHUD RSQNMFKX
CHR@FQDD 
2;<F? 9 BNMS@HMR SDM NE SGD O@HQDC QDRONMRDR ENQ GTRA@MCR @MC VHUDR $NMCTBS @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN RDD HE SGD LD@M
CHEEDQDMBD HM SGD GTRA@MCoR UDQRTR SGD VHEDoR R@SHRE@BSHNM KDUDK HR MDF@SHUD LD@MHMF SG@S VHSGHM SGD O@QSMDQRGHO SGD
GTRA@MC HRG@OOHDQSG@MSGDVHED 
5C@?YM1=IL?
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,-2#
*E XNT @QD TRHMF @ 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM ENQ NMD NE SGD ENKKNVHMF GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDLR HMBKTCHMF ENQ O@HQDC C@S@ XNT
L@X @RRTLD SG@S SGD TMCDQKXHMF ONOTK@SHNM HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC *M FDMDQ@K XNT LTRS EHQRS OQNUD SG@S @RRTLOSHNM
GNVDUDQ

115 " QDBDMS CQTF RTQUDX RGNVDC @M HMBQD@RD HM SGD TRD NE CQTFR @MC @KBNGNK @LNMF KNB@K GHFG RBGNNK RDMHNQR @R BNLO@QDC
SN SGD M@SHNM@K ODQBDMS 4TOONRD SG@S @ RTQUDX NE  KNB@K RDMHNQR @MC  M@SHNM@K RDMHNQR HR BNMCTBSDC SN RDD HE SGD
OQNONQSHNM NE CQTF @MC @KBNGNK TRD HR GHFGDQ KNB@KKX SG@M M@SHNM@KKX -NB@KKX  RDMHNQR QDONQSDC TRHMF CQTFR NQ @KBNGNK
VHSGHM SGD O@RS LNMSG VGHKDM@SHNM@KRDMHNQRQDONQSDCTRHMFSGDL
116 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ SGD OQNONQSHNMR NE EDL@KD RTHBHCD UHBSHLR ENQ @FDR  SN  @QD SGD R@LD ENQ SGD VGHSDR
@MC SGD AK@BJR Q@BDR HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR 8D Q@MCNLKX OHBJ NMD XD@Q  SN BNLO@QD SGD Q@BDR 5GD MTLADQ NE RTHBHCDR
DRSHL@SDC HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  ENQ VGHSD EDL@KDR HR   'HUD GTMCQDC DHFGSX VDQD @FDC  SN  5GD DRSHL@SD ENQ
AK@BJEDL@KDRHR'NQSXVDQD@FDCSN8DVHKKKDSEDL@KDRTHBHCDUHBSHLRADNTQONOTK@SHNM
117 &KHY@ADSG .IDKCD @M @QS GHRSNQX OQNEDRRNQ V@R HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ SGD U@KTD EQNL SGD (NKCDM 3@SHN ENQLTK@

1MBSHFS TNBMMFSEJNFOTJPO 4
3
6 V@R SGD R@LD HM SGD 8GHSMDX &WGHAHS ENQ VNQJR EQNL  SN  @R ENQ VNQJR EQNL 
MBSHFSEJNFOTJPO

SN  5GHQSXRDUDM D@QKX VNQJR VDQD R@LOKDC @UDQ@FHMF  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  4HWSXEHUD NE SGD K@SDQ
VNQJR VDQD R@LOKDC @UDQ@FHMF  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  %N XNT SGHMJ SG@S SGDQD HR @ RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD
HMSGD(NKCDM3@SHNB@KBTK@SHNM
118 " QDBDMS XD@Q V@R Q@MCNLKX OHBJDC EQNL  SN SGD OQDRDMS *M SG@S XD@Q SGDQD VDQD   )HRO@MHB RSTCDMSR @S
$@AQHKKN $NKKDFD NTS NE @ SNS@K NE   RSTCDMSR "S -@JD 5@GND $NKKDFD SGDQD VDQD  )HRO@MHB RSTCDMSR NTS NE @ SNS@K
NE   RSTCDMSR *M FDMDQ@K CN XNT SGHMJ SG@S SGD ODQBDMS NE )HRO@MHB RSTCDMSR @S SGD SVN BNKKDFDR HR A@RHB@KKX SGD R@LD
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I /DTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD UHQTR HR @ RDUDQD CHRD@RD SG@S
@EEDBSR @ ODQRNMoR MDQUNTR RXRSDL  *S HR ROQD@C AX SGD $TKDW RODBHDR NE LNRPTHSN *M SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  SGDQD VDQD
 QDONQSDC B@RDR NE MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD UHQTR NTS NE @ SNS@K NE   QDONQSDC B@RDR @MC SGDQD VDQD  MDTQNHMU@RHUD
QDONQSDC B@RDR NTS NE @ SNS@K NE  B@RDR QDONQSDC HM  *R SGD  OQNONQSHNM NE MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD UHQTR B@RDR
LNQD SG@M SGD  OQNONQSHNM NE MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD UHQTR B@RDR 6RHMF @  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD BNMCTBS @M
@OOQNOQH@SDGXONSGDRHRSDRS
^ pqRTARBQHOSFQNTO
^ pqRTARBQHOSFQNTO
119 5GHRHR
@ @SDRSNESVNOQNONQSHNMR
A @SDRSNESVNHMCDODMCDMSLD@MR
B @SDRSNE@RHMFKDLD@M
C @SDRSNEL@SBGDCO@HQR
120 "M@OOQNOQH@SDMTKKGXONSGDRHRHR
@ F  y F 
A F  z F 
B Z  y Z 
C F   F 
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121 5GD FU@KTDHR"S@KDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD SGD@OOQNOQH@SDBNMBKTRHNMHR
@ 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN BNMSQ@BSDC
MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD CHRD@RD HR KDRR SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN BNMSQ@BSDC
MDTQNHMU@RHUD8DRS/HKDCHRD@RD
A 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN
BNMSQ@BSDC MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD CHRD@RD HR LNQD SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM 
VGNBNMSQ@BSDCMDTQNHMU@RHUD8DRS/HKDCHRD@RD
B 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN
BNMSQ@BSDC MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD CHRD@RD HR KDRR SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN
BNMSQ@BSDCMDTQNHMU@RHUD8DRS/HKDCHRD@RD
C 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN BNMSQ@BSDC
MDTQNHMU@RHUD 8DRS /HKD CHRD@RD HR LNQD SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD HM SGD 6MHSDC 4S@SDR HM  VGN BNMSQ@BSDC
MDTQNHMU@RHUD8DRS/HKDCHRD@RD
122 3DRD@QBGDQR BNMCTBSDC @ RSTCX SN EHMC NTS HE SGDQD HR @ CHEEDQDMBD HM SGD TRD NE D3D@CDQR AX CHEEDQDMS @FD FQNTOR
3@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC O@QSHBHO@MSR VDQD CHUHCDC HMSN SVN @FD FQNTOR *M SGD  SN XD@QNKC FQNTO  NE SGD  RTQUDXDC
TRDD3D@CDQR VGHKDNESGD O@QSHBHO@MSRXD@QRNKC@MCNKCDQTRDD3D@CDQR
123 "CTKSR @FDC  XD@QR NKC @MC NKCDQ VDQD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC ENQ @ RTQUDX NM NADRHSX "CTKSR @QD BNMRHCDQDC NADRD HE
SGDHQ ANCX L@RR HMCDW #.* HR @S KD@RS  5GD QDRD@QBGDQR V@MSDC SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD OQNONQSHNM NE VNLDM VGN @QD NADRD
HM SGD RNTSG HR KDRR SG@M SGD OQNONQSHNM NE RNTSGDQM LDM VGN @QD NADRD 5GD QDRTKSR @QD RGNVM HM 2;<F? 9 5DRS @S SGD
KDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD
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124 5VN BNLOTSDQ TRDQR VDQD CHRBTRRHMF S@AKDS BNLOTSDQR " GHFGDQ OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD @FDR  SN  TRD S@AKDSR SG@M
SGD OQNONQSHNM NE ODNOKD @FD  @MC NKCDQ 2;<F? 9 CDS@HKR SGD MTLADQ NE S@AKDS NVMDQR ENQ D@BG @FD FQNTO 5DRS @S SGD
KDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD
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125 " FQNTO NE EQHDMCR CDA@SDC VGDSGDQ LNQD LDM TRD RL@QSOGNMDR SG@M VNLDM 5GDX BNMRTKSDC @ QDRD@QBG RSTCX
NE RL@QSOGNMD TRD @LNMF @CTKSR 5GD QDRTKSR NE SGD RTQUDX HMCHB@SD SG@S NE SGD  LDM Q@MCNLKX R@LOKDC  TRD
RL@QSOGNMDR 'NQ VNLDM  NE SGD   VGN VDQD Q@MCNLKX R@LOKDC TRD RL@QSOGNMDR 5DRS @S SGD  KDUDK NE
RHFMHEHB@MBD
126 8GHKD GDQ GTRA@MC RODMS b GNTQR OHBJHMF NTS MDV ROD@JDQR @ RS@SHRSHBH@M CDBHCDC SN CDSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ SGD ODQBDMS
NE LDM VGN DMINX RGNOOHMF ENQ DKDBSQNMHB DPTHOLDMS HR GHFGDQ SG@M SGD ODQBDMS NE VNLDM VGN DMINX RGNOOHMF ENQ
DKDBSQNMHB DPTHOLDMS 5GD ONOTK@SHNM V@R 4@STQC@X @ESDQMNNM RGNOODQR 0TS NE  LDM  R@HC SGDX DMINXDC SGD @BSHUHSX
&HFGS NE SGD VNLDMRTQUDXDCBK@HLDCSNDMINXSGD@BSHUHSX*MSDQOQDSSGDQDRTKSRNESGDRTQUDX
127 8D @QD HMSDQDRSDC HM VGDSGDQ BGHKCQDMoR DCTB@SHNM@K BNLOTSDQ RNESV@QD BNRSR KDRR NM @UDQ@FD SG@M
BGHKCQDMoR DMSDQS@HMLDMS RNESV@QD 5GHQSXRHW DCTB@SHNM@K RNESV@QD SHSKDR VDQD Q@MCNLKX OHBJDC EQNL @ B@S@KNF 5GD
LD@M BNRS V@R  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  5GHQSXEHUD DMSDQS@HMLDMS RNESV@QD SHSKDR VDQD Q@MCNLKX OHBJDC
EQNL SGD R@LD B@S@KNF 5GD LD@M BNRS V@R  VHSG @ RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM NE  %DBHCD VGDSGDQ BGHKCQDMoR
DCTB@SHNM@K RNESV@QD BNRSRKDRR NM@UDQ@FD SG@MBGHKCQDMoRDMSDQS@HMLDMSRNESV@QD
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Appendix A

128 +N@M /FTXDM QDBDMSKX BK@HLDC SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE BNKKDFD@FD L@KDR VHSG @S KD@RS NMD OHDQBDC D@Q HR @R GHFG @R SGD
OQNONQSHNM NE BNKKDFD@FD EDL@KDR 4GD BNMCTBSDC @ RTQUDX HM GDQ BK@RRDR 0TS NE  L@KDR  G@C @S KD@RS NMD OHDQBDC D@Q
0TS NE  EDL@KDR  G@C @S KD@RS NMD OHDQBDC D@Q %N XNT ADKHDUD SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNM NE L@KDR G@R QD@BGDC SGD OQNONQSHNM
NEEDL@KDR
129 6RD SGD C@S@ RDSR ENTMC HM JJ?H>CR ! SN @MRVDQ SGHR DWDQBHRD *R SGD OQNONQSHNM NE Q@BD K@OR 5DQQH BNLOKDSDR RKNVDQ
SG@MRDBNMCRKDRRSG@MSGDOQNONQSHNMNEOQ@BSHBDK@ORRGDBNLOKDSDRRKNVDQSG@MRDBNMCR
130 5N#QD@JE@RSNQ/NSSN#QD@JE@RS AX3HBG@QC"XNQD
*M SGD "LDQHB@M RNBHDSX AHQSGC@XR @QD NMD NE SGNRD C@XR SG@S DUDQXNMD KNNJR ENQV@QC SN 1DNOKD NE CHEEDQDMS @FDR @MC ODDQ
FQNTOR F@SGDQ SN L@QJ SGD SG SG s AHQSGC@XR %TQHMF SGHR SHLD NMD KNNJR A@BJ SN RDD VG@S GD NQ RGD G@R @BGHDUDC ENQ
SGDO@RSXD@Q@MC@KRNENBTRDR@GD@CENQLNQDSNBNLD
*E AX @MX BG@MBD * @L HMUHSDC SN NMD NE SGDRD O@QSHDR LX DWODQHDMBD HR @KV@XR CHEEDQDMS *MRSD@C NE C@MBHMF @QNTMC VHSG
LX EQHDMCR VGHKD SGD LTRHB HR ANNLHMF * FDS B@QQHDC @V@X AX LDLNQHDR NE LX E@LHKX A@BJ GNLD HM ,DMX@ * QDLDLADQ SGD
FNNCSHLDR*G@CVHSGLXAQNSGDQR@MCRHRSDQVGHKDVDCHCNTQC@HKXQNTSHMD
&UDQX LNQMHMF * QDLDLADQ VD VDMS SN SGD RG@LA@ F@QCDM SN VDDC NTQ BQNOR * QDLDLADQ NMD C@X @QFTHMF VHSG LX
AQNSGDQ @R SN VGX GD @KV@XR QDL@HMDC ADGHMC ITRS SN INHM TR @M GNTQ K@SDQ *M GHR CDEDMRD GD R@HC SG@S GD OQDEDQQDC V@HSHMF
ENQAQD@JE@RSADENQDGDB@LDSNVDDC)DR@HC p5GHRHRVGX*@KV@XRVNQJLNQDGNTQRSG@MXNTFTXRq
"MC RN SN OQNUD GHL VQNMF NQ QHFGS VD CDBHCDC SN FHUD HS @ SQX 0MD C@X VD VDMS SN VNQJ @R TRT@K VHSGNTS AQD@JE@RS
@MC QDBNQCDC SGD SHLD VD BNTKC VNQJ ADENQD FDSSHMF SHQDC @MC RSNOOHMF 0M SGD MDWS C@X VD @KK @SD AQD@JE@RS ADENQD FNHMF
SN VNQJ 8D QDBNQCDC GNV KNMF VD VNQJDC @F@HM ADENQD FDSSHMF SHQDC @MC RSNOOHMF 0E HMSDQDRS V@R NTQ LD@M HMBQD@RD HM
VNQJ SHLD 5GNTFG MNS RTQD LX AQNSGDQ HMRHRSDC SG@S HS V@R LNQD SG@M SVN GNTQR 6RHMF SGD C@S@ HM 2;<F? 9 RNKUD NTQ
OQNAKDL
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$$") )B;7I; <;;B <H;; JE C7A; 9EF?;I E< J>; IEBKJ?ED I>;;JI EH J>; EDB?D; L;HI?ED E< J>; 8EEA ?J ?I IK==;IJ;: J>7J
OEK9EFOJ>; :E9EHJ>; F:<<?B;I

,-2#
*E XNT @QD TRHMF @ 4STCDMSR JCHRSQHATSHNM ENQ SGD GNLDVNQJ OQNAKDLR HMBKTCHMF ENQ O@HQDC C@S@ XNT L@X @RRTLD SG@S
SGD TMCDQKXHMF ONOTK@SHNM HR MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC 8GDM TRHMF SGDRD SDRSR HM @ QD@K RHST@SHNM XNT LTRS EHQRS OQNUD SG@S
@RRTLOSHNM GNVDUDQ
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Appendix A

131 5DM HMCHUHCT@KR VDMS NM @ KNVlE@S CHDS ENQ  VDDJR SN KNVDQ SGDHQ BGNKDRSDQNK 5GD C@S@ @QD QDBNQCDC HM 2;<F? 9
%NXNTSGHMJSG@SSGDHQBGNKDRSDQNKKDUDKRVDQDRHFMHEHB@MSKXKNVDQDC

1N;LNCHA=BIF?MN?LIFF?P?F
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2;<F?9
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I " MDV "*%4 OQDUDMSHNM CQTF V@R SQHDC NM @ FQNTO NE 
)*7 ONRHSHUD O@SHDMSR 'NQSXEHUD O@SHDMSR CDUDKNODC "*%4 @ESDQ ENTQ XD@QR *M @ BNMSQNK FQNTO NE  )*7 ONRHSHUD O@SHDMSR
 CDUDKNODC "*%4 @ESDQ ENTQ XD@QR 8D V@MS SN SDRS VGDSGDQ SGD LDSGNC NE SQD@SLDMS QDCTBDR SGD OQNONQSHNM NE O@SHDMSR SG@S
CDUDKNO"*%4@ESDQENTQXD@QRNQHESGDOQNONQSHNMRNESGDSQD@SDCFQNTO@MCSGDTMSQD@SDCFQNTORS@XSGDR@LD
-DSSGDRTARBQHOS J SQD@SDCO@SHDMS@MC KJ TMSQD@SDCO@SHDMS
132 5GD@OOQNOQH@SDGXONSGDRDR@QD
@ !  FJ  FKJ @MC !7 FJ z FKJ
A !  FJ y FKJ @MC !7 FJ  FKJ
B !  FJ  FKJ @MC !7 FJ x FKJ
C !  FJ  FKJ @MC !7 FJ  FKJ
133 *ESGD FU@KTDHRVG@SHRSGDBNMBKTRHNM TRD V 
@ 5GDLDSGNCG@RMNDEEDBS
A 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LDSGNC QDCTBDR SGD OQNONQSHNM NE )*7 ONRHSHUD O@SHDMSR VGN
CDUDKNO"*%4@ESDQENTQXD@QR
B 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LDSGNC HMBQD@RDR SGD OQNONQSHNM NE )*7 ONRHSHUD O@SHDMSR VGN
CDUDKNO"*%4@ESDQENTQXD@QR
C 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LDSGNC QDCTBDR SGD OQNONQSHNM NE )*7 ONRHSHUD O@SHDMSR VGN
CDUDKNO"*%4@ESDQENTQXD@QR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I "M DWODQHLDMS HR BNMCTBSDC SN RGNV SG@S AKNNC OQDRRTQD
B@M AD BNMRBHNTRKX QDCTBDC HM ODNOKD SQ@HMDC HM @ pAHNEDDCA@BJ DWDQBHRD OQNFQ@Lq 4HW RTAIDBSR VDQD Q@MCNLKX RDKDBSDC
@MC AKNNC OQDRRTQD LD@RTQDLDMSR VDQD QDBNQCDC ADENQD @MC @ESDQ SGD SQ@HMHMF 5GD CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM AKNNC OQDRRTQDR V@R

B@KBTK@SDC @ESDQ  ADENQD OQNCTBHMF SGD ENKKNVHMF QDRTKSR Yo E  v I:   6RHMF SGD C@S@ SDRS SGD GXONSGDRHR SG@S SGD
AKNNCOQDRRTQDG@RCDBQD@RDC@ESDQSGDSQ@HMHMF
134 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQSGDSDRSHR
@ J
A J
B ' v 
C / v 
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135 *E V  SGD FU@KTD@MCSGDBNMBKTRHNM@QD
@ 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDAKNNCOQDRRTQDCDBQD@RDC@ESDQSGDSQ@HMHMF
A 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDAKNNCOQDRRTQDHMBQD@RDC@ESDQSGDSQ@HMHMF
B 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDAKNNCOQDRRTQDCDBQD@RDC@ESDQSGDSQ@HMHMF
C 5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDAKNNCOQDRRTQDHMBQD@RDC@ESDQSGDSQ@HMHMF
136 " FNKE HMRSQTBSNQ HR HMSDQDRSDC HM CDSDQLHMHMF HE GDQ MDV SDBGMHPTD ENQ HLOQNUHMF OK@XDQRo FNKE RBNQDR HR DEEDBSHUD 4GD
S@JDR ENTQ MDV RSTCDMSR 4GD QDBNQCR SGDHQ GNKD RBNQDR ADENQD KD@QMHMF SGD SDBGMHPTD @MC SGDM @ESDQ G@UHMF S@JDM GDQ BK@RR
4GDBNMCTBSR@GXONSGDRHRSDRS5GDC@S@@QD@RENKKNVR
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5GDBNQQDBSCDBHRHNMHR
@ 3DIDBS ! 
A %NMNSQDIDBSSGD ! 
137 " KNB@K B@MBDQ RTOONQS FQNTO ADKHDUDR SG@S SGD DRSHL@SD ENQ MDV EDL@KD AQD@RS B@MBDQ B@RDR HM SGD RNTSG HR GHFGDQ HM
 SG@M HM  5GD FQNTO BNLO@QDC SGD DRSHL@SDR NE MDV EDL@KD AQD@RS B@MBDQ B@RDR AX RNTSGDQM RS@SD HM  @MC HM
5GDQDRTKSR@QDHM 2;<F?9
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Appendix A

138 " SQ@UDKDQ V@MSDC SN JMNV HE SGD OQHBDR NE GNSDKR @QD CHEEDQDMS HM SGD SDM BHSHDR SG@S GD UHRHSR SGD LNRS NESDM 5GD KHRS
NE SGD BHSHDR VHSG SGD BNQQDRONMCHMF GNSDK OQHBDR ENQ GHR SVN E@UNQHSD GNSDK BG@HMR HR HM 2;<F?  5DRS @S SGD  KDUDK NE
RHFMHEHB@MBD
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139 " ONKHSHBH@M @RJDC GHR RS@EE SN CDSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ SGD TMCDQDLOKNXLDMS Q@SD HM SGD MNQSGD@RS CDBQD@RDC EQNL  SN
5GDQDRTKSR@QDHM 2;<F?9
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.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J;D ;N;H9?I;I HMCHB@SD VGHBG NE SGD ENKKNVHMF BGNHBDR ADRS HCDMSHEHDR SGD
GXONSGDRHRSDRS
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@ HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@MCNQU@QH@MBDRJMNVM
A HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@MCNQU@QH@MBDRTMJMNVM
B L@SBGDCNQO@HQDCR@LOKDR
C RHMFKDLD@M
D SVNOQNONQSHNMR
E RHMFKDOQNONQSHNM
140 " ONVCDQ CHDS HR SDRSDC NM  ODNOKD @MC @ KHPTHC CHDS HR SDRSDC NM  CHEEDQDMS ODNOKD 5GD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC
CDUH@SHNMR @QD SVN ONTMCR @MC SGQDD ONTMCR QDRODBSHUDKX 0E HMSDQDRS HR VGDSGDQ SGD KHPTHC CHDS XHDKCR @ GHFGDQ LD@M VDHFGS
KNRRSG@MSGDONVCDQCHDS
141 " MDV BGNBNK@SD A@Q HR S@RSDSDRSDC NM BNMRTLDQR 0E HMSDQDRS HR VGDSGDQ SGD OQNONQSHNM NE BGHKCQDM VGN KHJD SGD MDV
BGNBNK@SDA@QHRFQD@SDQSG@MSGDOQNONQSHNMNE@CTKSRVGNKHJDHS
142 5GD LD@M MTLADQ NE &MFKHRG BNTQRDR S@JDM HM @ SVNlXD@Q SHLD ODQHNC AX L@KD @MC EDL@KD BNKKDFD RSTCDMSR HR ADKHDUDC
SNAD@ANTSSGDR@LD"MDWODQHLDMSHRBNMCTBSDC@MCC@S@@QDBNKKDBSDCEQNLMHMDL@KDR@MCEDL@KDR
143 " ENNSA@KK KD@FTD QDONQSDC SG@S SGD LD@M MTLADQ NE SNTBGCNVMR ODQ F@LD V@R EHUD " RSTCX HR CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD HE
SGDLD@MMTLADQNESNTBGCNVMRG@RCDBQD@RDC
144 " RSTCX HR CNMD SN CDSDQLHMD HE RSTCDMSR HM SGD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL S@JD KNMFDQ SN FQ@CT@SD SG@M
RSTCDMSR DMQNKKDC HM OQHU@SD TMHUDQRHSHDR 0MD GTMCQDC RSTCDMSR EQNL ANSG SGD $@KHENQMH@ RS@SD TMHUDQRHSX RXRSDL @MC OQHU@SD
TMHUDQRHSHDR @QD RTQUDXDC 'QNL XD@QR NE QDRD@QBG HS HR JMNVM SG@S SGD ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR @QD  XD@QR @MC
NMDXD@Q QDRODBSHUDKX
145 "BBNQCHMF SN @ :8$" 3@OD $QHRHR $DMSDQ MDVRKDSSDQ  NE Q@OD UHBSHLR JMNV SGDHQ @SS@BJDQR " RSTCX HR CNMD SN
UDQHEXSGHR
146 "BBNQCHMFSN@QDBDMSRSTCX 64BNLO@MHDRG@UD@LD@ML@SDQMHSXKD@UDNERHWVDDJR
147 " QDBDMS CQTF RTQUDX RGNVDC @M HMBQD@RD HM TRD NE CQTFR @MC @KBNGNK @LNMF KNB@K GHFG RBGNNK RSTCDMSR @R BNLO@QDC SN
SGD M@SHNM@K ODQBDMS 4TOONRD SG@S @ RTQUDX NE  KNB@K XNTSGR @MC  M@SHNM@K XNTSGR HR BNMCTBSDC SN RDD HE SGD OQNONQSHNM
NECQTF@MC@KBNGNKTRDHRGHFGDQKNB@KKXSG@MM@SHNM@KKX
148 " MDV 4"5 RSTCX BNTQRD HR SDRSDC NM  HMCHUHCT@KR 1QDBNTQRD @MC ONRSBNTQRD RBNQDR @QD QDBNQCDC 0E HMSDQDRS HR SGD
LD@MHMBQD@RDHM4"5RBNQDR5GDENKKNVHMFC@S@@QDBNKKDBSDC
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Appendix A

149 6MHUDQRHSX NE .HBGHF@M QDRD@QBGDQR QDONQSDC HM SGD #EKHD7B E< J>; '7J?ED7B 7D9;H "DIJ?JKJ; SG@S PTHSSHMF RLNJHMF HR
DRODBH@KKX ADMDEHBH@K ENQ SGNRD TMCDQ @FD  *M SGHR "LDQHB@M $@MBDQ 4NBHDSX RSTCX SGD QHRJ OQNA@AHKHSX NE CXHMF NE KTMF
B@MBDQV@R@ANTSSGDR@LD@RENQSGNRDVGNG@CMDUDQRLNJDC
150 -DRKDX & 5@M HMUDRSHF@SDC SGD QDK@SHNMRGHO ADSVDDM KDESG@MCDCMDRR UR QHFGSG@MCDCMDRR @MC LNSNQ BNLODSDMBD HM
OQDRBGNNK BGHKCQDM 3@MCNL R@LOKDR NE  KDESG@MCDC OQDRBGNNK BGHKCQDM @MC  QHFGSG@MCDC OQDRBGNNK BGHKCQDM VDQD
FHUDM RDUDQ@K SDRSR NE LNSNQ RJHKKR SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGDQD HR DUHCDMBD NE @ CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD BGHKCQDM A@RDC NM SGHR
DWODQHLDMS 5GD DWODQHLDMS OQNCTBDC SGD LD@MR @MC RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR RGNVM 2;<F? 9 %DSDQLHMD SGD @OOQNOQH@SD
SDRS@MCADRSCHRSQHATSHNMSNTRDENQSG@SSDRS
+?@N B;H>?> 1CABN B;H>?>
2;GJF?MCT?
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A
B
C

5VNHMCDODMCDMSLD@MR MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
5VNHMCDODMCDMSLD@MR 4STCDMSoRSCHRSQHATSHNM
.@SBGDCNQO@HQDCR@LOKDR 4STCDMSoRSCHRSQHATSHNM
5VNONOTK@SHNMOQNONQSHNMR MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM

151 " FNKE HMRSQTBSNQ HR HMSDQDRSDC HM CDSDQLHMHMF HE GDQ MDV SDBGMHPTD ENQ HLOQNUHMF OK@XDQRo FNKE RBNQDR HR DEEDBSHUD 4GD
S@JDR ENTQ  MDV RSTCDMSR 4GD QDBNQCR SGDHQ GNKD RBNQDR ADENQD KD@QMHMF SGD SDBGMHPTD @MC SGDM @ESDQ G@UHMF S@JDM GDQ
BK@RR4GDBNMCTBSR@GXONSGDRHRSDRS5GDC@S@@QD@R 2;<F?9
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95 2?MNI@2QI4;LC;H=?M
152 5GQDD RSTCDMSR -HMC@ 5T@M @MC +@UHDQ @QD FHUDM EHUD K@ANQ@SNQX Q@SR D@BG ENQ @ MTSQHSHNM@K DWODQHLDMS &@BG
Q@SoR VDHFGS HR QDBNQCDC HM FQ@LR -HMC@ EDDCR GDQ Q@SR 'NQLTK@ " 5T@M EDDCR GHR Q@SR 'NQLTK@ # @MC +@UHDQ EDDCR
GHR Q@SR 'NQLTK@$"SSGDDMCNE@RODBHEHDCSHLDODQHNC D@BGQ@SHRVDHFGDC@F@HM@MCSGDMDSF@HMHMFQ@LRHRQDBNQCDC
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%DSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGD U@QH@MBD HM VDHFGS F@HM HR RS@SHRSHB@KKX SGD R@LD @LNMF +@UHDQoR @MC -HMC@oR Q@SR 5DRS @S @
RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDKNE
153 " FQ@RRQNNSR FQNTO NOONRDC SN @ OQNONRDC HMBQD@RD HM SGD F@R S@W BK@HLDC SG@S SGD HMBQD@RD VNTKC GTQS VNQJHMFBK@RR
ODNOKD SGD LNRS RHMBD SGDX BNLLTSD SGD E@QSGDRS SN VNQJ 4TOONRD SG@S SGD FQNTO Q@MCNLKX RTQUDXDC  HMCHUHCT@KR @MC
@RJDCSGDLSGDHQC@HKXNMDV@XBNLLTSHMFLHKD@FD5GDQDRTKSR@QD@RENKKNVR

QILECHA =F;MM
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%DSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ NQ MNS SGD U@QH@MBD HM LHKD@FD CQHUDM HR RS@SHRSHB@KKX SGD R@LD @LNMF SGD VNQJHMF BK@RR @MC OQNEDRRHNM@K
LHCCKDHMBNLD FQNTOR6RD@RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
154 8GHBGSVNL@F@YHMDSXODRCNXNTSGHMJG@UDSGDR@LDU@QH@MBDHMKDMFSG
155 8GHBGSVNL@F@YHMDSXODRCNXNTSGHMJG@UDCHEEDQDMSU@QH@MBDRHMKDMFSG
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156 *R SGD U@QH@MBD ENQ SGD @LNTMS NE LNMDX HM CNKK@QR SG@S RGNOODQR RODMC NM 4@STQC@XR @S SGD L@KK SGD R@LD @R SGD
U@QH@MBD ENQ SGD @LNTMS NE LNMDX SG@S RGNOODQR RODMC NM 4TMC@XR @S SGD L@KK 4TOONRD SG@S SGD 2;<F? 9 RGNVR SGD
QDRTKSR NE @ RSTCX

1;NOL>;S

1OH>;S

1;NOL>;S

1OH>;S


















































2;<F?9
157 "QD SGD U@QH@MBDR ENQ HMBNLDR NM SGD &@RS $N@RS @MC SGD 8DRS $N@RS SGD R@LD 4TOONRD SG@S 2;<F? 9
RGNVR SGD QDRTKSR NE @ RSTCX *MBNLD HR RGNVM HM SGNTR@MCR NE CNKK@QR "RRTLD SG@S ANSG CHRSQHATSHNMR @QD MNQL@K 6RD @
KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBDNE

#;MN

5?MN
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1-*32'-,1
 SVNOQNONQSHNMR
 L@SBGDCNQO@HQDCR@LOKDR
 RHMFKDLD@M
 HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@MCNQU@QH@MBDRTMJMNVM
 SVNOQNONQSHNMR
 HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@MCNQU@QH@MBDRTMJMNVM
 HMCDODMCDMSFQNTOLD@MR ONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR@MCNQU@QH@MBDRTMJMNVM
 SVNOQNONQSHNMR
 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@M@LNTMSRNERTF@QHMSGDSVNRNESCQHMJR
 LD@MR
 SVNS@HKDC
 SGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@MKHEDRO@MRNEVGHSDR@MCMNMVGHSDR
 5GHRHR@BNLO@QHRNMNESVNONOTK@SHNMLD@MRVHSGTMJMNVMONOTK@SHNMRS@MC@QCCDUH@SHNMR
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 $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM

@ 3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
A FU@KTD
B 5GDQDHRLQVXIILFLHQWDUHCDMBD@SSGDKDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBDSNRTOONQSSGDBK@HLSG@SKHEDDWODBS@MBXHMSGDRHR
CHEEDQDMSADSVDDMVGHSDR@MCMNMVGHSDR
 5GDCHEEDQDMBDHMLD@MRODDCRNESGDE@RSA@KKOHSBGDRNESGDSVNOHSBGDQR
 l
 "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK VDB@MQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSHYLGHQFHSNVXSSRUWWKHFODLPSG@S
SGDLD@MRODDCNE3NCQHFTDYoRE@RSA@KKHRE@RSDQSG@M8DRKDXoR
 4TARBQHOSR'NNC /N'NNC
! Z Z
!7Z Z FODLP


$CAOL?9

 4TARBQHOSR(@LL@ ;DS@
! Z Z
!7Z xZ FODLP
 
 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR 5GDUH LV VXIILFLHQW HYLGHQFH WR RTOONQS WKH FODLP SG@S SGD
LDKSHMF ONHMS ENQ "KKNX ;DS@ HRCHEEDQDMSEQNLSGDLDKSHMFONHMSNE"KKNX(@LL@
 )t04 l)t04 CHEEDQDMBDHMSGDOQNONQSHNMRNEOGNMDRSG@SG@CRXRSDLE@HKTQDRVHSGHMSGDEHQRSDHFGSGNTQRNENODQ@SHNM
VHSG04 @MC04
 
 OQNONQSHNMR
 QHFGSS@HKDC
 5GD Q@MCNL U@QH@AKD HR SGD CHEEDQDMBD HM OQNONQSHNMR ODQBDMSR  NE SGD ONOTK@SHNMR SG@S @QD NE SVN NQ LNQD Q@BDR HM
/DU@C@@MC/NQSG%@JNS@
 0TQ R@LOKD RHYDR @QD LTBG FQD@SDQ SG@M EHUD D@BG  RN VD TRD SGD MNQL@K ENQ SVN OQNONQSHNMR CHRSQHATSHNM ENQ SGHR
GXONSGDRHRSDRS
 $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM

@ 3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
A FU@KTD@KOG@
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B "SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK SGDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNVXSSRUWWKHFODLPSG@SSGDOQNONQSHNM ODQBDMS NESGD
ONOTK@SHNMSG@SHRNESVNNQLNQDQ@BDRHM/DU@C@HRRS@SHRSHB@KKXGHFGDQSG@MSG@SHM/NQSG%@JNS@
 SGDLD@MCHEEDQDMBDNESGDRXRSDLE@HKTQDR
 
 8HSG@FU@KTD VDB@MQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR5GDQDHRVXIILFLHQWDUHCDMBDSNRTOONQSWKHFODLPSG@SSGD
RNESV@QDO@SBGHRDEEDBSHUDHMQDCTBHMFSGDMTLADQNERXRSDLE@HKTQDR
 


$CAOL?9

 ! Z: 

 !7Z:  FODLP
 
 8DGRQRWSNQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR5GDQDHRLQRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNRTOONQSWKHFODLP
SG@SSGDLDCHB@SHNMHRDEEDBSHUD
78 5GDONOTK@SHNMREQNLVGHBGSGDSVNR@LOKDR@QDCQ@VM@QDMNQL@KKXCHRSQHATSDC
80

! k k
!7k k

(claim)

NQ
!  ȑ ȑ


!7 ȑ  ȑ

(claim)

82 
84 
86 /N @S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD VD CN MNS QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR @MC there is insufficient evidence to support
the claim SG@S SGD U@QH@SHNMHMCQHUDSHLDRENQSGDEHQRSVNQJDQHRKDRRSG@MSGDU@QH@SHNMHMCQHUDSHLDRENQSGDRDBNMCVNQJDQ
88 
90 3DIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR 5GDQD HR sufficient DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD U@QH@MBD NE SGD FQ@CDR ENQ SGD EHQRS
RSTCDMS HR GHFGDQ SG@MSGDU@QH@MBDHMSGDFQ@CDRENQSGDRDBNMCRSTCDMS
92 
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95 4TARBQHOSRSVNXD@QBNKKDFDRENTQXD@QBNKKDFDR
@ ! Z Z
A !7Z !Z FODLP
B

o
o
9  ̞ 9  HRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@MDMQNKKLDMSRNESGDSVNXD@QBNKKDFDR@MCSGDENTQXD@QBNKKDFDR

C 4STCDMSoRJ
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBS
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M DMQNKKLDMS @S
ENTQXD@QBNKKDFDRHRGHFGDQSG@M@SSVNXD@QBNKKDFDR

97 4TARBQHOSRLDBG@MHB@KDMFHMDDQHMFDKDBSQHB@KDMFHMDDQHMF
@ ! R R
A !7 R  R
B

(claim)

o
o
9  Ч 9  HRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@MDMSQXKDUDKR@K@QHDRNELDBG@MHB@KDMFHMDDQR@MCDKDBSQHB@KDMFHMDDQR

C J
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB J l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNMFU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK  SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN VXSSRUW WKH FODLP SG@S SGD LD@M
DMSQXKDUDKR@K@QHDRNELDBG@MHB@KDMFHMDDQRHRKNVDQSG@MSG@SNEDKDBSQHB@KDMFHMDDQR
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99
@ !  R  R
A !7R xR FODLP
B

o
o
9  Ч 9  HRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@MSHLDRENQBNLOKDSHMF@K@OHMQ@BDR@MCHMOQ@BSHBDR

C J
D SDRSRS@SHRSHBl
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK  SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN VXSSRUW WKH FODLP SG@S SGD
LD@M SHLD ENQBNLOKDSHMF@K@OHMQ@BDRHRCHEEDQDMSEQNLSG@SHMOQ@BSHBDR

101
@ ! R R
A !7R xR FODLP
B HRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDLD@MSHLDRENQBNLOKDSHMF@K@OHMQ@BDR@MCHMOQ@BSHBDR
C J
D SDRSRS@SHRSHBl
E FU@KTDYDQN
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK  SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN VXSSRUW WKH FODLP SG@S SGD
LD@M SHLD ENQDPNQMFUJOHBMBQJOSBDFTJTEJGGFSFOUGSPNUIBUJOQSBDUJDFT

104 B
106 5DRS SVN HMCDODMCDMS R@LOKD LD@MR  ONOTK@SHNM RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNMR TMJMNVM 3@MCNL
U@QH@AKD

o
o
9Ч 9

%HRSQHATSHNM! Z Z
 !7Z Z

 FODLP

5GDLD@M@FDNEDMSDQHMFOQNRSHSTSHNMHM$@M@C@HRKNVDQSG@MSGDLD@M@FDHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR
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$CAOL?9

(Q@OGKDESS@HKDCFU@KTD%DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBS!$NMBKTRHNM"SSGDKDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD EQNLSGDR@LOKD
C@S@ SGDQDHRMNSRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNVXSSRUWWKHFODLPSG@SSGDLD@M@FDNEDMSDQHMFOQNRSHSTSHNMHM$@M@C@HRKNVDQSG@M
SGDLD@M@FDHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR
108 C
110 4TARBQHOSRANXR FHQKR
@ !  R = R
A !7 R  R

(claim)

B 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDCHEEDQDMBDHMSGDLD@M@TSNHMRTQ@MBDBNRSRENQANXR@MCFHQKR
C MNQL@K
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB P 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN VXSSRUW WKH FODLP SG@S SGD LD@M
BNRS NE @TSN insurance for teenage boy is greater than that for girls.

112 4TARBQHOSRMNMGXAQHCRDC@MR GXAQHCRDC@MR
@ !  R = R
A !7 R  R

(claim)

B 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDCHEEDQDMBDHMSGDLD@MLHKDRODQF@KKNMNEMNMGXAQHCRDC@MR@MCGXAQHCRDC@MR
C MNQL@K
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD LD@M LHKDR
ODQ F@KKNM NEMNMGXAQHCRDC@MRHRKDRRSG@MSG@SNEGXAQHCRDC@MR
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114
@ !  R: 
A !7 R:  (claim)
B 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKD 1: HRSGD@UDQ@FDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMGTRA@MCoR@MCVHEDoRR@SHRE@BSHNMKDUDK
C J
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB J l
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR ATSQTM@MNSGDQSDRS
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GHR HR @ VD@J SDRS ADB@TRD @KOG@ @MC SGD FU@KTD @QD BKNRD )NVDUDQ SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD
SNsupport the claimSG@SSGDLD@MCHEEDQDMBDHRMDF@SHUD

116
@ !  )0  )
A !7 )0 x )

(claim)

B 5GDQ@MCNLU@QH@AKDHRSGDCHEEDQDMBDHMSGDOQNONQSHNMRNEVGHSD@MCAK@BJRTHBHCDUHBSHLR @FDCSN
C MNQL@KENQSVNOQNONQSHNMR
D SDRSRS@SHRSHBl
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN VXSSRUWWKHFODLP SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNMR
NE VGHSD and black female suicide victim, aged 15 to 24, are different.
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@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
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4TARBQHOSR$@AQHKKN$NKKDFD -@JD5@GND$NKKDFD
!  F  F (claim)
!7 F x F
5GD Q@MCNL U@QH@AKD HR SGD CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD OQNONQSHNMR NE )HRO@MHB RSTCDMSR @S $@AQHKKN $NKKDFD @MC -@JD 5@GND
$NKKDFD
MNQL@KENQSVNOQNONQSHNMR
SDRSRS@SHRSHB
FU@KTD
$GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN warrant rejection of the the claim SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNMR NE )HRO@MHB
RSTCDMSR @S $@AQHKKN $NKKDFD and Lake Tahoe college are the same.

120 @
122 5DRSSVNHMCDODMCDMSR@LOKDOQNONQSHNMR 3@MCNLU@QH@AKD Ft  Ft %HRSQHATSHNM
!  F  F
!7 F x F
(claim)
5GD OQNONQSHNM NE D3D@CDQ TRDQR HR CHEEDQDMS ENQ SGD  SN XD@QNKC TRDQR EQNL SG@S NE SGD  @MC NKCDQ TRDQR
(Q@OGSVNS@HKDC

$CAOL?9

FU@KTD  
%DBHRHNM 3DIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR
$NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD EQNL SGD R@LOKD C@S@ SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S
SGD OQNONQSHNM NE D3D@CDQ TRDQR  SN  XD@QR NKC HR CHEEDQDMS EQNL SGD OQNONQSHNMNED3D@CDQTRDQR@MCNKCDQ
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124 5DRSSVNHMCDODMCDMSR@LOKDOQNONQSHNMR
3@MCNLU@QH@AKD Fc v Fc
%HRSQHATSHNM !  F  F
!7 F  F
(claim)
" GHFGDQ OQNONQSHNM NE S@AKDS NVMDQR @QD @FDC  SN  XD@QR NKC SG@M @QD  XD@QR NKC @MC NKCDQ
(Q@OG QHFGS S@HKDC

$CAOL?9

FU@KTD 
%DBHRHNM %N MNS QDIDBS SGD ! 
$NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD EQNL SGD R@LOKD C@S@ SGDQD HR MNS RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S
@ GHFGDQ OQNONQSHNM NE S@AKDS NVMDQR @QD @FDC  SN  XD@QR NKC SG@M @QD  XD@QR NKC@MCNKCDQ
126 4TARBQHOSRLDMVNLDM
@ !  F = F
A !7 F  F
B

(claim)

1̲  Ч 1̲  HR SGD CHEEDQDMBD ADSVDDM SGD OQNONQSHNMR NE LDM @MC VNLDM VGN DMINX RGNOOHMF ENQ DKDBSQNMHB DPTHOLDMS

C MNQL@KENQSVNOQNONQSHNMR
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNMFU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM"SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK SGDQDHRHMRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNVXSSRUWWKHFODLPSG@SSGD

OQNONQSHNMNELDM VGNDMINXRGNOOHMFENQDKDBSQNMHBDPTHOLDMSHRLNQDSG@MSGDOQNONQSHNMNEVNLDM
128
@ !  F  F
A !7 F x F

(claim)
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1̲  Ч 1̲  HRSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDOQNONQSHNMRNELDM@MCVNLDMSG@SG@UD@SKD@RSNMDOHDQBDCD@Q

C MNQL@KENQSVNOQNONQSHNMR
D SDRSRS@SHRSHBl
E FU@KTDYDQN
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD OQNONQSHNMR
NE L@KDR @MCEDL@KDRVHSG@SKD@RSNMDOHDQBDCD@QHRCHEEDQDMS

130
@ !  R: 
A !7 R: 
B 5GD Q@MCNL U@QH@AKD 1: HR SGD LD@M CHEEDQDMBD HM VNQJ SHLDR NM C@XR VGDM D@SHMF AQD@JE@RS @MC NM C@XR VGDM MNS
D@SHMFAQD@JE@RS
C J
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM"SSGDKDUDKNERHFMHEHB@MBD SGDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNVXSSRUWWKHFODLPSG@SSGDLD@MCHEEDQDMBD
HM work times on days when eating breakfast and on days when not eating breakfast has increased.

131 FU@KTD   "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD LDCHB@SHNM
KNVDQDC BGNKDRSDQNKKDUDKR@ESDQVDDJR
133 A
135 B

o

137 5DRS SVN L@SBGDC O@HQR NQ O@HQDC R@LOKDR JSDRS 3@MCNL U@QH@AKD 9 E %HRSQHATSHNM J !  Z:   !7 Z:   5GD
LD@M NE SGD CHEEDQDMBDR NE MDV EDL@KD AQD@RS B@MBDQ B@RDR HM SGD RNTSG ADSVDDM  @MC  HR FQD@SDQ SG@M YDQN 5GD
DRSHL@SDENQMDVEDL@KDAQD@RSB@MBDQB@RDRHMSGDRNTSGHRGHFGDQHMSG@MHM (Q@OGQHFGSS@HKDC FU@KTD

$CAOL?9

%DBHRHNM 3DIDBS !
$NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD EQNL SGD R@LOKD C@S@ SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim
SG@SSGDQDV@R@GHFGDQDRSHL@SDNEMDVEDL@KDAQD@RSB@MBDQB@RDRHMSG@MHM
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139 5DRS L@SBGDC NQ O@HQDC R@LOKDR JSDRS %HEEDQDMBD C@S@ Zl l l l  l l     l \

o

3@MCNL 7@QH@AKD 9 E
%HRSQHATSHNM !  Z:  
!7 Z:  

(claim)

5GD LD@M NE SGD CHEEDQDMBDR NE SGD Q@SD NE TMCDQDLOKNXLDMS HM SGD MNQSGD@RSDQM RS@SDR ADSVDDM  @MC  HR KDRR SG@M YDQN
5GD TMCDQDLOKNXLDMS Q@SD VDMS CNVM EQNL  SN 
(Q@OGKDESS@HKDC

$CAOL?9

FU@KTD 
%DBHRHNM %N MNS QDIDBS ! 
$NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD SGDQD HR MNS RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGDQD V@R @ CDBQD@RD
HM SGD TMCDQDLOKNXLDMS Q@SDR NE SGD MNQSGD@RSDQM RS@SDR EQNL  SN
141 D
143 C
145 E
147 D
149 E
151 @
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152
@ )  ȑ   ȑ 
A

) B   ȑ  ѵ ȑ 

B :< DKC  :< :;DEC 
C  
D 
E     6RHMF SGD 5*  ETMBSHNM 4@LO'SDRS XNT FDS SGD SDRS RS@SHRSHB @R  @MC FU@KTD
CHQDBSKX @R  *E XNT HMOTS SGD KHRSR HM @ CHEEDQDMS NQCDQ XNT FDS @ SDRS RS@SHRSHB NE  ATS SGD FU@KTD HR SGD R@LD
ADB@TRDSGHRHR@SVNS@HKDCSDRS
F $GDBJRSTCDMSSRNKTSHNM
G %DBHRHNM %N MNS QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD U@QH@MBDR
@QDCHEEDQDMS
155 5GD@MRVDQRL@XU@QX4@LOKD@MRVDQ)NLDCDBNQ@SHMFL@F@YHMDR@MCMDVRL@F@YHMDRG@UDCHEEDQDMSU@QH@MBDR
157

@ !  ȑ   ȑ 

A !7 ȑ  x ȑ 
B :< D  :< : 
C  
D 
E 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRMNSRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDU@QH@MBDR@QDCHEEDQDMS
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CHAPTER 10
.0!2'!#
0 $;=NM<IONNB?!BC 1KO;L?"CMNLC<ONCIH
 *E SGD MTLADQ NE CDFQDDR NE EQDDCNL ENQ @ BGHRPT@QD CHRSQHATSHNM HR  VG@S HR SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M @MC
RS@MC@QC CDUH@SHNM
 *E :<  SGDCHRSQHATSHNMHR?????????????*E :<  SGDCHRSQHATSHNMHR????????????????
 8GDMCNDRSGDBGHRPT@QDBTQUD@OOQNWHL@SD@MNQL@KCHRSQHATSHNM
 8GDQDHR Z KNB@SDCNM@BGHRPT@QDBTQUD
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107 1DQENQL @ FNNCMDRRNEEHS SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ SGD KNB@K QDRTKSR ENKKNV SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE SGD 64 NUDQ@KK
RSTCDMS ONOTK@SHNMA@RDCNMDSGMHBHSX
108 1DQENQL @ FNNCMDRRNEEHS SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ SGD KNB@K QDRTKSR ENKKNV SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE 64 "1
DW@LHMDD ONOTK@SHNM A@RDCNMDSGMHBHSX
109 5GD $HSX NE 4NTSG -@JD 5@GND $" G@R @M "RH@M ONOTK@SHNM NE   ODNOKD NTS NE @ SNS@K ONOTK@SHNM NE
  4TOONRD SG@S @ RTQUDX NE   RDKEQDONQSDC "RH@MR HM SGD .@MG@SS@M /: @QD@ XHDKCDC SGD C@S@ HM 2;<F? 0
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110 $NMCTBS @ FNNCMDRRNEEHS SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD @BST@K BNKKDFD L@INQR NE FQ@CT@SHMF EDL@KDR EHS SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE
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SGDHQ DWODBSDCL@INQR
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113 *M FDMDQ@K HE SGD NARDQUDC U@KTDR @MC DWODBSDC U@KTDR NE @ FNNCMDRRNEEHS SDRS @QD MNS BKNRD SNFDSGDQ SGDM SGD
SDRS RS@SHRSHBB@MFDSUDQXK@QFD@MCNM@FQ@OGVHKKADV@XNTSHMSGDQHFGSS@HK
114 6RD @ FNNCMDRRNEEHS SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE GHFG RBGNNK OQHMBHO@KR ADKHDUD SG@S RSTCDMSR @QD @ARDMS DPT@KKX CTQHMF SGD
VDDJ NQMNS
115 5GDSDRSSNTRDSNCDSDQLHMDHE@RHWRHCDCCHDHRE@HQHR@FNNCMDRRNEEHSSDRS
116 *M@FNNCMDRRNEEHSSDRS HESGD FU@KTDHR HMFDMDQ@K CNMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
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117 " R@LOKD NE  BNLLDQBH@K ATRHMDRRDR V@R RTQUDXDC ENQ QDBXBKHMF NMD BNLLNCHSX @ BNLLNCHSX GDQD LD@MR
@MX NMD SXOD NE QDBXBK@AKD L@SDQH@K RTBG @R OK@RSHB NQ @KTLHMTL 2;<F? 0 RGNVR SGD ATRHMDRR B@SDFNQHDR HM SGD
RTQUDX SGD R@LOKD RHYD NE D@BG B@SDFNQX @MC SGD MTLADQ NE ATRHMDRRDR HM D@BG B@SDFNQX SG@S QDBXBKD NMD BNLLNCHSX
#@RDC NM SGD RSTCX NM @UDQ@FD G@KE NE SGD ATRHMDRRDR VDQD DWODBSDC SN AD QDBXBKHMF NMD BNLLNCHSX "R @ QDRTKS SGD
K@RS BNKTLM RGNVR SGD DWODBSDC MTLADQ NE ATRHMDRRDR HM D@BG B@SDFNQX SG@S QDBXBKD NMD BNLLNCHSX "S SGD 
RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK ODQENQL @ GXONSGDRHR SDRS SN CDSDQLHMD HE SGD NARDQUDC MTLADQ NE ATRHMDRRDR SG@S QDBXBKD NMD BNLLNCHSX
ENKKNVR SGD TMHENQL CHRSQHATSHNMNESGDDWODBSDCU@KTDR
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118 2;<F? 0 BNMS@HMR HMENQL@SHNM EQNL @ RTQUDX @LNMF  O@QSHBHO@MSR BK@RRHEHDC @BBNQCHMF SN SGDHQ @FD FQNTOR 5GD
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MTLADQ NE ODNOKD HM SGD CQHUDQoR E@LHKX SG@S HR VGDSGDQ B@Q RHYD @MC E@LHKX RHYD @QD HMCDODMCDMS  5N SDRS SGHR RTOONRD SG@S
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123 " L@M@FDQ NE @ RONQSR BKTA JDDOR HMENQL@SHNM BNMBDQMHMF SGD L@HM RONQS HM VGHBG LDLADQR O@QSHBHO@SD @MC SGDHQ
@FDR 5N SDRS VGDSGDQ SGDQD HR @ QDK@SHNMRGHO ADSVDDM SGD @FD NE @ LDLADQ @MC GHR NQ GDQ BGNHBD NE RONQS  LDLADQR
NE SGD RONQSRBKTA@QDQ@MCNLKXRDKDBSDC$NMCTBS@SDRSNEHMCDODMCDMBD
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128 5GDSDRSENQHMCDODMCDMBDTRDRS@AKDRNENARDQUDC@MCDWODBSDCC@S@U@KTDR
129 5GD SDRS SN TRD VGDM CDSDQLHMHMF HE SGD BNKKDFD NQ TMHUDQRHSX @ RSTCDMS BGNNRDR SN @SSDMC HR QDK@SDC SN GHR NQ
GDQ RNBHNDBNMNLHBRS@STRHR@SDRSENQHMCDODMCDMBD
130 *M @ SDRS NE HMCDODMCDMBD SGD DWODBSDC MTLADQ HR DPT@K SN SGD QNV SNS@K LTKSHOKHDC AX SGD BNKTLM SNS@K CHUHCDC AX
SGD SNS@KRTQUDXDC
131 "M HBD BQD@L L@JDQ ODQENQLR @ M@SHNMVHCD RTQUDX @ANTS E@UNQHSD EK@UNQR NE HBD BQD@L HM CHEEDQDMS FDNFQ@OGHB
@QD@R NE SGD 64 #@RDC NM 2;<F? 0 CN SGD MTLADQR RTFFDRS SG@S FDNFQ@OGHB KNB@SHNM HR HMCDODMCDMS NE E@UNQHSD HBD
BQD@L EK@UNQR 5DRS@SSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK
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NMD LHKKHNM CNKK@QR NQ LNQD 5GDHQ @FDR Q@MFD EQNL  SN  &@BG BDKK HM SGD S@AKD HKKTRSQ@SDR SGD MTLADQ NE
DMSQDOQDMDTQR VGN BNQQDRONMC SN SGD RODBHEHB @FD FQNTO @MC SGDHQ MDS VNQSG "QD SGD @FDR @MC MDS VNQSG HMCDODMCDMS
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&CTB@SHNM 4S@SHRSHBR *M 2;<F? 0 XNT B@M RDD SG@S O@QDMSR CDBHCD SN GNLDRBGNNK SGDHQ BGHKCQDM ENQ CHEEDQDMS
QD@RNMR @MC RNLD QD@RNMR @QD Q@MJDC AX O@QDMSR @R LNQD HLONQS@MS SG@M NSGDQR "BBNQCHMF SN SGD RTQUDX QDRTKSR RGNVM
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XNTQ @RRDRRLDMS @S SGD RHFMHEHB@MBDKDUDK%HCXNTDWODBSSGDQDRTKSXNTNAS@HMDC
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138 8GDM KNNJHMF @S DMDQFX BNMRTLOSHNM VD @QD NESDM HMSDQDRSDC HM CDSDBSHMF SQDMCR NUDQ SHLD @MC GNV SGDX BNQQDK@SD
@LNMF CHEEDQDMS BNTMSQHDR 5GD HMENQL@SHNM HM 2;<F? 0 RGNVR SGD @UDQ@FD DMDQFX TRD HM TMHSR NE JF NE NHK DPTHU@KDMS
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139 5GD *MRTQ@MBD *MRSHSTSD ENQ )HFGV@X 4@EDSX BNKKDBSR R@EDSX HMENQL@SHNM @ANTS @KK SXODR NE B@QR DUDQX XD@Q @MC
OTAKHRGDR @ QDONQS NE 5NO 4@EDSX 1HBJR @LNMF @KK B@QR L@JDR @MC LNCDKR 2;<F? 0 OQDRDMSR SGD MTLADQ NE 5NO 4@EDSX
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@ 5GDC@S@EHSRSGDCHRSQHATSHNM
A 5GDC@S@CNDRMNSEHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNM
B 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D 
E 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSMTKK
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNMThere is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the d@S@CNDRMNSEHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNM

108
@ ! 5GDKNB@KQDRTKSRENKKNVSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGD64"1DW@LHMDDONOTK@SHNM
A !75GDKNB@KQDRTKSRCNMNSENKKNVSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGD64"1DW@LHMDDONOTK@SHNM
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D BGHRPT@QDSDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSMTKKVGDM 7 
HHH 3D@RNMENQ%DBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNMThere is sufficient evidence to support the claim that lNB@KC@S@CNMNSEHS SGD"1&W@LHMDD
%HRSQHATSHNM
U %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSMTKKVGDM 7 
UH $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR inRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S KNB@K C@S@ CN MNS ENKKNV SGD CHRSQHATSHNM
NE SGD 64 AP examinee distribution.

110
@ ! 5GD@BST@KBNKKDFDL@INQRNEFQ@CT@SHMFEDL@KDREHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGDHQDWODBSDCL@INQR
A !75GD@BST@KBNKKDFDL@INQRNEFQ@CT@SHMFEDL@KDRCNMNSEHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNESGDHQDWODBSDCL@INQR
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
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D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSMTKKVGDM 7 @MC 7 
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE @BST@K BNKKDFD L@INQR NE
FQ@CT@SHMF females do not fit the distribution of their expected majors.
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SQTD

114

SQTD

116 E@KRD
118
@ ! 4TQUDXDCNADRDEHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNEDWODBSDCNADRD
A !74TQUDXDCNADRDCNMNSEHSSGDCHRSQHATSHNMNEDWODBSDCNADRD
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD EQNL SGD C@S@ SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the
claim SG@S SGD surveyed obese do not fit the distribution of expected obese.

120
@ ! $@QRHYDHRHMCDODMCDMSNEE@LHKXRHYD
A !7$@QRHYDHRCDODMCDMSNME@LHKXRHYD
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S B@Q RHYD @MC
E@LHKX RHYD are dependent.

122
@ ! )NMDXLNNMKNB@SHNMR@QDHMCDODMCDMSNEAQHCDoR@FD
A !7)NMDXLNNMKNB@SHNMR@QDCDODMCDMSNMAQHCDoR@FD
B :< 
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C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S GNMDXLNNM
KNB@SHNM @MC bride age are dependent.
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@ ! 5GDSXODRNEEQHDRRNKC@QDHMCDODMCDMSNESGDKNB@SHNM
A !75GDSXODRNEEQHDRRNKC@QDCDODMCDMSNMSGDKNB@SHNM
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK tGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD to support the claim SG@S SXODR NE
EQHDR @MC KNB@SHNM @QD dependent.

126
@ ! 4@K@QXHRHMCDODMCDMSNEKDUDKNEDCTB@SHNM
A !74@K@QXHRCDODMCDMSNMKDUDKNEDCTB@SHNM
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G "KOG@
%DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
$NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S R@K@QX @MC KDUDK NE
DCTB@SHNM @QD CDODMCDMS
128 SQTD
130 SQTD
132
@ ! "FDHRHMCDODMCDMSNESGDXNTMFDRSNMKHMDDMSQDOQDMDTQRoMDSVNQSG
A !7"FDHRCDODMCDMSNMSGDMDSVNQSGNESGDXNTMFDRSNMKHMDDMSQDOQDMDTQR
B :< 
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C BGHRPT@QDCHRSQHATSHNMVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S @FD @MC MDS
VNQSG ENQ SGD youngest online entrepreneurs are dependent.

134
@ ! 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQODQRNM@KHSXSXODRHRSGDR@LDENQANSGL@INQR
A !75GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQODQRNM@KHSXSXODRHRMNSSGDR@LDENQANSGL@INQR
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE ODQRNM@KHSX SXODR HR
CHEEDQDMS ENQ business and social science majors.

136
@ ! 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQEHRGB@TFGSHRSGDR@LDHM(QDDM7@KKDX-@JD@MCHM&BGN-@JD
A !75GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQEHRGB@TFGSHRMNSSGDR@LDHM(QDDM7@KKDX-@JD@MCHM&BGN-@JD
B 
C BGHRPT@QDVHSG :< 
D 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR sufficient DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE EHRG B@TFGS HR CHEEDQDMS HM
(QDDM 7@KKDX -@JD and in Echo Lake.

138
@ ! 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMNE@UDQ@FDDMDQFXTRDHMSGD64"HRSGDR@LD@RHM&TQNODADSVDDM@MC
A !75GDCHRSQHATSHNMNE@UDQ@FDDMDQFXTRDHMSGD64"HRMNSSGDR@LD@RHM&TQNODADSVDDM@MC
B :< 
C BGHRPT@QDVHSG :< 
D SDRSRS@SHRSHB
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E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM "S SGD  RHFMHEHB@MBD KDUDK SGDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD
energy use values in the US and EU are not derived from different distributions for the period from 2005 to 2010.
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@ ! 5GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQSDBGMNKNFXTRDHRSGDR@LDENQBNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDRSTCDMSR@MCTMHUDQRHSXRSTCDMSR
A !75GDCHRSQHATSHNMENQSDBGMNKNFXTRDHRMNSSGDR@LDENQBNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDRSTCDMSR@MCTMHUDQRHSXRSTCDMSR
B 
C BGHRPT@QDVHSG :< 
D 
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN support the claim SG@S SGDCHRSQHATSHNM NE SDBGMNKNFX TRD ENQ
RS@SHRSHBR GNLDVNQJHRMNSSGDR@LDENQRS@SHRSHBRRSTCDMSR@SBNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDR@MC@STMHUDQRHSHDR
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@ !  R%  R-  R#
A !7@SKD@RS@MXSVNNESGDLD@MR@QDCHEEDQDMS
B :< DKC  :< :;DEC 
C  CHRSQHATSHNM
D 
E 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G %DBHRHNM %N MNS QDIDBS MTKK GXONSGDRHR $NMBKTRHNM 5GDQD HR HMRTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@MR @QD
CHEEDQDMS
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@ !7 RB  RM  RG
A "SKD@RS@MXSVNNESGDL@F@YHMDRG@UDCHEEDQDMSLD@MKDMFSGR
B :< DKC  :< :;DEC 
C  CHRSQHASTHNM
D  
E FU@KTD
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM3DIDBSSGD/TKK)XONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MKDMFSGRNESGDL@F@YHMDR@QDCHEEDQDMS
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@ !  ZE  Z>  Z<
A "SKD@RSSVNNESGDLD@MR@QDCHEEDQDMS
B :< D  :< : 
C  
D 
E 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDLD@MRBNQDRNECHEEDQDMSBK@RRCDKHUDQX@QDMNSCHEEDQDMS
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@ !  ZF  ZC  Z>
A "SKD@RS@MXSVNNESGDLD@MR@QDCHEEDQDMS
B :< D  :< : 
C  
D 
E 
F $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
G

H "KOG@
HH %DBHRHNM%NMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
HHH 3D@RNMENQCDBHRHNM FU@KTD@KOG@
HU $NMBKTRHNM5GDQDHRMNSRTEEHBHDMSDUHCDMBDSNBNMBKTCDSG@SSGDLD@MMTLADQRNEC@HKXUHRHSNQR@QDCHEEDQDMS

156 5GD C@S@ @OOD@Q MNQL@KKX CHRSQHATSDC EQNL SGD BG@QS @MC NE RHLHK@Q ROQD@C 5GDQD CN MNS @OOD@Q SN AD @MX
RDQHNTR NTSKHDQR RN VD L@X OQNBDDC VHSG NTQ "/07" B@KBTK@SHNMR SN RDD HE VD G@UD FNNC DUHCDMBD NE @ CHEEDQDMBD
ADSVDDM SGD SGQDD FQNTOR !  Z  Z  Z !@ ZH x ZI RNLD ? x @ %DEHMD Z Z Z @R SGD ONOTK@SHNM LD@M MTLADQ NE
DFFR K@HC AX SGD SGQDDFQNTORNEEQTHSEKHDR  RS@SHRSHB FU@KTD

$CAOL?0

"=;AKAGF 4HMBD SGD FU@KTD HR KDRR SG@M SGD KDUDK NE RHFMHEHB@MBD NE  VD QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR !GF;DMKAGF 8D
G@UD FNNC DUHCDMBD SG@S SGD @UDQ@FD MTLADQ NE DFFR K@HC CTQHMF SGD EHQRS  C@XR NE KHED ENQ SGDRD SGQDD RSQ@HMR NE EQTHSEKHDR @QD
CHEEDQDMS *MSDQDRSHMFKX HE XNT ODQENQL @ SVN R@LOKD JSDRS SN BNLO@QD SGD 34 @MC /4 FQNTOR SGDX @QD RHFMHEHB@MSKX CHEEDQDMS
F    4HLHK@QKX 44 @MC /4 @QD RHFMHEHB@MSKX CHEEDQDMS F    )NVDUDQ SGD SVN RDKDBSDC FQNTOR 34 @MC 44
@QD DEJ RHFMHEHB@MSKX CHEEDQDMS F    5GTR VD @OOD@Q SN G@UD FNNC DUHCDMBD SG@S RDKDBSHNM DHSGDQ ENQ QDRHRS@MBD NQ
ENQ RTRBDOSHAHKHSX HMUNKUDR @ QDCTBDC Q@SD NE DFF OQNCTBSHNM ENQ SGDRD RODBHEHB RSQ@HMR @R BNLO@QDC SN EKHDR SG@S VDQD MNS
RDKDBSDCENQQDRHRS@MBDNQRTRBDOSHAHKHSXSN%%5)DQD FDMDSHBRDKDBSHNMG@R@OO@QDMSKXHMUNKUDC@KNRRNEEDBTMCHSX
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159 )DQDHR@RSQHOBG@QSNESGDRHKUDQBNMSDMSNESGDBNHMR

$CAOL?0

8GHKD SGDQD @QD CHEEDQDMBDR HM ROQD@C HS HR MNS TMQD@RNM@AKD SN TRD "/07" SDBGMHPTDR )DQD HR SGD BNLOKDSDC "/07"
S@AKD
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)      3DIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR ENQ @MX @KOG@ 5GDQD HR RTEEHBHDMS DUHCDMBD SN BNMBKTCD SG@S SGD LD@M RHKUDQ
BNMSDMS @LNMF SGD ENTQ BNHM@FDR @QD CHEEDQDMS 'QNL SGD RSQHO BG@QS HS @OOD@QR SG@S SGD EHQRS @MC RDBNMC BNHM@FDR G@C GHFGDQ
RHKUDQBNMSDMSRSG@MSGDSGHQC@MCENTQSG
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160 )DQDHR@RSQHOBG@QSNESGDMTLADQNEVHMRENQSGDSD@LRHMSGD"-ENQSGDRD@RNM

$CAOL?0

8GHKD SGD ROQD@C RDDLR RHLHK@Q SGDQD L@X AD RNLD PTDRSHNM @ANTS SGD MNQL@KHSX NE SGD C@S@ FHUDM SGD VHCD F@OR HM SGD
LHCCKD MD@Q SGD  L@QJ NE  F@LDR SD@LR OK@X  F@LDR D@BG RD@RNM HM .-#  )NVDUDQ NMDV@X "/07" HR
QNATRS )DQDHRSGD"/07"S@AKDENQSGDC@S@
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)   
4HMBD SGD FU@KTD HR RN K@QFD SGDQD HR MNS FNNC DUHCDMBD @F@HMRS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR NE DPT@K LD@MR 8D CDBKHMD SN QDIDBS SGD
MTKK GXONSGDRHR 5GTR ENQ  SGDQD HR MNS @MX G@UD @MX FNNC DUHCDMBD NE @ RHFMHEHB@MS CHEEDQDMBD HM LD@M MTLADQ NE VHMR
ADSVDDMSGDCHUHRHNMRNESGD"LDQHB@M-D@FTD
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CHAPTER 11
.0!2'!#
11.1 *CH?;L#KO;NCIHM

.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; ;N;H9?I;I " U@B@SHNM QDRNQS QDMSR 4$6#" DPTHOLDMS SN
BDQSHEHDC CHUDQR5GDQDRNQSBG@QFDR@MTOEQNMSEDDNE@MC@MNSGDQEDDNE@MGNTQ
 8G@S@QDSGDCDODMCDMS@MCHMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDR
 'HMCSGDDPT@SHNMSG@SDWOQDRRDRSGDSNS@KEDDHMSDQLRNESGDMTLADQNEGNTQRSGDDPTHOLDMSHRQDMSDC
 (Q@OGSGDDPT@SHNMEQNL #R?L=CM? 11.2

.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I " BQDCHS B@QC BNLO@MX BG@QFDR  VGDM @ O@XLDMS HR K@SD
@MC@C@XD@BGC@XSGDO@XLDMSQDL@HMRTMO@HC
 'HMCSGDDPT@SHNMSG@SDWOQDRRDRSGDSNS@KEDDHMSDQLRNESGDMTLADQNEC@XRSGDO@XLDMSHRK@SD
 (Q@OGSGDDPT@SHNMEQNL #R?L=CM? 11.4
 *RSGDDPT@SHNM O  N lN KHMD@Q 8GXNQVGXMNS
 8GHBGNESGDENKKNVHMFDPT@SHNMR@QDKHMD@Q
@ O N 
A O N
B O l N N
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 6RD SGD BNKTLMR XD@Q @MC  EKT B@RDR CH@FMNRDC 8GX HR pXD@Qq SGD HMCDODMCDMS U@QH@AKD @MC p EKT B@RDR CH@FMNRDCq
SGDCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKD HMRSD@CNESGDQDUDQRD
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I " RODBH@KSX BKD@MHMF BNLO@MX BG@QFDR @M DPTHOLDMS EDD
@MC @M GNTQKX K@ANQ EDD " KHMD@Q DPT@SHNM SG@S DWOQDRRDR SGD SNS@K @LNTMS NE SGD EDD SGD BNLO@MX BG@QFDR ENQ D@BG RDRRHNM
HR O  N
 8G@S@QDSGDHMCDODMCDMS@MCCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDR
 8G@SHRSGD OHMSDQBDOS@MCVG@SHRSGDRKNOD *MSDQOQDSSGDLTRHMFBNLOKDSDRDMSDMBDR
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ J>H;; GK;IJ?EDI %TD SN DQNRHNM @ QHUDQ RGNQDKHMD HR KNRHMF RDUDQ@K SGNTR@MC
ONTMCRNERNHKD@BGXD@Q"KHMD@QDPT@SHNMSG@SDWOQDRRDRSGDSNS@K@LNTMSNERNHKKNRSODQXD@QHR O  N
 8G@S@QDSGDHMCDODMCDMS@MCCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDR
 )NVL@MXONTMCRNERNHKCNDRSGDRGNQDKHMDKNRDHM@XD@Q
 8G@SHRSGD OHMSDQBDOS *MSDQOQDSHSRLD@MHMF
.I; J>; <EBBEM?D= ?D<EHC7J?ED JE 7DIM;H J>; D;NJ JME ;N;H9?I;I 5GD OQHBD NE @ RHMFKD HRRTD NE RSNBJ B@M EKTBST@SD SGQNTFGNTS
SGD C@X " KHMD@Q DPT@SHNM SG@S QDOQDRDMSR SGD OQHBD NE RSNBJ ENQ 4GHOLDMS &WOQDRR HR O   l N VGDQD N HR SGD MTLADQ NE
GNTQRO@RRDCHM@MDHFGSGNTQC@XNESQ@CHMF
 8G@S@QDSGDRKNOD@MC OHMSDQBDOS *MSDQOQDSSGDHQLD@MHMF
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OQDCHBSHMFEKTB@RDRCH@FMNRDC
 "KRN SGD BNQQDK@SHNM H   *E H HR BNLO@QDC SN SGD U@KTD HM SGD  $QHSHB@K 7@KTDR NE SGD 4@LOKD $NQQDK@SHNM
$NDEEHBHDMS 5@AKD ADB@TRD H   H HR RHFMHEHB@MS @MC XNT VNTKC SGHMJ SG@S SGD KHMD BNTKC AD TRDC ENQ OQDCHBSHNM #TS SGD
RB@SSDQOKNSHMCHB@SDRNSGDQVHRD
 ?Z    N
 5GDQD V@R @M HMBQD@RD HM EKT B@RDR CH@FMNRDC TMSHK  'QNL  SGQNTFG  SGD MTLADQ NE EKT B@RDR CH@FMNRDC
CDBKHMDCD@BGXD@Q*SHRMNS@OOQNOQH@SDSNTRD@KHMD@QQDFQDRRHNMKHMDSNEHSSNSGDC@S@
 4HMBD SGDQD HR MN KHMD@Q @RRNBH@SHNM ADSVDDM XD@Q @MC  NE EKT B@RDR CH@FMNRDC HS HR MNS @OOQNOQH@SD SN B@KBTK@SD @ KHMD@Q
BNQQDK@SHNM BNDEEHBHDMS 8GDM SGDQD HR @ KHMD@Q @RRNBH@SHNM @MC HS HR @OOQNOQH@SD SN B@KBTK@SD @ BNQQDK@SHNM VD B@MMNS R@X SG@S
NMDU@QH@AKDpB@TRDRqSGDNSGDQU@QH@AKD
 8D CNMoS JMNV HE SGD OQD C@S@ V@R BNKKDBSDC EQNL @ RHMFKD XD@Q 4N VD CNMoS G@UD @M @BBTQ@SD N U@KTD ENQ SGHR
EHFTQD 3DFQDRRHNMDPT@SHNM S 'KT$@RDR l    XD@Q
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 :DR SGDQD@OOD@QRSNAD@MNTSKHDQ@S   
 5GD ONSDMSH@K NTSKHDQ EK@SSDMDC SGD RKNOD NE SGD KHMD NE ADRS EHS ADB@TRD HS V@R ADKNV SGD C@S@ RDS *S L@CD SGD KHMD NE ADRS
EHSKDRR@BBTQ@SDHR@OQDCHBSNQENQSGDC@S@
 I 

@ HMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKD@FDCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDE@S@KHSHDR
A HMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDNEE@LHKXLDLADQRCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDFQNBDQXAHKK
B HMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKD@FDNE@OOKHB@MSCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDHMRTQ@MBDOQDLHTL
C HMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDONVDQBNMRTLOSHNMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDTSHKHSX
D HMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDGHFGDQDCTB@SHNM XD@QR CDODMCDMSU@QH@AKDBQHLDQ@SDR
 $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
 'NQFQ@OGBGDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM/NSDSG@SSTHSHNMHRSGDHMCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKD@MCR@K@QXHRSGDCDODMCDMSU@QH@AKD
 
 *S LD@MR SG@S  NE SGD U@QH@SHNM HM SGD CDODMCDMS U@QH@AKD O B@M AD DWOK@HMDC AX SGD U@QH@SHNM HM SGD HMCDODMCDMS
variable (x).
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A $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
B S lN
C H l
'NQ ENTQ :< @MC @KOG@   SGD -HM3DF55DRS FHUDR FU@KTD   RN VD CN MNS QDIDBS SGD MTKK GXONSGDRHR SGDQD HR
MNS@RHFMHEHB@MSKHMD@QQDK@SHNMRGHOADSVDDMCD@SGR@MC@FD
6RHMF SGD S@AKD NE BQHSHB@K U@KTDR ENQ SGD BNQQDK@SHNM BNDEEHBHDMS VHSG ENTQ :< SGD BQHSHB@K U@KTD HR  5GD BNQQDK@SHNM
BNDEEHBHDMS H lHRMNSKDRRSG@Ml RNVDCNMNSQDIDBSSGDMTKKGXONSGDRHR
D 5GDQDHRMNS@KHMD@QQDK@SHNMRGHOADSVDDMSGDSVNU@QH@AKDR @RDUHCDMBDCAX@OU@KTDFQD@SDQSG@M

@ 8DVNMCDQHESGDADSSDQCHRBNTMSR@OOD@QD@QKHDQHMSGDANNJRNVDRDKDBSO@FD@R 1 @MCCHRBNTMS@R 2
A $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
B S lN
C H l
'NQ RDUDM :< @MC @KOG@   TRHMF -HM3DF55DRS FU@KTD   RN VD CN MNS QDIDBS SGDQD HR @ MNS @ RHFMHEHB@MS
KHMD@QQDK@SHNMRGHOADSVDDMO@FD@MCCHRBNTMS
6RHMF SGD S@AKD NE BQHSHB@K U@KTDR ENQ SGD BNQQDK@SHNM BNDEEHBHDMS VHSG RDUDM :< SGD BQHSHB@K U@KTD HR  5GD
BNQQDK@SHNMBNDEEHBHDMS N? lHRMNSKDRRSG@MRNVDCNMNSQDIDBS
D 5GDQD HR MNS @ RHFMHEHB@MS KHMD@Q BNQQDK@SHNM RN HS @OOD@QR SGDQD HR MN QDK@SHNMRGHO ADSVDDM SGD O@FD @MC SGD @LNTMS NE
SGDCHRBNTMS
"RSGDO@FDMTLADQHMBQD@RDRAXNMDO@FD SGDCHRBNTMSCDBQD@RDRAX

@ :D@QHRSGDHMCDODMCDMSNQ N U@QH@AKDSGDMTLADQNEKDSSDQRHRSGDCDODMCDMSNQ O U@QH@AKD
A $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
B MN
C S lN
D l 5GD QU@KTD HMCHB@SDR SG@S SGDQD HR MNS @ RHFMHEHB@MS BNQQDK@SHNM ADSVDDM SGD XD@Q SGD RS@SD DMSDQDC SGD TMHNM @MC
SGDMTLADQNEKDSSDQRHMSGDM@LD
E /N SGDQDK@SHNMRGHOCNDRMNS@OOD@QSNADKHMD@QSGDBNQQDK@SHNMHRMNSRHFMHEHB@MS
 @ @MC A $GDBJ RSTCDMSoR RNKTSHNM B 5GD RKNOD NE SGD QDFQDRRHNM KHMD HR  VHSG @ XHMSDQBDOS NE  *M BNMSDWS
SGD XHMSDQBDOS HMCHB@SDR SG@S VGDM SGDQD @QD MN QDSTQMHMF RO@QQNV G@VJR SGDQD VHKK AD @KLNRS  MDV RO@QQNV G@VJR
VGHBG CNDRMoS L@JD RDMRD RHMBD HE SGDQD @QD MN QDSTQMHMF AHQCR SGDM SGD MDV ODQBDMS@FD VNTKC G@UD SN AD  SGHR
HR @M DW@LOKD NE VGX VD CN MNS DWSQ@ONK@SD  5GD RKNOD SDKKR TR SG@S ENQ D@BG ODQBDMS@FD HMBQD@RD HM QDSTQMHMF AHQCR SGD
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ODQBDMS@FD NE MDV AHQCR HM SGD BNKNMX CDBQD@RDR AX  C *E VD DW@LHMD Q VD RDD SG@S NMKX  NE SGD U@QH@SHNM
HM SGD ODQBDMS NE MDV AHQCR HR DWOK@HMDC AX SGD LNCDK @MC SGD BNQQDK@SHNM BNDEEHBHDMS Q  l NMKX HMCHB@SDR @ RNLDVG@S
RSQNMF BNQQDK@SHNM ADSVDDM QDSTQMHMF @MC MDV ODQBDMS@FDR D 5GD NQCDQDC O@HQ   FDMDQ@SDR SGD K@QFDRS QDRHCT@K NE 
5GHR LD@MR SG@S VGDM SGD NARDQUDC QDSTQM ODQBDMS@FD HR  NTQ NARDQUDC MDV ODQBDMS@FD  HR @KLNRS  KDRR SG@M
SGD OQDCHBSDC MDV U@KTD NE  *E VD QDLNUD SGHR C@S@ O@HQ VD RDD NMKX @M @CITRSDC RKNOD NE  @MC @M @CITRSDC
HMSDQBDOS NE  *M NSGDQ VNQCR DUDM SGNTFG SGHR C@S@ FDMDQ@SDR SGD K@QFDRS QDRHCT@K HS HR MNS @M NTSKHDQ MNQ HR SGD C@S@
O@HQ @M HMEKTDMSH@K ONHMS E *E SGDQD @QD  QDSTQMHMF AHQCR VD VNTKC DWODBS SN RDD X  l     NQ
MDVAHQCRHMSGDBNKNMX

@ $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
A $GDBJRSTCDMSoRRNKTSHNM
B 8D G@UD @ RKNOD NE l VHSG @ OHMSDQBDOS NE  5GD RKNOD HM BNMSDWS HMCHB@SDR SG@S ENQ D@BG @CCHSHNM@K LHMTSD
@CCDC SN SGD RVHL SHLD SGD GD@QS Q@SD VHKK CDBQD@RD AX  AD@SR ODQ LHMTSD *E SGD RSTCDMS HR MNS RVHLLHMF @S @KK
SGD OHMSDQBDOS HMCHB@SDR SG@S GHR GD@QS Q@SD VHKK AD  AD@SR ODQ LHMTSD 8GHKD SGD RKNOD G@R LD@MHMF SGD KNMFDQ HS
S@JDR SN RVHL   LDSDQR SGD KDRR DEENQS SGD GD@QS OTSR NTS SGD OHMSDQBDOS CNDR MNS L@JD RDMRD *E SGD @SGKDSD HR MNS
RVHLLHMF QDRSHMF SGDMGHRGD@QSQ@SDRGNTKCADUDQXKNV
C 4HMBD NMKX  NE SGD GD@QS Q@SD U@QH@SHNM HR DWOK@HMDC AX SGHR QDFQDRRHNM DPT@SHNM VD LTRS BNMBKTCD SG@S SGHR
@RRNBH@SHNMHRMNSDWOK@HMDCVHSG@KHMD@QQDK@SHNMRGHO
D 5GD ONHMS   FDMDQ@SDR SGD K@QFDRS QDRHCT@K NE l 5GHR LD@MR SG@S NTQ NARDQUDC GD@QS Q@SD HR @KLNRS 
AD@SR KDRR SG@M NTQ OQDCHBSDC Q@SD NE  AD@SR ODQ LHMTSD 8GDM SGHR ONHMS HR QDLNUDC SGD RKNOD ADBNLDR l VHSG
SGD XHMSDQBDOS BG@MFHMF SN  8GHKD SGD KHMD@Q @RRNBH@SHNM HR RSHKK UDQX VD@J VD RDD SG@S SGD QDLNUDC C@S@ O@HQ
B@MADBNMRHCDQDC@MHMEKTDMSH@KONHMSHMSGDRDMRDSG@SSGD OHMSDQBDOSADBNLDRLNQDLD@MHMFETK
 *E VD QDLNUD SGD SVN RDQUHBD @B@CDLHDR SGD STHSHNM HR  VD BNMRSQTBS @ MDV QDFQDRRHNM DPT@SHNM NE O  lW
 VHSG @ BNQQDK@SHNM BNDEEHBHDMS NE  @MC @ BNDEEHBHDMS NE CDSDQLHM@SHNM NE  5GHR @KKNVR TR SN R@X SGDQD HR
@E@HQKXRSQNMFKHMD@Q@RRNBH@SHNMADSVDDMSTHSHNMBNRSR@MCR@K@QHDRHESGDRDQUHBD@B@CDLHDR@QDQDLNUDCEQNLSGDC@S@RDS
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APPENDIX B: Terms and
Formulas
KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 1 | SAMPLING AND DATA
Average also called mean; a number that describes the central tendency of the data
Blinding not telling participants which treatment a subject is receiving
Categorical Variable variables that take on values that are names or labels
Cluster Sampling a method for selecting a random sample and dividing the population into groups (clusters); use
simple random sampling to select a set of clusters. Every individual in the chosen clusters is included in the sample.
Continuous Random Variable a random variable (RV) whose outcomes are measured; the height of trees in the
forest is a continuous RV.
Control Group a group in a randomized experiment that receives an inactive treatment but is otherwise managed
exactly as the other groups
Convenience Sampling a nonrandom method of selecting a sample; this method selects individuals that are easily
accessible and may result in biased data.
Cumulative Relative Frequency The term applies to an ordered set of observations from smallest to largest. The
cumulative relative frequency is the sum of the relative frequencies for all values that are less than or equal to the
given value.
Data a set of observations (a set of possible outcomes); most data can be put into two groups: qualitative (an attribute
whose value is indicated by a label) or quantitative (an attribute whose value is indicated by a number).
Quantitative data can be separated into two subgroups: discrete and continuous. Data is discrete if it is the result of
counting (such as the number of students of a given ethnic group in a class or the number of books on a shelf). Data
is continuous if it is the result of measuring (such as distance traveled or weight of luggage)
Discrete Random Variable a random variable (RV) whose outcomes are counted
Double-blinding the act of blinding both the subjects of an experiment and the researchers who work with the subjects
Experimental Unit any individual or object to be measured
Explanatory Variable the independent variable in an experiment; the value controlled by researchers
Frequency the number of times a value of the data occurs
Informed Consent Any human subject in a research study must be cognizant of any risks or costs associated with the
study. The subject has the right to know the nature of the treatments included in the study, their potential risks, and
their potential benefits. Consent must be given freely by an informed, fit participant.
Institutional Review Board a committee tasked with oversight of research programs that involve human subjects
Lurking Variable a variable that has an effect on a study even though it is neither an explanatory variable nor a
response variable
Nonsampling Error an issue that affects the reliability of sampling data other than natural variation; it includes a
variety of human errors including poor study design, biased sampling methods, inaccurate information provided by
study participants, data entry errors, and poor analysis.
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Numerical Variable variables that take on values that are indicated by numbers
Parameter a number that is used to represent a population characteristic and that generally cannot be determined easily
Placebo an inactive treatment that has no real effect on the explanatory variable
Population all individuals, objects, or measurements whose properties are being studied
Probability a number between zero and one, inclusive, that gives the likelihood that a specific event will occur
Proportion the number of successes divided by the total number in the sample
Qualitative Data See Data.
Quantitative Data See Data.
Random Assignment the act of organizing experimental units into treatment groups using random methods
Random Sampling a method of selecting a sample that gives every member of the population an equal chance of
being selected.
Relative Frequency the ratio of the number of times a value of the data occurs in the set of all outcomes to the number
of all outcomes to the total number of outcomes
Representative Sample a subset of the population that has the same characteristics as the population
Response Variable the dependent variable in an experiment; the value that is measured for change at the end of an
experiment
Sample a subset of the population studied
Sampling Bias not all members of the population are equally likely to be selected
Sampling Error the natural variation that results from selecting a sample to represent a larger population; this variation
decreases as the sample size increases, so selecting larger samples reduces sampling error.
Sampling with Replacement Once a member of the population is selected for inclusion in a sample, that member is
returned to the population for the selection of the next individual.
Sampling without Replacement A member of the population may be chosen for inclusion in a sample only once. If
chosen, the member is not returned to the population before the next selection.
Simple Random Sampling a straightforward method for selecting a random sample; give each member of the
population a number. Use a random number generator to select a set of labels. These randomly selected labels
identify the members of your sample.
Statistic a numerical characteristic of the sample; a statistic estimates the corresponding population parameter.
Stratified Sampling a method for selecting a random sample used to ensure that subgroups of the population are
represented adequately; divide the population into groups (strata). Use simple random sampling to identify a
proportionate number of individuals from each stratum.
Systematic Sampling a method for selecting a random sample; list the members of the population. Use simple
random sampling to select a starting point in the population. Let k = (number of individuals in the
population)/(number of individuals needed in the sample). Choose every kth individual in the list starting with the
one that was randomly selected. If necessary, return to the beginning of the population list to complete your sample.
Treatments different values or components of the explanatory variable applied in an experiment
Variable a characteristic of interest for each person or object in a population
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CHAPTER REVIEW
1.1 Definitions of Statistics, Probability, and Key Terms
The mathematical theory of statistics is easier to learn when you know the language. This module presents important terms
that will be used throughout the text.

1.2 Data, Sampling, and Variation in Data and Sampling
Data are individual items of information that come from a population or sample. Data may be classified as
qualitative(categorical), quantitative continuous, or quantitative discrete.
Because it is not practical to measure the entire population in a study, researchers use samples to represent the population.
A random sample is a representative group from the population chosen by using a method that gives each individual in the
population an equal chance of being included in the sample. Random sampling methods include simple random sampling,
stratified sampling, cluster sampling, and systematic sampling. Convenience sampling is a nonrandom method of choosing
a sample that often produces biased data.
Samples that contain different individuals result in different data. This is true even when the samples are well-chosen and
representative of the population. When properly selected, larger samples model the population more closely than smaller
samples. There are many different potential problems that can affect the reliability of a sample. Statistical data needs to be
critically analyzed, not simply accepted.

1.3 Frequency, Frequency Tables, and Levels of Measurement
Some calculations generate numbers that are artificially precise. It is not necessary to report a value to eight decimal places
when the measures that generated that value were only accurate to the nearest tenth. Round off your final answer to one
more decimal place than was present in the original data. This means that if you have data measured to the nearest tenth of
a unit, report the final statistic to the nearest hundredth.
In addition to rounding your answers, you can measure your data using the following four levels of measurement.
• Nominal scale level: data that cannot be ordered nor can it be used in calculations
• Ordinal scale level: data that can be ordered; the differences cannot be measured
• Interval scale level: data with a definite ordering but no starting point; the differences can be measured, but there is
no such thing as a ratio.
• Ratio scale level: data with a starting point that can be ordered; the differences have meaning and ratios can be
calculated.
When organizing data, it is important to know how many times a value appears. How many statistics students study five
hours or more for an exam? What percent of families on our block own two pets? Frequency, relative frequency, and
cumulative relative frequency are measures that answer questions like these.

1.4 Experimental Design and Ethics
A poorly designed study will not produce reliable data. There are certain key components that must be included in every
experiment. To eliminate lurking variables, subjects must be assigned randomly to different treatment groups. One of the
groups must act as a control group, demonstrating what happens when the active treatment is not applied. Participants in
the control group receive a placebo treatment that looks exactly like the active treatments but cannot influence the response
variable. To preserve the integrity of the placebo, both researchers and subjects may be blinded. When a study is designed
properly, the only difference between treatment groups is the one imposed by the researcher. Therefore, when groups
respond differently to different treatments, the difference must be due to the influence of the explanatory variable.
“An ethics problem arises when you are considering an action that benefits you or some cause you support, hurts or
reduces benefits to others, and violates some rule.”[4] Ethical violations in statistics are not always easy to spot. Professional
associations and federal agencies post guidelines for proper conduct. It is important that you learn basic statistical
procedures so that you can recognize proper data analysis.

4. Andrew Gelman, “Open Data and Open Methods,” Ethics and Statistics, http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/
research/published/ChanceEthics1.pdf (accessed May 1, 2013).
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 2 | DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Box plot a graph that gives a quick picture of the middle 50% of the data
First Quartile the value that is the median of the of the lower half of the ordered data set
Frequency the number of times a value of the data occurs
Frequency Polygon looks like a line graph but uses intervals to display ranges of large amounts of data
Frequency Table a data representation in which grouped data is displayed along with the corresponding frequencies
Histogram a graphical representation in x-y form of the distribution of data in a data set; x represents the data and y
represents the frequency, or relative frequency. The graph consists of contiguous rectangles.
Interquartile Range or IQR, is the range of the middle 50 percent of the data values; the IQR is found by subtracting
the first quartile from the third quartile.
Interval also called a class interval; an interval represents a range of data and is used when displaying large data sets
Mean a number that measures the central tendency of the data; a common name for mean is 'average.' The term 'mean' is
a shortened form of 'arithmetic mean.' By definition, the mean for a sample (denoted by

x̄ =
µ=

Sum of all values in the sample
,
Number of values in the sample

and

the

mean

for

a

population

(denoted

by

¯

x ) is
μ)

is

Sum of all values in the population
.
Number of values in the population

Median a number that separates ordered data into halves; half the values are the same number or smaller than the median
and half the values are the same number or larger than the median. The median may or may not be part of the data.
Midpoint the mean of an interval in a frequency table
Mode the value that appears most frequently in a set of data
Outlier an observation that does not fit the rest of the data
Paired Data Set two data sets that have a one to one relationship so that:
• both data sets are the same size, and
• each data point in one data set is matched with exactly one point from the other set.
Percentile a number that divides ordered data into hundredths; percentiles may or may not be part of the data. The
median of the data is the second quartile and the 50th percentile. The first and third quartiles are the 25th and the 75th
percentiles, respectively.
Quartiles the numbers that separate the data into quarters; quartiles may or may not be part of the data. The second
quartile is the median of the data.
Relative Frequency the ratio of the number of times a value of the data occurs in the set of all outcomes to the number
of all outcomes
Skewed used to describe data that is not symmetrical; when the right side of a graph looks “chopped off” compared the
left side, we say it is “skewed to the left.” When the left side of the graph looks “chopped off” compared to the right
side, we say the data is “skewed to the right.” Alternatively: when the lower values of the data are more spread out,
we say the data are skewed to the left. When the greater values are more spread out, the data are skewed to the
right.
Standard Deviation a number that is equal to the square root of the variance and measures how far data values are
from their mean; notation: s for sample standard deviation and σ for population standard deviation.
Variance mean of the squared deviations from the mean, or the square of the standard deviation; for a set of data, a
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deviation can be represented as x – x̄ where x is a value of the data and x̄ is the sample mean. The sample
variance is equal to the sum of the squares of the deviations divided by the difference of the sample size and one.

CHAPTER REVIEW
2.1 Stem-and-Leaf Graphs (Stemplots), Line Graphs, and Bar Graphs
A stem-and-leaf plot is a way to plot data and look at the distribution. In a stem-and-leaf plot, all data values within a
class are visible. The advantage in a stem-and-leaf plot is that all values are listed, unlike a histogram, which gives classes
of data values. A line graph is often used to represent a set of data values in which a quantity varies with time. These
graphs are useful for finding trends. That is, finding a general pattern in data sets including temperature, sales, employment,
company profit or cost over a period of time. A bar graph is a chart that uses either horizontal or vertical bars to show
comparisons among categories. One axis of the chart shows the specific categories being compared, and the other axis
represents a discrete value. Some bar graphs present bars clustered in groups of more than one (grouped bar graphs), and
others show the bars divided into subparts to show cumulative effect (stacked bar graphs). Bar graphs are especially useful
when categorical data is being used.

2.2 Histograms, Frequency Polygons, and Time Series Graphs
A histogram is a graphic version of a frequency distribution. The graph consists of bars of equal width drawn adjacent to
each other. The horizontal scale represents classes of quantitative data values and the vertical scale represents frequencies.
The heights of the bars correspond to frequency values. Histograms are typically used for large, continuous, quantitative
data sets. A frequency polygon can also be used when graphing large data sets with data points that repeat. The data usually
goes on y-axis with the frequency being graphed on the x-axis. Time series graphs can be helpful when looking at large
amounts of data for one variable over a period of time.

2.3 Measures of the Location of the Data
The values that divide a rank-ordered set of data into 100 equal parts are called percentiles. Percentiles are used to
compare and interpret data. For example, an observation at the 50th percentile would be greater than 50 percent of the other
obeservations in the set. Quartiles divide data into quarters. The first quartile (Q1) is the 25th percentile,the second quartile
(Q2 or median) is 50th percentile, and the third quartile (Q3) is the the 75th percentile. The interquartile range, or IQR, is
the range of the middle 50 percent of the data values. The IQR is found by subtracting Q1 from Q3, and can help determine
outliers by using the following two expressions.
• Q3 + IQR(1.5)
• Q1 – IQR(1.5)

2.4 Box Plots
Box plots are a type of graph that can help visually organize data. To graph a box plot the following data points must be
calculated: the minimum value, the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, and the maximum value. Once the box plot
is graphed, you can display and compare distributions of data.

FORMULA REVIEW
2.3 Measures of the Location of the Data
⎛
⎞
i = ⎝ k ⎠(n + 1)
100

where i = the ranking or position of a data value,
k = the kth percentile,
n = total number of data.
Expression for finding the percentile of a data value:

⎛ x + 0.5y ⎞
⎝ n ⎠ (100)

where x = the number of values counting from the bottom
of the data list up to but not including the data value for
which you want to find the percentile,
y = the number of data values equal to the data value for
which you want to find the percentile, n = total number of data

µ=

∑ fm
∑f

Where f = interval frequencies and m =

interval midpoints.

2.7 Measures of the Spread of the Data

∑ f m2 ¯ 2
sx =
− x
n
s x = sample standard deviation
x̄ = sample mean

where
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CHAPTER REVIEW - CHAPTER 3 | DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
3.1 Measures of the Center of the Data
The mean and the median can be calculated to help you find the "center" of a data set. The mean is the best estimate for
the actual data set, but the median is the best measurement when a data set contains several outliers or extreme values. The
mode will tell you the most frequently occuring datum (or data) in your data set. The mean, median, and mode are extremely
helpful when you need to analyze your data, but if your data set consists of ranges which lack specific values, the mean
may seem impossible to calculate. However, the mean can be approximated if you add the lower boundary with the upper
boundary and divide by two to find the midpoint of each interval. Multiply each midpoint by the number of values found in
the corresponding range. Divide the sum of these values by the total number of data values in the set.

3.2 Skewness and the Mean, Median, and Mode
Looking at the distribution of data can reveal a lot about the relationship between the mean, the median, and the mode.
There are three types of distributions. A right (or positive) skewed distribution has a shape like Figure 2.17. A left (or
negative) skewed distribution has a shape like Figure 2.18. A symmetrical distrubtion looks like Figure 2.16.

3.3 Measures of the Spread of the Data
The standard deviation can help you calculate the spread of data. There are different equations to use if are calculating the
standard deviation of a sample or of a population.
• The Standard Deviation allows us to compare individual data or classes to the data set mean numerically.
• s =

∑ (x −

n−1

2
x¯ )

∑

or s =

2
f (x − x¯ )
is the formula for calculating the standard deviation of a sample.
n−1

To calculate the standard deviation of a population, we would use the population mean, μ, and the formula σ =

∑ (x − µ) 2
N

or σ =

∑

f (x − µ) 2
.
N

z-score the linear transformation of the form z = x – µ ; if this transformation is applied to any normal distribution X ~
σ
N(μ, σ) the result is the standard normal distribution Z ~ N(0,1). If this transformation is applied to any specific
value x of the RV with mean μ and standard deviation σ, the result is called the z-score of x. The z-score allows us to
compare data that are normally distributed but scaled differently.

FORMULA REVIEW
3.1 Measures of the Center of the Data
µ=

∑ fm
∑f

Where f = interval frequencies and m =

interval midpoints.

3.2 Measures of the Spread of the Data

∑ f m2 ¯ 2
sx =
− x
n
s x = sample standard deviation
x̄ = sample mean

where
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 4 | PROBABILITY TOPICS
Conditional Probability the likelihood that an event will occur given that another event has already occurred
contingency table the method of displaying a frequency distribution as a table with rows and columns to show how
two variables may be dependent (contingent) upon each other; the table provides an easy way to calculate
conditional probabilities.
Dependent Events If two events are NOT independent, then we say that they are dependent.
Equally Likely Each outcome of an experiment has the same probability.
Event a subset of the set of all outcomes of an experiment; the set of all outcomes of an experiment is called a sample
space and is usually denoted by S. An event is an arbitrary subset in S. It can contain one outcome, two outcomes,
no outcomes (empty subset), the entire sample space, and the like. Standard notations for events are capital letters
such as A, B, C, and so on.
Experiment a planned activity carried out under controlled conditions
Independent Events The occurrence of one event has no effect on the probability of the occurrence of another event.
Events A and B are independent if one of the following is true:
1. P(A|B) = P(A)
2. P(B|A) = P(B)
3. P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B)
Mutually Exclusive Two events are mutually exclusive if the probability that they both happen at the same time is
zero. If events A and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A AND B) = 0.
Outcome a particular result of an experiment
Probability a number between zero and one, inclusive, that gives the likelihood that a specific event will occur; the
foundation of statistics is given by the following 3 axioms (by A.N. Kolmogorov, 1930’s): Let S denote the sample
space and A and B are two events in S. Then:
• 0 ≤ P(A) ≤ 1
• If A and B are any two mutually exclusive events, then P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B).
• P(S) = 1
Sample Space the set of all possible outcomes of an experiment
Sampling with Replacement If each member of a population is replaced after it is picked, then that member has the
possibility of being chosen more than once.
Sampling without Replacement When sampling is done without replacement, each member of a population may be
chosen only once.
The AND Event An outcome is in the event A AND B if the outcome is in both A AND B at the same time.
The Complement Event The complement of event A consists of all outcomes that are NOT in A.
The Conditional Probability of A GIVEN B P(A|B) is the probability that event A will occur given that the event B
has already occurred.
The Conditional Probability of One Event Given Another Event P(A|B) is the probability that event A will
occur given that the event B has already occurred.
The Or Event An outcome is in the event A OR B if the outcome is in A or is in B or is in both A and B.
The OR of Two Events An outcome is in the event A OR B if the outcome is in A, is in B, or is in both A and B.
Tree Diagram the useful visual representation of a sample space and events in the form of a “tree” with branches
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marked by possible outcomes together with associated probabilities (frequencies, relative frequencies)
Venn Diagram the visual representation of a sample space and events in the form of circles or ovals showing their
intersections

CHAPTER REVIEW
4.1 Terminology
In this module we learned the basic terminology of probability. The set of all possible outcomes of an experiment is called
the sample space. Events are subsets of the sample space, and they are assigned a probability that is a number between zero
and one, inclusive.

4.2 Independent and Mutually Exclusive Events
Two events A and B are independent if the knowledge that one occurred does not affect the chance the other occurs. If two
events are not independent, then we say that they are dependent.
In sampling with replacement, each member of a population is replaced after it is picked, so that member has the possibility
of being chosen more than once, and the events are considered to be independent. In sampling without replacement, each
member of a population may be chosen only once, and the events are considered not to be independent. When events do not
share outcomes, they are mutually exclusive of each other.

4.3 Two Basic Rules of Probability
The multiplication rule and the addition rule are used for computing the probability of A and B, as well as the probability of
A or B for two given events A, B defined on the sample space. In sampling with replacement each member of a population is
replaced after it is picked, so that member has the possibility of being chosen more than once, and the events are considered
to be independent. In sampling without replacement, each member of a population may be chosen only once, and the
events are considered to be not independent. The events A and B are mutually exclusive events when they do not have any
outcomes in common.

4.4 Contingency Tables
There are several tools you can use to help organize and sort data when calculating probabilities. Contingency tables help
display data and are particularly useful when calculating probabilites that have multiple dependent variables.

4.5 Tree and Venn Diagrams
A tree diagram use branches to show the different outcomes of experiments and makes complex probability questions easy
to visualize.
A Venn diagram is a picture that represents the outcomes of an experiment. It generally consists of a box that represents the
sample space S together with circles or ovals. The circles or ovals represent events. A Venn diagram is especially helpful for
visualizing the OR event, the AND event, and the complement of an event and for understanding conditional probabilities.

FORMULA REVIEW
4.1 Terminology

4.2 Independent and Mutually Exclusive Events

A and B are events

If A and B are independent, P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B),
P(A|B) = P(A) and P(B|A) = P(B).

P(S) = 1 where S is the sample space
0 ≤ P(A) ≤ 1
P(A|B) =

P(AANDB)
P(B)

If A and B are mutually exclusive, P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B)
and P(A AND B) = 0.

4.3 Two Basic Rules of Probability
The multiplication rule: P(A AND B) = P(A|B)P(B)
The addition rule: P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A AND
B)
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 5 | DISCRETE RANDOM VARIABLES
Bernoulli Trials an experiment with the following characteristics:
1. There are only two possible outcomes called “success” and “failure” for each trial.
2. The probability p of a success is the same for any trial (so the probability q = 1 − p of a failure is the same for
any trial).
Binomial Experiment a statistical experiment that satisfies the following three conditions:
1. There are a fixed number of trials, n.
2. There are only two possible outcomes, called "success" and, "failure," for each trial. The letter p denotes the
probability of a success on one trial, and q denotes the probability of a failure on one trial.
3. The n trials are independent and are repeated using identical conditions.
Binomial Probability Distribution a discrete random variable (RV) that arises from Bernoulli trials; there are a fixed
number, n, of independent trials. “Independent” means that the result of any trial (for example, trial one) does not
affect the results of the following trials, and all trials are conducted under the same conditions. Under these
circumstances the binomial RV X is defined as the number of successes in n trials. The notation is: X ~ B(n, p). The
mean is μ = np and the standard deviation is σ = npq . The probability of exactly x successes in n trials is
P(X = x) = ⎛⎝x ⎞⎠ pxqn − x.

n

Expected Value expected arithmetic average when an experiment is repeated many times; also called the mean.
Notations: μ. For a discrete random variable (RV) with probability distribution function P(x),the definition can also
be written in the form μ =

∑

xP(x).

Mean a number that measures the central tendency; a common name for mean is ‘average.’ The term ‘mean’ is a

x̄ ) is
Sum of all values in the sample
x̄ =
and the mean for a population (denoted by μ) is μ =
Number of values in the sample

shortened form of ‘arithmetic mean.’ By definition, the mean for a sample (detonated by

Sum of all values in the population
.
Number of values in the population
Mean of a Probability Distribution the long-term average of many trials of a statistical experiment
Poisson Probability Distribution a discrete random variable (RV) that counts the number of times a certain event
will occur in a specific interval; characteristics of the variable:
• The probability that the event occurs in a given interval is the same for all intervals.
• The events occur with a known mean and independently of the time since the last event.
The distribution is defined by the mean μ of the event in the interval. Notation: X ~ P(μ). The mean is μ = np. The
standard deviation is σ = µ . The probability of having exactly x successes in r trials is P(X = x ) = (e

−µ

)

µx
.
x!

The Poisson distribution is often used to approximate the binomial distribution, when n is “large” and p is “small”
(a general rule is that n should be greater than or equal to 20 and p should be less than or equal to 0.05).
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) a mathematical description of a discrete random variable (RV), given
either in the form of an equation (formula) or in the form of a table listing all the possible outcomes of an
experiment and the probability associated with each outcome.
Random Variable (RV) a characteristic of interest in a population being studied; common notation for variables are
upper case Latin letters X, Y, Z,...; common notation for a specific value from the domain (set of all possible values
of a variable) are lower case Latin letters x, y, and z. For example, if X is the number of children in a family, then x
represents a specific integer 0, 1, 2, 3,.... Variables in statistics differ from variables in intermediate algebra in the
two following ways.
• The domain of the random variable (RV) is not necessarily a numerical set; the domain may be expressed in
words; for example, if X = hair color then the domain is {black, blond, gray, green, orange}.
• We can tell what specific value x the random variable X takes only after performing the experiment.
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Standard Deviation of a Probability Distribution a number that measures how far the outcomes of a statistical
experiment are from the mean of the distribution
The Law of Large Numbers As the number of trials in a probability experiment increases, the difference between the
theoretical probability of an event and the relative frequency probability approaches zero.

CHAPTER REVIEW
5.1 Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for a Discrete Random Variable
The characteristics of a probability distribution function (PDF) for a discrete random variable are as follows:
1. Each probability is between zero and one, inclusive (inclusive means to include zero and one).
2. The sum of the probabilities is one.

5.2 Mean or Expected Value and Standard Deviation
The expected value, or mean, of a discrete random variable predicts the long-term results of a statistical experiment that has
been repeated many times. The standard deviation of a probability distribution is used to measure the variability of possible
outcomes.

5.3 Binomial Distribution
A statistical experiment can be classified as a binomial experiment if the following conditions are met:
1. There are a fixed number of trials, n.
2. There are only two possible outcomes, called "success" and, "failure" for each trial. The letter p denotes the
probability of a success on one trial and q denotes the probability of a failure on one trial.
3. The n trials are independent and are repeated using identical conditions.
The outcomes of a binomial experiment fit a binomial probability distribution. The random variable X = the number of
successes obtained in the n independent trials. The mean of X can be calculated using the formula μ = np, and the standard
deviation is given by the formula σ = npq .

5.4 Poisson Distribution
A Poisson probability distribution of a discrete random variable gives the probability of a number of events occurring in
a fixed interval of time or space, if these events happen at a known average rate and independently of the time since the last
event. The Poisson distribution may be used to approximate the binomial, if the probability of success is "small" (less than
or equal to 0.05) and the number of trials is "large" (greater than or equal to 20).

FORMULA REVIEW
5.2 Mean or Expected Value and Standard
Deviation
Mean or Expected Value: µ =
Standard Deviation: σ =

∑

∑

x∈X

x∈X

xP(x)

(x − µ) 2 P(x)

5.3 Binomial Distribution
X ~ B(n, p) means that the discrete random variable X
has a binomial probability distribution with n trials and
probability of success p.
X = the number of successes in n independent trials
n = the number of independent trials
X takes on the values x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., n
p = the probability of a success for any trial
q = the probability of a failure for any trial
p+q=1
q=1–p
The mean of X is μ = np. The standard deviation of X is σ =
npq .

Appendix B

5.4 Poisson Distribution
X ~ P(μ) means that X has a Poisson probability distribution
where X = the number of occurrences in the interval of
interest.
X takes on the values x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
The mean μ is typically given.
The variance is σ2 = μ, and the standard deviation is
σ= µ.
When P(μ) is used to approximate a binomial distribution,
μ = np where n represents the number of independent trials
and p represents the probability of success in a single trial.
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 6 | CONTINUOUS RANDOM VARIABLE
Conditional Probability the likelihood that an event will occur given that another event has already occurred.
Poisson distribution If there is a known average of λ events occurring per unit time, and these events are independent
of each other, then the number of events X occurring in one unit of time has the Poisson distribution. The probability
k −λ
of k events occurring in one unit time is equal to P(X = k) = λ e .

k!

Uniform Distribution a continuous random variable (RV) that has equally likely outcomes over the domain, a < x < b.

(b − a) 2
Notation: X ~ U(a,b). The mean is μ = a + b and the standard deviation is σ =
. The probability density
2
12
1
for
a
<
x
<
b
or
a
≤
x
≤
b.
≤ x) = x − a .
The
cumulative
distribution
is
P(X
function is f(x) = − a
b−a
b

CHAPTER REVIEW
6.1 Continuous Probability Functions
The probability density function (pdf) is used to describe probabilities for continuous random variables. The area under the
density curve between two points corresponds to the probability that the variable falls between those two values. In other
words, the area under the density curve between points a and b is equal to P(a < x < b). The cumulative distribution function
(cdf) gives the probability as an area. If X is a continuous random variable, the probability density function (pdf), f(x), is
used to draw the graph of the probability distribution. The total area under the graph of f(x) is one. The area under the graph
of f(x) and between values a and b gives the probability P(a < x < b).

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of X is defined by P (X ≤ x). It is a function of x that gives the probability that
the random variable is less than or equal to x.
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6.2 The Uniform Distribution
If X has a uniform distribution where a < x < b or a ≤ x ≤ b, then X takes on values between a and b (may include a and
b). All values x are equally likely. We write X ∼ U(a, b). The mean of X is µ = a + b . The standard deviation of X is

2

(b − a) 2
. The probability density function of X is f (x) = 1 for a ≤ x ≤ b. The cumulative distribution function
12
b−a
x
−
a
of X is P(X ≤ x) =
. X is continuous.
b−a
σ=

The probability P(c < X < d) may be found by computing the area under f(x), between c and d. Since the corresponding area
is a rectangle, the area may be found simply by multiplying the width and the height.

FORMULA REVIEW
6.1 Continuous Probability Functions

The standard deviation is σ =

Probability density function (pdf) f(x):
• f(x) ≥ 0
• The total area under the curve f(x) is one.
Cumulative distribution function (cdf): P(X ≤ x)

5.2 The Uniform Distribution
X = a real number between a and b (in some instances, X
can take on the values a and b). a = smallest X; b = largest
X
X ~ U (a, b)
The mean is µ = a+ b
2

Probability

density

(b – a) 2
12

function:

f (x) =

a≤X≤b

1
b−a

for

⎛
⎞
Area to the Left of x: P(X < x) = (x – a) ⎝ 1 ⎠
b−a

⎛
⎞
Area to the Right of x: P(X > x) = (b – x) ⎝ 1 ⎠
b−a

Area Between c and d: P(c < x < d) = (base)(height) = (d
⎛
⎞
– c) ⎝ 1 ⎠
b−a

Uniform: X ~ U(a, b) where a < x < b
• pdf: f (x) =

1 for a ≤ x ≤ b
b−a

• cdf: P(X ≤ x) = x − a

b−a

• mean µ = a + b

2

• standard deviation σ =

(b − a) 2
12

• P(c < X < d) = (d – c) ( 1 )

b–a
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Normal Distribution
a continuous random variable (RV) with pdf f(x) =

1 e
σ 2π

– (x – µ )
2σ 2

2

, where μ is the mean of

the distribution and σ is the standard deviation; notation: X ~ N(μ, σ). If μ = 0 and σ = 1, the RV is called the
standard normal distribution.
Standard Normal Distribution a continuous random variable (RV) X ~ N(0, 1); when X follows the standard normal
distribution, it is often noted as Z ~ N(0, 1).
z-score the linear transformation of the form z = x – µ ; if this transformation is applied to any normal distribution X ~
σ
N(μ, σ) the result is the standard normal distribution Z ~ N(0,1). If this transformation is applied to any specific
value x of the RV with mean μ and standard deviation σ, the result is called the z-score of x. The z-score allows us to
compare data that are normally distributed but scaled differently.

CHAPTER REVIEW
6.2 The Standard Normal Distribution
A z-score is a standardized value. Its distribution is the standard normal, Z ~ N(0, 1). The mean of the z-scores is zero and
the standard deviation is one. If z is the z-score for a value x from the normal distribution N(µ, σ) then z tells you how many
standard deviations x is above (greater than) or below (less than) µ.

6.3Using the Normal Distribution
The normal distribution, which is continuous, is the most important of all the probability distributions. Its graph is bellshaped. This bell-shaped curve is used in almost all disciplines. Since it is a continuous distribution, the total area under
the curve is one. The parameters of the normal are the mean µ and the standard deviation σ. A special normal distribution,
called the standard normal distribution is the distribution of z-scores. Its mean is zero, and its standard deviation is one.

FORMULA REVIEW
6.2 Introduction

Z ~ N(0, 1)

X ∼ N(μ, σ)

6.3 Using the Normal Distribution

μ = the mean; σ = the standard deviation

Normal Distribution: X ~ N(µ, σ) where µ is the mean and
σ is the standard deviation.

6.1 The Standard Normal Distribution

Standard Normal Distribution: Z ~ N(0, 1).

z = a standardized value (z-score)

Calculator function for probability: normalcdf (lower x
value of the area, upper x value of the area, mean, standard
deviation)

mean = 0; standard deviation = 1
To find the kth percentile of X when the z-scores is known:
k = μ + (z)σ
z-score: z =

x–µ
σ

Z = the random variable for z-scores

Calculator function for the kth percentile: k = invNorm (area
to the left of k, mean, standard deviation)
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Average a number that describes the central tendency of the data; there are a number of specialized averages, including
the arithmetic mean, weighted mean, median, mode, and geometric mean.
Central Limit Theorem Given a random variable (RV) with known mean μ and known standard deviation, σ, we are

¯

sampling with size n, and we are interested in two new RVs: the sample mean, X , and the sample sum, ΣΧ. If the

¯
size (n) of the sample is sufficiently large, then X ~ N(μ, σ ) and ΣΧ ~ N(nμ, ( n )(σ)). If the size (n) of the
n

sample is sufficiently large, then the distribution of the sample means and the distribution of the sample sums will
approximate a normal distributions regardless of the shape of the population. The mean of the sample means will
equal the population mean, and the mean of the sample sums will equal n times the population mean. The standard
deviation of the distribution of the sample means, σ , is called the standard error of the mean.

n

Mean a number that measures the central tendency; a common name for mean is "average." The term "mean" is a
shortened form of "arithmetic mean." By definition, the mean for a sample (denoted by

Sum of all values in the sample
x̄ =
,
Number of values in the sample
µ=

and

the

mean

for

a

population

(denoted

by

x̄ ) is
μ)

is

Sum of all values in the population
.
Number of values in the population

Normal Distribution
a continuous random variable (RV) with pdf f (x) =

1
e
σ 2π

– (x – µ) 2
2σ 2

, where μ is the mean of

the distribution and σ is the standard deviation; notation: Χ ~ N(μ, σ). If μ = 0 and σ = 1, the RV is called a standard
normal distribution.
Normal Distribution
a continuous random variable (RV) with pdf f (x) =

1
e
σ 2π

– (x – µ) 2
2σ 2

, where μ is the mean of

the distribution and σ is the standard deviation.; notation: X ~ N(μ, σ). If μ = 0 and σ = 1, the RV is called the
standard normal distribution.
Sampling Distribution Given simple random samples of size n from a given population with a measured
characteristic such as mean, proportion, or standard deviation for each sample, the probability distribution of all the
measured characteristics is called a sampling distribution.
Standard Error of the Mean the standard deviation of the distribution of the sample means, or σ .

n

Uniform Distribution a continuous random variable (RV) that has equally likely outcomes over the domain, a < x < b;
often referred as the Rectangular Distribution because the graph of the pdf has the form of a rectangle. Notation: X
2
~ U(a,b). The mean is μ = a + b and the standard deviation is σ = (b – a) . The probability density function is

12
2
1
for a < x < b or a ≤ x ≤ b. The cumulative distribution is P(X ≤ x) = x − a .
f (x) =
b−a
b −– a
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CHAPTER REVIEW
6.4 The Central Limit Theorem for Sample Means (Averages)

In a population whose distribution may be known or unknown, if the size (n) of samples is sufficiently large, the distribution
of the sample means will be approximately normal. The mean of the sample means will equal the population mean. The
standard deviation of the distribution of the sample means, called the standard error of the mean, is equal to the population
standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size (n).

Using the Central Limit Theorem
The central limit theorem can be used to illustrate the law of large numbers. The law of large numbers states that the larger
the sample size you take from a population, the closer the sample mean x̄ gets to μ.

FORMULA REVIEW
6.4 The Central Limit Theorem for Sample
Means (Averages)
¯

The Central Limit Theorem for Sample Means: X ~ N
⎛
⎝µ x ,

σx ⎞
n⎠

¯

The Mean X : μx
Central Limit Theorem for Sample Means z-score and
standard error of the mean: z =

x̄ − µ x
⎛σ x ⎞
⎝ n⎠

¯

Standard Error of the Mean (Standard Deviation ( X )):

σx
n
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 7 | CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Binomial Distribution a discrete random variable (RV) which arises from Bernoulli trials; there are a fixed number, n,
of independent trials. “Independent” means that the result of any trial (for example, trial 1) does not affect the
results of the following trials, and all trials are conducted under the same conditions. Under these circumstances the
binomial RV X is defined as the number of successes in n trials. The notation is: X~B(n,p). The mean is μ = np and
the standard deviation is σ = npq . The probability of exactly x successes in n trials is P⎛⎝X = x⎞⎠ = ⎛⎝ nx ⎞⎠ p x q n − x .
Confidence Interval (CI) an interval estimate for an unknown population parameter. This depends on:
• the desired confidence level,
• information that is known about the distribution (for example, known standard deviation),
• the sample and its size.
Confidence Level (CL) the percent expression for the probability that the confidence interval contains the true
population parameter; for example, if the CL = 90%, then in 90 out of 100 samples the interval estimate will enclose
the true population parameter.
Degrees of Freedom (df) the number of objects in a sample that are free to vary
Error Bound for a Population Mean (EBM) the margin of error; depends on the confidence level, sample size, and
known or estimated population standard deviation.
Error Bound for a Population Proportion (EBP) the margin of error; depends on the confidence level, the sample
size, and the estimated (from the sample) proportion of successes.
Inferential Statistics also called statistical inference or inductive statistics; this facet of statistics deals with estimating
a population parameter based on a sample statistic. For example, if four out of the 100 calculators sampled are
defective we might infer that four percent of the production is defective.
Normal Distribution

a continuous random variable (RV) with pdf f (x) =

1 e
σ 2π

/

– (x – µ) 2 2σ 2

, where μ is the mean

of the distribution and σ is the standard deviation, notation: X ~ N(μ,σ). If μ = 0 and σ = 1, the RV is called the
standard normal distribution.
Parameter a numerical characteristic of a population
Point Estimate a single number computed from a sample and used to estimate a population parameter
Standard Deviation a number that is equal to the square root of the variance and measures how far data values are
from their mean; notation: s for sample standard deviation and σ for population standard deviation
Student's t-Distribution investigated and reported by William S. Gossett in 1908 and published under the pseudonym
Student; the major characteristics of the random variable (RV) are:
• It is continuous and assumes any real values.
• The pdf is symmetrical about its mean of zero. However, it is more spread out and flatter at the apex than the
normal distribution.
• It approaches the standard normal distribution as n get larger.
• There is a "family of t–distributions: each representative of the family is completely defined by the number of
degrees of freedom, which is one less than the number of data.

CHAPTER REVIEW
7.1 A Single Population Mean using the Normal Distribution
In this module, we learned how to calculate the confidence interval for a single population mean where the population
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standard deviation is known. When estimating a population mean, the margin of error is called the error bound for a
population mean (EBM). A confidence interval has the general form:
(lower bound, upper bound) = (point estimate – EBM, point estimate + EBM)
The calculation of EBM depends on the size of the sample and the level of confidence desired. The confidence level is
the percent of all possible samples that can be expected to include the true population parameter. As the confidence level
increases, the corresponding EBM increases as well. As the sample size increases, the EBM decreases. By the central limit
theorem,

EBM = z σ
n
Given a confidence interval, you can work backwards to find the error bound (EBM) or the sample mean. To find the error
bound, find the difference of the upper bound of the interval and the mean. If you do not know the sample mean, you can
find the error bound by calculating half the difference of the upper and lower bounds. To find the sample mean given a
confidence interval, find the difference of the upper bound and the error bound. If the error bound is unknown, then average
the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval to find the sample mean.
Sometimes researchers know in advance that they want to estimate a population mean within a specific margin of error for
a given level of confidence. In that case, solve the EBM formula for n to discover the size of the sample that is needed to
achieve this goal:

n=

z2 σ 2
EBM 2

7.2 A Single Population Mean using the Student t Distribution
In many cases, the researcher does not know the population standard deviation, σ, of the measure being studied. In these
cases, it is common to use the sample standard deviation, s, as an estimate of σ. The normal distribution creates accurate
confidence intervals when σ is known, but it is not as accurate when s is used as an estimate. In this case, the Student’s
t-distribution is much better. Define a t-score using the following formula:

t=

x̄ −

s
n

µ

The t-score follows the Student’s t-distribution with n – 1 degrees of freedom. The confidence interval under this

⎛ ⎞
distribution is calculated with EBM = t α s where t α is the t-score with area to the right equal to α , s is the sample
⎝ 2⎠ n

2

2

standard deviation, and n is the sample size. Use a table, calculator, or computer to find t α for a given α.
2

8.3
7 A Population Proportion
Some statistical measures, like many survey questions, measure qualitative rather than quantitative data. In this case, the
population parameter being estimated is a proportion. It is possible to create a confidence interval for the true population
proportion following procedures similar to those used in creating confidence intervals for population means. The formulas
are slightly different, but they follow the same reasoning.
Let p′ represent the sample proportion, x/n, where x represents the number of successes and n represents the sample size.
Let q′ = 1 – p′. Then the confidence interval for a population proportion is given by the following formula:
(lower bound, upper bound) = (p′ – EBP, p′

+ EBP) =

⎛
p′ q′
p′ q′ ⎞
⎝p′ – z n , p′ + z n ⎠

The “plus four” method for calculating confidence intervals is an attempt to balance the error introduced by using estimates
of the population proportion when calculating the standard deviation of the sampling distribution. Simply imagine four
additional trials in the study; two are successes and two are failures. Calculate p′ = x + 2 , and proceed to find the

n+4

confidence interval. When sample sizes are small, this method has been demonstrated to provide more accurate confidence
intervals than the standard formula used for larger samples.
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FORMULA REVIEW
7.1 A Single Population Mean using the Normal
Distribution
¯
X ~ N ⎛⎝µ X , σ ⎞⎠ The distribution of sample means is
n
normally distributed with mean equal to the population
mean and standard deviation given by the population
standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample
size.
The general form for a confidence interval for a single
population mean, known standard deviation, normal
distribution is given by
(lower bound, upper bound) = (point estimate – EBM, point
estimate + EBM)
= ( x̄ − EBM, x̄ + EBM)
⎛
= ⎝ x̄

− z σ , x̄ + z
n

σ⎞
n⎠

EBM = z σ = the error bound for the mean, or the margin
n
of error for a single population mean; this formula is used
when the population standard deviation is known.
CL = confidence level, or the proportion of confidence
intervals created that are expected to contain the true
population parameter
α = 1 – CL = the proportion of confidence intervals that will
not contain the population parameter

z α = the z-score with the property that the area to the
2

right of the z-score is

∝ this is the z-score used in the
2

Standard Deviation is Known EBM = z α ⋅ σ

The confidence interval has the format ( x̄ − EBM, x̄ +
EBM).

7.2 A Single Population Mean using the Student
t Distribution
s = the standard deviation of sample values.

t=

x̄ − µ
s
n

is the formula for the t-score which

measures how far away a measure is from the population
mean in the Student’s t-distribution
df = n - 1; the degrees of freedom for a Student’s tdistribution where n represents the size of the sample
T~tdf the random variable, T, has a Student’s t-distribution
with df degrees of freedom

EBM = t α s = the error bound for the population mean
2 n
when the population standard deviation is unknown

t α is the t-score in the Student’s t-distribution with area to
2

the right equal to α

2

The general form for a confidence interval for a single
mean, population standard deviation unknown, Student's t
is given by (lower bound, upper bound)
= (point estimate – EBM, point estimate + EBM)

calculation of "EBM where α = 1 – CL.

⎛
⎞
= ⎝ x̄ – ts , x̄ + ts ⎠
n
n

2 2
n = z σ 2 = the formula used to determine the sample

7.3 A Population Proportion

EBM

size (n) needed to achieve a desired margin of error at a
given level of confidence
General form of a confidence interval
(lower value, upper value) = (point estimate−error bound,
point estimate + error bound)
To find the error bound when you know the confidence
interval
error bound = upper value−point estimate OR error bound
=

upper value − lower value
2

Single Population Mean, Known Standard Deviation,
Normal Distribution
Use the Normal Distribution for Means, Population

n

2

p′ = x / n where x represents the number of successes and
n represents the sample size. The variable p′ is the sample
proportion and serves as the point estimate for the true
population proportion.
q′ = 1 – p′
⎛

p′ ~ N ⎝p,

pq ⎞
n ⎠ The variable p′ has a binomial distribution

that can be approximated with the normal distribution
shown here.
EBP = the error bound for a proportion = z α
2

p′ q′
n

Confidence interval for a proportion:
⎛
⎝

(lower bound, upper bound) = (p′ – EBP, p′ + EBP) = p′ – z

p′ q′
n ,

p′ + z

p′ q′ ⎞
n ⎠
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z α 2 p′ q′
2

provides the number of participants

EBP 2

needed to estimate the population proportion with
confidence 1 - α and margin of error EBP.
Use the normal distribution for a single population
proportion p′ = nx

⎛ ⎞ p′q′

EBP = ⎝z α ⎠
2

n

p′ + q′ = 1

The confidence interval has the format (p′ – EBP, p′ +
EBP).

x̄ is a point estimate for μ
p′ is a point estimate for ρ
s is a point estimate for σ
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 8 | HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH ONE SAMPLE
Binomial Distribution a discrete random variable (RV) that arises from Bernoulli trials. There are a fixed number, n,
of independent trials. “Independent” means that the result of any trial (for example, trial 1) does not affect the
results of the following trials, and all trials are conducted under the same conditions. Under these circumstances the
binomial RV Χ is defined as the number of successes in n trials. The notation is: X ~ B(n, p) μ = np and the standard
n
npq . The probability of exactly x successes in n trials is P(X = x) = ⎛⎝x⎞⎠ p x q n − x .
deviation is σ =
Central Limit Theorem Given a random variable (RV) with known mean µ and known standard deviation σ. We are

¯

sampling with size n and we are interested in two new RVs - the sample mean, X , and the sample sum, ΣX . If the

¯
⎛
⎞
size n of the sample is sufficiently large, then X ~ N ⎝µ, σ ⎠ and ΣX ~ N(nµ, nσ) . If the size n of the sample is
n
sufficiently large, then the distribution of the sample means and the distribution of the sample sums will
approximate a normal distribution regardless of the shape of the population. The mean of the sample means will
equal the population mean and the mean of the sample sums will equal n times the population mean. The standard
deviation of the distribution of the sample means, σ , is called the standard error of the mean.

n

Confidence Interval (CI) an interval estimate for an unknown population parameter. This depends on:
• The desired confidence level.
• Information that is known about the distribution (for example, known standard deviation).
• The sample and its size.
Hypothesis a statement about the value of a population parameter, in case of two hypotheses, the statement assumed to
be true is called the null hypothesis (notation H0) and the contradictory statement is called the alternative hypothesis
(notation Ha).
Hypothesis Testing Based on sample evidence, a procedure for determining whether the hypothesis stated is a
reasonable statement and should not be rejected, or is unreasonable and should be rejected.
Level of Significance of the Test probability of a Type I error (reject the null hypothesis when it is true). Notation:
α. In hypothesis testing, the Level of Significance is called the preconceived α or the preset α.
Normal Distribution
a continuous random variable (RV) with pdf f (x) =

1 e
σ 2π

−(x − µ) 2
2σ 2

, where μ is the mean of

the distribution, and σ is the standard deviation, notation: X ~ N(μ, σ). If μ = 0 and σ = 1, the RV is called the
standard normal distribution.
p-value the probability that an event will happen purely by chance assuming the null hypothesis is true. The smaller the
p-value, the stronger the evidence is against the null hypothesis.
Standard Deviation a number that is equal to the square root of the variance and measures how far data values are
from their mean; notation: s for sample standard deviation and σ for population standard deviation.
Student's t-Distribution investigated and reported by William S. Gossett in 1908 and published under the pseudonym
Student. The major characteristics of the random variable (RV) are:
• It is continuous and assumes any real values.
• The pdf is symmetrical about its mean of zero. However, it is more spread out and flatter at the apex than the
normal distribution.
• It approaches the standard normal distribution as n gets larger.
• There is a "family" of t distributions: every representative of the family is completely defined by the number
of degrees of freedom which is one less than the number of data items.
Type 1 Error The decision is to reject the null hypothesis when, in fact, the null hypothesis is true.
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Type 2 Error The decision is not to reject the null hypothesis when, in fact, the null hypothesis is false.

CHAPTER REVIEW
8.1 Null and Alternative Hypotheses

In a hypothesis test, sample data is evaluated in order to arrive at a decision about some type of claim. If certain conditions
about the sample are satisfied, then the claim can be evaluated for a population. In a hypothesis test, we:
1. Evaluate the null hypothesis, typically denoted with H0. The null is not rejected unless the hypothesis test shows
otherwise. The null statement must always contain some form of equality (=, ≤ or ≥)
2. Always write the alternative hypothesis, typically denoted with Ha or H1, using less than, greater than, or not
equals symbols, i.e., (≠, >, or <).
3. If we reject the null hypothesis, then we can assume there is enough evidence to support the alternative hypothesis.
4. Never state that a claim is proven true or false. Keep in mind the underlying fact that hypothesis testing is based
on probability laws; therefore, we can talk only in terms of non-absolute certainties.

Outcomes and the Type I and Type II Errors
In every hypothesis test, the outcomes are dependent on a correct interpretation of the data. Incorrect calculations or
misunderstood summary statistics can yield errors that affect the results. A Type I error occurs when a true null hypothesis
is rejected. A Type II error occurs when a false null hypothesis is not rejected.
The probabilities of these errors are denoted by the Greek letters α and β, for a Type I and a Type II error respectively. The
power of the test, 1 – β, quantifies the likelihood that a test will yield the correct result of a true alternative hypothesis being
accepted. A high power is desirable.

Distribution Needed for Hypothesis Testing
In order for a hypothesis test’s results to be generalized to a population, certain requirements must be satisfied.
When testing for a single population mean:
1. A Student's t-test should be used if the data come from a simple, random sample and the population is
approximately normally distributed, or the sample size is large, with an unknown standard deviation.
2. The normal test will work if the data come from a simple, random sample and the population is approximately
normally distributed, or the sample size is large, with a known standard deviation.
When testing a single population proportion use a normal test for a single population proportion if the data comes from a
simple, random sample, fill the requirements for a binomial distribution, and the mean number of success and the mean
number of failures satisfy the conditions: np > 5 and nq > n where n is the sample size, p is the probability of a success, and
q is the probability of a failure.

Rare Events, the Sample, Decision and Conclusion
When the probability of an event occurring is low, and it happens, it is called a rare event. Rare events are important to
consider in hypothesis testing because they can inform your willingness not to reject or to reject a null hypothesis. To test a
null hypothesis, find the p-value for the sample data and graph the results. When deciding whether or not to reject the null
the hypothesis, keep these two parameters in mind:
1. α > p-value, reject the null hypothesis
2. α ≤ p-value, do not reject the null hypothesis

Additional Information and Full Hypothesis Test Examples
The hypothesis test itself has an established process. This can be summarized as follows:
1. Determine H0 and Ha. Remember, they are contradictory.
2. Determine the random variable.
3. Determine the distribution for the test.
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4. Draw a graph, calculate the test statistic, and use the test statistic to calculate the p-value. (A z-score and a t-score
are examples of test statistics.)
5. Compare the preconceived α with the p-value, make a decision (reject or do not reject H0), and write a clear
conclusion using English sentences.
Notice that in performing the hypothesis test, you use α and not β. β is needed to help determine the sample size of the data
that is used in calculating the p-value. Remember that the quantity 1 – β is called the Power of the Test. A high power is
desirable. If the power is too low, statisticians typically increase the sample size while keeping α the same.If the power is
low, the null hypothesis might not be rejected when it should be.

8.4 Test of a Single Variance

To test variability, use the chi-square test of a single variance. The test may be left-, right-, or two-tailed, and its hypotheses
are always expressed in terms of the variance (or standard deviation).

FORMULA REVIEW
8.1 Null and Alternative Hypotheses
H0 and Ha are contradictory.

probability of not rejecting the null hypothesis when the
null hypothesis is false.

8.1 Distribution Needed for Hypothesis Testing
If there is no given preconceived α, then use α = 0.05.

H0

Ha

equal (=)

not equal (≠) or greater than (>) or less than (<)

Types of Hypothesis Tests
• Single population mean, known population variance
(or standard deviation): Normal test.

If α ≤ p-value, then do not reject H0.
If α > p-value, then reject H0.
α is preconceived. Its value is set before the hypothesis test
starts. The p-value is calculated from the data.

8.1 Outcomes and the Type I and Type II Errors
α = probability of a Type I error = P(Type I error) =
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the null
hypothesis is true.

• Single population mean, unknown population
variance (or standard deviation): Student's t-test.
• Single population proportion: Normal test.
• For a single population mean, we may use a normal
distribution with the following mean and standard
σ
deviation. Means: µ = µ x̄ and σ x̄ = x

n

• A single population proportion, we may use a
normal distribution with the following mean and
standard deviation. Proportions: µ = p and σ =

pq
n .

β = probability of a Type II error = P(Type II error) =

8.4 Test of a Single Variance
χ2 =

(n − 1) ⋅ s 2
Test of a single variance statistic
σ2

where:
n: sample size
s: sample standard deviation
σ: population standard deviation
df = n – 1 Degrees of freedom
Test of a Single Variance
• Use the test to determine variation.
• The degrees of freedom is the number of samples – 1.
• The test statistic is

(n – 1) ⋅ s 2
, where n = the total
σ2

number of data, s2 = sample variance, and σ2 =
population variance.
• The test may be left-, right-, or two-tailed.
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 9 | HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES
Degrees of Freedom (df) the number of objects in a sample that are free to vary.
Pooled Proportion estimate of the common value of p1 and p2.
Standard Deviation A number that is equal to the square root of the variance and measures how far data values are
from their mean; notation: s for sample standard deviation and σ for population standard deviation.
Variable (Random Variable) a characteristic of interest in a population being studied. Common notation for variables
are upper-case Latin letters X, Y, Z,... Common notation for a specific value from the domain (set of all possible
values of a variable) are lower-case Latin letters x, y, z,.... For example, if X is the number of children in a family,
then x represents a specific integer 0, 1, 2, 3, .... Variables in statistics differ from variables in intermediate algebra
in two following ways.
• The domain of the random variable (RV) is not necessarily a numerical set; the domain may be expressed in
words; for example, if X = hair color, then the domain is {black, blond, gray, green, orange}.
• We can tell what specific value x of the random variable X takes only after performing the experiment.

CHAPTER REVIEW
9.1 Two Population Means with Unknown Standard Deviations
Two population means from independent samples where the population standard deviations are not known

¯

¯

• Random Variable: X 1 − X 2 = the difference of the sampling means
• Distribution: Student's t-distribution with degrees of freedom (variances not pooled)

9.2 Two Population Means with Known Standard Deviations
A hypothesis test of two population means from independent samples where the population standard deviations are known
(typically approximated with the sample standard deviations), will have these characteristics:

¯

¯

• Random variable: X 1 − X 2 = the difference of the means
• Distribution: normal distribution

9.3 Comparing Two Independent Population Proportions
Test of two population proportions from independent samples.
• Random variable: ^p A – ^p B = difference between the two estimated proportions
• Distribution: normal distribution

9.4 Matched or Paired Samples
A hypothesis test for matched or paired samples (t-test) has these characteristics:
• Test the differences by subtracting one measurement from the other measurement
• Random Variable: x̄ d = mean of the differences
• Distribution: Student’s-t distribution with n – 1 degrees of freedom
• If the number of differences is small (less than 30), the differences must follow a normal distribution.
• Two samples are drawn from the same set of objects.
• Samples are dependent.

9.5 Test of Two Variances
The F test for the equality of two variances rests heavily on the assumption of normal distributions. The test is unreliable if
this assumption is not met. If both distributions are normal, then the ratio of the two sample variances is distributed as an F
statistic, with numerator and denominator degrees of freedom that are one less than the samples sizes of the corresponding
two groups. A test of two variances hypothesis test determines if two variances are the same. The distribution for the
hypothesis test is the F distribution with two different degrees of freedom.
Assumptions:

1. The populations from which the two samples are drawn are normally distributed.
2. The two populations are independent of each other.
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The F Distribution and the F-Ratio
Analysis of variance compares the means of a response variable for several groups. ANOVA compares the variation within
each group to the variation of the mean of each group. The ratio of these two is the F statistic from an F distribution with
(number of groups – 1) as the numerator degrees of freedom and (number of observations – number of groups) as the
denominator degrees of freedom. These statistics are summarized in the ANOVA table.

Facts About the F Distribution
The graph of the F distribution is always positive and skewed right, though the shape can be mounded or exponential
depending on the combination of numerator and denominator degrees of freedom. The F statistic is the ratio of a measure
of the variation in the group means to a similar measure of the variation within the groups. If the null hypothesis is correct,
then the numerator should be small compared to the denominator. A small F statistic will result, and the area under the F
curve to the right will be large, representing a large p-value. When the null hypothesis of equal group means is incorrect,
then the numerator should be large compared to the denominator, giving a large F statistic and a small area (small p-value)
to the right of the statistic under the F curve.
When the data have unequal group sizes (unbalanced data), then techniques from Section 13.2 need to be used for hand
calculations. In the case of balanced data (the groups are the same size) however, simplified calculations based on group
means and variances may be used. In practice, of course, software is usually employed in the analysis. As in any analysis,
graphs of various sorts should be used in conjunction with numerical techniques. Always look of your data!
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FORMULA REVIEW

Generally µ1 - µ2 = 0.

9.1 Two Population Means with Unknown
Standard Deviations
Standard error: SE =

2

(s 1)
(s 2)
n1 + n2

Test statistic (t-score): t =

2

( x̄ 1 − x̄ 2) − (µ 1 − µ 2)
(s 1) 2
n1

+

(s 2) 2
n2

and n2 are the sample sizes. x̄ 1 and x̄ 2 are the sample
means. μ1 and μ2 are the population means.

9.3 Comparing Two Independent Population
Proportions
Pooled Proportion: pc =

Degrees of freedom:

df =

where:
σ1 and σ2 are the known population standard deviations. n1

2
⎛ (s ) 2
(s 2) 2 ⎞
⎜ n1 +
⎟
n2
⎝ 1
⎠
2
2
2
⎛
⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞⎜ (s 1) ⎟
⎛ 1 ⎞⎛⎜ (s 2) 2 ⎞⎟
⎝n 1 − 1 ⎠⎝ n 1 ⎠ + ⎝n 2 − 1 ⎠⎝ n 2 ⎠

xF + xM
nF + nM

Distribution for the
⎡ differences:

⎡
⎛
⎞⎤
p′ A − p′ B ∼ N ⎣0, p c(1 − p c)⎝n1 + n1 ⎠⎦
B
A

where the null hypothesis is H0: pA = pB
= 0.

where:
s1 and s2 are the sample standard deviations, and n1 and n2
are the sample sizes.

x̄ 1 and x̄ 2 are the sample means.

Test Statistic (z-score): z =

(p′ A − p′ B)

H0: pA – pB

⎞
B⎠

p c(1 − p c)⎛⎝n1 + n1
A

where the null hypothesis is H0: pA = pB
= 0.

Cohen’s d is the measure of effect size:

or

or

H0: pA − pB

where

x̄ − x̄ 2
d = s1
pooled

p′A and p′B are the sample proportions, pA and pB are the
population proportions,

(n 1 − 1)s 21 + (n 2 − 1)s 22
n1 + n2 − 2

where s pooled =

9.2 Two Population
Standard Deviations
Normal Distribution:

Means

with

⎡
¯
¯
(σ ) 2 (σ ) 2 ⎤
X 1 − X 2 ∼ N ⎢µ 1 − µ 2, n1 + n2 ⎥ .
2 ⎦
1
⎣

Pc is the pooled proportion, and nA and nB are the sample
sizes.

Known

10.4 Matched or Paired Samples
Test Statistic (t-score): t =

x¯ d − µ d
⎛s d ⎞
⎝ n⎠

where:

Generally µ1 – µ2 = 0.

x̄ d is the mean of the sample differences. μd is the mean

Test Statistic (z-score):

of the population differences. sd is the sample standard
deviation of the differences. n is the sample size.

z=

( x̄ 1 − x̄ 2) − (µ 1 − µ 2)
(σ 1) 2
n1

+

(σ 2) 2
n2

9.5 Test of Two Variances
F has the distribution F ~ F(n1 – 1, n2 – 1)
s 12
σ2
F = 21
s2
σ 22

If σ1 = σ2, then F =

s1 2
s2 2
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 10 | HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TABLES
Contingency Table a table that displays sample values for two different factors that may be dependent or contingent
on one another; it facilitates determining conditional probabilities.
Analysis of Variance also referred to as ANOVA, is a method of testing whether or not the means of three or more
populations are equal. The method is applicable if:
• all populations of interest are normally distributed.
• the populations have equal standard deviations.
• samples (not necessarily of the same size) are randomly and independently selected from each population.
The test statistic for analysis of variance is the F-ratio.
One-Way ANOVA a method of testing whether or not the means of three or more populations are equal; the method is
applicable if:
• all populations of interest are normally distributed.
• the populations have equal standard deviations.
• samples (not necessarily of the same size) are randomly and independently selected from each population.
• there is one independent variable and one dependent variable.
The test statistic for analysis of variance is the F-ratio.
Variance mean of the squared deviations from the mean; the square of the standard deviation. For a set of data, a
deviation can be represented as x – x̄ where x is a value of the data and x̄ is the sample mean. The sample
variance is equal to the sum of the squares of the deviations divided by the difference of the sample size and one.

CHAPTER REVIEW
10.1 Facts About the Chi-Square Distribution
The chi-square distribution is a useful tool for assessment in a series of problem categories. These problem categories
include primarily (i) whether a data set fits a particular distribution, (ii) whether the distributions of two populations are the
same, (iii) whether two events might be independent, and (iv) whether there is a different variability than expected within a
population.
An important parameter in a chi-square distribution is the degrees of freedom df in a given problem. The random variable in
the chi-square distribution is the sum of squares of df standard normal variables, which must be independent. The key
characteristics of the chi-square distribution also depend directly on the degrees of freedom.
The chi-square distribution curve is skewed to the right, and its shape depends on the degrees of freedom df. For df > 90, the
curve approximates the normal distribution. Test statistics based on the chi-square distribution are always greater than or
equal to zero. Such application tests are almost always right-tailed tests.

10.1 Goodness-of-Fit Test
To assess whether a data set fits a specific distribution, you can apply the goodness-of-fit hypothesis test that uses the
chi-square distribution. The null hypothesis for this test states that the data come from the assumed distribution. The test
compares observed values against the values you would expect to have if your data followed the assumed distribution. The
test is almost always right-tailed. Each observation or cell category must have an expected value of at least five.

10.2 Test of Independence
To assess whether two factors are independent or not, you can apply the test of independence that uses the chi-square
distribution. The null hypothesis for this test states that the two factors are independent. The test compares observed values
to expected values. The test is right-tailed. Each observation or cell category must have an expected value of at least 5.

10.3 Test for Homogeneity
To assess whether two data sets are derived from the same distribution—which need not be known, you can apply the test for
homogeneity that uses the chi-square distribution. The null hypothesis for this test states that the populations of the two data
sets come from the same distribution. The test compares the observed values against the expected values if the two
populations followed the same distribution. The test is right-tailed. Each observation or cell category must have an expected
value of at least five.
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10.3 Comparison of the Chi-Square Tests
The goodness-of-fit test is typically used to determine if data fits a particular distribution. The test of independence makes
use of a contingency table to determine the independence of two factors. The test for homogeneity determines whether two
populations come from the same distribution, even if this distribution is unknown.

10.4 One-Way ANOVA
Analysis of variance extends the comparison of two groups to several, each a level of a categorical variable (factor).
Samples from each group are independent, and must be randomly selected from normal populations with equal variances.
We test the null hypothesis of equal means of the response in every group versus the alternative hypothesis of one or more
group means being different from the others. A one-way ANOVA hypothesis test determines if several population means
are equal. The distribution for the test is the F distribution with two different degrees of freedom.
Assumptions:
1. Each population from which a sample is taken is assumed to be normal.
2. All samples are randomly selected and independent.
3. The populations are assumed to have equal standard deviations (or variances).

The F Distribution and the F-Ratio
Analysis of variance compares the means of a response variable for several groups. ANOVA compares the variation within
each group to the variation of the mean of each group. The ratio of these two is the F statistic from an F distribution with
(number of groups – 1) as the numerator degrees of freedom and (number of observations – number of groups) as the
denominator degrees of freedom. These statistics are summarized in the ANOVA table.

Facts About the F Distribution
The graph of the F distribution is always positive and skewed right, though the shape can be mounded or exponential
depending on the combination of numerator and denominator degrees of freedom. The F statistic is the ratio of a measure
of the variation in the group means to a similar measure of the variation within the groups. If the null hypothesis is correct,
then the numerator should be small compared to the denominator. A small F statistic will result, and the area under the F
curve to the right will be large, representing a large p-value. When the null hypothesis of equal group means is incorrect,
then the numerator should be large compared to the denominator, giving a large F statistic and a small area (small p-value)
to the right of the statistic under the F curve.
When the data have unequal group sizes (unbalanced data), then techniques from Section 13.2 need to be used for hand
calculations. In the case of balanced data (the groups are the same size) however, simplified calculations based on group
means and variances may be used. In practice, of course, software is usually employed in the analysis. As in any analysis,
graphs of various sorts should be used in conjunction with numerical techniques. Always look of your data!
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FORMULA REVIEW
10.1 Facts About the Chi-Square Distribution χ2
= (Z1)2 + (Z2)2 + … (Zdf)2 chi-square distribution random

σ χ 2 = 2⎛⎝d f ⎞⎠ Chi-Square distribution population standard
deviation

k

2

μχ2 = df chi-square distribution population mean

10.3 Test for Homogeneity

∑ (O −E E)

2

i⋅ j

10.1 Goodness-of-Fit Test

∑ (O −E E)

variable

goodness-of-fit test statistic where:

Homogeneity test statistic where: O =

observed values
E = expected values
i = number of rows in data contingency table
j = number of columns in data contingency table

O: observed values
E: expected values

df = (i −1)( j −1) Degrees of freedom

k: number of different data cells or categories

10.4 Test of a Single Variance

df = k − 1 degrees of freedom

χ2 =

10.2 Test of Independence

where:
n: sample size
s: sample standard deviation
σ: population standard deviation

Test of Independence
• The number of degrees of freedom is equal to (number
of columns - 1)(number of rows - 1).

Σ

• The test statistic is

(i ⋅ j)

(O – E)
E

2

where O =

observed values, E = expected values, i = the number
of rows in the table, and j = the number of columns in
the table.
• If the null hypothesis is true, the expected number

E=

(n − 1) ⋅ s 2
Test of a single variance statistic
σ2

df = n – 1 Degrees of freedom
Test of a Single Variance
• Use the test to determine variation.
• The degrees of freedom is the number of samples – 1.
• The test statistic is

(row total)(column total)
.
total surveyed

(n – 1) ⋅ s 2
, where n = the total
σ2

number of data, s2 = sample variance, and σ2 =
population variance.
• The test may be left-, right-, or two-tailed.

10.4 The F Distribution and the F-Ratio
SS between = ∑

SS total = ∑ x −
2

⎡(s ) 2 ⎤ ⎛⎝∑ s j⎞⎠
⎢ nj ⎥ − n
⎣ j ⎦
⎛
⎝

∑ x⎞⎠

2

n

2

F ratio when the groups are the same size: F =

Mean of the F distribution: µ =

ns x̄

2

s 2 pooled

d f (num)
d f (denom) − 1

where:
• k = the number of groups

SS within = SS total − SS between

• nj = the size of the jth group

dfbetween = df(num) = k – 1

• sj = the sum of the values in the jth group

dfwithin = df(denom) = n – k

• n = the total number of all values (observations)
combined

MSbetween =

SS between
d f between

SS within
MSwithin =
d f within
F=

MS between
MS within

• x = one value (one observation) from the data
2

•

s x̄

•

s 2 pooled = the mean of the sample variances (pooled

= the variance of the sample means

variance)
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KEY TERMS - CHAPTER 11 | LINEAR REGRESSION & CORRELATION
Coefficient of Correlation a measure developed by Karl Pearson (early 1900s) that gives the strength of association
between the independent variable and the dependent variable; the formula is:

r=

nΣ(xy) − (Σx)(Σy)

⎡
2
⎣nΣx

− (Σx) 2⎤⎦⎡⎣nΣy 2 − (Σy) 2⎤⎦

where n is the number of data points. The coefficient cannot be more then 1 and less then –1. The closer the
coefficient is to ±1, the stronger the evidence of a significant linear relationship between x and y.
Outlier an observation that does not fit the rest of the data

CHAPTER REVIEW
11.1 Linear Equations
The most basic type of association is a linear association. This type of relationship can be defined algebraically by the
equations used, numerically with actual or predicted data values, or graphically from a plotted curve. (Lines are classified
as straight curves.) Algebraically, a linear equation typically takes the form y = mx + b, where m and b are constants, x is
the independent variable, y is the dependent variable. In a statistical context, a linear equation is written in the form y = a +
bx, where a and b are the constants. This form is used to help readers distinguish the statistical context from the algebraic
context. In the equation y = a + bx, the constant b that multiplies the x variable (b is called a coefficient) is called as the
slope. The slope describes the rate of change between the independent and dependent variables; in other words, the rate of
change describes the change that occurs in the dependent variable as the independent variable is changed. In the equation
y = a + bx, the constant a is called as the y-intercept. Graphically, the y-intercept is the y coordinate of the point where the
graph of the line crosses the y axis. At this point x = 0.
The slope of a line is a value that describes the rate of change between the independent and dependent variables. The slope
tells us how the dependent variable (y) changes for every one unit increase in the independent (x) variable, on average. The
y-intercept is used to describe the dependent variable when the independent variable equals zero. Graphically, the slope is
represented by three line types in elementary statistics.

11.2 Scatter Plots
Scatter plots are particularly helpful graphs when we want to see if there is a linear relationship among data points.
They indicate both the direction of the relationship between the x variables and the y variables, and the strength of the
relationship. We calculate the strength of the relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable using
linear regression.

11.3 The Regression Equation
A regression line, or a line of best fit, can be drawn on a scatter plot and used to predict outcomes for the x and y variables
in a given data set or sample data. There are several ways to find a regression line, but usually the least-squares regression
line is used because it creates a uniform line. Residuals, also called “errors,” measure the distance from the actual value of y
and the estimated value of y. The Sum of Squared Errors, when set to its minimum, calculates the points on the line of best
fit. Regression lines can be used to predict values within the given set of data, but should not be used to make predictions
for values outside the set of data.
The correlation coefficient r measures the strength of the linear association between x and y. The variable r has to be
between –1 and +1. When r is positive, the x and y will tend to increase and decrease together. When r is negative, x will
increase and y will decrease, or the opposite, x will decrease and y will increase. The coefficient of determination r2, is
equal to the square of the correlation coefficient. When expressed as a percent, r2 represents the percent of variation in the
dependent variable y that can be explained by variation in the independent variable x using the regression line.

11.4 Testing the Significance of the Correlation Coefficient
Linear regression is a procedure for fitting a straight line of the form ŷ= a + bx to data. The conditions for regression are:
• Linear In the population, there is a linear relationship that models the average value of y for different values of x.
• Independent The residuals are assumed to be independent.
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• Normal The y values are distributed normally for any value of x.
• Equal variance The standard deviation of the y values is equal for each x value.
• Random The data are produced from a well-designed random sample or randomized experiment.
The slope b and intercept a of the least-squares line estimate the slope β and intercept α of the population (true) regression
line. To estimate the population standard deviation of y, σ, use the standard deviation of the residuals, s. s =

SEE . The
n−2

variable ρ (rho) is the population correlation coefficient. To test the null hypothesis H0: ρ = hypothesized value, use a linear
regression t-test. The most common null hypothesis is H0: ρ = 0 which indicates there is no linear relationship between x
and y in the population. The TI-83, 83+, 84, 84+ calculator function LinRegTTest can perform this test (STATS TESTS
LinRegTTest).

11.5 Prediction
After determining the presence of a strong correlation coefficient and calculating the line of best fit, you can use the least
squares regression line to make predictions about your data.

11.6 Outliers
To determine if a point is an outlier, do one of the following:
1. Input the following equations into the TI 83, 83+,84, 84+:

y 1 = a + bx
y 2 = a + bx + 2s where s is the standard deviation of the residuals
y 3 = a + bx − 2s

If any point is above y2 or below y3 then the point is considered to be an outlier.
2. Use the residuals and compare their absolute values to 2s where s is the standard deviation of the residuals. If the
absolute value of any residual is greater than or equal to 2s, then the corresponding point is an outlier.
3. Note: The calculator function LinRegTTest (STATS TESTS LinRegTTest) calculates s.

FORMULA REVIEW
11.1 Linear Equations

a = y-intercept
b = slope

y = a + bx where a is the y-intercept and b is the slope. The
variable x is the independent variable and y is the dependent
variable.

Standard deviation of the residuals:

11.4 Testing the Significance of the Correlation
Coefficient

where

Least Squares Line or Line of Best Fit:

n = the number of data points

^y = a + bx
where

s=

SEE .
n−2

SSE = sum of squared errors
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APPENDIX C: GROUP AND
PARTNER PROJECTS
Univariate Data
Student Learning Objectives
• The student will design and carry out a survey.
• The student will analyze and graphically display the results of the survey.

Instructions
As you complete each task below, check it off. Answer all questions in your summary.
____ Decide what data you are going to study.
Here are two examples, but you may NOT use them: number of M&M's per bag, number of pencils students have in
their backpacks.

____ Are your data discrete or continuous? How do you know?
____ Decide how you are going to collect the data (for instance, buy 30 bags of M&M's; collect data from the World Wide
Web).
____ Describe your sampling technique in detail. Use cluster, stratified, systematic, or simple random (using a random
number generator) sampling. Do not use convenience sampling. Which method did you use? Why did you pick that method?
____ Conduct your survey. Your data size must be at least 30.
____ Summarize your data in a chart with columns showing data value, frequency, relative frequency and cumulative
relative frequency.
Answer the following (rounded to two decimal places):
a.

x̄ = _____

b. s = _____
c. First quartile = _____
d. Median = _____
e. 70th percentile = _____
____ What value is two standard deviations above the mean?
____ What value is 1.5 standard deviations below the mean?
____ Construct a histogram displaying your data.
____ In complete sentences, describe the shape of your graph.
____ Do you notice any potential outliers? If so, what values are they? Show your work in how you used the potential
outlier formula to determine whether or not the values might be outliers.
____ Construct a box plot displaying your data.
____ Does the middle 50% of the data appear to be concentrated together or spread apart? Explain how you determined
this.
____ Looking at both the histogram and the box plot, discuss the distribution of your data.

Assignment Checklist
You need to turn in the following typed and stapled packet, with pages in the following order:
____ Cover sheet: name, class time, and name of your study
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____ Summary page: This should contain paragraphs written with complete sentences. It should include
answers to all the questions above. It should also include statements describing the population under study, the
sample, a parameter or parameters being studied, and the statistic or statistics produced.
____ URL for data, if your data are from the World Wide Web
____ Chart of data, frequency, relative frequency, and cumulative relative frequency
____ Page(s) of graphs: histogram and box plot

Continuous Distributions and Central Limit Theorem
Student Learning Objectives
• The student will collect a sample of continuous data.
• The student will attempt to fit the data sample to various distribution models.
• The student will validate the central limit theorem.

Instructions
As you complete each task below, check it off. Answer all questions in your summary.

Part I: Sampling
____ Decide what continuous data you are going to study. (Here are two examples, but you may NOT use them: the amount
of money a student spent on college supplies this term, or the length of time distance telephone call lasts.)
____ Describe your sampling technique in detail. Use cluster, stratified, systematic, or simple random (using a random
number generator) sampling. Do not use convenience sampling. What method did you use? Why did you pick that method?
____ Conduct your survey. Gather at least 150 pieces of continuous, quantitative data.
____ Define (in words) the random variable for your data. X = _______
____ Create two lists of your data: (1) unordered data, (2) in order of smallest to largest.
____ Find the sample mean and the sample standard deviation (rounded to two decimal places).
a.

x̄ = ______

b. s = ______
____ Construct a histogram of your data containing five to ten intervals of equal width. The histogram should be a
representative display of your data. Label and scale it.

Part II: Possible Distributions
____ Suppose that X followed the following theoretical distributions. Set up each distribution using the appropriate
information from your data.
____ Uniform: X ~ U ____________ Use the lowest and highest values as a and b.
____ Normal: X ~ N ____________ Use x̄ to estimate for μ and s to estimate for σ.
____ Must your data fit one of the above distributions? Explain why or why not.
____ Could the data fit two or three of the previous distributions (at the same time)? Explain.
____ Calculate the value k(an X value) that is 1.75 standard deviations above the sample mean. k = _________ (rounded to
two decimal places) Note: k = x̄ + (1.75)s
____ Determine the relative frequencies (RF) rounded to four decimal places.

NOTE
RF =

frequency
total number surveyed

a. RF(X < k) = ______
b. RF(X > k) = ______
c. RF(X = k) = ______
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NOTE
You should have one page for the uniform distribution, one page for the exponential distribution, and one page for the
normal distribution.

____ State the distribution: X ~ _________
____ Draw a graph for each of the three theoretical distributions. Label the axes and mark them appropriately.
____ Find the following theoretical probabilities (rounded to four decimal places).
a. P(X < k) = ______
b. P(X > k) = ______
c. P(X = k) = ______
____ Compare the relative frequencies to the corresponding probabilities. Are the values close?
____ Does it appear that the data fit the distribution well? Justify your answer by comparing the probabilities to the relative
frequencies, and the histograms to the theoretical graphs.

Part III: CLT Experiments
______ From your original data (before ordering), use a random number generator to pick 40 samples of size five. For each
sample, calculate the average.
______ On a separate page, attached to the summary, include the 40 samples of size five, along with the 40 sample averages.
______ List the 40 averages in order from smallest to largest.

¯

¯

______ Define the random variable, X , in words. X = _______________

¯

¯

______ State the approximate theoretical distribution of X . X ~ ______________
______ Base this on the mean and standard deviation from your original data.
______ Construct a histogram displaying your data. Use five to six intervals of equal width. Label and scale it.

¯

¯

¯

Calculate the value k (an X value) that is 1.75 standard deviations above the sample mean. k = _____ (rounded to two
decimal places)
Determine the relative frequencies (RF) rounded to four decimal places.

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

a. RF( X < k ) = _______
b. RF( X > k ) = _______
c. RF( X = k ) = _______
Find the following theoretical probabilities (rounded to four decimal places).

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

a. P( X < k ) = _______
b. P( X > k ) = _______
c. P( X = k ) = _______
______ Draw the graph of the theoretical distribution of X .
______ Compare the relative frequencies to the probabilities. Are the values close?

¯

______ Does it appear that the data of averages fit the distribution of X well? Justify your answer by comparing the
probabilities to the relative frequencies, and the histogram to the theoretical graph.
In three to five complete sentences for each, answer the following questions. Give thoughtful explanations.
______ In summary, do your original data seem to fit the uniform, exponential, or normal distributions? Answer why or
why not for each distribution. If the data do not fit any of those distributions, explain why.
______ What happened to the shape and distribution when you averaged your data? In theory, what should have happened?
In theory, would “it” always happen? Why or why not?

¯

______ Were the relative frequencies compared to the theoretical probabilities closer when comparing the X or X
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distributions? Explain your answer.

Assignment Checklist
You need to turn in the following typed and stapled packet, with pages in the following order:
____ Cover sheet: name, class time, and name of your study
____ Summary pages: These should contain several paragraphs written with complete sentences that describe the
experiment, including what you studied and your sampling technique, as well as answers to all of the questions previously
asked questions
____ URL for data, if your data are from the World Wide Web
____ Pages, one for each theoretical distribution, with the distribution stated, the graph, and the probability questions
answered
____ Pages of the data requested
____ All graphs required

Hypothesis Testing-Article
Student Learning Objectives
• The student will identify a hypothesis testing problem in print.
• The student will conduct a survey to verify or dispute the results of the hypothesis test.
• The student will summarize the article, analysis, and conclusions in a report.

Instructions
As you complete each task, check it off. Answer all questions in your summary.
____Find an article in a newspaper, magazine, or on the internet which makes a claim about ONE population mean or
ONE population proportion. The claim may be based upon a survey that the article was reporting on. Decide whether this
claim is the null or alternate hypothesis.
____Copy or print out the article and include a copy in your project, along with the source.
____State how you will collect your data. (Convenience sampling is not acceptable.)
____Conduct your survey. You must have more than 50 responses in your sample. When you hand in your final project,
attach the tally sheet or the packet of questionnaires that you used to collect data. Your data must be real.
____State the statistics that are a result of your data collection: sample size, sample mean, and sample standard deviation,
OR sample size and number of successes.
____Make two copies of the appropriate solution sheet.
____Record the hypothesis test on the solution sheet, based on your experiment. Do a DRAFT solution first on one of
the solution sheets and check it over carefully. Have a classmate check your solution to see if it is done correctly. Make your
decision using a 5% level of significance. Include the 95% confidence interval on the solution sheet.
____Create a graph that illustrates your data. This may be a pie or bar graph or may be a histogram or box plot,
depending on the nature of your data. Produce a graph that makes sense for your data and gives useful visual information
about your data. You may need to look at several types of graphs before you decide which is the most appropriate for the
type of data in your project.
____Write your summary (in complete sentences and paragraphs, with proper grammar and correct spelling) that
describes the project. The summary MUST include:
a. Brief discussion of the article, including the source
b. Statement of the claim made in the article (one of the hypotheses).
c. Detailed description of how, where, and when you collected the data, including the sampling technique; did you
use cluster, stratified, systematic, or simple random sampling (using a random number generator)? As previously
mentioned, convenience sampling is not acceptable.
d. Conclusion about the article claim in light of your hypothesis test; this is the conclusion of your hypothesis test, stated
in words, in the context of the situation in your project in sentence form, as if you were writing this conclusion for a
non-statistician.
e. Sentence interpreting your confidence interval in the context of the situation in your project

Assignment Checklist
Turn in the following typed (12 point) and stapled packet for your final project:
____Cover sheet containing your name(s), class time, and the name of your study
____Summary, which includes all items listed on summary checklist
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____Solution sheet neatly and completely filled out. The solution sheet does not need to be typed.
____Graphic representation of your data, created following the guidelines previously discussed; include only graphs
which are appropriate and useful.
____Raw data collected AND a table summarizing the sample data (n, x̄ and s; or x, n, and p’, as appropriate for your
hypotheses); the raw data does not need to be typed, but the summary does. Hand in the data as you collected it. (Either
attach your tally sheet or an envelope containing your questionnaires.)

Bivariate Data, Linear Regression, and Univariate Data
Student Learning Objectives
• The students will collect a bivariate data sample through the use of appropriate sampling techniques.
• The student will attempt to fit the data to a linear model.
• The student will determine the appropriateness of linear fit of the model.
• The student will analyze and graph univariate data.

Instructions
1. As you complete each task below, check it off. Answer all questions in your introduction or summary.
2. Check your course calendar for intermediate and final due dates.
3. Graphs may be constructed by hand or by computer, unless your instructor informs you otherwise. All graphs must be
neat and accurate.
4. All other responses must be done on the computer.
5. Neatness and quality of explanations are used to determine your final grade.

Part I: Bivariate Data
Introduction
____State the bivariate data your group is going to study.
Here are two examples, but you may NOT use them: height vs. weight and age vs. running distance.

____Describe your sampling technique in detail. Use cluster, stratified, systematic, or simple random sampling (using a
random number generator) sampling. Convenience sampling is NOT acceptable.
____Conduct your survey. Your number of pairs must be at least 30.
____Print out a copy of your data.
Analysis
____On a separate sheet of paper construct a scatter plot of the data. Label and scale both axes.
____State the least squares line and the correlation coefficient.
____On your scatter plot, in a different color, construct the least squares line.
____Is the correlation coefficient significant? Explain and show how you determined this.
____Interpret the slope of the linear regression line in the context of the data in your project. Relate the explanation to your
data, and quantify what the slope tells you.
____Does the regression line seem to fit the data? Why or why not? If the data does not seem to be linear, explain if any
other model seems to fit the data better.
____Are there any outliers? If so, what are they? Show your work in how you used the potential outlier formula in the
Linear Regression and Correlation chapter (since you have bivariate data) to determine whether or not any pairs might be
outliers.

Part II: Univariate Data
In this section, you will use the data for ONE variable only. Pick the variable that is more interesting to analyze. For
example: if your independent variable is sequential data such as year with 30 years and one piece of data per year, your
x-values might be 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, …, 2000. This would not be interesting to analyze. In that case, choose to use
the dependent variable to analyze for this part of the project.
_____Summarize your data in a chart with columns showing data value, frequency, relative frequency, and cumulative
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relative frequency.
_____Answer the following question, rounded to two decimal places:
a. Sample mean = ______
b. Sample standard deviation = ______
c. First quartile = ______
d. Third quartile = ______
e. Median = ______
f. 70th percentile = ______
g. Value that is 2 standard deviations above the mean = ______
h. Value that is 1.5 standard deviations below the mean = ______
_____Construct a histogram displaying your data. Group your data into six to ten intervals of equal width. Pick regularly
spaced intervals that make sense in relation to your data. For example, do NOT group data by age as
20-26,27-33,34-40,41-47,48-54,55-61 . . . Instead, maybe use age groups 19.5-24.5, 24.5-29.5, . . . or 19.5-29.5, 29.5-39.5,
39.5-49.5, . . .
_____In complete sentences, describe the shape of your histogram.
_____Are there any potential outliers? Which values are they? Show your work and calculations as to how you used the
potential outlier formula in Descriptive Statistics (since you are now using univariate data) to determine which values
might be outliers.
_____Construct a box plot of your data.
_____Does the middle 50% of your data appear to be concentrated together or spread out? Explain how you determined
this.
_____Looking at both the histogram AND the box plot, discuss the distribution of your data. For example: how does the
spread of the middle 50% of your data compare to the spread of the rest of the data represented in the box plot; how does
this correspond to your description of the shape of the histogram; how does the graphical display show any outliers you
may have found; does the histogram show any gaps in the data that are not visible in the box plot; are there any interesting
features of your data that you should point out.

Due Dates
• Part I, Intro: __________ (keep a copy for your records)
• Part I, Analysis: __________ (keep a copy for your records)
• Entire Project, typed and stapled: __________
____ Cover sheet: names, class time, and name of your study
____ Part I: label the sections “Intro” and “Analysis.”
____ Part II:
____ Summary page containing several paragraphs written in complete sentences describing the experiment, including
what you studied and how you collected your data. The summary page should also include answers to ALL the
questions asked above.
____ All graphs requested in the project
____ All calculations requested to support questions in data
____ Description: what you learned by doing this project, what challenges you had, how you overcame the challenges

NOTE
Include answers to ALL questions asked, even if not explicitly repeated in the items above.
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1.1 Data Collection Experiment
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will demonstrate the systematic sampling technique.
• The student will construct relative frequency tables.
• The student will interpret results and their differences from different data groupings.

Movie Survey
Ask five classmates from a different class how many movies they saw at the theater last month. Do not include rented
movies.
1. Record the data.
2. In class, randomly pick one person. On the class list, mark that person’s name. Move down four names on the
class list. Mark that person’s name. Continue doing this until you have marked 12 names. You may need to go
back to the start of the list. For each marked name record the five data values. You now have a total of 60 data
values.
3. For each name marked, record the data.
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Table 1.17

Order the Data
Complete the two relative frequency tables below using your class data.

Number of Movies
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency
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Number of Movies

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency

7+
Table 1.18 Frequency of Number of Movies Viewed

Number of Movies

Frequency

Relative Frequency

Cumulative Relative Frequency

0–1
2–3
4–5
6–7+
Table 1.19 Frequency of Number of Movies Viewed

1. Using the tables, find the percent of data that is at most two. Which table did you use and why?
2. Using the tables, find the percent of data that is at most three. Which table did you use and why?
3. Using the tables, find the percent of data that is more than two. Which table did you use and why?
4. Using the tables, find the percent of data that is more than three. Which table did you use and why?

Discussion Questions
1. Is one of the tables “more correct” than the other? Why or why not?
2. In general, how could you group the data differently? Are there any advantages to either way of grouping the
data?
3. Why did you switch between tables, if you did, when answering the question above?
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1.2 Sampling Experiment
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will demonstrate the simple random, systematic, stratified, and cluster sampling techniques.
• The student will explain the details of each procedure used.
In this lab, you will be asked to pick several random samples of restaurants. In each case, describe your procedure
briefly, including how you might have used the random number generator, and then list the restaurants in the sample
you obtained.

NOTE
The following section contains restaurants stratified by city into columns and grouped horizontally by entree cost
(clusters).

Restaurants Stratified by City and Entree Cost
Entree
Cost

Under $10

$10 to under $15

$15 to under
$20

San Jose

El Abuelo Taq, Pasta
Mia, Emma’s Express,
Bamboo Hut

Emperor’s Guard,
Creekside Inn

Blake’s, Eulipia,
Agenda, Gervais,
Hayes Mansion,
Miro’s
Germania

Palo Alto

Senor Taco, Olive
Garden, Taxi’s

Ming’s, P.A. Joe’s,
Stickney’s

Scott’s Seafood,
Poolside Grill,
Fish Market

Sundance Mine,
Maddalena’s,
Spago’s

Lindsey’s, Willow Street

Toll House

Charter House,
La Maison Du
Cafe

Mary’s Patio, Mount
Los Gatos Everest, Sweet Pea’s,
Andele Taqueria
Mountain
View

Maharaja, New Ma’s,
Amber Indian, La Fiesta,
Thai-Rific, Garden Fresh Fiesta del Mar, Dawit

Cupertino

Hobees, Hung Fu,
Samrat, Panda Express

Chekijababi, Taj India,
Sunnyvale Full Throttle, Tia Juana,
Lemon Grass
Santa
Clara

Rangoli, Armadillo
Willy’s, Thai Pepper,
Pasand

Austin’s, Shiva’s,
Le Petit Bistro
Mazeh

Santa Barb. Grill, Mand.
Gourmet, Bombay Oven,
Kathmandu West

Fontana’s, Blue
Pheasant

Pacific Fresh, Charley
Brown’s, Cafe Cameroon,
Faz, Aruba’s

Lion & Compass,
The Palace,
Beau Sejour

Arthur’s, Katie’s Cafe,
Pedro’s, La Galleria

Birk’s, Truya
Sushi, Valley
Plaza

Table 1.20 Restaurants Used in Sample

Over $20

Hamasushi,
Helios

Lakeside,
Mariani’s
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A Simple Random Sample
Pick a simple random sample of 15 restaurants.
1. Describe your procedure.
2. Complete the table with your sample.
1. __________ 6. __________

11. __________

2. __________ 7. __________

12. __________

3. __________ 8. __________

13. __________

4. __________ 9. __________

14. __________

5. __________ 10. __________ 15. __________
Table 1.21

A Systematic Sample
Pick a systematic sample of 15 restaurants.
1. Describe your procedure.
2. Complete the table with your sample.
1. __________ 6. __________

11. __________

2. __________ 7. __________

12. __________

3. __________ 8. __________

13. __________

4. __________ 9. __________

14. __________

5. __________ 10. __________ 15. __________
Table 1.22

A Stratified Sample
Pick a stratified sample, by city, of 20 restaurants. Use 25% of the restaurants from each stratum. Round to the nearest
whole number.
1. Describe your procedure.
2. Complete the table with your sample.
1. __________ 6. __________

11. __________ 16. __________

2. __________ 7. __________

12. __________ 17. __________

3. __________ 8. __________

13. __________ 18. __________

4. __________ 9. __________

14. __________ 19. __________

5. __________ 10. __________ 15. __________ 20. __________
Table 1.23
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A Stratified Sample
Pick a stratified sample, by entree cost, of 21 restaurants. Use 25% of the restaurants from each stratum. Round to the
nearest whole number.
1. Describe your procedure.
2. Complete the table with your sample.
1. __________ 6. __________

11. __________ 16. __________

2. __________ 7. __________

12. __________ 17. __________

3. __________ 8. __________

13. __________ 18. __________

4. __________ 9. __________

14. __________ 19. __________

5. __________ 10. __________ 15. __________ 20. __________
21. __________
Table 1.24

A Cluster Sample
Pick a cluster sample of restaurants from two cities. The number of restaurants will vary.
1. Describe your procedure.
2. Complete the table with your sample.
1. ________ 6. ________

11. ________ 16. ________ 21. ________

2. ________ 7. ________

12. ________ 17. ________ 22. ________

3. ________ 8. ________

13. ________ 18. ________ 23. ________

4. ________ 9. ________

14. ________ 19. ________ 24. ________

5. ________ 10. ________ 15. ________ 20. ________ 25. ________
Table 1.25
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2.1 Descriptive Statistics
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will construct a histogram and a box plot.
• The student will calculate univariate statistics.
• The student will examine the graphs to interpret what the data implies.

Collect the Data
Record the number of pairs of shoes you own.
1. Randomly survey 30 classmates about the number of pairs of shoes they own. Record their values.
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
Table 2.36 Survey Results

2. Construct a histogram. Make five to six intervals. Sketch the graph using a ruler and pencil and scale the axes.

Figure 2.30

3. Calculate the following values.
a.

x̄ = _____

b. s = _____
4. Are the data discrete or continuous? How do you know?
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5. In complete sentences, describe the shape of the histogram.
6. Are there any potential outliers? List the value(s) that could be outliers. Use a formula to check the end values to
determine if they are potential outliers.

Analyze the Data
1. Determine the following values.
a. Min = _____
b. M = _____
c. Max = _____
d. Q1 = _____
e. Q3 = _____
f. IQR = _____
2. Construct a box plot of data
3. What does the shape of the box plot imply about the concentration of data? Use complete sentences.
4. Using the box plot, how can you determine if there are potential outliers?
5. How does the standard deviation help you to determine concentration of the data and whether or not there are
potential outliers?
6. What does the IQR represent in this problem?
7. Show your work to find the value that is 1.5 standard deviations:
a. above the mean.
b. below the mean.
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3.1 Probability Topics
Class time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will use theoretical and empirical methods to estimate probabilities.
• The student will appraise the differences between the two estimates.
• The student will demonstrate an understanding of long-term relative frequencies.

Do the Experiment
Count out 40 mixed-color M&Ms® which is approximately one small bag’s worth. Record the number of each color
in Table 3.11. Use the information from this table to complete Table 3.12. Next, put the M&Ms in a cup. The
experiment is to pick two M&Ms, one at a time. Do not look at them as you pick them. The first time through, replace
the first M&M before picking the second one. Record the results in the “With Replacement” column of Table 3.13. Do
this 24 times. The second time through, after picking the first M&M, do not replace it before picking the second one.
Then, pick the second one. Record the results in the “Without Replacement” column section of Table 3.14. After you
record the pick, put both M&Ms back. Do this a total of 24 times, also. Use the data from Table 3.14 to calculate the
empirical probability questions. Leave your answers in unreduced fractional form. Do not multiply out any fractions.

Color

Quantity

Yellow (Y)
Green (G)
Blue (BL)
Brown (B)
Orange (O)
Red (R)
Table 3.11 Population

With Replacement
P(2 reds)
P(R1B2 OR B1R2)
P(R1 AND G2)
P(G2|R1)
P(no yellows)
P(doubles)
P(no doubles)
Table 3.12 Theoretical Probabilities

Without Replacement
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NOTE
G2 = green on second pick; R1 = red on first pick; B1 = brown on first pick; B2 = brown on second pick; doubles
= both picks are the same colour.

With Replacement

Without Replacement

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

( __ , __ ) ( __ , __ )

Table 3.13 Empirical Results

With Replacement

Without Replacement

P(2 reds)
P(R1B2 OR B1R2)
P(R1 AND G2)
P(G2|R1)
P(no yellows)
P(doubles)
P(no doubles)
Table 3.14 Empirical Probabilities

Discussion Questions
1. Why are the “With Replacement” and “Without Replacement” probabilities different?
2. Convert P(no yellows) to decimal format for both Theoretical “With Replacement” and for Empirical “With
Replacement”. Round to four decimal places.
a. Theoretical “With Replacement”: P(no yellows) = _______
b. Empirical “With Replacement”: P(no yellows) = _______
c. Are the decimal values “close”? Did you expect them to be closer together or farther apart? Why?
3. If you increased the number of times you picked two M&Ms to 240 times, why would empirical probability
values change?
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4. Would this change (see part 3) cause the empirical probabilities and theoretical probabilities to be closer together
or farther apart? How do you know?
5. Explain the differences in what P(G1 AND R2) and P(R1|G2) represent. Hint: Think about the sample space for
each probability.
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4.1 Discrete Distribution (Playing Card Experiment)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will compare empirical data and a theoretical distribution to determine if an everyday experiment fits
a discrete distribution.
• The student will compare technology-generated simulation and a theoretical distribution.
• The student will demonstrate an understanding of long-term probabilities.

Supplies
• One full deck of playing cards
• One programming calculator

Procedure
The experimental procedure for empirical data is to pick one card from a deck of shuffled cards.
1. The theoretical probability of picking a diamond from a deck is _________.
2. Shuffle a deck of cards.
3. Pick one card from it.
4. Record whether it was a diamond or not a diamond.
5. Put the card back and reshuffle.
6. Do this a total of ten times.
7. Record the number of diamonds picked.
8. Let X = number of diamonds. Theoretically, X ~ B(_____,_____)

Organize the Data
1. Record the number of diamonds picked for your class with playing cards in Table 4.16. Then calculate the
relative frequency.

x

Frequency

0

__________

__________

1

__________

__________

2

__________

__________

3

__________

__________

4

__________

__________

5

__________

__________

6

__________

__________

7

__________

__________

8

__________

__________

Relative Frequency
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x

Frequency

9

__________

__________

10 __________

__________

Relative Frequency

Table 4.16

2. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = ________

b. s = ________
3. Construct a histogram of the empirical data.

Figure 4.6

Theoretical Distribution
a. Build the theoretical PDF chart based on the distribution in the Procedure section.

x
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

P(x)
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b. Calculate the following:
a. μ = ____________
b. σ = ____________
c. Construct a histogram of the theoretical distribution.
This is a blank graph template. The x-axis is labeled Number of diamonds. The yaxis is labeled Probability.
Figure 4.7

Using the Data
NOTE
RF = relative frequency

Use the table from the Theoretical Distribution section to calculate the following answers. Round your answers to
four decimal places.
• P(x = 3) = _______________________
• P(1 < x < 4) = _______________________
• P(x ≥ 8) = _______________________
Use the data from the Organize the Data section to calculate the following answers. Round your answers to four
decimal places.
• RF(x = 3) = _______________________
• RF(1 < x < 4) = _______________________
• RF(x ≥ 8) = _______________________

Discussion Questions
For questions 1 and 2, think about the shapes of the two graphs, the probabilities, the relative frequencies, the means,
and the standard deviations.
1. Knowing that data vary, describe three similarities between the graphs and distributions of the theoretical,
empirical, and simulation distributions. Use complete sentences.
2. Describe the three most significant differences between the graphs or distributions of the theoretical, empirical,
and simulation distributions.
3. Using your answers from questions 1 and 2, does it appear that the two sets of data fit the theoretical distribution?
In complete sentences, explain why or why not.
4. Suppose that the experiment had been repeated 500 times. Would you expect Table 4.16 or Table 4.17 to
change, and how would it change? Why? Why wouldn’t the other table(s) change?
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4.2 Discrete Distribution (Lucky Dice Experiment)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will compare empirical data and a theoretical distribution to determine if a Tet gambling game fits a
discrete distribution.
• The student will demonstrate an understanding of long-term probabilities.

Supplies
• one “Lucky Dice” game or three regular dice

Procedure
Round answers to relative frequency and probability problems to four decimal places.
1. The experimental procedure is to bet on one object. Then, roll three Lucky Dice and count the number of matches.
The number of matches will decide your profit.
2. What is the theoretical probability of one die matching the object?
3. Choose one object to place a bet on. Roll the three Lucky Dice. Count the number of matches.
4. Let X = number of matches. Theoretically, X ~ B(______,______)
5. Let Y = profit per game.

Organize the Data
In Table 4.18, fill in the y value that corresponds to each x value. Next, record the number of matches picked for your
class. Then, calculate the relative frequency.
1. Complete the table.

x

y

Frequency

0
1
2
3
Table 4.18

2. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = _______

b. sx = ________
c.

ȳ = _______

d. sy = _______

Relative Frequency
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3. Explain what x̄ represents.
4. Explain what ȳ represents.
5. Based upon the experiment:
a. What was the average profit per game?
b. Did this represent an average win or loss per game?
c. How do you know? Answer in complete sentences.
6. Construct a histogram of the empirical data.

Figure 4.8

Theoretical Distribution
Build the theoretical PDF chart for x and y based on the distribution from the Procedure section.

x

1.

y

P(x) = P(y)

0
1
2
3
Table 4.19

2. Calculate the following:
a. μx = _______
b. σx = _______
c. μx = _______
3. Explain what μx represents.
4. Explain what μy represents.
5. Based upon theory:
a. What was the expected profit per game?
b. Did the expected profit represent an average win or loss per game?
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c. How do you know? Answer in complete sentences.
6. Construct a histogram of the theoretical distribution.

Figure 4.9

Use the Data
NOTE
RF = relative frequency

Use the data from the Theoretical Distribution section to calculate the following answers. Round your answers to
four decimal places.
1. P(x = 3) = _________________
2. P(0 < x < 3) = _________________
3. P(x ≥ 2) = _________________
Use the data from the Organize the Data section to calculate the following answers. Round your answers to four
decimal places.
1. RF(x = 3) = _________________
2. RF(0 < x < 3) = _________________
3. RF(x ≥ 2) = _________________

Discussion Question
For questions 1 and 2, consider the graphs, the probabilities, the relative frequencies, the means, and the standard
deviations.
1. Knowing that data vary, describe three similarities between the graphs and distributions of the theoretical and
empirical distributions. Use complete sentences.
2. Describe the three most significant differences between the graphs or distributions of the theoretical and empirical
distributions.
3. Thinking about your answers to questions 1 and 2, does it appear that the data fit the theoretical distribution? In
complete sentences, explain why or why not.
4. Suppose that the experiment had been repeated 500 times. Would you expect Table 4.18 or Table 4.19 to
change, and how would it change? Why? Why wouldn’t the other table change?
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5.1 Continuous Distribution
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will compare and contrast empirical data from a random number generator with the uniform
distribution.

Collect the Data
Use a random number generator to generate 50 values between zero and one (inclusive). List them in Table 5.3.
Round the numbers to four decimal places or set the calculator MODE to four places.
1. Complete the table.
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 5.3

2. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
c. first quartile = _______
d. third quartile = _______
e. median = _______

Organize the Data
1. Construct a histogram of the empirical data. Make eight bars.
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Figure 5.33

2. Construct a histogram of the empirical data. Make five bars.

Figure 5.34

Describe the Data
1. In two to three complete sentences, describe the shape of each graph. (Keep it simple. Does the graph go straight
across, does it have a V shape, does it have a hump in the middle or at either end, and so on. One way to help you
determine a shape is to draw a smooth curve roughly through the top of the bars.)
2. Describe how changing the number of bars might change the shape.

Theoretical Distribution
1. In words, X = _____________________________________.
2. The theoretical distribution of X is X ~ U(0,1).
3. In theory, based upon the distribution X ~ U(0,1), complete the following.
a. μ = ______
b. σ = ______
c. first quartile = ______
d. third quartile = ______
e. median = __________
4. Are the empirical values (the data) in the section titled Collect the Data close to the corresponding theoretical
values? Why or why not?
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Plot the Data
1. Construct a box plot of the data. Be sure to use a ruler to scale accurately and draw straight edges.
2. Do you notice any potential outliers? If so, which values are they? Either way, justify your answer numerically.
(Recall that any DATA that are less than Q1 – 1.5(IQR) or more than Q3 + 1.5(IQR) are potential outliers. IQR
means interquartile range.)

Compare the Data
1. For each of the following parts, use a complete sentence to comment on how the value obtained from the
data compares to the theoretical value you expected from the distribution in the section titled Theoretical
Distribution.
a. minimum value: _______
b. first quartile: _______
c. median: _______
d. third quartile: _______
e. maximum value: _______
f. width of IQR: _______
g. overall shape: _______
2. Based on your comments in the section titled Collect the Data, how does the box plot fit or not fit what you
would expect of the distribution in the section titled Theoretical Distribution?

Discussion Question
1. Suppose that the number of values generated was 500, not 50. How would that affect what you would expect the
empirical data to be and the shape of its graph to look like?
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6.1 Normal Distribution (Lap Times)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcome
• The student will compare and contrast empirical data and a theoretical distribution to determine if Terry Vogel's
lap times fit a continuous distribution.

Directions
Round the relative frequencies and probabilities to four decimal places. Carry all other decimal answers to two places.

Collect the Data
1. Use the data from Appendix C. Use a stratified sampling method by lap (races 1 to 20) and a random number
generator to pick six lap times from each stratum. Record the lap times below for laps two to seven.
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Table 6.1

2. Construct a histogram. Make five to six intervals. Sketch the graph using a ruler and pencil. Scale the axes.

Figure 6.10

3. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
4. Draw a smooth curve through the tops of the bars of the histogram. Write one to two complete sentences to
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describe the general shape of the curve. (Keep it simple. Does the graph go straight across, does it have a v-shape,
does it have a hump in the middle or at either end, and so on?)

Analyze the Distribution
Using your sample mean, sample standard deviation, and histogram to help, what is the approximate theoretical
distribution of the data?
• X ~ _____(_____,_____)
• How does the histogram help you arrive at the approximate distribution?

Describe the Data
Use the data you collected to complete the following statements.
• The IQR goes from __________ to __________.
• IQR = __________. (IQR = Q3 – Q1)
• The 15th percentile is _______.
• The 85th percentile is _______.
• The median is _______.
• The empirical probability that a randomly chosen lap time is more than 130 seconds is _______.
• Explain the meaning of the 85th percentile of this data.

Theoretical Distribution
Using the theoretical distribution, complete the following statements. You should use a normal approximation based
on your sample data.
• The IQR goes from __________ to __________.
• IQR = _______.
• The 15th percentile is _______.
• The 85th percentile is _______.
• The median is _______.
• The probability that a randomly chosen lap time is more than 130 seconds is _______.
• Explain the meaning of the 85th percentile of this distribution.

Discussion Questions
Do the data from the section titled Collect the Data give a close approximation to the theoretical distribution in
the section titled Analyze the Distribution? In complete sentences and comparing the result in the sections titled
Describe the Data and Theoretical Distribution, explain why or why not.
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6.2 Normal Distribution (Pinkie Length)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will compare empirical data and a theoretical distribution to determine if data from the experiment
follow a continuous distribution.

Collect the Data
Measure the length of your pinky finger (in centimeters).
1. Randomly survey 30 adults for their pinky finger lengths. Round the lengths to the nearest 0.5 cm.
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Table 6.2

2. Construct a histogram. Make five to six intervals. Sketch the graph using a ruler and pencil. Scale the axes.

Figure 6.11

3. Calculate the following.
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
4. Draw a smooth curve through the top of the bars of the histogram. Write one to two complete sentences to
describe the general shape of the curve. (Keep it simple. Does the graph go straight across, does it have a v-shape,
does it have a hump in the middle or at either end, and so on?)
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Analyze the Distribution
Using your sample mean, sample standard deviation, and histogram, what was the approximate theoretical distribution
of the data you collected?
• X ~ _____(_____,_____)
• How does the histogram help you arrive at the approximate distribution?

Describe the Data
Using the data you collected complete the following statements. (Hint: order the data)

REMEMBER
(IQR = Q3 – Q1)

• IQR = _______
• The 15th percentile is _______.
• The 85th percentile is _______.
• Median is _______.
• What is the theoretical probability that a randomly chosen pinky length is more than 6.5 cm?
• Explain the meaning of the 85th percentile of this data.

Theoretical Distribution
Using the theoretical distribution, complete the following statements. Use a normal approximation based on the sample
mean and standard deviation.
• IQR = _______
• The 15th percentile is _______.
• The 85th percentile is _______.
• Median is _______.
• What is the theoretical probability that a randomly chosen pinky length is more than 6.5 cm?
• Explain the meaning of the 85th percentile of this data.

Discussion Questions
Do the data you collected give a close approximation to the theoretical distribution? In complete sentences and
comparing the results in the sections titled Describe the Data and Theoretical Distribution, explain why or why
not.
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7.1 Central Limit Theorem (Pocket Change)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will demonstrate and compare properties of the central limit theorem.

NOTE
This lab works best when sampling from several classes and combining data.

Collect the Data
1. Count the change in your pocket. (Do not include bills.)
2. Randomly survey 30 classmates. Record the values of the change in Table 7.1.
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 7.1

3. Construct a histogram. Make five to six intervals. Sketch the graph using a ruler and pencil. Scale the axes.

Figure 7.10

4. Calculate the following (n = 1; surveying one person at a time):
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
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5. Draw a smooth curve through the tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Collecting Averages of Pairs
Repeat steps one through five of the section Collect the Data. with one exception. Instead of recording the change
of 30 classmates, record the average change of 30 pairs.
1. Randomly survey 30 pairs of classmates.
2. Record the values of the average of their change in Table 7.2.
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 7.2

3. Construct a histogram. Scale the axes using the same scaling you used for the section titled Collect the Data.
Sketch the graph using a ruler and a pencil.

Figure 7.11

4. Calculate the following (n = 2; surveying two people at a time):
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
5. Draw a smooth curve through tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Collecting Averages of Groups of Five
Repeat steps one through five (of the section titled Collect the Data) with one exception. Instead of recording the
change of 30 classmates, record the average change of 30 groups of five.
1. Randomly survey 30 groups of five classmates.
2. Record the values of the average of their change.
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__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 7.3

3. Construct a histogram. Scale the axes using the same scaling you used for the section titled Collect the Data.
Sketch the graph using a ruler and a pencil.

Figure 7.12

4. Calculate the following (n = 5; surveying five people at a time):
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s = _______
5. Draw a smooth curve through tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Discussion Questions
1. Why did the shape of the distribution of the data change, as n changed? Use one to two complete sentences to
explain what happened.
2. In the section titled Collect the Data, what was the approximate distribution of the data? X ~
_____(_____,_____)
3. In the section titled Collecting Averages of Groups of Five, what was the approximate distribution of the

¯

averages? X ~ _____(_____,_____)
4. In one to two complete sentences, explain any differences in your answers to the previous two questions.
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7.2 Central Limit Theorem (Cookie Recipes)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will demonstrate and compare properties of the central limit theorem.

Given
X = length of time (in days) that a cookie recipe lasted at the Olmstead Homestead. (Assume that each of the different
recipes makes the same quantity of cookies.)

Recipe #

X

Recipe #

X

Recipe #

X

Recipe #

X

1

1

16

2

31

3

46

2

2

5

17

2

32

4

47

2

3

2

18

4

33

5

48

11

4

5

19

6

34

6

49

5

5

6

20

1

35

6

50

5

6

1

21

6

36

1

51

4

7

2

22

5

37

1

52

6

8

6

23

2

38

2

53

5

9

5

24

5

39

1

54

1

10

2

25

1

40

6

55

1

11

5

26

6

41

1

56

2

12

1

27

4

42

6

57

4

13

1

28

1

43

2

58

3

14

3

29

6

44

6

59

6

15

2

30

2

45

2

60

5

Table 7.4

Calculate the following:
a. μx = _______
b. σx = _______

Collect the Data
Use a random number generator to randomly select four samples of size n = 5 from the given population. Record
your samples in Table 7.5. Then, for each sample, calculate the mean to the nearest tenth. Record them in the spaces
provided. Record the sample means for the rest of the class.
1. Complete the table:
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Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

x̄ = ____

x̄ = ____

x̄ = ____

x̄ = ____

Means:

Sample means from other groups:

Table 7.5

2. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = _______

b. s x̄ = _______
3. Again, use a random number generator to randomly select four samples from the population. This time, make the
samples of size n = 10. Record the samples in Table 7.6. As before, for each sample, calculate the mean to the
nearest tenth. Record them in the spaces provided. Record the sample means for the rest of the class.

Sample 1

Means:

x̄ = ____

Sample 2

x̄ = ____

Sample 3

x̄ = ____

Sample 4

Sample means from other groups

x̄ = ____

Table 7.6

4. Calculate the following:
a.

x̄ = ______

b. s x̄ = ______
5. For the original population, construct a histogram. Make intervals with a bar width of one day. Sketch the graph
using a ruler and pencil. Scale the axes.
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Figure 7.13

6. Draw a smooth curve through the tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Repeat the Procedure for n = 5
1. For the sample of n = 5 days averaged together, construct a histogram of the averages (your means together with

the means of the other groups). Make intervals with bar widths of 1 a day. Sketch the graph using a ruler and

2

pencil. Scale the axes.

Figure 7.14

2. Draw a smooth curve through the tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Repeat the Procedure for n = 10
1. For the sample of n = 10 days averaged together, construct a histogram of the averages (your means together with

the means of the other groups). Make intervals with bar widths of 1 a day. Sketch the graph using a ruler and

2

pencil. Scale the axes.
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Figure 7.15

2. Draw a smooth curve through the tops of the bars of the histogram. Use one to two complete sentences to describe
the general shape of the curve.

Discussion Questions
1. Compare the three histograms you have made, the one for the population and the two for the sample means. In
three to five sentences, describe the similarities and differences.
2. State the theoretical (according to the clt) distributions for the sample means.
a. n = 5: x̄ ~ _____(_____,_____)
b. n = 10: x̄ ~ _____(_____,_____)
3. Are the sample means for n = 5 and n = 10 “close” to the theoretical mean, μx? Explain why or why not.
4. Which of the two distributions of sample means has the smaller standard deviation? Why?
5. As n changed, why did the shape of the distribution of the data change? Use one to two complete sentences to
explain what happened.
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8.1 Confidence Interval (Home Costs)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate the 90% confidence interval for the mean cost of a home in the area in which this
school is located.
• The student will interpret confidence intervals.
• The student will determine the effects of changing conditions on the confidence interval.

Collect the Data
Check the Real Estate section in your local newspaper. Record the sale prices for 35 randomly selected homes recently
listed in the county.

NOTE
Many newspapers list them only one day per week. Also, we will assume that homes come up for sale randomly.

1. Complete the table:
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 8.5

Describe the Data
1. Compute the following:
a.

x̄ = _____

b.

s x = _____

c. n = _____

¯

2. In words, define the random variable X .
3. State the estimated distribution to use. Use both words and symbols.

Find the Confidence Interval
1. Calculate the confidence interval and the error bound.
a. Confidence Interval: _____
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b. Error Bound: _____
2. How much area is in both tails (combined)? α = _____
3. How much area is in each tail? α = _____

2

4. Fill in the blanks on the graph with the area in each section. Then, fill in the number line with the upper and lower
limits of the confidence interval and the sample mean.

Figure 8.6

5. Some students think that a 90% confidence interval contains 90% of the data. Use the list of data on the first page
and count how many of the data values lie within the confidence interval. What percent is this? Is this percent
close to 90%? Explain why this percent should or should not be close to 90%.

Describe the Confidence Interval
1. In two to three complete sentences, explain what a confidence interval means (in general), as if you were talking
to someone who has not taken statistics.
2. In one to two complete sentences, explain what this confidence interval means for this particular study.

Use the Data to Construct Confidence Intervals
1. Using the given information, construct a confidence interval for each confidence level given.

Confidence level

EBM/Error Bound

Confidence Interval

50%
80%
95%
99%
Table 8.6

2. What happens to the EBM as the confidence level increases? Does the width of the confidence interval increase
or decrease? Explain why this happens.
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8.2 Confidence Interval (Place of Birth)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate the 90% confidence interval the proportion of students in this school who were born in
this state.
• The student will interpret confidence intervals.
• The student will determine the effects of changing conditions on the confidence interval.

Collect the Data
1. Survey the students in your class, asking them if they were born in this state. Let X = the number that were born
in this state.
a. n = ____________
b. x = ____________
2. In words, define the random variable P′.
3. State the estimated distribution to use.

Find the Confidence Interval and Error Bound
1. Calculate the confidence interval and the error bound.
a. Confidence Interval: _____
b. Error Bound: _____
2. How much area is in both tails (combined)? α = _____
3. How much area is in each tail? α = _____

2

4. Fill in the blanks on the graph with the area in each section. Then, fill in the number line with the upper and lower
limits of the confidence interval and the sample proportion.

Figure 8.7

Describe the Confidence Interval
1. In two to three complete sentences, explain what a confidence interval means (in general), as though you were
talking to someone who has not taken statistics.
2. In one to two complete sentences, explain what this confidence interval means for this particular study.
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3. Construct a confidence interval for each confidence level given.

Confidence level

EBP/Error Bound

Confidence Interval

50%
80%
95%
99%
Table 8.7

4. What happens to the EBP as the confidence level increases? Does the width of the confidence interval increase or
decrease? Explain why this happens.
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8.3 Confidence Interval (Women's Heights)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate a 90% confidence interval using the given data.
• The student will determine the relationship between the confidence level and the percentage of constructed
intervals that contain the population mean.

Given:
59.4 71.6 69.3 65.0 62.9 66.5 61.7 55.2
67.5 67.2 63.8 62.9 63.0 63.9 68.7 65.5
61.9 69.6 58.7 63.4 61.8 60.6 69.8 60.0
64.9 66.1 66.8 60.6 65.6 63.8 61.3 59.2
64.1 59.3 64.9 62.4 63.5 60.9 63.3 66.3
61.5 64.3 62.9 60.6 63.8 58.8 64.9 65.7
62.5 70.9 62.9 63.1 62.2 58.7 64.7 66.0
60.5 64.7 65.4 60.2 65.0 64.1 61.1 65.3
64.6 59.2 61.4 62.0 63.5 61.4 65.5 62.3
65.5 64.7 58.8 66.1 64.9 66.9 57.9 69.8
58.5 63.4 69.2 65.9 62.2 60.0 58.1 62.5
62.4 59.1 66.4 61.2 60.4 58.7 66.7 67.5
63.2 56.6 67.7 62.5
Table 8.8 Heights of 100 Women (in
Inches)

1. Table 8.8 lists the heights of 100 women. Use a random number generator to select ten data values randomly.
2. Calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation. Assume that the population standard deviation is
known to be 3.3 inches. With these values, construct a 90% confidence interval for your sample of ten values.
Write the confidence interval you obtained in the first space of Table 8.9.
3. Now write your confidence interval on the board. As others in the class write their confidence intervals on the
board, copy them into Table 8.9.
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
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__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 8.9 90% Confidence Intervals

Discussion Questions
1. The actual population mean for the 100 heights given Table 8.8 is μ = 63.4. Using the class listing of confidence
intervals, count how many of them contain the population mean μ; i.e., for how many intervals does the value of
μ lie between the endpoints of the confidence interval?
2. Divide this number by the total number of confidence intervals generated by the class to determine the percent of
confidence intervals that contains the mean μ. Write this percent here: _____________.
3. Is the percent of confidence intervals that contain the population mean μ close to 90%?
4. Suppose we had generated 100 confidence intervals. What do you think would happen to the percent of
confidence intervals that contained the population mean?
5. When we construct a 90% confidence interval, we say that we are 90% confident that the true population
mean lies within the confidence interval. Using complete sentences, explain what we mean by this phrase.
6. Some students think that a 90% confidence interval contains 90% of the data. Use the list of data given (the
heights of women) and count how many of the data values lie within the confidence interval that you generated
based on that data. How many of the 100 data values lie within your confidence interval? What percent is this? Is
this percent close to 90%?
7. Explain why it does not make sense to count data values that lie in a confidence interval. Think about the random
variable that is being used in the problem.
8. Suppose you obtained the heights of ten women and calculated a confidence interval from this information.
Without knowing the population mean μ, would you have any way of knowing for certain if your interval
actually contained the value of μ? Explain.
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9.1 Hypothesis Testing of a Single Mean and Single
Proportion
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will select the appropriate distributions to use in each case.
• The student will conduct hypothesis tests and interpret the results.

Television Survey
In a recent survey, it was stated that Americans watch television on average four hours per day. Assume that σ = 2.
Using your class as the sample, conduct a hypothesis test to determine if the average for students at your school is
lower.
1. H0: _____________
2. Ha: _____________
3. In words, define the random variable. __________ = ______________________
4. The distribution to use for the test is _______________________.
5. Determine the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately.Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:

Figure 9.21

b. Determine the p-value.
7. Do you or do you not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.

Language Survey
About 42.3% of Californians and 19.6% of all Americans over age five speak a language other than English at home.
Using your class as the sample, conduct a hypothesis test to determine if the percent of the students at your school who
speak a language other than English at home is different from 42.3%.
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1. H0: ___________
2. Ha: ___________
3. In words, define the random variable. __________ = _______________
4. The distribution to use for the test is ________________
5. Determine the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:

Figure 9.22

b. Determine the p-value.
7. Do you or do you not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.

Jeans Survey
Suppose that young adults own an average of three pairs of jeans. Survey eight people from your class to determine if
the average is higher than three. Assume the population is normal.
1. H0: _____________
2. Ha: _____________
3. In words, define the random variable. __________ = ______________________
4. The distribution to use for the test is _______________________.
5. Determine the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:
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Figure 9.23

b. Determine the p-value.
7. Do you or do you not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.
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10.1 Hypothesis Testing for Two Means and Two
Proportions
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will select the appropriate distributions to use in each case.
• The student will conduct hypothesis tests and interpret the results.

Supplies:
• the business section from two consecutive days’ newspapers
• three small packages of M&Ms®
• five small packages of Reese's Pieces®

Increasing Stocks Survey
Look at yesterday’s newspaper business section. Conduct a hypothesis test to determine if the proportion of New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) stocks that increased is greater than the proportion of NASDAQ stocks that increased. As
randomly as possible, choose 40 NYSE stocks, and 32 NASDAQ stocks and complete the following statements.
1. H0: _________
2. Ha: _________
3. In words, define the random variable.
4. The distribution to use for the test is _____________.
5. Calculate the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:

Figure 10.13

b. Calculate the p-value.
7. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
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8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.

Decreasing Stocks Survey
Randomly pick eight stocks from the newspaper. Using two consecutive days’ business sections, test whether the
stocks went down, on average, for the second day.
1. H0: ________
2. Ha: ________
3. In words, define the random variable.
4. The distribution to use for the test is _____________.
5. Calculate the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:

Figure 10.14

b. Calculate the p-value:
7. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.

Candy Survey
Buy three small packages of M&Ms and five small packages of Reese's Pieces (same net weight as the M&Ms). Test
whether or not the mean number of candy pieces per package is the same for the two brands.
1. H0: ________
2. Ha: ________
3. In words, define the random variable.
4. What distribution should be used for this test?
5. Calculate the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:
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Figure 10.15

b. Calculate the p-value.
7. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.

Shoe Survey
Test whether women have, on average, more pairs of shoes than men. Include all forms of sneakers, shoes, sandals,
and boots. Use your class as the sample.
1. H0: ________
2. Ha: ________
3. In words, define the random variable.
4. The distribution to use for the test is ________________.
5. Calculate the test statistic using your data.
6. Draw a graph and label it appropriately. Shade the actual level of significance.
a. Graph:

Figure 10.16

b. Calculate the p-value.
7. Do you reject or not reject the null hypothesis? Why?
8. Write a clear conclusion using a complete sentence.
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11.1 Lab 1: Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcome
• The student will evaluate data collected to determine if they fit either the uniform or exponential distributions.

Collect the Data
Go to your local supermarket. Ask 30 people as they leave for the total amount on their grocery receipts. (Or, ask three
cashiers for the last ten amounts. Be sure to include the express lane, if it is open.)

NOTE
You may need to combine two categories so that each cell has an expected value of at least five.

1. Record the values.
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Table 11.23

2. Construct a histogram of the data. Make five to six intervals. Sketch the graph using a ruler and pencil. Scale the
axes.

Figure 11.9

3. Calculate the following:
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a.

x̄ = ________

b. s = ________
c. s2 = ________

Uniform Distribution
Test to see if grocery receipts follow the uniform distribution.
1. Using your lowest and highest values, X ~ U (_______, _______)
2. Divide the distribution into fifths.
3. Calculate the following:
a. lowest value = _________
b. 20th percentile = _________
c. 40th percentile = _________
d. 60th percentile = _________
e. 80th percentile = _________
f. highest value = _________
4. For each fifth, count the observed number of receipts and record it. Then determine the expected number of
receipts and record that.

Fifth

Observed

Expected

st

1

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Table 11.24

5. H0: ________
6. Ha: ________
7. What distribution should you use for a hypothesis test?
8. Why did you choose this distribution?
9. Calculate the test statistic.
10. Find the p-value.
11. Sketch a graph of the situation. Label and scale the x-axis. Shade the area corresponding to the p-value.
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Figure 11.10

12. State your decision.
13. State your conclusion in a complete sentence.

Exponential Distribution
Test to see if grocery receipts follow the exponential distribution with decay parameter 1¯ .

x

1. Using 1 as the decay parameter, X ~ Exp(_________).

x̄

2. Calculate the following:
a. lowest value = ________
b. first quartile = ________
c. 37th percentile = ________
d. median = ________
e. 63rd percentile = ________
f. 3rd quartile = ________
g. highest value = ________
3. For each cell, count the observed number of receipts and record it. Then determine the expected number of
receipts and record that.

Cell

Observed

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
Table 11.25

4. H0: ________

Expected
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5. Ha: ________
6. What distribution should you use for a hypothesis test?
7. Why did you choose this distribution?
8. Calculate the test statistic.
9. Find the p-value.
10. Sketch a graph of the situation. Label and scale the x-axis. Shade the area corresponding to the p-value.

Figure 11.11

11. State your decision.
12. State your conclusion in a complete sentence.

Discussion Questions
1. Did your data fit either distribution? If so, which?
2. In general, do you think it’s likely that data could fit more than one distribution? In complete sentences, explain
why or why not.
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11.2 Lab 2: Chi-Square Test of Independence
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcome
• The student will evaluate if there is a significant relationship between favorite type of snack and gender.

Collect the Data
1. Using your class as a sample, complete the following chart. Ask each other what your favorite snack is, then total
the results.

NOTE
You may need to combine two food categories so that each cell has an expected value of at least five.

sweets (candy & baked
goods)

ice
cream

chips &
pretzels

fruits &
vegetables

Total

male
female
Total
Table 11.26 Favorite type of snack

2. Looking at Table 11.26, does it appear to you that there is a dependence between gender and favorite type of
snack food? Why or why not?

Hypothesis Test
Conduct a hypothesis test to determine if the factors are independent:
1. H0: ________
2. Ha: ________
3. What distribution should you use for a hypothesis test?
4. Why did you choose this distribution?
5. Calculate the test statistic.
6. Find the p-value.
7. Sketch a graph of the situation. Label and scale the x-axis. Shade the area corresponding to the p-value.
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Figure 11.12

8. State your decision.
9. State your conclusion in a complete sentence.

Discussion Questions
1. Is the conclusion of your study the same as or different from your answer to answer to question two under Collect
the Data?
2. Why do you think that occurred?
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12.1 Regression (Distance from School)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate and construct the line of best fit between two variables.
• The student will evaluate the relationship between two variables to determine if that relationship is significant.

Collect the Data
Use eight members of your class for the sample. Collect bivariate data (distance an individual lives from school, the
cost of supplies for the current term).
1. Complete the table.

Distance from school

Cost of supplies this term

Table 12.9

2. Which variable should be the dependent variable and which should be the independent variable? Why?
3. Graph “distance” vs. “cost.” Plot the points on the graph. Label both axes with words. Scale both axes.

Figure 12.21
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Analyze the Data
Enter your data into your calculator or computer. Write the linear equation, rounding to four decimal places.
1. Calculate the following:
a. a = ______
b. b = ______
c. correlation = ______
d. n = ______
e. equation: ŷ = ______
f. Is the correlation significant? Why or why not? (Answer in one to three complete sentences.)
2. Supply an answer for the following senarios:
a. For a person who lives eight miles from campus, predict the total cost of supplies this term:
b. For a person who lives eighty miles from campus, predict the total cost of supplies this term:
3. Obtain the graph on your calculator or computer. Sketch the regression line.

Figure 12.22

Discussion Questions
1. Answer each question in complete sentences.
a. Does the line seem to fit the data? Why?
b. What does the correlation imply about the relationship between the distance and the cost?
2. Are there any outliers? If so, which point is an outlier?
3. Should the outlier, if it exists, be removed? Why or why not?
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12.2 Regression (Textbook Cost)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate and construct the line of best fit between two variables.
• The student will evaluate the relationship between two variables to determine if that relationship is significant.

Collect the Data
Survey ten textbooks. Collect bivariate data (number of pages in a textbook, the cost of the textbook).
1. Complete the table.

Number of pages

Cost of textbook

Table 12.10

2. Which variable should be the dependent variable and which should be the independent variable? Why?
3. Graph “pages” vs. “cost.” Plot the points on the graph in Analyze the Data. Label both axes with words. Scale
both axes.

Analyze the Data
Enter your data into your calculator or computer. Write the linear equation, rounding to four decimal places.
1. Calculate the following:
a. a = ______
b. b = ______
c. correlation = ______
d. n = ______
e. equation: y = ______
f. Is the correlation significant? Why or why not? (Answer in complete sentences.)
2. Supply an answer for the following senarios:
a. For a textbook with 400 pages, predict the cost.
b. For a textbook with 600 pages, predict the cost.
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3. Obtain the graph on your calculator or computer. Sketch the regression line.

Figure 12.23

Discussion Questions
1. Answer each question in complete sentences.
a. Does the line seem to fit the data? Why?
b. What does the correlation imply about the relationship between the number of pages and the cost?
2. Are there any outliers? If so, which point(s) is an outlier?
3. Should the outlier, if it exists, be removed? Why or why not?
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12.3 Regression (Fuel Efficiency)
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcomes
• The student will calculate and construct the line of best fit between two variables.
• The student will evaluate the relationship between two variables to determine if that relationship is significant.

Collect the Data
Find a reputable source that provides information on total fuel efficiency (in miles per gallon) and weight (in pounds)
of new model cars with automatic transmissions. We will use this data to determine the relationship, if any, between
the fuel efficiency of a car and its weight.
1. Using your random number generator, randomly select 20 cars from the list and record their weights and fuel
efficiency into Table 12.11.

Weight

Fuel Efficiency

Table 12.11

2. Which variable should be the dependent variable and which should be the independent variable? Why?
3. By hand, do a scatterplot of “weight” vs. “fuel efficiency”. Plot the points on graph paper. Label both axes with
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words. Scale both axes accurately.

Figure 12.24

Analyze the Data
Enter your data into your calculator or computer. Write the linear equation, rounding to 4 decimal places.
1. Calculate the following:
a. a = ______
b. b = ______
c. correlation = ______
d. n = ______
e. equation: ŷ = ______
2. Obtain the graph of the regression line on your calculator. Sketch the regression line on the same axes as your
scatter plot.

Discussion Questions
1. Is the correlation significant? Explain how you determined this in complete sentences.
2. Is the relationship a positive one or a negative one? Explain how you can tell and what this means in terms of
weight and fuel efficiency.
3. In one or two complete sentences, what is the practical interpretation of the slope of the least squares line in terms
of fuel efficiency and weight?
4. For a car that weighs 4,000 pounds, predict its fuel efficiency. Include units.
5. Can we predict the fuel efficiency of a car that weighs 10,000 pounds using the least squares line? Explain why
or why not.
6. Answer each question in complete sentences.
a. Does the line seem to fit the data? Why or why not?
b. What does the correlation imply about the relationship between fuel efficiency and weight of a car? Is this
what you expected?
7. Are there any outliers? If so, which point is an outlier?
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13.1 One-Way ANOVA
Class Time:
Names:

Student Learning Outcome
• The student will conduct a simple one-way ANOVA test involving three variables.

Collect the Data
1. Record the price per pound of eight fruits, eight vegetables, and eight breads in your local supermarket.

Fruits

Vegetables

Breads

Table 13.12

2. Explain how you could try to collect the data randomly.

Analyze the Data and Conduct a Hypothesis Test
1. State the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis.
2. Compute the following:
a. Fruit:
i.

x̄ = ______

ii.

s x = ______

iii. n = ______
b. Vegetables:
i.

x̄ = ______

ii.

s x = ______

iii. n = ______
c. Bread:
i.

x̄ = ______

ii.

s x = ______

iii. n = ______
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3. Find the following:
a. df(num) = ______
b. df(denom) = ______
4. State the approximate distribution for the test.
5. Test statistic: F = ______
6. Sketch a graph of this situation. CLEARLY, label and scale the horizontal axis and shade the region(s)
corresponding to the p-value.
7. p-value = ______
8. Test at α = 0.05. State your decision and conclusion.
9.

a. Decision: Why did you make this decision?
b. Conclusion (write a complete sentence).
c. Based on the results of your study, is there a need to investigate any of the food groups’ prices? Why or why
not?
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APPENDIX D: NOTES FOR
THE TI-83, 83+, 84, 84+
CALCULATORS
Quick Tips
Legend

•

represents a button press

• [ ] represents yellow command or green letter behind a key
• < > represents items on the screen
To adjust the contrast

Press

, then hold

to increase the contrast or

to decrease the contrast.

To capitalize letters and words

Press

to get one capital letter, or press

, then

letters. You can return to the top-level button values by pressing

to set all button presses to capital
again.

To correct a mistake

If you hit a wrong button, just hit

and start again.

To write in scientific notation
Numbers in scientific notation are expressed on the TI-83, 83+, 84, and 84+ using E notation, such that...
• 4.321 E 4 = 4.321×10 4
• 4.321 E –4 = 4.321×10 –4
To transfer programs or equations from one calculator to another:

Both calculators: Insert your respective end of the link cable cable and press
Calculator receiving information:
1. Use the arrows to navigate to and select <RECEIVE>

2. Press

.

Calculator sending information:
1. Press appropriate number or letter.

, then [LINK].
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2. Use up and down arrows to access the appropriate item.

3. Press

to select item to transfer.

4. Press right arrow to navigate to and select <TRANSMIT>.

5. Press

.

NOTE
ERROR 35 LINK generally means that the cables have not been inserted far enough.

Both calculators: Insert your respective end of the link cable cable Both calculators: press
exit when done.

Manipulating One-Variable Statistics
NOTE
These directions are for entering data with the built-in statistical program.

Data

Frequency

–2

10

–1

3

0

4

1

5

3

8

Table G1 Sample
Data We are
manipulating onevariable statistics.

To begin:
1. Turn on the calculator.

2. Access statistics mode.

3. Select <4:ClrList> to clear data from lists, if desired.
,
4. Enter list [L1] to be cleared.

, then [QUIT] to
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, [L1] ,
5. Display last instruction.
, [ENTRY]
6. Continue clearing remaining lists in the same fashion, if desired.
, [L2] ,

,
7. Access statistics mode.

8. Select <1:Edit . . .>

9. Enter data. Data values go into [L1]. (You may need to arrow over to [L1]).
◦ Type in a data value and enter it. (For negative numbers, use the negate (-) key at the bottom of the keypad).
,

,

◦ Continue in the same manner until all data values are entered.
10. In [L2], enter the frequencies for each data value in [L1].
◦ Type in a frequency and enter it. (If a data value appears only once, the frequency is "1").
,
◦ Continue in the same manner until all data values are entered.
11. Access statistics mode.

12. Navigate to <CALC>.
13. Access <1:1-var Stats>.

14. Indicate that the data is in [L1]...
, [L1] ,
15. ...and indicate that the frequencies are in [L2].
, [L2] ,
16. The statistics should be displayed. You may arrow down to get remaining statistics. Repeat as necessary.
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Drawing Histograms
NOTE
We will assume that the data is already entered.

We will construct two histograms with the built-in STATPLOT application. The first way will use the default ZOOM. The
second way will involve customizing a new graph.
1. Access graphing mode.
, [STAT PLOT]
2. Select <1:plot 1> to access plotting - first graph.

3. Use the arrows navigate go to <ON> to turn on Plot 1.
<ON> ,
4. Use the arrows to go to the histogram picture and select the histogram.

5. Use the arrows to navigate to <Xlist>.
6. If "L1" is not selected, select it.
, [L1] ,
7. Use the arrows to navigate to <Freq>.
8. Assign the frequencies to [L2].
, [L2] ,
9. Go back to access other graphs.
, [STAT PLOT]
10. Use the arrows to turn off the remaining plots.
11. Be sure to deselect or clear all equations before graphing.
To deselect equations:
1. Access the list of equations.

2. Select each equal sign (=).

3. Continue, until all equations are deselected.
To clear equations:
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1. Access the list of equations.

2. Use the arrow keys to navigate to the right of each equal sign (=) and clear them.

3. Repeat until all equations are deleted.
To draw default histogram:
1. Access the ZOOM menu.

2. Select <9:ZoomStat>.

3. The histogram will show with a window automatically set.
To draw custom histogram:
1. Access window mode to set the graph parameters.

2.

◦

X min = –2.5

◦

X max = 3.5

◦

X scl = 1 (width of bars)

◦

Y min = 0

◦

Y max = 10

◦

Y scl = 1 (spacing of tick marks on y-axis)

◦

X res = 1

3. Access graphing mode to see the histogram.

To draw box plots:
1. Access graphing mode.
, [STAT PLOT]
2. Select <1:Plot 1> to access the first graph.

3. Use the arrows to select <ON> and turn on Plot 1.

4. Use the arrows to select the box plot picture and enable it.
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5. Use the arrows to navigate to <Xlist>.
6. If "L1" is not selected, select it.
, [L1] ,
7. Use the arrows to navigate to <Freq>.
8. Indicate that the frequencies are in [L2].
, [L2] ,
9. Go back to access other graphs.
, [STAT PLOT]
10. Be sure to deselect or clear all equations before graphing using the method mentioned above.
11. View the box plot.
, [STAT PLOT]

Linear Regression
Sample Data
The following data is real. The percent of declared ethnic minority students at De Anza College for selected years from
1970–1995 was:

Year

Student Ethnic Minority Percentage

1970

14.13

1973

12.27

1976

14.08

1979

18.16

1982

27.64

1983

28.72

1986

31.86

1989

33.14

1992

45.37

1995

53.1

Table G2 The independent variable is "Year," while
the independent variable is "Student Ethnic Minority
Percent."
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Figure G1 Student Ethnic Minority Percentage By hand, verify the scatterplot above.

NOTE
The TI-83 has a built-in linear regression feature, which allows the data to be edited.The x-values will be in [L1]; the
y-values in [L2].

To enter data and do linear regression:
1. ON Turns calculator on.

2. Before accessing this program, be sure to turn off all plots.
◦ Access graphing mode.
, [STAT PLOT]
◦ Turn off all plots.
,
3. Round to three decimal places. To do so:
◦ Access the mode menu.
, [STAT PLOT]
◦ Navigate to <Float> and then to the right to <3>.

◦ All numbers will be rounded to three decimal places until changed.

4. Enter statistics mode and clear lists [L1] and [L2], as describe previously.
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,
5. Enter editing mode to insert values for x and y.
,

6. Enter each value. Press

to continue.

To display the correlation coefficient:
1. Access the catalog.
, [CATALOG]
2. Arrow down and select <DiagnosticOn>
... ,
3.

,

r and r 2 will be displayed during regression calculations.

4. Access linear regression.

5. Select the form of y = a + bx.
,
The display will show:
LinReg
• y = a + bx
• a = –3176.909
• b = 1.617
• r = 2 0.924
• r = 0.961
This means the Line of Best Fit (Least Squares Line) is:
• y = –3176.909 + 1.617x
• Percent = –3176.909 + 1.617 (year #)
The correlation coefficient r = 0.961
To see the scatter plot:
1. Access graphing mode.
, [STAT PLOT]
2. Select <1:plot 1> To access plotting - first graph.
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3. Navigate and select <ON> to turn on Plot 1.
<ON>
4. Navigate to the first picture.
5. Select the scatter plot.

6. Navigate to <Xlist>.

7. If [L1] is not selected, press

, [L1] to select it.

8. Confirm that the data values are in [L1].
<ON>
9. Navigate to <Ylist>.
10. Select that the frequencies are in [L2].
, [L2] ,
11. Go back to access other graphs.
, [STAT PLOT]
12. Use the arrows to turn off the remaining plots.
13. Access window mode to set the graph parameters.

◦

X min = 1970

◦

X max = 2000

◦

X scl = 10 (spacing of tick marks on x-axis)

◦

Y min = − 0.05

◦

Y max = 60

◦

Y scl = 10 (spacing of tick marks on y-axis)

◦

X res = 1

14. Be sure to deselect or clear all equations before graphing, using the instructions above.

15. Press the graph button to see the scatter plot.
To see the regression graph:
1. Access the equation menu. The regression equation will be put into Y1.
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2. Access the vars menu and navigate to <5: Statistics>.
,
3. Navigate to <EQ>.
4. <1: RegEQ> contains the regression equation which will be entered in Y1.

5. Press the graphing mode button. The regression line will be superimposed over the scatter plot.

To see the residuals and use them to calculate the critical point for an outlier:
1. Access the list. RESID will be an item on the menu. Navigate to it.
, [LIST], <RESID>
2. Confirm twice to view the list of residuals. Use the arrows to select them.
,
3. The critical point for an outlier is: 1.9V SSE where:

n−2

◦

n = number of pairs of data

◦

SSE = sum of the squared errors

◦

∑ ⎛⎝residual 2⎞⎠

4. Store the residuals in [L3].
, [L3] ,

,

(residual) 2
. Note that n − 2 = 8
n−2

5. Calculate the

, [L3] ,

,

,

6. Store this value in [L4].
, [L4] ,

,

7. Calculate the critical value using the equation above.
,
,

,
,

,
,

, [V] ,

,
, [L4] ,

,

, [LIST]
,

8. Verify that the calculator displays: 7.642669563. This is the critical value.
9. Compare the absolute value of each residual value in [L3] to 7.64. If the absolute value is greater than 7.64, then the
(x, y) corresponding point is an outlier. In this case, none of the points is an outlier.
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To obtain estimates of y for various x-values:
There are various ways to determine estimates for "y." One way is to substitute values for "x" in the equation. Another way
is to use the

on the graph of the regression line.

TI-83, 83+, 84, 84+ instructions for distributions and tests
Distributions
Access DISTR (for "Distributions").
For technical assistance, visit the Texas Instruments website at http://www.ti.com (http://www.ti.com) and enter your
calculator model into the "search" box.
Binomial Distribution
• binompdf(n,p,x) corresponds to P(X = x)
• binomcdf(n,p,x) corresponds to P(X ≤ x)
• To see a list of all probabilities for x: 0, 1, . . . , n, leave off the "x" parameter.
Poisson Distribution
• poissonpdf(λ,x) corresponds to P(X = x)
• poissoncdf(λ,x) corresponds to P(X ≤ x)
Continuous Distributions (general)
• −∞ uses the value –1EE99 for left bound
•

+∞ uses the value 1EE99 for right bound

Normal Distribution
• normalpdf(x,μ,σ) yields a probability density function value (only useful to plot the normal curve, in which case
"x" is the variable)
• normalcdf(left bound, right bound, μ, σ) corresponds to P(left bound < X < right bound)
• normalcdf(left bound, right bound) corresponds to P(left bound < Z < right bound) – standard normal
• invNorm(p,μ,σ) yields the critical value, k: P(X < k) = p
• invNorm(p) yields the critical value, k: P(Z < k) = p for the standard normal
Student's t-Distribution
• tpdf(x,df) yields the probability density function value (only useful to plot the student-t curve, in which case "x"
is the variable)
• tcdf(left bound, right bound, df) corresponds to P(left bound < t < right bound)
Chi-square Distribution
• Χ2pdf(x,df) yields the probability density function value (only useful to plot the chi2 curve, in which case "x" is
the variable)
• Χ2cdf(left bound, right bound, df) corresponds to P(left bound < Χ2 < right bound)
F Distribution
• Fpdf(x,dfnum,dfdenom) yields the probability density function value (only useful to plot the F curve, in which
case "x" is the variable)
• Fcdf(left bound,right bound,dfnum,dfdenom) corresponds to P(left bound < F < right bound)

Tests and Confidence Intervals
Access STAT and TESTS.
For the confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, you may enter the data into the appropriate lists and press DATA to have
the calculator find the sample means and standard deviations. Or, you may enter the sample means and sample standard
deviations directly by pressing STAT once in the appropriate tests.
Confidence Intervals
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• ZInterval is the confidence interval for mean when σ is known.
• TInterval is the confidence interval for mean when σ is unknown; s estimates σ.
• 1-PropZInt is the confidence interval for proportion.

NOTE
The confidence levels should be given as percents (ex. enter "95" or ".95" for a 95% confidence level).

Hypothesis Tests
• Z-Test is the hypothesis test for single mean when σ is known.
• T-Test is the hypothesis test for single mean when σ is unknown; s estimates σ.
• 2-SampZTest is the hypothesis test for two independent means when both σ's are known.
• 2-SampTTest is the hypothesis test for two independent means when both σ's are unknown.
• 1-PropZTest is the hypothesis test for single proportion.
• 2-PropZTest is the hypothesis test for two proportions.
• Χ2-Test is the hypothesis test for independence.
• Χ2GOF-Test is the hypothesis test for goodness-of-fit (TI-84+ only).
• LinRegTTEST is the hypothesis test for Linear Regression (TI-84+ only).

NOTE
Input the null hypothesis value in the row below "Inpt." For a test of a single mean, "μ∅" represents the null
hypothesis. For a test of a single proportion, "p∅" represents the null hypothesis. Enter the alternate hypothesis on the
bottom row.
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APPENDIX E: TABLES
The module contains links to government site tables used in statistics.

NOTE
When you are finished with the table link, use the back button on your browser to return here.

Tables (NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook of Statistical Methods, http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/, January
3, 2009)
• Student t table (http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3672.htm)
• Normal table (http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3671.htm)
• Chi-Square table (http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3674.htm)
• F-table (http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3673.htm)
• All four tables (http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda367.htm) can be accessed by
going to
95% Critical Values of the Sample Correlation Coefficient Table
• 95% Critical Values of the Sample Correlation Coefficient

